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To 

THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

May It Please Your Majesty, 

We, the Conunissioners appointed to examine and report on the present 
conditions of agricultural and rural economy in British India, and to make 
recommendations for the improvement of agriculture and to promote 
the weUare and prosperity of the rural population; in particular, to 
investigate :-(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of 
agricultural and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and 
education, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, forthe introduc
tion of new and better crops and for improvement in agricultural practice,. 
dairy farming and the breeding of stock; (b) the existing methods of 
traD1!port and marketing of agricultural produce and stock; (e) the 
methods by which agricultural operations are financed and credit afforded 
to agriculturists; (d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the 
welfare of the agricultural population; and to make recommendations; 
availing ourselves of Your Majesty's permission to report our proceedings 
from time to time, desire to submit to Your Majesty the minutes of the 
evidence which we have taken up to the 2nd of November 1926 on the 
subject of our Inquiry. . 

All of which we most humbly submit for Your Majesty's most gracious 
cOD1!ideration. 

(Signed) LINLITHGOW, 

( 
" 

( 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

(Signed) J. A. MADAN, 
( .. ) F. W. H. SMITH, 

Joint Secretaries. 

15th May 1927. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
Generally, 

To examine and report on the present conditions of agriculture and 
rura.l economy in Britillh India and to make recommendations for the 
improvement of agriculture and the promotion. of the welfare and pr08~ 
perity of the rure.! population; 

In particular to investigate-
(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agricultural 

and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and eduoa
tion, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, for the intro
duction of new and better crops and for improvement in agricul
tural practice, dairy farming and the breeding of stock ; 

(b) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agricultural 
produce and stock; 

(0) the methods by which agricultural operations are financed and 
credit afforded to agriculturists ; 

(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare.of the 
agricultural population; 

and to make recommendations. 
It will not be within: the scope of the Commission's duties to make 

recommendations regarding the existing system of landownership and 
tenancy or of the assessment of land revenue and irrigation charges, or 
the exi~ting division of functions between the Government of India and 
the local Governments. But the Commission shall be at liberty to suggest 
means whereby the activities of the Governments in India may best be 
co-ordinated and to indicate directions in which the Government of 
India may usefully supplement the activities of local Governments. 
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qUESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 
Question. 

1. Research. 

2. Agrioultural education. 
3. Demonstration and propaganda. 
4. Administration. 

5. Finance. 
6. Agricultural indebtedness. 
7. Fragmentat.ion of holdings. 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 
9. Soils. 

10. Fertilisers. 
n. Crops. 
12. Cultivation. 

13. Crop protection. 

14. Implements. 

PART III 
15. Veterinary. 

16. Animal husbandry. 

PART IV 

17. Agricultural industries. 

18. Agricultural labour. 

19. Forests. 

20. Marketing. 
21. Tariffs and sea freights. 
22. Co-operation. 
23. General education. 
24. Attracting capital. 
25. Welfare of rural population. 
26. Statistics. 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 
t. Research. 

(a) Have you suggestions to advance for the better organisation, 
adrniniBtration and financing of-

(i) All research affecting the weHare of the agriculturist, including 
research into the scientifio value of the indigenous theory and 
traditional methods of agriculture; 

(ii) Veterinary research 1 
(b) If in cases known to you progress is not being made because of the 

want of skilled workers, or field or laboratory facilities for study or by 
reason of bny other handicaps, please give particulars. [Suggestions 
of a gl::neral kind should be made under (a) ; answel'l' under this heading 
should relate to specific subjects. The purpose is to secure a list of 
the problems met with by scientific investigators in the course of their 
work which are being held over because of lack of resources or deficient 
organi;,ation.] . 

(c) Can you suggest any particular subject for research not at present 
being investigated to which attention might usefully be turned 1 

2. Agricultural Education. 
With reference to any form of agricultural education of which you may 

have experience, please state your views on the following :-
(i) Is the supply of teachers and institutions suffioient 1 

(ii) Is there an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in any 
diBtrict or districts known to you personally' 

(iii) Should teachers in rural areas be drawn from the agricultural 
classes! 

(it·) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous as you 
would expect in present circumstances; if not, state reasons. 
Can you suggest measur~ likely to stimulate the demand for 
instruction , • 

(v) What are the main incentives which induce lads to study 
agriculture ~ 

(vi) Are pupils mainly drawn from the agricultural classes , 
(f>ii) Are there any modifications in existing courses of study which 

appear to be called for; if so, what are they! 
(viii) What are your views upon (a) nature study; (b) school plots; 

(c) school farms ! 
(ix) What are the careers of the majority of students. who have 

studied agriculture! 
(x) How can agJiculture be made attractive to middle class youths 1 
(xi) Are there recent movements for improving the technical 

knowledge of students who have studied agriculture! 
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(xii) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularised ¥ 
(xii?) In Ruggesting any scheme for better educational facilities in 

rural areas, please give your views for (a) its administration 
and (b) its finance. 

3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 
(a) What are the measures which in your view have been successful in 

influencing all-d improving the practice of cultivators 1 
(b) Can you make suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of field 

demonstrations 1 
(c) Can you suggest methods whereby' cultivators may be induced to 

adopt expert advice 1 . 
(d) If you are aware of any striking instances of the success or the 

failure of demonstration and propaganda work, please give particulars 
and indicate the reasons for success or for failure. 
4. Administration. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means towards the better co-ordination 
of the activit.ies of the Governments in India or to indicate directions 
in which the Government of India may usefully supplem.ent the activities . 
of the local Governments 1 

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required 
in the development· of agriculture in the different Provinces could be 
supplied to a greater extent than is the case at present by increasing 
the scientific staff of the Government of India 1 If so, indicate the types 
of work which would benefit by pooling the services of experts, and· 
suggest how that work should be controlled. 

(c) he you satisfied from the agricultural standpoint. with the services 
afforded by-

(i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services, 
(ii) Railways and steamers, 

(iii) Roads, 
(iv) Meteorological Department, 
(v) Posts, and 

(vi) Telegra.phs, including wjrele~s 1 
If not, please indicate directions in which you think these Services 

might be improved or extended. 
5. Finance. 

(a) What are your views as to the steps that should be taken for the 
better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision of short 
and long-term credit to cultivators 1 

(b) Do you wish to suggest means whereby cultivators may be induced 
to make fuller use of the Government system of taccavi , 
6. Agricultural Indebtedness. 

(a) What in your opinion are·:-
U) the main caust's of borrowing, 

(ii) the sources of credit, and 
(iii) the reasons preventing repaymt'nt. 
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(b) What measures in your op'inion are necessary for lightening agri
culture's burden of debt! For example, should special measures be take~ 
to deal with rural insolvency, to enfotce the application of the Usurious 
Loans Act, or to facilitate the redemption of mortgages! , 

(e) Should measures be taken to restrict or control the credit of 
cultivators such sa limiting the right of mortgage and sale! Should 
non-terminable mortgages be prohibited , 
7. Fragmentation of Holdings. .' 

(a) Do you wish to suggest meana for reducing the 1088 in agricultural 
efficiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings ~ 

(b) What are the obstacles in the way of consolidation and how can 
they be overcome ! 

(e) Do you conaider legislation to be necessary to deal with minors, 
widows with life interest, persona legally incapable, alienation and 
dissentients, and to keep disputes out of the courts? 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 

(a) Name any district or districts in which you advocate the adoption 
of new irrigation schemes, or suggest extenaiona or improvements in the 
existing systems or methods of irrigation by-

(i) Perennial and non-perennial canals, 
(ii) Tanks and ponds, . 
(iii) Wells. 

What are the obstacles in your district or Province to the extenaion of 
irrigation by each of the above methods ! 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing methods of distributing canal 
water to cultivators! Describe the methods that have been employed 
to prevent wastage of water by evaporation and by absorption in the 
soil. What form of outlet for distribution to cultivators at the tail 
end do you regald u the most equitable and economical! Have these 
methods and devices been successful, or do you wish to suggest improve-
m~' , 

(N.B.-Irrigation charges are fIOt within the terms of reference of the 
Commission, and should not be commented upon.) 
9. Soils. 

(a) Have you suggestiona to make-
(i) for the improvement of soils, whether by drainage or other meana, 

not dealt with under other headings in this questionnaire. 
(ii) for the reclamation of Alkali (Usar) or other uncuitivabllliand, 

(iii) for the prevention of the erosion of the surface soil by flood 
water! 

(b) Ca~ you give inatances_ofsoils known to you which, within your 
recollectIOn, have- . 

(i) undergone marked improvement, 
(ii) suffered marked deterioration! 

If BO,. please give full particulars • 
• 01'37-& 
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(c) What measures should Government take to encourage the reclama
tion of areas of cultivable land which have gone out of cultivation 1 

10. Fertilisers. 
(a) In your ~pinion, could greater use be profitably made of natural 

manures or artificial fertilisers 1 If so, please indicate the directions 
in which you think improvement possible. 

(b) Can you suggest measures to' prevJlnt the fraudulent adulteration 
,of fertilisers 1 

(c) What methods would you employ to popularise new and improved 
fertilisers 1 

(d) Mention any localities known' to you in which a considerable 
increase in the use of manures has recently taken place. 
. (e) Has effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of 
ammonia, and potash manures been sufficiently investigated 1 If so, 
what is the result of such investigation 1 

(f) What methods would you employ to discourage the practice of 
using cowdung as fuel 1 

11. Crops. 
(a) Please give your views on-

(i) the improvement of existing crops, 
(ii) the introduction of new crops including fodder crops, 
(iii) the distribution of seeds, 
(iv) the prevention of damage by wild animals. 

(b) Can you suggest any heavy yielding food crops in replacement of 
the present crops 1 

(c) Any successful efforts in improving crops or substituting more 
·profit.able crops which have come under your own observation should be 
mentioned. 
12. Cultivation. 

Can you suggest improvements in
(i) the existing system of tillage, or 

(i1:) the customary rotatiolls or mixtures of the more important crops 1 
13. Crop Protection, Internal and External. . 

Please give your views on-
(i) The efficacy and sufficiency of existing measures for protection 
. of crops from external infection, pests and diseases. 

(ii) The desirability of adopting internal measures against infection. 
14. Implements. 

(ti) Have you any suggestion for the improvement of existing, or the 
introduction of new, agricultural implements and machinery' 

(b) What steps do you think.may usefully be taken to hasten the 
adoption by the cultive,toJ" of improveq iJDplements 1 
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(e) Are there any difficulties which Ill&Ilufacturers have to contenJ 
with in the production of agricultural implements or their distribution 
for sale throughout the country, If 80, can you suggest means by 
which these difficulties may be removed 1 

PART III 
15. Veterinary. 

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Department be under the Director of 
Agriculture or should it be independent 1 

(b) (i) Are dispensaries under the control of Local (District) Boards? 
Does this system work well 1 , 

(ii) Is the Ileed for expall8ion being adequately met 1 
(iii) Would you advocate the transfer. of control to Provincial 

authority' 
(e) (i) Do agriculturibu make full use of the veterinary dispensaries 1 

I~ not, can you suggest improvements to remedy this 1 
(ii) Is full use made of touring dispensaries 1 
(d) What are the obstacles met with in dealing with contagious diseases 1 

Do you advocate legislation dealing with notification, segregation, 
tlisposal of diseased carcas{'s, compulsory inoculation of contapta and 
prohibition of the movement of animals exposed to infection 1 Failing 
legislation, can you suggest other means of improving existing conditions 1 

(e) Is thcr'c any difficulty in securing sufficient serum to meet the 
demand Y , 

(f) What are the obstacles in the way of popularising preventive 
inoculation? Is any fee charged, and, if 80, does this act as a deterrent 1 

(g) Do you consider that the,provision of further facilities for research 
into animal disease ia desirable 1 

II 80, do you advocate that such further facilities should take the 
form of-

(i) an extension of the Muktesar Institute, or 
(ii) the setting up, or extension of, Provincial Veterinary Research 

Institutions t 

(11) Do you recommend that special investigations should b'~ conducted 
by-

(i) officers .of the M~ktesar Institute, or 
(ii) research officers in the Provinces 1 

(i) Do, you recommend the ap~ointment of a Superior Veterinary 
Officer wIth the Government of India t What advantages do you expect 
would result from such an appointment 1 
16. Animal Husbandry. 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for
(i) improving the breeds of livestock, 
(ii) the betterment of the dairying industry, 
(iii) improving existing practice in animal husbandry 1 
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(b) Comment on the following as ~auses 01 mjury to cattle in your 
district---'. -

(i) Overstocking of common pastures, 
(ii) Absence of enclosed pastures, such as grass borders 'in tilled 

fields, ' 
(iii) Insufficiency of dry fodder such as the straw of cereals or the 

stems and leaves of pulses, 
(iv) Abse~ce of green fodders in dry seasons, 
(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs. 

(c) Please mentiOn the months of the year in which fodder shortage 
is most marked in your district. For how many weeks does scarcity 
of fodder usually exist 1 AfteJ; this period of scarcity ends how many 
weeks elapse before young growing cattle begin to thrive 1 

(d) Can you suggest any practicable methods of improving or supple
menting the fodder supply that would be applicable to your district 1 

(e) How can landowners be induced to take a keener practical interest 
in these matters 1 

PART IV 
17. Agricultural Industries., 

{a} Can you give any estimate of t}le number of days of work done by 
an average cultivator on his holding during the year 1 What does he 
do in the slack season 1 

(b) Can you suggest means for encouraging the adoption of subsidiary 
industries 1 Can you suggest any new subsidiary industries to occupy 
the spare time of the family which could be established with Government 
aid 1 

(c) What are the obstacles i~ the way ~f expansion of such industries 
as b~ekeeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisciculture, 
lac culture, rope making, basket making, etc. 1 • 

(d) Do you think that Government should do more to establish 
industries connected with the preparation of agricultural produce for 
consumption, such as oil pressing, sugar making, cotton ginning, rice 
hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for card-board, utilisation of cotton 
seed for felt, fodder, oil and fuel, utilisation of rice straw for paper, etc. ! 

{e} Could subsidiary employment be found by encouraging industrial 
concerns to move to rural areas 1 Can you suggest methods , 

(f) Do you recomIDend a more intenl3ive study of each rural industry 
in its technical, commercial and financial aspects, with a view to, among 
other things, introduction of improved tools and appliances 1 

(g) Can you suggest any other measures which might lead to greater 
rural employment 1 

(ll) Can you suggest means whereby the people could be induced to 
devote their spare time to improving the health conditions of their own 
environment' 
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18. Agricultural Labour. 
(a) What measures, if any, should be taken to attract agricultural 

labour from areas in which there is a surplus to-
(i) arf'as under cultivation in which there is a shiJrtage of such labour 1 

and 
(ii) areas in which large tracts of cultivable land re~in uncultivated 1 

Please distinguish between suggestions designed to relieve seasonal 
unemployment and proposals for the permanent migration of agricultural 
population. 

(b) If there is any shortage of agricultural labour in your Province, 
what are the causes thereof and how could they be removed 1 

(c) Can you suggest measures designed to facilitate the occupation 
and development, by surplus agricultural labour, of areas not at present 
under cultivation 1 

19. Foresla. 
(a) Do you consider that forest lands as such are ~t present being ~ut 

to thpir fullest use for agricultural purposes? For mstance, are graz~ng 
facilities granted to the extent compatible with the proper preservatIOn 
of forest areas 1 If not, state the changes or developments in current 
practice which you consider advisable. 

(b) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder 
in rural areas may be increased , 

«(~) Has deterioration of forests led to soil erosion 1 What remedies 
would you suggest for erosion and d~mage from floods 1 . 

(d) Can you indicate any methods by which supply of moisture in the 
soil, the rainfall and supply of canal water can be increased and regulated 
by affore.Rt.ation or by the increased protection of forests so as to benefit 
agriculture 1 Would the same methods be useful in preventing the 
destruction by erosion of agricultural land 1 

(t:) Is there an opening for schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood 
of villages t 

(1) Are forests suffering deterioration from excessive grazing 1 Is 
soil erosion being thereby facilitated 1 Suggest remedies. 
20. Marketing. 

(a) Do you consider existing market facilities to be satisfactory ~ 
rlcase specify and criticise the markets to which you refer, and make 
suggestions for their improvement. 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing system of marketing and distzibu
tion 1 If not, please indicate the produce to whiCh you refer and describe 
and criticise in detail the channels of marketing and distribution from . 
the producer to the consumer in India (or exporter in the, case of produce 

. exported overseas). State the services rendered by each intermediary 
and ,,:h~ther such intermediary acts in ,the capacity of merchant or 
COIDDllSSlOn agent, and comment upon the ~fficiency of these services and 
the margins upon which such intermediaries operate. Please describe 
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the method by which each transactiori is financed, or in the case of barter, 
by which an exchange is effected. 

(c) Do you wish to suggest steps whereby the quality, purity, grading 
or packing of agricultural produce may be improved, distinguishing where 
possible between produce destined for-

(i) Indian markets 1 
(ii) Export markets 1 

(d) Do you thirik that more effective steps might be taken to place 
at the disposal of cultivators, merchants and traders information as to 
market conditions, whether Indian or overseas; crop returns; complaints 
as to Indian produce from wheresoever originating; and agricultural and 
marketing news in general 1 

21. Tariffs and Sea Freights. 
Do existing (a) customs duties, both import and export, and (b) sea 

freights adversely affect the prosperity of the Indian cultivator 1 If so, 
have you any recommendations to make 1 
22. Co-operation. 

(a) Wbat steps do you think should be taken to encourage the growth 
of the co-operative movement-

(i) by Government, 
(ii) by non-official agencies 1 

(b) Have you any observations to make upon
Ji) Credit societies; 
(ii) Purchase societies; 
(iii) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock; 
(iv) Societies for effecting improvements-e.g., the digging of wells 

and the construction of bunds, walls and fences f or the planting 
~h~ges; . 

(v) Societies formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings 
and their redistribution in plots of reasonable size; 

(vi) Societies for the co-operative use of agricultural machinery; 
(vii) Societies for joint farming; 
(viii) Cattle breeding societies; 
(ix) Societies formed for any purpose connected with agriculture 

or with the betterment of village life, but not specified above 1 
(c) '''nere co-operative schemes for joint improvement, such as co

operative irrigation or co-operative fencing or a co-operative consolidation 
of holdings scheme, cannot be given effect to owing to the unwillingness 
of a small minority to join, do you think legislation should be introduced 
in order to compel such persons to join for the common benefit of all 1 

(d) Do you consider that those societies of which you have personal 
knowledge have, in the main, achieved their object' 
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23. General Education. 
(a) Do you wish to make observations upon existing systems of educa

tion in their bearing upon the agricultural efficiency olthe people 1 If 
you make suggestions, please distinguish, as far as possible, between-

(i) Higher or collegiate, 
(ii) Middle school, and 
(iii) Elementary school education . 

.(b) (i) Can you suggest any methods whereby rural education may 
improve the ability and culture of agriculturists of all grades while 
retaining their interest in the land ! 

(ii) What is your experience of compulsory education in rural areas! 
(iii) What is the explanation of the small proportion of boys in rural 

primary 8chools who pass through the fourth cl8ils 1 
24. Attracting Capital. 

(a) What steps are necessary in order to induce a larger number of 
men of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture! . --\ 

(b) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultur \1 
land from carrying out improvements 1 . 

25. Welfare of Rural Population. • 
(a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions 

to offer for improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of 
the general well-being and prosperity of the rural population! 

(b) Are you, for instllllce, in favour of Government conducting economic 
8urveys in typical villages with a view to ascertaining the economic 
position of the cultivators! If so, ,what, in your opinion, should be the 
scope and methods of such enquiries t . 

(e) If you have carried out anything in the nature of such inte~ive 
enquiry, please state the broad conclusions which you reached. 
26. Statistics. 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement 
of the existing methods of-

N ascertailiing areas under cultivation and crops ; 
(ii) estimating the yield of agricultural produce; 
(iii) enumerating livestock and implements; 
(iv) collecting information on land tenure, the incidence of land 

revenue and the size of the agricultural population; 
(v) arranging and publishing agricultural statistics! 

(b) Have ~O~ flnr other sug~estiop.s to make under this heading Y 
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Replies to the Questionnaire. 

Ql'E~TION l.-RElIEARCH.--(O) y- think that so far as the organisation of 
resean·h work in the Bombay Presidency i. concerned, which is within the 

.power of the Bombay Agrieultnral Department, the method adopted and 
de,(-ribed on page ~l of-the Bombay Memorandum" is satisfactory and is 
working well. We have excellent laboratories in most directions, though we 
should like better facilities in connection with horticultural investigation, 
with the stlldy of plant diseases and with the study of insect pests. The 
tidd Illhoratorie~ in connection with plant breeding work might also be im-
proved and will be improved when money is available. • 

I JUay dtscribe more in detail lha method of organisation now adopted in 
the Bon:bay Presitlcncy. The Director of Agriculture is the final referee in 
rest>arch matt(lrs At the Agricultural College in Poona, there is llwcorps of 
experts, who are also responsible for the teaching of degree students, and foJ' 
the training of post-graduate students alld workers. So far as teaching i. 
concerned they are unuer the control of the '!'rincipal of the college, but for 
resel'rch purposes they deal direct with the Director of Agricultun.. 

Beyond this we have a number of research stations in different parts of 
the Bombay Presidency each generally existing for l a specific purpose or foJ' 
research on a particular subject. Some of these are supported by Government 
(Rice Research Station, Karjat, Tobacco Research Station, Nadiad, Soil 

• Control of Research Work by Committees whose members have special 
knowledge of the work in hand with the DirectOr of Agriculture usually acting 
as Chairman. Some members may be from outside the department. 

B 
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Ph.vsics Resenrch Rtation, l\fnnjri, etc.), while ill other cases they are 
rnainbined on sub&idies from other bodies, notably the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee (Burat, Dharwar, etc.). The most highly developed part of th& 
work in tL6tle stationH ,is plant hreeding and in this we have had very great 
successes in cotton at Surat Imd Dharwar, at Karjat in rice, and at Nadiad in 
tobacco. But other lines of work are now under intensive study with fairly 
sati~fllctol'y facilities, such liS cotton physiology, and cotton entomology at 
burat, certuin cnt.ton disen,.", at Dharwar, dry land conditions at Man,iri, etc, 

In major work the usual pIau is that the necessity of a particular line of 
work is Ul.'cussed by the Director of Agriculture with the officer to whom h& 
proposes to entru&t it, And a policy in conneetion with it is laid out, The 
offir"r selerted then pln('f's llis plnlls for cnrr~'ing it out before a committE'e 

,noruinatpd by the Direetor of Agriculture where criticisms ate received and 
suggestions made. A dclinite programme is then drawn up by the officer in 
charge, nnd a progl'es~ report is m:\ue generally twice a year, to the 88,me 
committee. 'Ve thus g(>t the pooling of the experience of workers in allied 
subjects for the benefit of any piece of work. 

This method hAS, on the whole, worl>,·',l :I\'el1. Withnut interfering with R 

research worker in parrying out what bas becn entrusted to him, it has. 
pl'ev(>lIt~ol the >quanJE'rillg of energ,v on linc~ likeI.-' to be unproductive, has 
h ,1 ltl (·(,npcntration on the main ends to which the work leads, hns stimulated 
th.· 1111'11 to st{'ad~' WOrli, and hn, often led to economy ill car~'ing aut the 
rt.'.~ear('h. 

I nm getting more ilnd more im'lined t.o the idea that research work must 
1)(' e1a"ifi"d b~' sub.ied or I'Psearch, rather than by science. This does not 
moan that a piece of work which involves plant breeding will not be carried, 
ont by men who are essE'ntinlly h"t.anists and so on, But we expect a worker 
,'. ho is st1lf1ying, s.'y the p:l'a" land of the Deccan and its improvement, to) 
enviBage the prohlem as a whole, Ilnd similarly a man who is entrusted with 
the improvement of tobacco in a particular region is expected to see how not 
only spleptioll nnd purification of the plant.\! grown, hut also other lines of 
attack can be employed to ndvuntage. 

As rep:ards'the financing of researrh work, the line I have tahn in recent 
years is to put up to Government rl"finite schemes. specifyinp: the purpose' 
of the work proposed, the }f'ngth of time which I estimate will be required 
to obtain valuable results, and asked for grants on this temporary basis. 
Many schemes propOI'ed hnve. of course, been turned do}Vn, hut n number 
have been undertaken, and iu soma cases definite results have heen already 
achieved. .. 

It would be an excf'pdi~gly sati,faetory thing ii a permanent fund conld" 
be created in the Presidency, frolll which researchf's could be finauced, so thnt 
their ('ontinuance would not he snbjeC't to the fluctuations of provincinl 
finance. But I recognise that this is likely to be a counsel of perfection, at 
nny rate in the near future. . 

Of ('ourse, if we. w('re provided with larger grants for research, we could 
do much more, Ilnd we have men now in fair num],er, 'I\'ho could be entrusted' 
with the responsihle charge of investip:ntions-provided these are conducted' 
under the general direction and control dl'5('ribed above, Su(·h an extension 
of research work is very Illurh needed now as in many parts of the Presidency 
the people are coming to look to us for a solution of their difficulties in a wny 
1I'hid1 was inconcf'ivable ten yell'S ago. 

Under this bead, I SUppOSfO I am to consid"r the question of the r"lation-
• ship of the research work done in a Province like Bombay, to that done h~' the 

('"ntral Governmlmt at Pusa nnd elsewIH·re. I may say that we have got 
vnlllahle help from the re.ear('hes done at PlIsa, more especbUy ill connection 
with 1\[1'. Howard's work ill the improvement of crops, and also fl'OIll the lVork 
:)1\ tho impl'lwement of sl1gar-('an~ done lit. Coimbatore. Pusa with its re
~Olll'CE's abo form n "!llnnbl" l"llltre of infoT1I1ation. Bnt 0111' resellrch work 
is hardl.,' d,'ppndent in nlly way on thnt nt Pusa, nor would it be p""ihlt', 
J thiuk, wit hout p:enernl injury to the work, to have it ill a.ny wny directett 



from the Central Government, either by an All-India Researoh Board or 
otherwise. 

, For all the help that. the Central Government can JP.v~ we are thankful. The 
ueu·rmination, however, of the nature of the problems that need investigation 
and on whi('h money should be spent in the Bombay Presidency must be a 
matter ill which the local anthorities should have a dominating voice. And, 
yet, the Indian Central Cotton Committee haa shown how an All-India body 
can, while preserving a very broad outlook, assist and stimulate agricultural 
research in every part of India. This body, composed of business· men and 

.farmers, as well as agricultural experts, is furnished with large funds from 
tbe cotton trade, which are to be devoted to agricultural research in the 
improvement of cotton cultivation. This it does' on the one hand by subsi
di8ing a research institute at Indore, and on the other, by giving grants to 
local agricultural departments for the investigations of special problems in 
cotton growing. These grants are applied for by the local agricultural de
partment, with a statement as to how the work is proposeu t~ be carried out. 
The organisation adopted and the detailed programme is submitted for 
approval to the Indian Central Cotton Committee, while the progress made 
comes under review,once a year. The grants are nearly all definitely for five 
years. 

Now, a similar scheme nlight be adopted for the participation of the 
Contral Government and its worketJI, in investigations in matters of interest 
in several Provinces. I would suggest that a Central Agricultural Reseltl'ch 
Bonrd .hould he provided with funds, and that these should be utilised by a 
series of COmmittee3 each dealing ad hoc with one large subiect of agricultural 
research in a manner similar to the way in which the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee worke. I should consider it essential that such committees should 
moot at least twice a year, and should' contain a substantial proportion of 
reprAAPlItatives of Provinces, of business and of agricultural interests. There 
ill the germ of something of this sort in this Sugar Bureau and the Tobacco 
Bureuu at Pusa, but such committees must be in no way tied to Pusa, if 
they are to funotion satisfactorily. 

QUESTION 2.-AoRlCULTURAL EDUCATloN.-Before- attempting to answer .the 
specific que.stions put in the Questionnaire sent to me, I shquld like to make 
clear what object I have in view in dealing with agricultural and rural educa
tion. Then we will see how far these purposes are being achieved in the 
Bombay Presidency. • 

There are -four purposes which, in a country Ilke India, agricultural and 
rural education should try to serve. These are--

(1) to saturate ordinary primary rurul education with the agricultural 
outlook, especially with boye from ten or eleven years upward; 

(2) to provide specialised agricultural education, in the vernacular, to 
well-to-do peasants and small cultivators. These will iO back to 
their land, and, being cultivators themselves, will be centres of' 
influence. These schools should be good and will not be cheap; 

(3) to provide ~econdary education, including agriculture, either illl 
special sccondary English schools 01' in the ordinary English 
schools, leading up to a genuine test, including agriculture, of 
lnatriculation standard. These men should be preferred for all 
minor official positions in the rural areas, for clerks to zamindars,. 
etc., and 

(4) to provide college er111~at.ion of the highest standard of as high 81 

standard as in any part of the world, in every Province .• The 
men sO produced would become the leaders in improvement as 
they are becoming here in Bombay. ' 

Now, at present, ill Bombay we are trying to meet all these purposes ex
cept (3). The first purpose is attempted in. the agricultural-bias schools and 
the (lxtell8ion of these is only limited by· the supply of trained teachers, 'for I 
can only train twenty teachers each year for the Educational Department 
and hence progress will be slow until a regular centre for training these men: 

B2 
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()n a large scale, ill each of our language areas is provided. I am sure this line 
of work is in the right directioll. 

The second purpose is attempted in the vernacular agricultural schools of 
which Loni is the type .. Details as to the present position of these have been 
separately supplied t~ the Chairman of the Commission, with details as to the 
evidence of their popularity. 

The third purpose is as yet unfulfilled, and is undoubtedly a hiatus. One 
high schoo) ~at Rordi, District Thana) is now proposing to take a definite step 
in this dirl'ction. 

The last purpose, college education, is one where we have tried in Bom
hay, to reach the highest standard, and I think 1 may say that the standard 
is high and is improving . 

.As regards the specific questions asked, I may reply as follows:-
(1) There is need for another Agricultural College of University standard 

in Sind, and the proposal to est"blish one has been put forward 
uy an important Committee in 1924. We can staff now all the 
institutions demanded, except the agricultural-bias schools con
ducted by the Educational Department in consultation with the 
Agricultural Department, . 

(2) No. 
(3) Teachers in. rural areas should b~' preference he drawn from the 

agricultural classes. We have, however, to get qualified teachers 
where we cnn. ' 

(t) The atteudance at existing institutions is as great as ('an be aecom
modnted, or nearly so. The Poona Agricultural College is over
full, and 85 applicat.ions were rejf'('ted this year. The vernacular 
ngricultnral schools are nearly full, except in the case of Jambul 
(Konknn). 'I'hey would be full but for the leakage which takes 
1'\3('e after boys join. . . 

(,;) No r('marks. 
(6) At t.he vernaculllr agricultural. schools the pupils are nearly ,,11 

drawn from the cultivating and landowning classes. In the 
Poona Agricultural Colkge abont 25 per cent belong to the 
culti,-ating and many morl' to the landowning clllss. The pro
portion from families definitely identified with agri('ulture is in
creasing. 

(7) I do not tll1nk that any modification in the ('ourse of stll'ly is called 
for. 

(8) In ai:!:riculll1raJ-hias schools we h:we defblitdy gone in for an nrea 
of t to 1 acre per school. Larger. areas involving the use of 
bullock power and lllrge s('sle im1'lt'ments are not desirable as a 
rul"" I n the vernnC'ular agricultural s('hools of the Loni type 
we 11,,~e a regular farm with about one-fifth of an a('re of lano 
per boy. I think this is ne('Pssary. . , 

(11) TIt(' tlll]k of the ~tuoel1t, who pnss through the Ponlla Agricllltur:11 
Coll('ge do it in or,ler to ma.ke 1\ ca.reE'r for themseh'es. In the 1'3,t 
a very large numher have heE'n utilised ill the R,)mbay Agl'iC'nl
tUfal Department or in the Agricultural Departments of other 
ProvincC's ano States. Ahout 18 to 20 per cent hllve gone in fur 
cultivating or 'uanngil1~ thei.r own bnds. The number who h11\-e 
done this in 8 series of years is ,IIOWIl below, with the uumber 
graduating in that YPRr. 

I regret I have not nata up tC' date. 

1913 
1914 
1~15 
1916 
]\!l7 
1913 

Totalnuruber 
grarlua·od. 

14 
18 
20 
23 
30 
18 

~l1mber g"ing 
in fur prin\te 

f.;lrn~in2;. 
6· 
2 
4, 

a 
5 
3 
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~O) We have two methods of assisting our graduates to Improve tech
nical knowledge. The first is by the provision of eight positions 
of graduates iu training. These are trained on a farm er£ the 
Agricultural Department until an opening either in the depart
ment or ouu,·ide opens. 

The oth;r is the offer to train men in business farming on the 
Jalgaon farm-living accommodation being provided but nothing 
else. This has lIOt 80 far attracted candidates. 

(11) No remarks. 
QFERTIOH 3.-DnIOHsTRATIOS A.>;D PROPAGAHDA.-As to the methods of 

getting improvements introduced into Indian Agriculture, I would refer the 
Commissinn to a 8eries of four reports, which I edited and which were published 
from 1909 to 1912 by the Imperial Department of Agriculture. I do not think 
that any new methods have been devised since that time, though, of course, 
with increasing: experience, the strEl>ls laid on the different methods has altered. 

But it must never be forgotten that the essential difference between agri
cultur.ll d"(Jartments in the East and in the West is that the latter have arisen 
to meet the .pontaneou8 demands of the culth-ators of the soil, while the 
former have been created by a Government anxious to give all the help it can 
to its agri(,ultural citizens. In India therefore and this certainly applies to 
Bombay, it is ne<'essary for the Agri~ultural D~partment to put forth every 
effort, first to aseertain the needs of the cultivators and tben to demonstrate 
how they can most effectually be met. 

I would, however, urge that on the whole the people with whom we have 
to deal are not more-conservative than they have to be. In fact, I am inclined 
to think thut they are less conservative than an :warage English farmer. The 
po>ition of a cultivator, Rowever, faced with a cecommendcd improvement, is 
that if it ("Ost.q auy money he can only receive it with vm'y grent caution and 
only a ill'f sueh local demonstration ns makes j"" value ('olll(Jletely certain. 
IIence, all advertisement whether by leaflete, hy sl,cecht's, by mccting9,. or by 
lank-rns and cinematograph. are of nry little effect unless accompanied by' 
actual demonstrations on tI,e spot. This is a definite opinion after a good 
many years observation. The place of these things is as an accompaniment t() 
demonstration and they will have little effect apart from it. 

~()W, we have, on th .. whole, been 8ueces"ful in introducing a number of 
implements, a number of improved and imported seeds, It. certain number of 
artltic·ial manures, certain remedi(" f"r plant diseases, and a few other tbings. 
and in creating an interest in hetter cattle, in pumps for irrigation, in land: 
improvement to prevent erosion in certain areas, and so on, 

Thus, within the past twenty years the iron turnwrest plough has almost 
crllShed out the old Del'can, plough in many parts of the Deccan, and the
Egyptian plough has almost completely replaced the Sindhi plough in large 
IIT .. "S in Sind. In thE' matter of seeds, the demand for improved seed of 
cotton in many areas, of tobacco in Northern Gujarat, of rice in certain areas 
in the North Konkan is far greater than we can supply, even though a good' 
deal-is spent in maintaining and multiplying the seed. Among artificial 
manures, the Slll'~es. of sulphate of ammonia as a more efficient partial substi
tute for fish and oil-cake in the Deccan Canal tracts only really dates froru 
H119, and the cOll~lImptioll is now nearly 3,000' tons per annum. The, treat
ment of jowar seed for smut has very rapidly incr<'ased under intensive pro
paganda in the last three years during which the area for which treatment has 
been sold has increased as follows:-

1923-24 
1924-25 
1921;-26 

Acres. 
250,348 
343,976 
682 ,ISS 

One of til" most successful pieces of work of this kind has been 'j;he spray1ng 
of grapes on the Deccan for mildew. The industry was a dying one in 1908 

• 
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(In this account, now it is advancing very rapidly in the f~voured areas and 
nobody would think of growing grapes without using the remedy. These are 
a few established successes, and I may note a few principles which I think 
have to be adopted if' real success in introducing improvements is to be 
achieved. 

1. The man who approaches a body of cultivators must have previously 
gained. their confidence either by previous successful recommendation or in 
some other way. An expert, qua expert, will get little hearing. When I 
first worked among the potato growers of the Poona district, they listened 
but would do nothing. Only when I had been able to check potato. moth, 
after guaranteeing them against financial loss if they used my method, was 
I able to get a hearing with regard to other matters. Now I can get men 
willing to test anything I recommend. 

2.(This winning of confidence, as a necessary preliminary to any success 
in propaganda, makes it necessary that practically all field demonstration 
should be done on the fields of cultivators:-, Generally this has been done under 
a guarantee to make good any loss, but i("care is exercised no financial liability 
has in my experience ever resulted. Government demonstration farms, or' 
even plots managed by the Agricultural Department are usually very ineffec
tive. I pin my faith to working with the cultivators on their land, just coming 
in the one operation that we desire to recommend. 

~ S.(The necessity for gaining confidence emphasises the necessity of non-
(lfficiaI agency being used for propaganda wherever p08Sibl~ Until recently 
local agricultural associations had not been a great success except in a few 
cases. But we think, in Bombay, we have now got to the stage when Taluka 
Developmed Associations as established by Sir Chunilal V. Mehta when Minis
ter of Agriculture, under a scheme which I drew up, promise to become one of 
-the very important factors in agricultural advance here. 'They have certainly 
become very popular in several of our divisions though not universally and are 
doing very good work. _ 

These hodies are formed for a Talnka containing 100 to 200 villages, and 
:are intended as the agents of co-operative, agricultural and other forms· of 
development. They receive an annual subsidy from Government equal to their 
other income but limited' to Rs. 1,000, on condition that they employ a 
demonstrator approved by the Agricultural Department. These have under
taken the spreading of thQ use of improved implements, of improved seed, 
the formation of co-operative societies for various purposes, and they also 
supervise the non-credit co-operative societies in their _areas. They are sup
lPorted by subscriptions from individuals, from Co-operative Societies and in 
the last year or two, by grants from Taluka and District Local Boards. In 
recent cases, the tendency has been to obtain in the first instance a large 
capital fund, and make the interest on this a large factor in their income. I 
was at the inauguration of a Taluka Development Association in Gujnrat a 
few days ago, which started with a, capital fund of Rs. 12,000 specially collected 
for the purpose. 

Their value depends on the guarantee of ~ork which is given by the pre
-sence of an approved fieldman, on thE'ir non-official character, while the 
Government subsidy gives a title to stimulate work, and guide it in suitable 
,direction. 

4. Propaganda must usually follow a realised need or else improvem£'llts 
:must te so introduced a·s to make a need realised. Many efforts have been 
fa.i~llres because while good in themselves, they have not met a real need. I 
may illustrate bS the many efforts to introduce winnowing machines. They 
are not wanted. The existing method is as good, only requires more time 
~nd there is plenty of time. 

'S. Improvement of organisation· and finance may be wanted to make tech
. "ltical improvement possi.ble. This indicates the need for close local study 
~rea by area, and ev~n village by village. -
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6·lThe improvement must be worth while. That is to say, the inc-rea8ed J 
return mUl>t mHke enollgh difference to make the risk worth while. In the 
ca", of a crop, I generally will not push an improvement unless I am confident 
it will give an increased net return of 15 to 20 per cent~ 

If(),t of these points are perhaps platitudes, but success in propaganda, in 
my experience, depends on-

(1) Winning confidence. 
(2) Keeping official people iu the background. 
(3) Having an improvement which meets what people want, and giving 

a large net return. 
(4) Being able to colllmand finance, and to organise . financial help if 

necessary. 

One difficulty occurs when the success of propaganda depends on common 
action by a large number of people as in schemes of land improvement in the 
dry areas of the Deccan. or as in schemes of fencing a large area against wild 
pig in which we have had considerable success ill. Western Dharwar. In these 
~ases, we do need legislation to provide that when such schemes are agreed to 
by a large proportion (say, 76 per cent) of the owners of land, the remaininc 
landowners can be compelled to come into the.scheme. 

In Bombay, propaganda is now carried out as a combined effort of the 
Co-operative and Agricultural Departments. A programme of work is drawn 
out for each unit of area under the corttrol of one agent of either department, 
and the work contained in that programme whether for co-operative develop
ment. or for technical agricultural improvement, is looked after by one man 
in thot. area. The.se men have their progranunes passed and their reports 
received by thl! Divisional Board of Agriculture, composed of four non-official 
members, the Deputy Director of Agriculture, and the Assistant Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies, and work directly, as to policy under its control. 

I really think that now, in many areas of the Bombay Presidency the idea 
()f agrIcultural improvement has got into the minds of a considerable pro
portion of the rural population, and I anticipate that advance may be much 
more rapid in the next ten years than in the last. My fear for the future is 
rather that we shall not be able to meet the demands of the people. 

QCE8TION 4.-ADMINISTRATION.-I feel that the Government of India may 
USE-fully supplement the efforts of the various Provincial Governmen~B towards 
agricultural improvement •. But it may he well at once to state that they 
must come in as co-operators with the local agricultural departments, and 

"must not, in any sense; come in as directors of what should be done. Within 
their own Province, the local Agricultural Departments (including in these the 
Co-operative Departments) know, I think, what is wanted better than any 
one else can. 

I think the Government of India may undertake the following dutiea:
(I) They may act as a centre of information and as a central publication 

centre; 
(2) they may have a corps of experts, at Pusa or elsewhere, who call 

undertake fundamental investigations of general application. 
These would not necessarily be better men than those in the Pro
vinces, but their work would, while directed definitely to practi
cal problems, be more of a general character than is possible with 
local agricultural departments; . 

(3) they may' establish a Central Agricultural Board, well supplied with 
money, which would form ad hoc committees for the co-ordina
tion and subsidising of research in matters which are of interest in 
several parts of the country. I have fully described what I mean 
by this under question 1 (Research); 

. (4) they can establish national bodies where this is necessary, as: for 
• iUltanee, to maintain herd books of the chief breeds of Indian 

cattle; 
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(5) they can' organise the ('o-operation of various Provinces and States. 
where such co-operation is necessary. as, for instance, in the
checking oJ infectious cattle di.ease, or the prevention of the im
port of plan-t pests or diseases. 

I do not think that there is any need for these purposes to increase mate
rially the scientific staff of the Government of India. This may, however, be
necessary as lines of research activity develop on the lines suggested above. 

As regards service8 mentioned ill (e) under this head, I only wish to remark 
on the difficulties of high railway freight in the marketing of agriCUltural 
products. I may also refer to the complaints against coasting steamers in the· 
marketing of perishable articles like mangoes. Details with regard to this last 
matter will be found in the report of the Mango Marketing Committee sent to
the Commission in connection with my replies to the questions about market
ing. 

As regards the Meteorological Department, I think there should be mucn 
closer co-operation between tnis latter and tne Agricultural Department_ 
There are a multitude of matters on which joint or closely co-ordinated investi
gations are necessary. I desire, in particular, to emphasise the importance of 
finding out such things as the maximum effective rainfall and the study of such 
question. as periodicity of rainfall, tendencies regarding the distribution of 
rainfall in the year as well as its ~tal amount, the possibility of fixing critical 
dates or periods throughout the year when the course of events for the 
remainder of the season can be forecasted with reasonable probability, .and the-

_ best distribution of rain from' a crop point of view. All these are of great 
importance particularly in the precarious tracts, and if there were close co
opt' ration between the meteorologists and the Agricultural Department not 
only in examining existing data bnt also in deciding the-additional data to be
collected, I believe that progress might be made. I hope to place graphs 
showing the results of some of my studies of the Deccan rainfall before th& 
Commission. ~ 

QrEsTION 7_-FRAGMENTATION ali' HOLDINGs.-The actual condition of thing:, 
with regard to the fragmentation of holdings, as a result of the present laws 
artd ('ustoms of inheritance, has ~o often been described that there is no need 
to stress the fact. But there are one 01' two points which perhaps may b& 
made clear. 

Apart from a geneT,,1 increase in the value of land, the number of holdings 
and the numb .. r of fragments seem to tend to incrl.'ase to a definite maximum. 
I ha,-e recently rei nvestigated , at the request of the Hon'ble Mr. A. M. ,K. 
Dehlu\"i aftt>r nine or ten years. two Deccan villages which were studied in 
,1915 and in 1917 respectively. The following table shows the number of hold
iugs, in the villages at different periods, and the change in the number of land 
f)'figments at an interval of nine or ten years. . 

~umbel' of Pimpla 
Holdillgs. Soudaglr. 

1771-72 24 
li85 
1790 
1791-\12 41 
1796 
1811-12 4a 
1817 
1823 
1329-30 52 
1840-41 54 
1914-15 156 
-l917 
19?6 156 

Jl\f.(~~$\:)U· 

Budruk. 

42 
34 

23 

36. 
50 

146 
148-
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Comparing the character of the holdings at Pimpla Soudagar in 1914-15-
aud at pre~"llt,we find a tendency for the size of holding to concentrate at 
ah·,tlt 1 tn ,j 8<'r"8, This Dl":tns that agriculture on a lIlan's own land is he
,·o/j.i,,;! IIIore of .. partial occupation, with labour for wages as suhsidiary, 

Th, number of each size has beell as follows:-

Pimpla Souda(Ja,., 

Numher of Holdings of different sizes, 

1914-15. 

More than 40 acres 1 
:30 to 40· '} 

20,. 30 9 

10 
" 

20 18 
5 .. 10 34 

1 5 71 
Le •.• than 1 acre 22 

1!j6 

1926. 

3 

1 

5 

20 

32 
81 
14 

!'imilllr figures for Jategaon-Budruk urI.' as follow8. It must be remembel'
ed that two severe famines ha ... e meantime occurred. 

Jategaon-Bua1'uk. 

Number ,of Holdings of different sizes. 

1917. 1926. 

More than 150 acres 1 1 
100 to 1.50 1 1 

50 100 5 3 
40 50 4 3 
an 4U 6 12 
20 30 16 14 
10 20 

" 
43 37 

5 " 10 
" 

34" 35 

1 .. 5 
" 

25 34 
Uuder 1 acre 11 8 

146 148 

I think the tendency is probably in the same direction here as at Pimpla 
Soudaga~. . 

2. Fragments of land separately owned. 
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J ateoaon-Budruk. 
Number of Fragments of different sizes. 

1914-15. 1926. 
()ver 30 acres. 3 4 
'20' to 30 

" 
8 8 

10 " 20 " 
51 46 

5 " 10 
" 

95 101 

3 " 5 
" 

69 68 

2 " 3 
" 

58 73 

1 " 2 
" 

98 III 

! " 1 
" 

34 26. 
I ! " 

31 28 
1 " I " 

51 61 

1 " 1 " 
40 21 

Under 1 " 
.. 13 21 

Total plots in village 551 574 

The general character of the distribution has 'not been altered, but there 
is evidence that some consolidation is taking place as well as further sub
division. The number of separately owned plots under one acre in size has 
gone down from 169 to 163. 

In this village I noted in 1911 that the units of oultivation (in which from an 
a.gricultural point of view we are chiefly interested) were larger than the units 
of land held, and that a man appears to cultivate a less number of fragments 
than he owns. 'In this connection the following two statements will be found 
interesting: -

N'unnber ~f Holdinos ana Areas of Cultivation held b!l one man. 

1917. I 1926. 

Areas cui· A.reas cuI. 
Holdings. tivated by Holdings. tivated by 

one nlan. one man. 

Acres. 

.A,bovc 100 a 1 2 1 

50-100 . 5. 5 3 4 

40- 50 · 4 9 3 2 

30- .0 6 9 12 11 
~ 

20- SO · 16 21 14 13 

10- 20 . 43 27 37 41 

5- 10 · 34 24 35 20 

Under 5 . 36 18 42 22 

14.6 114 1408 I 120 
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2. Number 01 Fmgment& held and cultivateil by one man . 

. The table shows the number CJf men holding and cultivating, various number 
of fragments. 

l!t17. I 19~6, 

Holdinga. Cultivation. Holdingl~ Cultivation. 
-

I Number Nnmber Number Number 
I with opeci. with speci. with apeci- .. ith speei-
I 
I fied nomber tied nomber tied nnmber lied number 

i of frag- of frag- of frag- of frag-
I monts. menta. ments. menta. 
I 

: I 
I 

1 ~'ragment . . 30 24 :&8 19 

2-5 .. . ·87 . 5!l 89 65 

6-10 
" 26' 29 24 2R 

11-16 .. '" 
j! 4 7 

16-~O .. II .,. S 2 

22-25 .. . . . .. ., . . .. 1 

above 25 
" - . 1 -'- I ..- ... 

146 114 I 148 l~n 
I 

These figures seem to sbow pretty clearly that tbe natural process of 
consolidation bas now proceeded, in the last ten years, as rapidly as that· of 
further fragmentation. This means of course the sale and consequent re
()ombination of the holdings. As regards cultivation, the units are decidedly 
larger than those of land held; we have, in fact, in all appearance, reached a 
fstable position in which, unless something happens to increase the value or the 
productivity of the land, it is not likely that the situation in this respect will 
get materially worse_ 

Tbe position is, however, bad enough now, and it is urgently necessary to. 
deal with it. The Punjah experience has shown that in flat land, with limited 
variation, it is not an insurmountable problem to deal with the problem. by 
,co-operative methods_ With us in Bombay, such areas occur to a very limited 
extent, and in the areas where the problem is most acute, the irrigated areas 

o()f the Deccan, the Konkan, etc., the soils differ so widely that restriping is a 
matter of the extremest'difficulty. In spite of this, a committee of which I 
am the chairman has, by the orders of Government, taken in hand the 
planning of a restripement in the irrigated village of Manjri Budruk. The 
present position will be shown to the Commission on a map, and the proposed 
lines of work explained. 

For the purpose of restripement by voluntary agency, I feel only one piece 
o()f legislation is needed, namely to provide that when the owners of 75 per 
cent of the land agree to a plan, the remainder can be compelled to come into 
the scheme. For the present, I propose that Government should bear J;he cost 
of survey and replanning, and the remapping of the area including the 
setting up of boundary marks_ 
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As regards future fragmentation, legislation is under consideration in 
Bfimbay to prevent this taking place beyond a certain limit. But as I am not 
in close touch with. the position of this proposed legislation, I cannot say 
o.nything about it. 

QUESTION 20.-l\IARKETING.-(a) I am not sure I have understood the 
meaning of this qU!lstion. Marketing of all sorts of marketable produce in 
Bombay presents no difficulty at present, in the sense that there is no real 
trouble in getting a market for it. Thbarral!&.ements for di~PhSihg of arv ~ 
c:!!l~roduce are in fact ver hi" i • or"aDlsed, and WIt t ose w,{en are 
common llwrket ('ommo ltles a mnn need usua y not leave hISTiOIiIiiigln 
0~1I, and'lIDrtI:r]}roducts,lllie fruit, are often taken-possession of 
before reaping and reaped by the purchaser. So that I cannot say that in 
Bomhny there is any lack of facilities for marketing; whether the arrange
ments are such as to give the biggest return to the producer is a different 
matt!'r, and will be dealt with under the next heading. But if the question 

. intends to ask whether there is usually any difficulty in selling produce aft.(>r it 
is grown, I should say, No, as far as the Bombay Presidency is concerned. I 
do not know of a case where produce is 'Dot grown because it cannot be dis-' 
posed of, except in the case of new or improved products, and here there 
certainly is difficulty. 

I need, therefore, only refer to the marketing 'of such new and improved 
products and quote (he case of certain improved cottons. When an imprm'ed 
cotion has been produced, it has been found generally difficult to get a proper 
price for it. This has happened when we introduced Broach cotton in Dhar
war, improved cotton in Surat and American cotton in Sind. In the first of 
these cases (Broach cotton in Dharwar) in order to secure a fair price for an 
infant production, we introduced special Government auctions of Kapas in 
Dhanvar, which were successful. We did the same with the lint of improved 
cotton at Surat, but there the problem was not so difficult as Surat is a lint 
market alid not a Kapas marketr. In Sind the difficulty was temporary and 
now I think that the American Kapas gets its proper price. 

(/') To this I think it is obvious that the answer must be No. Nothing 
like. this is ever perfect. 'But I would insist that for important products the 
eystem is very highly organis~d, and ~very lil!k i~e chai!Lh~ its func!!2-n. 
The repeated and frequent failure of amateur attempts to replace the present 
system hy something apparently much simpler shows either that the syst('m ~n 
tbe whole works WI. or else that there ar!LnS.tecLin.tel:!l§1iILiLs~wer
fu1-;'ls -to ~ abk_t2 resist any bl.!lyer,f well consi~.flred changes backed by 5!ry 
gener'1iTSupport of the producers. Probably both IiRernatlves are correct. 

'BUTTainnotsu.i:e th~~x(:ept in a few cases in the Bombay Presidency, we 
know very much about·the whole cOllrse of the marketing of any product. This 
cE'rtninly came to light. in connection with the enquiries I recently organised 
for the Indiau Ce'ntral Cotton Committee on the finance of cotton production 
Ilud marketing ill KhallJesh and in Upper Gujarat. First a questionnajre 
was issued to people thought to be likely to know the whole of the process 
through which' Kapas pass('s before it reaches the larger buyer in the markets. 
Answers Wl're received from a considerable number of people. Then it was 
decided to organise an extensive enquiry in a. number of villages and ill all 
the lucal markets. The result, in Khandesh at any rate, has been to show 

~ that_ilie~'res8ion g,,~u J'xJlie answers to the QU{\8ti~~i.!~s~ry largely 
I incuI'I't'et, to ~how ti!at the reputed dependence of the cotton grower,mregXrd 

toj'Ji(> marketing of his 12Toduce, on "HIe moiieyTeAger !.L1!o~apd that there 
i& g;.'llt·,aIU' 1\ I're\ereiipeTo sen- his ·r.!.~d~lce in the village to petty-traders 
o"i71aKilllfTIt-oi'larK~Tl,eca\lse of bad mark(>j. 1'.~~c~Ices~T1ie-c6mplainf was 
non11;lrimt-th{rT~,,'d iiiarliet cbarges, but on account of (1) disputes 
about the rate affN' \H'lglunent had commenced, and (2) arbitrary deductions 
from the weight. • 

Nnw I am uot aware that any investigation of a really serious character, 
apart from tho above, has been undel'taken in any part of the Bombay Presi. 
dency, on the cour,,· of marketing of a product from the actual grower 
until it l'E'nches thE' hig merchant and so enters the o~·~nJl!~. ~tre(lllLOf . ..L'om. 
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mer'.'e. Hence it is not now possible t~ gi\'~ an account .of. th~ chai~ .of hands 
f11""r'lUgh which a product passes, as desired ill the COmnll&810n s que.tIonnalre. 
Whd we do know is that--

0) with almost every product, there is a certain amount of forward 
sale before crops are reaped. The proportion of the whole to 
which this applies is quite unknown in allY case; 

l:l) with almost every product there are a considerable number of com
pul,ory deductions in the market, for religious and charitable 
purvoses, for samples and the hke; 

ta) in many case', in the same market, the unit weight for buying 
from' the cultivator is larger than the unit weight for selling by 
the dealer. Thus in the om market in Poona, the cultivator-' 
'Wiler has to supply 256 lbs. per palla: on the other hand, the unit 
for a purehaser of oul from the middlemen is 240 lbs. per palla. 
In the 8ame market, potatoes are purchased from the cultivators 
lit 300 lbs. per palla and ,old to the puhlic at 280 lbs. per palla; 

14/in most products there are, .lIt present, two neces,ary middlemen in J 
( any market, if a ~ultivlltor is selling, the adti or aratya who 

represents the seller, and the dalal who negotiates on behalf of 
the huyer. The dalal will not deal direct with the selJer. There 
se(1mll 'little justifkation for the two middlemen. Thus with 
potato ... in Poona, all the stuff must pass through the hands of 
fh:e adtis; 

(5) bargains are usually made secretly by manipulation under a doth, 
and without the knowledge of the cultivator-seller. This is always 
brought up as a grievance by the people, but open marketing is 
usually resisted by the dalal!) 

How much .weight must be attach"d to Mch of these criticisms must .be 
different in each CMe and requires a series of special investigations. I have 
recently lI,ked the Government of Bombay, to allow me to organise two such 
ill(juirioo, in the cases 'of ground-nuts and gul (in the Deccan) in the coming 
y('ar. We have nolV a Professor of Agricultural Economics (Rao Bahadur P. C. 
Patil) and the a"tual control of the work would be with him. It is intended 
that these ,honld be the first of a number of such marketing studies. 

Tn one case, namely thai of mango marketing, we have recently had an 
inn·,ti;4ntion by a committ.ee into the present organisat.ion and its report' is 
attached, and give" a very vivid illustration of the difficulties in the way at 
present. It insists on the evils of thp secret buying system above described, 
and on the careful grading of the produce, hefore buing sent to market. The 
whole question of aetion under this repllrt is now hefore Government. 

(c) As to "~Ps to be taken to improve the quality, purity, grading, and 
packing of agricultural produce, I find difficulty in saying very much. I have 
not lItudied the queRtion'as regards the export market, and as regards the 
Indian market only in a few cases. The safeguarding of the purity and quality 
of the vroduce from any special tract has only been a matter for action in 
two cases. The first of these is cotton, where an attempt has been made to 
secure that cotton of standard quality for a particular area should be marketed 
by itself. This has been done in three areas by different methods. 

1.1) In Guiarat the first step was the organisation of the supply of pure 
cotton seed of improved, even, standard quality in the South 
Gujarat area. This dates from 1919. Since that time the Agri
cultural Department organises the growth 6f seed from freshly 
~elected materials, each year over from 5,000 to 9,000 acres and 
rogues the fields in which this is grown, in five different ce~tres. 
This is suppos~d to give seed for 100,000 aerf'S at least ill the 
following year. This seed is ginned in selected gins and graded 
under the Bupervision of the Agricultural Department. There is 

• Not printed: Report of the Mango Marketing Committee-Bombay
-Government Central Press-1925. 



8 demand to be included in the 9,000 acres from which seed is 
obtllined, as the lint from this, always secures a specially high 
price. The ~eed so produced is bought by Goverument and sol<1 
so as to cover the actual cost. There is now a ·very great demand 
for this' seed. Locally two Indian States (Rajpipla and Cbota
Udaipur) have forbidden the gro\vth of any other ~eed in their 
States, and this policy is being considered for certain areas in 
Baroda. 

But the reputation of this cotton was-made when the sales of 
the produce from our 9,000 acres of seed area were conducted by 
auction by the Agricultural Department and in the first years 
regular auctions were held under the supcrvision of a committee 
in Surat of merchants and cultivators. Now the importance of 
keeping it pure is fully realised and auctions are no longer needed.' 

The whole work has been very materially helped by the Cotton Transport 
Act. which hy prohibiting the entrance of cotton, cotton seed, Kapa,~, or 
cotton ,,-aste into the' area where the impro\-ed seed will grow except under 
license. has prevented adulteration, which,. if it did not spoil the lint, would 
certainly have spoilt the seed. 

I should like the financial and selling part of the organisation to be now 
taken over bya non-official agency and this will probably come. It has been 
hinde>red hitherto by the fact that the most suitable bodies for this purpose, 
the Cotton Sale Societies in Lower Gujarat, bave not been hitherto convinced 
of the advantage of the improved seed to the grower. 

(2) In tbe> Bombay Karnatak th~ first step was thnt tlie Agricultural De
partment began about 1910 to organise auctions for Broach cotton 
at Dharwar. This was then a new introduction and serious com
plaints were rece>ived that the proper value could not be obtained 
for the Kapas produced. Hence auctions with grading of the 
Ka.pas on the basis of ginnin~ percentage were opened and 
succeeded beyond expectations. These were applied also to im
proved type of Kumpta and Dharwllr American (Lpland) cotton 
and were finally taken oW'r hy Cotton Sale Societies in 1919. A 
supply of pure seed for 5,000' acres in each case promised 'and 
(1) also tbe roguing of this area and (2) the grading of the Kapas 
for the societies. On the> other hand the societies were to finance 
the cotton seoo and distribute it in the area where the cotton is 
grown. This has continued and has proved a great success and 
the graded improved cotton always has fetched a higher price in 
auction than could be obtained otherwise and it is much appre
ciated by the trade. Arrangeme>nts are being made now to supply 
pure improved seed for a larger nucleus area of Dharwar American 
cotton and a vtlry strong demand has risen for a very large
increase in the case of Kumpta cotton. 

Here also the Cotton Transport Act has helped hut the> centre of the success 
of the system is, I think, the Governme>nt grading of improved cotton for 
auction. 

(3) In Sind where the cultivation of Punjab Ameri('.l\n cotton is rapidly 
growing' on the Jmnrao Canal the arrangement is that Kopas
grown from sepd supplied by the Agricultural Department is 
given a certif:i<'ate of the fact when it is' taken to the factories. 
of the big buyers in :M:irpurkhas and SOllle other centres. 
'['his is much valued and at the Ral11e time enables the Agricul
tural Depnrtlllent to secure good seed for further distribution 
and the culti\"ators to ohtain a full price. This applies, of course, 
only to a small part of the area under American cotton but the' 
rest now srcures its fair price. 

'['he abOVe> is the only case in which the Agricultural, Department or other 
public authority has attempted to take> any part in grading produce. The 
Co-operati\"e Bank which markets, so much of the Deccan gul, grades ita 
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produce and of course many merchants do ·so also. But there is no other 
grading by a public authority. In the case of ground-nuts where the present 
value of Khandesh ground-nuts very largely depends on the fact that pure
Spanish peanuts are grown, originally introduced by the Agricultural Depart
lIlent, .·e u,e e\'ery moral suasion possible to prevent the invasion of the area 
hy other varieties. The ssme is the case with the $mall Japan variety grown 
in the Panch Mahnls .. But no public authority has attempted more than this. 
QU('I;tions of packing have not been seriously studied in Bombay except in 
th .. ca>e of mangoes (vide report* sent herewith). (d) As regards market in
formation for the use of growers and up-country merchants, I find that for 
products like cot·ton and .oil-seeds with a world market, traders are generally 
8. quickly informed in any local fnarket as could be arranged by any agency, 
I can think of. As regnrds the cultivators our experience is that they quickly 
learn what the course of the market is or is likely to be when they are anxious 
to sell their produce. 

I do not think that there is opening at present for much action in the· 
direction lIuggested under this heading in the questionnaire. 

Generally as regards marketing for the future, I pin my faith to the
development of co-operative marketing. But it will have to be much ·better
infurmed ·organisation than has been usual in the past, a nd must be based on. 
very close study of the whole existing organisation, for the disposal of produce 
with a world market-up to the time when it enters into the stream of whole-
8ale commerce. I append a copy of a ·note* which was drawn up by Mr. Roth
field and myself in 1923 embodying our experience up to that date. The 
principles therein laid down I still believe should guide development. I shall 
refer to this again under another heading. 

QUESTION 25,-,WELFARE 01' RURAL POPULATIoN.-Under this head I propose 
to consider the problem of rural development a.s a whole, in what must be its 
ultimate OhGi' ,namely the welfare, the happiness and comfort of the rural J 
popUlation. At present in the Bombay Presidency the village population has 
rather been in a backwater, but the time has come to look at the rural 
pr.,blem as a whole, and see to whether definite progress cannot be made not 
mprely in the technical improvement of agriculture, or the organisation of 
village finance, or in pushing village sanitation, or in increasing the number· 
of villagP8 with sehools, but in taking all these things as part of one end, 
the rE'CreatlOn of t~villageS as self-conscious units, with the idea of progress, 
and of improvement. . 

Su(·h a concepti , it will be said, requires a missionary, and so it does. 
It can hardly be created by a Government agency, though if such an agency 
can be developed there is no reason why Government should not aid it. And 
I would, hence, like to see an agency develop, more or less on the lines of II; 

rlumber of educational societies in the Bombay Presidency· and elsewhere, 
which will provide the missionaries needed to carry out the idea. The general 
conception was suggested to me by the Hon'ble Sir Chunilal V. Mehta, and 
~eems a most productive one. It would work from the Taluka Development 
Association as a base, and would envisage the village problem as a whole. 
The link would be to study a typical village in a tract on thorough lines. My 
own village study of Jategaon-Budruk in the Deccan would, perhaps, serve
as a type. This would be done, as mine was, with the close and hearty co
cperation of the people. Then the needs would be considered and the posfi
tility and cost of satisfying them. 

(}n most of .our Bombay areas the needs are usually primarily economic .. J 
The land does not produce its maximum, even without greater current ex
penditure than is now made, a too lnrge proportion of the value is taken 
away by others·than those who nave had a !Jhare inllroducmg-tr,"1m:d there 
is too much waste of time. Once produc& a ·hope of better economic t>osition, 
and tile apsire for sanitation, for education, and for land improvement wiIt 
follo~ With the proper missionary, who has the resources' and information 

. • 
• Not printed. 
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o()f the agricultural, co-operative, sanitar:y and other departments at his back, 
the future is Jllore than possible. To me this is no fancy sketch. I know 
villagE'S where work could be taken in hand at once, provided the men are 
-available, and here the sC'heme for a Society of " Servants of Rural India" sug
gested by Sir Chunilal V. 'Mehta seems to supply the missing link, if only the 
men can be found who will accept the conditions and devote themselves to the 
work. l,}Vould strc.ngly recommend any move in this.direction, and be pro. 
pared to subsidise such missionaries, without in any way limiting their 
independence. 

Only by some such Jlleans can the all round progress be made which alone 
-results in inl'rease of happiness lind welfare. It is useless to have tE)chniC'al 
improvement if all the extra produce is to' be taken 9y unsuitahle expendi
iure: it is useless to provide co-operative credit, if this nwans (as has often 
l-,pen the case in the dry tracts of the Deccan) that the extra credit is used to 
-the full without care enough, and is lost in the next year of scarC'ity. 

My scheme would, therefore, be--

1. A Society of " Servants of Rural India" to inspire and supply men. 
and inspire the movemE)nt. It is hoped. that the plan would 
attract large public funds, which with Government subsidies 
would in the first instance provide the men. 

2. Local Development Associations, which would organise the area in 
which such men should be placed, beside doing more general 
propaganda o'\'er the whole area to whieh they belong, and pre
paring the way for the intensive work in villages and groups. 

Again I would insist on the consideration of the village prohlem liS a whole. 
,and the attaC'k on the prf\~ent uneconomic, lind despairing condition of _ the 
people of many of our villages, as perhaps the most serious problem in the 
country at .present. "'hether enthusiasm cRn he organised and whether men 

·can be found who will dl'vot.e themselves to such a purpose, which can never 
be under the direct auspicE)s of Government or even of semi-Government bodies, 
is a matt.er which can only be t.ested by trying. It is, however, I feel a matter 
·to which Government resources might well be deyoted. and to thnt extent the 
~pnt'ral creation of further extensiHl GO\-PI'IlIlll'nt paid stnff, whpther for agri-

.cultural, co-operative. sanitary or other similar propaganda. 
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APPENDIX A. 

hllaoe Rr()n()m;c studies. (Vide Question 25 of the Questionnai~·e.) 

J have. with a nllmber of colleagues, conducted several intensive village 
econolllic .tudif'H. Two of thPSII done in the Deccan in 1914-15 and in 11117, 
rc.p.·...tivcly, IHlve hoen puhlished and results arc available to the CommiSHion. 
AnotiH'r from the Konkan is now awaiting final working up for publication. 

I WIUI however, N'cently requested by the Hon'ble Minister for Agriculture, 
Ilomhay, to r&-examine the villages htudied in 1914-15 and 1917, and with the 
heir of my colleague Mr. N. V. Kanitkar, tbis has been done. I can noW" 
J(""" a rOllll'ariHOI! of conditions in the village of Jatega.on Budruk in 1917 and 
H121;' Thi" is a village in the "Vcry precarious region, and it has had two serions. 
8ea'on~ of scarf"ity 8in<'6 the former study, namely, in 1918-19 and in 1920-21. 
It represents a fair picture of a large proportion of the Eastern Bombay 
Deccan. 

1. l'opulation-

736 1917 
1926 667 Loss 9'3 per cent. 

In the Cen""s of 1921, the population wa.s only 458. This is partly due to 
famine, and partly due to the season when the figures were taken. 

2. Cattle Population-
1917. 1919. 1926. 

Bullocks and bulls 306 178 238 
COWl 182 57 110 
Calves 171 no record 58 
Buffaloe" and calves 25 16 
Goats 97 292 

The HlW figures hhow the imillediate result of famine. The 1926 figures 
hhow the hlo\\" recovery. 

3. /Ja/I/llre Sh,,"t fur fhe FUlllilies in the l'illaoe.-'1'he following figures 
are bascd on the incollle of all familics added together, and the necessary 
expenditure at the peorle's own ~tandard of living added together. These 
families had to be omitted in 1926:-

Income from land 
J ncome from other sources 
Income from trees 

Income. 
1917. 
RB. 

15,802 
8,546 

615 

1925-26. 
Rs. 

11,682 
14,736. 

The crop wa.; takcn as of the same ulwa valuation in t.he two years. 
Ol1litting the trees the iotal income per family cOlllpares as follows:-

1917 
la25-26 

};·;l:penditure. 

Re. 
166 
208 

1917. 1925-26. 
RB. RB. 

Interest on debts. 6,755 
Necessary personal family expenditure 32,221 

4,868 
31,304 

o 
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the standard expenditure per famiTy in the two years was as follows:...:-

Interest on debts • 
Necessary personal family expenditure 

TOTAL 

'l'hese figures seem t·o show that-

]917. 1920-26. 
Rs. 
46 

219 

Rs. 
33 

241 

274 

(1) On the people's own st.andard of life, the village is not at prlll;ent an 
('('onomie proposition even without allowing (or debts, t.aking the average 
season of the last ten yl'ars as the bl\si~. Without counting interest on debts 
the deficiency per family has been-

1917 
1926 

Rs. 
53 
38 

This would be made up hy unul'r-feeding and under-clothing, or by movewent. 
of a port.ion of Ull' population away for part of the year. . 

(2) The pure cultivators, i.e., the people who dE'pl'nd Bolely Oil agriculturE', 
are \'ery mueh fewer in proportion. That is to say there is a tendoll(,y towards 
wagE'-oorning, as suppl(>ment.ary to l'griculture, among a large proportion of 
the population. 

If we divide the families into thr('e groups, namely:

Group I.-801vent from land income alone, 
Group II.-Solvent from land and lahour income, and 
Group IH.-Insolvent. 

We get the following rtYIulta. Solvency is judged by the people's own 
,tandard. 

1017. 11128. 

Group I. Group II. GroupUI. Group I. Group II. Group III. 

~ 

umber or ,amlU.,. In Group. 10 11 125 , 16 107 

uml>cr o( population In Group 43 21) 664 44 55 556 

. 'C<'18 ot o.nclcney I"'r rnmll1 + n... 232 +118.18 -\\.9.137 ·1 US. ~J +Ila.170 -&.123 

If'huM while in 1917, 15 per cent. of t.he famili!o's were solvent, in 1926, 18 
pur CNlt.. were solvent. But tho ~olven<'y is duo to a very much grout(>r extellt 
to the receipts froD! labour than it was in 1917. 

(3) The debta ha\'e diminishM, oven in this period, due to the falling in ('\f 
lllort.gagl'8 lind hence the callt,t.'Iling of tho corresponcling dl'bt.s. Scvl'ral fami
Ii(>s blll"O )('ft t.1lC' vi1lngl' RR a r('sult of losing Ul£'ir lands. Compared with 1917 
the tolul debts 1I'0ro as follow8:-

1917 
1926 

Rs. 
29,38,1 
20,120 
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APPENDIX B. 

The Problem 01 Precari01U or Famifl.6 Tract,. 

Perhaps tbe biggest problem before agriculture in the Bombay Presiden'cy 
j~ that of the extreme precariousness of a large proportion of the area. In 
the latest edition of the Stati"tic~ the area (excluding Bind) has been 
d8Bll6d as follon : -

Sq. miles. 
Total area of Province • 77 ,011 
Area not liable to famine 24,498 

Area somewhat liable to famine but with frequent 
B<Sroity 26,695 

Area very liable to famine 25,918 

Thus sa'6 per cent. of the total area is very liable to famine. 

What this extreme precariousness means, can best be judged by two batao 
The first of these is the suspensions and remissions of land revenue, which are 
chiefly given on account of failure of crops; the other is a test of the goodness 
of tbe l18&8on which I have devised, by combining the areas of the staple crop. 
with the anna valuation of the crop obtained in each case. 

Th" first method gives the following results for tbe years since 1918, for 
l'BC'h of tbe natural diviaions of the Bombay Presidency proper:-

Guiarat. 
, 

Current Current Proportion 

-- Revenue suspensions suspended 
dema.nd. and and 

remissions. remitted. 

Rs. Rs. Per cent. 

11118·19 95,14,666 56,57,302 69·5 

1919·20 . . 96,a6,966 1,63,47'1 1-6 . 
1920·21 96,27,OIl 42,10,123 43'7 

1921·22 95,1>9,058 2,26,419 2·4 

922.23 96,16,292 4,07,462 4-2 

1923·24 . 98,18,489 24,45,446 24·9 

924·25 . 1,00,81,855 1,18,697 1-2 

.. 
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Deccan. 

Current 
Current Proportion 

suspensions Bmpended -- Revenue and and 
demand. remissions. remitted. 

Rs. Ra. Per cent. 

1918·J9 . · · , 1,47,42,781 82,32,837 55·8 

IG19.20 · · . 1,47,31,875 3,99,173 2-7 

1920.21 · , 1,51,64,673 67,39,515 41-4 

1921.22 · · . 1,55,52,188 20,90,929 IH 

1922·23 , 1,58,05,987 18,47,932 11-7 

1923·24 · · 1,62,83,234 18,28,186 11·2 

1924·25 , 1,67,59,837 

I 
6,85,139 H 

Kamatak. 

Current Cur1"flnt Proportion 

-- Revenue 8uspensions suspended 

demand. and and 
remissioDs. remitted. 

R& Rs. Per l'eDt. 

918·19 68,64,289 15,29,072 22·3 

919·20 · 69,14,299 - 65,771 1·0 

920·21 , · 68,95,374 15,62,554 22·7 
, 

921·23 . · 69,06,351 ; 1,10,329 1·7 

922·21 69.58,778 12,67,347 18·2 

923·21 . · 71,72,179 14,12,116 19·/1 

112.·25 72,62,169 1,23,346 1·7· 

'--
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Current Current Proportion 

-- Revenue 81l8pensions 81l8pended 

demand. and and 
remissions. remitted. 

Ra. Ra. Per cent. 

1918·19 . 51,26,014 12,98,626 21)·3 

1919·20 . 51,41,705 47,689 0·9 

1920·21 . 52,02,621) 73,274 H 

1921·22 51,67,803 34,334 0·7 

1922·23 52,68,819 40,683 0·8 

1923·24 54,31),159 59,81)5 H 

1924·25 54,72,704 54,158 }·O 

Now J take it that when over 40 per cent. of the currpnt Government land 
rev"nue has to he remitted or ~I\~pendpd, it means pssentially a crop failure 
onr very large areas; when ov('r 10 per ('ent. is remitted or suspended, it 
mea us a very Lad ytlar. 1'L."rtlfol'e, we have for the seven years quoted. 

Serious 
-- Crop failur.,. defici.eney of Normal. 

crop8. 

Gujarst 2 (29 per cent.) 1 (14 per c.en t.) 4 (57 per cent. 

Deccan. 2 (29 
" 

) 3 (42 .. ) 2 (29 
" ) 

Kamatak .. 4 (1)7 .. ) 3 (43 .. ) 

Konkan . .. 1 (14 .. ) 6 (86 .. ) 

Thus taking the last seven years in Gujarat, two have meant crop failures 
over very large traot.~, one had a serious deficiency, and the others were normal. 
In the Deccan ollly two years were normal while five had serious crop deficiency 
or failure. In the Karnatak, there was never a crop failure over such large 
aroas as in the two former divisions, hut four years out of seven had a serious 
(,rop deficiency, while in the Konkan, only in the almost unprecedented famine 
of 1918-19 were the orops seriously affected. Thus in Gujarat the crops are 
likely to be seriously deficient or a failure in 43 per cent. of years (or say two 
out of five), in the Deccan in 71 per cent. of years (or say in seven years out of 
Uon), in the Karnatak in 57 per cent. of years (or say in three yeara out of five) 
and in the Konkan in 14 per cent. of years (or Gay in one year out of seven). 

These figures are for certain areas confirmed by the results of the other 
method. In this I have taken 1915-16 as the standard good year for four 
Deccan districts (Poona, Ahmednagar, Sholapur and Bijapur), and called this 
year 100. My records extend for 39 years. I have classified all years giving 
over 60 per cent. of the goodness of 1915-11l as .. reasonably good." Those 
froll) 40 to 60 per cent; of the year 1915-16, as " poor," all\! those below 40 per 
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cent. as .. bad," meaning that there was an extensive crop failure. On this 
basis the following are the results:-

-- co Reasonably 
Good." 

"Poor," " Bad." 

Ponna . · · . 22 8 9 

Ahmednsgllr . · 21 8 10 

Sholspur . . · · 24 9 6 

Bijapur · · . 17 15 7 

Tn thAse four diRtrict.s, all of tlH'm lar!!;ely in tIl(' very precariouR tract, 
the chance of a good crop is only about 54 out of 100, and the ehaD<'8 of a 
" bad" year, meaning extensive crop failure is about 20 out of 100. 

The precariollsness revealed by these figures is very great indeed, and it i~ 
doubtful whether cultivation is <'Itrried on RO extensively in such precarious 
('ouditions in many part. of the world. It is not that thea.t'eruye rainfall i~ 
low, but the t)llrillbility is extreme. 

Tn such a precarious tract, which, by the way, has an average population 
of 180 per square mile, the natural way to deal with the situation is by irri
gation. whether hy extensive scheme. for the harnessing of rivers, or by 
~timulating t.he construction of local scheme of irrigation by wells or otherwise 
hy the grn.nt of taccrwi loans or otherwise. Now irrigation by canals construct. 
f>d by the Stnte, if feasiblemn.y be considered as an absolute cure for the 
efferts of drought. so far as they will command. and every effort should he 
made to exploit 4.his method of dealing with famines. The glorious results of 
efforts in this direction in t.he Dec('n.n are very visible in the splendid prOR
perity of a nnmber of the Del'can valleys. But the possibility of this method 
is limited, ('ven ap"rt from Rny qnestion of capital cost involved. Tn the 
Derran and Knrnatnk the Inrl;'lD ... Jrriglltion Commission estimnt.ed the mnxi
mum nmount of land irrignhle if all tne rivers were harnessed to the mnximnm 
(.xtent, as 500,000 neres. The present area is 224,000 acres. The n.rea under 
w('l1s is now 422,000 acres, and might possibly be dOllhled. 'I'he n.rea under 
irrign.tion might, if all ',ourres of irrigation water were exploitf>d, h" raisl'd 
to l,Ii()().()()() acres. But. the nctual net cropped aren in 1921'i-26 was 21.179.000 
acre.~. ThllR the maximum area irrignble by exploitation of all the present 
methods is only 71 pl'r ('('nt. of the ar(,R actually under crop in 192;'-26. Similar 

, ralculn.tions for Glljarnt give a possihle figure for the maximum pos,ihle pro
portion of land irrigat('d not grooter than 5! per cent. 

Ao that wllile T wonld urge the development of irrigation at the fastest 
po",ible rate, and while ~o far n.' it extends, I would consid('r it as a perfect 
nH,thon. of dt'aling with the prohlem of l1IH'('rtainty of r"in, I would ('nil nitl'n
tion to t.he fact that in the two main famine trnds of the BomhAv Presidenry 
hetw('en 90 and 95 per cent. of the area ('!In nPt'P1' be prote('tf>d hy 'these mean~. 
anrl lllU>t rle[lelld on the rain, whatever if, he. It is t.o this Inea. lind country 
similar t.o it, ""t,,,,](l~ fHr 1"",,ond t.he bounds of the IlomhAY Pre><id"n('y. that I 
want to 1'1\11 t.he aUpntion of the Commission in the present note. 

Tn the ar"" dis('uss"d the ch"racter of the rainfall is peculiar in that in 
n.lmost (W!'l'Y y!'ar t,here is enough water to rn.ise ~nhstantial crops. I hope to 
sho\\' till' Com1l1i"~ion graph" showing how eVl'n in "omo of the moqt famine 
Yl'n'-R th"T(\ was 11mI'll' wat(\r for crop growth, nnd in most I'n~es t.hert> were 
timps Wh(,ll th,,' wnt.pr availahlt> WaR e'{('t>"~ivo. There are Romo famine years 
when tho Wn.t"T WRS nover Bufficit>nt hut in all hnt one or two out of s(\Ties of 
sixty YI'n.rs, thMtl was enough; .. 
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tn a region like this, therefore, there are thl'ee problems which must bb 
faced it the situation is to be met. These are as follows:-

1. The moot _eutial problem is the use of the water properly in all 
except one or two years out of sixty. 

2. Tho next problem is that of finding .HOUlO way of iu~urance agaiust 
the o<-'Casional complete crop failure. 

3. The third matter is to 80 auauge matters that the cultivators iu 
. these areas should not be sololy depelldent on agriculture, which 

cannot possibly fill in more than half a man's time. 

Tho first of these prohlems then is the proper Ube of the rain \\ ator. During 
the last throo or four years, particularly, attempts are being made in Bombay 
to approach this question from two i\Jlgles. On the one hand every encourage
mellt is given to the increase of wells, but beyond this a tluperintendillg Ellgi
neer on speeial duty has been appointed to investigate and prepare pbus for 
land improvement schemes of considerable size, which will then be carried out 
either by Government, or by co-operative organisations of villagers, the capital 
!,..,ing largely found by Government under the tacwL"i rules, This matt.er is 'so 
jar new, and has hardly got under way. ]for similar schellles in the same 
direction, to be ('arried out. oy individual landowners, the Agricultural De
partDlent i8 supplied now with tllrt~e " bunding oHlcers" who prepare 1,la1l8 
j"r small worlui of value from Rs. 100 to Its. 5,UUO including terracing, field 
embankments, and the like. The problem of tidd erosion is so important and 
i" bO constaut that this encouragement and planning of these small works is a 
Illatt.er of very great importance. The otlwr angle is the attempt to incl'case 
the aln.orbing and holding power of the soil for water.. Nearly all "dry
farming" experiluent elsewhere has been done on deep alluvial soils. Many, 
if not, most of our famine an'as, on the other hand, are composed of relatively 
.haIlnw bla"k ('oLton soil, with a very dry hungry subsoil. Up till recelltly 
our experilllents with dry farllling have been bomewhat uncertain. But now, 
than!.s to th" appointment of a Soil Physicist, we aTe well on the way to 
devising a method for securillg rabi crops even in fairly bad seasons by (1) 
the usual dry farming cultivation methods, (2) the burial of green matter 
during the khanl season (this works when the l'ainfall after burial is BUb

stantml), and (3) trellching deeply in the lines of sowing of the crop. (This 
"urked well even in the bad season of. 1925-26.) This is only a beginning, but 
J think the possibilities are now very great, and I should like to see the 
illvestigations in this direction very much reinforced. 

The next problem is to find some method of insurance. With things ruI 

thoy are, I certainly would not cultivate under the conditions of the Eastern 
l)"ccan without 80me form of insurance. Of course, a well is a first class 
illllUran("e, out a on&-mhot well, which is all that one is likely to get even 
uuder favourable conditions, will only safeguard a very few acres (8 to lO). 
On the other hand, I have approached insurance compaIlies both in London 
aud here lUI to whether they would or could devise a scheme of insuranc" 
a~ainst crop failure, but the opinion seems definitely to be that the risk is 
uot an insurable one. There are perhaps two things that can be done:-
(1) to arrange that in these famine tracts the unit of time for co-operative 
(oans should be a longer period than one year. I do not think this would help 
much, but it has been approved by the Bombay Provincial Co-operative Con
f«rence, (2) to organise the building up to a famine reserve in all co-operative 
~ocieties in the famine areas. The whole question of this insurance, which' 
f regard as in some form essential to make agriculture anything but a bad 
gamble in these precarious tracts, is still unsolved, and if the Commission 
could give a lead, I shonld, for one, be very grateful. 

In these tracts, apart from irrigation, there can be usually only olle crop 
a year, and hence there is a very large amount of spare time which hitherto 
has been quite unprofitable. Therefore, not only in famille areas but in all 
.. on~rop" tracts the emphatio necessity of secondary oooupationa. Snob 
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as used to I'xist, have largely disappeared. And, at present, the following at~ 
chiefly followed:-

(a) Industrial wo~k in Bombay and other industrial centres. '1:he relief 
afforded by this is, I think, considerably exaggerated, as taking 
the whole male population of the six largest industrial centres 
it only forms a small per cent. of the total male population 
of the country. 

(b) Carting. This is the ideal secondary occupation for a cultivator, as 
it utilises not only his own but also his bullock's labour. 

(c) Local labouring work in the nearest town or for local public bodies, 
or in connection with land improvement. 

(d) Poultry keeping, among the depressed classes, Mahommedans, and 
Christi~ns, but only with country fowls. 

The field is, therefore, open, and much study has bel'n made recently as 
to whaL supplementary oecupations are feasible. It must be understood that 
tillCR occupations are totally different from village industries, as Bueh,-and, 
being ~upplementary occupations, must be simple and yet give a return in 
usetul mnterial, if not in actual money. Many of those suggested are loeal, 
and the /)nly ones which afford widespread possibilities are apparently:-

(b) 

(d) 

I'oultry keeping with improved fowls. The future of this is decidedly 
rosy, and it has proved itself so far particularly useful in the most 
precarious tracts. The demand for large sized eggs and good 
fowls is very great, and probably is capable of increase to almost 
any extent, especially if an export trade in dried eggs or frozen 
eggs could be developed. The most effective work in Bombay has 
been done by Mr. J. L. Goheen of Sangli. 

Spinning. I attach copies of a leaflet* prepared, at my rl'quest, by 
the All-India Spinners' Association for the Presidency Agricul
tural Show which well states the position regarding this. 

Simple weaving. We are trying to develop this as a secondary 
occupation for farmers by (1) having a school for simple weaving 
which is kept six or eight months in a village and then passes on, 
and (2) making simple weaving a subject for school boys in our 
v(;l'llacular agricultural schools. 

Lac growing. This can be extended widely, I think, and ret-ently 
it seems likely to be taken up by one or two large landowners on 
their estates. 

Silk growing and bee-keeping have been suggested, but seem out of the 
question except in a few places in the Bombay Presidoncy. There are, of 
cour,c, many small local occupations, like cane-making, broom-making, etc., 
which have pl'l'sisted in some areas. There are perhaps more of these in the 
Konkan than anywhere else. 

But on the whole the line of development in the famine tracts, where irri
gat.ion cannot he extended (and this amount to over 90 per cent. of the cropped 
area), seems to consist in (1) vigorous development of land improyelUent 
schemes both large and small, with Government assistance in preparation of 
plans a:ld in finance at a low rate of intl'rest, (2) further investigatiuu into 
wethods of utilising the rain whi(,h actually falls, and hence the strengthenin€: 
of th" work of the Soil Phy/Sicist, (3) /Some method of insuring agailllst crop 
f"ilure below a t'6rtain amount, and (4) the development of /Secondary occ'upa
tions for cultivator". I have tried to show what wo are attempting in each of 
these dire(,'tions. 

• Not Ill' in ted. 
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Oral Evidence .. 

2747. The Chairman: Dr. Mann, you are Director of Agriculture, Bombay 
Presidency p-Yea. 

2748. You have put in a very interesting memorandum which my colleagu9ij 
and myself have had an opportunity of reading. We are indebted to you for 
that. We are also indebted to you for a good deal that is in the original 
m .. morandum- presented by the Province?-Yes, a very large proportion of it. 

2i49. Taking first the printed memorandum whjch is before the Commis
sion, I mean your note of evidence, would you like to make any statement 
amplifying your note, or would you like to proceed at once by way of ques
tion and answerP-I would like to proceed at once with question and answer. 

2750. On page 1 of the document you talk about the Agricultural College 
in Poona where you have a corps of experts who conduct agricultural research 
and who are equally responsible for the teaching of degree students and for 
the training of post-graduate students and workers. Is it your experience 
that research has a valuable bearing upon teachingP-Most emphatically. I 
would not like .to have a teaching institution unless associated with it there 
was a very large amount of research going on. 

2751. You tb.ihk the benefit is mutual?-I do. I think it is of very great 
benefit to the student to be in an atmOsphere of research and I tllink it keeps 
a research worker practical to be in touch with the teaching of students. 

27.52. Research workers have occasionally compll1ined t'hat the duties of 
teaching interfere with their research work. Do you think it is a sound 
complaint?-I think it is quite true that a man who has to devote a 
good deal of time to teaching canl)ot do quito! as much research as when he 
devotes his whole time to research. But I think the gain is greater than 
the 1088. . • 

2753. Now, as regards your post-graduate training, do you find that the 
Jlost-graduate men who come up for training and who have taken degrees in 
Indian Universities reach the desired standard in the pure sciencesP-I think 
they reach just aLout the same standl1rd as we had when we passed the science 
degree in the English Universities. That is to say, from the resel1rcli point 
of view they are beginners, just the same as I was when I got my degree. 

2754. Do you think that the grounding in the basic sciences is soundP-1 
think jt is sound. I think it probably is not quite as good as that of a 
graduate in an English University, bilt I think it is sound. 

2755. It is very important, is it not, from the angle of teaching research 
workers capable of directing from the higher posts?-It is a very important 
matter, but my experience is that of the graduates whom .we get here, a 
certain number of them Bra capable, or develop the capacity, to conduct 
research of a very high quality. 

2756. I do not know whether you would wish to tell the Commission what 
~'ou think may be the future of the higher posts in research in this country, 
and particularly in rjllation to the future recruitment, if any, of European 
research workers?-Our experience in the Bombay Presidency, I think, is 
that we can develop here a corps of experts as good as we can get from· 
j~nrope. I will not say that there are not better men in Europe than any 
we produce, but thes(J' are unobtainable. I tliink therefore that we develop 
as good men as can be got from Europe. 

2757. What is it you think which makes the highest posts here unattract
ive to the best research workers in Europe?-They prefer to stay in Europe 
where they can get other positions. A man who can get a first class position 
in England is not likely to come out to India ..• For India we get men who do 
not usually belong absolutely to the first class. 

'~C}t printed: Memorandum by the Bombay Government for the Com
mission. 
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.. !patter. I think to the bellt science resea.rch workers, the reputation gRined 
2758. It is a question of pny,is it notP;:""'ithink that is only-pa~t' attn&) 

through being in Europe IS much more than the. extra pay. I do not thinlC" 
any amount of money will draw the best men out to India. 

2759. You do not think that R successful stay of five or ten years in this
country would add to the' prestige, or forward the future, of a research 
worker?-You might get a few good men in that way. But I do not think 
you clln rely on getting them. , 

2760. On page 2, there is a point which I would like you to develop. You 
Bay: "It would be an exceedingly satisfactory thing if a permanent fund' 
could be created in the Presidency, from which researches could be financed, 
so that their continuance would not be subject to the fluctuations of provincial: 
finance." I take it it is impossible to' over-emphasise the importance' oil 
continuity in research ?-I entirely agree. To feel that very valuable work 
might be closed down at any moment because provincial finance is in a bad' 
position destroys the power to do the best work. In order to get the best. 
result, I think you must have a definite period settled over which you know 
the thing can be carried on. . 

2761. In all important lines of research, results cannot in. the nature of 
things be expected in a limited time ?-I thjnk in most of our research schemes 
we can never expect to get valuable results under five years. 

2762. Then you say, "Such an extension of research work is very mucm 
needed now as in many parts of the Presidency the people are coming to look 
to u~ for a solution of" their difficulties in a way which was inconceivable ten 
years ago." Is that not"very signifieant?-It is one of the most interesting 
features I know of and one of the most -satisfying for one who' has. been ins 
touch with the work. There are areas where there are people who ·now confi
dently come to us and say ""'e have this or that "new difficulty j show us· 
how we can best meet it." Many of them are difficulties which demand very 
considerahle investigation. 

2763. I notice in .the memorandum you express the fear that this demand" 
may grow to such an extent that you may not be in a position to meet it?
I fear that, undoubtedly. I will just give an illustration. In Upper Sind" 
we have been working on rice for three or four years particularly, and last 
year we had a special disease, which people call rust. It is not rust ut alI 
.but nohody know~ whut it is. They say" you must help us to get rid of it." 
At the present moment it is a very mysterious thing which will certainly take" 
several years to clear up. . 

2764. They look to you to do it?-Yes; th~y look to us. Every association 
I went to at the end of the last rice season wanted us to tackle this question 
and asl,ed liS to do what we could, 

2765. Then you go on to consider the directions in which tne Cen'tral' 
Government could assist agricultural research in the Provinces, and you 
point to the Indian Central Cotton Committee as an example of the value of 
organisation crop by crop over all-IndiaP-Yes. I think it has given us a· 
line to follow which we had not before. I think its work promises to be 
exceedingly successful. And it is a central body which has been able to
help work not merely in one Province but in all Provinces. 

2766. You point out that under the Reforms, since 1919, the Provinces. 
are responsible for the conduct of research and the administration of agri
cultural matters within their boundaries?-Yes. 

2767. Accepting that, do you yourself think that the Government of India' 
should take no inte~st in India's premier industry?-Never. I think that· 
'II'ould be rather I\l>surd. I think it would' he a very great pity if the Centra] 
Government considered itself ·in no way responsible for the development of 
agriculture, 

2768. After all, there are Provinces more backward than Bombay?-Yes. 
We lhink so. 
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271l9. I thought you might probably think so. Would you desire to see a 
,la ... when the Central Government will say "After all it is no longer I!)ur 
affair. If you cannot look after your own agricultural matters you must 
suffer." That would be a calamitYI'-I think it would be a calamity. If you 
lonk at poge 7 of the memorandum I have given definitely a series of purposes 
which I think the Government of India might and should always fulfil. 

2770. Yea. I have read that. I also notice on page 3. you rather 8ugges$ 
the idea of a central stimulua for research backed by financial assistance as 
the hasis upon which the CentrQI Government could take an active share in 
ag~cultural research ?-J do suggest that, yes. One feeling I have is that 
any lunds placed at the disposal of some central body like this sliould not he 
rai~(·d from provincial ccmtributions. I mean what the Provinces have to 
spend on the matter should be spent by themRelves. But if assistance can 
~ given in 80mewhat this manner from the Central Government, independent 
of all.v special contributions, then I think a scheme like this might work well. 

2771. That would give the Central Gover.ment an opportunity of satis
fyillg themselves, through this Advisory Body that you suggest, that reason
ahle co-ordination between Provjnce and Province was being attained?-Yes, 
lind that, of ('Ourse, is.what we get in the Central Cotton Committee. We 
do know, t1~ose of US who are members of tha,t, as we have never known 
hefore, what is being done in each Province, and how our work is related to 
",hot i; heing done in the Central Provinces or Madras, for instance. 

27i2. Under pre.ent conditions, the power for good which It research 
institution like that at Pusa posse,ses depends ,ery largely:Upon the prestig& 
of it. workers, does it not ?-I think you may say, at present, almost entirely. 
J do not think the fact that it is It Central' Government institution carries. 
mneh weight. But if they have the best men, it carries the weight of the men. 

2ii3, I do not know "'hether you would like, either in public or in private. 
to tell the Commissiou your views ahout Pusa at the momentP-I would rather' 
give my vIews in private. 

277~. Proc..eding with your note of evidence, 1 come to Agricultural' 
Education. I should like to ask you whether in this Presidency agricultural 
",luration, or education in general for that matter, enjoys the patronage of 
lending and wealthy citizens and landlords in the way in which. it undoubt
edly enjoys in certain other countries?-·I think in Bombay it enjoys that 
patronage to a very great extent indeed. As far as puhlic men are concerned 
it is on8 of the things on which you can rouse enthusiasm, and not only rouse 
('nthu,iasm but gather It good denl of money. 

2775. Quite apart from the value of the mOlley subscribed, the patronage 
and slll,port it'elf is of ,immense valueP--Of enonnous value. We are the 
home of "ducatiollal societies which are one of the most valuable factors in thA 
puhlic life of India. 

2776. How "hout tile larger hndowners in the rural areas? Have you 
many men of wealth in that position in the Presidency?-No. Our rural 
land~\l"ning cl,,,,,es are not very large in numbers alld not very wealthy. In 
Bind the position is different, hilt I am not dealing with that now. In the 
Presidency we have not a very large landowning class apm~t from the peasant 
cultivators. 

2i77. Then you go on to give four purposes which, in your view, in a 
counirv like J ndia agricultural and rural education should try to serve. I 

. come to the first "to saturate ordinary primary rural education with the 
agricultural outlook, espeeially with boys from ten or eleven years upwards." 
J take it that you consider the primary object' of education in relation to 
agriculture to be litcrllcy?-I think that the primary purpose of education is 
iiteracy. Up to the fourth standard, up to the age of 10 or 11, I aim at 
nothing but literacy, and not any specialised education of any sort. But 
after that stage we might begin to tbjnk what the future purpose of the boy'. 
lite is. 

2778. YO\l want the boy to be taught the three R's in terms of physical 
things with which the boy is ac~uO+omed to deal in his owt;l home in thO" 

n2 
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vilJageP-1 think that is very important. I published some years ago a littl6 
book. on agric\~ ltmo 1 arithmeti~ in which all the problems given are those 
relnt1!Jg to agrIculture, and farming. I think efforts in toat direction might 
he made. I think our early readers might be given more of an agricultural 
lola,. hut the primary aim of all edueation up to the tenth or eleventh vear 
should he literaey. . . 

2779. In dealing wit.h the matter of litt-ra<'y, do you agree that one of the 
reason_ why a high percentage relapse to ilIiteracv is due t{) the fact thnt thev 
hnvc illiterate homes?-That haR a very great d~al to do with }t.. • 

2i80. They have no reading matter in the villages ?-Practically none. 

27~1. Do YOIl think that, any firm attempt to increase the amollnt of 
literac~ should be accompanied by nn equally.firm endeavour to spread adult 
educatIOn ?-I think it should, but I think we are up against an exceedingly 
difficult proposition, h",':1use I do not know, except in one case, of a really 
Ru('c('ssful effort at auillt educntion. 

2i82. I noticed at once you did not bring that forward in your memoran
dum to any great ext,ent?-Simply because I am almost in despair ahout it. 
There was an attempt on the part of the Co-operative Institute, out of the 
funds given by Sir Vithaldas Thakersey, to bring about a large amount of 
adult education in villages whieh had co-operat.il"e societies. The suecess wa~ 
only moderate and the attempt has now been gi\'en up because the fund came 
to an end. But the success was small. . 

2783. Can you account for it. at all ?-No. I think it is very difficult to 
account for it. I do not think there is a feeling of the necessity of reading, 
writing and arithmetic in the villages. Take for example a village 18 miles 
away from Poona. The very best cultivator in t.hat village is a man who can
not read and write. That is the man whom I look on as one of the best 
cultivators in that village. He says: "J want my boys to read aud write, 
hut I am not very particular about it myself. I can get on very weU without 
it. " 

2784. A man of out~tanding capacity who was yery well ahle to take care 
of his interests might get on without reading and writing?-That is so. 

2785. You would not argue from that that the cultivators in general would 
not benefit from education?-No. I do not think they realise the extent to 
which they would benefit. 

2786. Do you not think that improv"d I'ommnnications and greater oppor
tUllities for practice in reading and writing (in other words, a grE-ater necessit,.v 
lor reading and writing) will make adult education more easy to popularise?
I tJunk it will to a certain extent, but I am not very ·satisfi ... d that the present 
generatiou wilI ever be very much altered. 

2787. Then I come to No. (2), provision of spei-iaJised agricultural edu
t'ation jn the vernacular. The type of school you refer to is at Loni. Has 
thnt type been a success in this Presidency?-It depends upon what 
you mean by "success." We have these schools. They are all full. In all 
of them we 'haye a much bigger dcmnnd for plaees than there IS room for, 
and hence we can make a selection. The Government policy is that we shall 
have one such school for every district, and many districts which have not a 
I>('hool are applying for it and are offering in many eases to lay down money 
for getting such a school. 

2i8B. In a document which you kave been good enough to send me in 
answer to a letter written by U1Y direction asking for further information 
on various points brought out in the original draft memorandum YOll have 
been nble to point to a very considerable demnnd for the extension of this 
type of school?-Yes. I think it is clear there is a very considerable demand 
lor that. 

1!7B9. These schools are, I take it, very expensive?-They are expensi,·e. 
I wns working it out to-day. Of course we cannot get eX;1et figures, but I 
find that thl' cost of a Loni school, on the basis of the 1924-25 figures, works 
out at lts. 202 per boy per annum. That includes boarding and everything for 
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the ho:--o. They take two years, and therefore the total cost for the period is 
Rs .. 520 per hoy. 

2790. Sir Ganga Ram: How many such boys are thereP-There are about 
]80 now. The figures are given in one of these papers. 

2791. The Chairman: Now, is it your experience that many of the boys 
entering the Loni school cbange their mind about their future half way 
through the period of their training?-No, not many. 

2792. If. they do, then of course they are in some difficulty, are they not, 
at a vocational school ?-They are in a difficulty, but if tney bave not been 
there more than one year, tbey simply go back to the other type of education. 
Of co,:!rse we bave always a certain amount of leakage in the first month, 
Thnt IS to say, the boys join the school and then in the firsll month there i9 
10 per cent leakage. ' 

2793. The boys do not like to work?--We get them to work very hard at it, 
and,th,:y complain that that is not the sort of education they expected. 
Otherwlbe the schools would be absoluiely full. At Loni we take about 50, 
hut we are usually left with 40 or 45 at any time. The difference between 
that and 50 is due to the leakage. 

2794. Did you meet with many cases of caste prejudice against this type 
of vocational schools?-No: not here. 

2795. You probably know that another system is followed in the Punjab?
I do not think there is another system in the Punjab. Tbe Pnnjab type is 
exactly like my type No. (1). No. (2) is an entirely different type, and 1 
do not think that what we are attempting at these schools is being attempted 
anywhere else in this country. 

2796. You think there is no alternative j jf yon are to have a vocational 
type of education this is the only way to achieve it?-We have not had any 
practical suggestions for any otber method. We think there is room for both 
types, the agricultural bias scbools corresponding to the Punjab middle school 
and the schools for specialised agricultnral education. 

2797. How much non-technical education is given to the boys in the Loni 
schools?-I suppose about one-third of the time is devoted to education of a 
general type, but that of course has all got tbe agricultural outlook. For 
instance, nature study forms part of that. Then you have arithmetic, but 
the arithmetic entirely deals with agricultural problems and 80 on. 

2798. Do you think that the plan of educating boys for Government service 
in an agricultural college alongside of those who go to the college with a 
,·jew to return to their .. father's farm" is a good, plan? Or do you find 
that contact with those who are going in for official life 1s apt to turn the 
mind. of those wbo come to the school with a view to returning to the farm, 
towards an official life ?-There has been an influence in both directions. 
Some of the students who come to the college with a view to taking up work 
on their .. father's farm" are tempted away to Government service; on the 
other band, there are some who come definitely with the idea of Government, 
service and who decide afterwards to go in for farming on their own. Hence 
I do not see any very great d~sadvantage in keeping the two classes togeth,er. 

2799. One of the difficulties of a boy who goes to the business of farming 
from 8n agricultural college is that he has not had any commercial experience? 
-It is an exceedingly great difficulty. I mean, the men who-leave our college 
are not as a rule fit to undertake commercial agricultural work. 

2800. They get a certain experience of farm manag?ment,. I suppose P
Yes but it is in regard to theory rather than as somethmg whICh may affect 
their pockets. I certainly would not turn one C?f. my ~raduates, ho'!eyer 
brilliant at once into an estate manager before glvmg hIm further trammg 
first in the management side of the work. 

2801. Have you any suggestions to make as to how this difficulty might be 
(,vercomeP-Yes· we have three methods. which are actually adopted for this 
end. One is th~t Government have given me a certain number of posts of 



graduates under training. These are definitely allotted as far as we possibly 
can to students who have in view positions as managers of estates or at any 
rate outside positions. The socond method is we are offering graduates an 
opportunity to come Bnd study for a year on our most developed commercial 
iarm, for definite train-ing in farm management and come jnto contact with 
the whole business management of the farms. We offer them residence and 
accommodation, But this has not attracted many students; in fact, it has 
not temptE'd any 80 far but the schE'Dle is there and is open and we are making 
eVN~' effort to push it in the near future. 

'2,'102. Si)' Chu1Iilai lIfehta: Why hns it not attracted students?-Because, 
1 t.hink, so man~' of the students have spent all the money the.v want to spend 
on "Ju('ntion by the time tht,), leave college and require at least a living wage 
if they are to conle for training, Thirdly, ther€' are numbers of private estat"~ 
now where tl](>y like to get our men as assistant managers. rltimately they 
call get training there and then go hac'k to a farm of their own. 

28m. The Cha;irman: I want to put certain questions to you with regard 
to your allswers to the questions ahout upmonst.ration anu propaganda. I 
ol",'r"e with interest that ~'ou lay great !'mphasis on the value of demonstra
tion on the cultivators' own ficlds?-We ha\'e almost given up all other sorts 
of uemonstration. DClilonst.ration farms, as far as we are concerned, arc 
done With. We do practically all our demonstrations now on the cultivators' 

'own fields. 

2804. There is always a suspicion that you top-dress your Government 
demonstration farm, js there noH-Something of that sort. At any rate, 
there is an idea that condi,tions there do not correspond to those under which 
the cllltivator works. 

t:305. Have ,Vou been successful in your peripatetic deDlonstrations?
Most of the \\'ork is done in that fashion. We have a number of demonstra
tion plot.s on cultivators' holilings. We have got offic!'rs who go to the culti
vators' fielJ" at critical times of agricultural operations ill order to demon
strate t,he improved methods. 

2806. You 'emphasise the value of the Taluka Development Associations 
established by Sir Chunilal Mehta and initiated according to the scheme 
draft"d in part by yourself. I want to ask you a question about them. Are 
thes" a"ocintion, dependent at all on outside driving force or stimulus or 
JUann~"lIlent or help or is the whole~i\'!' and personnel discovered within 
th .. Taluka?-l think most of them are dependent to a certain extent on 
outside drive_ Certainly most of them are. 

2807. You admit that is a very important point?-It is exceedingly im
portant. , J do not think you can carryon this Taluka Development Associa
tion scheme unless you have a certajn amount oj outside driving force,. 

2808. Do you not foresee a time when these societies will be in a position 
to carryon their work practically without outside help P-I do; in some cases 
in a ,'ery few years the societies will be 80 self-del'endent that they will not 
want any outs~de drive but they wiII still want, probably, the subsidy the:y 
get. As far as actual push goes they will be able to furnish it themselves. 
Une or two of our Khalldesh Associations are approaching that stage now. 

2809, Both from the educational angle and the agricultural development 
angle, I think it is to be desired that dire('tion Bnd stimulus should come 
from within the community itself?-Pr('cisely; that we have gQt very much 
in view. In fact, I think they win be a failure if they continue to deyelld 
iOn outside drive to the extent they have done in the past. 

2810. I think the figures you give on page 6 are very significant. The 
lIlitial fund of the Tnlukl' As"ociatioll in Gujarat was Rs. 12,OOO?-That was 
ollly inaugurat('u a fortnight ago, and I went specially to Gujnrat to inaugu
rllte it. 01]t of thllt sum, Rs. 8,000 was contributed locally ill the Taluka. 
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2~11. r was goinl:( to ask you how much of the Rs. 12,000 was with you 
w-h<>n you went?-Rs. 8.0(k) wah contributed locally, and the balance by 
f13tiv(lS of the Taluka now living outside it. 

21"12. People who were anxious to give a helping hand to their old home? 
-··Yes, For instance, Rs. 3,000 was contrib\lted by a partner of Ambalal 
£j .. ml,hai of Ahmed~bad. . 

2R13. On page 7 you speak of winning the confidence of the people and of 
l<peping official~ in the background. How do you do that?-I do not know 
h"w we do it, except that we push the non-official people forward as the 
<lri.:illators 'of everything IlR far as we p05sibly can. 

2>\14. Prflvided an official has est.ahlished a reputation for being able to 
n'si,t the culti,·ator." I Rnppose he iR an asset, is he not?~ertainly he is. 
'When I wrot.e this I meant officials qua officials; I did not mean to exclude 
a man who has mad~ a reputation as an individual. In such a case he is a 
IDOl-t "aluable man, though an official unfortunately. 

2815. You point to the need for legislation to compel a Rmall and obstinate 
majority to conform in the interests of progress?-Yes; I think that is essential 
in a number of cnses. There are two particular matters to which I think I 
have referred in this note. One is in connection with fencing ngainst wild 
pig... There you often find an obstinate minority whos" land is right in the 
nliddl" of the arl'a and who consequently snfipr little damage from the wild 
pi~. and who will not have anything to do with the scheme. I know cases 
where the matter has been held up for years on that account. Again, in 
('l'"l1ection with land improvement. terracing and planting, sueh powers are 
really ne-'essary; often a single individual, or two or three at the most, may 
l10ld a seheme up. I hold it is not unfair, if the owners of i5 per cent of the 
land come iuto a scheme like this, that the others should be compelled to. 

2"116. 75 per cent. of the land, not 75 per cent. of the owners?-That has 
beell discu&'!Cd. I feel disl>osed to say the owners of 75 per cent. of the land. 

2817. Do yon think the adoption of that principle in a statute would 
be well recein,d by the public?-Yes, on the whole I think it would. 

21'l18. You think the time has arri,ed when it might be tried?-Yes. 
2819 .• llr. CaluTt: Would you not have a proportion of the owners 

118 well?-Mr. Madan drew up a scheme recently embodying both--60 per 
oCf'nt. of the owners and 75 per cent. of the land. 

2820. The Chairman: Recent French legislation embodies that dual prin
"'iple?-Yes. 

21'21. Then comes, on page 7, what we have already referred to, your 
fear that a time may r»me in the future when you will not be able to meet the 
... Iemallds of the people?-I think that time is coming very fast. 

2822. I suppose the limiting factor will be financial?-I think it probably 
'Will. How far we shall be able to have our research work mature is an im
l'qrtant point, and of course that depends on the amount of money we get. 
J think a point has now bepn reached when we have got the men to do the 

'Work; hence it is a matter of finance rather than a matter of men. . 
2823. I should like to ask you, under the heading of Administration, 

;about one or two questions you do not touch on in your proof of evidence. 
I suppose you have considered the subject of how to solve the problem that 
'will lie before you of choosing officers for the new superior Provincial Service 
which.! take it is to take the place ill this Presidency of the old est~b1ished 
JI~perial Agricultural Service?-Exactly. 

2824. Do you think some special training institution wi1l be required ?-So 
'far as the lines of work which we have already developed are concerned, I do 
.not think we want any special institution. I think the trajning in our own 
.existing departments is the very best that can be given. . 
. 2825. That is to say, at the alp'icultural college?--:Yes, and .• as 8ubordi

. :;roates of the men who are now domg the work. For IDstance, if I want a 
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Cotton Breeder I would rather place a man under one of my Cotton Breeders' 
f.'r five years than send him t.o any institution. 

2826. You think yo,u will be able to man this new service without any 
very I!:reat difficulty?-Yes. l'xcept in Cl'rtain directions where we are short 
of Illen. For instance, '1uite recl'ntly we wanted a good Mycologist 
and a good Plant Pathologist. We have waited a long time, and ultimately 
we have had to get a man trained in one of the American Universities. 
Thl're ha'l'e been some casl's like that, but for most of our lines of work we 
are now producing men as rapidly as we are likely to need them. 

2827. How about the Royal Institute of Science in Bombay-!' Is that 
institution capable of turning out workers of the necl'ssary calibre?-I wQuld 
prl'h'r to take the best of my own men and gi'l'e them post-graduate training. 

2828. Do you think you will be able to rl'Cruit enough?-Yes, I think fiJ). 

2829. A word or two on communications. Do 'l'OU think that in this Presi
dency you are getting the railway development, particularly in tJle matter of 
branch and feeder lines, that you deserve and require?-I ~hink there are 
t~lllendous possibilities in the direction of branch and feeder lines. I am 
not speaking of it as a commercial proposition but as an agricultural need. 
In some of our areas the roads are good; in others they are bad, and always 
will be bad; and in those areas I think feeder railway lines would be a tremen
dous agricultural asset. 

2830. You do not commit yourself to tbeir being a commercial success ~ 
far as the railways are con<'erned ?-I am not qualified to speak on that. 

2:331. The fact that you are of opinion they would be of tremendous hel!) 
to the country suggests, at least, that a considerable amount of produce would 
trn'l'el over them?-Yes, and undoubtedly they would stimulate the growth 
of the more ,-aluable materials in areas where they are not now grown .• 

~S3:l. Do you ever as a department represent the need of railway de'l'elop
ment in any particular district?-We ne,er have done so so far. 

:!S33. Do you bring t.o the notic€' of the railway departments complaints 
with regard to freights or lack of facilities for the transport of produce?
Very cOl11monly, and I must say that on the whole we have been received by 
the rnihrny department.s with sympathy. Quite recent.ly I have approaclled 
the railwa'l' companies on two matters, one being the freight on artificial 
lnnnures. 'There they have been good €'nough to reduce very considerably the 
freights that were pre,-iously charged. The other instance was with regard to 
the distrihution of cattle manure from Bombay, and there again the freight 
has Deen brought down v€'ry considerably as a result of representations. 

2S;~. With whom do you d"al in this connectioni'-We generally write to 
the Agent of the railway in question. 

2~1.'5. HaTe you ever taken a complaint before the Rates Advisory Com;. 
lllittet'?-~ot direct. . 

2i!36. Is the Railway Advisory Council an acti'l'e body in this PresidellcyP-
1 do ll0t know very much about it. I see the reports published in the papers; 
that is all. 

283i. Do you know anything about the representation of rural interests 
on that body 1'-::\0, I do not know anything about tTlIlt. 

2838. How about roads? Have you an)'thing to say about roads?-On the 
whole, our main roads are good in most disuicts, though there are exceptions, 
such as Surat and so on. The second class roads are only moderate, and 
the 'l'illage roads are just about as bad as thl'Y cau possibly be. 

~q~9. Have you anything to say about District Boards in their capacity 
as bodies responsible for tJ,ese roads?-I do not like to say ve~y much, but I 
ct'rtaillly think since they took second class roads under then charge thOSit 
roads have not improved. 

2840. I hope you will say, a great deal if you think you ought to; it is 
very important thnt the CO~1l1ission should know?-I certainly think thllt. 
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those roacia which are no longer provincial Tlut now corne under the District 
Board. are tending to deteriorate. ' 

2841. To the disadvantage of the cultivator?-Yes. He has to cart over 
them. 

2842. DOO5 the Irrigation Department maintain certain roads ?-They 
maintain only their own service roads. Some of them are open to puDlic use 
and some are not, but they do not form a big factor. 

2R43. Are they good where they do exist?-Where they' exist they are. 

2844. To what do you attribute the failure of District Boards even to. 
maintain these roads at their existing measure of efficiency? Is it disinclina, 
tion to raise local taxes?-I think it is competition between various needs 
for a limited amount of funds. I think the tendency is now to prefer otcher 
means of spending the money. If there is competition between education and 
roads it is probable nowadays that education win get the money. 

2845. Of course, 'competition between various money spending activities is, 
a common experience in all walks of life and in all directions of public experi
!'nee, ;K it not? It cannot in itself be a sufficient argument, do you think?
No, but I am only stating the fact. 

2R46. Froin the agricultural angle you do regard communications as of 
(laramount importance?-I do. 

2847. Have you anything to say with regard to the policy of extending 
Postal Services to rural parts ?-I certainly feel' that if it is possible we
ought to extend them. But I know they have been gradually improving 
since I have been in the Bombay Eresidency. Still they have got a long way 
to go. ' 

2848. Extension of Postal Service is closely connected with the removal' of 
iIliteracy?-It is vital. 

2849. Do you envisage the future of broadcasting "n the vernacular with
nny enthusiasm ill this country?-I think it is stilt a long way off. 

2850. Still, I suppose the remarkable Agricultural' Sliow wliich may be' 
seen in this district at this moment seemed a long way off 24 montlis ago, did' 
it not?-Yes. I think there are possibilities in broadcasting, but I do not 
envisage it as an immediate possibility. 

2S51. I notice that both in your note of evidence and' in the provincial' 
memorandum which was provided for this Commission at an earlier stage, 
very little is said about the provision of long-term credit. Do you regard
that as a very important matter?-I think it is an exceedingly important 
matter, because I look on land improvement in a very large part of our areR 
as being vital to any big agricultural impl'O'Vement.. 

2852. And substantial measures of land improvement depend' upon long
term credit P-They do. • 

2853. Have you any ideas as to how long-term credit might be provided P
The present arrangements are that it is pl'ovided' by Government through 
co-operative societies as a rule. 

2854. But you have no suggestions fOi' the improvement 01' amendment of 
t.he present facilities?-No, except this, tliat I think most agricultural im
provements will not pay the interest which is now charged oIl' such long-term 
credit, and I think Government will have to recognise that tJiey have an inter
est in the improvements, and an interellt which ought to lead to a definite
reduction in interest charges. 

2855. I sometimes see words snch.as, ., the need for adapting existing, 
credit facilities to meet the demands of to-day," and phrases of tliat sort; 
!!o you know at all what these phrases meaIlP-No, I do not; most of them 
do not have any meaning at all. 

2856. You have heard them moo YO'IlrselfP-1 have heard tl:iem used~ 
2857.· Of course, the present credit facilities represent a certain amounlI 

of credit or liquid capital, and in any credit organisation such as the dev_ 
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qopment of credit banks, no douht a certain amount of that credit or capital 
wOlild find its way through such orgnni.ations into agricultural improve-· 
ments ?-It certainly would. 

2858. And to that ext~nt the phrase I have used has some meaning?-Yes, 
'hut it is often very difficult, in the way in which it is used, to make out what 
it does mean. There is only that one pojnt I want to make on this matter, 
-and that is that any perma,nent agricultural improvement is not merely an 
jmprovement made on behalf of the owner of the land, but the Government 
'have a part of it; the Government get a substantial amount out of that im
provement by way of in"urance, if in no other way; hence the Government 
-ought to take a definite financial responsibility and pay definitely for it. 

2859. It is, for instance, a very important insurance against famine?
'That, of course, is one of the points. 

2860. Turning to the question of fragmentation of holdings, am I right 
in thinking that certain draft Dills are in the offing?-There is a draft Bill 
actually prepared. I do not think it has yet been actually approved by the 
".I~ombay Government, but I hope to-morrow to be able to lay that before the 
(Jommission. 

2861. We had better leave thnt till to-morrow, but I will ask you this 
'question, because you may wish to deal with it to-morrow. You have supplied 
11S with these tables which merely suggest that there is some natural limit to 
the extent of fragmentation. Do you think that the population of the village 
might have an important bearing on fragmentation?-Yes, I think it might. 
'But, except in the irrigation tracts, our village population is very constant 
or, slightly declining. Most' of our areas. are not in the po.~ition of very 
'rapidly developing country; but, as soon as you get a rapidly developing 
country for any reason whatever, then fragmentation will increase, and this 
-condition of stability will cease. 

2862. You mention .that in your view there is some evidence of consoli
,dation taking place as well as further Ilub-division; that consolidation being 
.due, I take it, partly to sale and purchase?-Yes. 

2863. And partly, perhaps, to peasants owning land dying without direct 
iheirs P-Both, but it is mostly due to sale. 

2864. Now on the question of Irrigation, do you' think the relations bet
'ween the Irrigation Department and your own department are, sufficien'tly 
.close, and, if 1 may say 80, sensitive?-I wish they could be closer. 

2865. Because, after all, it is really one problem, is it not?-The problem 
is one, except that the angle of approach is inevitably very different. I do 
not blame anybody: the angle of approach of the Irrigation Department is, 
and I think must be, a question of making 5 or 6 per cent. on the capital 
invested; that is the angle of approach and that is the dominant consider
ation. In our department, of course, the angle of approa<:h js that of making 
the cultivators under the irrigation scheme as prosperous as we possibly can. 
I do not think anything can alter ·the difference in the angle of approach; 
'J do not think any further machinery can alter that attitude, but I think we 
>ought to be in as close touch as 'possible. 

2866. You have no constructive proposals to put forwardP-No, because 
J think it is very largely a matter ot personality. I think if you get an 
irrigation officer who at the back of his mind has a very large view as to the 
prosperity of the people, lind if you get an agricultural officer who does recog
nise the neces&ity of the scheme paying, then we can get on even as it is 
'without any further machinl.'ry. Of course, there is one possibility, and that 
IS that the same Minister should d~al with both departments that would bring 
'Us together at once. 1 think that would be a very very good thing. 

2867. ["'ofe,<s()/' GUlIoulee: Do you think it would change the angle of 
'vision ?-It might to a certain extent; but, even then, the irrigation people 
would necessarily feel that they had got to make 5 per cent. on their capital. 
But it would be a great advantagl.' if we could have the same Minister dealing 
-with both. 
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~R6f!. 11" rl.f1irmoll: On the (o11('stion of .oils. do ~·ou advocate a thorough 
"";1 8ur<,ey of the Pref>idency?-In the Presidency, no, in Sind, yes. In the 
PrT-sidenr-y. no, because, except in a few areas, we have no large areas of 
g"iform soil. It would be such a vast task, and tbe value you would get out 
of it would not be worth it. 

281l9. I suppose it would be expensive?-It would be tremendously ex
re,;,i ... ,. For instance. in tho Deccan the actual crops which you can get from 
Or<, land are very much more determined by the depth than by the nature of 
Ut(· soil. We ba,"e got data for every survey number in the Deccan of the 
deptb of the soil, and that is very much more important than anything you 
.,.,." get out of 8n actual soil survey. On the other hand, in Sind, it would 
b., II <,ery great advantage. 

2810. Sir Ilenry Lawrence: A soil surve.y of some character does exist as 
ftgllrrls d"pth ?-A soil surv"y does exist and has existed for many years as 
J'(1-'lIrds depth. The whole of the soils of the Presidency are classified into 
groups of so many inches of 80il-2 inches, 3 in~hes, 6 inches, 12 inches, ] 8 
incbE"6. The whole of our revenue system is based on that. 

2371. Mr. Calvert: At what. depth do you stop ?-Two feet, I think. 

28i2. The Chairman: As regards agricultural implements, do you think 
Ioral initiative is coming forward to supply these wants in the way that it 
should P-I think it is. 

2!'l73. You are satisfied ?-I am satisfied at the present moment. If there 
i& 11 demand for any implement, it can be made here. When I first came to 
this Presidenry we had not, J suppose, more than a dozen iron' ploughs in 
a...... Now, it is a question of hundred thousand, two hundred thousand, or 
something like that. At first, they were entirely supplied by English and 
American firms. 'I'hen Mr. Kirloskar started his workshop, at first in Dharwar 
ami then in Belgaum .. He manufactured ploughs, which were of the same 
paUern. Now, he has got very large works, which I hope the Commission 
.iII visit, and similar works have been started in Satara. They are working 
in close c<>-operation with me, and they are prepared now to make any impl~ 
me,,~ I like to give them, provided I order 6. 

2874. Do you know whether these finns are meeting with any particular 
difliculties in the manufacture or distribution of their wares ?-Kirloskar 
ectmplaina very hitterly about import duties and railway freights. 

2875. DO"'8 he not manufacture the implements in this country?-Yes, 
bot be complains that implements which are imported from other countries 
come in free. 

2B'76. That is absence of import duties?-Yes, absence of import duties. 

2871. But surely, these people should be able to compete successfully with 
any imported implements?-'1'hey can compete. They have practically cap
tured the market, but they have captured it, because they are very consider
ahl,. cheaper; but, on the other hand, they are not so good. 

2878. Is there a large import of agricultural implements to this Presidency 
from over .... eas to-day?-Not a very important one, except in matters of big 
machinery like engines, pumps, tractors, and things like that; the smaller 
implements, no. " 

2879. Probably, the demand for agricultural implements of an improved 
kind will increase?-Y es, it is increasing very fast. 

2880. And the natural ambition of India must be to manufacture imple
ments to meet that demand in India?-I think so. I will gi<'e you an illus
tration. We have introduced ridge cultivation in lower Gujarat which, as 
II result of this year's working, is going ahead very fast, and I anticipate 
there will be 100,000 acres of Buch cultivation hi nve years. That requires 
certain kinds of implements, which we are now getting from the International 
Agricultural Implements Company, of which Messrs. Mltcbe.th Brothers are 
the, Agents. Those implements might very well be made here in five years. 
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2881. How about the relation between the Veterinary Department and 
your own department in the matter of research and administrationP-In the 
matter cif administration, formerly the Veterinary Department was under 
the Director of Agriculture. About 7 years ago, it was made independent. 
That did not· matter so much, but, when the R.eforms came on, it was not only 
made independent, but it was put under a different Minister. That, I tbink, 
has been fatal. I do not think there is any objection to its being separate; 
in fact, I tliink there is a great deal to be said for its being separate, but I 
thing it ought to be under the same Minister. 

2882.1 see there are three departments, the Veterinary Depa.rtment, the 
Agricultural Department pure and simple, and there is a branch, namely, 
the Animal Improvement.s Section?-The Veterinary Department simply deals 
with the investigation and checking of disease and wjth horse-breeding. 

2883. So, there is a close link between the Veterinary Department and the 
Agricultural Department?-A very close link, which ought to be represented 
by a very close relationship between the two. 

2884. Does that exist?-Not to the extent that it ought to. I am in close 
relationship with the Civil Veterinary Department, but the relationship is 
not so close as :it ought to be. 

2885. How about the relations between the Veterinary Department and 
Muktesar? Is that close?-Yes, it is close. Muktesar is the R.esearch Depart
ment of all the Veterinary Departments in India. Practically no research is 
done in the Bombay Presidency. 

2886. Does the prestige of Muktesar stand high in the Presidency?-Yes, 
it does. 

2887. I do not know whether you would care to say anything with regard 
to what the Government of India might do in the veterinary line?-I have 
not thought the thing out sufficiently closely. 

2888. Do you know anything about the co-ordination of veterina."y work 
as between this Province and other Provinces, and particularly contiguous 
Provinces?-No, I do not know. At least, my knowledge is not special. 

2889. I suppose veterinary education does not touch your ~mmediate 
responsibility?-It does not. I have al'l'l;ays wished that the Veterinary 
College and our Agricultural College should be much more closely related. 
What we want primarily is t.hat the two departments should be under the 
same Minister j then I think we should get closer relationship between the 
two departments. 

2890. There is a good deal to be said for the Veterinary Department being. 
a separate and independent department as such P-Yes, I think so j I am not 
at all anxious that it should come under my control. 

2891. You do not feel any avidity in that direction P-N o. 
2892. As regards marketing, the question, which I am afraid was not 

quite clear to you when you read the Questionnaire, was intended to apply 
to the physical market itself: whether the market arrangements and provi
sion of the markets were satisfactoryP-I see. 

2893. I think you hav.e answered the question fairly fully. A good deal 
of your answ~r to the question about marketing appears to me to apply to 
the produce which is destined for export abroadP-At any rate, it is destined 
for the world market in some form or another. 

2894. Could you tell me whether there is any important stream of produce 
from any produQing area in this Province to any consuming area within the 
bounus of the Presidency or outsideP-There is a tremendous stream of 
material of all sorts which goes from the districts to Bombay. That, of course, 
is a very constant and a very regular stream. That is more or less on the 
same footing as the over-sens marketing. 

2895. Is there any strenm running in the other direction eastwardsl'-There 
is nothing on which I could spenk. 

2896. You' would probably agree with me that it is just as important that 
the producer shiuld reeeive a fair share of t.he ultimate price when you are 



dealing with proJuce consumed within the borders of Indin as it is important 
that he should receive a fair share of the price· for produce exported abroad? 
-Yes. 

2897. The internal market is a very important question?-Yes, in regard, 
for instance, to the cottons that are utilised in India. Of the Kumpta cotton, 
aone g~ abroad. In fact, Bombay is the worst market in India for Kumpta 
eotton. 

2898. I have read through your reply to the question on Marketing, and 
I have read through the report of the Mango Marketing Committee which 
reported in 1925. I should judge from the two that it is your view that the 
lIata which must be collected before an accurate analysis of the ·marketing 
system could be achieved, have not yet been collected?-They have not. ~ 
would not have been so sure of it a year ago, but, since I carried out my 
investill:ation in regard to the marketing of cotton in Khandesh for the Cen
tral Cotton Committee I have been convinced that even in regard to the pro
aucts about which we know most, we know very little with regard to th 
finance and marketing of the produce from the time it leaves the hands 0 

the man who grows it till it enters into the stream of wholesale commerce. ' 

2899. You agree that an examination and pUblication of those details is 
very important ?-I think it is very important; in fact, so important that I 
have actually now before Government definite proposals for such an investi
r;ation in connection. with two products in the coming year. 

2900 .. Do you propose to utilise the services of your Agricultural Econo
mist in that direction ?-Yes; he will conduct the enquiry. 

2901. I take it that in this country, as in Great Britain, where I am 
more familiar with it, public opinion is the ultimate tribunal to which you 
must refer ?-Of course. 

2902. So that it is very important that your results should be made public 
&Ii soon as possible ?-I entirely agree. 

2903. Do you think any statutory regulation of marketing practices would 
~e practicable iu this cooIItry?-I think it would certainly b"e practicable. In 
fact, I drafted a Bill for the Government some time ago for the control of 
district markets, in connection with cotton, which is still before the Govern
ment, and lIlay be introduced for aught I know within a reasonable time. 

2904. How long has it been before Government?-It finally passed out of 
a,y hands about two years ago. 

2905. Do you recommend· for instance, statutory siandardisation or 
weights and measures in the Presidency?-I am very strongly convinced that 
.hat must be done before we can get anything satisfactory. 

2906. I find it hard enough to understand these matters when a pound is 
• pound on both sides of the table; it must be almost impossible to under
.tand them when a pound is not a pound on the other side of the table?-It 
i8 impossible at the pre.'lImt time. If you look to page 102 of the memorandum4 

which I have submitted, you will find the number of soors per maund of 
eotton in the various markets in Khandesh. Without going outside Khan
desh there you see the various values. Then when you lea~e that and you. 
come to a market like Poona, if I am a cultivator I have to provide 256 Ibs. 
)"er maund as a seller, and if I am buyer, I get only 240 lbs. 

2907. I recall reading about some work done by Mr. Simcox in connection 
with standardising these measures. Do you know whether any of his work 
.tands to-dayP-I think it has gone, though I cannot speak for certain. 

2908. He achieved a certain measure of success in the area in which he 
worked?-Yes, for the time being. 

2909. Mr. Oalvert: Is standardisation a practical propositionP-Most of 
the committees that sat on it have been very doubtful about it, but I cannot 
_ why it should be an impossible proposition. . 

• Not printed: Memorandttm loy the Bombay Government for the Com
mission. 
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2910. The ,Chairman: It must come sooner or later you thinkP-I think 
it is certain to come sooner or later. 

2911. The question is whether the timo has Gome or notP'-:Yes. I think 
with regard to many products it has come. 

2912. I do not quite follow the logic of the latter part of your reply in 
sub-section (4) on page 13. You say "Thus with potatoes in Poona, all 
the stuff must pass through the hands of five a,dtis." , How is thatP-A culti
vator brings his produce to the market; as he comes into the market, he is 
Illet hy the representative of oue of the five adtis.' The adti asks the mall; 
, Will ~·ou let me sell this for YOIl P' If the cultivator says' No,' and does 
not make a bargain with that adti or one of the others, he cannot sell hi1l 
stuff. If he makes a bargain, the adti goes to the dalal for the buyer, settlel 
rates, and also settles that no other dalal will deal with the cultivator. That. 
means two middlemen. 

2913. So that, these five people work the whole potato market in Poona?
Yes. When we tried to introduce a sixth jn connection with co-operative 
potato marketing, they boycotted the whole thing and killed the society. 
, 2914. I should have thought 5 were probably ample. I do not quite under

stand youP-None of these adtis would come in on the terms which we 
wanted as a co-operative society, so we trjed to' introduce a sixth man on 
behalf of the society, but they said no. . 

2915. Row about these charitable and other deductions? What percentage 
do they amount toP-You will firfd on pages 99-100 of tIle memorOlndum' a 
statement of the actual amounts in various cotton markets' in the Southern 
Division, which are fairly representative. I could not give you the actual 
percentages; they could be worked out. 

2916. Do you think the cultivator willingly pays the charity cess?
J have never heard any serious ·oLjection to it. 

2917. Is .jt an important amountP-Not very important. I have Dever 
heard very much objection to it. I do not think people very seriously object 
to it. 

2918. It is not sufficiently heavyP-,lt is not sufficiently heavy. What 
they did object to in Khnndesh was. the other evils, which have Dot,hing to 
rio with charity. They objected to disputes as to the change in the rates 
after wt,jghment had begun, and things like that. 

2H19. lia,'e ~·ou any control of cotton markets in this Presidency?-No, 
we have not. They hOlve in th .. Central Provinces and it was the purpose of 
the Bill which I drew up to bring that in force. 

2920. Dr. Hyder: WhOlt is the quantity pel' dokara taken for sampleP-It 
h 2 l)1s. per do/cara. That is, the man who brings the cotton is supposed to 
supply 2 Ib8. of cotton out of every d"I,:Ilra to the man who is buying, without 
payment. It is taken as a sample for the pt'rson who buys. I do not know 
wh .. re it goes; it is taken out by the dalal; it does not go back to the 
culti vator. 

2921. The Chairman: I take it that one of the main purposes of re~ulat
ing the producer's output so as to aggregate an important volume of a parti
cular grade of produ('e, is to secure value for quality?-That is the idea. 

2D22. Do you think that is a very iI)1port:111t service which Government 
have Leen able to render ?-I think it is exceedingly important, lind I think 
both in Gujarat and in. the Southern l\fahratta ('ountr~·. the whole success of 
our improved cotton has been due to the fact that Government has under

·taken that responsibility. 
2H2:3. It is not of much use your resean,h workers researching or your 

demonstrators demonstrating unless the cultivator is going to get the better 
price for improved qualityr-No. 

2924. Which he will not do unless he sells his produce along with other 
similar produce so as to' get a sufficient bulk to claim the best market pricer 
-No. ..-

·,Not printed. 
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2~2.5. J notic .. there is an indicatio?! tha.t experiments as to better con. 

tain .. ", for mangoes might be carried out. Do you think containers for horti ... 
(·ultural produ{'t! 8S a whole are satisfactory in this country?-I do not think 
they are at all, especially for perishahle produce. 

2~126. An extension of markets very often depends in great measure 01l' 

betu.r packiug and better containers?-Precisely, and really we are noW' 
im'estigating the question of the best contn iner for mangoes. I look upon 
thn t as the first step towards producing better containers for other perishable-
goods. . . 

2l127. If this work can be carried out, will it not be a very important> 
ser ... ice to the cultivator?-Yes, it is. an exceedingly important service. Ta
g;,-e all example, there is a very large number of eggs coming into Bomhay 
trom the Deccan. It is estimated that the average a'mount of loss is nearly 
21) per cent, b .. fore they reach Bombay. That of course is purely' a matter 
of proppr containers. 

2f1!:!3. In marketing, do you think that bad communications tend to bind II .' 
n cultivator down to Ii particular dealer and to limit his choice of markets?- {, v' 
J think very much 80, '. 'I 

2~29. Is it often the ·case in this Presidency that cultivators are bound to. 
local markets rather than to more distant markets, through lack of pack ani
mnls?-I do not think lack of transport animals is a very big factor in the
Pre,idenry j,ro(Jf'r; in Sind it is. There we have pnck animals rather than 
anilllal~ drawing wheeled vehicles. That is in Lower Sind, it is not so mnch
so in Cprer Sind, For the rest .of the Presidency, I douht whether it is !r 

V<"ry hig factor. 
::!!.1:10. Tn th" matter of the welfare of the rural population, the Commis

sion j, intere,ted in the proposal you have put forward. I understand your' 
iu,'a to he to r<'move help from outside as soon as the infant can walk hy 
it,cIP-F.xactl~.. I mean that, unles8 we can ge~ an organisation or a group· 
of "illng", feeling self-conscious and appreciating the necessity of an improve
IIwnt. I do not think we are really out of the wood. But I think we have· 
got a long way to go before we can get to that stnge . 

. 2:1:11. Are you looking forward to any detailed economic surveys of villagesI' 
h that likely to be done by your Agricultural Eronomist?-Yes, I think it is .. 
Th.-se erollnlllic survey" of villages are ,'ery difficult thing" to d!l. They "r~ 
not thing, you can take np wholesale, and they are not thing:> that can be 
taken up hy <'"eryhody. I rerkon that the &'onomic survey of a village takes 
We a 'I'f":lr. that is to sav, it tnkes so long to get. into the confidence of the 
people· so that you are st;re that you are getting correct information. Unles!> 
you gave me a year, I would not undd·take to give you correct data. 

2f1:'~. Does YOllr expej.~ellce suggest that even Iw ... ing got that data you, 
,hould he cxtrenuo"l.,' wary of applying a p>1.rticular instance to the generality 
of thi ng., ?-I would be extremely wary. For instance, the first village that 
J ,tllllietl in dose detail was Pimpal Suudagar, which is a few miles from 
Poona. J am cOll\'in('ed now that that is not a type. I did not realise it at 
the time, but I urn convinced that it is not the type for a ,'ery large numher. 
On the other hand, I inve,;tigatcd a • .,cond village east 01' Poona and after' 
10 years I am com'inced that tIi"t i.s probat,ly a type of 100,000 villages. 

20:33. Professor Oon!Julee: What do you mean hy type?-It is a type of 
the dry, ,emi-arid famine areaS of the Easter-n Deccan. . 

29:H. The Ch"irmo'n: In the memorandum* which you have 8uhmittpd, 
you give some very interesting diagrams dealing with the relations betwe,,!}> 
prices and wages?-Yes, I got those out at the request of my Goverlll\lent 
ahout three or four weeks ago. I should like to hear what the Commission 
has to ask about them. 

293-5. I take it from what you have said in, these papers that it is your 
view that the rise in agricultural wages has been due in the main not to a . 

• Not printed. 
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r·ise in the cost olli-ving, but to an increasing shortage of agricultural labour? 
-I am more and n\Ore cOllvinced, the more 1 study it, that it is due to a 
tlhortage of agricultural labour. 

2936. Does that shortage show any signs np to this moment, of encourag
.iug the use of labour s"llVing machinery?-I cannot say there is any very 
marked change in that direction. Possibly, in Lower Gujarat one sees signs 
of it in the development in the last couple of yeara of tractor cultivation, blit 
that is the only .case lean think of where there has been any very material 
change. 

2937. Sooner or later that mnst he the tendency, must it notP-1f there is 
oIln increasing shortage of agricultural labour, and I think there is, that will 
certainly be the only solution. 

2938. This shortage really represents a raising of the standard of living, 
does it not?-Not necessarily. . 

. 2939. You yourself attribute it to two causes, firstly, the fact that more 
;and more labt'lurers are returning to the cultivation of their own small hold
ings, and secondly, to the fart that they are being attracted, 1 suppose by 
higher wages, to the towns?-Yes. 

2940. In so far as they are being attracted to the towns by higher wages, 
presumably their standard of living is ri~ing?-So far, that is so. 

2941. So far as the first cause is concerned, why are they turning from 
labour which, on your own showing, is paying a higher wage, to the .culti
\ation of these smaH and presumably uneconomic 'plots?-I think the desire 

~ for the possEfiSJon and culth'ation of land, the land hunger feeling, is very, 
very strong. \,;l'he man would really rather get Rs. 10 a month by cultivating 
his own plot, than get Rs. 15. a month and work for somebody else. I was 
particularly struck by something that Sardar Jogendra Singh said to me 
when 1 was last in Simla. He has a ggod many people on his large estate in 

. the Punjab. He said that if he treated them as tenants, he was sure they 
could not make more than half as much as they could if he paid them wages, 
and yet they preferred it, and it ga\'e him very much more. 

2942. ;r do not quite see why ·this desire to own land in preference to 
earning a better living should have grown lately?-No, nor do 1. But the 
fact did come out in the last census. I have not yet been able to trace the 
.cause of it, .but it did come out clearly in the last census. 

2943. It may be due to the boom which existed before the fall in prices of 
.t.he last few yearsl'-That may have something to do with it because the last 
census was taken at a time when cotton had been exceedingly prosperous for 
the prooeding 5 years. 

2944. That may be the explanation of the whole thing, may it not?-It 
may quite easily. 

2945. Do you wish to say anythiug about rural sanitation and hygiene? 
Would you like to say anything as to the dwelling houses in which the culti
vatar exists and rears his family?-The cultivator's dwelling-house, as it is at 
pres('ut, is cert.ainly very ch('up, but I do not think it is bad, on the whole. I 
urn not one of tllO~e \\ ho condemn in ('very way t.he conditions under whi('h 
the people live in the villages. They are not nearly so bad as people make 
them out to be, ('specially when you r('alise that the greater part of their 
time is spent out of doors. The house is not to the people here anything like 
what the house is to the p('ople iu England. You must remember in the 
Deccan, for iustance even in Poona, we hal'e got no fireplaces whatever in our 
bungalows. We could, with very little trouble, live outside. I could live 
.outside in a tent, without the slightest feeling of chill all through the year. 

2946. Probahly the provision of a pure water-supply in all the villages 
would be the greater contribution?-That would be the greatest contribution 
-towards sanitation you could make. But there is oue point in connection 
with this, it. seems to me you hal'e got to look on sanitation and public h('alth 
:us one of the development activities. We call these tal uk a associations of 
.ours not taluka agricultural associations, but TRluka Development Associa-
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hom; that is to say, our idpa was that .they would look at the problem not 
Dlerel~' a. 811 agricultural pl"ohlelll, or a oo-operative problem, but as " problem 
of the del"elopment of 100 or so l"illages in that taluka, and I look upon rural 
health as being a thing which is bonnd to come into that development scheme 
600nH or later. . 

2947. We all agree that by concentrating the administratil"e and financial 
resource.~ on anyone point, sanitation, education, or cultivation, it might be 
possible to ohtain great result-_, but your \-iew is that advance on the whole 
frollt of rural.eeonomy and rural life is what is reqnired?-That is absolutely 
and very strongly my opinion. I feel that we must somehow get out of the 
idea 01 looking upon ourselves as agricultural men, or as co-operators, or as 
sanitarians or educationists. We must look at the thing from the point of 
"iew of rural recon.lruction as a whole. 

2948. Do you feel that the relations hetween your department and the Forest 
Department in this Prm'ince are sufficiently sympathetic?-No, I think, 
again. "',, are pradi('ally in the sam", position as we are in our relations with 
the Irrigatioll Department. In the Forest Department, I have no complaints 
on that score, they look upon forests as a proposition which they have got to 

·make pay 38 well as they can. We, on the other hand, look at it from a 
different angle. I think it is impossible to alter that fact; there are these 
two angles. But, at the same time, even apart from that, I think we ought 
to get closer together than we have been, and I think we are getting closer 
together. There was a time in Kanara, for instance, when the position 
between the two departments was very conaiderably acute but I think we are 
working much Illore closely together now. 

2949. In the Jllatt~r of krimri cultivation and things of that sort,. it is 
hardly reasonable to expect the rural population, where the cause and effect 
are so remote, to re.train thelllselves?-I think they ought to be restrained. 
I think the whole of the propaganda influence of the Agricultural Department 
ought to be SPl'ut in bringing to the knowledge of the people the necessity for 
this. 

2950. Do YOll agl'",e that forest officers might well be attached to your 
department for a short time to see things from the agricultmist and animal 
J,usbandry point of view?-I should very much like that to happen. 

2951. Sir Henry Lauorence: I would like to ask you hundreds of ques
tions, but I will confine myself to a dozen or so. In the first place, do you 
wish to improve your Poona college? Have you any scheme for enlarging or 
improving your present college thereP-There has been a very important 
!!Cherne recently devised by a committee appointed by Government for a very 
extensive enlargement of the Poona college. . 

2952. You have at present something like 184 students there?-Ab9nt thai. 
2953. How many do you wish to provide for?-250. 
2954, What would be th'" cost in broad figures?-I will bring that figure 

with me to-morrow, if you will allow me. I can work it out. 
29.55. If you enlarge your college to 250 students you will want to increase 

your staff very considerablyP-Very considerably, of course. 
2956. So there will be both an initial expenditure on laboratories and 

hostel accommodation and a further and recurring expenditure for staff?
Certainly. 

2957. Have you any prospect of getting the money for thatP-We have 
asked our Minister to provide us with a lakh of rupees in the budget as a first 
step to that. 

2958. The college has done good work on the wholeP-I think the college 
has done excellent work. Perhaps I am partial to it, beeanse I was the first 
Principal; I was Principal there for nearly 12 years. On the whole, however, 
I am not disappointed with the work it has done. 

2959. The character of that'work has been recognised by other Govern
ments, who have sent their students to you P-Very much EO. We. have 
hE-come almost cosmopolitan. 

E 
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'2960. From what quarters outside Bombay have you drawn studimts?-WEr 
h ......... had ~, Vf>ry large numb!'r from Burma, a number from Ceylon, and we
IlUV" even had student~ from Persia and East Africa. We have had a consi
der.·ble number from the Central Provinces and a lot from liysore, as well as 
a few from other parts of India. 

2961. Have y~u had any from the Punjab?-We have had a few Punjabis, 
but not to any great extent.' As a matter of fact, our standard of admission 
is higher than that of any other college in India. 

2li6:? I think I hl'ard you had a studl'nt from Brazil: is that correct?
We had one. 

2363. Dr. Huder: A Brazilian?-Yes, a Brazilian. 
;0954. Sir Henry La1t>rena." I am not quite clear as to your 'View on th& 

policy that should be adopted with regard to the future recruitment of Euro
peans. Do you wish to close that down altogf>ther?-No, I do not. but I do 
not \\'ant to recruit Europf>ans as Europeans. There are positions in my de
partment (and will be for a long time to come) for which I do not think we 
can get satisfactory men in India. For these I would certainly recruit men 
wherever I can get the best people; but for most sections I think we can. 
r;x:ruit in India. 

2965. You mentioned the fact you had drawn up a primer for use in schools .. 
Was thnt adopted ?-What I said was that we had drawn up an agricultural,. 
Il.rithmetic. It was a primer in arit.hmetic. 

2956. I did not catch that. Was it adopted ?-It has not been adopted< 
generally b~' the Education Departm{\nt, but it is being adopted in the agricul
tural bias schools. 

29ti7. Under your control?-No; they are under the control of the Educa
tion Department; but they have adopted it for use in those schools. 

29G8. You said there was not much interest taken in agricultural improve
ment by rural landholders, but I gathered you did not consider there werEr 
{'nough of such men to matter: is that correctP-1 think that is the C8se. 
There is a large number of rural landownf>rs who do take a good deal of 
interest, but the majority do not, After all, however, except in Sind they are 
a very minor factor in the rural problem here. 

2969. A con~iderable amount of land, at any rate in the Deccan, is held by 
Inamdars?-Yes. 

2970. Can you say what proportion that bears to the restP-I cannot say 
off-hand. 

2971. Can yoo. find out the figure?-Yes, I think so, I will do that. 
2972. Do such men take an interest in the improveml'nt of their estates? 

-Only a very few of them. 
2973. Mr. Kamat." Is there any incentive for them to do any work? Are 

they not entitled to take only a certain income from the villages and nothing 
more~-Yes. Most of them have a right to a certain proportion of the 00\'

ernment assessment. 
2974. And there is no further incentive for themP-Not ns a rule. 
2975. Sir Henry Lawrence." On page 13 of your Annnni Report· you state 

;,Lat you are greatly indebted to the Indian Central Cotton Committee and 
the.Sir Sassoon David Trustees for financial assistance?-Yes. 

2976. Approximately what sums do you receive from those bodies. com
paroo. with the grant from your own Oovernment?-The Indian Central Cotton 
COllimittee now provides Rs. 65,000 a year for investigations, and they have
promised anoth(ir Rs. 20,000 for certain specinl investigations iu Sind so 
they a~e. prepared to subsidise us at present at the rate of Rs. 85,000 a y~ar. 
In. a~dltl.0'.l to ~hat ~e have h~d Rs. 10,000 in the last ~'ear for special econo
DlIC mqmTlCII; that IS to say, In the last ~·I'ar Rs. 95,000 has been available. 

2977. And the Sassoon David TrusteesP-They give u~ between Rs. 20,000 
and Rs. 30.000 a ~'f>ar. . 

• An]lual Report of the Department of Agriculture, Bombay, for 1924-25. 
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29;8. That is something less than It lakhs, taken. together, while your 
IInnual budget is something like 15 lakhs?-Between 15 and 161akhs. 

29;9. So the amount ·of extra work you undertake is not very great in 
-comparison with the work you do which is financed from your own Government 
fundsP-Except that the whole of this is definitely earmarked for research. 
""e use Government offices to superintend the research and engage special 
as,ibtants for the purpose of actually carrying it out. 

_ 2980. One criticism one sometimes hears made in regard to your opera
tUJIlS IS that you are spending a gc.od deal of time and money over minor 
interests as compared with that given to the major interests of the country?
Yes. 

2981. I suppose you would regard juar and bajri as two crops of the greatest 
vgricultural importance in Bombay?-Yes. 

2982. They represent half the total area cultivated ?-12,000,OOO acres in 
the Bomhay Presidency are under these two crops. 

2983. 12 millions out of 24?-Yes. 
2984. How much time is given to the study of what improvements can be 

made in these two primary crops P-The proportion of time given to these has 
been increasing in recent years, but I must say until about 5 years ago they 
,,· .. re somewhat neglected. They were neglected because of the insistent 
.(Jemand from the market crops like cotton, tobacco and so on. We are giving 
more and more time to them now. For instance, I have got 3 jllar breeding 
investigations on DOW; one in Dharwar, one in Surat and one in Sind. Both 
in Dharwar and in Surat we have now types which give us nearly 20 per ()ent. 
increase in the yield. 

2985. Have you the money and the men with which to spread this work?
No. We put up to Government in 1924 a scheme for largely increasing the 
staff in these directions, but at that time Government had not the money to 
provide. 

2986. Verr important work is being done illr other parts of India with 
regard to rice and wheatP-Yes. 

2987. Are you in -close t!>uch with the improvements they are introducing 
1 h"re P-YeM; we are in close touch with all the materials they publish. You 
will find thf. varieties they have worked out have all been tested with us, 
some of them with success and some not. For instance, the· i1ldrasail paddy 
whieh haa been successful in Bengal has also given good results in Upper 
Sind. -

2988. There is no overlapping of experiments between you and Imperial 
officers in these mattersP-I do not think there is any very serious over-
lapping. . 

2989. You are fully informed of what they are working a.tP-I think su. 
2990. And th"y are fully informed of what you are working at?-I think Sll. 

2fl9L It has been suggested to us that there is a lack of cohesion between 
the different departmentsP-I think I may say we have always welcomed co,. 
-oper'1tion with Imperial officers. At the present time Dr. Shaw, of Pusa, is 
co-operating with us very closely in our tobacco station in Gujarat. 'Ve are 
co-operating with Dr. Warth at Bangalore in regard to his nutrition experi
ments and supplying him with material for his nutrition investigations on 
grasses.. When we were considering cattle-breeding work in Sind we got the 
Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India and their Imperial Cattle 
E:li;pert to come down and co-operate with us and advise us v.hat to do. 
That is the sort of thing which is always going on. 

2992. In regard to cattle, do you regard the improvement of the milk 
~upply a~ an important problem before you ?-A very important problem, lJUt 
not the primary problem. 

2993. Do you wish to improve cattle from the point of view of ploughing 
rather than from the point of view of milk ?-I think we want both, but. I 
think also the primary need is for good cattle for ploughing, and that is 
.certainly the cultivator's point of view. I made a desperate effort in the 
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Belgaum district some years ago to get the people interested in purely milk 
cattle, and I absolutely failed. They said" We do not want breeding animals 
to produce milk; we want them to produce bullocks." 

2994. In regard to citie~, the milk supply is important?-Very important.· 
2995.1 understand ,you had some scheme ,,:ith regard to Ahmedabad; is 

that progreRsing?--'-No, that is not progressing at present; at least, I do not 
think so. The Bombay scheme, in which I was particularly interested, is 
being held up on account of legal difficulties. The scheme, that is, which the 
Bombay Municipality had sanctioned has now bet!n held by the legal author
ities to be outside its powers, and they say it would take 2 years to get the 
law amended. 

2996. Could you give us sOl~e information as to what sort of difficulties 
were encountered?-This was the point. I reported for the Bombay Muni
cipality some years ago on the future of the Bombay milk supply, and my 
report was accepted in principle. I said the future of the milk supply of 
Bombay must lie in dairy farms at some distance from the city, the cattle 
being kept where they could live under natural conditions and the milk being 
brought in by train in a pasteurised condition.' This was accepted, and the 
Bombay Corporation put forward a scheme whereb3' they took shares in com· 
panies whieh wt!re established in suitablo districts for the purpose of supplying 
milk to Bomhay. Two such companies were either floated or at the point of 
floatation. To one of them, in which I was particularly interested, the Bombay 
Municipality was prepared to grant 1 lakh of capital; to the other, rather 
more. 

2997. It might be worth while for the Go\'ernment to remove this legal 
difficulty?-I think it is essential, if you are to get the Bombay milk supply 
on a satisfactory basis. 

2998. The Chairman: How was the law tested? Did 'some ratepayer pro
test?-I do not quite know how it happened, hilt the legal advisers of the 
Bombay Municipality came in at the last moment and sain "You cannot do 
this." 

2999. Mr. Ca/.t'ert: The point was it was spending money outside its own 
areaP-That is the point. 

3000. Sir Henry Lawnnce: Do you think ('Hough is being done to im
prove, by selection and cro~s"hreeding, the milk capacity of those herds which 
are under your control ?-I think as much as we can do is heing done, and in 
connection with two breeds we have beeu very successful. In the case of the 
Kankrej breed, the most beautiful, I think, in India, but which is not a milk 
breed, we took the matter up 15 years or more ago at Surat. The result is 
that now we have by gradual elimination been ahle to raise the standard of 
milk production to an extent no one would have believed J)ossible 15 years ago. 

3001. I notice on page 83 of your Annual Report- it is stated, with r('gard" 
to Snrat, that the majority of cows in the Gopi family yield more than 3,000 
Ibs. a year. We were told in Simla recently that within a yery few years the 
Military da.iries were able to raise the average of their cows' outturn to 
between 4,OOC and 5,000 Ib8. P-In the first place, that includes the cross-bred 
animals, and in the second, it includes animals which are bred only for milk. 
We cannot use cross-breds and we cannot breed only for milk, 'Ve cannot 1llje 

(,ross-breds because we dare not. If I was a large landowner trying to run 
my own ('state in which I could keep my cattle in a ring fenoe I wOlild uSt> 
cl"(Vj~-hoods, but 1 dare not when I have to distribute animals all over the 
count.ry. 

3002. Why P Rinderpest P-Rinderpest a.nd foot and mouth disease. 
3003. Professor Gangu!ee: They are very susceptible to these diseases?

They are. 
3004. Sir Hem'v Lowl'ell('e: Does IIOt the Mukte81lr simultaneous inocula

tion help YOl! ?~It. is too risl<y at present; we eannot rt'collllllend it on a large 
scale. 

• Annual Report of the Department of AgricuItlll'(" BOlllhny, fo~ 1924-25. 



3005. Th.e Clwirman: Is that the view of your Veterinary Ikpartment'
That I am not quite sure, but at any rate there have been accidents and we 
dare not do it. . 

3006. Sir Ganga Ram: Have you ever taken borings from the soil ?-We 
have done a large and extensive series in every part of the Preaidency. 

3001. Cp to what IimitP-Usually 200 feet. 
3008. You have not gone h"yond that?-No. 
3009. Up to 200 feet have you never met any ·water-bearing sand ?-Yes, 

we have in many places. and particularly in Upper Gujarat. 
3010. Up to what depth ?-They vary 100 feet or 120 feet. 
3011. That is just the soil for putting tube wells in?-Yes, and tube wells 

have been pqj; in very largely in that area. 

3012. Do you put in an ordinary pump on "ach well?-Yes, there lire 
centrifugal pumps on all these wells. 

3013. Does it pay?-In certain cases; gener",lTy RT)l'akillp; it does pay in 
('pper Gujarat. 

3014. What do you reckon the cost per acr" at lor pumping, supposing it 
i~ 20 f(Opt depth ?-I cannot tell you that off-hand. 

3015. Have you any system by wbich you can co-ordinate the pumping of 
diflerent wells?-Yes, to a certain extent. 

3016. We were shown at the Agricultural Show here that it was possible to 
bring water up several wells into one sump: is that right?-That is so, 
provided the wells are very close together. 

3017. But not if thpy are far apart?-Not if they are far apart, as you 
("IJ n easily realise. 

3018. What do you mean by "close together": within 20 feet?-Yes, 
within 20 feet you could do it. 

3019. But not 1,000 feet?-Qf courlJe not . 
. 3020. Have you considered the use of compressed ail' to send power to 1,000 

or 2.000 feet?-No, I have not considered that. • 
30'21. You know it is done in America?-I know it is done in America and 

I know we can do it in Sind, but I do not think the underground supply of 
water in the areas of Gujarat to which. J am referring is sufficient to make it 
worth ·while. 

3022. You say th.ere is a 100 feet· supply?-No; what I said was that we 
hit the wat~r-bearing strata at 100 feet fron\ the surface. 

30'23. What is the thickness of the water-bearing sand ?-That varies ex
ceedingly; sometimes 10 feet and sometim.es 15 feet. 

3024. Not more?-It is not very thick, hut i(you go to 200 feet you can 
often reach 3 or 4 separate water-bearing strata. 

3025. You referred to the funds given you by the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee. Do you know how much they charge per bale? What are their 
ll1nds derived from ?-From a cess which was originally 4.annas a hale, but 
which has now been reduced .. 

3026. Have you ever thought out any scheme by which you could, by 
putting a small cess on produce or on exported produce, got some money in. 
the same way?-We have often thought about it, but it has never come to the 
st-age of a practical proposal. . 

3027. What had you in mind? Do you export any cereals overseas?-A 
certain amount of rice. 

3028 . .Have you any returns showing the exports and imports of cereals 
from Bombay?-I can give you exact figures for that to-morrow so far as 
wheat and rice are concerned. 

3029. Dr. Hyder: Showing the exports from the Bombay Presidency which 
are the produce of that Presidency?-I think I can arrange to eliminate those 
exports which are hrst Imported· into the Bombay Presidency from outsi<le. 

. I 
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3030. Sir Ganga Ram: Is it not true, so far as primary education is con
cerned, that boys are apt to forget everything they have learned two years 
atter leaving school?-Large numbers of boys who go through the lower 
standards of primary schools afterwards lose their literacy. 

3031. Altogether ?--"-Almost. 
3032. Your budget is 16 lakhs. What is the budget for primary education? 

-Something over a crore. 
3033. Your Loni school" costs Rs. 520 per student for the whole course?

Yes, taking the 2 years together. 
3034. That means, if you have 50 boys, Rs. 26,000?-Yes, for the two years; 

it costs about Rs. 13,000 a year. 
3035. Who gives this money; is it a provincial grant?-It is a provincial 

grant. 
3036. Not given by the District Boards?-No, though a number of the 

District Boards give small grants towards it. 
3037. What departments do the District Boards finance?-The District 

Boards maintain the whole of the education under the Education Department. 
3038. And the hospitals?-I think so, but I am not an authority on what 

the District Boards do. 

3039. Is there any percentage laid down for them, as there is in the 
Punjab, so much for one thing and so much for another?-I had rather ,you 
asked a revenue officer about that. It is outside my province. 

3040. Have you ever considered the question of tramways or light railways 
of, say, 2 feet gaugeP-We have considered it, and considered doing it on a 
very large scale. In many parts of the Presidency we have already got such 
light railways. 

3041. Ordinary tramways where the trucks are drawn by ponies?-No. 
3042. Nothing of that sort?-Nothing of that sort. 
3043. Do you know, a pony on a line like that can draw 150 maundsP-I 

know it can take very much more than it can on a road. . 
3044. 125 times as much ?-I will take your word for that. 
3045. Could you not grow wheat in your rabi iuar areaP-Qnly to a very 

small extent. 
3046. Do you know that juar takes more water to mature than wheatP-· 

Perhaps, but we can pui it in 2 months earlier than wheat. ' 
3047. That makes no difference, does it?-It makes a great deal of differ-

ence. 
3048. How?-At the time you put in the rabi iuar the soil is well supplied 

with water. 
3049. That goes a long way towards wheat, you know. We put wheat in 

in October ~-Yes. We cannot put ,,·heat in until the end of October. 
3050. Why?-We can put rabi iuar in in the second-half of Septembl'r and 

that makes a great deal of difference. 
3051. Have you a list of the data of water required to mature each crop P

Yes, I can give you that. 

S052. For each crop ?-For each crop, or at any rate for each important 
crop. 

3053. Do you think if a small cess was levied, as the Cotton Committee has 
'levied it, and the proceeds were earmarked for all your researches, that would 
Dleet your needs P-That is It very general economic problem as to whether It 

product will stand a cess or not. ' 

3054. 8ay- a very small cessP-Some products would not stand it. They 
are already subjec.t to very highly competitive conditions. 

3055. I think you said the tendency nowadays was to consolidate holdings 
in order to sell themP-No. I did not quite say that. I said that in our 
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-villages the tendency towards fragmentation and the tendency towards con-. 
eolidation were almost equal, and a stable position had been reached. 

30.56. Is not there a tendency with the people here not to sell to brothers 
or cousins but largely to sell to outsiders?-I do not think there is any 
tendency in that direction. 

3057. Under a law of pre-emption relatives would have the right to buy 
first?-There is no law of pre-emption like tha~. -

3058. You said you were employing post-graduates in research work?-Yes. 
3059. Do Yf)U pay them anythingP-I usually take on these men under the 

s(·heme for post-graduate<; in training under which Government gives them 
R,. 100 a month pl'nding appointment either in the department or outside. 

3060. Can you absorb all your product like that?-Not all. 
3061. In one year you 80y you turned out 50, and out of those only 5 got 

appointments. Have you ever ascertained what became of the other 45f
We generally get information about 80 per cent. of the men we turn out. 
The other 20 per cent. we lose sight of. 

301;:? Do you know what became of those others who did not get emplay
n.ent?-As a matter of fact those men who are referred to in this list (which 
i .. an old one, as you know) got employment lat,er on. . 

3063. On page 4 of your memorandum you refer to teachers being draw& 
by preference from the agricultural classes. What do you mean by "agri'
cultural classes," agricultural by caste or avocation or what?-The agricultural 
ria.sses are those whose main occupation is something in connection witlt 
agriculture. 

3064. Irrespective of caste ?-Irrespective of caste. 
30135. Who own some land P-Some landowners decidedly belong to the

agricultural £'lasses, while some do not. Some landowners simply enjoy the 
revenue from the land and live in a city; others, who live on the land and 
definitely carry out the duties of a landowner, belong to t~ agricultural 
claSgell. 

3066 .. Do you ever induce your graduates to take land on lease and try 
their hand on it ?-A number of my graduates have gone in for that, but I 
dq not recommend it immediately they leave college. 

3067. There are no Government lands here you could set apart for that?
There iR some land which might be so used, but I think at the present time 
there is land available for men who are fit to-take it. 

3068. You know the Punjab Government have recently allotted 2,000 acres 
for that purpose, and a boy who passes out of the Agricultural College can gel1 
about 80 acres for 3 years. He is not allowed t~ employ tenants on the batai 
or cash system; he must work the land himself and pay wages. Can that 
system be introduced here?-I am proposing that system in connection with 
the Barrage in Sind. ' 

3069. Have you any Crown land thereP-There is a lot of Crown land there, 
but ill the rest of the Presidency the amount of Crown land is small. We are 
plLShing this sort of thing, but not with raw fresh students. 

3070. Have you ever thought of using your students to take on lease a 
whole village at say 10 per cent. more than it is fetching now?-That is ali 
on the supposition that you have got villages as a whole: in other words, that 
you have got a zamindari system; we have not got such a thing; there is no 
puch thing as taking a whole village, except in Sind. The whole of the Bomba, 
Presidency is ryotwari with the exception of Sind. 

3071. That is to say, the land belongs to the Government?-The land is, 
held direct from Government by the peasant who cultivates it; at least, that 
is the principle on which we are going. 

3072. Have you ever given any consideration to any indigenous deposits 
here which you could turn into manure; for instance, have you ever observed 
that there is a great export of bones and blood?-There is a very large export 
of bones from the Bombay Presideney. 
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3073. But it comes from other Provinces I supposeP-I a~ talking about 
the bones from the Bombay Presidency itself, and there is a very large amount 
of bones produced here and crushed here. Now we have tested and tried 
tbolle bones in the cultivation of almost all our crops, and they have been very 
ineffective, except in the case of rice. 

3074. Certainly tbey would be ineffective unless you converted them into 
snper-phoophates. If you treat them with sulp1mr they will be effediveP
As a matter of fact, super-phosphates have done us generally no better than 
the raw bones, and in fact in many areas ground raw phosphate and ground 
boues have given .us better results than super-phosphates. 

307.5. Wbat do you ~ay about the export of blood ?-The export of blood 
does take place to a very considerable extent, but therE' are .very considerable 
caste prejudices against the use of it, and wbile we have other fairly con
centrated manures which are also exported, we prefer to push those. 

:3076. Do you know that animals are buried under the roots of grape 
vinesP--That is also the policy here, and in the Nasik district I may tell you 
it has bE'en the custom until quite recently to bury a lIlan in a grape vine 
garden when it is being established, the man being of one of the lowest castes. 

3077. Supposing you put a duty on the export of blood and su('h things, 
that would be a duty whieh people would not care to protest against; bow 
much would that bring you in money?-I do not quite follow you. 

307S. The people might take objection to an export duty of cereals on the 
ground that it would fall on the zamindar, buf no objection could be takE'n to 
an export duty on blood and bones and that sort of thing, which are really 
useful to agriculture P-Bpeaking of' my own Presidency, bones are of no use 
except for one or two products. 

3079. What I mean is supposing you put an export duty on those two 
articles and appropriated the proceeds of the duty for your own purposes, 
that would not be objected to by the people P-That is an economic question 
which has more far-reaching considerations than one can think of on the spur 
of the moment. 

3080. I lent you a book to read; do you accept the statement in that book 
that every acre of wheat taken from the soil deprives it of ISO Ibs. of nitro
gen?-That is approximately the amount. You sent me the book and I 
looked the matter up; it is Ilpproximately the case, provided the crop is large.' 
,At any rate, it is near enough for argument's sake. 

3081. So that if you do not put manure in the soil, by what process is that 
lost nitrogen replenished in the soilP-As the result of investigations done 
both in the Punjab and in Bombay we find there is a natural recuperation 
of nitrogen which is much larger than was thought. 

30S2 .. By what processP-By a PJ:Ocess of fixation in the soil. 

30S3. Is it not brought about by constant ploughing of the landP-Not 
necessarily. , 

3084. You wrot~ to me that it was, but that there was a limit to itP
There is a limit. 

3085. What is the limitP-Nobody knows, but there is a limit. For 
'nstance, if we take black soil here which has been exposed to the sun during 
the hot weather and moisten it, we find there is a fixation of nitrogen. Then 
if we allow it to dry and again moisten it, we again get fixation of nitrogen; 
but there is a limit. 

3086. Constant hoeing does not extraet more nitrogen from the air p~ 
There is no evidence that it does. 

3087. We have strong evidence of that in the PUlljabP-No, you ha,"e not, 
if you will pardon me. " 

3OS8. By ploughing 20 times I gain 25 times the nitrogenP-Precisely, that 
is quite I)asy to explain, but that does not show you that the whole of that is 
fix~d from the atmosphere; you are utilising what is already in the soil. 
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1().~fI. Rut you cannot go on utilising what i& in the soil from year to year? 
--And yOIl will not be able to utilise it for very long. 

30!lO~ Well, we have oeen utilising it for the last 20 years. You very kindly 
gave me the analysis of what each crop takes away from the soil?-I gave 
you figures indicating what 100 Ihs. of each crop takes away. 

3091. You did notgive~ it me for bajTi and Juar?-Because these figures 
do not exiHt. 

3092. Will you make some research as to.them ?-Yes, I will .. Since I got 
your enquiry that matt.er has been in my mind and in a year's time I shall be 
able to give you some figurE's. 

31)93. What fodeler crop~ do you grow?-I think we grow almost all the 
fodder crops available. The area under berseem is growing very fast. The 
area under berseem is growing as fast as we can do it: 

3094. Our fodder crop in the Punjah is bairi; we cut it befoie it is fully 
Jl:rown?--I was going to mention to you il/ar:_it is a very large fodder crop 
and particularly in Gujarat it is grown for the purposes of fodder. In other 
parts of the Presidency it is grown primarily for grain, but also for fodder. 

309.5. Do you know of any tree which will not cast an injurious shade on 
the crop" if it is sown on the edge of the fi"lds?-Yes, we have several; there 
are several trees which 'are not injurious to the plants round about them. 

3096. What are they?-If you will leave that till to-morrow I will give you 
the DRmp •. • 

3097. Very good. Can YOIl suggest any industries which. can be started 
from the raw material of these treea?-We are trying to push the lac industry 
to a very considerable extent. 

3098. Are you pursuing the lac industry here in this PresidencyP-In Sind 
very largely; there on the babul tree there is a very large production of lac; 
here in the Presidency we are .ying to push it not 80 much on babulas en 
paws and on ber. , . 

3099. Can you give me any' idea of how many cattle and how many sheep 
and goats should be lrept per acre in order that the farmyard manure alone 
Dlay replace the lOBi chemical properties in the soi1?-1 cannot give you these 
fi~llres at the moment, but I will tell you to~morrow. . 

!1l00. Will you take a note of that?-Yes; but I think 1 may say at once 
that it is impossible to keep more than one-fifth of the stock which would be 
rN\nir,~d adequately to manure the land. 

3101. We understand that agricultural implements are imported and that 
the duty on them is the same as the dnty on any steelpr iron imported?-
Agricultural implements are imported free. . 

.3102. Does the railway give you any concession in respect of the carriage of: 
agricultural implements or do they make the same charge as for any other 
iron or steel?-I forget now, but there is a regular rate for agricultural imple
ments which I can look up. 

3103. A complaint has reached me from your own Presidency that the 
railways give no concession for the carriage of agricultural implementsP-They 
do not give any concessioD beyond the classification which is given in the 
regular code, and I can find out exactly what stage of classification they 
cmne into. 

3104. Is taccavi given for sinking additional wells here?-Taccavi is givE'1t 
more frequently for weIl-sinking than for almost anything else. 

3105. Then, after a man has sunk a well, does he get any guarantee of 
exemption from increased assessment for a certain number of years P-He gets 
absolute immunity from increased taxation for ever in the Bombay Presidency j 
in the Bombay Presidency, Government have guaranteed that landholders' 
improvements shollld never be a cause for increased assessment. 
. 3106. It appears that you produce much more oil-seeds than you require 
for your own needs?-Yes, we have a very large export of oil-seeds. 

·Vide Appendix A, page 271. 
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3107. Do you export the oil P-We export both seeds and oil; we export a 
large quantity of seeds. 

310~. Overseas or inter-provincially?-Both. 
3109. Do you not think it would be better to adopt some process of hydr()o. 

genation and keep the.cake here?-An attempt has !Jeen made to hydrogenise 
ground-nut oil in Bombay in connection with the preparation of vegetable 
ghi; it was made by one of the bigg(>8t firms in Western India, but it has not 
been a success though they spent-a great deal of money on it. 

3110. Do you know the cause of failureP-In the case of ground-nut oil 
they could not get rid of a certain objectionable acrid taste. 

3111. I had in mind all this grease which has to be imported from 'foreign 
~~untries for railway axle boxes; could not vegetable oil be thickened so as 
to take the place of that imported greaseP-As a matter of fact, a very large 
proportion of some of our oils which are suitable for that purpose are used j 
for instance, the B., B. & 0. I. Ra.ilway have their own castor oil mill and 
produce practically the whole of the castor oil they require for lubrication at 
their own mill. 

3112. For axle-boxesP-Yes. 
3113. It is required to be much thicker; is not itP-It is used for the 

purposes for which castor oil is used. I am not enough of an engineer to 
"know exactly where it <,omes in. . 

3114. Sir Thomas Middleton: How long is the cdurse at tbe collegeP
<I years, but the students who come must have passed a year in an Arts College 
after Matriculation before they come. 

3115. In most colleges in India now I think the course is 4.yearsP-Yes, 
ours is 4 years after Matriculation. • 

3116. You mean that in no other case does the college exact the same 
entrance standard as in Bombay P-That is precisely the case. 

3117. About what number of graduates are there each yearP-Between 40 
and 50 now. 

3118. In a 3-years period about how maDY men. would you expect to have 
the qualifications that would be desirable in one of your research workersP-
1 should say that out of those 40 or 50 there may be two or three who will 
become really first-class research men. 

3119. Two or three per annum P-Two or three per annum. 
!3120. Your system is to take them on as assistants and train them hereP

Yt's. 
3121. Have you ever thought of giving them a post-graduate training else

where, so that after finishing a course at Bombay th€>y might hav€> an oppor
tunity of s€>eing what is being done in other Universities ?-We have not only 
thought about it, but we have done it in two ways: we have taken our 
graduates immediately after graduation and sent them ahroad, and we have 
taken graduates who have some years experience with us and then sent them 
abroad. 

3122. Have you a praMice of sending a certain number each year or in 
each period of 3 years?-No, not a regular system, but as a rule, we have one 
of our men abroad almost all the time. 

3123. How many research stations ar€> there altogether in the Presiden<'y 
nowP-Altogether about 20; I am speaking from memory., . 

3124. What is the number of the technical staff at each station?-It 
-varies very much; it varies from one to ten. 

3125. Could you give me the approximate -size of the whole research sta If 
that you are employing at the present time?-It is in Appendix 2 of the 
original memorandum submitted by the Bombay Government. 

3126. You have quite a considerable staff: ho.w mnny do you require to 
recruit each year P--To the department as a whole we recruit-anything from 

.il to 12 graduates each year. 



31~7. I think in answer to one of the Chairma~'s questions you indicated 
that you would approve of the Central Government offering you grants for 
research work~-Yes, certainly. • 

3128. Was it not in your mind that die Presidency itself might also put 
up a proportion of the sum required ?-I think it certanly would, and in fact 
we' are spending in the Bombay Presidency here a- very large amount on 
research work already. In the case of the Cotton Committee the reason why 
we have got bigger grants than any other Province I think has been because 
we were already spending more ourselves on cotton research than anybody else. 

3129. From your- evidence I gathered that you entiJ;ely approved of ·the 
8y~tem which i. being adopted by the Cotton Committee?-On the whole, yes. 

3130. Would you say that the two matters in which central assistance 
would be of especial value would be: (1) the provision of funds, and (2) 
ensuring continuityP-Yes, and (3) that the Central Cotton Committee enabled 
1111 to be in closer touch with other work that is going on elsewhere. 

3131. Incidentally you mentioned that you had quite given up demonstra
tion farms but now have demonstration nlotsP-We have entirely given up 
demonstration farms, and we have plots on cultivators' holdings. 

3132. Are these plots very numerous?-Very numerous. 
3133. Do they run into many hundreds ?-Yes, many hundreds; for· 

instance, at the present time in connection with the Sassoon David Fund 
grant I am trying to popularise sulphate of ammonia as a manure for cotton 
in Khandesh. In (:onnection with that alone we are running between 40 and 
50 plots. 

3134. But are you not still using Burat for demonstration purposes?-Yes. 
Surat farm is useful for demonstration, bat that is not its primary purpose; 
i~ incidentally serves for demonstration but it is definitely a research station, 
and its first purpose is that of a research station. . 

3135. You have in mind a greatly extended programme in the same direc
tion to be put into operation !J.S soon as circumstances are favourable and you 

. are able to get the men and the money?-Certainly. 
3136. Has that programme been drafted and laid before the Government? 

-In the year 1924 we were asked by Government to give them a programme 
for 5 years. That programme was laid before Government and is now before 
Government. We are gradually working towards it, I am afraid not nearly 
as fast as I should like at the moment. 

3137. And no doubt it will be available for our informationP-Yes, I 
could give you that. 

3138. You advocate the provision of agricultural education, in special 
secondary English schools or ordinary English schools?-Yes. 

3139. You have got no such type of institution in the Bombay Presidency? 
-We have nothing of that sort in the Bombay Presidency and the general, 
tendency of opinion has been rather against it. 

3140. Do you yourself think that that type of education is likely to prove
satisfactory ?-I do want the men who come to th!! Agricultural College to have
more information; I want a.griculture to have been more in their minds before 
they come. . 

. 3141. I see your object, but do you recognise that before these men. get 
through the Matriculation and the Intermediate and have got up the neces
sary amount of English and science, they have a very heavy course of study? 
- Precisely. 

3142. Do you think it would be wise to expect these ~en also ~o study 
agriculture as a University subj8?tP-It Is much mo~e l~ my mmd the 
idea that they should not get entlrely.out of touch With l~. You see the 
position is that even village boys who ultimately go to the Agncultural College 
now practically leave their home and agriculture and go to a city at the age 
of 10 or 12. Then until they reach the age of 18 they have no further con-· 
nection, 80 far as education is ('(')ll'erned, with agriculture whatever. 
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3143. I quite appreciate the point, but I doubt whether requiring them to 
pass .an examination of a UniverRity type in the subject is the way to keep up 
their interest in agriculture?-I realise your objection and I fully sympathise 
with it. 

3144. I have examined Bombay students for the School Final, and I did 
not think the type of agricultural education they got at that stage was of 
much use to tbemP--Of course you are basing your opinion on something 
which has actually existed, but which has been abandoned. My idea is not 
merely to have agriculture as a 8chool subject j I am thinking of something 
rather different from what has existed in the past. I could not explain it in 
detail here, but what I do want is to retain in some measure contact with 
agriculture during those 6 or 7 years. 

The Oommission then adjou.rned till noun on Saturday, the 29rd October, 
1926. 
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Dr HAROLD H. MANN. 
Further Oral Evidence .. 

3145. Dr. Hyder: I wish to deal with a few points of detail before I pro
ceed to the general questions. May I ask you ",iJether you are of opinion that 
local ('entres of research are necessary apart from the Central Institute at 
Pusa? In every case you have variations of climate, soil and ot,her factors, 
and that being 80 you must have in your Province local. centres of research. 
You cannot absolutely depend upon PusaP-It i~ entirely out of the question. 
Not only Qh311ld there he lo{'ol centres of research but we must have many 

·separate local centres wTthin our own Province. 
3146. I find from this note that there is. a diminution of subsoil water 

in Gujarat and the .eastern parts of the Deccan. Has any investigation 
been carried out in connection with this matteri'-To determine why? 

3147. Yes?-I do not think there has been any. We have simply noted 
t.he fact. We do know, of ('ourse, that in Gujarat the rainfall has been dimi
nishing and hence that might account for part of it. But there has been 
n(> df'finite investigation why there has been such a large lowering of the 
subsoil water. 

3148. With rppard to th£' rains which begin after September in your 
f.lmin~tricken dlS~ricts (Ahmednagar, Sholapur aud Bijapur), has any work 
been done in collaboration with the Meteorological Department to find out 
the currents of air, etc. ?-No, I cannot say there has. 

3149. Would you like to have it done?-Yes. 
3150. There might.be u sub~tation of the Meteorological Department, just 

as Wtl have at Al!;ra. to find out whether these currents show normality or 
otherwise?-I should welcome such a station, especially in famine tracts, 
bl'cause it is really one helt of country starting from about ten miles east of 
Poona, which forIns the most famine~tricken area in India. 

3151. I am interested in the matter of ilTigation. I find in your Govern
ment canals in the Dec{'an you have got this question of aquatic li·eeds. May 
I know what department does the investigation? Is it your8?~We do the 
investigation and the Irrigat.ion Department carry out the methods which 
we suggest. My colleague Dr. Burns has made a great many investigations 
.into the weed tronble in the Deccan canals, and attempts have heen made 
to use tlie results of his investigation in the canals by the Irrigation Depart
·ment. 
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3152. Have you large areas of Usar or alkalil lands here?-Not very large
areas. In one case there was a large development of water-logging amounting
to 20 per cent. of the irrigated area within 15 years of starting the canal. 

3153. Do you think tbat the experiment of reclaiming such lands by means. 
of co-operath'e societies has got a futureP-I do not think there is much 
Bcope for reclaiming such Jands once they have developed salt. 

3154. You do not think soP-if it is merely a case of water-logging, then 
it can be reclaimed nt low cost. 

31.5.5. If it is a nUttter (;f efflorescence ?-If it is development of salt in the· 
soil, it has never been a really practicable proposition. It ought to be a· 
matter of prevention and not a matter of cure. 

31.56. I was wondering whether your department was closely associated' 
with the Irrigation Department. You are, I understand, carrying on certain 
experiments in the neighbourhood of Poona with regard to the utilisation of 
city sewage. Is there close association between your department and th.a
Irrigation Department in ·this matterP-I cannot say the association is very 
close, but it is there. 

31.57. Then I come to another point of detail. I aI!l very interested in 
your schools of a vocational type. I was wondering whether you could tell us· 
whether t.hese schools could exist if the State ceased to provide free tuition 
and free lodging ?-It is a' very difficult question to answer. At the present· 
moment I should say they would exist but on a very much smaller scale. 
We should have to build up anew clientele again for the schools on a 
paying basis. I think we should get it, but not at once and probably wo
would get a different type of boy. 

31.58. With regard to graduates and under-graduates of your AgricuIturaf 
College, I wonder what you do with them in the long vacation? Do you 
think it might be useful to draft these boys into the different talukas of your' 
districts so that they may pass the long vacation with the farmers and give
thI'm some theoretical instruction and get some practical training themselves. 
Probably they might net as a leaven for the whole inert mass of our agricul
tural population ?-You are speaking more particulnrly of the graduates. 
The graduates, of course, naturally get jobs under GOl'ernment or elsewhere, 
and they would not be available. 

3159. But 80 far as the under-graduates are concerned P-I think it would' 
be an exceedingly good thing if that could be done. I have already done that, 
for instance, in connection with our economic enquiries, I have nearly always
utilised a number of college students to work uuder one of my workers in the
districts in the long vacation. 

3160. I understood you to say yesterday that you would not entrust your 
graduates with the management of B small estate or farm as' a business pro-
position. This seheme of giving such practical experience to the student in 
his college career might he of help to him when he goes out ?-I think it would 
be of advautage, but I do not think it would make him fit to take charge of 
an estate immediately he left the college. 

3161. I was wonQering whether you were giving your under-gradu!ltes fmy 
training in rent and revenue mattersP-W'e do to a.limited extent in the final 
year. And in the course which has recently been sanctioned by the Univer-· 
sity we are emphasising that much more than now. 

3162. I was wondering whether your department had worked out the eco-· 
rlomic side of agricultural matters; I mean, cost of production, yield, and net 
profits?-We have -done that for a number of crops, particularl~' in the case 
of bugareane, but not as completel." as we should like to do. But since we 
have appointed a }'rofessor of Agricultural Economics,-the two questiolls of 

• cost of production- and marketing form two ,pecial subjects of study. 
3163. 'We knOlv enough in India: we do not require more knowledge. Our' 

problem .is how to embody our existing knowledge in practical agriculture. 
1 was wondering whether you would be able to sugge~t some agencies by
means of which we could carry the results of the laborntories to the fields P-. 
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That J8 the whole aim of my section on demonstration and propaganda. Its 
work is to organise the carrying of the results of the lahoratories to the fields. 
And we have devoted more attention and more time and- more money, almost, 
to this than to any other purpose. 

3164. Then with regard to agricultural finance, we have this co-operative 
movement. I was wondering whether you knew that in this country we had 
the ancient rule of (lamdopot, that is to say tbe interest should in no case 
exceed the principal sum lent. Do you -think. it is desirable to embody iu 
some sort of legislation this ancient rule for the welfare of the agriculturists? 
-That takes us into a very wide matter. The whole question of the State 
regulation of interest is a matter on which I hardly dare embark at present. 
We have had some legislation for the relief of agriculturists, the Deccan Agri
culturists' Relief Act, which was an attempt by the State to regulate interest. 
There is a good deal to say on both sides, but it is-~ very big matter.· 

316.5. I was very interested in your remarks on rural development (Quee-
lion 2.5, page 15) in which you say: .. At present in the Bombay Presidency 
the village population has rather been left in a back-water, but the time has 
come to look at the rural problems as a whole, and to see whether definite 
progres3 cannot be made not merely in the technical improvement of agricul
ture, or the organisation of village finance, or in pushing village sanitation, 
or in increasing the number of villages with schools, but in taking all these 
things a8 part of one end, the recreation of the villages as self-conscious units, 
v.-ith the idea of progress and of improvement." I was wondering whether you 
could give this Comrni~sion your view about this central problt!m: how far 
the problem of Indian agriculture is technical and how far it is psychological. 
I was wondering what your view on this psychological part of the problem is?
I feel it is very largely psychological: -it is more psychological than people 
h8"e imagined. 1£ you can get the idea of progress into the minds of the 
people more than at present, I think there are enormous possibilities . 

. 'U66. Through what agencies?-I have suggested a line under this very
bead from which you have just now quoted. It is a matter for missionary 
agency and not for Government agency. 

3167. "tOil utilise your Taluka Associations. "'Would, you- utilise educational 
n:::e\l('i~,? Would you enlist non-official sympathy to enable these re~ults of 
the laboratory to be carried to the fields? I was wondering whether the agri
~ulturist8 would not look askance at the results. They might think thus: 
We have rertain resources at onr disposal. If we consider the cost of culti
vation and the total value of the yield, then the net profit does not excite our 
enthusiasm?-I have not found any feeling of that sort among the people. 
Almost everywhere I have found that- if you could convince the people that 
what you want them to do will give them the resuIts you promise, then the, 
are only too ready to take it in hand. 

3168 •. Do these Taluka Associations consist of actual cultivators?-Yes, 
actual cultivators. 

3169. Or do they consist only of those who are always in the forefront, 
the headman and men of his typeP-Mauy of these Taluka Associations have 
a membership of 200 or 300, including certain co-operative societies. There 

-are a few leaders among them, but a considerable number of them, about 
nine-tenths, are actual cultivators from the villages. 

3170. Given better farming and better business, do you think it would 
make people more inclined to adopt progressive methods ?-It certainly would. 

3171. I would like you to tell me (you have been long enough in India) 
whether you have observed any change fo1'" the better ?-I do not think that 
there has been. I am speaking now abo\lt the Deccan villages which I know 
best: I do not know Gujarat or other areas so well as I know the Deccan. I 
-do not think the conditions of living in the Deccan villages -have- materiall;r 
improved or materially changed. A certain number of luxuries are in use 
now which were not in use when I first knew the Deccan, but in the Deccan 
generally I do not think the standard of life is materially higher than it was 

'.20 years ago. t came here 19 years ago next month. 
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3172. Taking this criterion of economic progr"8S, I haye been very inter-' 
ested in your stndy of the changes which have taken plal'e in the rural popula
tion. You think there are certain areas of economic decay in the Bombay 
Presidency?-Tbere are certain regions of decay. -There have been. certain 

J regions in which there has been a distinct going back. I think the last census 
showed two or three areas. i.ll. which society w~ost.Ju-,eaki~~. One was 
on the edge of the Kanara forests. 'rhere IS a big area wnlcli IS on the mend 
now, but at the last census (1921) its condition was extremely deplorable. 
Then the other one, the most depressing area which I have ever seen, iUh~. J tnlukdari area of Dhandhnka in Ahmed~tn<2!:.. That is an area on the
eog-a -o(J.{athiawar:-TIiat was"OiiiloftIie most depressing areas I ever visited. 

3173. Whllt is your explanation of this shortage of agricuitural labour? 
Ls it due to the fact that the land cannot support 80 large a popUlation, the 
methods of cultivation being what they are and quality of the land being. 
what it is, so that the population is too much for the land to bear, and there
fore a portion of the population is thrown off into the industrial area!\? ,Does, 
this give us any explanation of the shortage of agricultural labour?-I think 
it does, but only to a limited extent. I do not think you can say that the
passage of cultivators into industrial life accounts completely for the shortag~ 
of agricultural labour. ,I think you have also to take into account the ten
dency I spoke of yesterday for the people t() prefer to cultivate their own land 
even if it means their income is reduced. 

3174. Have YOIl noticea any marked change in the double-cropped areas? 
That would be a good thing to note. The people in the areas now get two 
crops instead of one?-You will notice in the report that I have utilised that 
as a method for determining agricultural advance, and I could -'not find on 
that basis any very material change between 1911 and 1922. 

3175. ·You think that the possibilities of extending irrigation are limited 
in the Bombay Presidency proper ?--'I think there is no doubt whatever about 
that. In the Deccan we have got 3·6 per cent. of the crop area under irri
gation now, and if we utilise every source available that I can think of, and 
every source which the luigation Commission have marked out, we shall have 
7·25 per cent. of that area under irrigation. In other words we shall always 
have more than 90 per cent. of our crop area dry. In Gujarat the proportion 
will be higher. 

3176. Coming to the last criterion, No.8," with regard to changes in the 
purchasing power of the population, I was wondering whether there were not 
too many assumptions made to make it a good index ?-I entirely agree with 
you. But this chapter was put forward in an extremely tentative manner. 
You will see I have mentioned that. But it represents what I was renlly after. 
I wanted to find out whether the people had the power to purchase more or 
not. I made a number of assumptions; and I think there is nrgent need for 
an economic inquiry to find out how far these assumptions should be modified 
in accordance with facts. They were the best assumptions I could think of Itt 
the time. They were merely an attempt to formulate a method of finding the 
change'! in the purchasing power. 

3177. You have made a reference to a conunittet> ahout the Marketing of 
Mangoes. I am wondering whether, it is I!ot time for the Presidency to cry 
a halt, and carry out the recommendations of the different committees which 
have already reported, because we have already a stock of knowledge, and 
what we have to ,achieve is to embody that knowle~ge in practice P-In every 
one of these committees we are carrying out a considerable proportion of what 
has been recommended. For instance, we had a committee about the Damage 
by Wild Animals. The wliole of their recommendations have been very care
fully gone into by Government. Government have said they can have nothing 
to do with certab of the recommendations, but as to certain other Tee-Om· 
mendations they hav~ given us money to carry them out, and we are now-

• Th", reference is to pages 37 to" 45 of .. The.J'~\Omi(' Progress of~ 
Rural !'rea o!_theJ3?mbny Presidt'ncy, 1911-1!l:?2...:.' hy"Ur.""1lnnn, p\]m;~hed 
oy the B()IIfhay-Uover~ffirtlllilse onl~·. , 
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progressing ,..ell in the direction of protecting the crops against wild animals. 
We have spent a good deal in certain cases recommended by that Committee, 
e.g., on shooting parties. Government have' also agreed to give gun licenses 
very much more widely t!an b~fore, but I can say a very large increase has 
taken place in the issue of gun licenses. I do not think we have let thin~s 
stay in the stage of report; we are attelllpting to carry out a considerable 
number of the recommendations. 

317~. Sir Ch1J1,iiallllehta: Would you mind telling us how many research 
oflicera are working under you, or have worked under you for the last five 
yeal"8?-I cannot tell you about the previous years, but at page 60 of the 
l1I('morandum pr('s(,llt<!d to the Commission you will find a list of the meu ill 
the Imperial and PrO\·illcial Services who are working in the department. 
About bal( of thesn Ilre distinctly research workers and about half are propa
ganda officers. 

3179. Many of these officers in the research branch are Indian officers?
MORt of them, 'yes. 

3180. In fact you have very few European officers who are working in the 
research branchP-Yes. Dr. Burns, when this was written, was definitely in 
research work, and to a certain extent Mr. Bruen, also. Others are 
Indian officers. 

3IRl. You have been associated with these gentlemen for a number of 
years; they have been working nnder your general direction: have you had 
any reason to feel that these research officers were not satisfactory, or that 
they could not do even higher kind of research work if they get the oppor
tunity?-I do not think there is any reason to suppose that many of these 
men who have been working here could not do almost any class of research 
that we asked, them to do. I have had one or two fine examples lately. The 
C .. ntral Cotton Commi'ttee gave me money three years agQ to do a very com
plicated physiological problem on the shedding of cotton bolls. I put one of 
my T udian officers in charge, and he has done exceedingly good work. I 
re"kon he has done as good physiological work as is being done in India at thf' 
prl'sent moment. 

3182. You say they can do any kind of research work that you put them to. 
Do you suggest they cannot initiate research?-No, I want to make myself 
perfectly clear. There are two questions involved. I get a man to do certaiq 
work. Then when I have got him to do that work, I get him to initiat~ 
within those limits the line of work he thinks most suitable. Whether I get a 
European or an Indian officer or any officer, I have got to tell him in the· 
wid'lr sen~e what I want him to do. I definitely initiate .he work to' be done 
>lnd our officers, Indian or European, are told definitely the lines along which 
they 6hould work. That I think is one of the functions of the head of the 
department, to indicate the general lines of inquiry. But within that limit. 
our officers, European apd Indian, are allowed to choose their own lines of 
investigation. 

3183. Research work has been going on in the Surat farm for a number of 
yoars. It was almost entirely manned by IndianofficersP-Yes: it has been. 
But until recently they worked under the general direction of a European 
Deput.y Director. 

3184. Mr. Himbury, who I believe was the representative of the British 
Cotton-growing Association, pays an annual visit I think P--,He has paid two 
visits lately, one in 1922 and one last year. 

3185. He paid a visit in 1922 and I believe he had some encouraging things 
to say about the work of the officers in the Surat farm?-He commended i~ 
very highly: he said it was one of the best stations he had ever seen. 

3186. He was not taken round either by you or any other high officers of 
the department;' in fact he said that tlie work that was done there could 
compare favourably with work done in AmericaP-Yes. 

3181. Do you think that in the matter of agriculture, research has got to 
be accommodated to local conditions and resources of the people, and more 
than in any otlulr department you require local knowledge and sympathy with 



~he peovle?-I do entirely; I feel that .any research we undertake should be 
initiated in the fields of the cultivator, that is to say, before I can say what 
I am going to spend my time on, I want to know what are the problems which 
1Ire actually required to be solved by the people wlfo are cultivating. 

3188. It is not essenJial .that all these officers should come from the culti~ 
vating classes; as a matter' of fact these officers you have mentioned do not 
all belong to the cultivating classes?-No, I'do not think in any sense ~t is 
necessary.' On the other hand, provided I can get a man of equal scientific 
training, I would prefer he belonged to the cultivating class. But it is more 

. essential that he should be a scientific man than that he should belong to any 
particular class. 

3189. Government have up to now owing to financial reasons no definite 
plan of giving endowments for scholars to go to Europe for training in re
search, but if a system could be devised by which a certain number of officers 

'after they have been at work for some years in the department could be sent 
to Western countries or to America for further studies, that would give the 
broad outlook that you require in the head of a research department ?-I should 
·welcome any systematic training of the men in that way very much indeed. 

3190. Will you tell me whether you require co-ordination between the work 
of the Provincial Departments of Agriculture and the Central Department of 
Agriculture? In the first place, is there any real overlapping of research or 

. .of experiments in the .Central Institute at Pusa and in your own department 
,here?-I have never found any serious overlapping between the two. 

3191. Would you consider that the local conditions of each Province re
quire their own methods of investigation and that even in one Province condi
tions differ so much from time to time even in one division, that you require 
special studies of particular tracts?-Yes. 

3192. Therefore local research is essential?-It is essential. I do not SIlE' 
.how you can get on without it. 

3193. What is the association that you would like between the Provincell 
and the Government of India ?-First I think there is a certain amount 
'of research work which can be done better by a central body than we can do 
it here, and that work ought to be done by a central body; that is to say, 
work which is of a general character and which would apply everywhere. If 
that could be done by a central body we ought to welcome that, but that of 
()ourse will be a relatively small amount of the total. I suppose nine-tenths 
of the research work must blo' done locally and must be locally organised. Now, 
with regard to the relationship, I have put forward the idlo'a ofa Central Board 
which would have ,\ supply of money and which could, like the Central Cotton 
Committee, hand money out for local investigations. I think in principle 
that is right, provided, as I said yesterday, such a Central Board was not 
based on local contributions but had funds of its own independent of local 
contributions. I think there is room for such a board which might hand out 
a portion of its funds to local experiments and local research. I think it 
would on the whole be better for this money to be allotted to provincial· and 
local departments without conditions; that is to say, if here we are spending 
15 lakhs, the Central Board might give us 10 lakhs and sa.y: "Spend this on 
research. Give us a programme, but in any case here is 10 lakhs which the 
Central Government will hand over to 'l'OU for research." I think we could 
~pend it; I think it would enable us to go ahead much faster than we at 
present do. I think the determination of what should be. done with that tell 
Inkhs should be left to the local department, in other words, the Provincia2' 
Government. 

3194. If the Central Government lay down the programme, is not that one 
of the conditions ?-Only in this sense. The 10 lakhs would be allotted ~ 
tbtl Bombay Government for this year or for the next three years. That 
being done, a programme will be laid before the Central Government by the 
Provincial Government, saying" This is how ~'e propose to spend it, and we 
are . prt'~~red to receivlI suggestions as to how that progra=e might be 

.modlfied. , . 
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.3195. Sir Jame3 J1arK,n1UJ: You do not desire then that any programme9-
.hould he specified by the Central Board before the money is allotted?-That 
is a point on which in my own mind I am not entirely clear. I have alwaY9-
felt that unlees the Central Board is a hody composed of the representatives of 
the Provinces it cannot really understand what is the relative importance of 
problems in any particular area .. Hence I should like the discretion as to 
how that money should be spent to be entirely with the Local Government. 
The C:entral Board may give anything in the nature of suggestions but not 
dIrectIOns. . 

3196. Sir Chunilul Jlehta: If you had had, as you mention, 5 lakhs or 10" 
lakhs more than Government had .been able to supply you with during the last 
5 years, you would !rave be~n able to use it to the greatest advantage. You 
know exactly where you want to spend it, but you simply have not got the' 
money?--Certainly. I could spend ,-ery profitably a much larger amount at 
present, on research schemes. 

3197. You do not really require any direction as to how profitably to utIlise· 
that money?-I do not think so. I would be quite prepared to put fcrward 
a programme every item of which I believe would have valuable results. 

3198. You mentioned that the Central Cotton Committee placed at your 
disposal Rs. 65,000. In their report does that Committee mention how much 
they collected and how much they distributed ?-In the Annual Report which 
I was looking at this morning they are curiously silent about the amount of 
money they conect and what they have done with it. . 

3199. But you know how much money they have collectedP-Yes. I do 
know they have collected during the past 10 years 10 lakhs of rupees approxi
mately each year. They have now put aside nearly 20 lakhs of rupees. 

3200. The legitimate share of Bombay would be very much larger than 
what she got and it would be of very great 'Value to youP-It would be exceed
i ngly so, but I think there is something to be said for the Central Cotton 
Committee, because they have merely capitalised this in order to spread their 
work on the present scale over a long' period. 

3201. How?-They have had researches amounting to 10 or 12 lakhs during
the last tew years. At present it only amounts to 6 lakhs. They have al
ready research schemes on hand which will cost 8 to 10 lakhs a year, and 
they are going to use up that capital in order to finance the schemes .which 
they have in hand. 

3202. Ministers are somewhat sensitive as to approaching other bodies for 
finance or for directions as to how they are to spend it, and obviously you 
will have to consider very carefully because the Minister will have to obtain 
the advice of the Director of Agriculture on any such scheme of association 
that may be put forward ?-Certainly. 

3203. You will have to consider matters in detail, particularly as to the
amount of money that should be giyen to the Provinc.es and the amount that 
should be ldt to the Central Board ?-The actual amount to be given to each 
Province might be left to the Central Board, but the allocation to purposE" 
within the Province I think ought to be left to the Province itself, subject to' 
suggestion and adyice which any Central Board may like to make. ' 

3204. To pass on to your suggestions about propaganda, Dr. Hyder was 
perfectly correct in suggesting that that is really what we want to give our'" 
attention to now?-I agree. 

3205. There are certain things ascertained by research which we want to, 
propagate widely among the people?-Yes. . 

3206. In this Province we have conceh'ed the idea of Taluka Development 
Association for the purp06e and they have worked well?-Yes. 

3'207. They happen to deal only with two activities of the village: one is 
tlgriculture and the second is co-operation. As you said, about 200 to 300 is
the membership of each association. That is almost entirely composed of culti. 
vatorsP-Yes. ' 

3208. What outside stilI"ulus or direction do the Taluka Developme;"t Assa
eiations get nowP-They get stimulus from, I think you may say, three-
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sourceS. In the first place, in each district we have got the District Agricul
t.ural OVer"Ael's Ol1e' of who~e duties it is to pay regular visits to all these 
a<soeiations and give .timulus to them. Secondly, they are stimulated by the 
District lind Taluka Local Boards who give them a subsidy as a result of which 
they are kept up to the 'mark to a certain extent. Thirdly, they must make 
rE'gular reports to Divisional Boards, which again acts as a st.imulus. 

3209. Do you say that there is sufficient internal stimulus in the associa
tions given by the Ilgriculturists themselves and that they will be able to st.and 
on their own feet in a short time ?-Yes, the internal stimulus in the better 
Tn luka Development Association& is very strong. 

3210. At any rate in this Province you have only two officers of the Agri
cultural Dt'IHutment doing prop(lganda work in each district under the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture?-Only two graduate officers, though we have subor
dinates. 

3211. They are paid about·Rs. 150?-They are paid on an average from 
Rs. 140 to Us. 150. These people must have some association with whom 
they must deal. It is impossible for these officers to approach individual 
cult.ivatori. There must be S0me kind of organisation with whom t.hey must 
dcaJ?-Yes. 

;{212. That was tile genesis of the Taluka Development Associations'-Yes. 
3213. They are getting at present -a maximum of Us. 1,000 a ye(lr from 

Government. If 1 hey were provided with a larger amount, say Us. 5,000, 
th .. ~· would he "ble to do much great(>r work ?-TheJ' would beo a hIe to do a 
tremendous lot of more work if they w(>re giv(>n Rs. 5,000 instead of Us. 1,000 
and they would be able to employ better men. 

3214. We h(lve got at present a Provincial Board, Divisional Boards and 
Taluka A~sociations. Do you feel that you require bodies smaller thnn the 
last ill order to get at the local problems of the people in the village. ?-Jf we 
had a group of twenty villages instead of two hundred villages we could cer
tainly go ahend much faster and get very much more local interest tha,n we 
can at present. 

3215. There ought to be some otimulus for these smaller bodies ?-This 
stilllulus ,viII be provided by the Taluka Dev(>lopment AssOCiations. 

3216. But under that directing body you want some paid executive officer 
who is a rE·ally capable, and sound m(ln, to guide these smaller bodies?-Quite 
so, that is what I should like. 

3:!1'. You consider that the most beneficent results can be obtained by 
sending out a man with relllmissionary spirit who is prepared to spend practi
cally the whole of his life ill t h" v illllge ?-:-That is the idea. 
. 3218. You have noticed that educated men, the brains of the village, do 
not like to remain in the .-iIlage for any long time?-That is the case. 

3219. Therefore s()me lllen of self-sacrifice who make it their life mission 
to work for the uplift of the rural people and live in the villages whose ex
ample and advice will be followed because they have no axe to grind and who 
will not be accused of taking sides in the village factions which exist every
where are needed to do this work ?-Thnt is really what we need. 

3220. The central body you are thinking of may be entrusted with the 
function of I1nding out such m(>n and it would be better if they were non-
offieials ?-It is only non-offi(,ial llIen that can do this.. . 

3221. Do you lay much str(>ss upon this method of propaganda which. in 
your opinion is lik(>ly to envisage t.he pro hI em of agriculturists as a whole 
llot,h as mf'U and as agriculturists?-Yes, I do. That is the sort of men who 
can make the village a self-constituted unit not only in one direction but in 
all directions. 

\ 

3222. Have you considered carrying out your wishes by any alternative 
method?-Aft .. r much thought and after being in close tom'h with a good 
Inany villages 1 caunot coucei\'EI of any other method which will deal with the 
cjuestion. 
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3223. The Raja 01 Parlakim.edi: Where would you start agricultural educa
tion in the ordinary course of studyP-"'e have got agricultural bias sehools 
and we have got the l'oint at which education in agriculture can profitably be 
introduced, namely, as soon as the boy becomes literate, and that I take it is 
about the ond of the (th standard. I would not do it before that except to 
ueate an atmo"phere tor agricultural education. But at the age of 10 or 11 
you can give a disti nct agricultural bias. 

3224. For practieal study you will have to have a gardenP-Yes, certainly; 
that is one of the (onditions. 

3:225. As rell:ards research how would you like to have it spread throughout 
the whole fresidency?-I have tried to describe the method which we hay~ 
adopted, in the note before YOII. 'Ve have research officers in connection with 
every problem that is of importance. This work is under the direct control 
of the Director subject to a periodical examination of the results and progress 
by 8 committee of experts. I think I have described that on the first page 
of this memorandum. • 

32~6. I want you to teU us how you will make the results of the research 
reach the ryots generally?-ln this Province, and I think rightly, we han' two 
Govprnment offieera in each district. In each district we try to form Taluka 
Development Associations consistlOg of groups of 100 to 200 villages. Each of 
th .. ,.,., Taluka Associations has to submit a programme each year a8 to what it 
intends to do. The progr" IIIme is usually inspired by the officers of the Agri
ruJt,ural Department alld then they employ their own man who spends his 
time in pu.hing this programme and carrying these items' of improvement to 
the people. . 

3227. Is there any status specified for membership to these associations?
No, nothing. The minimum subscription is Re. 1 per annum. If that is paid 
everybody has a l'ight to membership in the association. But we have got a 
variety of members. We have got patrons, permanent life members, or special 
life memhers, ordinary life associates and so on. 

3228. Are you carrying on research work on all crops, such lIS sugarcane, 
paddy and other food crops ?-We are doing research work on a considerable 
number of crops. ·We are doing experiments in jQwari, for example, and we 
are trying to breed types of jou;(I1i better than we have now; we have succeeded 
in increasing the yield -of one of the main varieties by about 20 per cent. 
Several experiments h"ve been carried on with bajri but it has proved a very 
difficult proposition. We have got five special stations for research in rice. 
\\'e ha"e got two spe('ial stations for research in sugarcane and a number of 
.,laceAl where we are doing special research in cotton. \\'e have carried on " 
great"r amount of research work in cotton than in anything else. "Te han' 
done a cert.ain amount of work on oil-seeds and other probleIllS; we have got 
two "pecial stations for fruit and so on. 

3229. In carrying on research work do you pay attention to yield ?-We 
consider three questions: one is the question of yield, wnich is most import
ant; secondly the quality; and thirdly disease. 

3230. Wbat are ttl' common diseases by which paddy is attacked in t.hese 
part'?-Paddy is wonderfully free from disease. There are numbers of in
~ .. cts which attack it, however. 

3231. ·Have you gc.t grasshopperP-Yes; some time ago the rice crop was 
practically ruined in Belgaum, but we have got rid of that trouble now. Rats 
are bad in some areas; 

3232. Have you got the netting syste1ll for grasshoppers?-We have not· 
only got it but used it in Belgaum arid cleared the insect out of the neighhour
hood by using it. 

3233. Have you got stem-borers?-That is a problem of very great import
ance 10 rice. We have not the ope they are talking about in South India, but 
we have a stem-horer. 

3234. As regards manure necessary for sugarcane, have you carried out 
experiments to prove comparatively which is more etlicacious?-.,.We have d')ne 
more extensive experiments on manures and sugarcane than on anything else. 
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It was started by Mr. Morrison 30 years ago. We have had an extraordI
narily complete series of manmial tests for sugarcane. 

3235. Which mauure do you prefer: gingelly or ground-nut cakes P
Gingelly is good manure·but it does not give materially better results than the 
other. The value of the manure depends upon the proportion of nitrogen it 
contains. Ground-nut also contains 6 per cent~ of nitrogen and both give 
about the same result. 

3236. I think it depends on the soilP-Yes, it does. 
3237. To a question by the Chairman you said that some boys after a 

time drop out alld lea ... e the Loni school. What is the percentage of students 
who thus leave the school P-About 10 per cent. 

'. 3238. What do you attribute it toP-We require a certain standard of work 
in these schools. We expect them to go out early in the morning and work 
three or four hours at least on the farm and then do half Ii. day's class work 
as well. They prefer to go to the ordinary day school where nothing like 
that standard is required. Some of the boys get homesick and so on, but it is 
generally due to the fact that they do not like the way in which the work id 
carried OD. 

3239. Can you not make the method of work easier in order that students 
might stick on ?-I do not think I particularly want them to. I am not 
anxious to keep those students who want to leave the school. We get mor(' 
applications for admission than our accommodation will permit us to accept. 

3240. Do landlords take an interest in the study of agriculture in this 
part of India ?-A very large number of boys at school and also students at 
the University are sons of landlords. Most of our landlords are small land
lords, not big ones, but a very considerable number of students at the Agri, 
cultural College, for instance, are the sons of landlords. 

3241. As regards Fragmentation, what extent would you fix as a limit' for 
the economic cultivation of paddy?-That is an ex('eedingly difficult question. 
because the answer to it might be different, for instance, in an area using sown 
paddy from the answer in an area using transplanted paddy. 

3242. Do you think that one acre of land can be fixed as a comfortable 
limitP-An acre of land? No. An acre of land means with us produce wortll 
Rs. 100 in case of rice. 

3243. In Madras it is like that?-Ev('n if a man has no rent to pay that 
.is not enough. That of course is not a living wage. If a man is to d('pend 
entirely on his paddy he must have at least 3 acres. 

3244. Some holdings are very much smaller than an acre; would it not be 
better to fix it at one acreP-An acre would be a much better unit than 
many of them have now. There is one point in connection with that I would 
like to make, and that is I am not quite sure whether the attempt to get an 
economic holding (by which I mean a holding on which a man can complet('ly 
support himself) is a practicable or desirable end. The tendency in the 
villages now is for people to be partially cultivators and partially labourers; 
some o~ the best cultivators I know are people who maintain themsel ... es partly 
on their land and partly by their labour. I do not think there is anything 
against that. 

3245. You can have rotation of crops, paddy and pulse, and so on. Alto
gether a man might be able to make Rs. 200 an acre P-The second crop with 
us does not give anything like the yield of the paddy. The paddy may give 
Rs. 100, but the second crop would give only Rs. 20 to Rs. 25, so that e\'en 
with a second crop the total produce of an acre of land would not be worth 
more than Rs • .125. 

3246. As regards cattle problems, are they under your supervisionP-Yes 
e:s:~~pt diseases of cattle. ' 

3247. Has your attention been drawn to the fact that cattle suffer a great 
deal while they are being transported from place to place in railway car
riages? Are you aware that there are no proper arrangements for that P
'rbe arrangements at present are very unsa,tisfactory. They are put into some 
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of these railway wagons covEred with iron sheets, which must be as hot as a 
furnace. 

3248. Is there no proper ventilation ?-They generally keep the side doors 
open, but the animals are tortured in the hot weather in the course of long 
journey •• 

3249. Have yon ar-proached the railway' authorities on the question of im
proving the conditions?-I have never personally approached them on this 
question. 

3250. As regards marketing, ~'ou mentione.d yesterday that a sort of clique 
of five persons' exists in the market, and eaCh seller must go to them ?-That 
is to say, to one or the other of them. 

3251. Have thE'Y a sort of monopoly of the market, or taken a lease ?-They 
occupy no official position. It is "imply an arrangement of the dalals who 
r~(>resent the sellers. The buyers say: "We will only accept produce through 
on(' of these five men." 

3252. How can these men keep the producers out of access to the public P 
Do they not allow the producer to go to the market?-He goes to the market, 
but unless he approaches the buyer through one of these adtis, he cannot get a 
buyer. He may stand with his cart of potatoes in the market, but nobody 
will approach him to buy during the whole of the day. 

3253. Sir James.MarKenna: I want to go into the question of the Central 
Research Boa~d a little. Did I gather rightly from your answer to Sir 
Chunilal l\fehta that you would regard this as a central board of agricultural 
finance rather than a central board of agricultural research P-I have taken 
up that position from the beginning. I do not think that research can b'.! 
direct~d by any cE'ntral body. I have taken up that position 'very clearly in 

·this note. 
3254. ThE'n, what i~ your attitude towards the Indian Central Cotton Com

mittee, which is a cE'ntralised organisation dealing with a particular crop p
I am prepared to consider an ad hoc committee dealing with particular sub
jects, as in the case of the Central Cotton Committee, but I do not think it 
would be at all possible to have any central board directing research. 

3255. Let me put a hypothetical scheme before you, which has been Bug. 
ge&tE'd. A scheme for research and investigation in a particular crop ori
ginates in a Province; such scheme would be presented and recommended by 
the Local GovE'rnmcnt to a central body controlling finance. If the central 
board accE'pted this scheme, having reference to what was being done in other 
Provinces, a portion of the finance, say 20 per cE'nt., would be guarat;lteed for 
II period of five or ten years, the details and all the rest being left to the Pro
vincial Government. What do you think of that P-I am afraid .that would 
not work. That is an entirely different thing from even the Central Cotton 
Committee system, because that would give the central body a controlling and 
dir('cting power in connection with research which, I am sure, the Provinces 
would ne\'er tolerate. . 

3256. Are you quite correct? I understood that was practically the proce
dure with the CE'ntral Cotton Committee. You put up a scheme to them and 
thE'Y said" carryon" ?-The CE'ntral Cotton Committee wiJ] t.ake up schE'mes 
and finance them, but they wiJ] not give 20 per cent. of the finance of anything. 
If a scheme is taken up by the Central Cotton Committee, it is taken up alto • 

. gether, that is to say, it is either a Central Cotton scheme or it is a Govern
Qlent of Bomba~ ~cheme. 

3257. You admit the possibility of having research done hy a Central 
body in any particular cropP-In the case of an individual subject or indivi
dual crop a system of that sort would be possible. 

3258. You have no (bjection to a central organisation investigating a de
finite c.rop like cott~n or rice?-No; J have ~o o~jection. I ha:ve been thinking 
about It carefully SIDce yesterday, and I thlDk It would be still better if your 
central board of agricultural finance would place a certain amount of money 
for the investigation of any particular crop at the disposal of the Provincial 
Government. . 
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.'1Z5P. Without any consi<leration of the details of the scheme or anything 
elseP-Y~. . 

3200. Simply tlnancing?-Yes. 
32m .. Professor Gangulee: Would they not be entitled to make any sug

gestions as regm'ds methods of illvestigations?-They might very well make 
~ugge8tions, and when the schemes were finally decided upon, they might 
very well suggest modificatiolls. 

3262. Si1' Jmnes MacKen-fla: We have the analogy of other countries, 
where you have got local and eentralised research side by side working har
moniously? Do you see any objection to that in India beyond provincial 
jealousies?-No, I do not think there is any ohjection and I think it would 
work here. I think you are referring to the United States in particular? 

3263. Yes ?-I think it would work here, provided the initiation of the work 
was provincial. In other words, provided we shall not be, as we have so often 
been in the past. investigating things which have no interest to the people 
\\'ho are actually cultivating th" land. 

3264. You are not very far away from the scheme I put before you?-I 
think I 8m a good long way, because I do not think any question of paying 20 
per cent. towards the coet of !l particular piece of research would be admissible 
~nder any circu.mstances. 

3265. 100 per cent. makes a difference, thenP-If the Local Government 
were to go to the ('entral body and say" We want a lakh of rupees for this 
particular work; will you give it to us?" and the central body agreed, I 
think it would be possible. But I, as Director of Agriculture, could not admit 
for one moment that in connection with any research which I am conducting, 
say for cotton breeding at Surat, a central body should come to me and say 
"'We will pay 20 per cent. of the expense, provided we get a voice in the 
dil'e<'tion" I do not think thnt would be admissible. 

3266. That was no\ the intention. After the scheme has been accepted in 
principle by the central body and financed, the details would be the care of 
~he Province. It will be practi('ally a partnership between the Local and 
Central Goverllment?-As soon as you get the 20 per cent., it gives control. 

3267. The fact of the matter is, you are a hard-hearted decentraliser I 
But you admit the Central Cotton Committee has been a very strong factol" 
in the ro-ordillation and devl!lopment of cotton research ?-I do j I think 
the Central Cotton Committee has done exceedingly good work. I am a mem
ber of that Committee, but we have had a very big fight on that Committee 
on this very point. There were proposals in the early days of the Committee 
to centralise cotton' work, which I r(lsisted as a memhr of the Committee all 
the time. 

3268. Do you g(lt any information from the Central Cotton Committee (you 
being a member of it) liS to what is being done for cotton in other Provinces 
which is not availahle in their reports?--I do not get it as It member of the 
Committee, but as a member of the research sub-committee I do. By chance, 
I happen to be a member of the research sub-committee, and I come to know 
what is being done in various I?rovinces in connection with all their research 
schemes. 

3269. What are your beRt improY(ld varieties of cotton grown in the largest 
areas?-We have three. We have the so-called 1027 Surat. That WIIS origin
ally selected by a man called Kulkarni. It was kept g~ing by mass selection 
only until 1918. 1hen we went in for single plant selection from single selfed 
plants. Since we did that it has r(lally become popular. 

32iO. Was not that one of Professor Gammie's cottons P-I do not think 
so. 

32i1. Are there any others?-Anoth .. r or.e is Dharwar No.1, which is 
improved Kumpta, which was selected by Mr. Kotur, who is my Cotton 
Breeder. Then there is the Gadag No.1, which is Upland American. Each 

of these is now grown on half. a million acres. 
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3272. Sir Jamtl MacKeflfla: How do you arrange fOl the training of your 
~(her8 in the agricultural bias schools?-We train about 5 or 6 at each of 
our three vocational agricultural schools. At Loni, we train 6, for the l'rhrathi
bpeaking areas. At Devihosur in the Southern Diyi~ion, we train -1 for the 
Kanarese areas, and 110 on. 

3273. What about readers for these agricultural bias schoolB r Have you 
much difficulty about suitable readers?-Yes, we have. We are now uaina 
the ordinary reader, and we are UoSing Dr. Clouston's Le~scms on Indian Agri
fUltIlT~, translated into Marathi. As far as ,:tujarati and K~narese are con
cerned, the translations are only manuscript at present. 

3274. When was the school at Loni opened?-The school was origina\lY 
opened in 1911 in Kirkee. Then we transferred it to Loni in 1914. 

327.5. The progress and development have been very slow?-It has been 
slow. 

!J276. Is it expensive ?-It is expensive, and the progress has been slow. 

:3277. The fact tJlat you are able to train teachers for these agricultul'31 
bias schools is an important factor ?-{)f course it is. If we had not these 
schools, I do not know how we should have trained the teachers. 

3'278. How do you account for that type of school being a failure in Madras 
and Bengal ?-I think, perhaps, there was not enough enthusiasm behind it, 
and secondly, because the boys are admitted to Government service, for minor 
appointments in the Agricultural Department and elsewhero. I made it an 
absolute rule, when we started the school at Loni, that no boy from that 
school should be admitted to Government service. 

3279. Prates,or Gangulee: What sort of appointment could they g .. t 
in Government serviceP-The boys who attend the schools are from 15 to 16 
yean of age, and they leave the school when they are about 18, and then they 
may be appointed as Kamgal's, non-gradnate fieldmen, and so on. 1 set my 
fa • .'e against it at Loni from the beginning, with the result that we get a 
different class of boys altogether. Most of out boys are now SOJIS of substan
tial village patell and cultivators. 

3280. Sir James MacKenna: I was interested in your statement to the 
Chairman, when you gave it as your opinion that the product of your college 
is quite comparable with similar products of an English Agricultural College. 
Is that due to the fact that the preliminary science teaching in the schools of 
the Bombay Presidency is fairly goodP-I think it is fairly good. I do not 
think it is as good as the school training given at home; but I think it it. 
fairly good. . 

32Bl. You have had a great deal of experien~e of students from Burma?
Yes. 

,.3282. Would you apply the same terms of appreciation to them f-They were 
a rather variable lot. The best of them were very good: in fact I think th .. 
hest of them were rather better than most of our men. They stood quite as 
high as the best of our men. 

3283. As to the trainin/l: of Indians for the higher grades of the bervice. 
what would you do with them after they tnke a degree in agriculture?-I 
would prefer putting them into our ordinary graduate service. 

3284. The Provincial Service?-Not Provincial, but into the Subordinate 
SGrvice. Then they would distinguish themselves or they would not. If they 
distinguish themselves I should send them abroad for a couple of years' train
ing in the special line in which they are going to work. I would then bring 
them back and put them into the Provincial Service. 

3285. Is it not rather a slow process?-Yes it is but I would make sure. 
I think the best way of training a man is by bringing him into real conta~t 
with the hard facts. 

3286. That, of course, would mean that in most cases a man would be nearly 
30 before he got into the upper grades of the servi~ ?-I agree, and I think 
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that is what ought to be. Of course, it is a very different thing when we are 
dealing with Indians who belong to the country and Englishmen. ,In England, 
I never expected to get to a top position or a position of superiority until I . 
was over 30. . 

3287. They all want 'to start at the top of the tree out here, I gather?
My men on the whole are very content to adopt that sort of policy and to join 
the department in the ordinary subordinate grade. I would much prefer that 
a man joins the department in the ordinary subordinate grades. Then they 
would work for 4. or 5 years, and then if they distinguish themselves, they 
would demand or at any rate want to get a chance. They would be sent 
abroad to England or America, for study in a special subject. 

3288. Of course in that matter of training the personal link between pupil 
and teacher is very importantP-Itis of very great importance. 

3289. You are not I take it in favour of teaching facilities for higher 
grades of Agricultural Service, a Central College specifically for this purposeP
I think my experience of men who hare merely had college training, whether 
it be in India or in England, has been that they are very much less effective. 
I have had men who have been here, and who have gone to Europe straight 
away and then come back after two years with an additional English degree, 
but I have generally seen that they are not nearly as valuable to me as the 
men who have been trained under the more effective system I have had, and 
have been 10 years with me, perhaps, after graduation from my own college. 

3290. Do you think Pusa could develop post-graduate training for that 
purposeP-I do not think for that purpose except in special subjects. In some 
matters I would send a man on to Pusa, instead of abroad, where Pusa was 
particularly well developed. For instance, when Mr. Howard was at Pusa, I 
would certainly have sent a man there who wanted to do plant breeding, quite 
as readily to Pusa as to any other place in the world. 

3291. You do not think that is the line of de\-elopment that should be 
pursued for post-graduate courses?-I do not think so. . 

3292. You would rather have the training YOJl suggest completed by a selec
tive course in England or America?-In Englaild or America or India, if you. 
can find anything of SUfficiently high quality. 

3293. You ga\'e it as your opinion rather emphatically that. we do not get 
first class men for the Agricultural Department over here. You have been in 
the Agricultural Department for as long as I have been. How do you recon
cile your statement with the fact· that so many of our old, officers are now 
holding the most important posts in Europe in agricultural scienceP-I think 
I was quite right yesterday. We have had some good men in the Indian' 
Agricultural Department. 'Ve have also had borne extremely inferior men 
bdected by the same people at home. 1 think we have ,had two or three ruen 
who would have obtained, if they had never cOlDe to India, the very highest 
positions in Europe; but I do not think we have had more and at the same
time we have had a considerable number of very second rate men. It is rather 
a delicate matter. and rather difficult to speak about, but I think that is the
position. 

3294. Would it be more correct to say fhat it has been possible to attract 
the best type of men, hut not to keep them?-You and I know of about 8, as a 
rough figure; men of first class ability who have come to India but have gone 
back to Europe. I think we have got them by chance. 

3295. For which many thanksP-Yes; but we have also got by the sallie 
method of recruitment, some men "'ho are very inferior. 

3296. Professor Gangulee: So many important points have been raised 
both in the memorandum presented before us and also in your replies that r 
feel tempted to go over some of the questions which have already been replied 
to. First, let me ask you whether for the purpose of agricultural research· 
you ha\'e now adequate facilities at Poona P, -I' think, I can say we have;, 
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We ('ould do with a good deal more but I think for the lines which we have 
undE>naken as being our 8pecial lines of research, we have fairly adequate 
means. 

3297. Both in laboratories and farms?-I think so, I want' to be perfectly 
understood; I am not one of thosawho go in for very high class facilities and 
~uipment, I think there are many cases in which a man is ruined by his 
laboratory: I mean he gets far too good facilities, and hence he is never 
able to work under anything but the best conditions. 

3298. Can you go on for ten years more without adding to the existing 
facilitie8 ?-I think we must gradually increase them, but I do not think I 
can say to you that the existing facilities are inadequate or unsatisfactory. 

3'299. And you have a corps of experts in these laboratories?-Yes, we 
have. 

3.300. You agree that with this combination of research work with teaching 
facilities, it has been possible for you to develop this corps of experts?

. T1iese are the conditions under which they have been developed. 
3.'m1. Under this arrangement you have been able to develop this post

graduate teaclling?..:....otherwise we could not have done it. 
3.'302. Can we say that you have developed a sort of research atmosphere in 

the Agrioultural College ?-That was one of my. chief aims. Ever since .Sir 
Henry Lawrence brought me to Poona, I have tried to develop in the college 
a research atmosphere. Every man who' was teaching in the college was ex
pected to be engaged also in some research. 

3303. Without any interference 'with his teaching work?-I have always 
said that the teaching work must be his primary duty. But teaching work in 
no in,titution I know takes up the whole time of a man. I expected that 
every man who was on the teaching staff should also do some research work. 

3.'104. Can you tell me of any particular line of research which is important 
for this Presidency which you have rtot been able to start?'"-A good many. 

3:~U.5. Any line which would at once benefit agriculture from the cultivator's 
.point of viewP-For instan~e, I have felt very often the need of a better 
Plant Physiologist, than I have got. This is a line which has recently come to 
the front, but there is a large number of problems which can be dealt with by 
a Plant Physiologist. . 

3806. For instance the study of the water requirements of plant?-That is . 
one side. Then the question of the shedding of cotton bolls which we are now 
iltudying is completely 8 physiological question. 

3:307. So you want a Plant Physiologist. Have you developed in all other 
important lines of research ?-There are yet a number of lines in which we 
have Dot developed.· 

3:308. Plant pathological investigations?-Tlrat has not been developed as 
yet as much as I should like. We have got men but I am not satisfied with 
their quality. 

3309. 10u have made a reference to the prollosed All-India Research Board: 
In connection with that Board you say: "Our research work is hardly 
dependent in any way on that at Pusa, nor would it be possible, I think, 
without general injury to the work, to have it in any way directed from the 
'Central Government, either by an All-India Research Board or otherwise." 
Can you explain to us the nature of the general injury you are afraid of?
The feeling l have is that. we must have independence in regard to research 
1n our own Province. If we are to be directed from outside we shan suffer and 
the work will suffer • 

. 3310. Perhaps -the crux of the whole trouble lies in the word" direction.'; 
'What do you actually mean by co direction" ?-They cannot dictate the nature 
of your problem. A Central Board can say" We want you to carry. on work 
on these lines." They can merely make suggestiO!l8. . 

3311. In scientific work, are not suggestions welcome? Suppose you are 
.carrying on plant pathological investigation. Certainly you .would like' to 
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have some suggestions from Mr. Shaw, who is working at Pusa?-We value 
that very muel •. 

3312. That is not direction P-That is not the point .. The point arises this 
way: if anybody comes to us and says " I will give you a lakh, but you will 
have to investigate this problem." 

3313. And you fear that problem may not E'xist in a great extent in your 
PrE'siclency?-It. may he of importance, hut it may not he of primary im
port.anee. I should say " I want that lakh of rupees, but to us it would be 
far more important to investigate something else." I want to have tbe right 
to say that is the thing to be done and not tbe other thing, which is relatively 
a minor matter. 

3314. That is what you mean by direction ?-Yes. . 
3315. As the situation is at present, do you find any diffi"lllty in exchanging 

your expE'rience with scientific workers in different parts of India and also with 
Pusa? Is there co-ordination ?-The exchange of experience is not so close as 
J should like. 

3316. Why is it 80? Has it got worse since the Reforms ?-I do not think 
it has got worse; I do DDt think it ever was very close. I have always felt 
that the Indian Board of Agriculture should be very much less an administra
tive hoard and very much more a board of consultation on work. I feel there 
~hould be an annual or biennial consultation between all workers in parti
(,ular fields. 

3:31i. But I helieve you admit YOll ha .. e had a great deal of cO-operat.ion 
from PusaP-We have had a good deal of help from Pusa. 

:3:318. As regards administration, you criticise the Central Board idea and 
~'ou RUggpst the formation of ad hoc committees for co-ordination. Do you not 
consider t.hat such numerous committees under a Central Board would lead to 
a ("olllplicated organisation?-I do not think there is very much complication 
about it. The men who are now working on cotton have such a committee. 
I would like to hnve such a committee. I wouJJ. like to have a ('ommittee of 
workers on tobacco, and so on. 

:3:319. You will have a committee for each crop?-I do not want to have a 
committee for each crop. I would not classify them by crops, but groups of 
crops. I should like to have a committee for each important group. 

3:320. As regards your suggestion as to what the Government of India 
might undertake, do you not think that the Imperial Institute at Pusa, as it 
is now organised, can undertake items (1), (2), (4) and (5)?-I think it can 
undertake all these. No. (3) is the only thing about which there i~. any 
con troversy. 

:3an. J h:we therefore left out No. (3). These items could be undertaken 
by the Government of India under the existing organisation ?-That is per
fectly true. 

3322. Let me t.urn back to the research work of the Province. In 
answer to a question by Sir Henry Lawrence you have admitted the im
porta B('e of rE'search in j1Jllr and bajrn which form the staple food crops of the 
Presidency. Has the product.ion of these crops increased considerably during 
the la,t ten years?-I do not think I can say it has. 

;3:323. Is thE're any prospect of increase?-I think there is a very great 
prospe.~t. We ha\-e 6\'olved a type of iuar in Surat which giws 20 per cent. 
in('rease in yield over an area of at least 250,000 acres. 

:3:324. The limiting factor in iuar is the quality of seed ?-That is one of 
the limiting fadOl's, and there is the water-logging of the land. We have 
d .. finiteiy found a method of meeting that, which, as far as my experiments 
indicate, will gi\-e an increase in yield again of 25 per rent. It has only been 
just begun. Come back after ten years and I venture to say that I will show 
~'Oll an lDerease of 30 )('r cent. 

3;J2S. For the Ia.~t ten years has there heen an appreciable·increase?-No. 
illcrf'nse that. I can put down in JMilrcentages; 
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3326. L~ the occurrence of smut in juaT uni\'ersal ?-Ahsolutely unin,rsal. 
I Mould say it takes about one anna from the rupee in the crop all Over. 

3:327. It iB a tremendous 10BB?-Yes. 
3328. Haa there been any special enquiry into thiB epidemic?-Yes, very 

exhRUlltive. There are several types of the epidemic, and we have been able to 
deal wlth all but one, and that a minor one. 

3329. Have you enquired wbether this particular epidemic has come from 
otber Provinces ?-I think tbis partic'Ular dis .. a~e is universal wberever i 1111'1' 

is grown. 
3330. Have you made any atttempt to control it?-Yes, we are now dis

tributing 8ulphate of copper. Last year we distributed' enough to cover 
650,000 acres. It costs about 1 anna per acre. 

3331. Have you heen able to breed any resisting varieties?-No, because in 
tbat particular case it can be dealt with so easily by the other metbod, but 
in certain cases we are working very bard to breed resisting varieties, e.g., in 
tbe case of wbeat in the Deccan. 

3332. What proportion of the total expenditure do you allot to research 
and whpt proportion to demonstration and propaganda w01k ?-I was a~ked 
tbis question the other dal' by my own Government. It. is very difficult to 
divide it, but I should say about one-third of the wbole expenditure goes to 
research. Do not take that as accurate, it is simply a guess. 

3;);).1. Could you give us an idea of what ought to be the proportion ?-I 
should say tbat is probably the right proportion. 

3334. Coming to the very important question of demonstration and pro
paganda you say " The essential difference between the Agricultural Depart
ments in the East and in the West is that the latter have arisen to meet the 
spontaneous demands of tbe cultivators of tbe soil." Is that your experience 
of Western countries?-I think the work of the Board of AgriCUlture in Eng
land has riBen out of the people themselves. The first work of this BOrt in 
England was done by the Royal Agricultural Society which was founded in the 
forties by tbe people themselves. 

3:135. Did not the initiative come from the landowners?-Butthe people 
were int('lrested in agriculture. Out of that gradually the. Board of Agriculture 
bas developed. That is my reading of {he history of things in England. 

3336. In answer to Sir 'fhomas Middieton you said that yoq carry. out 
demonstration work on the cultivators' own land?-Yes; we do. .. 

3337. Could you give us further details of the arrangements. which you 
make with the cultivator, and the procedure you employ. for the conduct of 
demonstration ?-As a rule the demonstrations depend on one single factor of 
improvement. Let me, for instance, take the simple case of potmto cultiva,.. 
tors in the northern part of the Poona district. We found that one disease 
v,as ruining the khanl crop. We found that all that was necessary was to 
dust tbe crop with a mixture of lime and. 8ulphur .. We arranged with the 
people that as soon as this dise3Re began they should send a message to us 
and we could take our duster and dust these crops. We also have a man of 
our own belonging to the Taluka Development Association ·working in the 
same tract and if he saw this disease in any field he would ask the owner' 
whether he would like the plants to be treated. By that means in two or 
three years we dusted 30 or 40 acres in various parts of that tract. NoW' we 
have got over the trouble: the people come to us as Boon as the disease 
appears, and the dusters and materi .. 1 are in the hands of the Taluka Develop
ment Association. 

a338. You 'have cited a case of an epidemic, but, guppo~ing you have a 
better variety of seed, and you want to demonstrate the efficacy of that seed 
to the CUltivators, how would you proceed? You come to me as a 'farmer. 
You' say .. Here iB a better seed: will you try this on your land?" What 
conditions would you impose on me and what 80rt of arrangement would you 
have witb meP-Generally, in the first instance, the arrangement is lllutuai. 
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say, we say that if the seed fails we will reimburse him to the extent of what 
he would have got if he had used his own seed. 

3339. Have you had to reimburse him ever in that way?-Only once in m:l 
~xperience. 

3340. All the demonetrations have been so successful?-Yes. There has 
never, except on one occasion, been any demand on us to pay for a loss. On 
the other hand we tell the man that if the experiment is found successful he 
has to sell us the produce back again taking only what he wants for his own 
seed, so that we have conditions on both sides. 

3341. The agricultura1 operations are carried on by the cultivator himself? 
-Yes; by himself a l1d by his own methods. . 

3342. Under the supervision of your department?-We definitely and deli
herately Mncentrate on one point; we only insist that he should use our seed. 
The agricultural operations are carried on by himself. _ _ 

3343. During the harvest season,. in order to bring out the difference 
between the selected seed and the non-selected seed, do you make arrangements 
to show the improvement to the farmers of 'the neighbourhood?-Yes. We 
,generally have the crop cut in the presence of our demonstrator and a deter
mination of the relative yield of the improvement and the ordinary seeds is 
m~L . 

3344. What I am trying to find out is, before whom do you· give the 
d,'monstrations? Before the individual cultivator on whose land the demon
strations were carried on ?~Wherever we have a plot like that. we have a 
.special day set apart and bring the people in the neighbourhood round to 
see it. 

3345. Do you have :my system of keeping ac~urate cost 'accountg of these 
demonstrations ?-'Ve do not have any accurate cost accounts because as a 
rule it is not needeCl. We are not comparing the whole system of cultivation 
here and the whole system of cultivation there; we are simply comparing the 
investment of Rs. 5 in our seed with the investment of the same amount in 
another seed. Hence we get a simple relationship by taking the weight of 
the crop. 

3346. No cost accounts are taken?~No, of course, there are other cases 
when we are comparing methods of cultivation where we have to and do keep 
()ost accounts. 

3347, Do you agree with me that the improvement of agriculture and the 
application of scientific methods to farming depend on the interest shown by 

\ the landowners? Is there any indi('ation of such interest evinced by lanjl-
~ owners in this Province in your demonstration work and experiments ?-'.:I 

think the larger peasants are much more helpful than the landlords. This 
applies not merely here but also in Sind. It is the larger peasants who are 
our mainsta0 

3348. In Bengal, cultivators are prejudiced against sirkar'" experiments. 
Do you have any change of attitude in that respe('t among the cultivators 
here?-I do not think very much change is required, beenuse I do not believe 
the cultivators here are very mUl'h prejudiced. If a man sees a good thing 
he is on to it. But he must be thoroughly convinced it is good. If he is, it 
does not matter who brings it before him. 

3349. The peasant complains that the sirkar's methods are expensive and 
so he is prejudiced against them? As· tile Chairman said, he suspects a top
dressing of rupees: that is what I alll getting at?-That applies in Govern
ment demonstrat.ion farms and that is why in demonstration plots I devote 
myself to one point only; I do not take the method of cultivation as a whole 
but only the particular improvement 1 am trying to bring about. 

3350. If considerable interest among farmers is arousrd by these demonstrll
tions and propaganda. it must reflect itself in their attitude towards agri
~ultural education of their children P-Yes, 
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3351. Is there any definite indication in that 4irection? Do they take 
more interest in the agricultural bias schools than they used toP-1 cannot say 
that. Those schools are toQ new to make such comparisons. They have only 
been going three years. 

!la.");? You cannot say definitely that as a result of this- demonstration work 
and propaganda we have been able to create a demand for agricultural educa
tion?-I cannot say that, hut the boys who fill the Loni and other vocational 
schools are the sons of men who have come into contact with our demonstration 
work. 

3:3.j3. With1"egard to the introduction of better methods, you refer in your 
memorandum to the attempts by an Indian State (Rajpipla). There has been 
an official order to the cultivators prohibiting the use of any other seed than 
that reeommended, and you say the result has been marvellous. Do you think 
the Provincial Governments might exercise compulsion in that way?-,I am 
very doubtful whether I should recommend the Bombay Government to do it, 
but if I had a large private estate (and I look on the Chief of such a State as· 
Rajpipla as running his private estate) l.should insist on it. 

3.3.34. But you do not think the time has come for the Bombay Government 
to do soP-It has not come yet. 'Whether it will come in the future is a doubt
ful matter. 

3.35.';. Judging from the experience gained in our rural bias schools, are
you of opinion there is likely to be a sound basis for a comprehensive struc
ture of rural educatio.nP-1 think it is very probable they will do what they 
"'ere intended to do, namely, make agricultural and rural life the centre of 
their tboughts. They are intended to saturate ordinary primary rural educa
tion with the agricultural outlook and keep the boys thinking on rural lin~. 
That provides a sound basis. 

33;,6. Are you satisfied with the teachers you have got for that work?-No, 
I will not say I am satisfied. Some have done exceedingly well and some
have done badly. On the wnole I think quite half of them are doing well. 

3;;,:;7. In the event of these schools becoming more popular you will require 
more teachersP-Yes. 

33:38. Have you any facilities for training themP-We are at the present 
time training 20 teachers a year. It is hoped to open 20 additional school& 
a year. That is a very small number, and both the Director of Public Instruc
tion and mysl'lf are in perfect agreemeut that the next step we have to take is
to provide a training college for rural teachers. That is a matter which he
will put up, not I. 

3359. You lay "ery great stress on non-official efforts in these directionsP-
Quite. . . 

3360. A.re there any agricultural bias schools organised by voluntary, non
official organisations P-All these schools which have been converted to this 
type, or nearly all of them, are Local Board schools. We have not any private
rural education. 

33t31. Who controls these 8choolsP-The education committee of the Local' 
Board. 

3362. That is chiefly a non-official bodY?-Yes. 

3363. What is the attitude of the Education Department towards these
schoolsP-They are enthusiastic. 

3364. Do you find they are willing to co-operate with you?-Very much so. 
In fact, they are being run by the Education Department and not by me; 
they are definitely Education Department schools. I am' there as adviser,. 
and I have in my department an Inspector of Agricultural Schools who reports. 
to me; I send those reports on, with my comments, to the. Education Depart-. 
ment. 

3365. Does that sort of co-operation exist also, in t'egard to schools of the
Loni typeP-The Loni type are under my control, but I work them in coo
.ultation with the Education Department. 
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3366. In answ(>r to a question put to you by the Chairman, you said you 
were in despair about adult education. Can you explain the method of adult 
education that has been tried?-It has nearly always been in the nature of a 
night school for elementary reading, writing and arithmetic,' leavened by 

. inter(>sting subjects like co-oper/ltion. 
:J;~Gi. Were definite 'courses given, or was the effort spaslUodic?-It was a 

definite course. I would rather, however, you asked the Director of Public 
Instruction about this. 

3368. The reason I empha~ise the n(>ed of adult education is this, Lord 
Reay's Committee's Report says that before the children of the agricultural 
c1nsses can be induced to go to the schools, the adults must be convinced that 
t.he instructors have information worth securing?--Quite. 

::l369. Therefore, in order to feed' your agricultural bias schools or to make 
the Loni type a success you ought to have a scheme for adult education in 
operat.ion ?-So far as the agricultural bias schools are concerned, I do not 
think the remark you haye quoted applies. So far as the Loni type goes I 
think it is absolutely true, but I think the people have got evidence that the 
teachers in the Loni schools have something to tell them. 

:1:)70. ] notice that in d(>aling with the question of the welfare of the rural 
population you emphasise, and rightly, that the problem of rural development 
is the main. object of our investigationsP-Yes. 

:1.'37l. And you refer to the Taluka Development Associations?-Yes. 
:3372. Do you consider that the taluka might be taken R.\l a unit of organi

sation?-I think, for two reasons, it is the best.unit of organisation we have. 
In the first place, I think so because I want the unit of organisation to be as 
small as possible. • 

:33i8. How many villages does the taluka cover ?-100 to 200. I want it to 
be as small as possible consistent with getting enough good men to run the 
association. The taluka is the smallest unit I can find which contains enough 
driving power to run such an organisation. 

8374. You, I think, organised a number of Agricultural Associations, hut 
they failed'; did not they?-Most of them have not been successful. 

:l::l7.5. Why did they fllil?-Very largely, I think, beeause there was not 
('nongh outside stimulus. • 

3376. Is outside stimulus prm-ided for the Taluka Development Associa
tiolls?-There you get very much more than before, because we get the Gov
('rnment subsidy .. 

8.177. Do you get mOl"l" non-official support in the Taluka Development 
A,~ocilltions?-l'hat is increasing. Another reason for their success is that 
th('y hal'e been utilised not nwrely for technical agricultural improvement but· 
also for co-operative propaganda. 

33.8. Do you not think that one of the fundamental causes of the failure of 
orgn.nisations of this sort is lack of rural leadership ?-I do, most emphati
cally. The bigg('8t thing the co-operative movement has done in our Presi
dency bas been to create a certain alllount of rural leadership; 

3379. You have very rightly pointed out the n('cessity for looking at rural 
problems as a whole. Do you emphasise this in the training of your students 
at the Agricultural College~-It is one of those matters you cannot introduce 
in the cnrricuhun. It depends on the atmosphere of the college, which either 
reflects this or does not. In Illy time I always tried to make the atmosphere 
of the college reflect the idoa of an improved rural life. 

8;)80. Ha"e suhjects like r"n,1 so("iology and rural economics any place in. 
your curricula ?-Rural economics is one of our most important subjects. I 
do not know how you are to teach rnral 80('iology; it is al1 indefinite subject 
which it is extraordinarily difficult to teach. At present I think it is more a 
matter of atmosphere than of a d(>finite curriculum. 

:J:JSl. Can we then look to your Agricultural "College for the traIning of 
rurul leaders P-J think we ought to. 
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33g2. Do you know of any voluutary organisation that is working for this 
"framing of rural leaders in this Province?-Yes, I do. I think tile Bombay 
Central C<Hlperative Institute is doing something in that direction. I think 
·.that the Servants of India Society has led to that to a certain extent. 

33&3. Training men to look on the problem as a whole, in all its aspects?
·Yes. One of the leading members of the Servants of India Society, 
.Mr. Thakar, has been exceedingly successful in the Bhi! districts of the 
Panch Mahala.... ~_ 

3384. Do you thir,k that there is some immediate prospect of organising 
.such societies in .. ural India as you propose in your note?-I most certainly 
think that it is a po~sibility. Of course, it is not going to be done without 
a great deal of labour, but I think it is quite possible. It may come in II 

dorm somewhat different from the one which I have indicated. 
3385. Without any impetu8 from officials ?-I do uot think we want very 

much official stimtllu~. I think all that we shall want from the official sid(> 
'will be a Government subsidy towards the work, but I think that the origina
:tion must be non-official. 

3380. In answer to a question by the Chairman, you said that the roads 
na\·e deteriorated under the management of District Boards?-Yes, I said 
:that was my opinion. 

3.1,,1. On page 31 of the memorandum you say the various Local Boards 
ha\'e now undertaken a vigorous policy of road construction and improv&o 
ment. Am I to understand then that there has been a change of heart on 
the subject?-What I -have said there, which, by the way, is not my own, 

.applies to oerta!~ of the District Local Boards. 

;J;ji<". Do you think that the organisations brought into existence by the 
I,oeal Self-GO\"ernment Act, such as our District Boards, Local Boards, Village 
'Unions, and 80 on, are sufficiently organised and equipped for the puprose 
.of giving effect te a definite policy of rural reconstructionP-1 think they can 
help and can give effect to it very largely. One of our District Local Boards 
a.as definitely (lome forward with an offer to take all the Taluka Development 
.Associations under ita wing and to give in one district Rs. 5,000 a year to
·wards Taluka iDe.velQpment Associations. To my mind that isa sign of 
;l>rogr88ll. 

3389. You ha\·a made a reference to the different angles from which De
,partments such ,as Irrigation, Veterinary, Forestry and in some cases, Educa
tiunal, in the same 'P'N)vinee look at tl,ig problem. Have you any suggestion 
Ifor remedying thiB ladk <Of co-ordination? I am not referring to the different 
sections of the Agricultural Dl'partment?-As I said yesterday, to my 
mind the first step '00 'be taken is to put all these departments under one 
Minister. Then when ttlhe:f baTe been put under one Minister, if I were in 
.charge of one of them, I ..mould suggest to that Minister that he should call 
:the heads of these depa,rtffif'ntOi together periodically in order to discuss any 
matters which may hav.e ~D between them. 

3390. You propose here a Central Agricultural Board merely for rllsearch 
work, but, as opposed to that idea, do you not think that a Central Rural 
Development Board might bring about the necessary organisation for giving 
effect to a comprehensive plan for rural reconstruction, linking up the agri
.cultural, veterinary, forestry and other branches?-I fancy as far as that is 
.concerned that the differences are very much greater in. this matter than they 
.Bre even in matters of research, and it would be extraordinarily difficult to 
attempt to work rural development in India through any Central Board. I 
,should be deligbted to get a Central Board of Finance for Rural Development, 
"but ;( do not think it could organise rural development in the Provinces; it 
4s decidedly a very local matter. 

3391. You do not think that would be a method of overcoming the diffi
·culties arising from the d.ifferent angles of vision of which you spoke?-I am 
Got very confident of progress in that direction. 
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3392. On the whole, you are rather afraid of over-centralisation, are you 
not?-Yes, I certainly am. Agricultural and rural development is, after all, 
essentially a local matter, and we have got to look at it primarily from the 
local point of view. 

3393. But if you are to have a comprehensive plan, do you not think that 
Borne sort of centralisation might be necessary for direction and guidance?
Let us have what we have had in the past, a biennial Board of Agriculture 
or a biennial Board meeting in which men can discuss their problems together 
and 'get ideas one from the other, In the earlier days of the department we 
used to have at these boards, .ns Sir James MacKenna knows very well, a 
perpetual committee on methods of getting into contact with cultivators. I 
was chairman of that committee at several Board meetings, and four reports 
were published by it. They are the result of consultation between men wh!) 
are actually doing the work; I do not think you can centralise more than that. 

3394. Supposing we formulate a definite comprehensive policy for the whole 
of India; do you not think that if you go in for excessive de-centralisation you 
may miss the aim?-I do not quite understand what Y011 mean by a definite 
rural policy for the whole of India. 

3395. I mean a policy laid down on broad lines with regard to. irrigation, 
rural health, rural education and so on. Supposing we adopt a systematic 
plan, in order to give effect to that system, do you not think that a central 
organisation might be mOIre effective than excessive de-centralisation ?-I 
should like to have central consultation, but I do not think you can do more. 
I know Sind and I know the Deccan, and I cannot conceive of any board that 
could apply one and the same system to Sind and the Deccan. 1 think the 
two things are so different that only a man who is intimately acquainted with 
them can devise a system suitable to them. 

3396. 'The system, of course, would have to be modified according to the 
special needs of each Province, but cannot the broad outlines be charted out 
for the whole of India ?-I do not think you want a board for that. 

3397. To give effect to a policy of rural reconstruction?-I do not know what 
you mean by giving effect to it. Giving effect to it is a matter which must rest 
with the Local Government. What I think you can get is a consultation of 
people who are in touch with the' problems arranged for by tho Central 
Government. 

3398. Mr. Calvert: I do not quite understand the organisation of the 
Taluka Development Association. Are the members appointed by anyone?
The members of the association consist of everybody who is prepared to pay 
the subscription, including any societies or bodies who will pay the subscrip
tion. Then, jUlit as in a co-operative society, you have a general meeting 
which appoints the committee, and that committee reports to the general 
meeting which takes place twice a year. I mean the organisation is precisely 
similar to that of a co-operative society. . 

3399. Are these Taluka Development Associations registered ?-We do not 
compel registration, but all except two I think are registered as co-operative 
locieties. . 

3400. You say you do not usually recommend any improvement unless you 
are confident it will give an increased net :r:eturn of 15 or 20 per cent?-Yes. 

3401. Is not that less than the margin of outturn of good and had seasons? 
-Very much so; the difference of margin in even ourlllost certain ~ops is 
bigger than 15 to 20 per oent; but we clln always compare one year with 
another and one plot With another in the same year. 

3402. It is really over a series of years you see the advantage?-We never 
recommend anything unless we have get the results for two or three years.\ 

3403. In discussing lllllrketing you sa;r that. practically all YOllr marketable 
produce has no real trouhle in finding a m.\rket?-Yes. 

3404. By that I suppose you really mean that supply has not yet outrun 
deIllA~!'-That is pro<~~i('ally what I do mean. 

\ (\, 
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S4OS. But it might happen, if you pushed some special product su('h as 
frnit, that yon pright have difficulty in finding a market for it?-I can quite 
foresee that .might easily happen. There are two or three cases in which it 
does happen at present; there are times when there is a glut of mangoes or a 
glut of figs; prices go down to nil or the material is unsaleable; but those are 
ollly seasonal products, and that sort of thing does not happen to any great 
extent. 

3406. That is one big factor praCtically' determining expansion in certain 
directions: you might experienee a slowly increasing market for fruit or 
something of that kind, hut you are not likely to find a rapidly increasing 
market?-No, I agree with you there. 

3407. What exactly is the effect of Bombay on the cultivation of the 
hinterland; does it lead to intensi"e cultivation?-There you have an 
extremely peculiar st.ate of things which I have found not· merely in Bombay 
but round other big towns as well. 'I'his is a matter I have never spoken about 
iu public, but I think it is so. Immediately round the big towns you ha,e 
market-gardening; that is intensive cultivation. Then beyond that you have 
an area of depression from 30 to 50 miles wide which suffers agriculturally as 
the result of tho development of the big town. Then beyond that you get 
into the normal country. 

340t!. If ~'nu had illlflroved marketing communications, such as light tram
ways and that sort of thing, would not that extend the area of intensive 
cultivation ?-I certainly think so; it would extend the intensive cultivation 
of the market-garden area. 

3409. One would suppose that by extending the marketing facilities of 
Bombay you would get better cultivation o,er a wider area?-Yes, and as a 
llIatter of faet that has happ~ned and is happening. The B. B. and C. I. Rail
way, for instance, is a line which brings in from 50 miles away produce which 
elsewhere would not go for more than 10 miles. 

3410. Actually conditions of transport are fairly good ?-On the whole, yes. 
I mean I complained yesterda~" of certain classes of roads, especially village 
)"oads; but the facilities for traffic are on the whole not very bad. 

3411. Round the big towns?-Round the big towns. 
3412. I should like to know what is being done for the improvement of 

!(ras,lands. About half India is under grass of sorter-The problem of 
grru,slands, particularly in the trap area, is one of the biggest problems which 
i~ before us, and up to the present practically nobody has thought anything 
about it. Under a grant from the Sassoon David Trustees we have had now 
for the last 5 years definite inve;;tigations into tho improvement of this rango 
land which occurs in tho Deccan, and the results are very promising. I have 
now three research men on that subiect. The line of development which seems 
llIost promising is that of either partial enclosure or rotational grassing. That 
so far has tended joo gil'o us nearly 50 per cent. increase of fodder from the 
same area .. 

3413. That is on the present grasses?-That is on the present grasses. 
3414. Are you trymg to introduce any new grasses from overseas?-We 

have tried to introduce new grasses and some of them have been successful; 
for .in~tance that grass whi~h you saw at the College the other day where you 
have deep soils has been an improvement wherever you see it; the re..seeding 
of'a large Bcale of this range area has not been a very promising lino of work. 

The Commission then adjourn~d till 10 a.m., on Monday, the 25th October, 
1926. 

F2 
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Dr. HAROLD H. MANN. 
Further Oral Evidence. 

3415. lIfr. Cah,ert: You have not "pfained what you are doing for 
your grasslands. Have you any fundlt given to yauP-We have got some 
funds given by the Sir Sassoon David Trustees for the investigation of the 
improvement of grasslands. As a resuIt of that, the ma.tter was placed in 
the hands of our E('onomic Botanist. As a result of five years' work, we hav~ 
come to cert.ain I;,lear-cut conclusions. The first <Jf these is that the grass-
lands of the Deccan could' produce probably 50 per cent more than they 
are produ(;illg at present. 

3416. Is that the ordinary waste landP-Yes. Two methods have been 
very successful. Oue is the method of temporary enclosure and the other is
the method of rotational grazing, and we are trying now, in one or two of 
the test villages, to find out how far we can get the people to adopt one or' 
thE\. other of these systems. 

3417. May I know whether you are trying to introduce any exotic grasses? 
-Most of these exotic grasses are suited for irrigation areas only. The
Rhodes grass we have tried with considerable success. We have had good 
result.s also with Napier Fodder graos; South African Elephant grass has done
exceedingly well. Guinea grass is being very well grown, and among other!t 
Lucerne is extending everywhere. 

3H8. Is it irrigated Lucerner-Almost entirely. We have just introduced' 
dry Lucerne into the southern part of the Presidency, which is about the onh' 
suitable place for it. . 

3419. The Chairm/ln: Have you tried wild white clover at aIlP-No, W9' 

have not. We have tried Egyptian craver, berseem, which has done very well 
88 a winter crop, bllt there the trouble is the question of seed. So far W9' 
have not 8u('('eeded in getting our own seed, and it hIlS become almost im
possible to import seed on a large scale. 

3420. Sir Henry Lawrence: Have you had any difficulty in getting b8f~ 
,eem seed from Egypt ?-No difficulty, except that of cost. 
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3421. 1'here ia no prohibition or unwillingness on the part of the Egyptian 
authorities to let you have itP-No, not 80 far. 

3422. Mr. Cah'ert: There is tremendous scope for the improvelUwt of 
grass on the so-called wasteP-There are tremendous possibilitiE">. 

3423. The next point is with regard to the phrase " shortage of lahour " 
, .. hich occurs in your written statement. Elsewhere you have stated that 
there is an enormOU8 amount of spare time for the workers, who are compelled 
to remain in the viIlages?-Yes; and the two things appear inconsistent at 
first sight. They are not actually inconsistent. There is an enormous 
amount of spare time, but at certain seasons of the year there is a shortage 
of labour. 

3424. So it is a seasonal shortage?-Yes, not a general shortage. 
3425. To what extent i~ even that seasonal shortage due to shortage of 

lahourers, and to what extent to shortage of labour power owing to ineffi
ciency, to ill-health and to disease? How far is it an aGtual shortage of 
numhers?-I think 'it is probably due most largely to what you call shortage 
of labour power, not to a shortage of individuals. 

~t26. Due to inefficiency?-Inefficiency due very largely to ill-health, as 
well as the tendency to -work only a limited number of hours. . f 

3427. You think things like disease and diet have something to do with \J 
the seasonal shortage of labour power ?-'Very much to do with it, especially 
In certain tracts. In the Konkan, for instance, when I was investigating a 
village there, I was mystified, and I am to a certain extent mystified still, 
as to the reason why in an area-where crops are absolutely certain the people 
are more miserable than even in the famine tracts. I have come to the con
clusion that it is to a very considerable extent a matter of unhealthiness. 
I found, for instance, a 6pleen rate of 42 per cent among the children. A 
~pleen rate like that means that malaria is a very big factor in the labour 
power of villages down there. Of course, there are other factors, but that 
is one. 

3428. Then .. shortage of labour" is really a very loose phrase, which 
obviously requiree defining?-I agree with you; it requires defining more 
closely. 

3129. With regard to propaganda, might I ask your opinion on the com
parati"e advantages of concentration as against dispersion jn propaganda, 
by which I moan concentrntion on a few whole villages to adopt your advice 
as against trying to induce scattered individuals over a large area to follow 
it ?-J have always advocated concentration; not concentration to the extent 
you mention, of getting whole villages to adopt improved methods, but by 
concentrating on limited areas rather than spreading effort thinly over large 
areas. That has been one of the reasons why we adopted the taluka develop
ment system. It really means, for the time at any rate, we want to concen
trate on a limited area. 

3430. You have not tried here any co-operative better-farming societiesP
?io. 

3431. In your Annual Report you mention that it is your recognised policy 
to organise the rural community on cCHlperative lines ?-Yes. We aro only 
just at the beginning~ In the village which I want you to go and see next 
Suilday, we have got a scheme to try to organise the whole village on co
operative lines. It is only in its infancy yet, and I feel that one has got to 

. win the confidence of the people in the village before you can do that. 

3432. Can you give me any rough idea of the percentage areas of crops 
under your new and improved seeds or methods?-I can give you that in one
or two cases.· Of course, our biggest is cotton, and I think, leaving out Sind. 
in the Presidency alone, we have about a million and a half acres under im_ o 

proved cott-on. That does not mean to say that we are distributing seed for 
that area each year, but it means that the natural spread of our seed has 
iovered at least one and a half million neres. 
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3433. Sir Henry Lawrefl,ce: Will it be about 30 per centP-About 30 per 
cent, yes. 

3434. 1I1r. Cah'ert: It is Ii millions out of 5 millions. What about 
other crops like millets?.,--We are in a much earlier stage. with millets. We 
have only taken up their improvement within the last five or six years, and 

. there the proportion is very small as yet. Of course, the extension of those 
crops is very rapid. Once you ge tthe stuff, you can extend it rapidly. 

3435. Practically, taking the Presidency proper as a whole, you are affect
ing 30 per cent or 40 per cent of the crop area?-Possibly something like 
that. In the case· of groune-nut, of course, our improved seed is practically 
all over the area. The old Indian seed has gone; you only find it as a 
curiosity. 

3436. Ground-nut, I suppose, is only 1·5 per cent of the totalP-It is over 
half a million acres t.his year. I suppose there is about 500,000 acres under 
improved seed. 

3437. You think that .further progress depends on increased stalIP
Increased investigation first and multiplication of that material. 

3438. And propagandaP-Yes. In the case of rice in the North Konkan, 
of which we have made a sp(lciality, we are now providing new seed for 10,000 
acres each year, and that is enough in the following year to extend to.100,000 
acres. 

3439. You stated that the cultivat.or's own plot is the best basis for props
~anda. What exactly is the method?-Take the case of East Khandesh. 
I am trying to push a moderate amount of artificial manure there, concen
trat.ed manure, as fertiliser for cotton. Hitherto it has not been used. Now 
we are· using oil-c:.\ke, sulphate of ammonia or a. mixture of the two. I 
haye got this year a special man on that job in East Khandesh, who has 
arranged about 60 different plots. The people cultivate the cotton exactly 
as they were doing before. with the single exception that our man is there 
and applies the quantity of manure required. 

3440. Using the cultivator's own bullocks and his own plough ?-Yes. and 
his own men to ,10 the work. 

3441. It is just general direction?-Yes, and the supply of the one mate
ria! which represents the subject matter for demonstration in that area. 

3442. Could you gi"e us any idea as to the best method of ensuring a 
supply of pure seed, adequate to supply the demandP Your department 
cannot cover the whole ground ?-We cannot cover the whole ground. There 
are two cases in that respect. There is one case, where if you give out seed 
it remains pure, and it will spread itself. Such a case is wheat. The a~unt 
of cross-fertilisation and deterioration in wheat is so small that, supposing we 
can give out seed for 10,000 acres a year more or less, the job is finished. In 
the case of cotton, on the other hand, you have got a material which cross
fertilises to the extent of 6 per cent and it means that unless we can replace 
fresh seeds every 5 years in an area, it very quickly deteriorates. Now, for 
the future, in each of our big areas we have definitely taken as our limit 
100.000 acres a year for each type; i.e", something between one-fifth and one
tenth of the total area. We supply by depots all over these areas seed for 
that amount at the market rate. What we supply we guarantee. We leave 
the ordinary commercial channels to go beyond that. 'Ve get that seed for 
the 100,000 acres from actual selling of plants on our farm each year. We 
grow that for the next two years on our farm. By tllat time we have got 
enough to plant out 500 n('res. We plant out between 500 and 1,000 acres 
in one selected group of villitges, which we rogue with extreme care. Then 
we ~uy the whole of the seed from that and plant it out in a number of groups 
o~ nl\ages, which we rogue \Tith less care, and for easy marketing we arrange 
eIther to buy the seed or get co-operative societies to buy. 

3443. Do you think it will be quite sufficient to maintain your new type of 
seed pure?-Not "mtirely, hut it is all that I have been able to do at present. 
In the south of the Presidency, Dharwar, where our seed has earned a great 
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name. people are urging lIle all the timc to increase the reserve seed area. 
and [ han' ju.,t consented, in the case of Gadag Xo. 1, Upland American, to 
incr." .. e the area from 5,000 acre8 to 7,500 acres, provided the people will 
pay for an extra man for roguing. 

3~44. Do ~'ou get any help from the big landlords jn the matter of supply
ing s€'('d to their tellants?-N"ot to a great extent. Big landlords, however, 
are not a big factor with us. 

3445. About keeping this seed in the "illages free from deterioration due 
to weather, what is the best method ?-We have not attempted very much 
more than the ordinary culti"ator's methods. 1\Iost of their methods are good. 
The great difficulty is deterioration due to weather, weevil$, rats and insects. 

3Hu. You are apt to put the weevil in2ide the bin P-We tested the 
loss through insects in one part of Gujarat. The loss through insects in the 
case of grain in Gujarat is anything between 5 and 10 per cent., but we have 

'not dOlle very much in that direction up to the present. 
3441. Ha"e you worked out at all your germination percentages?-Yes, ill 

a numher of cases with ordinary village seed. I have supplied the COllmlis
sion with copies of several bulletins which give an examination of the results 
of seed supply to two or three typical districts. 

3H~. Is it surprisingly 10wP-Sometimes it is low. Ordinary cereals are 
fairly high. Other crops are very low. But I was, on the whoIe, very pleased 
with the germination percentages, which were higher than I anticipated. 
With cereals it was 75 to 80 per cent.; with leguminous plants it was very 
much lower, 40 to 50 per cent. 

3449. Sometimes with cultivators' seed you only get 25 per cent. ?-I have 
never corne across cases like that. 'l'hey are quite exceptional. 

3450. They get back six grains from ona with wheat on shallow soils 
aometimes?-I cannot remember just now, but I am certain that with wheat 
we ha"e got very rew cases like that. 

34.51. What is the lower outturn of wheat on these shallow soils? Will it 
be 4 m8und~?-4 to 6 mounds, grown dry. 

3452. Will the seed be 30 seers to' a maundP-30 seers to a maund. The 
peo!,le, as a rule use a high seed rate. 

34.53. That is a very low return, practically nothing at alIP-Yes; it is 
very small, but I do not think it is the fault of the seed. It is' the fault of 
our dry weather conditions. If you see our wheat crops in the ,.abi season, 
sometimes they are extremely poor. I think it is a climatic matter rntner 
than due to the seed. 

3454. In the cnse of your agricultural shows, do you get whatever conces
sions you require from the railway companies?-The railway companies hither
to, on this matter, have been fairly liheral. For instance, for this year's show 
at Poona, their concessions have heen very liberal, and they have allowed all 
the things to he returned free. So far as passengers are concerned, they have 
given a concession rate of 11 or H single fare for the return journey. 

345.5. Are they giving any concessions for the smaller district shows?-We 
have not very many district shows. "'e rather go in for very sm:l1l shows, 
which only attract people who have not to perform any long railway journeys. 
We have not taken the trouble to approach the railway companies in that 
connection. 

34.56. You are not in fa,"our of Government u$ing pressure to briJl~ about 
the adoption of your advice?-I do not think it is possible. We use moral 
suasion and whatever intluence we have. 'Ve get the influence of the 
Revenue Department, and of all the departments we can. I think the time 
has not yet arri,"ed when we can do anything more than use moral suasion. 

3457. Are not there two Indian. States in which force is usedP-Yes, and 
it has been extremely successful. In the Rajpipla State the cotton Vias 
absoh"tely rubbish 7 or 8 years ago. It is now as good as nlty Gujarat cottOIl, 
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and that is entirely due to compulsion. I think the Chota Udaip;r State is 
introdncing it this year, and the Baroda Stat eis thinking about it for 
certain areas. 

3458. It is not altogether impossible?-No, it -is merely a question of 
expediency. 

3459, Sir Henry Lawrence: To what is the improvement in Rajpipla 
due?-To the introduction of improved seed. There was a definite State 
Order there that nobody was to plant any seed except that obtained from the 
State, and the State purchased from us wbolesale, and then insisted that that 
seed only should be sown. 

3460. What was done to the man who did plant the old seed?-I do not 
know exactly whether the man was hauled up and prosecuted. Perhaps the 
Hon'ble Sir Chunilal knows. 

Dewan Bahadur A. Malji: There was, I know, a threat of prosecution. 
They held a general meeting of all the leading cultivators, over which the 
Dewan of the State presided. It was promulgated there that His Highness 
wished that only the Surat farm seed should be sown, and if people caused 
any other seeds to be sown they would be liable to prosecution. So far I have 
not heard of any case where there was any actual prosecution. 

3461. Mr. Calvert: The experiment is worth watching?-Yes. 
_ 3462. Is it your experience that the knowledge which is demonstrated to 

- the larger owner actually filters down to the smaller man?-I do not think so, 
to a very large extent. I think among at any rate the ryotwari cultivators, 
there is not much which filters from. the top downwards. I think it is spread 
from outwards, but I do not think it spreads from the larger to the smaller 
very much. - • I 

3463. With regard to subsidiary industries, do you advocate that Govern
-Ull'llt should pioneer with factocies for ut.ilising agricultural products such as 
cotton seed for taking off the second lint for felt, for crushing it, and extract
ing oil and so on?-I think it is worth considering. Especially in the case 
of some of these new things, where you have got products which are not used, 
and which we know can be used profitably, I am in favour of GO\'ernment 
.\lioneering efforts. Cotton seed is certajnly one which might very well be 
considered. 

3464. We import from Europe straw boards?-Yes, which might be made 
kere from oW' own materials. -

3465. Would you say that Government should pioneer that in default of 
lll'ivate enterpriseP-I would rather Government subsidised private enterprise. 

3466. Sir ChunilaZ Mehta: By subsidiary industries, what is it that you 
m~i\ll? Do you consider a factory, _ for instance, for pressing of cotton seed 
or similar factories a subsidiary industry, or is your idea of a subsidiary 
industry one which will occupy the spare time of the cultivator during the 
day at home? You know he sometimes spends only half the day on the field, 
tlnd sometimes he has Bome two or three I1lonths without agricultural workP
J am glad you have raised the point, because it seems to me there is a good 
deal of confusion of thought on this. There are two entirely distinct things 
before us. There is on the one hand a subsidiary occupation for the farmer; 
that is to say, something to occupy his spare time. For instance, within that 
df'finition cODle in the adoption of the spinning wheel, family weaving, and 
other things which can be done easily or with comparative ease by a person 
who is not a professional at any particular job. In the Agricuftural Show 
at Poona you have got a definite number of such subsidiary occupations to 
()ccupy the spnre. tin,le .of .the cultiv!ltor. Then there is the other conception, 
()f an actual capltahstlc mdustry, If I may use the term which is to utilise 
agricultural products. Now, this, as a rule, must be considered entirely inde
llt'udently of the other; and the cultivators, if they come into it will come 
i!l as ,labourers and not otherwise? When I talk about subsidia:y occupa
tIOns, I mean the first. Mr. Calvert is referring to the second. There is 
eoom for ,both, hot the ideas mURt be kept quite separate. 
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3467. Mr. Calvert: A large number of the workers in industrial concerns 
work so many months in them and 80 many on their own land?-Many, in 
fact, most; but they work in industrial concerns as labourers. A man who 
works in Bombay at spinning and weaving could not go back and do spinning 
88 a spare time occupation on ms own holding. He is a labourer, so far as 
tbe industry is concerned, and he is a cultivator so far as his farm is con
cernt'd. 

3468. Dr. Hyder: Seeing that there is seasonal unemployment of agri
cultural labour from time to time, would you not prefer that the cultivators 
should take up some cottage industry, at which they could work in their 
house, ?-I should have preferred it if it was possible. To my mind, it is 
only possible with a limited numher of simple classes of work. The actual 
cottage indulltry is a thing which requires an apprenticeship, and it is a 
thing for the expert worker and not for the man who is Btl per cent. a 
cultivator. 

3469. Prole .• sor Ga7l(lulee : Do you recommend that the Government should 
suhsidise such spare time occupations?-I do not think there is any necessity 
for a Government suhsidy for spare time work. Mr. Calvert was referring to 
local industrie.. for the utilisation of agricultural produce, naturally with the 
same lahour, but they would come in there to work in the industry as 
labourers. 

34iO. Mr. Calvert: Employing agricultural labourP-Yes, but working 
in the industry as labourers. 

3471. I would not stress the distinction so lUuch. You know that toy
making in Germany is a subsidiary occupation of the actual cultivator?-Yes, 
and hence in the Agricultural Show. in the section for which I am responsible, 
toy-making has been one of those thingS which I have included as a subsidiary 
occupation, and I think it is sufficiently simple for a man to do in his spare 
time. Weaving is my hest example, simple- weaving like weaving of tapes, 
the same thing which we have at the Agricultural Show. We can teach a 
boy in our schools to do it within six months; but the complicated weaving 
whi<:h the professional weaver is expected to do is entirely beyond the possi
bility of the cultivator and cannot be made a cottage industry. 

3472. Dr. Hyder: With regard to toy-making, in the Black Forest area, 
you do not ha-ve ("ultivators. The forest element predominates there?-The 
Black Forest and the Bavarian Alps are the great toy-making r~gions. 

3473. 8i,. Chunilal Mehta: When you talk about Government subsidy or 
assistanee, take this question of weaving these tapes.. With regard tB Gov
~rnment assistance for the kinds of subsidiary industries that you mention, 
take the case of the Qovernment Peripatetic Weaving Schools, of which we 
have 9 in this Presidenr.y. They teach the cultivator and they also teach 
the professional weaverP-YeiI, but those of them that I have come in contact 
with are teaching simple weaving which can be taught to the cultivator within 
SIX months. . 

3474. That is one portion of the 9 sehools; the other portion is teaching 
the higher kind of weaving to the professionals. So that you would not rule 
out Government a&sistance or Government sub._id,v for either of these kin,]s of 
industry?-Not in the least. Dut the point I understood Mr. Calvert to make 
was I1f.ther to put up the necessary capital for the establishment of some of 
these industries. 

3475. Mr. Calvert: The great thing is that. you have got to nnd out Borne 
means of occupying the family labour all the year roundP-Certainly. . 

3476. I am trying to prove possible metnods of getting that labour occu
pied. If private enterprise will not take the matter up, would you advocate 
a Government subsidyP-Yes. _ 

3477. TlLke the simple case, which I think the cultivator can make of 
papier mache and rice paper. They both are done by the actual cultivator. 
Would you advocate Government financial Iielp to introduce thoseP-Yes . 

• 
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3478. If private enterprise was lacking the Government should step in 
Dud give the thing a,start?-Yes: 

~4 79. Then there is a very import,\nt question pertaining to 'riparian 
lands. There you have large areas of this land lying useless for agriculture. 
Would you advocate that the. reclamation of that land should be undertaken 
even at a loss? By a loss, I mean if it failed to pay 6 per cent. ?-Most cer
tainly I would, and that for two reasons. It Beems to me that tbis Bort of 
thing is ueccs~nry in order to protect the existing. land from getting worse. 
Where erosion has taken place it nearly always extends unless you llltop it. 
We have not the big areas which you have at the foot of the Himalayas iIi 
Northern India. but we have it on th" banks of most of our big rivers Hke 
the Krishna. All that eroded area is lying absolutely useless. 

34SU. And that area is enormons?-It is enormous, and extends every 
year. 

3481. Which is the department in charge of it at present? Does it fall 
in hetween them?-At present it falls in between the Forest Department and 
the Revenue Department. The Forest Department are not doing anything 
with it and the Re\'enue Department have no interest in afforesting it. 

:1482. Could you suggest any department which should undertake their 
reclamation ?-It is difficult to suggest. But it ought to be somebody's duty. 

3483. It is of sufficient importance to be someone's job?-It is . 

. 3484. Dr. Hyder: I suppose you refer to the Eastern Deccan throngh 
which the Krishna and other rivers flow. May I ask you whether it is possible 
to afforest these areas considering the geological formation of their banks? 
Are they not hard rock ?-No. As a rule there are little patches of hard 
rock, but here and there we get quite soft "oil going down to 13 or 20 feet.. 
On the line betweeu Hotgi and Bijapur, which crosses the Krishna, tnere is 
a lot of land 18 to 20 feet deep. 

3485. I was wondering whether you ha\'e land similar to what we Iinve in 
the United Proyinces along the courae of the Junma and the Ganp;es. We 
haye got vast areas of which we can make no use. Have you similar areas 
here ?-'Ye have areas of a similar character, hut they Ilre not of (:ourae of 
anything like the same extent as in the United Provinces. 

3486. lIlr. C'ahert: Now, some questions about education. To.what extent 
dops demand for child labour inlluence the parent in not semling or keeping 
boys nt school ?-To a considerable ext-pnt. They look upon the ordinary 
prirnl1ry education we have in the villl.ges in many cnses as nothing more 
than a creche, that is to say, a place where the women send their small chil
dren to get them out of the way for a certain paTt of the day. When the 
boy or even the girl gets to the. nge of eight they are takE'n away from the 
school and sent to herd sheep or cattle. 

3487. We have been told that the Education Department consider they 
have surmounted that difficulty by put.ting the holidays in the busy season?
They mny have surmounted it to a limited extent, but it is only t,o a very 
limited extent. 

::1483. We arc also told that VNy r .... children are required for herding 
nnimals?-A good many go out and do it. 

3489. Are you in fayour of the Euucation Department recruitina District 
Inspectors from your Agricultural Collt'ge?-I think it would be a ~ery good 
idea if they did so. It seems to me jt is a field in which Q man who has got 
the rural outlook during his education would he able to see the real problems 
of his area better than a mnn who is silllply a townsman trained in an art~ 
college . 

. ::1490. As far R,q mental discipline is concerned you regard your degree as 
hplll!: as good ns IIny B.A. ?-T f.'el that very strongly. I feel in mental 
training it is not a matter of the subject, .but of the m;thod. 
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3491~ Aa regards the question of school gardens, is it your experience that 
these I>Cbool gardens are successful in outlyjng areas ?-So far as the agri
cultural hias achools are concerned on the whole they are successful. I mean, 
the boys do take an interest in them. 

34fl2. And the teachers?-And the teachers too, sometimes. I do not want 
to draw too rosy'a picture, because a certain section of the agricultural bijt8 
teachers and .schools are not very successful, but iJi. the good ones both boys 
Ilnd teachers do take an interest. I was at a place fifty miles north of Poona 
the other day where there 'Was a great gathering of the boys' parents, who 
were very interested in what the boys were doing. 

3493. Do you think the boys' parents take any interest in school gardens?
Where the teacher is a I!:ood man they do. 

3494. That is what you lI'ant to encourage?--;Yes, most certainly. 
849.';. Sir Chunilal Mehta: Do the boys a.t the agriculturai bias schools 

pay higher fees than other boys?-No. . 

3496. Mr. Calvert: In order to get the rural teachers interested in rural 
problems. would you advocate that during the vacations they should go to 
schoolh of rural economy and be taught about land tenure and agricultural 
method and so on ?-We have never tried anything of that sort. If you had 
an illspiring teacher it would be very valuable and interesting. 

3497. So mallY teachers are completely ignorant ev:en of the crops grown 
in their villages ?-I know they are. These village teachers have so often been 
takeu from people who do not know tbe difference between a iuar plant and 
bajTi plant. That is one of our major problems. 

3498. About the question of staff, do you think there is sufficie~t encourage
ment for your staff to study abroad?-I do not think there is. I think we 
ha\·e been a little too chary in sending men abroad. 

3499. Would you advise Government to be a little more generous in their 
terms to encourage men to study outside India?-I certainly think so. We 
have generally, as I said before, ]Sent one nlan abroad each year. I think we 
might have more, and I think Government might encourage it. We might 
look upon it as a regular thing to have a regular percentage of pur staff on 
:/dy leave abroad. . 

3500. Then, thAre are two statements in the memoranduin which I find it .~ 
difficult to reconcile. It is stated in the memorandum that there is a shortag" 
of capital for agriculture; and at the same time in the memorandum we have 
beell told that the people are in debt. Does not that mean that they have 
got the available capital but they misuse it? They have got the credit?-The 
people have had a very large amount of credit, but it has been used to a very 
considerable extent in directions which were not beneficial. 
.J 3.j01. On what did they spend more, on ceremonies or land improvements? 
-In the past certainly, on ceremonies. ' • 

../3502. It is not so mlMl shortage ~f capital as misdirection of capital?-H 
has been that in the past, but at the present time most of our agriculturists 
are involved to the full extent of their credit or nearly so. That is to say, 
there is shortage of capital because more capital caOllot be got. What capital 
they had credit to get is already absorbed Bnd absorbed in directions which 
have not been of any agricultural value. In most of the Breas the only thing 
which can increase the amount of capital in those. areas is some change which 
in1rl'ases the credit of the cultivator. . 

~ 3.503. Credit for productive purposes ?-Credit for· any purpose. For 
instance; the advent of co-,operation in the.Deccan dry tracts increased the 
credit, a'nd hence increased the indebtedness, and in that case we Bre 80rry 
it did, because we have not had a corresponding increase in the credit worthi. 
llesS of the country. On the other hand, in the irrigation tracts the advent 
of irrigation increased their credit value \mmensely and in many cases to good 
account. '. . 
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3504. 1 should like to take you now to your special investigations on the 
economic side for which 1 myself am very much indebted to you. We have 
been given some figures in this memorandum* which 1 have been trying to -
understand. I gather that you have about 2 million holdings. About the net 
cropped area 1 am quite unable to undertsand the facts, because on page 8 it 
is given as 27 millions, but on page 11 it is given as 22 millions?-One of these 
is obviously a misprint. The actual net cropped area for 1924-25 in the PreSi
dency was 27 millions. 

3505. Now, taking out the figures from page 10, the percentages of holdings 
work out at 48 per cent. under 5 acres, 40 per cent. under 25 acres, 11 per 
cent. under 100 and 1 per cent. under 500 and less than 1 per cent. over 500 
acres ?-That is about it. 

( 
3506. Now, distributing the 27 million acres among those holdings, we 

get 2'4 per cent. of the land held in holdings under 5 acres, 11 per cent. of 
I the land in holdings 'Under 25 acres, _ 12 per cent. of the land in holdings 

-,- under 100 acres, 60 per cent. of the land in holdings up to 500 acres and 13'8· 
per cent. in holdings over 500 ac.res. That is roughly correct?-Yes, roughly. 

3·507. 1 have taken conventional multiples. If that is so, it gi"ves this 
result. 88 per cent. holdings are of not more than 25 acres; but these com
prise only 13'8 per cent. C'f the cultivated area. The number of holdings is 
1,760,000. And you have 12 per cent. of the holdings comprising .nearly 86 
per cent. of the area presumably let out to tenants. The number of holdings 
of this class is 240,OOOI'~Yes. -

3508. Dr. Hyder: We are told these figures do not represent the units of 
cultivation?-No, 1 have made that quite clear. -

3509. Mr. Calvert: 1 think you have said somewhere that yOU think the 
cultivating units are a little higher than the ownership holdings?~In villages 
that is so. For 140 holdings we have 112 cultivating units. --

3510. That is rather unusual. That practically means that your_ non..own~ 
mg tenant class is very smallP-Very small. 1 am speaking now of the 
strictly ryotwari areas such as we have in the Deccan~ and 1 think that is 
correct. The completely non-owning cultivator is present only in verysmaU 
numbers. 

3511. Therefore the 22 million acres which is owned by 12 per cent. of the 
owners is presumably all rented out to the petty owners?-I do not say all, -
but a very large proportion of it is. - -

3512. You cannot have more than 240,000 landless tenants, otherwise your 
-cultivating units become higher than the others. It is simple arithmetic?-
1 do not quite follow it. 

3513-'l2.. perJent. of the ownersJlossess 86 p~~_.r~!I~oi.tb.e~a, i.e., 
22 milliohcr~lL. The rest, 5 million acres;-TsUiS£fiiiuted among 88 percent. 
iiTlJie-owners.) Do your investigations indicate that cropping varies with the 
size of the cutt'ivators' holdings?-No. I do not think 1 can say so. I think 
the larger holdings (I am 8peaking of the Deccan, where my investigations 
have been carried out) are cropped in exactly the same way as the smaller ones. 

- 3514. We can take it the percentages for staple crops apply to these hold--
irgs?-I think BO. • --

3515. If we want to visualise what we mean by a Bombay holding, we can 
take it that with 12lacres Ii man would put down 7 to 8 acres ofmiIIet, 2 of -
wheat or rice, and so on ?-Oenerally speaking thatwoufd be so.· . 

3516. The 22 million acres owned by the bigger -owners as 'against the 5 
million owned by the smaller suggests that tenancy problems present an im
portant question in BombayP-Yes. 

3517 mo your economic investigations suggest that the tenant_ who does 
unto own'tbe land puts into it less energy than the cultivating owner?-I cer
tainly feel that is the case in cert~in of the areas I have:-investigated. 1 have 

* Not printed: Memorandum by the Bombay Government for the Com
:mission. 
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never asked myself that question, but in' certain areas it is distinctly the case. \ 
In fact men have come to me and said " This land does not belong to us, and 
we are not going to bother to do more than get our one crop from it." . 

3518. Your tenant cannot· grow sugarcane on land rented for one yearP
Certainly not. To grow Bugarcaue he demands at least a lease of 5, 6, 7 or 
even 10 years. . . 

3519. He would be chary of heavill manuring land rented for a short termP J 
-Certainly. . 

3520. Am I right in thinking that you have.in Bombay the· population 1 
divided into these classes: (1) Landless labourer; (2) ownerless tenant; 
{3) small owner Who. takes a little ex. tra land as a tenant; (4)" owner cultivat
ing his own land; (5) owner cultivating a part of his land and letting the 
rest out on rent; (6) non-eultivating owner, who is only a rent receiveri'-Ye0 

3520a. Take the case of the owner who takes a little land on .rent. Could 
you ten us at what stage or acreage he stops taking more land P-I should say 
the bulk of our peasant owners limit it to what they can cultivate with one 
pair of bUllocks. That is the norm.a.l1imit of their cultivation. 

3.521. Your arithmetical average for a pair of bullocks is 18 acres. Do you 
in this country use male buffaloes or cows ?-It is rare. I have never seen 
male buffaloes in use in the Konkan, because it is a rice district and 
the buffaloes can work better on wet land. In other places they generally 
use bullocks. 

3522. The small owner can therefore take extra land up to the liinit of 
one yoke?-Yes, and hence a man will cultivate as a rule an area of between' 
12 and 20 acres. I am leaving out the rice districts and irrigated tracts. 

3523. Then, when your owner is giving out land on rent he is giving out 
(lnly what is beyond his one yoke of oxenP~Yes. 

3524. About the non-cultivating owner, or the rent receiver, can you 
Buggest any method by which he can be 'induc¢ to farm on a larger scale?
r have tried to think out that problem. 

3525. Something of the home farm idea?-I am almost hopeless about that. 
3526. W. have been discussing averages, and in an average there is alwa!B 

a 'larger number below the average than above?-That is the tendency. 
3.527. Therefore if you have an average of 18 acres you must have a far 

larger proportion CUltivating less than 18 acres than cultivating more?-Yes. 
3.528. Does not that mean an enormous loss of bullock powerP--'-Yes. Pro

bably we may take 18 acres but it varies according to districts and the character 
tOf the soil. 

3529. Sir Thoma, Middlet()1l.: Are you dividing the total number of 
bullocks into the area P 

Mr. Calvert: Allowing for a yoke of bullocks. 
3530. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do you allow anything for bullocks which 

:are old and past work, and so on P 
Mr. Calvert: That makes the figures still higher. That is why I asked 

about cows and male buffaloes. 
3531. Dr. Hyder: 18 is not the 'general averageP-It is the figure 

lIr. Calvert got out. 
3.532; Mr. Calvert: The actual cultivating unit is going to be between' 8 

and 15 acres?-I said between 12 and 20, but if you include the areas with 
timalIer units like the rice and irrigated districts it will probably be, as you 
6ay, between 8 and 15. 

3533. Sir Ganga Ra,,/,: You never use camelsP-Only in Sind: not in tite 
Presidency. There may be some areas in Ul?per Gujarat, but I have uever' 
seen it.. 
. 3534. Dr. Hyde,,: With regard to the unit.of cultivation, does this vary 

in different parts of the country? In the.Eastern DeCcan the average size 
is larger than in other parts ?;-That is the case. 
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.3535 .. Am I correct in thinking that the figures you have given are only 
arithmetIcal, and that thel,"e is great disparity in practiceP-Precisely. I am 
glad you insisted on that, because in these economic studies averages are most 
misleadin~. - _ •• 

3536. Mr. Calvert: We have been given the group of 5 to 25 acres, but 
we ought to have been given groups for 5 to 10 and 10 to 15, because 10 to 15 
will be the biggest group P-Yes. I am afraid that cannot be helped. These 
are the figures supplied to me by the Revenue Department and I am depen
dent on them for these figures. They use this system of grouping. 

3537. Your 10 to 15 group is obviously the biggest?-Obviously. ' 
3538. We have no figures at all for cUltivating unitsP-Not at present. I 

was talking to Mr. Anderson the other day, and he told me the Land Records 
_ Department is now attempting to collect statistics as to CUltivating units, 
but it is only in its infancy. , '-

V 3539. Mr. Kamat: Before leome to the activities of your department 
and your answer to the Questionnaire, I should like to ask you a few general 
questions bearing on the improvement of agriculture., If the improvement of 
agriculture is to receive /lny momentum at nIl, do you not think the intelli
gentsia of the country must take much more interest in agriculture than they 
do at present?-I certainly feel very ~trongly that they ought to do so. In 
England we consider that the townsmen are very much divorced from agri
culture, but I do not think they nre nearly as much divorced as they are in 
Western India. ' 

3540. The intelligentsia here are divorced from agriculture. Is not that 
a great factor?-It is a very important factor. 

3541. And yet, do you not think that since the Reforms there has been an 
awakening of interest in agriculture among the representatives of the people? 
-Perhaps a little. I do"hot think it has gone very far yet. 

3542. Dr. Hyder: I do not think the intelligentsia have any land to stand 
upon to enable them to take an interest in itP-That is true. 

3543. lilr. Kamat: Have the people's representatives in the legislatures 
ever turned down any of your constrl),ctive proposalsP-1 do not think they 
have; though once or twice they very nearly did so. 

3544. Did they not take interest in agricultural matters and safeguard the 
interests of the cultivator by raising questions of grievances in regard to 
forests and il'rigation ?-They always have been ready to raise questions like 
that. 

3545. Dr. Hyder: They do take an interest: but only from the layman's 
point of view?-Very often I am afraid they put their linger on the wrong 
point, because their knowledge of agriculture is extreme'.y limited. 

3546. Mr. Kamat : It has been suggested in certain quarters that perhaps 
an " agrarian party" in the Central and Provincial Legislatures would have a 
very great influence in favour of agricultural reformP--Qf course, I ought 
not to _ express an opinion on that, but I have been anxious to get an " agra
rian party " in the Councils for a long time. 

3547. It has been suggested that ilL the Central Government. the Honour- . 
able Member in charge of Agriculture is overburdened with other portfolios, 
and it would help agriculture if he were relieved of some of them. He has 
at present to look after Education and Health P--Qur Minister of Agriculture
has three subjects: Agriculture, Forests and Excise. 

3548. You are speaking of the Provincial Minister; l.lm referring to the 
Member of the Executive Council in the Government of India?-I am afraid 
I have not thought very deeply about it. 

3549. Then, coming to the question of an effective agency for carrying on 
the various agricultural reforms which you have been advocating here, and 
which have been suggested to us at Simla, we have been told by the Agricul
tural Adviser to the Government of India that it would be desirable to have
tin All-India organisation. I am not concerned with the details now, bllt it 
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fillip to the question of agricultural reform. On the other hand, you have 
slIggested what you have called a Servants of Rural India Society. Now, 
which woqld be better in your opinion, an All-India organisation representa
tive of the Chiefs and Sirdars and Provincial Departments of Agriculture and 
various public citizens, or a rural society as you suggestP-I want both. It 
does not seem to me that they fill the same field at all. I do want to get a 
C'Ontinual stimulus from the Central Government. Exactly in what form that 
should be I am not quite clear, but however enthusiastic and energetic we 
are we do want to get a stimulus from the Government of bdia. At the 
sllme time I do not think any central body could do the same work as the 
society that I suggest. That is absolutely a different thing,. Something of 
that sort is necessary if we are going to get the material which we have 
already in hand actually into practice. 

3550. It has been suggested that the All-India organisation should be a 
very comprehensive body and that it should have sub-committees for research 
and other matters and also an executive committee and a secretary. You 
have also suggested • Central Research- Board. Then again we have aD
organisation like the Central Cotton Committee. I should like to know how 
these different bodies will work, and whether you would like to amalgamate 
them as far as their energies are concerned and pool their xesourcesP-1 should 
like to have an Indian Board of Agriculture rather of a diffellent character 
than hitherto, an Indian Board of Agriculture which would meet once or 
twice a year, which would have an, executive committee and control of con
siderable funds which it could utilise either itself or by grants to various 
Provincial Governments for what purpose they deemed advisable. If we were 
pushing very hard a scheme for rural development through a Servants of 
Rural India Society, I :think they might easily give a grant to the Local 
Government for development purposes. They might also give grants for re
search purposes: 

3551. But what I want to know is this: If such an All-India organisation 
comes into existence would you still retain the Central Cotton Committee and 
the Central Research Board you suggested the other day, or would you abolish 
these two organisations and 'have one comprehensive central body. Would 
there be any purpose left for the other twoP~1 have not thought out clearly 
how the Indian Centra1 Cotton Committee will fit in with a scheme of this 
sort. We had better leave that out of consideration. The Central Cotton Com
mittee is a special board supported by the trade itself on a cess it levies on 
its own products. It is not subsidised by the Government of India at all, but 
it acts on an authority given by an Act of the Government of India. ' 

3552. Would you retain these separate bodies for separate cropsP-1 would 
let them be Committees of an All-India Central Board or be independent, 
according to their own wish and according to the extent to which they were 
prepared to support themselves from the trade itself. . 

3553. Coming to the Province8, you have at present an existing o:r;ganisa
tion in the shape of your Provincial Boards, your Divisional Boards and your 
Taluka AssociationsP-Yes. . 

3554. Would you descend still lower, inasmuch as the Taluka Associations 
have to take care of the interests oflOO to 200 villagesP-I would very much 
like to go ~ower. I want to be quite clear. We have adopted at present as 
the smallest unit the taluka with a group of 100 to 200 villages because that 
js the smallest unit we can get at present in which we can get- effective work 
lind effective control. ' 

3555. If we go below thatP-1f we go below that our power to carry 'the 
thing on gets too limited; but I 'Would much rather have a group of 20 villages 
than 200 if we could get sufficient local energy and capacity to run it. 
, 3556. With regard tQ your proposal for a Servants of Rural India Society 

have you had any experience of small bodies of this character doing villag~ 
. social service or, village reconstructionP-There have not been hitherto 
societies that have done similar work,except where a society like the Servants 
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of India Sodety has ,sent a man like Mr. Thakar to make investigations in" 
tbe Panch Mahals. But, on the other hand, there bas been a good deal of 
enquiry by other bodies preparatory to sucb work. The Central Co-operative" 
Institute has made a number of such inquiries with a view to developing some. 
thing of this sort in various areas. ' 

3557. In Bengal there are co-operative societies, we are told, which have 
done rural reconstruction work on a co-operative basis. Do you know whether' 
they have proved a success or failure?"'-I cannot tell because I do not know. 
But my idea runs on very similar ,lines. If I was one of these Servants of 
Rural India I should certainly, in developing a village or group of. villages,. 
use the co-operative movement to the absolute limit, and I think that limit.is
n very large one. 

3558. Do you think that the public.§w.riLtllllt will be reguired for ruuning V' 
such3 QCj!l!ies will be found in all the Provinces including the backward ones?' 
=M"y knowTeage of most of the Provinces is imperfect. I know Bombay anw 
to a certain extent Bengal and Assam. I do not know about the other Pro-· 
vinces. 

3559. As the problem to he taekled is a vast one, are we on quite. sure 
ground in assuming that this sort of public spirit you see in Poona and' 
Bombay is universal, and that there is enough of it even in the backward" 
Provinces to make the scheme a success?-I am afraid this is a matter on 
which I cannot offer any advice. 

3560. Coming to your answers, I believe you have emphasised that so far 
as the problem in Bombay, and particularly in the Deccan, is concerned there' 
are c,ertain special features, one of which is the precariousness of the rainfall.. 
From your investigations of rainfall during the last 60 years, you find that 
nearly one-third of the area of the Presidency is liahle to famine?-That is, 
the figure we arrived at while preparing the last edition of the Statistical' 
Atlas. 

3561. In all questions therefore of the w~lfare of the cultivator, is not the' 
precariousn('ss of rainfall the dominant factor which upsets a good many of 
our calcuhltions?-Most emphatically it is, and therefore I have put in a 
special note on this question, because it is the precariousness of the crop, not 
the amount of it, which r('ally makes agriculture an uneconomic industry in 
some areas. e 

3,562. From the study which you carried on in the De('can villages and the 
obsf'n-ations you have made there I think you told Mr. Calvert that the culti-· 
vator is badly off because he spends SO much money on certain ceremonies? 
You hm'e stu ted that the majority of the cultivators are on the deficit side. Is 
not this deficit due more to the precariousness of the rainfall than on the
money he spends on any ceremony?-This is a very difficult question to decide. 
It is very difficult to say how much is due to one thing and how much to the' 
other. From the most recent figures that I have given in this llote I have' 
~hown that the case of a certain village where I carried on investigations after' 
an interval of 10 years, during which two famines took place, the indebtedness 
,,'as lower than before. That of course is due to transfer of property. 

J 3563. Mr. Calt'ut: A man. cannot borrow without credit and a man's 
credit is not increas('(} by the precariousneSs of the rainfall and bad harvests? 
-That seems to he obvious. 

, J 3564, Mr. Kamat : Where there is a bad year every four years is not then' 
i the indebtedness due to the precarious condition of the rainfall ratlUlr than i) to the expenditure on ceremonies? If you admit that this tract is suhject 

I, to thiM precRriouslll'sS of the rainfall more than any other tract in the country, 
and also there are very few good years in a given decade, does it not stand to 

I, reason that the indebtedness is more due to tho precariousness of the l'ainfalI 
J' than to bad habit?-'I do not think it fonows. In the village that you are' 

going to visit on Sunday, the indebtedness in the yeal" 1917 was Rs. 29,000. 
'I'h"l'e eRme n famine in 1918, and at once the indebtedness increased toe 
Rs. 43,000. J went there 10 years later and now I find' the indebtedness has 
come dowp to Rs. 20,000. What has happened is tl'sat they have borrowed Up' 
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to ~he limit of their credit during the famine. They have not been able to~ 
Dlamtain themselves under these conditions and they have parted with their' 
lands. The result i. that the present indebtedness is rather less after the' 
famine than it Wall before the famine. This rather controverts the point· 
which you are trying to make. 

3565. Ih. Hyder: They have changed their status?-Yes. 
3,)66. Since they have parted with their lands, it m .. ans that they have! 

come down from being agriculturists to landless labourers? That is to say, 
,. ... are creating a proletariat on the land?-We tend to have that in famine 
areas, or at any rate to have a large nwnber of people with insufficient land' 
to maintain themselves cOf!1pletely. 

3567. Mr. Kamat: Your answer comes to this. Having parted with their' 
lands, owing to indebtedness, they have bec,sl,me landless labourers P-They have \" 
become landle811 labourers or partially so ..... That is what my new study shows· ....y 
,""r~' clearly. namely. the number of actual landhold .. ,rs has not decreased 
al,preciably but the number of R,.eople who depend partially on the land and-' 
partially on labour has increase~ 

3.56f!' I should like to know why you consider the specialised vocational' 
"' hools of the Loni type so indispensable in your system of education? Are> 
they indiepensableP-I think they a.r", pxtreme!y valuable; nothing is indis-
pensable. I look upon them as a valuable means of propaganda aff well ," 
(·Jucation. If I turn out 150 boys every year, out of these 100 will go back.. 
'0 thpir land with a knowledge of beter methods than people in the neigh
bouring villages ever knew before. Each of these boys will be a ceuLro of' 
edu~aiion in improved methods of agriculture in their respective areas. That 
is what is actually happening. 

3;')69. At pre-sent these s('hools are very few but you aim at having one su~h_: 
",-hool for each districtP-That is the declared policy of the Government. 

3570. Even if you establish one such school for each district and turn out 
50 boys a year from each, in a population of a million, 50 is a small number
for propaganda purposesP-I do not think you can say that. You may as 
well say that the Agricultural Department is helpless because the Dumber of 
boy. turned out in a year is almost as large as the whole propaganda staff of 
the Agricultural Department. It seeIlll! to me if I can turn out 100 boys 
nery year who wili go out as propagandists, !turn out an extraordinaril, 
\'Bluable numher. In ten years time I shall have 1,000 centres of propaganda 
work in the Presidency. . 

3.571. Con3idering th" expenditure you in('ur on these schools, do you 
think that 8uch expenditure is commensurate with the value of the propa
gandist work the boys will doP-We get very good value for the Rs. 520 that 
we spend on each boy. If we spentRB. 500 on the salary of a propagandist we-
should get less value out of it. 

3.)'72. We are told that in the Punjab there (Ire no such schools as these, 
and that they are a luxury and are white elephants to maintain. You consi. 
der, however, they have great propaganda "alue?-I think 80. I do not want 
them to be considered as in any way compan.ble with the Punjab schoola We 
have got the Punjab type of schools and value them as much as this type of 
school but they are for an entirely differ .. nt purpose. 

~lj73. You have told the Commission something about the marketing system-
",HI about the odtis and dalals. So far as the dal(JI.~ aTe ('onceroed, do you 
think they could ever be eliminated from any marketing system?-No. r 
think you are bound as a rule to have one middleman between the mall who is 
selling and the Dian who is buying. 

33i4. Even in Englan(f?-Yes . 
. 35i5. Is there any system where there b no middlelllan?~Not that I know 

of, el'cept on a very small scale. A farmer who brings his grain into th6 
market in my own home town at times goes to the man who grinus it int-I) 
flour and deals directly with him. But generally be deals with the purchase,' 
throuj7!h a man who is a broker or an agent wha is paid on commission. 
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J3576. It is not a question of eliminating the middleman but of raising his 

.standard of -business ethics ?~And if possible to make the brokers a body 
whose profit will go to the growers instead of to an individual. You can make 
the co-operative societies take the place of middleman, for instance. 

3577. You said something about the adti system here. Are you aware that 
in the gu! market in Poona these adtis are.a great help to the cultivators?-
I think if they were no help they veould not exist. They are a decided help; 
they enable you to put the sale of your goods in the hands of a man who is an 
oP.xpert in selling .. 

3578. And who helps the cultivl<tor with a.dvances 'of money and in other 
ways?-Yes. . 

3579. There again the question is to raise the business standard of the 
ootis rather than eliminate themP-There is no need for two middlemen. We 
might have a body which might act as both, as in the case of co-operative 
-societies. I think the co-operative societies might give all the advice which 
ig required by the seller and at the same time be a da!a! who is paid com
mission by the buyer. 

3580. lIlr. Calvert: You mentioned that these people made advances of 
money. Do they charge interest on itP-Yes, of course. 

3581. lIlr. Kam~t: With regard to subsidiary occupations,. do you agree 
that, especially in a tract which is. so precarious as you say this is, subsidiary 
<lccupations must be encouraged much more than they are being at present by 
your department?-Yes. 

3582. Has the Government considered appointing a Superintendent of 
Subsidiary Occupatitms and propa.gating a knowledge of. these things?-No, 
and I doubt whether that would be the right way of approaching the question. 

3583. What in your opinion is the right method P Would you simply make 
out a list of possible occnpations, without demonstrating to the' cultivator 
what is a business proposition a.nd what is not in his particular area?-I 
think probably some organisation which would work in connection with our 
1000al development lIuthorities would be the best way, but I have not worked it 
out thoroughly. 

3584. What I am driving at is this. At present this question of subsidiary 
occupations is no man's business?-I agree. • 

3585. The department considers it as no man's business?-Our departmen1 
lind the Co-operative Department are both deeply interested ill it, but it is no 
special department's business and probablY ought not to be. '. 

35B6. If sOllie agency specifi()ally to look after this is to be IIppointed it 
·should work under your departmentP-It should work under both the Agri
cultural and the Co-operative Departments. 

3587. You told Mr. Calvert that you were more in favour of promoting 
secondary occupations than cottage industries?-Yes. 

3588. You would not rule out cottage industries which were dependent on 
agricultura,l produce, would you?-Not in the least. 

3589. You know that in Ratnagiri mango pulp industry is carried on. Are 
you in favour of Government subsidising that industryP-Certainly, but that 
would not be a cottage industry; that would be a capitalist industry which 
would utilise cultivators as labourers. 
. 3590. Even for that would you advocate that Government should subsidise 
that industry in the initial stages?-In order to introduce it, yes. It will 
have to stand on its own legs after a limited period. 

3591. I should like to ask you.one general question. You have advocated 
research, agricultural. education, co-operation, measures against fragmenta
tion of holdings, rural reconstruction and so on for the prosperity of the 
cultivators. What is the relative importance of these P Which do you consi
·der as the most important on which you should concentrate your labours?-I 
(10 not think you can separate these aud concentrate your attention either 
.fin some or others. You will have to look at the rural problem as Ii whole. 
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In certain parts the co-operati"e movement has served as a· means of starting, 
-a real rural development. That has been the case in Bina, wnere the em
phasis on. co-opcrative credit societies has given a fillip to t;he whole rural 
movement. In other parts the cooOperative movement has not; aone so. In 
certain parts of the Eastern DecC'an it has. perhaps hindered sucn a movement .. 
You have to treat each tract Oft its own merits and keep the whole problem 
before your eyes. My idea is not simply the technical improvement of agri
culture bnt the development of the country side. 

359"2. Are you in favour of carrying on these economic surveys such as you 
have done in different parts of the Presidency?-I should very much Hire it to' 
be done, but I am doubtful whether it can be done by Government agency. 

3593. The Economic Enquiry Committee has recommended such surve)·s· 
and deta iled enquiries, probn bly by a Government agency; that is. through 
village patel,. pahcaris and other offict'rs?-I think it would be of very little
value if it were done in that way. What I should like to have would be a 
definite 1l0noOfficiai board of inquiry like the one they have ill the Punjab. 
Hue-h a hody (:ould do the work, but if your try to put it in the hands of the
Coll"ct~r and other officials down to the patwaTis I think it would b.., a failure. 

3594. Therefore if these surveys are to be made they should be made by a 
nonoOfficial agency?-Ido not think I could have done my investigations if i 
had been there simply under orders of Government. 

3595. I want to ask one or two questions with reference to the economic 
progress of rural areas which you have mentioned in the note you have placed 
in our hands. Some of the statements in it are extremely interesting. With 
reference to irrigation schemes, for instance, you state that although Gov
('rnment are carrying on large schemes the total area irrigated has not in
~reased?-That is what was really the case in 1921-22. The total area under 
irrigation in 1921-22 was not materially greater than in 1911. 

3.596. What steps are being taken by Gopernment or your depa.rtment to 
deal with the question of dry farming in partict1lar?-I have explained this 
in my note on precarious tracts. The question of dry farming is of supreme
importance in the tracts which have precarious rainfall. 

3597. I want to know the staff engaged to deal with this problem of dl'Y 
farming in the precarious tracts?-There are two methods. One is to improve
the land, 80 that the rain shall be better utilised than at present. One side 
of the question is engineering and the other agricultural. So far as engineering 
is coricerned Government gave me a land development officer 4 years ago, whl) 
was an engineer, and two or three men who were simply preparing plans for' 
bunding. After they worked for two years the general result was so satis
factory and the problem came to the front so much more prominently that 
Government then enlarged the scheme and took out of my hands and made it 
a "pecial department under a Special Superintending Engineer. That is as far 
as the engineering side of it is concerned. On the agricultural side they have 
given me a Soil P~ysicist who has been for the last 5 years investigating the
possibilities of retaining water in the soil, after the land is levelled and 
bunded. His results· have been remarkably successful. Previously methods 
of increasing the crop by modifying the .:nethods of cultlvation -of the. soir 
have not been markedly sllccessful in the Deccan, but now we have a prospect 
of iucreasing the crop by 33 per cent. 

3598. So the problem in Bombay is not spending lakhs on irrigation only, 
hut on other forms of land engineering?-I think so. I think both come in, 
but there are far more immediate possibilities in the methods of land improve
ment and extension of dry farming than in big irrigation schemes. 

3599. Sir Gagna Ram: Does not dry farming require a special kind of 
seed ?-There are certain seeds which do better under the dry farming system, 
but so far we have used the ordinary seed of the agriculturist and get 33 per 
. cent. increased yield. The Americans have got a farm in which they try t~ 
develop seeds to suit dry farming, and we have that in view also. If we can. 
do that wo may get still better results. 
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3600. Mr. Kamat :'Can you make a rough guess at hpw much you have 

.. dded to the wealth. of the Presidency by improved methods of cultivation and 
improved varieties of cotton, ground-nuts, rice, etc., during the last 5 or 10 
yearsP-Only very roughly. In 1921-22 the total value of direct agricultural 
production in the Bombay Presidency was about 176 crores. for the year. Our 
improvements up to the present have brought in an additional 2 to 3 crores, 
'which means an increase of Ii to 2 per ceni<. That, however, is the merest 
·guess. . ' 

3601. Roughly, about 3 crores have been added owing to improvements 
·introduced by your departmentP-Yes . 

. 3602. Sir Ganga. Ram: May not some of the improvements be ascribed to 
·the higher world price of cottonP-I do not think that will make very much 
difference. It is the difference between the prioe of the old low grade cotton 

·and the price of our improved cotton, which does not depend on the absolute 
-value of the cotton itself. 

3603. Mr. Kamat: You have said the production per acre in this Presi
.dency has not materially gone up either in quantity or perhaps in money· 
·valueP-Simply because I do not count Ii per cent. as being a very material 
-increase. It may be Ii to 2 per cent. at present. 

3604. From your studies, or from the statistics which you have collected in 
this book, you think that the purchasing power of the cultivator has gone up 
.only by about 3·9 per cent. P-Something like that, and that varies very much 
with the area. In some, it has gone up materially, in others it has gone up 

·to a very small extent. 
3605. That is to say, in 10 years, he has advanced only bY' 4 per cent. in 

'his prosperity P-About tliat, taking the Presidency as a whole. 
3606. Does that include the prosperity which you have brought about by 

your improvements in method and supply of better seed, or is it by a natural 
process of better prices P-This includes, as far as I can make it out, the total 
'increase in the purchasing power. Of course, as I said to Dr. Hyder, .these 
·figures are based on three or four assumptions which I thilll!: want a good deal 
of checking before they can be taken as valid. I do not insist on them to any 

'I1:reat extent. 
3607. You have stated in one of these memoranda in some place that the 

·tendency to grow commercial crops is slightly on the increaseP-Yes. You 
·will find it on page 11 of the printed memorandum. * 

3608. Whereas, in this report which 'you have compiled, I think you have 
said in some place that the tendency to grow food crops is stationary, and 
·there has not bllen a material change so far, at least till the year 1922P-Up 
··to 1921-22 I found no material ehange. There has been a distinct increase in 
·the marketable crops sinoe that time. 

3609. So that the change in favour of cotton or ground-nut is of recent 
.origin 1'-1 think it is chiefly of ~ecent origin. 

3610. It has only taken place in the last three or four years?-If you take 
·these figures on page 11, there is a slight increase even by 1919-20. But it is, 
I think, a change which is going on increasingly rapidly. I feel that the figures 
which I gave in the booklet were probably not as accurate as those which I 
'have given in this memorandum. 

3611. Do you think, in coming years, this tendency for growing cotton 
and ground-nuts will be prejudicial to the growth of foodstuffsP-I think we· 
are a long way off from that stage yet. I think that foodstuffs are certainly 
grown to the full extent that it is necessary in order to supply the needs of 

·the people. 
- 3612. For the present, there is no fear that cotton, or ground-nut, or other 
commercial crops are encroaching too much on the necessary area for food
stuffs P-There is no such fear at present . 

. * Not printed: Memorandum by the Bombay Government for the Com
mission. 
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~!3. Speaking about research, you have advocated a research fund in the 
.Bomhay Presidency. Then again, there are proposals before us' that there 
.. howd be • central fund for all the. Provinces. Do you think the Previncos 
can raise these big research funds?-I do not know whether it will be a very 
big fund. It must be as big as each can afford. The only point that. r make 
here is that it should be a definite; permanent charge on the revenues, to 
secure continuity of work, just as there is a Development Fund in England, 
which i8 in the hands of Commissionel"9, and which is practically independent 
of the annual budget. 

3614. With reference to veterinary work; in the Bombay Presidency, do you 
not think the Institute at lIuktesar is too far off to be of any benefit to the 
Province?-I would not like to say that. I am going shortly to speak, in 
("amera, about Pusa. I think Pusa has been very usefnl, though it has been 
a long way off, and I think lIuktesar has also been useful, though it is 
long way off. I think that the work done at Muktesar and Pusa is essential. 
But in addition to that, we do want a research institute nearer home. 

3615. You think it possible to have a research institute in the Bombay 
Presidency, attached to the Veterinary ColIege?-1 do not see why not. 

3616. We were told that lIuktesar manufactured sera, and that it is being 
done on such a big scale now that it brings in a large revenue, and the Insti
tute is self-supporting. If you also manufacture sera here in the Bombay 
Presidency, will it not help you to make the whole scheme as much self
supporting as possibleP Can you manufacture it?-There is not bound to be 
any difficulty, Ltake it, in our manufacture of serum. 

3617. It would De possible in the Province?-Yes. 
3618. In a laboratory attached to the Veterinary College?-That is the 

best place possibly; whether it is possible in Bombay or not I cannot say. 
There should be no difficulty in the manufacture, which 1!hould be carried on 
wherever the most suitable place may be. ' 

3619. You would like to have a veterinary r!lSearch institute and manu
facture all the serum within the Province?-I was not thinking of the manu
facture of serum. That is a detail. I would certainly like to have a veteri
nary research institute in the Province. 

3620. Dewan Bahadur Malji: As Director of Agriculture your research 
station is in Poona. Do you not find the area is too large for your attention, 
the whole of the PresidencyP-I certainly do find it so, as it is organised at. 
prescnt. I find it more than I can really cope with. 

3621. The conditions also are very varyingP-I do not mind the varying 
conditions. It increases my efficiency to have to deal with a number of vary-
ing conditions, I think. . 

31322. It is not possihle to give that much attention to the varying needs, at 
any rateP-I do not agree with you there. I think, if you give me efficient 
local officers, there is a certain amount of benefit from general single direction 
throughout the whole Province. 

3623. The next thing to which I invite your attention is the various needs 
of the different districts in the area. Would you say that the staff under you 
is by atly means sufficient, regard heing had to the needs of the various 
districts?-No. I have always said, whether you look at the work as a matter 
of research or propaganda or education, I could do with a very large increase 
of staff. 

3624. Is not one Overseer per district the ordinary rule ?-There are now 
two for each district. 

3625. Do you expect that one Overseer can look after the needs of even 
one taluka satisfactorilyP-I have already saw that our local staff is very 
much smaller than it ought to be. 

3626. Do you not think that the country-side is then almOst in a neglected 
(ondition?-No, I cannot say that. We are trying to work on other lines, 
and our extension of TalukaDevelopment Associations is very largely intekded 
to replace direct Government agency. 
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3627. With regard to the Taluka Associations, when .. ,,,y were started was 
it'not intended that they should be registered under the Co-operative Societies 
ActP-No. The matter was never mentioned at the time. That matter came 
up afterwards. 

3628. We are more or less concerned with the co-operative as well as the 
development sider-I do not mind what you call the agency in a taluka to 
develop that taluka., But what I do want is an agency which is neither 
co-operative nor agricultural, but which has definitely for its purpose the 
development of that taluka. I would prefer that that organisation, whatever 
vou call it, be registered under'the Co-operative Societies Act. But I want 
one body and not two, and I do not care in the least what you call it, provided 
its definite purpose is not supervision but development. 

<1629. You do not mind if along with development, there is supervision?
No. I look upon that as part of the development. 

3630. Some of these Taluka Development Associntions have not yet been 
registered under any Act?-Yes; I think that is quite at their own option. 
It seems to me, if only I could get a body of men, my big difficulty is to get 
~he men, who will work for the development of the area, I am ready to accept 
hem on their own conditions. . . 

3631. The existence of these bodies as corporate bodies would be more or 
ess doubtful in that case, without registrationP-As a matter of fact, Govern
nent's interest is only il.l regard to one year. They give an annual subsidy. 
If the society djsappeared at the end of the year, Government have only paid 
one year's SUbscription. 

3632. Has your attention been drawn to section 4 of the Indian Companies 
Act, wherein any body of persons, more than 20 in number, would have to be 
a corporate body, who could either sue or be suedP-I hope these will never 
sue and be sued. 

3633. All the same, if there are misappropriations, the'matter is one which 
may require your notice ?-That is a minor matter. ' 

3634. Would you not insist that such institutions should be registered 
under any of the Acts?-I am so anxious to get the work done that I would 
take any body, registered or not, as long as it will do the work. 

3635. As a matter of fact, I understand some of these institutions were 
suspended on the sole ground that they were not registered? The annual 
grant of Rs. 1,000 or so was suspended for some time, because the institutions 
declined to registerP-That has all been altered since. 

36:36. With regard to these Development Associations, your idea is to 
develop the business side of agriculture in the taluka area, side by side with 
the technical?-I want to develop everything in that area. It is not one side 
01' the other side. Each taluka will be different. • 

3637. With the help of how many people P-All the people I can get. 
3633. At present, admission is not restriC'ted to members of co-operative 

societies ?-N o. 
3639. Any man can come in, provided he pays the usual fees ?-{)ertainly. 
3640. With that qualification how is the concentration to take place? Will 

you put down some lines of action P-The programme of every Taluka Develop
nlent Association must be approved by the Divisional Board. If the Divisional 
Board did not want to approve of it, they would go down and discuss the 
matter, find out a programme which suits that taluka, and which has the 
approval of the Divisional Board. 

3641. I agree that. these Development Associations will lead to much better 
results in future, provided they are looked nfter; but if you leave everythir:.g 
to non-official agency, do you think they will prosper?-I do not leave Jlvery
thing to non-official agency. 

3642. Do you wish they should have some driving force from the Agri
cultural DepnrtmentP-I have mentioned to the Chairman that there were 
three outside stimllli upon which to a certain extent I rely; the first one is 
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the Di"trict Agricultural Overseer of the Agricultural Department; the 
8E<·ond one the local Co-operative Officer, and the third is the Divisional 
Board. I want all these &timuli at present, but I am hoping and looking for
ward to the time when there will be much more internal stimulus than you 
",iii ever get from outside. Then I shall feel that we have really got some-
where. . 

M-I.1. There' are potentialities for import and export business later on iu 
these Taluka A8Bociations. Do you foresee that when you look to the question 
of marketing ?---{)f course I foresee that; that is part of development. 

3644. Then their activities would extend far beyond the regions within 
the control of these associations?-Perfectly so. 

arA5. I would qnesj;ion you with regard to the educational side of agricul
ture. So far as agricultural education is concerned, IS there anything worth 
the name in Gujarat? Just as you have a school at Loni, have you got a 
counterpart of it in Gnjarat?-There are sc~ools at Godhra and Burat. 

3646. Do they at all hear comparison with Loni ?-The Godhra school has 
done very goo\f work, but not 80 important as Loni. 

3647. With the one school at Godhra, such as it is, do you find the results 
are succeo;"ful ?-Any way, it has been commended on every hand. The boys 
gil hack to thei, oWU land. The local Collector is very well pleased with ·it. 
A~ far as the boys are concerned, they certainly do what we expect them 
to do. 

3043. Do you not think that many more such schools are necessary?-I do. 
3649. In the village elementary and primary schools, has not ·the present 

trend of education hrought about only writers? I,p the case of schools without 
an agricultural bias, is not that true?-I would rather not commit myself to 
II stat.('ment like that. . 

3(j.~O. Do you think, without any large increase of these bias schools, we 
('an do anything much better ?~That implies criticism of the present system 
of "ducation which I do not like to go into. The present system has done 
good work. Man.v of our graduates are products of the present system of 
educatioll, although it may be improved. The agricultural bias schools are 
moving in that direction. 

:3651. A. regards the curriculum of the bias schools, do you find tha.t ths 
curriculum is the same everywhere?-The curriculum of the bias schools was 
developed by the Director of Puhlic Instruction and myself working together, 
and it is supposed to he similar in all parts of the Presidency. 

3652. So far as the crop experiments on Government farms are concerned, 
do you think people would be very much more induced to look to the variou! 
changes and benefits, provided they are allowed to look into the account! 
side of the business? What I mean is, do not people wish to be convinced 
that agriculture, such as is carried on, is ~from a business point of view a 
profitable cO!lcern?-We tried to do that by demonstrating the improvements 
on their own land. 

3653. But, are accounts given as to the expenditure incurred and the 
proceeds realised?-In every case, we give an account of the special expendi
ture as a result of that improvement and the special return which has arisen 
from it. That is all that we. need. 

36.54. With reference to propaganda work, do you not think it worth onr 
while to carry on such propaganda in rotation for each taluka?-I again do 
not quite understand what you are driving at. 

3655. What I am driving at is to point out that in each taluka, if the 
propagandist work is proved to be convincing for accepting new and improved 
methods of agriculture, people are not apathetic in taking up improved 
methods, provided they are satisfied that there .is more benefit to be earned 
th<'Teby. Have you found their attitude in any way ~efiant?-No. I think 
1 have put down as Clearly as I could and repeatedly that I do not find the 
people object. I do not find the people conservatiJ-e. 
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3(156. Then, why are they not taking to the improved methods at once?
But they are. 'I think, as soon as we can convince the people that what we' 
have got is a good thing, the people are extraordinarily ready to take it up. 

3657. That is exactly what I say. As to crop experiments, formerly the 
District Officers, the Sub-Divisional Officers used to conduct them for the vil
lages. That has been discontinued, has it not been ?-All the local officerlt 
did in the way of crop experiments was to do crop measuring experiments, in 
order to determine the yield per acre. They have never done any other 
experiments. 

3658. Has that been discontinued?-That has not been discontinued, but 
it has been placed in the hands of my department. 

3659. Does your department do it every year in each district?-Not in 
e;lch'district every year,' but it does a certain number of such experiment& 
each year. 

3660. In some parts of the agricultural districts in Gujerat, I particularly 
refer to Pardi in Surat district, what is the position? Is the country in any
way advanced, or is it going back?-It is one of the tracts which, in the last 
25 years, has been declining. 

3661. And the same is the case with reference to the Matar taluka in the 
Kaira district?-In l\fatar taluka there has been a similar decline, which is 
noted in the Census Report. 

3602. Have any steps been taken to find out the causes?-I think, Dewan 
Bahadur, you are a responsible member of the Co-operative Institute, which 
has recently made an investigation in the Pardi taluka. 

3663. Do you not think £hat there is much to be done by the Agricultural 
Uepartment, provided sufficient assistance is rendered to them?-A very great 
de .. !. 

a664. The couutry whieh was once garden land is now grassland more or 
ies~?-But that is very largely the ordinary result of the existence of Bombay. 
Bombay wanted grass; this was an area where water was a difficulty and 
... here- a large '!l'Tlount of grass would grow. Most of the land 'was held by 
1;-, rge la ndowners who did not wallt to cultivate themselves; it paid them 
lJetter to get the grass from it and export it to Bombar than to let it out to 
cultivators. 

3136;1. Your attention has not been directed to the indehtedness in Pardi? 
-I have not looked at it. 

:~li66. Most of the lands, as you have found in the Deccan, are transferred 
to the sowcars. Is that not soP-Yes. 

3667. As regards agricultural labour, may I know whether if the labour 
is not organised, the results would be very dangerous in some of the parts 
where the cultivation is not actually carried on by landholders themselves?-
I do not quite follow you. . 

36!l8. You have told us that in various places, there are some who are 
landless cultivators, there are others who own land, and there are others who· 
partly own land and partly labour on the- land. Now, where there are laud
h"lders who do not cultivate themselves, they rely practically upon the labour 
to be had in the villag~. There is great discontent between them and the 
l.lbouring classes. Have you found out any means of reconciling them ?-No, 
I have- not. rI am afraid that in most of these cases the intt'rest of the land
lords when they are non-resident rent-receivers is so absolutely opposite to 
that of the- people who are the actual cultivators, that it is very difficult, if 
Got Imoossible. to reconcile them) 

afjt.in. Some day, ,,:; in the case of the organisation of industrial labour 
n~ricultllral labour organisation will, from your point of view, be necessary?~ 
I think it is certain to come. 

3670. With .reference to general e-ducation, do you not find that there are 
some lessons necetisary which may lead to agricultural pursuit.s later on P-
71'S, and at the pres..:Jnt time I may tell you that the Direct.or of Public 
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Instruction and I have taken in hand the orilinary 4th class reader with the 
idea of adapting it much more to rural conditions than at present. 

36i1. The second thing to which I request your attention is with regard to 
the indehtedness of the agriculturists. Do you not find that they are taking 
~ery much less advantage of ihe insolvency lawsP Do you know that the 
agriculturists, as a rule, do not go to the Insolvency.CourtP-No, they do not. 

36i2. And, in that way, the indehtedness always remainsP-Yes. In other 
""ords our cultivators are extraordinarily honest; that is another way of put-
ting the same thing. . 

3673. Even if they cannot pay, they still go onP-Yes. 
:3614. In reference to the distribution of seeds, do you keep large stocks of 

seeds other than cotton ?-{)nly when we have got definitely improved seeds, 
-then we do keep as large stocks as we possihly can. For instance, we keep 
large stocks of rice seed in the North Konkan; we keep large stocks of cotton 
·in practically all our areas; we are now keeping large stocks of wheat in Sind, 
and we have, at one time or another, kept large stocks of wheat in the Panch 
Mahals. 

, . 
3675. Is the Sind wheat suitable to GujaratP-No. 
3676. This year you know perhaps there is a great demand for seed in 

GujaratP-Yes. 
36i7. And most of the lands which were to be sown with other crops will 

now require to be sown with wheat seed, and no wheat seed can be made avail
:able by the GovernmentP-No, because we have not got enough stocks. 

36i8. Dr. Hyder: Why is there a demand for it this yearP-There is a 
.certain demand, as a. result of the character of the monsoon. 

3679. Dewar Bahadur Malji: Can you make arrangements to supply 
requisitions for seed to agriculturists under the responsibility of the District 
<Central BanksP-If the District Central Banks approach us, we can obtain 
for them large stocks. of Buch seed and the seed most suited to that particular 

.area. 
3680. Do you not think that would be a satisfactory arrangementP-Yes, 

.absolutely. 
3681. As regards sale societies, in Dharwar have the people n~w com

menced to run the show themselves P-{)otton sale societies. .Take the ones at 
Hubli and Gadag. They are absolutely self-controlled bodies. 

3682. Is attention so often necessary from the department nowP-No,. I 
.do not think so. We have our definite, defined functions in connection with 
those societies which we do. Beyond that we do not interfere. 

3683. In the matter of wholesale sales societies, do you not think a Govern
ment subsidy in the form of giving them competent men for the purpose of 
grading is very essential P-Government are doing the grading, and I think 
it is better and commands much more public confidence if Government conti
nue to do the grading rather than that Government should subsidise a society 
-to do its grading. I feel that grading is a thing which should be done, if 
possible, by an independent \)ody. 

3684. Have you any idea of helping Development Associations in that 
.direction P When they go to sell the produce of their taluka through their 
,agency, would not some such help be necessary?-:-Where the quantity of a 
particular material 'is large' enough to justify grading, then I am prepared to 
put the matter up to Government in order to establish a definite grading by 
i\tem. 

3685. You kno~ the cpnditions of Guiarat. In the Panch Mahals, the 
13hils generally look upon their cattle as their wealth?-Yes. . 

3686. They invest in cattle as soon as they have got any moneY,and they 
.commence to sell the cattle as soon as they are short of fundsP-Yes. . 

3687. With that sort of thing, and with no other property, do you not 
-think cattle insurance should be resorted to by such Provinces P-I think 

.<8ttle insurance is a. thing which ought to exist in all countries and in this 
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country as well, as others, but until we get rinder-pest and other diseases 
checked so that the premium is reduced to a reasonable amount cattle insur-
II.nce cannot be done. . 

3688. I can understand it may result in losses. At the same time, should 
not the losses be made up partly by Government in the initial stages of this. 
m~tter?-I do not believe in Government coming in in things like that. I 
thmk Government could do much better in checking the disease which now 
raises the premium to impossible limits. 

3689. Then practically agriculture in that part of the country is not quite
an assured business, because you cannot rely upon any property in the first 
place, and secondly they practically sell off the animals just like utltering. 
currency notes, so that there is no guarantee of the money being repaid ?-. 
Yes. 

3690. The experiment that is carried on at present by the Provincial Bank 
rests merely on the morale of the society there. How far can that be depended' 
upon?-I do not follow. 

3691. The people tI'f this Bhil tract move to any other viliage, in case they 
find themselves heavily involved or oppressed by 8owcar8 or societies, becllu~e
between the societies and the sowcars there is a great deal of trouble. The 
society cannot take up the whole business themselves, and they cannot give 
up the sowcan. Then there is a tussle. If the people go out to the Indian 
States, and there is no insurance, there will be no securities that we can 
expect froll1 this type of people. Do you not think some insurance should bit 
devised ?-Ido not think you can insure any product which requires a pre
mium of 10 per cent., and that is the position in t'he case of cattle at present. 

3692. What is the total Government agricultural revenue of the Bombay 
PresidencyP-That I cannot tell you. -

3693. How much per cent. is spent upon agriCUltural experimentsP-That 
I cannot tell you. 

3694. You have seen the houses in the rural areasP-Yes. 
3695. Are they sufficiently spacious for the requirements of agriculturists? 

-I think the housing is bad, but I do not think rural housing is a thing whicb 
I should concentrate on as the thing which is the worst. 

3696. Do you think the time has arrived when Government should consider 
the propriety of extending the building sites areaP-You mean whether thEr 
gauthan should be increased in the villagesP 

. 3697. YesP-My experience is that the gauthan is generally sufficient. 
3698. The gauthan and the cultivator live in the same placeP-Yes. 
3699. Is that not quite incompatible with sanitationP-You mean wheD 

the cow lives in the same house as the cultivator P 
3700. They keep all their animals there ?-It is the system, and I do not 

think there is necessarily anything insanitary about it. 
3701. Would you advocate, with reference to those Development Associa

tions, that some of the sales of their commodities should be exempt from 
payment of local taxation?-I am all against this sort of thing-: It seems to 
me that when you try to run a movement by means of exemption from taxes 
you are on a rotten basis. 

3702. Then, how will they meet the local competition?-If they cannot 
meet local competition on a commercial basis they have got to go down. 

3i03. Do they not do it in other countries?-I do not know what they do 
in other countries, but I think it will be an entirely wrong policy to base the 
co-operative movement in India on exemption from local taxation. 

3704. Sir Thoma., Middleton: In describing the ideal organisation of re
search that you would wish to see, you advocated a Central Board with funds. 
which it should allot to different Provinces?-That is my ideal. 

3705. And you strongly deprecated the idea of sending in any progrllmme. 
Now, on what principle should the central body allot funds if they see no 
programmeP-I think the amount that should be allotted, say. to the 
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Bombay Government would be settled in consultation with them. The Local 
Government would write to that Board and say" We can profitably spend 
10 lakhs of rupees on research work, will you make us this grant?" 

37011. And presumably every other Province in India would do the same 
thing?-Yes. 

3707. How is the body who is responsible for allotting the funds to decide? 
Their fund presumably will be limited?-The difficulty would come in the first 
iru;tance, but the difficulty would not last long, because they would get annual 
reports, and when the reports come ill, they will be able to know which Presi
dency deserves the most. 

3708. Do you not think it is a particularly ,valuable exercise for an agri
cuItur&! officer to be required to frame a programme?-I do, and in fact he 
must frame a programme. 

3709. Then why should he not submit it to the Central Board?-:-I may be 
an inveterate de<-entraliser, but we in the Provinces feol that we are the best 
judges as to the way of spending money in the Province. I feel what might 
happen, and has happened, is the central body sitting at the other end of 
India would have two schemes before it. We know which is the more im
portant for us, but they looking at it from another point of view would ask 
ua to spend money on the scheme which is not the more important for us. 

3710. Two schemes from one authority or from different authorities?-No. 
Supposing there are two problems in connection with rice. We know which is 
the more important to us. But if it was left to the central authority funds 
would probably be allotted to the other one because it happens to be the most 
important to Bengal. That sort of thing has happened. I am not speaking 
frpm imagination. 

3711. Presumably the authority tha.t has made that allocation to Bengal 
bas good reasons for doing soP-To Bengal, and not to Bombay. Probably 
that might be the most important thing for Bengal. 

37l2. I see your point. With reference to training, you indicated that you 
preferred a system of apprenticeship after passing through the three years' 
course in college to a system of post-graduate studiesP-I do very much, 
and I have a lot of experience of both. , 

3i13. Have you not got two olasses to think of? You have !Wecialists like 
the Plant Physiologist you have referred to, and you have also got men who 
are employed in the general agricultural. work of the Province? Do you 
think that the case of a specialist could be sufficiently met by the three years' 
general course of study that makes up the agricultllral degree?-I do not~ 
Wbat I have in mind is this. Take the breeding of cotton. I have some 
extraordinarily efficient Cotton Breeders. I take a man from the college who 
has done very well in connection with botanical work, and I place him under 
one of my expert Cotton Breeders for a period of three or four years. Then 
if be is well reported on at the end of three or five years as being a man who i~ 
developing the necessary capacity, I send him abroad for one or two years 
for special training under a man of the first water. 

3714. The general view is that that kind of training in technique ought to 
be gained, while the worker is young?-The trouble is that if you do you 
waste such a lot of money. I cannot pick out a man who is going to 'be & 
good Cotton Breeder. Out of every six men selected from the college for that 
work only one is successful. I would like to try him for four or five years 
under the experts of my own department before I 1!pent a lot of money in 
sending him abroad. 

3715. I do not object to your testing him as & Cotton' Breeder. What 1 
flnggest is that before he takes up that specialised work he ought to have some 
more training in science than is provided by,& three yeara' course. You have 
got six subjects in that course, which makes it heavy task for an ordinary 
tltudent?-I agree. The men who come straight from the University even if 
they happen to be the best, are of very little use to me for years. Their out
louk is wrong and it has got to be corrected.· • . 
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3716. Wheth~ tliey are of much use largely depends upon the particular 
job they are intended for?-No, because one of the big difficulties I have i& 
to get the men to have an agricultural outlook. A man comes to me from the 
college with a botanical outlook; botany is his principal subject. He looks. 
at it as a botanical problem and not as an agricultural problem, and until he 
comes to have an agricultural outlook he is not of much use to me. 

, 3717. Under such a course of study as you prescribe the student will not 
lIave learned more than the elements of physiology?-Exactly, and therefore
I apprentice him to my hest man. I have a good Plant Physiologist doing 
high plant physiology at Surat. 

3718. You talked of the Loni students finding employment as substal).tial 
village patels. Do you mean .asheadman of the cultivators?-It is not a. 
question of not finding employment as suhstantial village patels. I said that 
the students were the sons of substantial village patels and that they wen~ 
back after. training to cultivate, their own land. 

, 3719. I thought you said that they were finding employment as patelsP-No.' 
3720. You said that copper sulphate has come to b; l'ery extensively used 

for dressing iowar for smut. Have you in fact heard any complaints about 
it?-There has been no serious complaint about it. They are now using it on 
over half a million acres. 

3721. It is an agent that one ought to use with considerable care. I 
wanted to knowwhother you had received any complaints about its effects 
in retarding germination?-No, I have not. ' 

3722. Sir Ganga Ram: What use do you make of the immense amount ot
molasses which is produced in this country ?-As a matter of fact the amount 
of molasses we have is small because we are making gul and not sugar. There 
is no sugar manufacture in the Bombay Presidency except in one factory. 

3723. Do you not get some percentage of molassesP-Practically p.one. 
There are some refuse drippings from gul but the amount is very small and. 
that is used as fodder~ 

3724. In what shape P-The animals on the farm come and eat it. 
3725. Do you know of molassine in EnglandP-Yes, very well. 
3726. It used to be made of wood pulp and molasses ?-It is made of various· 

things. 
3727. An engineer was exhibiting a machine for making cattle food from 

molasses at the Cambridge Agricultural Show in 1922 ?-I saw it. 
3728. Have you done anything towards popularising thatP-'We have' 

already done that. I have already issued a leaflet recommending them to mix.. 
other things with the molasses. 

3729. You want machinery for that. If you do it with machinerj' 'you can 
keep it for yearsP-I do not know whether it will be worth while. 

3730. It will be very useful in the famine periodsP-But every bit of stuff 
is used up immediately. We have one big sugar factory here where they do: 
make molasses and they tell me that the whole of their molasses is bought up' 
for the manufacture of alcohol at Nasik. 

3731. Have you any suhstitute for clover in this ProvinceP-Yes. 
3732. In the Punjab we have one substitute which has been highly com

mended by the Agricultural Department;it is called senji?-We have tried it" 
but it will not work here. 

3733. WhyP-I do not know why; we have tried it. 
3734. It works well in the PunjabP-Our soil is entirely different andl 

our olimate is different. 
3735. It is a leguminous crop and replaces the lost chemicals of the soil. 

It is good fodder and is given all over Punjab for milch cowsP-1 know that" 
and 1 am trying it in Sind. In the Presidency it has hitherto been a failure., 

' . .3736'. Then, you have not got proper seed. Have· you tded· Canadian. 
fencing for keeping out wild pigs?-We have tried various forms of fencing. ' 
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3737. The Canadian type is very cheap; it costs Rs. 1,500. a milep-oUf& 
costa about Rs. 1,700. There is not much difference. If you will give me fin 

advertisement of it, I will try it. 

3738. Could you give me, without infringing upon your secrecy, your five 
years' programme of research?-I am sending the Secretary a three years' 
programme which was put forward in 1924. ' 

3739. Could you give me a copy of it~w· end it to the Secretary. 
3740. Because I think that with a our tese rch enthusiasm I should say 

you must be overlapping things wh·ch are already known in other parts of 
the world. With reference to co unications, in this Province are your 
irrigation channels and drainage chan els properly bridged? In the Punjab 
there is great necessity ·of having bridges all over the Province wherever there 
is a drainage crosaing. The necessity is felt more for such bridges than for 
metalled roads, because our cjU'ts can easily go on nnmetalled roads?-I think 
you had better ask it of our irrigation officers. 

3741. I want to know from you whether all village communications are 
bridgedP-Not in many cases. There ilr no need for them, because they are 
only blocked a few days in the year; most, of the time they are dry. 

3742. We are attempting in the Punjab to bridge aU our metalled anel 
un metalled roads 80 that a motor car can go anywhere?-We are a long way 
off that. 

3743. When 1 was passing through Karachi I found a lot of trade in 
boiled rice. Doea boiling make for preservation P-The rice is boiled simply 
ia order to make it easy to remove the husk. 

3744. Does it keep out some germs which spoil the rice?-I think it does 
tend to prevent damage by insects. ' 

3745. Is it not tried here?-It is d'one in Sind. It is done with certain 
rices in the Konkan, but most of our rices would ·be spoiled by boiling and 
people will not boil it. 

3746. Have you introduced indigenous proverbs in connection with the 
Agricultural ShowP-1 have collected a good many. I have got them both in 
English and the local language. , 

3747. What kind of tobacco do you growP-We Ilave laid ourselves out to 
grow tobacco for the local market. 

3748. Have you any special kind of tobacco to mix with the other varietiesi> 
Our Gujarat tobacco has already a very good market of its own. It is a very 
good tobacco as it is. 

3749. In the Punjab we have hajra, which if mixed with other kinds makes. 
th('m very palatableP-1 will talk to the people in Guja,rat about it. , 

3750. I will get you some seedP-Thank you very much. We should be 
very pleased to grow it. 

3751. What are the wages of agricultural labour hereP-They vary fl"01l1 
about 6 annas to about 14 annas per day now. 

3752. So much as that? Where do they get 14 annasP-In the sugarcane 
tract. ' 

3753. For unskilled labourP-Yes, ,for ordinary agricultural labour. 
3754. Can you tell us what percentage of the total area is left uncultivated 

because the holdings are too small and uneconomic to cultivate?-I am afraid 
I cannot give you such figures. 

3755. Will you make a note of itP-I will make a note, but 1 think such 
figur811 will be impossible to get. ' 

8756. Not even approximately?-I will try and get some figures for you. 
3751. Bir Henry Lawrence: You told \18 that landholders are exempt from 

taxation on any improvements they introduce in their land. Does that en. 
courage the application of capital to landP-I think it does. " 
. 3;58. lit there any considerable amount of -capital being employed in the· 
imprl?veJllen_t of landP-I think there is a very considerable amount now. 



You will find in almost every village some people building embankmentS, 
'Some digging wells, some doing other things. . 

3759. We are told that District Boards have allowed their roads to dete-
.riorate?-I think that is the case. . 

3760. What particular areas have you in view P"":'The matter has arisen se 
frequently that it may be taken as a fairly general statement. 

3761. Have the roads been transferred to the District Boards within tl1e 
last lew years on a large scaler-So I understand. 

3762. And it is urged in their defence by certain District Boards that they 
.are transferring the expenditure from the maintenance of the larger roads to 
the improvement of village roads. Do you think it is correct P-That is very 
likely. I cannot say one way or the other definitely, but I think it is very 
likely. 

3763. It is a matter within the discretion of the District Boards whether 
they will improve village .roads or spend the money on the maintenance of 
larger roads. You would not dispute their discretion in the matterP-I cer
tainly would not. 

3764. Have you issued any manual on cattle-breeding to indicate to cattle 
.owners the proper principles for the improvement of their cattJeP-I ha.ve a 
bulletin of that kind which has just been drawn up by Mr. Bruen in my 

. -office. We lIave not issued one, but it is ready for issue. 
3765. Will you let us have a. copy of it?-I will. 
3766. I think you said that nothing has been done for i~proving the subsi

diary industries?-Yes. 
3767. Are you acquainted with the work done for handlooms?-Yes, I am. 

So far as weaving for weavers is concerned, they have several peripatetic 
schools and one for weaving for farmers. 

3768. That is not under your control, but under a separate officer?-Yes, I 
.only inspect it and report. 

3769. Under what officer is it?-Under the Director of Industries. 
3770. The Raja of Parlakimedi: Do you mean to approach the railway 

authorities for better facilities for cattle when they are transported ?-I 
·certainly will be pleased to do it. 

3771. Will you do it?-I will do it. 
3772. For a place which gets about 15 inches of rain and has got light black 

,cotton soil which is the best vaIliety of cotton seed suitable?-It altogether 
depends on how the rains come in the course of the season. We have such 
land in Gujarat where we grow 1,027 Broach cotton. We have similar land 
in the Southern Division here where we grow Upland American cotton. It 
will depend on the temperature and how the rains come through the season. 
If you give these particulars I wilJ be able to let you know which is the most 
suitable variety. 

37i3. In answer to Mr. Kamat's question you said that a good percentaae 
ill your boys go back to their land?-Yes. ., 

3ii4. Do the landowners' boys go back to agricultureP-Yes. A very 
large proportion of -our students, both in schools and colleges, are actually 
landowners and many of those go back to the land, but not many landlords: 

3i75. 'Vhen you speak of landowners you mean people who possess land on 
leaseP-Ne, people who own small parcels of land. 

3776. In their own possession?-Yes. 
3777. Sir James MacKenna: On Saturday you made some statement about 

central research, which I think you have D1todified later on. With reference 
to that subject, I take it that you do accept the principle of central research? 
--I certainly do. I should be very "ery sorry indeed if central research WE're 
aba.ndoned altogether. . 

3778. As an organisation to assist the Provinces in carrying out research P 
-Most assuredly. •. 
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3779. If there were adequate provincial representation in this central 
organisation, which I think is almost certain to be the case, do you not think 
you could allow provincial programmes to be submitted to this Central Board?
I will take a concrete ease. We have common to Assam, Madras, Burma, 
Bengal and Bombay the rice problem. Do you not think that many of the 

,problems from these Provinces with regard to rice could conveniently be dealt 
with by men who have been working for years probably on similar problems in 
their own Provinces?-I certainly think it should and I think it ought to be. ' 
I &hould be delighted to have a committee of specialists on rice to examine 
the work which has beeu done in Bombay. 

3780. Of course it should be" centrally organised ?-Yes, I should welcome
an inspecting committeo of that kind. 

3781. Or a consultative committee?-Or a consultative committee which 
would make suggestions for future work. 

3782. In all your long examination there is one very important function 
of the department which has not been touched upon, and I would like your 
opini()n ()n it. Do y()U think the utility of the Board of Agriculture is all it, 
W811 in the earlier days and how do you think it could be improved or extend
ed ?-I am almost the only member who has attended the meetings of the· 
Board of Agriculture from the year 1904 onwards and I certainly think that 
in recent years it haa not been of the utility it was in the early years. In the 
early days we all Bat down round a table and thrashed out our problems in 
the light of the experience of each one of us. In recent years the tendency' 
has been to discuss administrative problems and pass resolutions as to what 
Government should do. Now, I think the Board of Agriculture would be of 
much more use if it were a consultative committee of specialists rather than 

. simply a body which makes recommendations to Government for administra
tive changes. I also feel that at present it has got somewhat unwieldy in size
and the men. are not probably most suited to the purpose I have in view. I 
think if we can make it a body more like what it was in the beginning, that 
is to say, a body sitting round a table thrashing out actual problems, each 
man giving his own experience, and deciding not what Government should do
but what we should do, it would be much more useful. 

3783. Are you in favour of reviving the sectional meetings which origi..
nated some years ago but which I understand have been abandoned ?-I sh()uld 
most certainly recommend the revival of the sectional meetings; but I would 
n()t revive them so much as a meeting of botanists and a meeting of chemists. 
I would revive thE"m rather as meetings of officers working on rice, or officers 
w()rking on some other subject. 

3784. These sectional meetings would be of great assistance to the central 
research organisation ?-I think very useful. • 

3785. Professor Gan(Julee : During the course ()f your evidence you stated 
that if you utilise the rainfall in tracts without irrigation; a larger area of 
land can be brought into cultivation. Have you tried any experiments in 
dry farming?-Yes, and we have recently intensified it to a considerable 
extent. Until 5 years ago experiments in dry farming were more 01' less 
casual with us; I mean they were not of 'major importance; but during recent 
years we have had a special officE"r whose principal duty has been to devise 
methGds for the retention of water by soils in these tracts and hence devise 
thE" best methods of using dry farming in our own tract. 

3786. Have you tried to use the metho'd of subsoil packing"?-We have
not, because, as a rule, we have not got subsoil in those tracts; that is the 
trouble. 

. 3787. Have you tried to find out drought-tesisting varieties of cropsP-Yes; 
we are. trying ~ almost all our most important crops. 

3788. Is anything by way of crop insurance possible in those areasP-At 
one time I was very sanguine about crop insurance. In these precarious' 

_ tracts I personally would not undertalre farming unless I could get some form 
of insurance: the chance of loss is so great. ·When I was in England I made 
enqui~ at LI?yds as to whether they would look at ,any proposal of this sort. 

- . 
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:that they would pay damages in proportion to the reduction of the crop below 
.10 per cent., paying nothing if it was over 50 per cent. of normal, but 
;paying graduated damages if it was below 50 per cent.; but they would not 
look at it. . 

3789. This. is a matter to which attention must be given?-I think it is 
a matter of very great importance, if you are going to get men with business 
.outlook going into agriculture in the drier tracts of this PresidencY at any 
ra~e. 

3790. You stated that Government should encourage professors and schoiars 
1;0 get study leave in foreign' countries. With the development of central 
research stations in India, do you think it would be necessary still to send 
,students abroadP-1 would not like to say. I would like to send a 
man to the best centre in the world. It might be in India or outside it; I 
would not limit it to England, or the Continent. or America. For certain 
purposes I would send a man to Brazil; for certain purposes to South Africa; 
:and for certain purposes to Mr. Howard at Indore. 

3791. Do you think you have developed research in India to such an 
-extent that our boys can go to Pusaand Muktesar for trainingP-Not neces
sarily a station. I would send the man not to a. place but to a man for 
training. 

3792. I consider organisation in agriculture is most important. Research 
has made certain progress in India and I think the immediate need is better 
-organisation. Therefore I am very much interested in the Taluka Develop
ment Associations. You started this movement in 1922 and I understand you 
have got 55 associations at presentP-Yes. I think one or two more associ&: 
-tions have been started since that figure was arrived at. 

3793. They have had about three years' growthP-Yes. 
3794. Has the initiative for the formation of these associations come from 

-the people themselvesP-ln some cases the people themselves took the initia
tive and in other cases the Government official, the mamlatdar, took the 
anitiative. There have been a certain number <Jf cases where the initiative 
!has been local. 

3795. Supposing the people of a region are anxious to start a Taluka 
As~ociation, what would be the procedureP-,-There are two methods. We 
;generally arrange to have a meeting at a central place in the taluka and 
invite cultivators from all over. These meetings are sometimes organised by 
the Agricultural Department and sometimes by the local mamlatdar. Then 
if the idea takes on, we have a deputation generally consisting of one Govern
ment officer and some cultivators from the villages in the taluka in order to 
make the thing widely kno.wn and to see whether there is likely to be any 
local support. Then when we have got some idea as to the local support 
at is likely to have, we call a general meeting of all the people interested in !.' .... 
the movement and inaugurate the association, appointing a committee anp 
.secretary, and adopting bye-laws. . 

3796. These orgaIlisers belong to the respective taluka P-As a rule the 
eecretary belongs to the taluka. Having appointed a secretary and committee 
they then ask us to supply them with a propaganda officer. 

8797. At present there are' 55 secretariesP-About that. 

8798. Do you at any stage train these organisers s: t:"at they may look 
:at the rural problem as a wholeP-At present nearly all our taluka associa
tion secretaries are co-operative society men and the training of the co
-operative society secretaries is the function of the Central Co-operative Insti
tute. We have not had special courses for these men yet; but the time is 
-coming when I am prepared to arrange with the Co-operative Institute for 
-special courses for these men. 

3799. So that they may get an agricultural outlook P-That is the idea. 

3800. How are these associn:tions financed P Partly from Government and 
partly from local peopl~P-They are financed in several ways. We try if 
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pOI/IIible to get a capital fund; that ill to say, we try to get people in bhe 
ialoka and outside it to give us considerable sums down which are invested 
and on which we can get n8&rly1 per cent. 

3801. The organiser ill a paid manP-Yes. 
3802. How much does he generally getP-His pay and travelling allowance 

are luPpOSed to be covered by the Government grant of Rs. 1,000 'I year. 
The first method of finance ill by getting a capital fund. The sec:md is 
8ubscription from cl>-Operative societies or individuals or villages as Q whole. 
The third ill the Government grant which ill equal to the income fr!lm other 
10urOOll all put together up to a limit of Rs. 1,000. 

3803. Who checks the expenditureP-The account is submitted to the Divi. 
sional Board and they .. end it on to me with a recommendation us to the 
amount of Government grant which should be given. The Registl"SJ.r and I 
go over it and then finally we decide what the grant shall be. 

3!304. So the Divisional Board·is the immediate superiorP-Yes, to which 
the Taluka Development Association reports. 

3805. The accounts are suhmitted to themP-Yes. 
3806. And they consult yauP-When the programme ill submitted to the 

Hoard the Deputy Director of Agriculture for that Division. and the Assistant 
Registrar for the Division are memhers of that Board. 

3807. I am very much interested with the record of work done by the 
Taluka Association of Pachora. That is a very extraordinary record ill a 
ahort time P-It is II very good one; it is one of the best. 

3808. Can I take it that the other associations also are equally good p
You can take it as typical. It is one of the hest. 

3809. Have there been any failuresP-Parlicuiarly in the KClDkan there 
have been many abject failures. 

3810. WilI you please give the reason why it has been a success in one 
place and a failure in another placeP-Where they have not beet;l a success it 
haa usually heen in landlord areas, where landlords have been away in towns 
and where the people have no permanent interest in the land. Where we have 
had to deal with peasant cultivators there has been greater success. 

3811. Mr. Calvert: Witb regard to propaganda I gather that in Japan 
the Agricultural Department confined its assistance strictly to co-operative 
aocieties. If the people want help from the Agricultural Department they 
must organise themselves in societies first. You do not favour thatP--I 
would not go so far as that, but I certainly would favour it as far as it is 
possible to go. We do give a definite preference to cultivators who are 
organised in cl>-Operative societies for the supply of materials or for any other 
purpose. 

3812. Mr. Kamat: You laId Sir Henry Lawrence that all the roads under 
the District Local Boards al~ bad?-I did not say so. They have deteriora-
ted j they are not so good as ~~y~.re. . 

3813. If the means at the i~1J of the District Local Boards are limited, 
would you prefer in the interestN:i the villagers spending the money on the 
village roads at the expense of the bigger roadsP-I feel that the most 
empbatic need in our rural communications is the village roads. 

3814. And therefore they are justified in spending the money' on the 
village roadsP-I should be content that the other roads should deteriorate 
alightly if we could only get better village roads. 

3815. Do you think that there is any necessity to maintain the unwieldy 
Board of Agriculture? Do you not think it desirable to resolve the Board Ilf 
Agriculture into committees of experts P-I think there is a lunction which 
the Board of Agriculture as we have hitherto known it can perform. I think 
it is a good plan for people to meet not as experts but as people devoted to 
tbe improvement of agriculture as a whole. I would make it a meeting of 
Directors and a few other officers who can definitely look on the agricultural 
problem not as experts but as a whole. 



3816. Ail it is at present do you not tliinK it is.,~unWielay boay' and if it" 
meets only once in two years it serves very little rposeP-It is at present 
an unwieldy body and I am afraid pwple take' ver ittle notice of its reso-
lutions. ' '. ., ~. ... 

3817. As regards the sugar mdustry I!J[ tiie Deccan, you liave speClahsed In 

sugarcane growing P-Yes. 

3818. What, do you' think are th" prospects of tfie sugar industrJ in thiS. 
part of the cOllntryP-The sugar indtl8try in tlie Deccan cannot of course be 
considered apart from the sugar industry in tlie world as a whole. The next' 
five years are going to be a very hard time for tll.e sugar industry everywhere. 
In the Deccan, I do no~ think we can prOli"uea' sugar per lb. as cheap as they
can in a number of other areas; hence, until the price of sugar goes up 
considerably beyond what it is at presentr I tliiilK it: is only an exceptional" 
concern that can make sugar production in tlie Deccan a real commercial" 
success. 

3819. So that within a reasonable period you see' no future for the industlT 
in the Deccan unless under special circumstances?-I cannot foresee more
than five years, but at the present time any attempt to establish any new' 
sugar factory in the Deccan would be I think a most unwise 'proceeding: 
because I do not think there is any likelihood of its being a commercial prO'
position within the next five or six years. 

3820. As the canlll schemes grow and as time comes for the sugar industry 
to be established, do you t.hink that State aid can De given to itP-I think: 
when the thing has a prospect of becoming a commercial proposition the 
question of State aid may be considered. At the present time it would be>
throwing money into the sea. 

3821. At a later stage would you be in favour of t1Je. question of State aid! 
being examined seriouslyP-1 would most certainly. I am speaking of sugar
making, not gul-making. 

3822. The Cha·i·rman,: Would you favour the granting of some money' 
reward to research workers for successful pieces of workP-No; I do not think 
80. I would be very much against that. It would seem to me to destroy the' 
spirit of scientific progress. I feel rather strongly on that because I do not: 
feel we shall get the work done if we do not arouse scientific enthusiasm 
independent of whether a man is going to get special commercial returns outt 
of it. 

3823. Have you any other reward in mind?-Of course, we as scien
tists have rewards which we would value perhaps more than anything in the
world. For instance, there is nothing that any Government could give me
which I should value so much as a Fellowship of the Royal Society. I mean
there are things which we as scientific men would value more than anything: 
that any Government can give and I think we had better stick to those. 

3824. You do not contemplate the creation of an~' such reward in India ?-. 
I think a reward which is not universally recognised is not much good. 

3825. You have subscribed to the importance of informing the intelligentsia 
on rural matters. Are you in fa\'our of instituting a degree on rural matters?' 
-Yes. 

3826. Have you ever contemplated the institution of a degree of rural" 
eeonomics?-Not as such; but we ha\'e been (1 speak now as a member of 
the Bombay University, as representing one of our big educational institu
ilons) gradually developing recently the importance of economics in our Uni. 
versity and the stage is now reached at which we are almost at the point 
when I can get a distinct scetion for a degree of rural economics. I think it' 
would be an exceedingly wise thing to do. 

3827. Rural economy in its widest senseP-Certninly, I do not mean merely 
historical classical economics as applied to agricultural products, but rural 
economics in its' widest sense. 
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3828. When you institute that degree would you make it a qualification 
for public service other than in the Agricultural Department?-I would 1<.05t 
«JIphaticalIy. I think.it would b. a tremendous fillip to it if it were done. 

3829. Haa the que;,lIon been actually mooted?-No, not in this part of 
India. 

3830. Can you gi\'e the,Commission any idea how such a movement can be 
set on foot?-At present I am reporting to the University within the next 
'three months on the University school of 'economics and sO,ciology, and m:\& 
point I am going to insist upon in this is that in this post-graduate schOilL,:' 
the students must devote time and attention and staff if necessary to' this ' 
outlook. 

(Dr. Harold H. Mann gave further oral evidence. on Thursday, the 28th 
October, 1926, see pages 266-270.) 

G2 
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Dr. Wn.WM,BURNS. D.Sc. (EcIin.). Joint Director of 
Agriculture, Poona. . 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION !.-REsEARoH.-(a) The existing organisation for research In the 
Bombay Department of Agri('ulture is as follows:--: 

The Director of Agriculture is himself the final referee in all research 
matters, and is the Chairman of all Research Committees. Under him at 
t.he College is a. staff of lIemi-independent experts who perform teaching and 
research duties. For teaching purposes they are under the control of Princi
pal, for research under the Director. These men are of Imperial or Provincial 
grade. Below them are Assistant Professors and Lecturers whose main work 
is teaching, but who are also expected to do some research and, in addition, 
certain graduate assistants who are entirely devoted to research. The Assist
ant Profe88ors are gazetted officers; the others are not. 

Elsewhere in the Presidency there are small research stations, each in 
charge of an agricultural graduate and with a staff partly graduate and 
partly non-graduate under him. These stationS are mainly for the purposes 
of plant breeding and are of recent origin. No teaching whatever is 
connected with them. Of recent years the fact that so many of our problems 
are on the borders of several sciences has induced us to organise Research 
Committees from the personnel of the department. These Committees pool 
t.he experience of several kinds of experts and give their united guidance to 
the actual workers. Outside the official organisation proper, we have also 
been conducting, mainly by the Research Committee system, researches 
financed by the Sassoon David Trust. Our experience of research work is, 
therefore, considerable. I would mako the following suggestions as regards 
the organisation in general:-

(1) The Director of Agriculture must necessarily be a Director of Research. 
This is one of the great advantages accruing from having a technical Director 
from the department itself as against a civilian Director. It is plain that 
although the Director may be a man conversant mainly with one science, he 
must have a working knowledge of all the sciences underlying agriculture and 
of agriculture itself. It is no easy matter to find a person of these qualifica
tions; but it is essential if work is to be properly directed. It is also worth 
noticing: that any subordinate officer placed in charge of a research section 
or of a research station-particularly the latter--must have an an-round 
acquaintance with the sciences underlying agriculture. If isolated, he will 
often hl\ve to deal with problems outside his own special science for which 
no imlliooilite advice from any other person is forthcoming. It is essential, 
therefore. that research workers should hal"e this broad training. The elfect 
of thiB is' to indicate that too early specialisation is undesirable. The present 
course for the degree of Bachelor of Agriculture of the Bombay University, 
which permits limited specialisation in the last year with possibilities of 
post-graduate work in any direction, appears to me Buitable for the train
ing of men who will do research. It is' obvious, however, that the training 
previous to graduation is not sufficient. If a man is selected for research 
work, he must be carefully trained in research methods by a senior research 
officer, and he should be ruthlessly got rid of if after a reasonable period of 
probation he does not show signs of being a good research man. The best 
mE'thod of training him would doubtless be to associate him with a higher 
omcer in some piece of work actually in progress, to make him responsible 
for some small part of it, and let him understand the general scheme of the 
whole work. I have so far dealt with the top and bottom of the research 
schemE', "ia., the Director and the recruits; between them comes the body of 
junior and s~nior experts whose main work is investigation of various pr~ 
blems and production of new knowledge. It is obvious that these men must 
be organised into some kind of groups, either according to ~he science which . 
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is their speciality, or according to the problem on which they are working. 
Their teaching dutiee and their administrative work should not be allowed 
to interfere with their research. I am personally of opinion that teaching 
and r-.u-ch mutually assist one another, provided that senior research 
workers are not overburdened with too great a numher of teaching periods. 
Administrative work, however, has, in my experience and I think in the 
experience of most reeearch workers, been an agent which increasingly wastes 
time that should be otherwise occupied. It is absolutely amazing how much 
tilDe can be taken up with the mere routine of the office finance, of answering 
queetions regarding personnel and pay and of dealing with matters which 
are not within the province of research at all. A really desperate effort is 
needed to prevent the accumulation pf this kind of work and the consequent 
sterilisation of the reeearch officer. It is not desirable that 'the senior expert 
of a research section or station should be merely a Director; he should be a 
prolifio research worker. Where all the work is done by assistants, progreea 
is slow and results are indefinite. 

The degree of control between the Director and his staff and between 
senior members of staff and their subordinates is a matter which must be 
left more or less for local adjustment; but certain plain lines can be 
indicated. 

Agricultural Research is obviously limited as to subject-matter; but so far 
as method of attack is concerned, there should be the greatest degree of 
freedom. It is also eesential that results shan be produced within a reason
able time; and hence one of the functions of a Director and also of a senior 
research officer ,must be to see that work I>rogresses at a reasonable speed. 
J u planning research programmee we seldom allow a time of less than five 
years, when dealing with problems of living plants. But Within this period 
it ought to be possible to show at least some definite results and possibly soine 
very considerable results indeed. Again researches must be conductedecono,. 
mically. This doee not mean in a miserly manner. It means deciding what 
extent is essential, and then getting the hest while cutting out the absolutely 
non_entiaI. The planning of research programmes is, therefore, as im
portant as the co~sequent carrying out of these programmee, and the most 
careful thought and repeated criticism should be made before actual expendi
ture is begun. . :. 
. (2) As regards'the financing of agricultural research, I think the time 

must come when keeping a nucleus of permanent workers, the beet results can 
be got by p'utting up definite schemes to solve definite problems, each scheme 
being a &elf-tontained unit as regards finance. This will include special 
apparatus, additional land, if necessary, and temporary personnel. The 
training of such temporary personnel would afford recruits for permanent 
posts in the department as they fell vacant. 

(b) So far as skilled workers are concerned, I am of opinion that the 
majority of scientific workers need an under-study, who could replace them 
on a moment'. notice and who would be available to start similar work in 
another centre. In the ordinary course of events, the man next lielow is such 
an under-study. But there are various cases in which it has been difficult to 
repl&cf> a specialist officer on account of the lack of such under-studies. In 
planning any research organisation we must look ahead and consider the 
training of men who will carry on work at the same time high standard as 
that at which it has been previously conducted. It is desirable that research 
workers should be encouraged to take study leave. This widens their oui;.. 
look, freshens their intelligence, improves their technique, ana increases 
their confidence. They also make valuahle scientific friendships. 

So far as field or laboratory facilities for study are concerned, I have 
little complaint to make. The ouly striking case that has come to my own 
knowledge is in connection with researches conducted by myself and ,my 
colleagues on the improvement of grasslands. . The essential thing in sueD 
work is to be able to fence waste lands on a large scale and money has no~ 
heen forthcoming for this. It is an apparently dead loss,but without it 
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WEo cannot get results. that are either scientifically accurate or striking to·th. 
popular eye. I regard research into the scientific value of the indigenous 
theory and traditional methods of agriculture, as most important. It is the 
function of the research worker "not to destroy but to fulfil," and he can 
often help forward, by another stage, processes that have gone as far as they 
can go without scientific help. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.-.(i) I think that there is no room 
in the Bombay Presidency proper for another College of Agriculture at the 
present moment; but I think it is likely that a College of Agriculture for 
Sind would be successful. 

iii) No remarks. 
(iii) I would not say that all teachers in rural areas should be drawn 

hom the agricultural ciasses; but certainly' those, who have to teach agri
culture or nature study, as for example, in the so-called agricultural bias 
classes in this Pre~iden<'y, should be. drawn from the agricultural bias 
These men having lived along with plants and animals have a ready-made 
store of knowledge and experience, which prevents them committing errOTij 
that a city-bred man is liable to. 

Ut·) The attendance at the College of Agriculture, Poona, is as numerous 
as one would expect. . 

(t.) The main incentive which induces students to come to the College of 
Agriculture is the hope of Government ~ervice. 

II,i) The students are not mainly drawn from the cultivating classes. 
About 25 per cent. are drawn from the cultivating classes. 

(rii) At present no further modificatjons in the existing course of study 
in the 'Agricultural College, Poona, appear to be called for. The course has 
been twice modified since its inception and is at present fairly workable and 
Ult'ets the requirements. . 

(t'iii) School plots are desirable where there is a teacher of the agricultural 
class with a proper training who will himself work alongside his pupils. 
School farms are, I think, unmanageable except at the schools specially 
devJted to agriculture, such as our agricultural vernacular schools which are 
really vocational training centres. • 

(ix) The majority of students who have studied agriculture in the College 
of Agriculture, Poona, have entered into Government service in one depart
::nent or another. 

(x) I do not quite understand this question. 
(xi) No remarks. 
QUESTION a.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-( d) The moat striking 

instance of the success of propaganda within my own experience is the intro
duction of the use of Bordeaux mixture against grape-vine mildew in Nasik. 
This work was taken up in 1910 and was carried on by the department assi.sted 
very largely by Mr. H. V. Gole, a prominent landowner and vineyard owner 
in Nasik, for four years. At the beginning the people were exceedingly sus
picious of the new process. But it has now become thoroughly established a.s 
one of the routine practices of grape culture, there being a fair local trade 
in copper sulphate and spraying machines. Reasons for success are:-

(1) the effectiveness of the method, 
(2) the J;'elatively small cost of the treatment compared with enormous 

saving effected, and 
(3) the hearty and disinterested co-operation of a local man. 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATIoN.-(a.) I have never been able to ima.gine any 
really effective means of co-ordination of the agricultural activities of the 
Governments in India, nor have I been able to see the usefulness of control 
of the Provincial Governments by the Government of India in the matter 
of agricultural research and propaganda. 

(b) I do not think that the jncrease of the scientific staff of the Govern
ment of India is the best way to make expert scientific knowledge from one 
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Province nailabla in another. I think it would be much better done'·by dele·. 
gating an ollieer of one Province to spend some time along with his oppo~.te 
number in another Province. 

(c) (iv) Meteorological Department.-I think that there can be much 
cloaer co-operation between the Meteorological Department and Agricultural 
Department. I d""ir. specially that parallel data should be collected botb. 
on the Meteorological and the Biological side as regards the relation of the 
growth of crop plants to the weather. This is very necessary for-

(1) determining the critical periods in a plant's life; 
(2) enabling 118 to choose the best variety for a given set of meteorolo

gical conditions; 
(3) enabling us to choose the best dates for certain al[ricultural opera-

tions; and • 
(4) working out the relationship between pests and aiseases, especially 

in epidemic form, and the weather. 

This work ie only at its beginning even in other parts of the world, but it 
is essential here and will be of the greatest possible help to .the plant breeder, 
the plant pathologist, and the agriculturist proper. 

QUI!8TIO!f 9.·-S0IL8.-(a) (iii) It ~as been our experience in pursuing our 
investigation of means for improving grasslands that the increase in vege
tation that follows a rational system of grazing is one of the best means for 
preventing erosion. On the other hand, the reckless destruction of the vege
tation due to unrestricted graz.ing is a direct invitation to erosion. The 
preventiqn of er08io)l is, therefore, one of the by-products of any system 
,,,hich makes for the best use of grazing lands. 

(b) (i) The land at Kalas near Poona,- which has been under the control 
of the Department of Agriculture since 1920, has markedly improvolu. This 
is due to the checking of grazing and the development of the field, possibly 
vegetable cover. 

(ii) The land in the neighbourhood of the Bhamburda forest area haa 
suffered more deterioration mainly due to the existing nullahs heing still fur
ther cut b~ck into the hills and widened in the plains, and also due to the 
exposure of rock by the washing away of the surface soil since the vegetation 
is not sufficient to hold it in place. . 

(c) No remarks. 
QUESTION 1l.-CRopa.-{a) (i) The improvement of existing crops by 

breeding offers immense opportunities sillce in so many cases the existing 
crop is unselected, consists of several strains and, therefore, offers a wealth 
of opportunity to the plant breeder. Obviously the first thing which the 
breeder must aim at ia increased yield. Having got thill, we must next 
attempt to get sub-races which are specially adapted to different tracts br 
which are reaistant to the diseaseB which affect almost all cultivated crops. 
Hybridisation is only to be undertaken when there is a definite purpose t.o 
be fuUill~d, as for example, combination of long staple with high ginning 
percentage, and should not be undertaken light-heartedly merely to see what 
will happen. In the case of certain crops, where the oultivation is exceed
ingly good, science can best help by investigating the possibility of isolating a 
new and better variety. Generally speaking, a race isolated from the crop 
already adapted to the. soil is better than an introduced one. This does not 
necessarily always hold good; and trial of exotic varieties should certainly 
he part of the programme of research, although the main improvement should 
health,. throughout a long outbreak. 

QUEUlON 13.-CROP PROTECTION, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL.-{i)* One is: 
almost inclined to believe that we have got in India all the pests that we 
are likely to t;ret. Certain diseases have not appeared perhaps due to the 
dimotic conditions being unfavourable. In the Bombay Presidency, for 
example, wart disease and blight of potatoes have never made their appear~· 

* See Question 3999 o~ page 116. 
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anee, although potatoes are imported from Europe by the ship-load every 
year. The existing measures of fumigation for nursery stock seem to me 
sufficient. 

(ii) Internal measures against infection can best be done by increasing 
propaga"tla for the use of well-approved remedial or prophylactio methods 
such as the steeping of iuar seed in copper sulphate, the spraying of grape
Vine and of' betelnut palms against their respective mildews and the popu
larisatiun on It large scale of such operations as sweeping for grasshoppers. 

QUESTION 11.-AcRICULTURAL INDusTRlEs.-(i) Fruit growing and Fruit 
preser'vina.-There is little doubt that opportunities exist for the extension 
ot fruit growing, particularly on areas commanded by canals. The real diffi
culty in connection with the extension of fruit areas is economic. In tbe first 
instanCG, most fruit trees with the exception of banana and papaya will not 
give a 311lld of any kind before the third year and in some cases before the 
fifth. It is, therefore; a long walt during which capital invested is giving 
no return except such as may be got from subordinate crops cultivated 
between the rows of fruit trees. Again, the marketing of fruit offers distinct 
diffinulties. as this trade is very much in the hands of middlemen. Fruit
growmg offers itself as a suitable subject for the development of co-operative 
sale societies associated with standardisation of the varieties planted and 
grading of the fruits when harvested. 

At! regards fruit preserving, the few firms which have in a small way 
started the canning of fruit and fruit juices have been abie to keep tlieir 
heads above water, but are handicapped by-

(1) the timidity and unpunctuality of investors; ~ 

(2) the difficulty of getting large concentrated areas of one type and 
fruit; and 

(3) the necessity of importing tins. 

QUBSTION 23.--GBNBRAL EDucATloN.-Here as elsewhere we are faced with 
the problem of educating peasantry and still keeping them on' the land. The 
agricultural bias classes in the elementary schools are a first step towards the 
solution of this problem. Here everything depends upon the teachers of 
these classes. They. must be more than mere teachers of agricultural science 
or agricultural practice. They must in their own way exert such an influence 
as will enable the pupil to find his agricultural environment of the most 

\ interest and the one in which he will most readily spend the most of his life. 
,J eThere is no doubt that the mere spread of the ability to read would greatly 

help our agricultural propaganda. The ability to keep accounts undoubtedly 
assists in the prevention of debi) and if along with these essential things 
can go a scientific study of the soil, plants, animals, and the weather, then 
agricultural education in the elementary schools is certainly justified. But 
the difficulty as elsewhere will arise later on. When driven by ambition, 
either his own or that of the community, the educated boy is made to feel 
that he can do better than remain on the land and so joins the ranks of those 
who, SEek their bread in non-agricultural occupations. Undoubtedly the sallle 
remedy which has been useful elqewhere will also be useful here. I refe:
particularly to means for increasing the amenities of life in agricultural 
areas and for increasing both the wealth and self-respect of the agricultural 
wllrker. . 

QUBSTION 26.-STATlsTlo8.-The only sugges~ion in this connection I have 
to make is that we require not only the collection but also the interpretation 
of statistics. I have indicated in my reply to question 4 (0) (iv) how this can 
hI! done in connectilln with meteorology and agriculture. It seems to mo that 
we require in each department of agriculture a really expert statistician 
;vho~e work would" not be so much the actual compiling of figures as the 
studying of what these indicate. Such a man also if he has the necessary 
mathematical training can be of very great help to plant breeders and to 
those in charge of experiment,aI work in plots with regard to the interpreta. 
tion of their work. ' 
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Oral Evidence. 

3831. 7'he Chairman: Dr. Burns, you are Joint Director of Agriculture at 
Poooa;--\:e •. 

3832. You have put in n very interesting precis of evidence for which the 
Commission is greatly obliged to you. I do not know whether you would 
care to supplement that by any statement at this stageP-I think not, 

3<;33. Would you tell me at the outset, then, how yO~1 divide your respon. 
sibiliti~8 with Dr. Mann P-That is laid down in a Government Resolution 
accordinf!' : .. ··,Ia {oughly, he deals with research, the budget, publication, 
and one or tWCI""" •• )r matters, including such things ,as the Cotton Tran
sport Act and relations with the Indian Central Cotton Committee. I am 
responsible for the rest. There are no watertight compartments, but that 
is a rough outline. 

:38:3 ... Is the resolution to which you refer one dealing ltd hoc with your 
appointmentP-Yes. 

38.%. I have very few questions to ask you at this stage, as I think your 
written evidence is very clear. On page 100, dealing with the present 
course for the degree of B.Ag. of the Bombay University, you say, "It is 
obvious, however, that the training previous to graduation :,s not sufficient." 
Would you develop that a littleP-There I am dealing with the question of 

·the training of men for research .. What I think is this. A man who has 
taken a degree of any kind has only passed the very first stage of his train., 
jng, if he is to be a research officer. He must have further training, but 
not immediately on top of that. My feeling is that the period of tutelage 
should not be unnecessarily extended and, having taken hiB degree, he ought 
to have a certain amount of experience and then have further training after 
he has, so to speak, found his feet and done some real work. 

3836. So the remark to which I have referred is no re11ootion on the teach
ing of the Bombay UniversityP-No. 

3831. On page 101 you say that a really desperate effort is needed to 
prevent the accumulation of administrative work in the hands of the 
re.ponsible Direetors and the consequent sterilisation (of the research officer. 
Have you any plan to sugltest whereby this may be avoided P-Tl.\e only 
thing that occurs to me is this. In the case of an institution such as the 
College of Agriculture, I think it should be possible to centralise the greater 
part of clerical work in one office which could deal with it for the whole 
institution, instead of each officer having to deal with it separately. 

3838. Would you require a secretary for thatP-Yes. 
3839. That would be a new appointmentP-Yes. 

3840. On page 101 you say, "As regards the financing of agricultural 
research, I think the time must come when keeping a nucleus of permanent 
workers, the best results can be got by putting up definite schemes to solve. 
definite problems, each Bcheme being a self-contained unit as regards 
finance." Are you thinking there of the organisation of research according 
to cropsP-It might be according to crops and it might be according to a 
definite problem such as drought, for instance, which affects all crops. 

3841. You think the experience of organisation by crops suggeSts that 
that is an efficient basis of organisation ?-My own experience of organisa
tion by crops is not sufficient to enable me to say" Yes" or "No" to that 
question. • 

3842. You have not formed any views in that direction from what you 
have seen and heard of the work of the Indian Central Cotton Committee P
That, I think, is a very definite exception. 

3843. On page 101 you say: "It is desirable that research workers 
should be encouraged to take study leave". At what stage in their career 
do you c~mtemplate this study leave being given P-It is a little difficult to 
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<define that accurately. My feeling is that after a man has entered into 
·the real work of the department, and possibly developed into quite a brilliant 
worker, there will come a stage when he will get no further unless he has 
some stimulus of this kind. Exactly when such leave should be given is 
largely a matter partly for the individual and partly for the exigencies of 
the department; but I should say roughly not less than 5 or more' than 10 
years after he has. started work. 

3844. You do not believe in young research workers going abroad too 
-early in their career?-I do not think they are psychologically ripe for it 
then. •. 

3845. I am not quite clear what your own experience in the districts las 
oeenP-Not very much. My work until April of this year has been as Eco
noinic Botanist to the Government of Bombay and, since 1922, also Principal 
of the Agricultural College. I have only 6 months' experience as Joint 
Director, and so far as the districts are concerned my experience has been con
fined to occasional visits (not more than two months in the year) all over the 
Presidency for special jobs. My interest is therefore largely in certain special 
problems, and I have not much experience of the actual agricultural life of 
"the villages. 

3846: I quite understand. On page 104 under the heading of "Statis
"tics ", you say: "It seems to me that we require in each department of 
.agriculture a really expert statistician whose work would not be so much the 
.actual compiling of figures as the studying of what these indicate." What 
-do you mean by "each department of agriculture" ?-I meant each Provin-' 
'cial Department. 

3847. You do not suggest a flock of statisticians in anyone Province?
Nol 

The Chairman: Ther.e are a great many other questions I should like to 
-ask you, but I. will reserve them until I see what questions my colleagues 
desire to put. 

3848. Sir Thomas lIliddleton: Does your duty include the supervision of 
·the small research stations that are at present established in different parts 
-of the PresidencyP-No; that is definitely under Dr. Mann. 

3849. With regard to the question of the training of the research worker, 
~our own experience, I think, has been 'very largely in the direction of 
research, during the earlier years of your service, at any rateP-Tha,t is so. 

3850. I have been looking at the course of study prescribed for your 
ilegree, and what occurs to me is that while it is an admirable course for 
general training in agriculture 'and allied sciences it does not afford enough 
time for the man who wishes to become a specialist in such a subject as 
bacteriology to get the technique that is essential for him. I put the point 
to Dr. Mann and he was disposed to take the contrary view, that the time 
was enough, but as you have been engaged specially in this department of 
the college I should like to have your opinion?-I can only say what I have 
already said in reply to the Chairman, that we do not look on the man as a 
finished product when he leaves, and I think he requires extra training, but 
I would rather have it after one or two years of additional work. 

3851. It is from that point I wish 'to start. As for his being a finished 
product, of course he is not that until he has been a very long time in the 
service. What one finds in Great Britain, however, is that there are certain 
types of work, that the student can tackle most effectively just after he has 
left the University. I am thinking now of the plan we adopt Vf!JY largely in 
Britain of selecting Honours graduates and sending them for a special course 
possibly in one of our own laboratories or to Germany or America. Our 
experience is that that method of training has been of very great value in 
widening their outlook, and it is only after a young man haa had such a post
graduate course that he would be taken on as a beginner in research work. 
You think he would do better to go straight away into harness and get his 
technique at a later stageP-I think so, because our conditions in thia (u 
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.in pl"actically everything else) are special. If he is going to have a post
graduate training he must, apart from such opportunities as Pusa affords, 
go abroad. The majority of them prefer to go abr.oad, on account of the 
additional cachet attached to foreign training. That takes away their Indian 
outlook. A man is not getting into his mind the problems he has afterwards 
to solve; he is in a totally different setting and studies in a totally different 

·l'nvironment. 
3852. I follow that and I think your point is sound; but would it not 

break down if facilities were available within this country?-I am not at all 
iure about that. I am merely expressing an opinion based on facts with 
regard to men who have been abroad and men who have not. 

38.')3. Perhaps you wish to suggest that it is more difficult for you to 
judge of future promise just after a student has graduated, than it might 
be in our case in BritainP-I do not know that that is my point of view. 
M.,· point of view is that the man requires to test himself and 
to be tested and to have the rawness of hIS studenthood taken off him, 
10 to speak. Then, ~hen he takes his further training he is a research 
worker and knows what he wants to get out of it; he can pick and choose. 
There is also the point that he has been for a very long time under tutelage 
in schools, at the arts or science college and at the agricultural college, and if 
I were he I know I should be deadly tired of training and anxious to get 
some work to do. . 

3854. I do not think your second point is so important, because really 
keen men are only too glad to get abroad to extend their experienceP-Yes, 
but I suggest this is the way he should get his experience. The best way to do 
it is this form of apprenticeship to actual work. 

3855. That mayor may not be 80, because it is quite conceivaole that 
there may be people elsewhere who could train your young men better than 
anyone in the Bombay Presidency. When we found we could not train our 
students 8atisfactorily in Great Britain we sent them to Germany and else
where. It narrows down your opportunities if you use only your own officers 
for training your recruitsP-That is so. • 

3~5{l. "'ith reference to your research committees, I see you have found 
these committees very useful P-They have worked. 

38.57. I understand from what you Bay in your memorandum that thes& 
committet'S are not committees in the ordinary formal sense, but are com
mittees of persons who are interested in the problem, each of whom is ther& 
to contribute his own experience P-That is 80. 

3858. You say on page 102, "I do· not think· that the increase of the 
scientific staff of the ·Government of India is the best way to make .expert 
scientific knowledge from one Province available in another"., .Obviously 
that is a view for which there is a good deal to be said, and I should like· 
to hear you expand it a little. Is the position not conditioned by the· 
amount of money available? It is sometimes necessary to accept ali arrange
ment, which is not an ideal one, for financial reasons?-This raises the ques
tion of the organisation outside the Provincial Departments, which is a very 
big question. I admit there are questions in which more than one Province 
is interested. As I have said, I do not quite see how the arrangement is to 
be made whereby the Provinces are to co-operate. I do not know that I 
can say very much more at this stage. 

3859. If an organisation were possible to enable them to do so, would you 
think such co-operation would or would not be desirable? Do you think 
Provinces are better left free to work out their own problems, or do you· 
think that, assuming it were practicable, some form of central co-ordination 
would be in the interests of India ?-My feeling is this. The Agricultural 
Depa.rtments have been organised, as you are aware, each· within its OW11 

P~ov.lllce, and to a large extent they have kept their eyes <In the, questions 
Wlt~1ll their own borders. They have been 80 extraordinadly buS(Y .within 
their own borders that they have hardly had time to look bElY0!1dthem. ~veU; 
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if they wanted to. It is only now that people are beginning to see there are 
questions which affect more than one Province. If there is to be co-operation, 
however, it seems to me it must corne from the initiative of the Provinces 
which desire to co-op8i'ate and not be something imposed on them from 
above. 

3860. Has not the main difficulty in developing research in the last 10 or 
15 years been the finding of the right men? Has that been your experience 
here, that the finding of the right men has been the greatest difficulty?
No, I do not think I could say that has been either a difficulty or a great 
·difficulty.· . 

3861. You are fortunate, then. I had thonght that b~- increasing the 
scientific staff of the Government of India one could economise the men 
who are availableP-That indicates definitely a reduction of the number of 
experts in the Provinces. 

3862. Not necessarily. It is quite conceivable that given the right men 
in a central position the number of men in the Provinces might be increased 
very rapidly. That increase depends, apart from financial considerations, 
on the personality of the men chosen for the central workP-That is so. 

3863. Your own work was originally that of an Economic Botanist, I 
think?-Yes. 

3864. I should like to get 'your view as to the relative value to you in 
this Presidency· of methods of selection and methods of cross-breeding in 
getting the type of plant you want. In a ~eneral waY. which have VOIl 
found more useful in Bombay P-In the case of most crops we have so milted 
a population here that selection gives us results, and hence hybridisation 
has only been undertaken in the case of a few crops at a late stage. Selec
tion has been our most potent weapon. 

3865. The field for selection was very large indeed?-Yes. 
3866. Can vou tell me whether the cotton distributed from Surat and 

round Dharwar were selections or crossesP-The i027 is a selection. 
3867. That is a Surat cottonP-Yes. ' 
3868. What about Dhl\rwar?-Both the Dharwar cottons are selections. 

3869. I got the impression somehow that there was one hybrid, not of 
the Dharwar type which you were distributing in Bombay?-There is a set of 
cottons we are dealing with in Khandesh which are said originally to have 
been hybrids, but we are very doubtful about their origin. 

3870. Dr. Mann made an estimate that the amount of cross-fertilisation 
would be about 6 per cent. of the crop. Have yoU any figures ?-I can only 
take the figures which have been given in various publications, and which 
vary from 0 to 30 per cent. 

3871. When dea.ling with educl\tion you made the pOInt t.hat everything 
depends on the teacher. The teacher is your difficultyP-Yes. That is 
inevitable. 

3872. Sir Ohunilal Mehta: You say on page 102, "The students are 
not mainly drawn from the CUltivating classes." Is there any particular 
reason why this is soP-I think at the present moment it is largely due to 
the fact that the other classes are more literate than the cultivating classes 
and more easily able to take the preliminary year in the arts college. 

3873. With reference to whnt you say under the heading of "Adminis
trl\tion" on page 103, and about which you have been questioned by Sir 
Thomas Middleton, are you still of opinion that what you say there about 
the interchange of views between officers of different Provinces will give the 
hest results P-That is my feeling. 

3874. There is really no great difficulty in your scheme of delegating an 
officer of one Province to spend some time with his "opposite number JJ in 
another Province being carried out provided funds were availableP-1 think 
it could easily be arranged. 
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3875. You have worked especially on grasslands, have you noH-Yes. 
3876. There i8 very great scope for improving the grasslands in this 

Presidency P-That is so. 

3877. What was the result of your investigations and what are the diffi
culties you have found in propagating these improvementsP-This work was 
undertaken largely on account of similar work which has heen done in the 
U. 8. A. on the improvement of range land in the big grazing areaS parti
cularly and in the drier parts such as Texas, Arizona and Nevada. Using 
practically their methods we have got practically their results, namely that 
the actual grassland at the present moment is carrying a very small amount 
of very poor pBSture, because it is trampled over, and the good species do 
not get a chance. If we can keep animals off and prevent trampling, parti
cularly in the early parts of the rain, there is no part of the Bombay Presi
dency in which good grass cannot be grown. I ought to mention one other 
factor and that is the amount of water which is retained in the soil; that is 
extraordinarily important. If we can by any means increase the amount of 
water held by these bad lands, the species change. It is not a matter of 
r.-ding at all; it is a matter of allowing the natural changes to take place 
if we can keep off cattle, prevent burning and trampling and allow the water 
to accumulate. The whole crux of the matter is fencing, and as that is 
expensive, lome cheap substitute is essential. The one place where this im
provement has been done without fencing is at a place near Nasik where 
for at least 30 years a large area of grassland has been most carefully kept 
by the co-operation of the villagers, and produces grass which can be seen 
for miles around as being a different thing on account of the change iJ!. the 
grass pasture. 

3878. On page 104 you express your desire to increase the amenities of 
life in agricultural areas and to increase both the wealth and self-respect of 
the agricultural worker. Have you any proposals as to how that can be 
done?-l am afraid I can give no proposals, but I may possibly mention 
three simple facts that have come to my notice. One is that two of O)lr' 
students used regularly, even while they were students, to run a night school 
in one of the neighbouring villages. Another stude:qt of mine in his holidays 
used to teach his villagers football. At the time when the Indian Army 
School of Education was in Belgaum, their then Commandant, Colonel Radford, 
decided that it would be very good for the men studying under him to do a 
little of this work. They were non-commissioned officers who were afterwards 
to teach agriCUlture. In addition to preaching the gospel of better agricul
ture, they helped the villagers in many ways. For instance, they built a hall 
for the village; it was a rough thing made out of planks and corrugated 
iron; but, having built it, they used it to give lectures on sanitation and 
other subjects, and I believe they did a great deal of good. I have forgotton 
the name of the village, and the school is no longer there, but it was .. case 
of constructive work which they took up largely as an experiment and kept on 
b'lCllase they liked it. ' 

3879. Have you had any experience of the Taluka Development Ass()(,ia
tion doing anything of the nature that you 8uggestP-I have only got into 
touch with two so far, and they seem to be rather troubled as to what to do; 
their difficulty is to get a programme. 

3880. Have you considered Dr. Mann's suggestion of going further d()\~n 
to a amaller area and taking up all this kind of w,ork through the Servants 
of Indiap':""The matter has only oome to me through his evidence. 

3881. You state here that you are in favour of rural bias schoolsP-:1 am. 

,3882. You consider they are doing a good deal of goodP-I think it is toe 
early to say whether they are doing goo4, but they contain the possibilities 
of a great deal of good. 

3883. The' Raia of Parlakimedi: How do you approach villages with a 
view to assisting them in the improvement of their .crops, the protection of 
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their crops against disease, and so onP-That is rather a matter for the
propagandist section with whose work I am not so familiar. Our work with: 
them is first of all through the man on the spot, the Agricultural Overseer, 
who ought til know them personally and who very often does. 

3884. But as to the crops which are under your cliarge, how is your message· 
carried to the villagersP-By the ordinary propaganda machinery of the
department j I do·not try to do it direct. 

3885. Do you have 'your suggestions' translated into the vernacular so that 
they may be circulated among the villagers P--Certainly, our leaflets are in 
all the vernaculars, and the men who work in the districts of course speak. 
the vernacular of their area. 

3886. Does livestock come under your charge also P--Qnly indirectly in so 
far as mere administration is concerned, at this moment. 

3887; Has it come to your attention that near big cities such as Bombay 
and Poona certain practices are resorted to during the lactation period when 
the calf leaves the cow which often have the effect of causing the cow to· 
go dry for ever ?-It has not come to my attention; it is outside my purview 
at this moment. 

3888. Sir James MacKenna: As Economic Botanist to this Government 
for many ~'ears, have you found Pusa of any assistance to you in the earlier 
stages or later stages of your work?--Certain .of the workers at Pusa have 
been of very great assistance to us in advising and in other ways. With 
regard to grassland, for example, Mr. Howard gave me some very excellent 
advice in connection with the putting together of the results. It meant I 
had to re-write the whole of the memoir, which I gladly did, but the result 
was justified by the remark which was afterwards sent to me by Clements 
in America, who is perhaps the foremost man on that subject, that the thing' 
might have been done in his own laboratory. That was flattering and it was 
the result of Mr. Howard's advice. 

3889. You think, as a provincial officer, that Pusa is of considerable help 
to the Provinces and its existence is j11StifiedP-I would not generalise about 
Pusa j I am only dealing with individuals in it. 

3890. Did you find Prof. Gammie', another Imperial officer, of much help 
to you when you first came to India ?-I was sent to study under him. 

3891. Professor Ga R(llIlee: With regard to research work, I understand that 
most of your work is concentrated on plant breeding, is it notP-The plant 
breeding work has been very largely outside my hands from the beginning. 
The two pieces of plant breeding work which were in my hands as Economic 
Botanist were the breeding of a drought resisting variety of bajri, and the· 
breeding of a better race of castor. 

3892. You are particularly int€'rested in grasses, are you not?-That is 
one of the things I have been int€'rested in. 

3893. Have you undertaken an ecological survey of grasses of the Presi
dency?-Yes, of the Presidency itself. 

3894. Confined to the Presidency?-Yes. We have not attempted hreod
ing any grnsses, though we have studied variations within species. 

3895. Do you think that is a line of work which may profitably be follow
ed up ?-I do not see much possibility because of the difficultt· of getting a. 
large supply of seed at a cheap rate. . 

3896. Have you paid any attention to horticulture?-Before a Horticul
turist was appointed, it was also one of my duties to look after that branch. 

389i. You 'realise thnt the supply of .seed is. an important consideration 
from the cultivator's point of view?-Yes. 

38g8. Have you any seed testing laboratory?-Yes. 
3899. Do you test all the seeds that are supplied to the cultivators?-No, 

we test such samples as are sent to U8, and, on the whole, a good nlan"r 
samples, are sent, both from the Government and the public. . 
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0000. There ie De orgamsatienfor "t'be mai1lttsance of purity of seedl'
VeM, t·"'.r. lOre the plant br.eding stations' there is a section which is 

.a .. .,oted entirely 1;0 that. ' 
3901. :And 1'8U 'have that section 'bere!l--1r!I ~h plant breeding station. 
3902. You test YOllr seed before distribution to thecultivatoTs?-Are we 

not confusing "two ,things, one being :purit,- 1md the other germination per
-centage? 

~903. JnseOO -testing we take into conside!'ation both its germination and 
'PurIty, and BO on?-That is an actually done at the station where the breed
ing iB done. 

3904. A good deal of, attention is a~,to this seed testing in England? 
-Yes, I have ofIeen {be Scottish 'a'boratory: -y- "--. Jlot seen any of the 
-others. --- - ' __ 

3905. Do you suggest that the administration work is rather h;;~' 
1 do. 

3906. ¥ou -think tnat is a nandicap to research work?-Distinctly. 
3907. Have you any suggestions as 1;0 how this handicap may be removed? 

-Only the suggestion 1 'have a'iready made j the centralisation wherever 
'Possible of -that type of work in -a speCial office. 

3908. On page 101 )'ou speak of "each scheme being a self-contained 
unit". It 'iBnot -clear in my mind wnatyou maanP-What I mean is this: 
'assuming you 'have a staff whic'h 'has its normal budget, but you desire to 
tackle a' probletp for Whic'h this particular staff and this particular budget 
is not big enough, then 'it seeme to me one ought to put up to the Local' 
Government a selreme'in wliic'h more money and more men are asked for. It 
may not be for one year; pnbably'it would be for five. Then one would have 
it specially sanctioned as a special grant for a special purpose; after the 
.end W&I1' attained, then the additional workers would be disbanded and the 
.dditional lana would 'be given lIack. 

3909. You say, "It i. the function of the research worker not to de
«troy but to fulfil". 'Will you amplify that P-The Questionnaire definitely 
'asks about t'he sCientific va1ue of the indigenous theory and scientific methods 
-of agriculture. l[ presume wnat 'is intended is to ask whether one is going 
to say. "This is all wrong and you must do something else", or whether 
we are going 1;0 find olit what the value of this may be and why it should be 
80, I take the latter point of view. Since this practice has, been evolved 
and since it h&l1 actually been in use, there must be something in it j it is 
our business to find ellt w'by it is in use, and, if possible, to improve upon 
it. The case I 'have in mind espeCially is the local practice here of opening 
up and exposing the roots of fruit trees, particularly orange, in order to 
force flowering at a particu1ar iime. That works, but it is very often 
exceedingly bad for the "tree, 'it may be that science can come in and get the 
1lame result by using that method, but improving the way in which it is 
~one. 

3910. With regard to education, you said the main incentive which in
~uces students 1;0 ceme to tne College of Agriculture is the hope of Govern
ment aerviceP-¥es. 

3911. But 1 understand that about 20 per cent. of your boys have taken 
to farming tbemselvesP-¥es. 

3912. Is tbere still that tendencyP~Yes, there is still the same tendency. 
3913. With regard to demonstration and propaganda, you cite the in-

1ltance of one preminent landowner who initiated some method of demonstra
tion. Now supposing tbis local man were not in existence at Nasik, how 
would you introduce this particular demonstration P-I think we should 
bave to find another person, that is all. It would be surprising if there 
were not one man in the Village whom we could persuade. 

3914. BIlt, assuming t'hst ilie landowners would not take any intere9t, ir 
your research il-l can bardly -envisage Buch a state of things. 
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3915. You say there should be closer co-operation between the Meteoro
logical Department and the Agricultural Department. Do you undertake the 
work of collecting meteorological dataP-We merely record the ordinary 
things for our own use ,at a small station on the farm •• 

3916. Do you record rainfall?-We take rainfall and humidity. 
3917. Do you record the radiation of the sun's rays?-No, we have not 

the instrument. 
3918. Do you take soil temperatureP-Yes . 

. 3D19. Tlo you attempt to correlate these factors to plant growth ?-·Wc 
have not got either the knowledge or the "taif yet; that is where we want the 
meteorological people to help . 

. 3920. J ... <lopeHuently of a meteorological department on your own farm, 
p""naps you could have meteorological arrangements for your workP-We 
have only attempted it in one small way and that is in connection with the
growth of hajri. 

3921. Mr. Cnli'ert: You answered some questions put by the Chairman 
as ,to the facilities for research work, and so on; in your written note you 
say; "It is desiraole that these workers should be encouraged". Would 
you kindly make that more concrete: what kind of encouragement would 
you give P-I mean if a man shows no tendency to go, he ought to be asked 
to go. . 

3922. Would you give him more for expensesP-No, the study lea.ve rules. 
as a matter of fact are very liberal. 

3923. They are not very fully taken advantage of, are they?-I 
think one reason is that it is very difficult to spare men; that is where the
trouble with regard to an under_study comes in where you do not always. 
have an equally good man ready to step into his place when he goes on. 
study leave. 

3924. You do not think the study leave rules should be made more liberal? 
-I have not taken study leave myself, but my Indian staff who have 
tn ken study leave have found it sufficient j at least, so they tell me. 

3925. We were told the other day of a member of the Imperial Agricul-
tural Service who had never visited Rothamsted?-I am one of them . 
• 39~6. That cannot be due to lack of enthusiasmP-I think it is largely 

due to the fact that when one goes home one wants to do other things. 
3927. Would it not be a good thing to encourage officers when they go· 

home on ordinary leave to visit these institutionsP-Most certainly. 

3928. It might he suggested to them; it should be made easy for them. 
to go there, and possibly the leave might be extended for that purposeP
There is no .initiative from the India Office to encourage officers to visit these' 
institutions. I have never had a note from the India Office saying, "Will. 
you kindly go round these places and look at them P " 

3929. As Economic Botanist you are or have been concerned with plants. 
of indirOXlt economic importance in agricultureP-Yes. • 

3930. That is to say, plants which have no direct agricultural use but 
which might be used to hind the soil' and prevent erosion. I suppose that.. 
would be rather outside your sphere of activityP-No, very much inside it-. 
That qumion has arisen both in connection with erosion and in connection 
with B.and binding. 

3931. Have you advised on this question of sand binding?-Yes,I hn~e.· 
once or twice. 

8932. Have you been 8uccessfu!?-We have the plants, but I have never
!!Sen the things I have recommended applied on a big Bcale. 

3933. We can find'the land all right if you can find the plantP-We hav&-
two plants that will do it. . 
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.3934. Do you think a further Botanist should be appointed to take up side 
lins like land bindingP-That again is a special problem which I would 
100ner see tackled in the way I have already mentioned, as a special problem, 
with a special budget and a special personnel. 

3935. In this particular sphere of yours is there any measure of help or 
eo-operation between you and the Professors of Botany in the various col
legesP-Yes, there is. 

3936. You do work togetherP-Yes. 

3937. And is their post-graduate work linked up with yoursP-Until quit~ 
recently som~ of their post-graduate studente were coming to me. 

:19:l8 . • 1Ir. Kanwf: YOll said a1JOut 25 per cent. of your agricultural 
graduates go back to farmingP-Yes. 

3939. Out of that 25 per cent. who take to farming, how many, to your 
knowledge, make farming a distinct success from a business point of view?
For that again we have no figures: it is extraordinarily difficult to obtain 
statistics as to the men who have passed out as to what they do or \\ l.ether 
.I,hpy are successful or not. 

a9·IO. Do you not think it is rather important as a matter of prestige for 
the college students, that such examples of distinct success in farming should 
be brought to the notice of cultivators P-I do think so. 

3941. Would it not be advisable to keep a record of those people who take 
to farming and ask them to give an account of their careersP-Certainly. 

3942. Do you know a single instance of one of your college students who 
has made college farming a great successP-Yes, I do. 

8943. I mean made a fortuneP-I will not say made a fortune, but made 
enough to enable him to come to Bombay, buy tractors and take them back 
with him. That was a man from the United Provinces who took our course 
and degree. He had his land and capital, of course, before he came to us. 

3944. Where your students have not been successful to what do you at· 
tribute that failureP-Is it due to want of capital or want of landP-I 
have not gone into any single case in detail. I think the difficulties are 
largely land and capital. 

3945. If Government were to give land on certain concession terms, do 
you think the students would take to farming as a' business in greater 
numbers and find their own capital?-That is an exceedingly difficult qUell. 
tion to allBwer. We have amongst ow;: students some men whom nothing will 
stop from farming; that is the class we want; that class would take up the 
offers you suggest. Whether it would be wise to induce any other class to 
take it up I am very doubtful. 

3946. In your system of agricultural education you have now at the top 
the Agricultural College and you have also the Loni type of special schools?
Yes. 

3947. In between those two, have you any institutions in which boys could 
be trained in agriculture with a knowledge of English of a secondary chara()
terr-The short course of one year given at the College of Agriculture 
to some extent does fill that gap. Men come witli a knowledge of English 
sufficient to follow the teaching, who do not wish to take a degree, whose 
work is more largely practical and has less of the underlying sciences in it 
than the college course itself. That is a course which has'distinct possibili
ties in it. 

3948. Is the short course a popular feature of your system of educationP
It is popular in this sense that we can always get the small number that we 
can actually accommodate: 10 to 20. 

3949. On page.1M with reference to fruit ~rowing an~ fruit preserving 
you say, invested capital has to wait a.long tIme before It ge~ any return 

·from the fruit growing. It means a walt of 3 or 4 or 5. years In the case of 
mos~ fruiteP-That is BO. 
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3950. But if at the end of 5 years the return is good, are not people 
-attracted to fruit growing oil the scale we hear of in foreign countries 1'
On the whole they are not, because so far the class that has graduated from 
'our college has not got ,the necessary capital. 

3951. But if at the end of 5 years, it gives a good return, can they not 
find capitalists who will go in for it on a large scale as a business, as they 
do in other countries ?-:-That brings in the element of risk, and the majority 
of our students cannot afford to run any risks. 

3952. In other words, they do not inspire very great confidence in inves
tors; is that the position 1'-I' am thinking now of the individual man who is 
not prepared to start on a line of work in whicll he does not see the prospect 
·of an immediate livelihood. 

3953. To take a concrete case, if you can prove that orange growing or 
citrus growing is a paying proposition which pays 8 to 9 per cent. on the 
capital invested, why cannot your graduates inspire sufficient confidence in 
investors to get enough capital1'-I presume the reason is that we have not 
j!;ot a striking example on a big scale yet to show them. 

3954. Will you describe in detail what difficulties the fruit growers have 
to meet in the marketing of oranges and mangoes, for instance1'-I am 
afraid my knowledge is insufficient to answer that question. Horticulturists 
can deal with that very much better. I understand the difficulty is mainly 
due to the fact that the fruit is handled by more than one person between 
"the actual grower and consumer; there is a great deal of loss in transport 
·and there is no grading. 

3955. Takl', for instance, th~ Poona market for the sale of oranges. Fruit 
(lomes into Poona market from a long distance, about 15 miles. Generally, 
is there more than one middleman to handle the fruit between the grower 
and the consumerP-I.am afraid I cannot give you a definite answer on that 
point; my knowledge is not sufficient. 

3956. So fai as I know, there is only one middleman, and he handles the 
whole thing between the grower and the consumer. Fruit preserving has 
Deen tried on a large scale?-I would not call it a large scale. 

3957. I suppose a beginning was recently made in one or two placesP
Yes. 

3958. Do you think there are possibilities in canning and fruit preserv. 
1ngP-I think there are definite possibilities. 

3959. I believe the difficulty with regard to imported tins has- recently 
been solved; tins Rre now manufactured in Bombay 1'-Yes. 

3960. The difficulty is with regard to capital, I thinkP-Very largely. 
3961. Chiefly an economic difficultyP-I think so. 
3962. Do you think in certain areas people have not appreciated the 

value of fruit preserving, and therefore Government should help to start 
factoriesP-No, I would rather the industry worked its own way unhelped, 
because, if it did so, it would be on a sounder basis. 

3963. Would you be in favour of the Government subsidising those who 
undertake to establish the industry P-Not a direct subsidy. 

3964. How are people likely to gain confidence in fruit preserving as an 
industry unless they see some demon,stration P-By the ordinary way that any 
business firm manages to get its products sold, I presume: by the cheapening 
of the process and the advertising of the product. 

3965. But if it is left to private enterprise and the man who undertakes 
the production makes a mistake, that would have a very bad effect on the 
possibility of other undertakings being subsequently commencedP-Yes. 

3966. The danger of the ill effects consequent upon a mistake made by a 
private produCE'r might be obviated by a little piollt'er work; would you not 
support that P-N 0; my experience is that once that help is given it is 
.exceedingly difficult to withdraw it. 
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3967. lJeu:on BIJ/.adur Yo/ii: At page 104 you say: "Fruit-growing: 
offer. itoelf as a 8uitable subiect for the development of co-operative salo 
loOCietiea a>!IO<'iated with standardisation of the varieties planted and 
grading of the fruits when harvested". Have you trien this experiment in 
connection with any co-operative fruit 8ale societyP-No, I have not. 

:J!l68. Have you anything in view in the immediate future?-No, I pu~ 
that down purely a8 a theoretical statement because it is so obviously th&
line which should be followed. 

3969. h not thi8 ide~ very possible in this part of the -::ountry?-It is. 
3970. Would you mind trying itP-I can make no promises at this stage. 

3971. Are you in favour of a system of granting licenses for the sale of 
seed to guarantee its purity and germinal capacity so that purchasers would 
not have to buy in the market without any guarantee ?-I do not think the· 
abuse is sufficiently great to demand such a remedy, and I also think it is 
impossible to enforce that type of legislation unless the populatIon is deter
mined to enforce it. 

;l9i2. Do vou 1I0t think it might be applied to cereals?-I have not 
yet had brought to my notice any serious case of abuse in which such legisla_. 
tion would be necessary. 

3973. Are you in favour of the publication of meteorological news in the· 
vernaculars ?-I had not considered that. The news itself is not of so much 
importance to us. It is the correlation of the actual meteorological pheno
mena with the growth of the plant that;. I am interested in. We want parti. 
cularly to know when plant damage is likely to occur; we can avoid that 
damage if we know in time. 

3974. So that the notification of the meteorological state of affairs to the 
public would be a matter of some importanceP-Yes, but not at this stage; 
it requires a good deal of work yet by the Meteorological and Agrioultural 
Departments. 

3975. Sir nanga Ram: On page 102, you say: The majority of 
students who have studied agriculture in the College of Agriculture, Poona, 
hav .. eutered into Government service in one department or another"?
Yes, in the Provincial Departments as Deputy Collectors and in the Edu-· 
cational Department as teachers. 

3!.l76. In the Education Department do they receive sufficient pay?-J 
ba,-e not heard complaints. 

39i7. Ha\"e you tried to secure all the appointments in the Irrigation Dr
partment for your studentsP-No, but one or two have secured appointments 
in the Special Irrigation Division where they have been studying the pN
blema of salt land. 

3978. In the Punjab they have guaranteed that all the appointments as 
lil/nrlr,u in the Irrigation Branch shall go to agricultur."!.l graduates?-I am 
afraid our organisation does not allow that. 

3979. When you spoke of fruit preservation, to what· fruits were yow.. 
rC'ferring?-PrE'serves have been made of mangoes, bananas' and figs. 

3980. Is there a fruit preserving factory?-Yes, there are three to my 
knowledge. 

3981. Do you include horticulture in your teaching syllabus?-Yes, we do. 

3982. And sericulture?-No, that is only included as part of their ento
mological studies; it 1.8 not taken up as a technical branch. 

3983. Is there any part of this 'Presidency where the population take 
sericulture seriously?-I cannot remember at this moment; I think the 
Salvation Army have one place, but it is not taken up as an industry of 
the population. 

3984. You say you want to increase the amenities of life in agricultural 
areas. How are you going to do that?-I have already said in answer t() 
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a similar question that I can only give a few cases that I have known where 
it has been done in a small way; I have no general recommendations to make. 

Tlte Chairman: I think the point has already been very fully covered. 
3985. Sir Chunilal Mehta: Agricultural officers on leave, when they can 

afford the time, try to visit institutions and to attend congressesP-That is 
BO. 

3986.]" think you attended the Potato Conference when you were on 
leaveP-I did. 

3987. So that, whenever they can, officers on leave do try to enlarge their 
knowledge P-That is so. 

3988. }/T. Colvert: When :vou attended that Conferenee were your ex
~enses paidP-They were, but I was sent definitely in that case as a delegate 
of the Government of India. 

3989.' Sir Chunilal Mehta: To your knowledge there has been no de
mand for improvement in the amount of financial assistance that is given for 
8~udy leave?-No, there has been.no demand. 

3990. Sir Thomas Middleton: In connection with your grass experi
ments, is there any area or district in which the formation of enclosures has 
been taken up by the villagers P-There is this one place. 

3991. Is there any apart from NasikP-No, I cannot call to mind a place 
where it has been taken up. . 

3992. Do you attribute that mainly to the cost of fencingP-Partly to the 
cost of fencing and partly because the ordinary villager does not understand 
that the grass will of. itself improve if it is properly treated. 

3993. I should have thought he could be brought to comprehend that. 
The t·wo difficulties I see are fencing and rights of common pastures P-In 
some cases that is so, and there, of course, tlie difficulty of dealing with the 
whole village comes in, especially where you have factions. 

3994. The Chairman: Do you find that the rural population has an 
accurate knowledge of the food value of grasses I'-In places where cattle are 
important you find that the people understand the relative values of the 
species very clearly. 

3995. Are you yourself doing any work in connection with fodder pre
servation P-Personally, no. 

3996. Who is doing that work in this PresidencyP-The Livestock Expert 
and the Deputy Directors. 

3997. In doing yonr seleetion work on grasses, do you have regard to the 
preservative qualities of the grassP-Yes, I ought to correct that statement; 
we have been experimenting, particularly with pit silos, on the behaviour of 
these grasses and weeds in pit silos. 

3998. So that to that extent you have been carrying out experiments in 
the preservation of fodder P-That is so. 

3999. On page 103 you say, "One is almost inclined to believe that we 
have got in India all the pests that we are likely to get." Are you sure you 
want those words to stand as they are typed P I do not know whether 
you would care to modify them at all?-I will modify them in this way: 
"Up to date there has been little attempt until recently to restrict pests 
frOID outside entering India." 

4000. You desire to leave it at that ?-Yes. 
4001. What do you regard as the most important line of research that 

'fou are engaged on at the moment?-From the general point of view I 
l:bould Bay research on means for producing drought-resisting varieties of 
m-ops. 

40l1\!. Any particular cropsP-The one that I am working on is bairi, 
one of the inferior millets, but it applies to all crops. 
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4003. In what neighbouring Province is that particular crop grown P
Y 011 get it very largely in Madras j you also get it in the Central Provinces 
and in the Uni~d Provinces. 

4004. Take Madras for the moment; is any work being done in that 
direction on that particular crop in MadrasP-I ~ not acquainted wi~ 
any work being done there; it may lie but I am hot acquainted with it. . 

4005. In the Central ProvincesP-I have not seen it mentioned. 
4006. In the United ProvincesP-There again my ignorance is c;)m.,lete. 
4007. Are you satisfied tbat if work of that BOrt were being done in those 

three Provinces you would know about itP-No, I am not satisJied. 
4008. So that on that single concrete example it emerges beyond dispute 

that correlation of research work is lackingP-That is 80. ' 

(The witness wi1<hdrew.) 
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Mr. E. S. FARBROmER, Superintendent, Civil Veterinary 
Department, Bombay Presidency, Poona. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION l.-(a) (ii) VETERINARY RESEABcH.-Practically the whole of the 
'Yeterinary Research work carried out in: India is performed ilt Muktesar 
where the Imperial Institute of Veterinary Research is situated. In additiall 
to the research which is done there, the Institute-with its branch at 
Izatnagar-also manufactures all the sera and vaccines required in the 
Provinces and Indian States j in fact, I gather that the manufacture of these 
products is now the chief function of the Institute. 

The Institute has attached to it a very large estate, the administration 
of which, together with that of the Institute, takes up practically the whole 
of the Director's day. As he is also the senior research officer, he cannot 
have very much time to' devote to this branch of his work and since he is 
usually an officer selected specially for his research abilities, it appears to 
be a pity that he cannot devote more of his time to the work for which 
he is especially fitted. I think it is . necessary therefore, if Muktesar is to 
take its proper place in connection with veterinary research that there 
should be appoillted a whole-time Director, and for reasons which I will 
attempt to show later, he should be an officer with a wide experience of 
Indian conditions and with administrative ability. Such an officer could 
easily be found among the senior officers of the Indian Veterinary Service. 
The whole of the research staff would then be able to give its undivided 
attention to its legitimate work. 

The full staff should be recruited as soon as possible and I understand 
that this is to be done. 

l\Iuktesar, situated as it is up in the hills of the United Provinces, 
though in an ideal situation for the work which it has to undertake is too 
isolated to be able to deal with local problems, and must remain a central 
research institute, dealing with the wider problems in connection with 
animal disease only. For this reason it is necessary to have in addition 
local research laboratories for dealing with the more local problems which 
are met with from time to time. In this Presidency, I understand that 
Ildministrative approval has been given for the erection of an up-to-date 
bacteriological laboratory in: connection with the Bombay Veterinary ColJege, 
and if an efficient and experienced research staff is recruited the work which 
I hflve in mind could eflsil~', I think, be undertaken there. l'p to the present 
time no serious research work has been carried out in the Presidency for the 
want of properly equipped laboratory snd a traine.l ~tRff. Our present 
method is to seud material to l\Iuktesar and the Director there is always 
very willing to give any assistance he can. But it is impossible for him to 
send his officers all over India to investigate these conditions in the field. 
There is also plenty of room for research into the treatment of disease in 
which both the central and local research institutions could be of immense 
value to the Provincial Services. It would be necessarr that the officel"S of 
both the central and local institutions be able to tour and in Presidencies 
where local laboratories are opened in connection with colleges, it must be 
understood that they are not only there for teaching purposes, but are an 
essential part of the Provincial Service and that the officer controlling the 
District work has as great a claim on the services of the laboratory staff 
as the college has. If this is not possible then it would be best to have an 
independent laboratory to assist the district workers. 

In all research work it is essential that the programme, if it is to be 
taken to a successful conclusion, must be continued without interruption 
such as might result from the want of funds. To insure a continuous sup
ply of money, the possibility of forming a veterinary research fund might 
be taken into consideration. The fund could be administered by a com
mittee appointed by the Government of India and the money allotted where 
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it is required. It i. conceivable that most of it would go to Muktesar, bu' 
!!Ome could also be spared for the local institutions when it WII!' urgentl, 
required for apeeial purposes. . 

Research into animal diseases is of the greatest economic importance 
in India and it is necessary that it be put on a sound footing. I suppose 
that in no other country in the world is less interest taken in this subject, 
although the bullock is essential to the livelihood of the vast majority of the 
population. 

QUBITIOII '.-ADJONI8TRATloN.-(a) and (c) (i) It is my opinion that a Gov
ernment Veterinary Service can be best utilised in the detection, investigation, 
and control of epidemic and other diseases which are of economic importanCl' 
In India, however, the various provincial Veterinary Services have been 
given other work to do in addition to this, 1,iz., the management of vete
rinary hospitals and dispensaries. In the Bombay Presidency and Sind the 
hospitals and dispensaries are maintained by the District Local Boards and 
the aervieea of the subordinate veterinary staff are lent to the Boards for 
running these institutions; but as the men are also to carry out the work 
in connection with epidemics they remain under the control of the Superin
tendent. The position is peculiar from the point of view of the staff as they 
'have two maatera to serve, it cannot be satisfactory to the Boards for they 
have no control over the men in charge of their veterinary institutions and 
it i. not satisfactory from the point of view of the Superintendent for 
since all, or practically all, of his staff is in charge of stationary institutions, 
he finds it difficult to concentrate his meD'. where they are most required 
when extensive epidemics occur. If the Veterinary Assistant Surgeons are 
to run their dispensaries properly and the livestock owners are to get the 
full benefit from these institutions, the former must be always present. 
Such is not the case; for the owner never knows whether the'" doctor" will 
be present. On the other hand, if disease is to be properly dealt with 
hospital work must suffer. Under present conditions both branches of the 
work Buffer. 

From an economic point of view, the control of contagious disease and 
the investigation of unusual mortality among livestock are of the utmost 
importance, and it is in this work that Government Veterinary Services 
should be employed. There is plenty to be done in the whole of India for· 
a whole-time disellses of animals department to be formed in each Province 
and an essential part of their organisation would be the local research 
laboratories already referred to. The activities of these departments should 
he confined to the detection of (]isease (a most important item), invcstigllting 
their causes, and undertaking measures to combat them. In their efforts 
in this dirll<'tion, they must be supported by legislation. The staff must be 
freed from all work in connection with hospitals and dispensaries, the entire 
control of which should be left to the Local Boards, Government officers 
acting only in an advisory capacity to the Boards. It is only in this way 
that India can get the best value from its Veterinary Services. 

The Government of India could and should assist in the work by having 
• Veterinary Department of its own, similar to the Bureau of Animal 
Industry in the United States of America. With such a department with 
the Central Government, it should be possible to co-ordinate the efforts of 
the local departments in their efforts to combat epidemic diseases. The 
'head of the department would be the Director of the Muktesar Institute of 
Veterinary Research and it is for this reason that I have stated (under 
Veterinary Research) that the Director should be an officer with an exten
sive knowledge of Indiau conditions and with administrative "xperience 
The duties of the Government of India department would be (1) the eo
ordination of work in the Provinces and Indian States, (2) the prevention 
of spread of disease from a Province or State to adjoining territory and. 
(3) the investigation of the wider problems of animal disease met with in 
India, for which purpose it has already got an ellcellent research station 
at Muktesar; 
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It appears to me to be very doubtful if the full value of Veterinary 
Servic('s to agriculture has yet been realised in India, or at any rate, in 
t~e Bombay Presidency. Very little money is spent on it in comparison 
With other departments, and its progress has been- hampered by the absence 
of higher officers. "The Superintendent has to do all the administrativE> and 
executive work with the help of one Personal Assistaut snd five Veterinary 
Inspectors-officers of ung;azetted rank. In this respect, it compares very 
unfavourably with the Civil Veterinary Departments of otheJ;" Provinces,. 
most of which have two or more I. V. S. officers and a full complement of 
Deputy Superintendents. The work in all branches has considerably ex
panded in the past few years and if progress is to be continued, it is essen
tial that decentralisation must take place. Recently proposals were sub
mitted to' Government for this purpose and administrative sanction was 
accor'ded to a partial decentralisation by the creation of a separate office 

·for the Deputy Superintendent. It is important, however, that at lelLBt 
one, and preferably two more Deputy Superintendents be appointed in 
addition to the one already appointed, and for whom the creation of a 
separate office has been approved. This would relieve the Superintendent 
of all routine duties and leave him more time for his administrative work 
and for general supervision. 

In the Bombay Presidency there are three separate veterinary establish
ments, each of which has a separate Head, who is directly under the control 
of the Minister of Local Self-Government. It appears to be desirable for the 
better co-ordination of the work within the Presidency that these different 
establishments should be brought under one Head, who should be deSIgnated 
the Director, Civil Veterinary Department. This officer should be responsible 
t.o Government for the proper administration and control of, all veterinary 
work, including veterinary education, in the Presidency and Sind. His 
assistants should be designated Assistant or Deputy Directors as the case 
may be. The present system is unwieldy and has so far as I am aware, no 
counterpart in any other Government department. Apart from the better 
administration and co-ordination resulting from the amalgamation of the 
three departments, it would probably result in a certain amount of economy 
in administration. 

For any movement towards the better co-ordination of veterinary work 
in India, it is necessary that the Indian States be brought within the scope 
of the movement; to this end the Senior Veterinary Officers of the States 
should be invited to attend the meetings of Veterinary Officers, which are 
supposed to be held every three years. These meetings should be held 
regularly and more frequently. I would suggest that instead of Veterinary 
Officers attending the meetings of the Board of Agriculture in Inrlia as 
members of the Board, the Veterinary Officers' Conferences should be 
held biennially and scope for discussion extended. At present., the discussion 
of admini_trative subjects is excluded from tht' Vl"Ogramme of these eonferen
cas, but I ~ee no reason why Vetermary Officers should not be permitted to diR
cuss such 'lueFj,ions among themselves, instead of having to discuss them in 
the full meeting of the Board of Agriculture. 

An essential to the beHer co-ordination of veterinary effort is the 
existence of some central authority to head the movement. There is no 
representative of the Veterinary Services with the Government of India who 
could organise it. Had that Government appointed its own Veterinary 
Adviser, he could do all that is necessary 80 far as local financial conditions 
permit, and I would strongly advocate the appointment. of such an adviser. 
He could combine with his advisory duties that of Director of the Imperial 
Institute of Veterinary Research at Muktesar, in the same way as the Agri
cultural Adviser is also the Director of the Agricultural Research Institute 
at Pusa. His. office should be under the direct control of the Government 

. of India and he should be responsiTile to that Government for all veterinary 
work which it may dec·ide to unnertake. At present, the Government of 
India appears to have delegated all veterinary work to the Local Govern
ments, but if a really serious effort is to be made to control disease, then 
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the Government of India will have to take part and a Veterinary Adviser 
will be eesentiaL 

QUB8TIOlf 15.-VIITBBINABY.-(a) I do not quite understand how the system 
of placing Civil Veterinary Departments under Directors of Agriculture was 
ever introdnced into India. No one would, I imagine, suggest that the 
Medical Department should be placed under any but a professional officer 
and I do not _ why the Civil Veterinary Department should be treated 
differently to its sister department. I am emphatically of opinion that the 
department should not be under the control of the Director of Agriculture, 
but that it should have a Director of its own. In this Presidency, the two 
departments were separated in 1919 and since then the Superintendent haa 
been directly respoDl!ible to the Minister and I consider that this system 
sbould continue. 

In my opinion it is wrong that a professional department should be 
placed subordinate to any but.a professional officer. The Minister in charge 
also should receive his advice on professional matters and the requirements 
of the department direct from the department concerned and not through 
the medium of a lay officer. So far as I am aware this is the only depart. 
ment which it has been suggested should be treated otherwise than in this 
manner. 

The principle of separating the two departments has been accepted by 
all Local Governments in India with the exception of the Punja~ It has 
worked well and there is no necessity to retrogress by placing the Civil 
Veterinary Department under the Director of Agriculture &gain. 

(b) (iii). I am not entirely in favour of the transfer of control of veterinary 
dispensaries to provincial authority but would advocate it under certain condi
tions. I have already stated that I consider it essential that separate depart. 
ments should be formed for the detection and control of contagious diseases of 
hnstock. U such departments were formed I would leave the entire control 
and management of veterinary hospitala and dispensaries to Local Bodies, 
Government Veterinary Officers only acting in an advis'lTY capacity to them. 
If, on account of financial reasons Local Bodies are unable to support these 
institutions without the whole of the assistance that Government is now giving 
them, and if Government are unwilling to maintain a sufficiently large staff 
to meet both requirements, then I would advocate that Government should 
take over entire.control of all dispensaries. This proposal has already been 
submitted to Government as an alternative to the creation of a separate depart
ment for animal disease. 

(e) (i) and (ii). Speaking generally, agriculturists make good use of our 
veterinary dispensaries 80 far as they can and I think I am correct in saying 
that over 50 per cent. of the cases treated belong to that class. Stationary 
hospitals and dispensarieg can only properly serve a limited area though 
many people come from outside that area and ask for medicines for the 
treatment of their stock. The majority of the patients treated; however, 
come from the town or village, or its immediate vicinity, in which the 
dispensary is located. One dispensary cannot serve the whole of a taluka or 
two or three talukas as the case may be and to remedy this I have considered 
the introduction of itinerating dispensaries having a jurisdiction of not more 
than one taluka. Two ~uch dispensaries have already been started and a f£'w 
more 1I'i1l be opened shortly, but it is too early yet to state whether this system 
will be more successful than the stationary institutions. In the past itinerat
ing dispensaries have not proved a success in this Presidency, the probable 
reason being that they were expected to serve too large an area. 

(e). Usually there is very little. difficulty in securing sufficient serum to 
meet the demand. Owing to the distance of Muktesar from Poona, it takes 
about a fortnight for a consignment 'to reach us after indenting by wire, and 
we Bre IlCCssionally without for a few days. A very heavy demand ou Mukte
sar may alao result in a little delay and I would like to see thIJ possibility 
of opening a more central serum depOt investigated. 
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(f). The main objection I have met with from villagers to submitting their 
IItock to preventive inoculation is of a superstitious nature. With the spread. 
of knowledge of the advantages of preventive inoculation however, thisobjec
tion is being gradually- broken down. Another objection to the use Qf preven
tive inoculation against rinderpest has recently arisen and that is ·the short 
period of immunity conferred. Formerly we were able to state that immuDity 
against this disease would last about three weeks, but recent research ha~ 
proved it to b;J of shorter duration. This necessitates re-inoculation of pro
tected stock during an outbreak and the people have not yet become used to 
this. Many instances have occurred however where re-inoculation has been 
undertaken with complete success, the ·animals 80 protected having remained 
healthy throughout a lona: outbreak. 

Fees, at the rate of two annas per head are charged for all inoculations 
. and vaccinations other than rinderpest in this Presidency and this doe~ 

undoubtedly act as a deterrent in many cases. Frequent reports are received 
that the people would be willing to have their stock protected if it can be 
done free and in certain cases this is done as an object lesson on the value 
of this treatment. I have suggested that these fees should be abolished 
altogether as the income derived is very small in proportion to the expendi
ture and because they do act as a deterrent to the more widespread use of 
preventive inoculation. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIHA£ HUSBANDRY: hlPROVEMENT OF LIVESTOCK.-(a) (i) 
In all efforts to improve the breeds of livestock in India no serious attention 
appears to have been given to the effects which epidemics have on all such 
operations. Rinderpest is practically always causing losses and periodically 
a great wave of this disease passes over the country and takes enormons toll. 
Hremorrhagic septicremia and blackquarter occur every year and carry ofr 
many victims. Foot and mouth disease is not so important so far as morta
lity is ccncerned, but is of great economic importance; anthrax is of very 
great international importance owing to the export trade in hair, hides and 
wool. In addition to ·these. epidemic diseases there is certainly a heavy· 
annual loss from parasitic diseases, the true extent of which we do not yet 
know, as mortality from this cause is not often reported. We do, however, 
know that a large number of parasitic diseases exist. The effect of all this
loss on breeding operations is obvious and there can be no doubt that disease, 
combined with famine is largely responsible for the present deteriorated con-
dition of Indian cattle. If improvement in the livestock is to be effeeted 
we must first deal with the cause of deterioration, and one of the first· 
essE'ntials is undoubtedly the systematic suppression of epidemic diseases. 

One of the great weaknesses of the present system of dealing with conta
gious disease is that there is no obligation on the part of the owner to under
take measures to prevent disease spreading, nor is the Civil Veterinary 
Department given any authority to insist on necessary mE'asures being under
taken. Secondly our reporting agency is very weak. 1\Iany epidemics are· 
not reported until they have gained a good hold, thus making their suppres
sion more diffieult. Thirdly, the Civil Yeterinary Departments have not" 
been organised to deal with the situation properly. With this I have dealt· 
previously and will not enlarge on it any further. 

So far as the carrying out of measures of control is concerned, the only 
way to obtain the desired resulta is to compel livestock owners to take such· 
measures as are considered desirable to prevent disease from spreading. By 
this I mean that efficient control can only be effected by means of legisla
tion. As to whether this legislation should be undertaken by the Central 
or Local Governments is a question which must be considered. In the United· 
StatE'S of America, where a similar system of Government obtains, Local or 
State legislation for the control of disease within their OWl!' limits, is under
taken by the State Governmente, and the Central or Federal Government· 
deals with interstate control. The weakness of this system apparently lies· 
in the fact that there is no uniformity among the various States, and I am 
of opinion that this can only be remedied by the C.entral Government passing
a Diseases of Animals Act for the whole of India. The Government of India. 



would probably have to take an active share in the work, in the same way 
38 the Federal Government of the United States does. So far as anthrax 
i. ooncerned, in view of ita inu-rnational importance it is incumbent on the 
Government of India to take steps to prevent the dissemination of the 
disease in India and to and from India and other countries. 

T~e improvement of the reporting agency is a great difficulty. In the 
Presidency proper it is one of the duties of the village police officer to report 
the exisu-nce of disease in the village. In BOme cases however, the police 
patel is in charge of a group of villages and the fact that an epidemic is 
causing 10000e& among the stock of one of them is frequently not brought to 
hi. notice-at least, that is the excuse he offers for not reporting it. In 
othf!r C8Ses the patel does not realise the importance of this duty, and many 
cases have come to notice where an epidemic has been creating havoc among 
the livestock of a village without the fact being reported at all. The only 
way I can see of improving on this is for the veterinary staff to go round 
the villages, fairs and markets, examining the cattle and immediately report
ing and taking action to prevent its spread when discovered, and for this 
it i8 of course essential that a department for control only should be 
organised. 

The measures which should be insist·ed upon are as follow :-
11) It is essential in the first place to have prompt reporting, and 

whau-ver agency is used for this purpOE!e, the responsibility of 
this must be impressed upon it, and failure to report should 
be punishable. 

(2) Isolation and Begregation of affected and incontact animals, with
out this all other measures would be of little avail. It is essen
tial that incontacta be segregated as well as the affected isolated, 
a8 the former are capable of carrying infection, although they 
may not be showing active symptoms. 

(3) Disposal of carcases. The present .custom, and it is difficult to 
stop, is for the Chamars to remove the careases, skin them 
and throw the remains away. This should be prevenu-d and 
all intact carcases disposed of by burning or burial. 

(4) Disposal of excreta, etc. This is as essential as the disposal of 
carcases. 

(i) Closure of all fairs and markets in areas where disease is existing. 
These fairs .and markets are frequently the cause of disease 
spreading over wide areas. 

(6) Control over the movement of herds owned by dealers, butchers 
and graziers. These herds are a frequent source of contagioD 
and we have at present n~ means of stopping the movement of 
these herds, whether they are a BOurce of danger or not. 

(7) Thorough disinfection of all stables and standings, etc., where 
diseased animals have been. 

(8) Thorough disinfection of all transport used for the conveyance 
. of animals. 

(9) The compulsory inoculation of incontact animals with antisera in 
the case of those diseases for which it is available. In Madras I 
understand that this is now being attempted. 

One feels that we can do nothing under existing conditions to prevent 
-disease from spreading and cansing infinite harm to the livestock industry. 
This has beeD' particularl~ impressed upon me in connectioD with two exten
sive epidemics with which I have had to deal in the past sil[ or seven years. 
'The first was in Baluchistan where the disease was introduced by hired 
transport animals imported from the Punjab for military purposes. It 
spread rapidly over the lower part of Baluchistan and into the upper part 
·of Sind. In the case of the hired transport animals, the Officera of the 
R. A. V. C. were able to suppress the disease once they decided to undertake 

.compulsory periodical inoculation. In the villages, however, it wall a 



different matter. A certain number would agree to have their cattle pro
tected and probably carried out the measures recommended to them. Some 
would not, and it is these irresponsible people who are responsible for the 
disease spreading in all directions. The same experience WIUI met with in 
this Presidency in 1924-25-26. In spite of the inoculation of large numbers 
of animals with antirinderpest serum, the disease continued to spread and all 
one could hope to do was to reduce the mortality. In this I consider we 
were very successful, but it was obvious that if disease was to be confined 
within narrow limits, the optional method of control would have to be 
abolished and compulsion introduced. ' 
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O,al Evidence. 

4009. Til, Chairman: Mr. Farbrother, you have put in a note of your 
evidence in two instalments. I deal first with the one which begill8 with 
Veterinary Research. I would ask you first whether you wish to make any 
statement of a general character or whether you are prepared to proceed at 
once to questionsP-1 have no particular statement to make. 

4010. I observe from what you have put before the Commission that you 
are fully alive to the importance of the bullock and of cattle generally in 
assisting agriculture in this country. Your note begins with a statement of' 
the position of the Institute at MuktesarP-May I be permitted to say 1 
have never visited Muktesar personally. This is purely from knowledge I have 
picked up. 

4011. We will bear that in mind. Do you think the Muktesar Institute 
is fulfilling ita purpose as a central research stationP-So far as I can gather, 
I think it ia. 

4012. 'In your experience in this Presidency, have you known it to fail in 
any specific directionsP-No. 

4013. You set out in your memorandum suggestions for the reform of the 
organisation at Muktesar; you say you think that if Muktesar is to take its 
proper place in connection with veterinary research there should be appointed 
a whole-time Director. What relation do you think that Director should 
have to the Government of IndiaP-I think he should be Veterinary Adviser 
to the Government of India. 

4014. Have you anything to tell the Commission about veterinary education 
in India P-I have never been intimately connected with the question of edu
cation except so far as my men are concerned. I think, for instance, the 
course of instruction might be extended and made more advanced than it is 
at present. 

4015. How many posts fan vacant every year ?-We are at present recruit
ing about 10 men a year ourselves. Next year I have got administrative 
approval for the appointment of 15. That is roughly what we are absorbing. 
There is very little else for veterinary surgeons to do in this country except, 
Government service at present. 

4016. What would be the qualifications for these appointmentsP-They 
are graduates of Bombay Veterinary College. 

4017. On page 118 you speak of the advisability of forming a veterinary 
research fund. How do you propose to get the moneyP-1 do not know quite, 
unless it is obtained by public subscription and assisted by Government in 
some way. 

40111. But you have no definite scheme in mindP-No, I have not a definite 
scheme in mind. 

4019. On page 119 you say: "It is my opinion that a Government Veteri
nary Service can be best utilised in the detection, investigation, and control of 
epidemic and other diseases which are of economic importance. In India, 
however, the various provincial Veterinary Services have been given other 
work to do in addition to this, viz., the management of veterinary hospitals 
and dispensaries." Surely for carrying out what you regard as the essential 
duty of the service it is nec~sary to have some clinical material, is it notP
There is plentY·8f ("linical material. 

4020. So that you do contemplate the service having charge of certain 
hospitalsP-What I contemplate is a service similar to that which we have 
in England: a contagious diseases branch of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

4021. On quite a different point: on page 120, you are speaking of the Board 
of Agriculture meetings; your suggestion there for reform is that veterinary 
officers mil!;ht confer amongst themselves. Would it not he possible to com
bine bpth plansP-Yes, I think it would, if we could meet at the aame time at 
the Board of Agriculture, as a meeting of veterinary officers alone I mean. 
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4022. Because it i~ important that veterinary opmlOn in this country 
'Should be kept in close touch with purely agricultural problems, is it not, 
-where those problems touch matters of cattle improvement and 30 on ?-We 
.are really not actively engaged in cattle improvement ourselves in this Presi. 
dency; the Agricultural Department have taken it over. 

4023. I am aware of that; but take the question, for instance, of immunity 
from disease; that is partly a question of heredity, is it notP-1 do not .think 
it is as regards the diseases with which we have to contend. 

4024. You do not think the fact of the susceptibility of imported stock as 
compared with indigenous stock to certain diseases prevalent in India, parti
cularly in relation to the schemes for the improvement of breeds by crossing 
with imported stock, is iruportant?-The reduced immunity of imported stock 
is chiefly due to the fact that they have not been subjected to infection. I 
mean the English animal is much more susceptible to rinderpest than Indian 
cattle are. 

4025. So that you ·do not think it is a case of heredity but of acquired 
jmmunit!, the result of infection P~ Yes. 

4026. It really is your view that no good purpose is served by bringing thE. 
Veterinary and Agricultural Services together in reference to the breeds of 
cattle?-No, I would not say that; I think there are questions on which 
veterinary advice may be necessary; probably veterinary representation would 
always be necessary on the Board of Agriculture. 

4027. On what tangible points do you think advantage accrues from that 
meeting between the Veterinary and Agricultural Services?-What I had in 
mind was that they may require some advice on veterinary affairs in relation 
to their cattle-breeding. 

4028. Our ideas have again come to agreement ?-I do not think so quit,,; 
I may not be able tq make myself clear. 

4029. On page 122 you lay stress on the relation between epidemic diseases 
and the improvement of cattleP-Yes. 

4030. Your view being, I take it, that the high mortality amongst cattl~. 
deters those who might otherWISe spend time and money on improving the 
breeds, from doing soP-Yes, I think probably it does. 

4031. What point had you in mind when you set down those words?
The constant loss that the breeders are put to from contagious diseases must 
deter them from putting a lot of money into the breeding of good stock.· . 

4032. So that there again there is a very close inter-relation between yonr 
service and the improvement of breeds?-Yes. 

4033. I am interested to not.e, and I am sure my colleagues are, that in 
your view there is a case for the })assing of All-India legislation to control 
·epidemic diseases?-Yes. 

4034. Have you had experience of the ill effects of the absence of such 
essential legislation?-Yes, I think I have. 

4035. Could you give 118 a case?-We have had very extensive outbreaks' 
of rinderpest in the Presidency recently anq my experience was that we were 
unable to check its spread. We were successful in reducing the mortality, 
but I was not able to stop it spreading from village to village and probably 

. back again to villages at which it. had already been. 
4036. On this point you are also of opinion that it would be necessary to 

attempt, at any rate, to work in conjunction with the Indian StatesP-Yes, 
I think so. 

403i. Have you had any indication as to how any suggestion of that sort 
would be received by the Indian States·?-N 0, I have not so far; from the 
minor States in the Presidency I have· had requests for assistance in the 
'suppression of their outbreaks. 

4038. In the meantime I take it that if there is an outhreak of haemorrha
:gic septicaemia just over your provincial boundary, there is nothing to prevent 
the oWiler of an infected animal walking straight across your boundary lead
ing his animal, is thereP-Nothing. 
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4039. On this matter of legislation by the Government of India I notice in 
the provincial memorandum- provided for the Commission there is mention of 
the Glanden and Farcy Act, which is the only Act of the kind in force. Have 
you had any experIence as to how.that Act works?-I have to put it int~ 
force every year. 

4040. And is it your view that the operations of that particular statute 
bave tended to check the spread of these diseases?-So far as regards glanders 
and epizootic lymphangitis, yes. 

4041. I gather it is your view that the only hope of dealing adequately 
with outbreaks of contagious disease amongst animals in this Presidency will 
be by the formation of a mobilc corps which could be removed to that part of 
the Presidency where the outbreak has occurred?-Where the corps was chiefly 
required, yes. 

4042. Otherwise the whole of Y01!r force is dissipated amongst the various 
di"trict.?-Yes, under present conditions. 

4043. And you cannot effect any substantial .concentration at the point 
of dllnger ?-No, that is my trouble at present. 

4044. Do you know "'hether any plan of that sort has been considered hy 
Government ?-J have submitted proposals to Government in connection with 
legislation as to contagious disease. 

4045. Do you know what was the result of your suggestions?-They are not 
taking it np for the time being; they are, I think, awaiting the result of this 
Commission. 

4046. Now is your chance to drive home the point. Do you wish to say 
anything more than has been set down in print about it? Would you like tOo 
empha,ulle the importance of the formation of such a corps, or do you think 
you have said all that can be said about it? How about its costP That is. 
an important point?-·That depends largely on whether Government is only 
going to keep a corps for that purpose or whether it is going to keep one· 
eorl's for thi~ purpose· and one for the management of dispensarier. as they 
are at present. That would, of course, increase the cost considerably. 

4047. You would not suggest, when there were no epidemics, keeping your 
corps standing by like the M€tropolitan Fire Brigade?-There will be pleuty 
of work for them .... :pidemics are always with us. 

404~. Turning to your other memorandum, you lead off with a clear state
ment of your views on the present system whereby in certain Provinces the
Ci\'il Veterinary Department~ are placed under the Directors of Agriculture. 
That does not apply to this Province, does it?-No; we are at present sepa
rated. 

4049. Whose hattie are you really fighting on that pageP-No one's. The 
Questionnaire asks fOJ an expression of opinion as to whether the Civil· 
Veterinary Department should be under the Director of Agriculture or inde
pendent. 

40.50. I want your frank view on this point. What do you envisage as 
the ideal organisation as far as veterinary work, cattle improvement work. 
and dair~'ing work are concerned? Have you any desire to bring these three· 
together under one Head?-No particular desire, no. 

4051. You have no ambitions about rattie improvemellt?-I have no desire 
to bring it under my (ontro\. 

4052. You do not think it ought to be?-I do not think it is very important 
whether it is nnder the Agricultural Department or the Civil Veterinary 
:O .. partment. 

4053. You have no tinge of the normal departmental avidity in the,e· 
matters?-I have never had the control of cattle-breeding in my hands. 

40.'>4. Would you care to tell the Commission anything about your view of 
the suitability of the serum~imultaneous method of prophylaxis? Do YOIl 

. think the time has (come when the system has been sufficiently worked out tn-

- Not printed; Memorandum by the Bombay Government for the Commi~. 
sion. 
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make it a practical one for general applicationP-I think the disadvantage of 
it for general application at present, particularly in the case of small owners, 
is that the animals have to be laid up for a period of about 10 days. The 
small owner would not be' able to do that. 

4055. I understand the period of rest in the case of some animals is a good 
deal more than thatP-That is the minimum. 

4056. What is the p~rcentage of mortalityi'-In the few we have done it 
was nil; there was no mortality. 'Ve have not done very many in thi9 
Presidency up to the present. 

4057. Can you give me any figures about the application of this serUlll
simultaneous metho.l P Do you know how many animals have been protected 
by this method in this Presidency in the last 12 monthsP-We have tackle,) 
2 farms in the last 12 months. In one, ·the Government farm at Bankapur, 
we did the greater part of the stock, and in the other, a dairy farm, we did 
about half. Total stock protected was 182. 

4058. The general public has not made any use of the treatmentP-The 
Palghar Dairy where animals were protected in January 19·26 is a private 
body. To that extent the general public have taken .advantage of the system 
and we have had applications from other private bodies and individuals to 
protect their cattle and this is being done in the near future. 

4059. How about the serum-alone method of inoculation against rinder· 
pestP Has that been used latelyP-Yes, we use it very extensively. 

4060. I think you give some figures about that in your memorandum, but 
in case this figure is not given, can you tell us how many animals have been 
done?-In 1924-25 we did something like 117,358 inoculations against rinder
pest, and in 1925-26 about 91,300. The disease was not so prevalent in the 
latter as in the former year. 

4061. The immunity lasts so short a time that I suppose you only inoculate 
in districts where the disease it; actually presentP-In the case of actual out
breaks only. 

4062. I should like confirmation or the reverse from you on this point, 
which we have heard from another witness. Is it the case that rinderpest 
hangs about the village so long that if you inoculate a portion of the animals 
only they'are very apt to be infected after the immunity conferred by their 
inoculation has disappeared P-Yes. I have in mind one village where the 
disease prevailed for 2 or 3 months, and we were doing inoculations continu
ously among some of the animals to protect them. Those which were protected 
continuously were not affected by the disease, but the disease continued in 
the village itself for some time afterwards. 

4063. On a different question, if you had your own way and if your central 
Provincial Servic(' ... as devoted entirely to reseal'ch and dealing with contagi
ous disease and so on you would contemplate some service at the disposal ot 
the districts, would you notP-1 think it would be better if the districts could 
arrange their own in that resrl.'ct. 

4064. This is really an important point. To what extent do you conceive 
your own service should control the district serviceP Do you contemplate a 
complete divorce between the two?-Yes, I think they should be separate. The 
District Local Boards would appoint their own men. 

4065. EntirelyP-Prohably with the advice of a senior officl.'r. We should 
act as advisers to them and make recommendations to them if they required 
it. 

4066. Have YOll any clear conception how that would workP Have you 
planned it out yourseUP-I do not think that the Boards could entirely support 
and maintain their own establishment and institutions without financial assist
ance from Government at the present time. Given the financial assistance and 
the advice of Government technical officers, I consider the Boards could 
manage their own institutions. . 

4067. I understand that as part of that system you would recommend a 
further mUltiplication of local animal hospitalsr You would like more of 
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Ithem?-I should oertainly like to see more hospitals opened. We have Jlot 
enough of them at the present time for ordinary purpC?se8. 

4068. Under the charge and control of the District Boards?-Yes, if we 
)lave a separate department. 

4069. Are you going to have a central animal hospital as well? You are 
going to carry on research at the centce?-Yes. 

4070. You will require a certain amount of clinical mate~ial with which to 
.carry on that researchP-Yes. 

4071. How would you provide it?-Our men could get that in the villages 
In connection with their work on contagioua and other diseases. The District 
Local Board men would also be able t9 take advantage of the research institute 
in regard to their problems. 

4072. I had not thought of a central research station without shelters for 
;animals and all the equipmen~ one is a.ecustomed to see at these places?-Yes; 
it ;,'ould have to b(' fully olquipped and hav,. nc('c.mmodation for experimental 
;anImals. , 

4073. The Raja 0/ Pariakillledi: Do you encourage the taking jn of boys 
tram outside British territory, from the Indian States, and traini.lg them 
1n veterinary scien('e?-I think we do. I have not control of the'Veterinary 
College, but I think they encourage it and are quite willing to take any people 
,the Indian States ,.ish to send. 

4074. Do you also encourage the lending of Assistants from your depart
ment to Indian States when they want it?-We have not been asked for 
-that, except occasionally when there has been an outbreak of contagiollM 
.diseaeef .. We have not lent men to the States for tbeir ordinary work. 

4075. If the Indian States are prepared to pay for all the implements and 
~ther things, have you any objection to doing so ?~I do not think such a case 
'has occurred up to the present. I have never been asked to supply men from 
·the department except to deal with contagious disease. In any case we should 
!have to refuse for want of staft'. . 

4076, .As regards the advantages of' inoculation against rinderpest and 
~ther diseases, such as that which affects the nostrils of the animals, do you 
'have the advantages of inoculation published and circulated amongst the 
-villages?-No, we have not h'\d that done. . 

4077. D. you not think if advisable that your department should do such 
-things?-<Jertainly.it is. 

4078. It is not being dono! Jlow?-No. I may however state that at the 
'Iast meeting of Veterinary Inspectors in my office held on 24th August 1926, 
-the question of publishing results of inoculation in village chavdiB and 
mamlatdars' kacherie& was considered. We decided to institute an enquiry 
anto the ways and means of introducing such a system, but the results of the 
.enquiry are not yet to hand. . 

4079. Sir James MacKenna: On page 120 you say: .. In the Bombay Presi
dency there are three separate veterinary establishments, each of whicli has 
a separate Head, who is directly under the control of the Minister of Local 
Self-Government." What are those three establishmentsP-There is the Bom
bay Veterinary College, the Principal of which is also in charge of the veteri
'nary work of the Harbour Board; th6re is the Civil Veterinary Department 
.of the Presidency proper, and the Sind Civil Veterinary Department, which 
<is separate. 

4080. Three officers with the qualification of M. R. C. V. S. ?-Yes. 

4081. Do you not think the Hon'ble Minister would rather be advised by 
.one than by threeP-Yes. . 

4082. An ~tablishment like that would stand a Veterinary Adviser suell 
AS exists in other Provinces, would it not?-Yes. 

4083. I take it the method of dealing with veterinary matters in this Presi
.dency is by meal1ll( Df fixed dispensariesP-Yes. We h~ve recently, at my 

R 
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sugge~tion, introduced a couple of touring dispensaries, but at present we do 
."lot quite know whether they will be a success. . 

4084. How many Veterinary Assistants have youP-1l4 at present engaged. 
4085. What is roughly 'the cattle populationP-Presidency proper 8,433,397 

and Sind 2,324,703 according to the Census of January 1925. 
4086. How many Inspectors have youP-Five. 
4087. How many Deputy SuperintendentsP--One, who is my Personal 

Assistant. 
4088. Am I right in believing that the incidence of cattle disease .here is 

relatively less than in most other Provinces in India P-I cannot say; I have
no statistics to show that. 

4089. Do you not think the best method is a combination of fixed and 
touring dispensaries? In the one case the owner has to bring his animal to 
you; in the other you go to him P--Our men do a certain amount of touring, 
of course. 

4090.lJut they are rather tied to the hospital, are they notP-Yes. 
I would recommend you to write to the Veterinary Adviser of the Govern

ment of Burma for his new scheme, combining the two, which makes provision 
, for a flying column to meet the case of sudden epidemics. 

4091. Professor Gangulee: You advocate the separation of the Civil Vete
rinary Department from the Agricultural Department. Do you suggest this 
on grounds of more efficient administrationP-Yes, on the whole. 

4092. You advocate such separation for all Provinces, do you notP-Yes; 
'r think it would probably lead to greater efficiency. 

4093. 'You say in your memorandum that you advocate separate depart
ments for the detection and control of contagious diseases. Do you mean 
you want two departments, one for detection and the other for control?-No. 
~Iy idea is that there should be a separate department for the detection and 
controi of contagious diseases, separate from the department which is in 
chl!r~e of dispensaries. 

It is not clear in this note. 
4094. Mr. Calvert: Would you 'expand that a littleP-At present our men 

are in charge of dispensaries. . 
4095. You have some touring dispensaries as wellP-Only two at present, 

and they are purely experimental. What I suggest is that we should have 
a separate department on similar lines to the contagious disease of animals 
branch of the Ministry of Agriculture at Home, whose work is entirely in 
connection with contagious diseases. These dispensaries take the place of the 
private practitioner, who is absent in India. 

4096. Would it be a field department or a research department?-A field 
department and also research. 

4097. 'rhen t.here would be two departments in the field'l-One is practi
cally confined to the dispensaries, and works on the everyday diseases of live
stock. What I am thinking of is a separate department for contagious 
diseases. 

4098. Professor Gangulee: Then you make a reference to Local Bodies. 
Do you not think Local Bodies are capable of the control of veterinary dis
pensariesP-I have not said they are not. 

4099. I wanted to know your view about Local Bodies taking cOlltrol .. I 
these dispensaries P-I think with the help and advice we could give them 
they could control them. 

4100. They are not able to control them independent of any support I rom 
the Provincial GovernmentP-I do not think they would be able to do that. 

4101. Your experience is that these touring dispensaries are a fai.lnre?-
I haye not said so. . 

4102. You say in your note they have not proved a success in this Presi
dency-P-That was iIi the past, before the present department was formed. 
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They had one or two o~ them then which had to co¥er something like a whole 
dirtrict. It is imp088ible for one man to do that. 

4103. Would you advocate a provincial station for the manufacture of 
serum?-I do not think that is necessary. Muktesar can tum out alJ we 
want. 

4104. You say you would like to see the possibility of a more central sel'urn 
.depotP-That is for storage, so that it could be more easily obtained. 

4106. Is there any periodicity in. the outbreaks of rinderpest in this J'resi
dencyP-There appears to he, yes. 

4106. What factors control that periodicityP-It would seem to be SOllle
thing like this. After a very extensive outbreak, a large number of the 
animals probably attain a certain degree of immunity. The young stock 
when they are born have not that immunity, and so we get a new generation 
lee, immune than the old generation. 

4107. You say the two annas charge for inoculation acts as acl~tert"eJO.t in 
many cases. Do you think it would make much difference if that charge were 
not inadeP-Yes, I think it would mean there would be more inoculations 
ajl;ainst blackquarter, anthrax and so on. 

41OS .. Would you recommend compulsory cattle inoculationP-Yes, I would. 
4109. A word about the veterinary inspection service. In the event of all 

outbreak of contagious disease, what agencies have you in existence now for 
reporting the matter to the authorities P-The present agency in this Presi
dency is the village patel. 

4110. Is that satisfactoryP-Itis improving gradually,but it C.lll Ilarclly 
he called satisfactory at present. 

4111. What measures do you recommend for the disposal of the carcases 
during an outbreakP-Burial or burning. 

4112. Under the supervision of whomP-The veterinary officer, or some 
otber responsible person. 

4113. And if they are not available in the areaP-We should have them 
available in the area if I had what I am asking for. 

4114. Are there many cattle markets and fairs in this PresidellcyP-Ye~. 
a certain number. 

4115. Do you think that they are instrumental in the spread of disease P
We have had instances where that has occurred. 

4116. At the time of the fair, do you send someone there to exercise super
visionP-Yes, as far as possiblE'. 

4117. Is the Veterinary College in Bombay popular in the Presidency? 
Are more students being attracted to itP-I think their numbers are increas
ing. 

4118. Mr. Calvert: I understand from the printed note submitted to the 
Commission that cattle-breeding operations were taken from the department 
in 1919.' Why was thatP-The Director apparently considered it was more 
suitable. As far as I can gather from the orders (I was not here at the time) 
he thought it was getting rather a large subject and that it required the whole
time services of one officer. 

4119. Are. cattle-breeding operations now under veterinary or agricultural 
officers P-Agricultural. 

4120. Do you know that the Bissar cattle farm, the lliggest in India, is 
under purely veterinary controlP-Yes. 

4121. Would you in view of the success of that farm still advocate that it 
should be under the Agricultural DepartmentP-No; if it is being successfully 
run up there I see no reason to change the control. I have not advocated its 
transfer. ' 

4122. You have no particular advocacy, one side or the other?-No. 
. 4123. Are you satisfied with the preliminary training of the students .who 

join the Veterinary College in Bomba.y, with the grounding they get before 

H2 
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joining the collegeP-I only know them through being·an examiner, and their 
knowledge of English "seems to me rather poor. 

4124. So that when they go out as veterinary subordinates they are not 
well equipped with a knowledge of English. It is a 3 years' courseP-Yes. 

412~. Do you think there is some room for improvement in the ~oun" ~ -
Yes. 

4126. The Chairman:, Is it, part of your responsibility to· make a repre
'sentation on that point to higher authority?-I do not think so. I am simply 
concerned with the work of the Civil Veterinary Department; the PrincipaP 
of the caliege is responsible for all educational questions. 

4127. Dr. Hyder: Do you make any report as an examinerP-The Board! 
of Examiners make IL report. 

4128. You act as an examiner. Do you make a report to that Board?
A combined report is sent in by the Board of Examiners at the conclusion of 
the examination. 

4129. Mr. Kamat: Speaking about the District Local Boards and the vete
rinary subordinates under them, you said the position was peculiar from the 
point of view of the staff, in that they had to serve two masters. What alter
native method would you suggestP Would you have two separate staffs, onS' 
tor the District Local Boards and one under youP-Yes. 

4130. What would your own separate staff do at times when there were n() 
epidemicsP-Unfortunately, we have always epidemics. 

4131. There are epidemics throughout the year?-Practically throughout 
the year. 

4132. In. fact, you want a whole-time department for animal di~eas('s?-· 
There are not only epidemics to be seen to; there lire other causes of death 
such as parasitic disease, which we have not been able to tackle properly up 
to the present owing to the men being placed in charge of stationary hospitals. 
Owing to that we .do not come across them as we should. 

4133. You say you find it very difficult to concentrate your JIlan :n time~ 
of epidemic. Is not that more or less natural, even in the case of hospitals
for human beings? When epidemics occur the Civil Surgeons have to be 
given extra workP-1 think they have a special staff to assist them. 

4134. Are you sure there is a special staff for that purposeP-1 think they 
have what they call a general duty staff, or something like that. I am not 
certain on that point.· 

4135. You refer to the Epidemic Diseases Act and compulsioa Dgain~t 
owners either in the matter of prevention of diseaSe or reporting of disease. 
What penalty would you haveP Would you make it a criminal offenceP-Yes, 
I think it should be. I think it is criminal for a man not to take precautioIl& 
to prevent disease spreading from his own cattle to other people's. 

4136. Has this been tried in other Provinces to your knowledgeP-They 
have a Cattle Act in Madras. I am not quite certain how it is working there. 

4137. How lCJng have they enforced it? Have you any ideaP-it is nu (lId 
Act now. They have had it for a considerable time, but I understand they 
have not had the staff to work it properly. 

4138. If it is an old Act, has it had any effect on the spread ..,f (,ontllgiou8' 
diseases, or on the insufficiency of reportingP--So far as I know, it has not 
been actively enforced in Madras until recently.t 

4139. It has been a dead letter P-Yes, for want of staff to enforce it. 
4140. If it is a dead letter thera, why do you sdvo('ste it here?-If we

had the staff we could work such an Act . 

• Un further P.UqUlry the witness finds that the general duty men of the 
Medical Department are utilised for relief and special duty, such Sl'l attend~ 
anee at fairs, Clio. 

1 The witneRS l'ubeequently pointed out that the Madras Act was put into 
force in certain tracts in 1925-26 with successful results in restricting out
breaks of rinderpest. 
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4141. It i. not only a question of legislation, but of having adequate staff? 
-Yes. We want the staff to work it. 

4142. If your other suggestion of a separate department and ;;p.pa~ate ~taff, 
apart from the District Local·Board staff, were adopted would you not be 
able to cope with it without legislation?-W" want legislation to assist us. 

4143. You want legislative power behind you and the staff to put it into 
effect p-Yes. 

4144. Is thia your greatest hindrance to cattle-breedingP-I tE"k it is one 
of the great hindrances to cattle-breeding; the other is famine. 

4145. Do you attribute greater importance to the difficulty about compul
,ion or to famine conditioIl8P-They are both very impol'tlmt 80 far as the 
breeding of cattle is concerned. 

4146. Supposing such an Act were passed, providing for measures for iso
lation, segregation and disposal of dead animals, arrangements will have to 
be provided for those in almost all the village areas if you have compulsion?
Yes. 

4147. In that case, would not that be rather a big scheme [or a ProviJ1CC 
to carry out, from the financial point of view P To make arrangements, for 
segregation and isolation in various localities would mean that the financi31 
aspect of it would be a serious hindrance P-It should be possible for a 'Pr ... 
vince to carry out its own regulations financially. 

4148. The financial aspect of it would present no serious difficultyP-It 
depends on the extent to which it was worked. of course. 

4149. Sir Ganoa Ram.: Do you know that Muktesar is making 5 lakhs II 
year for Government by selling serum P-I have heard they have made a profit. 

4150. Can you not make that seruin here? Why can you not keep Y')Ul' 
share in that to yourselfP-Wa have not got the facilities at present. 

4151. Is there any physical difficulty?-No, provided we could get the 
required number of animals down here to carry out the work and a BuHabJp. 
station. 

4152. Who is your technical superior in the PresidencyP-I am directly 
responsible to the Minister. 

4153. You are not responsible to any other technical officerP-No. 
4154. Does horse-breeding come under you P-It did; we have discontinued 

it. The District Local Boards of Ahmednagar and Sholapur still keep a few 
stallion. but Government is not doing anything in the Bombay Presidency 
proper at present in that direction. . 

4155. Have you any farm here like the farm in the Punjab, ",hue you can 
get bnlls of good quality for breeding?-There is one at Charodi in Gujarat 
and another at Bankapur. 

4156. Do you look after the herds from a veterinary point of view?-Yes, 
80 far as our professional services are required. We have nothing to do witt. 
the management. . 

4157. Sir Thoma. Middleton: Comparing the organisation of veterinary 
work in this country with that with which I am familiar with in Britain, we 
have there (1) the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries controlling disease
and (2) private practitioners doing work which, I understand, is done by Loeal 
Boards in this countryP-Yes. That is more or less the situatiUn. . 

4158. 'The Local Boards in India r~place the private practitioner in Eng
land, and there are in rural districts either no private practitionera, or very 
few?-In the absence of private practitioners, the District Local Boards, with 
the assistance of Government, open dispensaries for the benefit of the people. 

4159. Apart from the large towns, is there any considerable numbet Qf 
private practitionersP-Outside Bombay, I do not suppose there is one in the 
Presidency making a living. 

4160. So that, in fact. if the Local Boaro ~oe~ pot nrovide the diRpensary 
and hospital accommodation required, there 18 no agency to take the place 
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. , . 
of the private practitioner ?-I sometimes wonder whether the' dispensary has 
not displaced the private practitioner nowadays, at anI rate in big places 
like Poona. . 

4161. Dr. Hyder: Do' the military salutaris take up private practice when 
they retire?-YE'R, :1: t,hink so. 

4162. Sir Ganga Ram: Is your staff allowed private practice?~Yes. 
4163. What remuneration do they takeP-We do not lay down any rules 

for the charging of fees. We allow them to make that arrangement between 
themselves and the owners of the patients. The usual charge is about Rs. 2 
per visit and conveyance. . 

4164. Sir Th,oma.! lIfiddleton: I gather you consider that the proper fune
. tion of the Civil Veterinary Department should be the regulation of conta-
gious diseasesP-Yes. . 

4165. Apart from financial difficulties, which have already been referred to, 
. and the small number of the staff, how do you think you could ensure report
ing? That is the difficulty I envisageP-That is one of my difficulties at 
present. That is one of the reasons why I want whole-time staff, so that they 
('an move about and discover disease. 

4166. If you had whole-time assistants, would they di~cover outbreaks? Is 
not the task too bigP-I do not think so. 

4167. They would be able to inspect fairs and markets, but the inspection 
of villages is a very big task?-We have still the other agencies working in 
addition. ' 

4168. So that you think, if you had this organisation which you indicate, 
there would be no substantial difficulty on account of non-reporting?-There 
would still be some difficulty, but I think it would be very much reduced 
indeed. 

4169. One point to be borne' in mind in regulating disease by orders is 
that we should not issue orders which we cannot enforce. . So far as I can 
judge the situation, I should think you would have very great difficulty in 
enforcing orders in this Presidency?-I am rather optimistic about this sub.
ject . 

. 4170. Dr. Hyder: My colleagues have examined you on your written evi
dence, and I want to elicit information on a few points mentioned in the 
report which you have submitted to the Bombay Government for the year 
1924-25. I understand you act as examiner to the Bombay Veterinary College i' 
·-Yes. 

4171. I understand that the percentages of passes were 73 in the First 
Professional, 72 in the Second and 80 in the Third. Do you not think those 
ill'S high percentages?-They are high. They are good percentages. 

4172. In cases of surra do you treat by Bayer 205P-In this Presidency the 
number of cases of surra is not great. We want facilities for putting horses 
suffering from surra under treatment. 

4173. You have got 83 dispensaries for aU the districts and 6 more are 
to be opened in the course of the year. Is that a large enough number for 
all the districts?-No. We are supposed to recruit up to one dispensary for 
every taluka. 

4174. Where are these d.ispensaries usually located ?-At taluka head
quarters. 

4175. You say something about the Burdizzo method of castration. Do 
y.,u think that Government should undertake to pay for thatP-I made that 
suggestion in my report to get it, used !D0re extensively. 

4176. Are there any special areas in this Presidency in which such diseases 
as rinderpest are specially rife? Apart from Nasik and Dharwar have you 
any sl1ch special areas P-The report was for the year 1924-25. That was the 
year in which we had a virulent and extensive outbreak of rinderpest j and 
though certain tracts were more aff~ted than others, it was general 'every-



where except in the Panch Mahal8. No particular area of the Presidency is 
more liable to vi8itations of thi8 disease than another. 

4171. I find the table showing cost of feeding absolutely blank?~We had 
no breeding operations going on. 

4178. What is the system which you have as regards rewards to people for 
reporting diseaseaP-We do give rewards for assistance to the qepartment 
in the form of present8 ~nd certificates. But.the sum allotted for the purpose 
is not very great, "iz., Rs. 200. 

41i9. What do you think of the pinjrapole,P Are they bi'eeding centres 
of diseaseP-I do not consider them to be so. They are sometimes visited by 
disease, but that is from the importation of new stock. In the Bombay 
pinjrapole we have managed to reduce considerably the incidence of disease 
by arranging to isolate all new comers to the pinjrapole. 

4180. You are not in charge of Sind directlyP-I know Sind. 
4181. There are only 16 veterinary dispensaries in Sind. Do you think 

that i8 a large nnmberP-No, it is insufficient. 
4182. In Sind you bave' 17 Veterinsry Assistants and one man on reserve 

dutyP-Yes. 
4183. Th ... one man apparently is your m..,bile column. He would no. 

check many outbreaks? You sa~d something about the breeding of horses. 
What has become of the breed of horses used by the Mahratta cavalry in the 
old days. Does that breed still exist P-There are very few horses in thia 
Presidency worth mentioning. 

4184. Sir Chunilal Mehta: Would you tell us what your relationship is 
with the Livestock Expert, in view of the remarks on page 122 of your note ~ 
Is there co-ordination or consultation between your department and that of 
Mr. BruenP-None, except when they want our services for treatment of 
iheir animals. ~. 

4185. What sort of co-ordination should there beP Would you suggest any 
methodP-No, I do not think I can suggest any particular way in which c0-
ordination should take place at present. . 

4186. Dewan Bahadur Mal;i: Your Veterinary Assistants are allowed to 
have private pracoice even when they are on duty. They draw their salalj 
and you allow them also to pocket feesP-Under Government orders they are 
allowed private practice. 

4187. Then, their fees are uillimited. They may ask for any amount on the 
principle of demand and supplyP-I do not think the income from that 
Bource is very large at the present time. 

4188. In the village this is felt to be very revolting P-I do not quite follow 
what you are driving at. 

4189. I am driving at this point. Should your Veterinary Assistantl! bl! 
allowed to demand any fees without any control from the superior officer i'
We have not laid down rules as to what fees they should charge. 

4190. What will be the result if any Veterrnary Assistant is unreasonable 
in his demands? What is the owner of the sick animal to doP-He can go to 
the dispensary. 

4191. But what will happen when there are no dispensaries near byP-We. 
are trying to reach those centres through the touring officers. 

4192. Can you suggest any better arrangementsP-No. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. V. H. NAIK. M.A .• Bar ... at .. Law. ColJector of Bijapur. Bombay 
. Presidency. 

Replies'to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION l.-REsEARCB.-Bijapur district of which I am in charge as Col
lector is noted for uncertain rainfall. Scarcity and famine frequently occur. 
'Ihe important problem for investigation in this district is that of conservation 
<If moisture, so as to make crop production possible by the application of dry 
farming methods. For investigating this problem and carrying on experi
menLs, a research station is necessary for the district. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRICULTURAL EIiuCATION.-(i) The present supply of teachers 
and institutions is not sufficient. 

(ii) Bijapur district is in urgent need of an agricultural school. 
(iii) Teachers in rural areas should as far as possible be drawn from the 

agricultural classes. 
(iv) I have no exact information as to attendance at existing Institutions. 

rf it be not satisfactory, the way to secure better attendance is to improve 
the curricula and methods of instruction. 

(xi) The agricultural education of adults in rural tracts may be started 
by holding classes of short courses of agricultural instructions in suitable 
centres of each district. They may be popularised by making the instruction 
practical and interesting and by offering prizes, certificates, etc .• to mark 
appreciation. . ' 

'QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) In my opinion, the 
u~e of iron-plough, the introduction of improved Kumpta cotton (Dharwar 
No. I), and the steeping of iowari seed with a solution of copper sulphate in 
order to protect the crop against smut disease are among those measures that 
ha,e proved highly successful in the Karnntak Division of the Bomb",y 
Presidency. 

(b) If improvements are tried on a field-bcsle 'st suitable centres of each 
aistrict, and if systematically organised parties of cultivators are brought to 
see the standing crops raised undo::::, improved methods, that will surely 
il1ci'ease the effectiveness of field demonstrations. 

QUESTION 4.-AoMINISTRATION,-(C) (ii) There is at present no major port 
of international importance' on the whole sea-cosst between Bombay and 
C0lcmbo, It is said that the coast of North Kanara is suited for the develop
ment of u port of such magnitude. Bhatkal, now a small British port on the 
C'last of North Kanara, was in the 16th century B. C. the gate-way between 
Vijayanagar and the outer world. It is understood that the Karnatak Indian 
State of Mysore seeks to develop it into a modern port. From the wider 
standpoint of British Karnatak and other territory, lying around and within 
it, this port or the neighbouring port of Kumpta may deserve to be developed 
as a British port. The country to be served by it grows cotton of good quality, 
B,nd other agricultural produce on a large scale. It may in fact become an 
important cotton port on the coast of British Karnatak and redound to the 
agricultural prosperity of the country, The subject may be investigated. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANcE.-The extension of the existing system of village 
C:I}-operative credit societies, the establisnment of special land mortgage banks, 
and the development of the Government system of taccavi are measures that 
may be recommended for the better financing of agricultural operations. 

Short term rredit.-Village cooOperative credit societies are eminently 
Imitable for providing their members-ryots-with short term credit required 
j0r the purchase of seed, manure, bullocks, etc.; and they may be started and 
developed everywhere. The District Central CooOperative Banks with the 
Provincial Co-operative Bank at the apex finance the village credit societies'. 
In my opinion these co-operative institutions-village, district and provinciai 
-may specialise in this business of shori; term credit. The service they can 
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render t~ agriculture by 8upplying ryotB with funds even for the purchase of 
ordinary agricultural requisites will be undoubtedly great. 

LMl'fI term credit.-For enabli[lg ryotS to take up permanent land 
improvements, such 88, excavation of irrigation wells, construction of wad~ 
(field embankments), etc., long term credit is necessary. For providing such 
long term credit, special land mortgage banks with State aid may be estab
lished in luitable tracts and the system of tacea'lli extended everywhere. 

A special land mortgage bank may be formed on the following plan :-A 
portion of the 8hares of the bank may be taken up by Government and the 
rest by the investing public. Long term deposits also may be obtained. 
Loans may be advanoed on a first mortgage of lands for purposes of land 
impro'l"ement or debt redemption. Small annual instalments payable over a 
lufficiently long period of years may be fixed for the liquidation of the loans. 
The bank may have the power of recovery under the provisions of the Land 
Revenue Code. The Collector may be the president of the bank, ez-of/icio. 

farcav;.-{)are may be taken to see that only energetic and industrious; 
cnltivators are given taccavi loans for schemes of land improvements pre
viously approved. It may al80 be seen that the schemes are properly drawn 
up by skilled offieers and that they are profitable. If cultivators who are
&elected carry out such approved schemes, they are sure to benefit. That 
will doubtless make the taccavi system popular and successful. 

In my opinion, the distribution of taceavi to approved cultivators may be 
in the hands of the Collector's staff, as it has been in the past. There may 
also be a sufficient number of agricultural officers of the type of embank
ment officers for examining land improvements proposed by applicants for 
taccavi and preparing sketches and estimates. 

The above remarks about the taceav; system may apply to special land 
mortgage banks also. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS.-If a ryot who is otherwise 
competent, has a large debt carrying a high rate of interest, the way to help 
him is to investigate his liabilities, to payoff the. same with an advance at a 
lower rate of interest, and to take annually from him, in 'satisfaction of the 
latter, a small sum over a sufficiently long period of years. Government may 
take power to investigate the liabilities of suitable cultivators who are over
burdened with debt with a view to help being given them in the manner 
indicated. The funds required may come either from' Government direct or 
from special land mortgage banb. , 

QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-For Bijapur distri~ I suggest the following : _ ~ 
(i) There are six sites suggested as suitable for making canals. They 

are: -(1) ,Kolchi, (2) Shivyogmandir (Govanki), (3) Aiholli and (4) Ramthal 
on the Malaprabha, (5) Herkal and the Ghataprabha and (6) Galgali on the 
Krishna. Of these, (1) Kolchi, (2) Shivyogmandir (Govanki) and (3) Herkal 
are recommended as specially promising. Their immediate survey may be 
taken up. 

(ii) Tanks for irrigatiol.t may be constructed in' suitable localities. Th .. 
Superintending Engineer on special duty has on his list " good number of 
suitable sites for such works. ' , 

(iii) Wells for irrigation :-Wells are successful in Indi taluks and a few 
other tracts of the district. The extension of irrigation wells in these tracts 
alone is recommended. ' 

QUESTION 9.-SoIL8.-Wads (field embankments) may be constructed along 
contour lines. By construction of a wad or a series of wads' across the water 
chaunel, the whole field will become divided into a number of plots. By tillage 
across each plot it ,will tend to become level, and rainwater that will otherwise 
flow away will be retained and spread over it. Further, the erosion of the 
surface !WiI will be prevented. As a wad or series of wads properly constructed 
results In the retention of rainwater in the field, it yields some crop even in a 
year of .deficient rainfall. Its crop yield is of course increased in a year of 
good ramfall. ' • 
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QUESTION 10.---FERTILISERs.-The use of cowdung ·as a· fuel may be 'Pena-. 
lised wit,b proper safeguards. , 

QUESTION l1.-Cnops.-(a) (i) A great improvement of existing crops can 
be brought about by supplying ryots with pure and selected seed of important 
varieties of crops grown. 

(iii) As to the distribution of seeds, the case of Bijapur district may, for 
example, be considered: - . 

The t.otal cropped area of the district is ,.2,886,000 acr~: Of this, that 
under cotton is 866,000 acres; that under oil-seeds 56,000 acres; that under 
wheat 129,000 acres; that under iowaTi 1,400,000 acres; that under bajri 
175,000 acres; and that under other cereals and pulses 117,000 acres.' 

The seed of no crop is so badly mixed and so impure as that of cotton. 
Ryots' cotton is taken to ginning factories, where it is ginned and the seed 
gets mixed and broken. In the southern talukas of Bijapur district Kumpta 
cotton is grown, whereas Khandesh cotton is grown, to some extent, in the 
northern talukas. The result is an appalling ixture of cotton seed, which 
ryots obtain from ginning factories or shops in he bazar and sow. I would 
suggest the following plan for producing pure Kumpta cotton seed and 
~upplying it to ryots in this district:-

The Agricultural Department may start a cotto seed farm of about 300 
acres and raise seed sufficient for sowing 15,000 acre. The seed yield of the 
departmental seed fa~ may be supplied to selected ig farmers, having in 
all 15,000 acres under cotton. They should bind themselves to cultivate their 
fields well, gin the produce separately and sell the seed to a co-opera,tive 
society, supplying cotton seed to ryots throughout the district. The seed of 
these 15,000 acres will suffice for nearly 750,000 acres. The departmental 
seed farm suggested here may be worked separately or in conjunction with 
the experimental or research station suggested in the answer to question 
'No. 1. 

The seed supply of other crops such as oil-seeds, wheat, etc., may also be 
organised on a similar plan. ' 

(il') In lIfudargi and Nargund Pethas of Dharwar district, the thick 
clumps of prickly pear afforded shelter to pigs which damaged crops. During 
the period of crop growth extending over several months, villagers kept 
watch over-night to Bcare away pigs from their fields and their health ('onse
quently suffered. But a campaign for the destruction of prickly pear by 
applying fire to it, by allowing it to dry, by cutting it down afterwards, and 
by burning jt again, was carried on in 1923, 1924 and 1925 throughout the 
III Division of Dharwar district, including Mudargi aJ)d Nargund Pethas. 
The result was that pigs finding their abodes destroyed migrated to distant 
hills. Thus the country side was freed from the pig trouble. In another 
part of Dharwar district containing thick forest, walls were constructed for 
keeping away the pig from the fields enclosed by the wall. These measures 
have proved successful. 

(c) In Mudargi Petha, above referred to, the soil is light and sandy. The 
crop of khari! iowari grown in such soil is bound to be poor. Ryots sought 
to grow ground-nut in rotation with khari! iowari, but the pig damaged the 
ground-nut crop and thus checked its extension. But the campaign of 
prickly pear destruction has driven away the pig and I understand' that the 
area under ground-nut which is a more profitable crop than iowari hal 
increased considerably in Mudargi Petha in the last two years. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIMAL HusBANDRY.-The Government scheme of storage 
of kadbi for saving cattle in a year of fodder famine was worked out in 
Bijapur district this year with success. The total quantity stored is over 
65 lakhs Ibs. at a t,ot.al cost of Rs. 47,000. Of this, nearly 60 lakhs Ihs. were 
l'tored this yoar at u rate of Re. 6'85 per 1.000 Ibs. Proposals have been made 
for storing nearly 219lakhs Ibs. in the ensuing season at a cost of Rs. 1.50,000. 
Thus the total quantity to be stored by the end of the next season will come 

\ 
to 284 lakhs Ibs. at 8 total cost of nearly Rs. 2 lakhs. The total number of 
plollgh ('attle in the district is 134,000. The provision of about 670 lakhs 1b6. 



of kadbi wiU suffice for irdof these plough cattle for 5 months at the rate of 
10 Ibs5d)er day per animaL As ryots 11180 store kad:bi. it is recommended to 
.tore lakhs lbs. for the present. . 

An average Government stack of kadbi ~ 1()()1long and 20' wide at the 
ground surface and its height from bottom to apex 30'. The cross section of 
the stack is pentagonal. The stack is plastered with mud. It is known as 
Kilbana'l1i. ·It contains over 3 lakhs Ibs. of kadbi. It is estimated to last 
.4 or 5 years and to lose 15 per cent. of the stock at the end. Ryots.ordinarily 
.tore kadbi in small heaps caUed "Goodu" and put mud over them. These 
II Goodus" are said to lose nearly 50 per cent. of the kadbi in one or two 
years. The Government kadbi storage scheme is thus calculated to conserve 
the fodder resources of the district. 

QUl!sTION17.-AoBIOm.TUBAL INDUSTBIl!s.-(l) Kurbars in Bijapur dis
trict are sheep graziers. They also weave kamblis (country blankets) from 
wool. They may be taught better methods of sheep-raising and wool-weaving. 

(2) Village carpenters and blacksmiths make agricultural implements and 
supply them to ryots. The former may be taught better methods. 

(3) There are weavers of coarse cotton cloth in the district. They may be 
taught better methods. 

Co-operative organisation may be tried for the improvement of these 
village industries. 

QUESTION 19.-FoBESTs.-Kurbars in Bijapur district are sheep-graziers. 
They have applied for additional forest area, being thrown open for the graz
ing of sheep and goats. The matter is being considered favourably by the 
Forest Department. 

For improving· the grazing quality of forest areas, the Economic Botanist 
proposes to initiat~ experiments. 

QUESTION 20.-MABKETINo.-(a) For stimnlating the development of 
market-gardening, fruit-growing and other intensive forms of agriculture, 
each a!!:ricultural belt may have in the centre a large city. There are 
instances of fruit-growers discouraglld to some enent, by the non-existence 
of a bj~ cClmulUing centre at a reasonable distance. The subject is a vast onA, 
an.] I vontHl1I to call attention to it. 

J 

QUE8TION 22.---CO-oPEBATION.-(a) The honorary organisers of co-opera-I ,J 
tive societies may be replaced by a paid staff of Government officials, especi-
al1y for organising co-operative societies in backward areas. 

Non-official agencies, such as the Central Co-operative Institute, do not 
sl'em to be capable of taking up the difficult task of organising and develop
ing various types of co-operative societies. The Central Co-operative Insti
tute with its branches holds conferences and training classes and issues 
periodicals. The propaganda of this nature, the Institute appears ta do 
well. It may also take up the work of supervision of its constituent societies 
and the local supervising unions of societies to be started may become part 
of the machinery of the Institute. But the organisation and expansion of 
societies and their statutory audit may be left to the paid staff of the 
Registrar. 

(b) Credit societies may be organised and developed everywhere. 
Purcha .. !e 8ocieties.-It will perhaps be .expedient to have a single large. 

8ocie~J>: for a whole district for the. purchase and distrihution of agricultural 
reqUISites such as seed, manures, Implements, etc., rather tha~ manv small 
societies, each for a village or a group of villages or a taluka. A 'district 
society may buy, on a large scale, agricultural requisites and distribute them 
throughout the. district. The society may also take up the dissemination of 
agricultural literature, establish a library and a museum and hold meetings. 
It may have branch offices in talukas and distribute agricultul'al requisites 
thr~ugh them to ryota. These branches may thus serve the purpose of inati
tU~lOns ~ow k~own as Taluka Development Associations. A centralised dis. 
t:l(~t soclet! With adequate funds appears to be necessary, if the non-official 
SIde of agncultural propaganda and the supply of agricultural requisites are 
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to be efficiently organised. The Agricultural Department may treat as Taluka. 
Development Associations the taluka and petha branches of the district 
society and give grants accordingly to the latter .. 

(c) Societies for the sale of produce such as cotton, oil-seeds, etc., may b~ 
developed. They may arrange to secure good seed, as the existing cotton 
sale societies of Dharwar district have done; and hand it over to the district 
agricultural purchase society for distribution to ryots. 

(d) I consider that credit societies have made available to the cultivator 
capital at reduced rates of interest and that their operations have also tended 
to lower the rates of interest demanded by the ordinary moneylender. 

N on-credit societies also are to some eX:tent attaining their objects; but 
their operations need to be systematised and devel?ped on a large scale. 

QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EDlTCATION.-I venture to submit that in a coun· 
try like India, teeming with millions of small agriculturists, the whole system 
of general education-elementary, middle school and higher-needs to be 
agriculturalised to a marked degree. What is general education after all p
H is the impartation of knowledge of facts and figures in different grades to 
pupils, so as to improve their mental equipment. Facts and figures of history, 
geography, mathematics and natural science are ·collected together and 
graduated into different elementary, intermediate, and advanced series. The 
impartation of the elementary series of such facts and figures is said to pro
vide the pupils with elementary education; that of the intermediate series 
with middle school education; and that of the advanced with collegiate or 
higher education. It does not appear to.be an impossible task to collect facts 
and figures, specially bearing on agricultural history, agricultural 
geography, agricultural mathematics and also facts and figures of 
various branches of natural science, in their relation to the pro
cesses of agriculture and rural economy, to graduate them, and to incorporate 
them into the curricula and practical exercises of general education-ele
mentary, middle school and higher. A number of elementary schools ha'\"e 
recently been given what is called agricultural bias; and the experiment is 
said to be successful. That perhaps indicates that the whole system of gene
ral education can be etrectively agriculturalised with the highest possibJe 
good to the country and its people. If the system of general 'education is 
divorced from the agricultural needs of a vast country like India, and if we 
make a rush for compulsory universal general education, as we have been 
doing, nothing but unemployment on an unprecedented scale and consequent 
discontent and misery would be the result. India is a 'poor country and 
cannot affor~e cost ..2f a universal .$8nerareauCi\fi61i1I - ~stem -and -an 
equaIly--universaCspecinl agricUltural educat:lonaCS);teiii~Tli.e only solution 
seems to be the agriculturalisation of the former as far as possible. It 
appears to be necessary to set up a Joint Board of general educationists and 
agricultural educationists, if the great task of agriculturalising the text books 
and curricula of general educational institutions is to be accomplished as 
rapidly as possible. . . . 

QUESTION 24.-ATTRACTING CAPITAL.-As the system of general education 
becomes more and more agriculturalised, as the instruction and training in 
technical agricultural schools and colleges tends more and more to turn their 
students into skilled agricultural businessmen, as experts discover more and 
more profit-producing improvements, and as the dignity of agricultural pur
suits enhances in the country, men of capital and enterprise will in increas
ing numbers take to agriculture. 

QUESTION 25.-WELPARE 01' RURAL POPULATION.-(l) In many areas por
tions of old cart tracks owing to lack of repair and constant use, have become 
deepened and thus unserviceable. These tracks may be repaired or new tracb 
laid out, with provision for their regular repair. Further, a scheme for the 
development of road cOllununications in such areas may be suggested. 

(2) A scheme for providing drinking water wells in villages, suffering from 
.scarCIty, may be recommsflded. 
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(3) Prickly pear is • Iluisance in many village sites. It leads to insanita 
'lion and di._. Prickly pear in thick clumps provides abodes for pigs 
,,·hich damago crops. Consequently, ryots have to watch their crops over
night and their health suffers. A campaign for the destruction of prickly 
p .. ar may be initiated everywhere. The results achieved in the III Division 

10£ Dharwar district during the period of 1923, 1924 and 1925, when I was in 
charge of that tract, have been satisfactory. 

(4) CongEltition in village sites is appalling. A scheme for encouraging 
villagers to build houses on suitable plots outside village sites may be 
I"ecommended. 

(5) Most villaps have got chavdis. These may be improved and extended 
80 38 to make them a sort of village halls for the holding of rural social 
functions. 

(6) Faction is the bane of village life. Village officers-patil (headman) 
find kulkarni (acceuntant) having not get enough official work to do, some
-.tim('8 partiCipate 'in factiousness. . Training classes for kulkarnu have been • 
held for 80me years. But a training class for patils was held this year in 
Bijapur district with success. I suggest that .village officers may be trained 
~n agriculture. The ac1Iive i:nterest of the patil and the kulkarni in improved 
agriculture will mean a new factOl·, tending towards the peace and prosperity 
o/' the village. 

(7) If trained village officers are entrusted with agricultural work on a 
,:nail extra remuntoratien, they will form a vast body of agricultural propa
gandists in -rural areas. 

QCEST!ON 26.-ST.lTISTICS.-OthM sltgqestions.-(I) The Secretary of State 
in Council, in virtue of sectoin 26 of the Government of India Act, is 
under a statutory obligation to lay before both Houses of Parliament an 
Rnnual account, exhibiting the moral and material progress and condition of 
"I nrlia. The implication of this obligation is that the Secretary of State in 
Council is responsible for initiating measures for the moral and material pro
gress of the vast agricultural classes of the country, and for gauging the 
improvement effected from year to year. The Collector may bto charl!:ed with 
-the general oversight of execution of these measures in his district. 

The Deputy Director of Agriculture, though. subordinate to the Director 
for technical control, may be subordinated to the Collector, in respect of 
introduction of approved agricultural improvements in the district. There 
may be no practical difficulty in the way of the Deputy Director in charge of· 
-several diS"tJ'icts, operatingunller the Collectors of all those districts. Under 
such arrangement, the Deputy Director and his staff may .turn out more work 
ill each district than a.tpresent. Similarly, the Assistant Registrar of C0-
operative Societies may function in the district under the Collector, in res
flt'Ct of co-operative agricultural organisation. Even the existing staff of 
Circle Inspectors under the Collector may be brought within the scope of this 
~o-ordination. The Collector may also have the assistance of District officers, 
such as the Executive Engineer for irrigation, the Executive Engineer for 
roads the Deputy Educational Inspector, etc. For working out such a dis
trict scheme of centralisation for the purpose of rapidly improving agricul
ture and bringing about rural prosperity, the Collector's office at the head· 
.quarters may be strengthened by the creation of a separate agricultural 
branch. 

Approved agricultural improvements, such as, iron ploughs, selected 
Kumpta cotton seed, treatment of iowari seed with copper· SUlphate, etc., may 
from time to time be notified by the Director of Agriculture to the Collector; 
energetic action may be taken to introduce those improvements and incor
porate them into the routine of husbandry in the district; and the Collector 
may submit an annual return as to each improvement, showing the acreage, 
etc .• covered by it in the year. Similar an~ual return~ may alRo be furnish. 

-ed by the Collector,in respect of constructIOn of wads (field embankments), 
excavation of irrigation wells, construction of minor irrigation tanks, con
-lItruction at irrigation canals, extension of road communicailione, expansion 
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of agricultural biu& education, etc. A summary of these annual district 
returns may be incorporated in the report of moral and material progress of 
the country to be submitted every year to Parliament. A district with the
Collcctor at the head is a territorial unit of sufficient size for the introduc
tion of agricultural improvements and the measurement of their progress 
from year to year. Different activities, tending to promote the agricult1,lral 
and rural development of a district may all be carried on int~nsively in the
district, and their progress marked and appraised every year from the stand 
point of that district. 

(2) A statute for the better development of agriculture in India, embody-
i~ various provisions, may ·be- passed by Parliament.. . . 
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Oral Evidence. 

4193. The Chairman: Mr. Naik, we are very much obliged ·to you for the 
,nitten evidence you hal'e 8ubmitted. Have you got anything special to say 
befot'e we proceed to question and answer?-No, nothing. 

419~. You 8ay that there is a specific problem in your district and in order 
to investigate this problem and carryon experiments a research station is 
required 10r the district? Is that a special problem peculiar to the district? 
-That problem is a very difficult one and is peculiar to that tract. 

4195. You mention that it is a famine tract and you want investigation ir 
conservation of moisture. Are you familiar with such experiments and re~ 
search as are being carried on at this moment at Poona in this particular 
problem?-Yes, I think some experiments have been started recently. 

4196. I want to know on what you founded the view that the setting up 
of 8 special research station in a particular district was to be justified?~The 
reason is this. The whole district is liable to frequent famine whereas only 
parts of other . districts are so liable to famine at long interrals. The Bija
pur district is supposed to be liable to famine frequently so far as the whole 
area is concerned. 

4197. Provided the particular problems of the district were being ade
quately dealt with by existing institutions, you would not advocate the crea
tion of a new one, would youP-No. 

4198. You say that Bijapur is in urgent need of an agricultural school. 
What kind of agricultural school were you thinking of? Either cif the Loni 
type or agricultural bias schools ?-This is under the serious consideration of 
Government now. -

4199. On page 137 you say that for providing long term credit, special 
land mortgage banks with State aid may be established. What do you mean 
by special land mortgage banks?-I mean a. bank which will advance long 
term loans for the purpose of redemption of debts and financing costly land 
improvements. 

4200. But do you contemplate these loans being made through the co
operative credit societiesP-No, not through the existing short-term co-opera- . 
tive credit societies. 

4201. On page 137 you describe a method by which the State, that means 
the general body of tax-payers (and it is as well to remember that the two 
things are identical) might come. to the assistance of cultivators to relieve 
them of part of the interest on their debt?-Yes, at low rates of interest. 

4202. I take it, if I have understood your plan aright, that the amount of 
easement which the cultivator would enjoy as the result of the adoption of 
your scheme would be the difference between the interest he pays now and the 
interest that he would have to pay to Government, that is the full extent 
{)f the relief, is it not?-Yes, and help in other directions. 

4203. But financially that is the sum total?-Yes. 

4204. What rate of interest are cultivators paying in the district with 
which you are famiIiar?-From 15 to 20 per cent. 

4205. At what interest do you anticipate Government would lend?-They 
lend now at 7,29 per cent. 

4206. So that the difference between the 15-20 per cent. and 7,29 per cent • 
.... ould be borne by the general tax-payers. That is the scheme, is it?-No. 
The State raises money at a lower rate than 7,29 per cent. Suppose the State 
were to provide a part of the funds of a mortgage bank; that would not mean 
a burden on the general tax-payer. All the funds of a mortgage bank will 
not come from Government. I 

4207. Have the local candidates in the elections adopted that platformP
Not specifically, but they are all keen agricultural reformers in my part ot 
the country. 
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4208. I am very interested in your note on anrmal huslianary. Oil pagE!' 
138 you state: "The Government scheme of storage of kadbi for saving 
r.attle in a year of fodder famine was working out in Bijapur district this
year with success." W.hat exactly do the words" work out" meanP-Gov
('rnment agents in the district have actually stored kadbi in the course of 
this year. 

4209. They have car:ried out the whole experiment successfully?-Yes. 
4210. There was no famine, was thereP-No. As a matter of fact we shall 

be storing in good years in order to have a store .for bad years. Experts say 
that kadbi can be kept for four or five years if properly stored. 

4211. What is the proposal that has to be carried out under the scheme?
]n my district 6,500,000 pounds have been stored. We hold this for a bad: 
year and we are not issuing it this year because this is a good year. 

4212. Do you know whether the decision has been taken to repeat this 
experiment next yearP-Yes, Government have been pleased' to sanction' 
Rs. 1,50,000 for operation in the coming agricultural harvest season. 

4213. On page 139 you advance a very understandable complaint on thE!' 
part of local fruit-growers; they are discouraged by the non:.existence of a 
fruit-consuming centre at a reasonable distanceP-Yes. 

4214 .. Of course, better .transport ~ould bring the consuming district§., 
nearer?-lt would, but local peculiarities and local convenience are a factor. 

4215. The only alternative is the creation ad hoc of dimportant consum-
ing centre for the benefit of those who are growing fruit; you do not contem
plate that, I am sure. But do you think that by better communication some
thing might be done to bring your fruit cultivators into closer touch with the 
mnrketP-Yes, something could be done. 

4216. On page 140 you state: "As the system of general education becomes ... 
more and more agl'iculturalised, as the instruction and training in technical; 
agricultural schools and colleges tends more and more to turn their students 
into skilled agricultural businessmen" and so on. Have you any personal 
knowledge on which you base this view that the products of these colleges are" 
turning to agriculture as a pl'ofession?-I know a few of them hut not many. 

4217. You will agree with me when I say what attracts business men is the 
prospect of security for their capital and attractive returns on their invest
ments?-Yes. 

4218. Businessmen have a curious knack of finding out these things 
without the assistance of agricultural schools or anybody else?-Yes. 

4219. On page 142 you state that '1 statute for the better development of 
flgriculture in India, embodying various provisions, may be passed by Parlia-· 
ment. You contemplate there an All-India Act?-It would be an amplifica
t,ion of section 26 of the Government of India Act. 

4220. Do you think that .the provincial administration would welcome a 
'statutory provision of that sort from a central authorityP-The Government
of India Act specifically lays down an implied duty on the Secretary of State· 
for India and I should say anything like an amplifying act would naturally 
(ollow. 

4221. I think you are on firm ground there as far as it goesP-Yes. 

'2'he COll1l11ission then adjourned till 2-80 p.1II. Ol~ Tuesday. the 26th October, 
19!J6. 

(Mr. Naik gave further oral evidence on the 27th October, 1926', see page 181.)1 
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Tuesday, Oc:tober 26th, 1926. 

POONA. 

PUSENT: 

The lLulQVB88 OP LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELIY LAwBINCR, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THollUs MIDDLRTON, K.B.E., 
C.B. ' 

Rai Bahadur Sir G.urGA R.ur,KT., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. , 

Sir JAlIIIS MAcKIN!"', KT., C.I.E., 
.I.C.8. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S'. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDRB. 

,Mr. B. S. K.ul:AT. 

The Hon'ble Sir CHUNILAL V. MEHTA. } 
Dewan Bahadur A. U. MAUl. (Co-opted Memben) 

Mr. J. A. MAD.ur, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. S]lUTH. (Joint Secretaries.) 

Mr. A. G. EDIE. Chief Conservator of Forests. Bombay Presidency. ' 

Rsplies to the Questionnaire. 
QUESTION 9.-(a) (i) The soil in'the neighbourhood of bare hills in the

Deccan is usually very poor sandy murum, washed down by the torrents" 
from the bare hills. This state of things would be improved if the hills 
were covered with tree growth, which would prevent the erosion of the soH, 
from the hills. 

(a) (iii) Lessen the floods by increasing the tree growth on the hills. 
QUESTION 10.-(1) The udof wood instead of cow dung for fuel should ba' 

encouraged. Owing to its b~k the transport of f",el is expensive, and it 
is not po~sible profitobl,V to exploit fuel from the forests to places beyond 
the immediate neighbourhood at a low cost, which increases rapidly with. 
the distance from the forest. In areas remote from forest the remedy would. 
!eem to be to plant strips of trees along the banks of streams and on the 
borders of the fields, preferably quick growing fuel-producing trees. 

QUISTION ll.-(a) (iv) This matter was investigated by a committee soma 
years ago. From my own experience I can say that the only sure method of
preventing damage to crops by wild animals is the erection of stone walls
tlr stout fencing. The eradication of prickly pear and lantana, which_ 
generally grow near villages and fields, would lessen the amount of cover 
available for wild animals. 

QUI8TION Ifl-(b) (\) Owing to the very low rate of grazing fee charged; 
for cattle grazing in forest, many cattle are kept which ara useless except 
to yield a little manure. 

(b) (ii) In areas of thick forest a belt of land around the fields has be6n 
handed over to the cultivators with permission to clear it if they so wish anI< 
use it .for the growth of grass lind leaf manure and other purposes subsidiary 
to agriculture, 

(d) Up till recently the forest area has been divided' into two parts, one' 
of which is open and the other closed to grazing throughout the year. Experi_-
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menta are now being carried out in accordance with which areas will be closed 
for part of the yellr only, with a view to determine whether by this means the 
-tot.al output of grazing and fodder grass will be increased. . 

QUESTION 17.-(11) In forest distriCts cultivators are' employed on forest 
works during the slack Slll\.SOn of agriculture, and OIl the whole it can be 
-Baid that the demand for such labour is greater than the supply. 

QUESTION 19.-(a) Yes, aa far as this can· be done on a communal basis, 
Grazing is allowed on payment of nominal fees (usually aIInas 4 and some
times less per head for agricultural cattle), and fuel, bamboos, small timber, 
leaf manure and other essentials for agriculture are allowed free or at low 
!'ates. In thickly populated areas the demand on the forests for these 
purposes is very heavy, whereas in forest areas remote from the centres of 
population the contrary is the case. With reference to the remark "on 
a communal basis" above it should be pointed out that in most ca.ses the 
forests are open to all the cultivators of a village or group of villages as 
a whole, and this undoubtedly leads to waste and ill-usage, much of which 
might be avoided if areas of forest were allotted to individuals, as is 
-occasionally done; this however can only be arranged in rare instances. 

(b) The supply of firewood and fodder in rural areas might be increa.sed by 
improvement in communications, thus facilitating transport, and by protection 
-of land suitable for their growth within the areas themselves. This protection 
would entail a curtailment of the grazing and other facilities, and in each case 
it must he decided separately whether such curtailment is likely to be justified 

I 
oy results. 

Qc) D~terior31tion of. forests on hillsi~es and o~ the banks of strea~s has 
led to SOlI erOSlOn. ThIS can be seen at Its worst In the case of " Kumn " or 
shifting cultivation, which entails the cutting and burning of all forest growth 

J 

J 

on steep hillsides, resulting finally in the complete disappearance of the soil. 
The only preventive is the preservation of the forest growth in such places; 
there is no cure within a reasonable period of time once the ~ h1\l.as been ,-- ---. ---- -

(d) The presence of lnrge areas of forest may lead to a small increase in the 
rainfall, but this is a point on which we have no definite information, and it is 
not likely that the increase in the rainfall is at all considerable. 

But undoubtedly the presence of forests helps to retain moisture in the 
soil, and thus regulates the flow of water in streams, which usually contain 
water throughout the year in forest clad areas, whereas in open areas they 
are raging torrents in the rainy season and quite dry during the rest of the 
year. It is an axiom which admits of no doubt that the denser the forest 
gr~th the more constant is the flow of water in the streams of the area. 

Agricultural land in the neighbourhood of bare ·hillsides is liable to be 
flo ed by the torrents which flow from the hills during the periods of heavy 
rain, which coincide with the period during which the land is under crop, 
and heavy damage is caused by the floods. Where the hillsides are covered 
with forest growth this damage is averted~ 

(e)~s a rule it is not advisable to create forest in the neighbourhood of 
villages. It is desirable that the land around a village should be open and not 
densely clad with trees. If the idea is to increase the supply of forest produce 
available for the people it would be better to afforest areas at a reasonable 
distance from the village (say a mile or so), or better still for the villagers 
themselves to plant trees in their holdin~ It will take years of educating to 
.get them to do this, but is worth trying. 

(f) Forests subjected to excessive grazing suffer deterioration. Animals eat 
the young plants and browse the older growth, and damage the young trees by 
'trampling and rubbing and thus prevent the ~egeneration and proper growth 
~f the forest crop. Excessive trampling of the soil during the rainy season, 
-:vhen the incidence of gra.zing is heaviest, renders it unsuitable for the pro
iuction of tree growth. Where grazing is very heavy the forest growth 
quickly deteriorates and eventually disappears, and this is followed by erosioll 
-of the soil. 
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The incidence of grazing should be limited to an amount which the· 

forest can fairly bear, and areas containing young growth should be closed! 
to grazing. . 

Owing to the very low rate of grazing fee charged the number of cattle 
grazing in forest \8 excessive. If higher fees were charged the people in lin: 
probability would restrict the number of cattle somewhat. 
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Oral Evidence. 
\ 

4222. The Chail'man: Mr. Edie, you are the Chief Conservator of Forestl!, 
lJombay Presidency?~Yes. 

4223. You have p'ut in a note of your evidence, and we have had an 
opportunity of rea.ding it through. Would you care to make any statement 
;amplifying what you have written, or would you like to proceed at once to 
.{juestion al)d answerP-I do not think I want to make any further state
'lllE:nt. 

4224. You agree with me, I take it, that the conduct of forests in India 
-is very important from the angle of agriculture?-Yes. 

4225. Do you think that the relations between the Forest Department and 
,the Agricultural Department are as close and sympathetic as they might 
'beP-We are not really in very close and direct touch with the Agricultural 
Department. We are more in touch with the Revenue Department through 

,the Collectors. 
4226. Do you think that it might be in the interest of agriculture in the 

Presidency, if you were in closer touch P-I have not thought about it very 
much. ,We are in close touch with the Collectors, the Revenue Department; 
and anything which has to do with the rights and privileges of the people is 
dealt with between the Revenue Department and ourselves. We do not 

.come much in touch with the Agricultural Department. , 
4227. Has it ever occurred to you that it might be to the advantage of the 

,cultivators if your officers had a short course of instructions on the means by 
which forests may render assistance to agricultureP-I ha,d Ilot thought of 

,that, but I should think it would be a 'good thing. 
4228. It would not take very much timeP-No. 
4229. Do you think it might be useful also, if certain of your officers were 

,attached for a longer or shorter time to the Agricultural Department, so as 
to have an opportunity of seeing the forests from the agricultural viewpoint? 
-I think that might be tried, yes. 

4230. In answer to question 9 (a) (i) on page 145 you say" The soil in the 
neighbourhood of bare hills in the Deccan is usually very poor sandy murum, 
washed down by the torrents from the bare hills. This stato of things would 
be improved if the hills were covered with tree growth, which would prevent 
the erosion of the soil from the hills." Have you already had experience of 
,that operation in the Presidency P-Yes. 

4231. How about the expense? Is it a costly operation?-We could not 
plant these hills. The only means of getting tree growth on them would be 
protection from fire and cutting, and a certain amount of protection from 
grazing would be necessary. We could not think of planting them. 

4232. How long, as a rule, does it take in the Deccan to establish a growth 
.of trees? Is it trees or shrubs?-Mostly thorny shrubs. 

4233. How long does it take to establish that?-On some hills the soil is 
almost completely gone. I think it would, as a rule, take 10 years before 
there will be any appreciable difference. 

4234. You would have to have protective measures in force for 10 yearsP
-Yes, I think so. 

4235. Would that be expensive?-If we had to put on forest staff to 
-protect these hills, it would become fairly expensive, unless the villagers did 
it themselves.' 

<L236. You know India very well. Is it likely that they will do it them
sE'lves ?-There is a good deal of teaching required, as things are at present. 
J have known of cases, where they have done it themselves, in Kanara, 
but it is very ra~ • 

4237. I am trying to get from y;)U wh~ther you think, from your 
"experience, this is an expedient which might be adopted for wide areas, or 
"whether you think it would be too expensive to carry out on an important 
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scale ?-I am afraid it would be toq expensive, unless we can show them 
eumples which they would follow. 

4238. You have no rodent in this country such as the rabbit, which 
.attacks young treesP-We have no rabbits, but porcupines, hares and rats 
still do a lot of damage. 

·n:i:l. Call. you pro~fci young trees against them?-We do, tl) a (.'Cttain 
extent, in our plantations. We put stonea round the plants. 

4240. Fencing would be out of the question?-Yes. 
4241. In answer to question 16 (b) (i) on page 145, you say "Owing to the 

very low rate of grazing fee charged for cattle grazing in forest, many cattle 
~re kept which are ust'less except to yield a little manure." Are you advocat-
109 any change there?-If the number of cattle which graze in forests is 
excessive and it is desirable to keep down their numbers, I think the only 
thing would be to raise the fee. In some places there is more grazing than 
the forests can stand. 

4242. Raising the fee would have a selective tendency?-It might, but I 
think the fee would have to be raised a great deal. The fee has been raised 
of late years, and there is very little difference in the number of cattle. It 
bae been raised from 2 annas to 4 annas, but the number of cattle grazing 
~8 just the Bame now as before, so that merely raising the fee like that hal 
Dot had any effect. 

4243. In the nt'xt answer that you have giv9n, you point out that in are8l' 
·of thick forest. a belt of land around the fields has been handed over to the 
.cultivators with permission to clear it if they so. wish apd use it for the 
growth of g~a8B and leaf manure and other purpqses subsidiary to agriculture. 
Do the cultivators take advantage of that permission P-Not always, but 
frequently they do. Chiefly this is done in heavy forest districts like Kanara J 
and Belgaum, and it is done to a certain extent in other placesQlUt often 
the cultivators are annual tenants, and they do not know whether they will 
be cultivating that bit of land next year. It demands a lot of labour to clear 
this belt all rouni the fields. If they do not know' how long they will be 
~ultivating that little bit of land, they cannot afford to do it; but I have 
seen a good deal of it do~ 

4244. In answer to the next question, you outline an experiment which 
has been carried out, with a view to the increase in the total output of 
gl azing and fodder grass, by the closing of certail1" areas for part of the 
year onlyP-Yes. 

4245. Is that a new experiment in this Presidency?-It has been going 
on for two or three years only. 

4246. Are there indications as to whether it is going to prove a success?
We think it is. What we are doing is to close an area towards the end of the 
monsoon season, allow the grass to seed, and keep the same area closed in the 
early part of the next monsoon, so that the young grass grows up from the 
seed. 

4247. You close it for two periods, the period of seeding and the period of 
germination?-Yes. 

4248. Until the grass gets establishedP-Yes, and I think I can SIIY that 
it is leading to an improvement. With ~he help of the Agricultural Depart
ment we have taken some small arecs, and we are making accurate tests of 
the output of grass. 

4249. Do you allow grazing between seeding and the growth of the young 
grass, or do you keep the cattle out of itP-We keep that closed. 

4250. How about grass cutting as opposed to grazing? Is that prohibited 
in the same period in these areas ?-No; I do not think it would be, as a rule. 

4251. You have three classes of forests here, have you not? You have 
forests where both grazing and grass-cutting are allowed, forests where grn~
cutting only is allowed, and forests where neither grass-cutting nor grazing 
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is allowed?-Yes, but there are very few forests where gA~-cutting is 
prohibited. Those ,closed to grazing are mostly open to the cuttmg of grass. 

4252. In answer to question 17 (b) on page 146, you .have stated" In fotest 
districts cultivators are employed on forest works durmg the slack season ,?f 
agriculture and on the whole it can be said that the demand for such labour 1& 

greater th~n the supply." In spite of the fact that you call for such labour 
in the slack agricultural season, you cannot get enough labour to do the work. 
Is that the position P-That is very common. In real forest districts, the 
labour supply is a good deal less than we want. 

4253. How do you account for the fact that you are not able to attract 
the labour during a season when that labour is not engaged in cultivation?
Most of our big works are in areas where the population is small, and tQ 
come to these works they have to go long distances. Also, our forest districts 
are mostly unhealthy. That is one of the reaEOns why they do not come. 

4254. How are the wages fixed?-In the open market. Most of our work 
is really piece-work. - . 

4255. You do not think that it is failnre to pay sufficiently attractive 
wages that prevents them from coming?-I do not think so. We pay good 
wages. 

4256. Can you give the Commission any idea of what the average wage is? 

J You have told us that the wages are determined by competition in the open 
market. 1 suppose that is competition with the other employers ?+A man on 
felling work, timber work, will make a rupee a day easily. A ca:?tman with 
his cart will make at least Rs. 2 a day, or something more than that.\ 

4257. Are these average figures?-Yes. I am talking about wo;:r in our 
\ big forests. 

'--' 4258('Apart from the felling and the carting, there may be a certain 
amount of unskilled labour required for the carrying of brushwood, etc.?
There is a geod deal of that in the way of burning fire lines, plantation 
work, etc. A good deal of it is done on daily wages. 

4259. What do you pay?-8 annas to 12 annas for unskilled labour of 
that sort:'\ 

4260. -r; it in the category of the daily wage earners that you have this 
shortage, or in the category of the piece-work earners?- Both. 

4261. Are you, as a department, carrying out any experiments in the 
preservation of fodder against famine?-"'e store fodder against famine. 
We bale hay and store it. 

4262. Are you making any silage at all?-We have tried it on a small 
scale at different times, but it was never gone on with. We were told that 
silage cannot be moved long distances. If you are storing it in one place 
as insurance against famine, it must be used there; it will not stand a long 
journey, whereas the hay which we bale may be sent hundreds of miles to the 
famine districts. 

4263. I suppose you make it year by year and store it?-Yes. WEi store 
hay for 3 to 4 years. 

4264. And then you sell it?-As we get the opportunity. 

4265. It is some time since you had a famine in this Presiden~vP-This 
year we have sold off nearly the whole of our stock, ber-nuse the rains rame 
very late. 

4266. By "stock" what you mean is the stock in its 4th year and not 
the whole stock?-What we have been storing for the last three y~ars We 
have sold most of it. . 

4267. Was there a famine this year?-There was great scarcity in the 
months. of May, June and July. The rains came in very late. 

~268. Was i~ scarcity amounting to anything in the nature of fodder 
famme?-Practlcally a fodder famine up in Guiarat and Kathiawar. The\" 
\Vanted grass very badly. . 
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4269. So that vour reserves have been seriously depleted against the 
posaibility o.f a famine coming next yearP-There will not be a faminE. thIS 
year. 

4270. ,Againat the failure of the next monsoon?-We have now gOl; one 
year's stock left. We will add one' year's and we will have nearly two years' 
stock by the end of next year's monsoon. We will not be badly of!. 

4271. What does it amonnt to in 2yearsP-We have cut it down of late ?n 
account of the expenditure. We store now each year about 100 lakh!!, that IS, 
4,500 tons, and we store that for three years, and then if a famine year 
JOmes we cut and bale much more in the areas where there is grass. I think, 
in a famine year, we ought to be able to supply 500 lakhs, or 20,000 tons. 

4272. Does that quantity that you mention as being your normal store for 
~ vears represent an important proportion of the graRs which is reasonably 
m~ar a railway, or can you do more?-We could do a good deal ~ore than 
that. ' 

4273. Yon could, if you were financed, store a great deal more thanthatP 
-Yes. 

4274. Of the same quality?-Pretty much the same quality. 
4275. When you come to sell at the end of 4 years, do you find a ready 

demand ?-No; not as a rnle. Of course, if there is scarcity, we sell it to the 
local people in the famine diatrictB; otherwise, if it is a good year we have 
tc sell in the op~n market, and we have to sell at a loss. 

4276. You cannot cover the cost of cntting and storingP-I do not think 
80. We are bound, to lose a 'good deal in a year Which is not a year of 
scarcity. I 

4277. Sir Henry Lawrence: How much would you lose on a ton?~I 
think we might lose Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 a ton. 

4278. The Ohairman: On this matter of shifting cultivation, kumri culti
vation, do you think that a sufficiently firm control of kumri cultivation is 
being maintained, in the intere!lts of agriculture as a wholeP-We have a fair 
eontrol. It is always bound to be very destructive, but we are trying to make 
it 88 little destructive as possible, by, lengthening the period of rotation. 
They use to crop it for 2 years and leave it fallow for 6 years, and hoped to 
get another crop by that time; but there was nothing to cut then. We are 
now making it 2 years' cropping and 14 years fallow, by which time we hope 
that there will be a certain amount of regrow:th left for them to cut and 
burn and get another crop. 

4279. Have you any suggestions to offer for the further control of thi9 
practice?-We want to get rid of it as soon as, we can. 

4280., Is there any hope of thati'-It will die out very gradually. J 
4281(It is a question of settling the population which is accustomed to live ' 

by these methods of cultivation on a more permanent basis. Have you sny-
thing to sayan thatP-That could only be done by sending them away, which 
we do not want to do. ' 

4282. Is it in fact being done at all at the momentP-Yes, in the south' 
of tha Presidency; some in Satara, some in Belgaum and Kanara. 

4283. Can you give the Commission any idea as to the rate at which this 
settlement oftheso kumri cultivation tribes is being effectedP-It is very 
slow. 

4284. A few villages a year P-Yes, if that. 

4285. How many acres of actual kumri cultivation are there in the Presi. 
dency every yearP-I am afraid I could not sa:; off-hand. 

4286. Could you give us any ideas at all P-There must be some thousand. 
of acres. It is not an enormous area; I think 8 few thousand acree. 

4287. In relation to soil denudation or soil erosion, is it a really important 
problem in this Presidency P-I think so. It is VeT! desirable to stop it if we 
?8D, but I cannot say it is absolutely essential. ' 
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4288. I suppose if the first erosion begins on higher levels, on an important
-:tater system, the damage may progress without any fu~her k1.lmri cu1tivat~on 
at allP The denudation proceedsP-Yes. We get a httle regrowth commg: 
up, which partly covers the soil. 

4289. Sir Henry La1IJrence: Is the question of kumri cultivation of Rmall 
importance in this Presidency compared with other PresidenciesP-I do not 
know how it would compare with other Presidencies. It is not a very big 
matter in this Presidency. The area is not very large. 

4290. What is the extent of your forest areaP-15,000 square miles. 
4291. How many acres of kumri cultivation do you deal within a year?-

1'; would not be anything like 15,000 acres. 
4292. At any rate, it is not one of your major forest problems?-No. 
42J3. Sir Ganga Ram: What is the peroentage of total forest area, alt 

compared with the whole area of the Presidency?-About 121 per cent. It 
is about one-eighth ()f the total area. 

4294. With regard to grazing fees, do you mean the rate is 4 annas a 
month or 4 annas a yearP-The rate is 4 annas per year. 

4295. Is it true that you allow them a pair of bullocks for ploughing free, 
and charge for everything else?-All the s~alled village cattle are paid for 
at the rate of 4 annas. 

4296. Do you allow a man a pair of plough bullocks freeP-Not as a 
rule. In a few districts that is done, but the normal rate is 4 annas. 

4297. Do you charge for milch cows?-Yes. That is the general rule. 
In a few districts it is free, but as a rule they pay for it. 

4298. The Inspector General of Forests advocates the terracing of the 
hillsides inwards so as to intercept the quick flow of rain water. Have Y011 
tried it in any of your forests?-We have not done anything like that in 
our forests. 

4299. What is the area of this belt of land around fields that has been 
given to the people free?-It is from 44 to 100 yards wide, with a minimum 
of 44 yards. 

4300. Do they make use of it?-In some places they do. They do not do sO' 
in some places. The labour difficulty is very great in these heavy forest areaa. 
. 4301. You say that the increase of trees may attract rainfall. Why is it 
" may" I' Why not " must" P It is a well-known fact now 1'-1 do not think 
it affects it much. I do not think the presence of trees increases the rainfall 
very much. 

4302. It has been proved now in. the Punjab. There was hlmost no rainfall 
in Lyallpur beforeP-It may make a small difference. It may make a 
difference of 5 per oent. I do not think it would make much more than that. 

4303. You say that the forest conditions can be improved by planting 
fast-growing trees. Is it due to lack of funds that you have not made 
experiments?-That was on private land, was it not, to increase the supply of 
fuel for the people, and not in forest areas? 

4304. Can you give us the names of the trees which will grow on the edge 
of fields but not cast any injurious shadow. on the crops ?-They will cast a 
certain amount of shadow. 

4305. Dut it may not be injurious?-Babu-l is the commonest tree that 
we see in the fields. 

4306. But babul is the old tree of this country. What are the new onesI' 
-We had better stick to the old; we know they will grow. 

4307. Do the zamindars regard the vicinity of forests as a benefit, or do 
they consider it as a torture? IR our Province the zamindars consider them 
as a torture machine.· Do not your forest guards torture the zamindars P
! do not think 80. 

4a08. Are the forest guards generally honestP-They are fairly honest, 
I think. Their pay is small, of course. 



4309. How do they make it up? What is the pay of a forest guard'P--Ha 
,begins on Its. 15 and goes on to Its. 25. I think they are reasonably honest. 

4310. Sir Thoma. Middleton: Your total reserve for famine you say 
,amounts to 20,000 tous. That was the estimate you gave us o~ the total 
reserve of grass. This quantity would suffice for about 20,000. ammals for a 
famine period, if the~e W\\S a total failure?-It would be suffiCIent for about 
that number. 

4311. It would only allow 10 lbs. per head?-Yes. It is a supplementary 
supply, of course. 

4312. If we take the whole supply, it is obvious that t.he amount of fodder 
that you are able to store is infinitesimal as compared with the needs of the 

,cattle in the Presidency?-There is one thing to remember. In a famine 
,year, we cut a very great deal more than that. 

I understood you to say that you have 20,000 tons accumulated against 
,a famine year. 

4313. Sir Henrll Law1'ence: No; that is the reserve?-And there are 
. certain areal where even in a famine year there is a supply of grass, and we 
could cut a good deal more than that. 

4314. Sir Thoma. Middleton: You might have much mOl'e than 20,000 
tons availableP-Yes, I think we can do a little more than that; I do not say 
very much more than that, because the railway wagon question comes in. It 
has got to be conveyed a long way by rail. It has got to be stored a long way 

,off from the famine districts, and the transport difficulty comes in. 
4315. The greater proportion of your forests are open forests? Open for 

,grazing?-Yes. I think out of 15,000 square miles of forests 2,500 square 
miles ,are dosed to grazing and the rest are open. 

4316. And you told us that you have had success by closing and re
seedingP-We have been trying that of late years and we think it has become 

.8 SUCceSI. 
4317. Have you ever tried to regulate grazing, not by fencing, but by 

grazing stock at a certain place for three weeks or a month and then moving 
,them on P-The people do that a good dea~ themselves. They graze them in 
.one place for a few days and then shift them to another. 

4318. Do you think that is quite sufficient?-Qf course, you will always 
find that near the village the land is much more, heavily grazed than 

,farther away. They will not take the trouble to go 'far, but within easy 
reach they have a rough sort of rotation. 

4319. Dr. Hyder: The major portion of your forest property is under 
,your control and a part is under the Land Revenue Department?-About a 
fifth is under the Land Revenue Department and the rest is under our 
.~ontrol. ' 

4320. Besides being forest officers you have got to be excise officers? Your 
functions are mixed upP-It is only in one or two districts that the forest 

,officer is an excise officer. In a number.of districts we do some land revenue 
work, but in only two or three cases is the area administered extensive. 

4321. In answer to question 10 (f) you say, .. Owing to its bulk the transport 
(If fuel is expensive, and it is not possible profitably to exploit fuel from the 
forests to places beyond the immediate neighbourhood at a low cost, which 
'~ncreases rapidly with the distance from the forest." You will admit that no 
forest property can be a valuable asset unless it is made accessible?-Yes. 

4322. Have you any active policy of constructing roads 80 as to open up 
your forests?-Yes, we are doing as much as we possibly can. 

4323. I find from your report that you are losing money on this account, 
'because it is stated that on certain portions of the road which were constructed 
'but which were not metalled, you lost heavily on account of the absence of 
'metaIIingp-Yes; we do that in several places. 

4324. You have an active programme of road workP-We have a regular 
'programme: we do a good deal of road work now. 



4325. What is the total value of the grazing that you provide both at 
concession rates and freeP-We reckon the value at full rates at about 21 
lllkhs. I think we realise in cash something like 5 or 6 lakhs. 

4326. That is the value at full rates?-Yes. The full rate is what we caU 
the one rupee rate. 'It is about 21 lakhs, I think. 

4327. And you charge only 6 lakhsP-Our charge is between 5 and 6 lakhs. 
4328. And the value of the grazing you give is about 21 lakhsP-Yes. 
4329. Sir Ohunilal Mehta: Mr. Edie, it must be very comforting for you 

to hear from Sir Ganga Ram that in an advanced Province like the Punjab 
there is agitation ogainst the Forest Department by the cultivators. It 
seems to be common all over India, apparently P-I suppose it is. 

4330. Then this question of kumri cultivation has' often been under the 
consideration of, the Forest Departmt'ut. You have tried to control kumri 
cultivation and you have made certain concessions to the cultivators, and 
arrived at what you think is a satisfactory compromiseP-8atisfactory for 
the time being. Whether it will last I do not know; the question will 
probably crop up again after 10 or 12 years. At present I think it is 
satisfactory. 

4:331. D'r. Hyder: How many years do you allow the cultivator to 
cultivate and after how many years do you allow him to take it up again?
At pre$ent it is a 16-year rotation. They cultivate for two years and they 
allow it to lie fallow for 14 years. This is the system which we brought into 
Leing two or three years ago. 

4332. Sil' Chunilal :Mehta: As regards the question of keeping in touch 
\'< ith the Agricultural Department; you have not really any s,ettled co-ordina
t';on, but you often come in contact with them; for instance, in Kanam, where 
the question of agriculture and forests is very acute, your officers examine 

,what is being done on the Kumpta farm, for instanceP-Yes. 
4333. And examine what kind of leaf manure would be profitable for rice 

cultivation, and what concession ought to be given and so onP-Yes. 
4334. So that you are in some kind of touch with the Agricultural Depart

ment?-Yes, we are to that extent. 

4335. 'Vith regard to the labour charges that the Forest Department have 
to pay in high forests, you have explained to the Commission the extreme 
difficulty of getting labourP-Yes. ' 

4336. And you said that you could do with any amount of labourP-With 
a good deal more than we have. 

4337. And the high cost of labour would not be a matter of gFeat COI1-

aideration for you P-No; we can afford to pay good wages. 

4338. And you are in fact losing good revenue by the absence of labour P
Yes. , By paying out Rs. 10 we would probably make Rs. 30. 

4339. You have tried to attract labour not only by your own officia1 
efiorts but you have also given out contracts for the purposeP-Yes, a lot 
of our work is done by contract. 

4340. Ahd those contractors provide their own labourP-Yes. 
4341. And they too find it difficult to get labourP-Yes. 
4342. Still, in the high forest area (say, in Kanara) you have attempted to. '. 

get settlements of cultivators?-'We tried j we got a few, but.it does not 
seem to prosper very much. 

4343. You even tried to get a society of milkmen to come into your Kanara. 
fOl'estsP-That has done rather better. 

4344. So that you do want to give as much facility as possible to the culti
vator?-We want the people there: we want to get them if we can. 

4345. Consistent with your duties to the F9rest DepartmentP-Certainly. 
The forest is of no use to us if it is empty; we must get some people .her&, 
because we want labourers to work there. 
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4346. 'Would you mind expanding a little yoar answer to the question 
about fodder and grass storage that was put to you by the Chairman? Was 
it the intention of Government when the scheme was started, or even under 
the extended scheme that is now in operation, to provide for all the cattle 
that would Buffer in a famine ?-I should not think so: that would be 
impoBBible. 

4347. In fact, Government s~mply thought that in famine times they would 
supplement in this way other efforts to supply grass and fodder?-Yes. We 
could not do more than that. 

4348. The preaent storage of both gr~s under your department and of 
kadbi nnder the Revenue Department and through the agency of the District 
1.ocal Boards was based on the understanding that Government would take 
"the figures of imports into the Presidency in the worst famine year and try 
"to provide the same quantity by means of both kadbi and grass?-Yes. 

4349. Your grass varies considerably in quality?-A good deal. 
4350. N avapur grass is not· very much liked by the cattle ?-It may not 

be liked by the cattle, but we sold every stick of it this year. 
4351. At conc9BBion rates ?-At a loss, yes. 
4352. There is plenty of scope in the Navapur forest for the further 

~utting of grass if it was required in famine time?-Yes, there is a big 
supply there. It will not be touched now, except possibly in a big famiue 
_vear; we have given up cutting there. 

4353. Do you know the quantities of kadbi that are proposed to be stocked 
in the Central and Southern Divisions?-No. 

4354. It is very much more than the grass th.at is stocked by the Forest 
Department?-I believe so. 

435.5. And kadbi is about twice as nutritious as ordinary forest grass?
Ye}. 

\4356. Now, would you mind enlightening the Commission on the question of "
.eharcoal-making? Is that not a very important industry which the Forest 
Department should undertake?-We are now going in for that as much as 
we can, because to me it seems to be the only way of getting fuel carted a 
long distance at a low rate. It takes about 3t tons of wood to get 1 ton Qf 
charcoal, which means that there is a very considerable saving in transport 
-either by road or by rail. 

4357. How are the requirements of charcoal", say at Poona, met?-A good 
deal of that is brought from the forests by contractors. Some of it comes to 
Poona even from the north of the Belgaum district. 

4358. How many miles away would that be?-Nearly 200 miles by rail. It 
·also comes from the Thana and Kolaba districts. 

4359. And from the Mahableshwar hills ?-From Mahableshwar and 
·Panchgani; but only a little of it. 

4360. Do· you consider that charcoal will at any time take the place of 
·cowdung as fuel? Can the Forest Department make fuel, both wood and 
-charcoal, so cheap as to be able to stop this waste of cowdung manure?
"That is a question of price. We cannot sell charcoal much under Rs. 40 a ton. 
I think it will cost Rs. 28 a ton at the very lowest. 

4361.· What is the averageP-I do not think we could fix the average at 
less than Rs. 40. 

4362. That is not your timber ton ?-It is the. ton weight. 

4363. Have you made any experiments to see whether charcoal as you· make 
-it now could be compressed into briquettes?-We have not tried it. To do ~o 
"Would mean crushing it into powder, I am afraid. 

4364. I heard that some such thing was being done. Government have not 
eonsidered the question of losing on charcoaI?-We have prepared charcoal to 
sell and sold it at co~t price, and even had a loss by advertising it, and the 

-sale of it ha~ spread considerably in the Deccan and to a certain elitent in 
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Satara, Khandesh and other districts. A good cleal that is made in Thana 
and Kolaba goes to Bombay. 

4365. Do you thlnk there is any prospect of its displacing cowdung as-

I 
fuell'-I think it is a very distant prospect in places far from the forests. 
There is still the transport question. 

4366. For instance, in your Kanars forests you have 80 per cent of the
wood which is not of much value?-Yes. 

4361. Much of it goes absolutely to waste at present ?-A great deal of 
it does. 

4368. Have you ever considerect having, or do you have any research 
either here or at Dehra Dun for seeing whether, any use of it could be made 
for the purpose of cheap fuel or charcoal?-Actually we have made charcoal 
on a small scale, but it never paid its way. It is too far from any market. 
A few of our contractors have actually prepared charcoal for sale in placel\ 
like Hubli, Dharwar and Belgaum, but the market seemed to be very limite.,!!.) 

4369. Professor Gang ulee: With regard to 'fodder grass, have you under-
taken any systematic study of the different varieties of fodder grass grown in 
your forests?-No, we have not. 

4370. Do you not think it is rather important from the point of view of 
assisting the cultivator to increase the fodder supply of the country?-Yes; 
it would be beneficial, of course, if we could increase the proportion of good 
kinds of' grass. ' 

4371. With regard to the suggestion you make in the last page about 
increasing the fee for grazing to stop excessive damage by grazing, have you 
been able to decrease grazing by raising the charge from two to four annas? 
-No. The number remains about, the sam.e. 

4372. 'What would be the increase you wo'uld suggest to decrease grazing 
to the necessary limit?-I am afraid we will have to make it pretty heavy. 
We do not want to overdo it. 

4373. Then, that is not the solution?-No. 'After I wrote that, I went 
into the figures carefully and found that since the rates were doubled there 
has been no decrease in the number of animals grazing. 

4374. With regard to fodder supply YOIl make an interesting observation
here that improved communications would help the supply of firewood. Do 
you ('onsider that the existing transport facilities are inadequate?-We do. 
We are going in for various forms of mechanical traction in a small way. 
We will probably increase it a good deal as time goes on. 

4375. When you speak of improved communications, have you actually 
anything concrete in mind?-Yes. Roads and railways. 

4376. Roads in forest areas?-Yes, and extension of railways to the forest' 
boundaries where possible. 

4377. Are the railway rates for timber and fuel satisfactory?-No. They 
~ are very high. 

4378. You consider them very heavy?-Yes. The cost of bringing timber' 
I from Kanara (in the south of the Presidency) to Bombay (a distance of a 

\ 

little over 400 miles by rail) is much more than the cost of bringing timber 
by sea from Rangoon to Bombay. Therefore, Kanara timber ('annot compete' 
with Burma timber in Bombay, because it is so much cheaper to bring it 
from Rangoon. 

4379. As regards afforestation, can you give us an idea of the arjla t.hat 
will be available for increased afforestation in your PresidencyP-Do YOIl mean 
which is not under forests at present? ' 

4380. Yes, land that can be put under forests?-There are vast areas of 
uncultivated land, but we do not want to have milch of that under forests. 
Really we have as mu('h under our control as we can manage. 

4381. But do you agree that the waste land available in the country could1 

be utilised for afforestation ?-It might be; but it is mostly grazing land" 
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and the question will arise whether the demand for grazing would allow any' 
of that land being given up. To turn it into forest means closing it to 
grazing for a fe .... years, to allow the natural forests to come up. It is a 
question whether the graziers can afford to let that amount of land go out. 
of their control for the requisite number of years. 

4382. You do not hold out any prQspect of increasing the forest area in this
Presidency for some years to come?-I do not think so. I think we have got 
as much as we can manage now. 

4383. No further extension is possibleP--It is possible, but I hardly think: 
it is desirable. 

4384. Do you follow any definite programme in your work, that is to say, 
do you chart out a forest policy programme for five or ten years ahead?
We have got '!Torking plans of all important forests for periods varying from 
10 to 20 years, and in some cases for longer periods, and we follow a regular 
programme. 

4385. Mr. Calvert: Do I understand that you are not attempting in this 
Presidency to reclaim ravine land byafforestation?-We are not doing that. 

4386. Nothing on the lines of the Talwar plan is being tried here?-No. 
~.ot at present. 

4387. Is it because it is not a paying propositionP-We have not thought 
"i it. As a matter of fact we are very short of funds at present. It would be 
an expensive thing, this ravine reclamation. 

4388. It would not be a paying proposition here?-We have not gone into 
it carefully. 

4389. Dr. Hyder: Have you large areas of ravine landsP-Not very large. 
1 do not think we get anything like what·you have in the United Provinces. 

4390. Mr. Calvert: And the Punjab?-We have nothing to compare with 
that here. There is a little in the vicinity of some of our big rivers and the 
.treams running into them, but it cannot be said there is a big area in this 
Presidency. 

4391. Has your department tried to supply fuel to cultivators with the 
object of inducing them to keep their cowdung for manure?-Not with that 
.pecial object in view. We open depots in villages and towns outside the 
forests for the cheap sale of firewood, but the idea of -that is to prevent the 
looting of our own forests and to regularise the cutting. We have never 
gone in for it to stop the burning of cowdung .. 

4392. Do you find them willing to buy wood fuelP-They do buy it, yes. 
4393. Dr. Hyder: With regard to the question of a substitute for cow. 

dung as fuel, do you know that the people who eat rice and bairi have an 
objection to the use of coal or other fuel as a substitute for cowdung because 
they say that to do so makes the food taste of the smokeP If you can invent 
any type of choola in which we can use charcoal or other fuel we might get 
over this difficulty P-{)harcon.l should not smoke the food; it does not give out 
much smoke. 

4394. They say ordinary coal does P-Ordinary coal does. The use of 
charcoal will prevent the smoking of the food. It would be a very good 
thing to use: it gives out very little smoke. 

439&. Mr. Cal'llert: With regard to this question of limiting grazing to the 
amount which the. forest can bear, has any proposal to increase the fees been 
turned down by the Bombay Government?-No. We put up proposals 
two or three years ago to increase the normal rate of grazing from 2 annas to 
.. annas, and Government agreed. We have not had any proposal for raising 
the fee turned down. 

4396. In your forest grazing lands, apart from the cultivators, do you . 
Buffer from having people who are purely cattle-breedersP-We have got 
professional graziers or cattle-breeder. in some districts. 

4397. Are they migratoryP-Yes. 
4398. Do they pay a higher rateP-Yes, they pay one rupee. 
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4399. Would you--tax them out of existenceP-No. The cultivators buy 
:their cattle from\these breeders, and it would be a hardship to the cultivator 
jf we drove these people away. 
. 4400. Do you think in the in~erests of the present cultivators themselves 
.and of future generations you should restrict the present rights in the forests? 
-I think on the whole we restrict them sufficiently. I think the forests in 
our own charge are being sufficiently welI looked after to be able to meet the 
.needs of future generations. 

4401. You were discussing with Sir Chunilal the question of charcoal. 
Are you trying those new methods of carbonisation in retorts and so on to 
'minimise waste of combustion?-We have .got a man now who wants to 
start a big scale industry. But we have done nothing ourselves up to now. 
We simply burn the charcoal in an overground kiln. 

4402. You are not trying to make briquettes out of the dust?-No. 
4403. Is not that!' practicable proposition?-It might be consid~red. We 

nave never tried it. 
4404. Is the Dehra Dun Institute helping you in the economic utilisation of 

your products?-They are. We send them enquiries and they help in the 
way of timber testing, testing timber suitable for sleepers and various other 
purposef}- . 

4405.\Do you think there is a possibility of working up minor industries 
based on forest products? Charcoal is one, and there is lac cultivation, 
BericuIture, etc. 1'-Yes. 

4406. Is there any'opening here for those ?-'1'here are a good many minor 
products like myrobalans in which there is a certain amount of industry now 
but which have not been worked up.;) 

4407. I gather the impression that you do not contemplate any large 
Bcale plantations in this Presidency?-No. We replant what we cut down. 

4408. No fresh plantations in new areas?-Very little. 

4409. You do not think there is any need or scope for that?-I do not 
think we have ever thought seriously about that, because 'we have neither 
the staff nor the funds. I do not think there is very much scope for it. The 
.only new plantations we make is to do a little with the planl;1ng of 
~asuarina trees on the sea shore. Otherwise we only replant what we cut 
down. . 

4410. There is no need to have special fuel' plantations near the large 
t,owns ?---Our large towns are generalIy on the railways, and they get fuel at 
moderately reasonable prices. 

4411. Mr. Kamot: In answer to question 9 (a) (i) on page 145 you say that 
thE" soil in the neighbourhood of bare hills in the Deccan could be improved if 
the hills were covered with tree growth. Have you made any experiment with 
.sowing seeds of a hardy type so as to cover the hillsides with shrubsP-That 
was done years ago in the Deccan. There were attempts to plant them. So 
far as I know, however, that was very spasmodic, and was not followed up with 
rrecautiona.ry steps to protect the young plants,and I think it resulted' in 
nothing. 

4412. No systematic experiments have been madel'-No, not in that kina" 
(}f way. 

4413. In answer to Sir Ganga Ram you expreased your doubts as to 
whether the presence of forests had much effect on rainfall. Have any experi
ments been made on that subject?-There have been experiments all over 
the world in that direction, but we have not made any here. 

4414. In that line nothing new is necessary?-I do not think so. 

4415. Replying to question 19 (0.) on page 146, you say that if areas of 
f,?rest were allotted to individuals rather than to cultivators as a whole in a 
vIllage or group of villages much waste could be avoided 1'-1 think it would 
to a certain extent. 
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4418. In pursuance of this policy, do you auction off forest areas which. 
are grass-bearing to Certain individualsP-Yes j grass, for instance, we sell 
to individuals. 

4417. By auction P-By auction or tender, yes. 
4418. And the man who buys by auction as a middleman makes a profit 

from the villagers ?-He may. ' 
4419. Have you reason to believe the profit he makes is very high?-I 

have heard complaints of that, and In the case of grass, which the local. 
people buy from him, we are thinking of fixing a maximum price at which 
'he should be allowed to retail it. At present he can make the best bargain 
he can. 

4420. Do you not think that the system of auction is detrimental to the' 
interest of the villagers and their cattleP-Wherever the villagers as a body 
will pay a fair price for grass we prefer to let them have it. They are taking 
to that now and are clubbing together and buying an area. 

4421. You say the Bombay Government sanctioned raising the grazing fee& 
from 2 to 4 annas. Was that in order to prevent waste or simply from a 
commercial desire to get as much money as possible out of the grassP-We 
felt that 2 annas was such a very small 8um in proportion to the value of the 
grazing that it would not be a hardahip if the people were asked to pay a 
little more. 

4422. On the whole, by raising the grazing fees from 2 to 4 annas how 
much has the Bombay Government made?-I think, from a lakh and a hali 
t~ two lakha from the village cattle. 

4423. The total extra income to the Bombay Government was only a couple· 
of lakhsP-We do not talk of two lakhs as "only." 

4424. On the other hand, the in,convenience to thousands, and perhapa 
millions, of cattle must have been rather great ?-That one and a half or two 
lakhs of rupees is distributed amongst 12 or 14 }akhs of cattle. 

4425. Dr. .H lIder: Has this increase in the grazing fee restricted the 
number of cattleP-The number of cattle grazing now is just the same as it· 
was before. 

4426. Sir Ganga Ram: Have you got the same rate for bullocks, pheep· 
and goatsP-Sheep and goats are charged a different rate. The fee varies ill 
different districts. The fee for goats, I think, is 2 annas; for sheep 1 anna 
and for horned cattle, 4 annas. 

4427. Mr. Kamat: Even supposing that the number of cattle has not 
decreased, still the general dissatisfaction amongst the cultivating community 
was rather great, and that was not worth having at the cost of H to 2 lakhs> 
of rupees ?-I do not think that we heard very much dissatisfaction. When 
I went round with a Forest· Grievances Committee last season we heard a 
good deal about it, but at the time the fees were raised there were very few 
complaints. 

4428. Do you ever meet groups of villagers, and ask them if they have
complaints or grievancesP-:-Yes. 

4429. Apart from your contractors and othersP-Yesj frequently. 
4430. You say that the dissatisfaction was not very aeriousP-I do not· 

think so. . 
4431. Dewan Bahadur Malji: You have nothing to do with non-forest; 

districts P-Very little j practically nothing, in fact. 
4432, Do such non-forest districts consult you about disposing of <:.dd 

pieces of land here and there which can supply good pasture and grazingP
A question like that came before me not long ago. It was from one such 
district in Gujarat. They asked my advice. 

4433. Are there any separate Government rules for the disposal of such 
lands in consultation with you ~-I do not know of any for waste lands ill 
.nQll-forest districts. 
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4434. You told Sir Chunilal Mehta that if more wages were paid more 
Teturn could be had in the shape of timber cutting and 80 on. If that is BO, 
from a business point of view why not go in for itP-Because of scarcity of 
-funds. Our funds are very much cut down nowadays. 

4435. It is only a 'question of temporary accommodation P-:-It is difficult 
1;0 get funds for expenditure as the general budget is being cut down, and 60 

ours has been cut down too. -
4436. Was this matter ever mentioned to Government?-Yes, every year 

when I send in my budget. 
Sir Chunilal Mehta: My question, to which the witness replied in the 

negative,was whether the Forest Department would mind paying higher 
wages because they would get more profit. The difficulty was to attract 
labour. They could not get labour. 

4437. Dewan Bahadur Malji: If 'more labour can be had with such 
payment would you go in for it?-Yes, we would. 

4438. Are there any records of charcoal experiments made by Government 
in forest areas under your charge?-We have been making experiments on 
charcoal for the last 6 or 8 years and they are being continued both by us and 
our contractors. . 

4439. Do you think that there are any chances of successP-I think 80. 
lt is gradually getting better, I think. 

4440. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you keep the reserve hay in open stacks or in 
bales ?-'-In bales. 

4441. Hand bales P-Steam pressed bald. 
'4442. Do you tie it with rope?-With wire 
4443. What does it cost you per bale P-It is usually done by contract. 

It costs us about Rs. 12 per 1,000 pounds, Rs. 27 per ton. 
4444. Sir Henry Lawrence: Including the grassP-YeIi. 
4445,. Sir Ganga Ram: A rupee a maun~?-Yes. 

4446. We do it in the Punjab for 4 annas and including the hoop iron we 
get 8 anl)as for the whole thing. We supply to the Military Department and 
the grass is of exceedingly good density. What is your density? How many 
cubic feet per ton do you getP-We get bales of 250 pounds. It is about 
]2 pounds per cubic foot. 

4447. At what rate do you sell this when famine comesP-That is fixed by 
Government. Government try to sell it at cost price. 

11448. _Zamindars have no money in times of famine. Does not Government 
give it for nothing?-We have nothing to do with the selling. Government 
does that. 

4449. They give your department some credit for itP-We do it as agents 
for the famine relief. It does not come out of the forest budget; it is 
famine relief work. We do it because we are there and the grass is in our 
forests, 

4450. Have yon got any timber in yonr forests suitable for railway 
sleepers 1'-We sell a lot of teak sleepers. 

4451. You have got tea,kP-Yes. 

4452. Is it inferior to Burma teakP-We think it is just as good, but we 
'hav~ not got 80 many of the bigger trees. 

4453. What do you charge per sleeperP-We charge Rs 4-4-0 per sleeper 
for metre gauge. 

4454. And for broad gaugeP-We do not make them for broad gauge; our 
,big forests are all down south, where the railways are metre gauge.. . 

4455. Still, they ('lin be transferred to the broad gauge. The 1mtcha roads 
in the forests are alI bridged and can be used by motor carsP-We have goti 
Bome roads with bridges. 
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4456. A.re they all bridged properly P-Some of them are bridged and 
«lme not. 

4457. I. any attempt being made to bridge all of themP-We are building 
bridges. 

4458. Sir Heflr'll LawTence: You know that experiments in charcoal were 
made 10 or 12 years ago by Mr. Hodgson in the Belgaum forestsP-Yes. 

4459. A.re they being carried on now P-They were dropped towards the 
-end of the war, I think. 

4460. But they pr<!mised success about 10 years agoP-Yes. Experiments 
are being actually carried on on the same lines in Khandesh and Satara 
'lJow. 

4461. What is your forest budget, what is roughly your income and what 
i. your expenditureP-The income is about 73 lakhs and expenditure abou$ 
40 lakhs. 

4462. You remember the days when your income was 20 lakhs and your 
.expenditure 25 1akhs P-I never knew it quite as bad as that, but certainly 
~ur income was a great deal less than it is now. 

4463. Your ltudget shows a much better appearance now than it did 
SO years agoP-Very much better. 

4464. Pro/e88or Gall(Julee: With regard to the question of villagers planting 
trees in their holdings, I should like to ask you whether your department 
-('ncourages that sort of thingP-In a small way we have done it in Kanar •. 
We have got people to do it a little, but I cannot say we have done much 
in that direction. ' 

4465. Is there any lcope for itP-It requires a good deal of teaching but it 
-would be a very good tiling if we could get them to do it. 

4466. You have a nuable forest nursery where they could buy suitable 
.,Iants P-They do it directly from seed. 

4467. Do they come to you for seed?-Yes. They are quite free to go in 
and collect the seed themselves if they like. 

4468. They do not come to you for assistance1-They do occasionally. 
4469. Sir Ganga Ram: One of the cultivators complained that the forest 

ill a eOurce of misfortune for them because wild pigs welter in the forest, 
~ome out to feed and damage the cropsP-Yes; wild animals do. That is true 
-tc. a certain extent. ~ 

4470. Mr. Calvert. Is it a fact that in the forest areas people live very , 
largely on forest pro P-We have wild tribes like Bhils. They feed on 
forest fruits, etc." 

4471. Have ,.e11r cultivators very vahlable rights in the forestP-They have 
'Very valuable privileges; they have very few rights. 

4472. Thll Chairman: Have you commenced recruiting for the new superior 
Provincial ServiceP-No. 

4473. When will that commenceP-I think we shan have to start next 
fear. 

4474. Do you anticipate any difficulty in engaging a sufficient number of 
officers 'Under that systemP-It is very hard to tell. Up to now' we have 
recruited for our old Provincial Service; we do not know whether we wall 
get the same type of men or possibly men with a little better education for 
the new Provincialised Service. 

4475. That service is taking the place of the old Imperial ServiceP-Yes. 
4476. There is one central training Institute at Dehra DunP~Yes, they 

are just starting the new training there. 
4477. Will you ten the Commission about that? Have you any viewsP

The Bombay Government have made no rules yet about recruitment or 
training, but I presume that our men are to be recruited in this country 
and that tl:!.ey will -be sent to Dehra Dun for training. I do not know 
whether they will be better than the old provincial men. 

I 
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4478. If you have any views as to the relative BUitalli1ity of eelltral train
in~ stations and provincial training stations, we' sl\.ould like to hear them?
We only recruit one or two men per year aDd: '"" coold not keep up a train
ing class for that. 

4479. There would not be enough to train;?-No, there are only one or 
two per year. 

4480. You must have a definite training centre? You could not train 
them by attachment to your existing staff?-Naturally they would have to 
!l;0 to a oollege for 2 years' training; that would' have to be Dehra Dun as 
far as I can see. . 1 

44fll. So that on the whole I gather you are' im: JlaVOIll" of the Ce ral 
institute at Dehra Dun?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.), , 
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Mr. ono ROtunnD. lChairpur Mir. nairpur State, Sincl, 

Repli .. to the Questionnaire. 

QUEsnolf 3.-<a) J should rank easily first;,-putting the right man in the 
right place and leaving him there. Personal influence has done more than 
anything else to influence the practice of cultivators. 

- (II) lIy main suggestion is that full accounts showing all expenses ~U8t 
be kept, published and explained. The cultivator is interested in the business 
side. 

(e) Conrentration and intensive work in small areas. 
Id) SucusRe •. -(}) Introduction of cotton-growing among the wildest 

people in one of the wildest tracts of the Presidency--<:ause-personal 
inBuence of Mr. Trikamlal Lakhia. 

(2) Improvement of Khundesh cotton-ca'lse--chiefly, I think, Dr. Mann '0 

personal interest. 
(3) Renascence of good Surat cotton--<:ause-the personal influence of 

lIr. Bhimbhai under Mr, Keatinge and Dr. Mann plus the good selling 
arrangements made. 

(4) The popularisation of Spanish ground-nut first in the Deccan and now 
also in Prantij and other parts of Gujarat--<:ause-not specially known. 

(5) The increase in fruit-growing and handling, e.g., in Khandesh
cause-the teaching of the Agricultural Department. 

(6) The populariRlltion of iron-ploughs, especially in the Deccan-cause
ronstant display by the Agricultural Department and the discovery of a 
good and pushing firm to make and sell them. .;; 

QUESTION 4.-(c) (i) The outstanding defects of the Agricultural Depart
ment in the past have been (a) that the officials were too apt to want 
vol lime in their results and would therefore go to the big landlords and ... 
neglect the sman holders, (b) tha.l the officials were too much bureaucratt 
and too little public servants, (e) that the department was not co-ordinated 
with the kindred departments, especially the Co-operative, and it was not 
Plllt of a separllte homogeneous Minist.ry. 

The Veterinary Service has been too small-and too neglected-to count 
at an. , 

I should note that itf lIombay the defects noted above in the Agricu.1tural 
Department have been remedied to a great extent in the last five years. 

Bull a thorough administrative improvement cannot be expected till the 
now obsolete .. Secretariat system" is replaced by a system of Ministries 
like that in vogue in other countries. 

Ie) (ii) The Hailways sometimes manipulate rates to the prejudice of the 
agriculturists. (Of course the. wagon trouble hits the agriculturists too.) 

• At present there is still no method of putting popular pressure on the ad
ministration of railways. 

Ql'ESTION 6.--(a) (i) 'rhe main cause of bonowing is that the cultivator 
needs money while the owner of money looks for investments; There were 
until lately-there are even now-few reasonably safe met.hods of investment 
in this country. 

(ii) The sources of credit are (a) the village shopkeeper, (II) the taluh 
town ,owcar, and (e) the co-operative movement. 

(iii) In the majority of cases the main cause of failure to repay is that ... 
Agriculture is a losing business to the defaulter. Sometimes the cause is 
temporary depression, e.g., famine. The main trouble _ about the Indian 
cultivator is not that he repays too little but that he repays too much. 

(b) No special measures of the kind suggested are in_ my opinion of an1 
use whatever. If the law is bad, it should be amended as a whole: if it is 
goc.d, it should apply to the agriculturist as to every other citizen. 

12 
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'i'he general measure which, is necessary is to do all that is possible ta 
see that the cultivator is allowed a decent profit for his work, not merely 
by securing better anil'}nirer marketing, punishing fraud and so on, b).lt 
also by securing that there is no more dodging with protective duties, cotton 
excises or exchange against his consent and agreemen~. A strong and 
enlightened "Country Party" is a necessity of the agricultural situation 
in "India. At present cultivators (or the co-operative movement which is 
their best representative) have too often no voice on those questions of finance, 
taxation a.nd administration which concern them even more acutely than the 
leaders of " big business." The burden of debt will be lightened as soon as' 
cultivators obtain a larger say in Imperial policy and thereby increase their 
profits. . 

The only special measure that I recommend is education and prOpaganda~r 
to explain the uses of the Insolvency Act to the cultivator. Incidentally, "I 
clHlperative schemes of debt-redemption can never be successful till much 
mC/re use is made of that Act. 

(c) The right to mortgage and sale should be restricted and controlled ill 
backward areas for limited periods but not generally. Non-terminable 
mortgages appear to be used only for fraudulent purposes-if 80, they 
should be prohibited lib every other form of fraud. 

QUESTION 7.-Yes. I should like to develop this in my oral examination, 
if Illlo,,·ed. 

QUESTION 8.-(b) No one is satisfied with the existing methods. The 
main defect is payment by area and not by water. Co-operative methode 
of distribution and control should be introduced. By-laws for this purpose 
wer~ drafted in the Bombay Presidency in 1923 at sugge.tion of special com
mittee of 1923 but have been turned down after three years' incubation by 
Government because the Irrigation :Department stated that some diffEllreJ[lt 
and unorganised schemes worked on rather different methods had not 
" caught on" though as a. matter of fact two out of four were successful. 

QUESTION.ll.-(a) (iv) The fencing (or rather "walling-in") of culti· 
va.tors' fields on a. co-operative basis has proved successful in this Presideney. 
III. order to make these schemes more successful and more just Government 
should contribute its share to the expenses in proportion to the waste land ill 
the village. At present Government stands to derive the greatest immediate 
pecuniary advantage with no direct outlay. 

QUESTION 1B.-(a) No special measures are needed in the parts of India 
with which I am familiar. 

Hetter wa.ges a.nd better housing would be the most effective methods 
of attracting labour. But of course in all countries people find the country 
" dull" and are attracted by the vices and glitter of towns. 

The causes of shortage of labour are many, e.g., high death-rate; pre
ference for trading; caste impediments and §o on; but they are causes 
which will only gradually be removed. 

QUESTION 20.-(a) Not very satisfactory. I cannot, however,' give the 
details required. 

(b) No. I am not satisfied. 
(c) By co-operative marketing with the aid of agricultural experts. 

(d) Yes. 

QrEsT:oN 22.-(a) Rnd (,b) These are m!lttprs on which I would reque~t 
permission to make my remarks orally. Generally I would say that I should 
like to see a great deal more money spent by Government in putting experts 
at the command of co-operative societies for technical advice and work, and 
also in assisting propagandist and educational institutions. On the other 
hand, "peRking for India generAlly, I should like to see official control re
moved I\S far as possiblez which in my opinion is somewhere about the point 
reached in France and 1D the Bombay Presidency. Further I should like' 
to dwell on the capita.l importance in India at this stage of its development 
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of the field of bankiJlg being occupied to. the utmost by the co-operative 
movement. 

(c) Yes. Certainly. 
(d) In the main, yes. But there are many qualifications. 
QUIISTIOIf 24.-{a) None in my opinion. 
(b) Expensiveness of money is probably the main causs. How can any 

improvement be lucoessful when the interest on capital is seldom less than 
10 per cent? But the extreme difficulty of obtaining technical advice is 
alao a great impediment. The other discouraging factors are obvious. 

QUEITIOIf 25.-(a) Housing, water-llupply, and birth-control are probably 
the three main needs. . 

(b) Su~h enquiries are needed; but I should prefer to see them done by 
non-official ag~ncieB, though Government may reasonably be asked to pay 
for them at least in part. The methods followed by Dr. Mann, Professor 
Gilbert Slater, Mr. Patwardhan for the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, 
Bombay, and the Central Co-operative Institute, Bombay, are each good in 
their wav. The ideal may perhaps be found in aft amalgamation of these 
methods. 

(c) I should prefer to answer this orally if permitted. 
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. Orat Evidence. 
\ 

4482. The Chai'l'man: Mr. Rothfield, you are a retired officer of the Indian 
Civil ServiceP-Yes. 

4483. You have been good enough to put ina seriea of answers to the Ques
tionnaire for which the Commission is greatly obliged to you and which we 
have all read with much intere~t. I should, like to take you through that 
document, unless you wish to malJ,e anyge.neral 8ta~emen~ j I shall give you 
an opportunity of amplifying any particular pointsP-I only wish to apologise 
fO,r' the ,shortn~s of the replies and the. fact that it is not very carefulIy done, 
lIut I only· arrived in India' on Friday and' only got t4eQuestionnaire when 
J. ,eame up here on Saturday; I was not able to do it as well as I should have 
ijkedto llave' ,aone it. 
: 4484 • .I·!IQ not think the Commission will complain of short answers. Your 

nIlSWei' to question 3 (b) on page 163 is: "My main suggestion is that full 
accounts showing· all expenses must bEl kept, published and explained. ~'he 
cultivator is interested in the business side."I take it that what you mean 
there is that accurate costing on all operations on demonstration plots, and 
so on, should be keptP-Yes. 

4485. So as to disabuse the cultivator's mind of the idea that all the n'
sources of Government have been put into the crop P-That is what the culti
vator usually says. 

4486. And he is sometimes right, is he notP-I am afraid so, yes. 
4487. There is a rather more formidable proposal on page 163: .. But a 

thorough administrative improvement cannot be expected till the ,now obsolete 
, Secretariat system' is replaced by a system of Ministries like that in vogue 
in other countries." Do you care to develop that at allp-one of the great 
drawbacks of the present system is that the heads of departments have to 
work officially, or should I say on paper, with the political heads of the 
departments, the Ministers, through the Secretariat, which was devised before 
the reform scheme came in and is no longer appropriate .. Take, for instance, 
the particular departments with which the Royal Commission is concerned: 
the Agricultural, Co-operative and Veterinary Departments. I will leave the 
rest aside for the moment. Agriculture and co-operation are under the same 
Minister, but interposed between them and the Minister is a Secretary, who 
is really the Secretary of the Revenue Department. Usually, I admit, there 
is also a Deputy Secretary, whose attentions are more devoted to the Trans
ferItd subject but who works definitely under the Revenue Secretary, and who 
naturally cannot assume the responsibilities which depend on the Secretary. 
Now the way that works in practice is that, for inRtance, the Registrar, let 
us say, or the Director brings up to the Minister certain proposals for a change 
in policy for discussion and approval. He goes up to him as the permanent 
head of a departmllnt naturally would in any country. The Minister approves 
of the proposals~ They are then drawn Ull in detail. They are then sub
mittedthrough the Revenue Secretary, and, in conformity with the old 
Secretariat system; the Revenue Secretary naturally thinks himself entitled 
1I0t merely to criticise the form of the proposals and to see that they are put 
up in a correct form, but also to start revising the matter of the proposals 
a!ready approved by the Minister. In other words, the head of the depart
ment and the Minister find between them a person whose primary duties 
are, after all, concerned with another subject, but who, all the same under 
the prevailing system is sufficiently in authority to control not mer' ely the 
form but also the matter . 

. 4488. Wall tho origin of that method of working which you describe as the 
Secretariat method founded in the conception of finance as the vital matter 
in all administrationP-No, I wish to guard myself against any confusion on 
that subject. No one for a minute can complain of the interference of the 
.'inance Department; there must necessarily be a strong Finance Secretariat 
lind no head of a department in this or any other country could possibly 
Qbject to his proposals, as far as they involve finance, bei~ subjected to a 
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Finance Department. That is not the orfgin of what I have called the Secre
tariat system. As far ae I can trace it, its origin lies, in the fact that the 
Government used to consist of a perfectly united body consisting of HiB Excel
lenc,V the Governor and two lIIembers of Council, corresponding with· district 
officers in the,varioue districts and necessarily having to have some one, wh(' 
wae originally little more than a clerk, to convey the rather rare letter8 tc 
their agents in the districts, reoeive the answers, file them and collate them. 
While the departments grew the central conception remained for a long time 
a8 it wae, centred on two 'Official Members of Council and the Governor, and 
the same system fitted in 'perfeetly" welr;~excel)t that the clerical staff, filing 
arrangements and BO on had to be extended to meet the increasing work. Bui 
the point haa been reached now when there has been really a complete change 
of the Governmental system 88 you may say, while on the other hand, the 
Secretariat system still remains as it was when it was introduced unaer very 
different circnmstances. 

4489. What experience have you Ilf these matters yourself? ,I' am' not 
quite clear what branch of the service you were inP-During my last 31 years 
I was Registrar; I 11'88 also a member of the Legislative Council for 3 years. 

4490. Turning to a very different subject, on page'163 of your memorandum, 
question 4 (c) (ii): .. The railways BOmetimes manipulate rates to the prejudice 
of the agriculturists." That is a charge of some substanceP-When I used the 
word .. manipulate" I did not necessarily mean dishonest manipulation,; ~ I 
mean that they use the rates to benefit dealers in certain centres an(,i actnally 
to hit the agriculturists. I did not intend to imply anything other:wil!8 dis
paraging. There are instances w~ere it told, yery severely against agricul
turists. For instance, in 1911-12 there was a very severe scarcity, I hardly 
like to call it famine, in the Broach district. In consequence, grass had to be 
brought by cultivators from Central India to the Broach district. But the 
railway, in consequence of a certain rate-war they were then carrying on, 
fixed tbe rates in such a way that, for ,instance, it was actually cheaper for 
1\ cultivator to fetch his grass from Central India to the town of Broach, 
which is fairly' in the south of the district, unload it, re-load it on a train or 
on a cart, and take it up to the next station or the second next station ·to the 
north rather than book it to those stations directly. 

4491. From your experience and looking at things from the hi"oadest pos
Bible angle, do you think the rail\\-ays fail in their service to_Indian agricul
tureP-No, I do not think I should be justified in saying that. 

44()2. On page 163 you say: .. The main trouble about the lndian cultivator ../ 
i~ not that he repays too little but that he repays too much." That is a little 
cryptic; would you care to expand that at all P-There is such a very strong 
feeling of honour amongst the Indian cultivators in regard to' debts incurred, 
say, by their father or even by their grandfather, that they will go on- crip
pling themselves generation after generation in repaying thfl interest on those 
debts rather than take any steps to be done with,them once and for all either. 
by the Insolvency Act or by giving up ,the land and buying other land again 
if necessary. ' 

4493. You mean the debt grows out of all proportion to the security; 
where the security is land, the cultivator might well part with the land. cInar 
himself of his debt, create a little more dAbt and buy some more land?.." 
Almost always. . 

4494. Would yon puhlicly advocate that step!'-I have advocated it in co
operative societies. 

4495. What proportion of cultivators in this Presidency are aware ot the 
existence of the All-India statute called the Insolvency ActP-I have no idea; 
I could not give a figure. 

4400. <1uestion 7 on page 164: you answer in the affirmative and say yoil 
would like to develop that answer. Will you kindly do BOP-The point I mad& 
in dealing with this question which exercis~ my atten~ionwitb, th~ Hop'bIll , 
Minister for a considerable part of my servICe as RegIstrar willi to make"a 
distinction between sub-division properly 8~alled and fragmentation. By 
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Bub-division I understand sub-division on inheritance and succession. By frag
mentation I moan the dividing up of fields into very small fragments from 
whatever cause it may be. I personally am not convinced that sub-division by 
inheritance has directly caused so very much injury; but, whether it has or 
not, I 8·m certainly ·convinced that any dir.ect interference with it by legisla
tion would be a very grave political error. On the other hand, I am certainly 
of opinion that fragmentation ought to be remedied as far as possible by what 
appears to me to be not particularly difficult legislation or by voluntary effort 
where possible in the way of re-stripping, and consolidation. Actually I pro
posed certain lines of legislation, after a study of the legislatitln in other 
countries, to try and effect this in this Presidency, and I understand that a. 
draft of a Bill very much on those lines is at present being circulated by the 
Government of Bombay. Of course, I am also well aware of the excellent 
voluntary work {}one in at least two districts of. the Punjab to consolidate 
fragmented holdings, largely due, of course, to the personal influence of 
Mr. Calvert. In those parts of India where it is possible, I should strongly 
advocate all co-operative measures being taken to ensure a voluntary effort in 
that direction. I must add that I think we are. all of us rather apt to 
assume facts in regard to increase of fragmentation and sub-division of 
which there is remarkably little proof. As far as this Presidency is con
cerned I went into the figures as well as I could, with, I admit, a bias from 
my experience in favour of thinking that there was an increasing amount of 
fragmentation; but I must honestly confess that the figures I was able to 
obtain, though they may have been corrected since, did not go very far to 
prove it. 

4497. You think there is a point where the normal means of consolidation 
counterbalance the natural tendency to further fragmentationP-1 have never 
been satisfied as to what the cause is, but that is what I had to surmise was 
the case. 

4498. Did your proposals include any principle of compulsion at all P
Yes, I think if you are going to legislate at all you must introduce compul
sion. The basis of my proposals, and I think the basis of the present pro
posals, is option to move for a scheme of consolidation, and majority com
pulsion once the scheme has been drawn up. 

4499. More than 50 per cent being a sufficient majorityP-The original 
proposal was two-thirds, but I notice it has been pointed out by various 
officers since, and probably with justice, that in India a majority of two
thirds would be too much to ask, and 50 per cent has been suggested by 
several officers. . . 

4500. 50 per cent of cultivators or 50 per cent of the land?-50 per cent 
of acreage I think. is the basis; I cannot be quite certain. 

4501. On page 164, in questions 22 (a) and (b), you have given us a short 
note and I understand there is more which you would like to give usP
Generally speaking, I think that Government might do more by spending 
more money on propaganda and by ensuring a more thorough audit where 
there is a system of official audit, by increasing the number of auditors. 

4502. Has it been your experience that the audit has been definitely 
faultyP-No, I think the audit done by the Government auditors on the whole 
was an excellent one, but there was always a tendency to ask them to do 
more than they could do, and in consequence there was a tendency for audits 
to fan into arrear. Looking at the figures which I have now seen in this 
year's report, the same thing appears to me generally to be still the case; 
but of course, the present Registrar can deal with that better than I can. 

4503. You are concerned with an extension of the facilitiesP-Yes, but I 
certainly consider that the actual founding of more societies, the encourage
ment to found more societies and the guidance to societies should be done 
by non-official agencies. I do think that on the whole the relauonship 
of the Govt'rnment official to the movement should more and more rapidly 
tend to be that of oonfining himself to his statutory duties, and that the 
Government effort should be in the way of giving: money to be spent on 
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propaganda 88 far 88 possible by a non-official agency; and also in supplying 
expert aid to societies. I . 

4.;()4. That is to Bay advice 88 regards constitution and conduct as well as 
propaganda in favour of thEi initiation of societiesP-I W88 not thinking so 
much of advice in regard to constitution and conduct qua co-operators, but, 
for instance, if they have a dam to bnild for irrigation purposes, to ensure 
that engineering advice should be given to them gratis if possible, or at a 
very small charge. 

4505. That is for minor improvements of that sortP-Yes .. 
4506. When you say irrigation works, .what are you thinking ofP-I mean 

minor irrigation works done by co-operative effort. 
4507. I take it from your experience you do advocate the provision of 

skilled advisers in the earlier stages of the society's life, do you notP-Do 
you mean official advisers by your questionP 

4508. I W88 careful not to say which I meantP-Certainiy, Bome advisers 
there must be. . -

4509. Ultimately do you contemplate the withdrawal of those crutches, 
and the society being able to manage itselfP-Hardly; I think there. will 
always be need of advice, supervision and inspection from outside; but r
should like the advice to be outside the society but within the movement. 

4.510. In otber words, you think the Central Co-operative Organisation 
should provide itP-Yes, it and the financing agencies. 

4.511. And not GovernmentP":""No, except to the extent of audit'; in tlle 
conditions of India certainly I am personally of opinion that an official Gov
ernment audit is necessary. 

4512. But otherwise, non-official assistance and adviceP-I think so, except 
to the extent that the Registrar at the top through his statutory duties 
necessarily must exercise to some extent strong advice in the framing of 
policy; the very fact that he performs those statutory duties gives him great 
weight with the non-official bodies. 

4513. Why do you despair of these societies reaching a stage in develop
ment when they might be able to find from within the members of the society 
a sufficient managerial capacity to carry them on P-Because I despair of 
human nature to that extent and do not think that people anywhere are 
able to do without higher authority and control. 

4514. Do you think that under no conditions is the primary society capable 
of providing efficient management without supervision over and above audit 
from above P-I cannot go so far as to say that; I think there might be 
instances in which the primary society may manage itself very well, but that 
would not to my mind alter the fact that supervision is required. May I 
suggest an analogy P There may be towns and villages which are so peaceful 
and law.abiding that the police force has nothing to do, but I would not 
suggest withdrawing the police. - . 

4515. At the end of your note of evidence you say you are 'prepared to 
answer question 25 (c) orally. Will you do soP-It is extremely difficult to 
give any generalisation at all; that is really the first and last broad conclu
sion I have arrived at in this connection. The conditions in this Presidency 
alone, for instance, vary so enormously that to my mind the great thing one 
has to guard against is generalisation. I have no doubt whatever that there 
are certain districts and certain classes of cultivators and even agricultural 
labourers, perhaps, who have attained considerably higher prosperity now, for 
instance, than they had 20 or 30 yeara ago. I must at the same time say 
that I am equally convinced that there are large tracts and very large per
centages of cultivators whose conditions have become appreciably worse in 
the same time. We are dealing in Bombay, anyhow, with extremely compli
cated and extremely difficult economic conditions, and I should doubt if there 
i.i any #lingle man, Indian or Englishman, official or non-official, who can 
really give a thoroughly sound opinion outside the limits of a very small area. 
We have in the Deccan roughly 750,000 cultivating owners. On refreshing 
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my memory with the papers, I saw tilat 66 per cent '0£ the hcldings in the 
Deccan, 332,000 helding~, are less than 5 acres, and that is in a plateau which 
at the best is V6J'y infertile and arid. It is quite ebvieus. that those peeple 
are not making a profitable business .out .of agriculture. But .one cannot ge 
.oJ! and draw the legical cenclusien that the land is geing .out .of cultivatiDn 
and .out ,.of .ownership. It dees not seem tD be se; .on the centrary, you have 
the very remarkable fact that in the Deccan a very much larger percentage 
.of cultivable land is actually cultivated than yeu have in the fertile districts 
.of Gujarat. I am net quite sure .of the figures, but I think I am right in 
saying that in .one .of the Gujarat districts the prepertien .of cultivable land 
which is in fact cultivated is abeut 60 te 70 per cent while in the Deccan it 
is semewhere-abeut 90 per cent.c

, A, fact like that at .once causes .one tD 
pause in drawiril;l:any' cenclusiens. Then yeu have cenditiens like tbese .of 
the KDnkan where the number .of teliants is enermDusly larger than that .of 
the cultivating .owners, and where' . .only ab.out 45 per cent. .of the cultivable 
land is cultivated, alth.ough· there is· actually n.o rain-failure and n.o pessi
bility .of rain-failure .one may almost say. What I pers.onally am inclined tD 
think is that ·theaverage small cultivator in the Deccan finds it n.ot .only 
sentimentally agreeable but als.o expedient t.o him t.o retain a small holding 
and w.ork elsewhere as well, because, .althDugh he is very .often, I believe, 
paying fDr the luxury .of having it, it gives him a h.oliday and it gives him a 
-certain am.ount .of pr.oduce which he likes te eat. 

4516. And s.ome prestige P-Als~ prestige, I certainly think it is peli
tically extremely healthy that thereflh.ould be this attachment to the s.oil 
and t~at th!'ly sh.ould be kept there. 

4517. Statistics seem t.o shDw quite plainly that there has been an enhance
ment in the number .of small .owner cultivators at the expense .of the purely 
agricultural • .often landDwning lab.ourer?~I think they de, but I wDuld ne~ 
haye said the statistics which I haV'e .obtained shew that quite plaiulv. Are 
yeu speaking .of the last census? 

4518, I think s.o; it has been given in e~·jdence bef.ore the C.omlOi~sioll unci 
was f.ounded, I think, .on the last censusP'-:·I have g.ot the figures .of the 
last census here as far as they bear .on' that, and I d.o n.ot find them very 
plain, but I admit the figures are extremely difficult to distinguish. The 
general tendencY I think has been' that .of distinct migratiDn fr.om the small 
towns t.o the large cities, but remarkably little migrati.on from the villages to 
either. 

4.')19. There was a su~gef;tien that altheu~h a~ricultural wages had risen, 
thert! had been ne tendency fer .that fact te attract mDre .of the rural pepula
tiDn te w.ork purely as labDurers, but that rather in fact there had been during 
the peri.od .of rise in agricultural wages an increase in tbe n~!.lll,ers ilf slnflll 
cultivatersP-Yes, I sh.ould sny if anything there is an increase in the'n'umber 
of small cultivat.ors, and I thinlt there is very little te shDw that .labour has I 
increased. I think lab.our is more Dr less statienary and the cultivater has 
increased. . . '" 

. . 
.4520 .. Can.ypu.l\ccount fer the fact at allP-I think prebably it is due 

largely t.o sub-divisiDn and pr.obably als.o I think t.o. greater pr.osperity. I 
think that must ~e. s<>;, .but ~t is. very difficult t.o fit ,in .w~th the facts, I adn!i~ ... 
If .one takes the Pre~ldeDcy as a whele, thecuItlvator I suppose lias been' 
mDre prespereus, which is sh.own I think by the fact that his .w.omenkind werk; 
less t?an fDrmerly. ~ supp<!se that. pr.o~peritY .~~~ tend:d t.o_ make p~Dple buy; 
tllnd)f t\wy c~lUl.d, b~~ that is. the oIlly suggestlOn I .can,m~ke abDut It. 

- 452L r tlike' it '~Ol1 agree-that prblillbly the'sniall cultivat.or might be able 
t..o il~prev~ his ~~sh '(l.osi:tien 'ilfli!e by '~iving ~p ~ sma!l. and unecen.omical 
h.oMmg With whIch h~ IS strugglmg and :defimtely takmg up w.ork as all. 
agricultursJ labourerP.:....One. WDuid think SD. There may be things attach
;"" te the cultivat.or which the labourer' has n.ot. I everl.oekedquesti.on 5 
which is mDre Dr less cDnnected with ce-.operatiDn; if you weuld like te ask 
Die any questi.ons abeut· it, I· .shQuld.;OO: .very .. pleased. ,to deal :\\!ith ... i.t .. .r 
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bappe';ed to have to deal with the 'subject :of ·tdcravi just -before leayiIig, a~cl 
the poliO)' ·to· be adopted bl the Bombay Government. .. .. . ,.. -..•. 

('52~. Will YouteU· ~ab~ut' tbatP-I personally am entirely ~gainst going 
on with the Government system of taaRvi under the Agriculturis~·Loil.ns Act 
and' would also prefer to see. it dropped under the Land Improvement· Act 
except so far 88 it is given through. co-opetiltive societies. I must confess 
that I consider tocra"i to be a·syStem wbiCh·is now absolutely obsolete, and, 
moreover, one which however much it is given within the means available to 
any Government can only just touch tn.e fringe of the requirements of credit. 
In this Presidency it has been estimated, I think fairly correctly, that the 
cultivators need .every year·.betwee.n 2()' and 25 crores of rupees. It is incon
ceivable that any Government, however large its revenues, would give anything 
much .O'V\lr. one crore 88ta«a,.,i. so.that at thll best it could onJy just tou()h the 
fringe of the matter;. while, on the other hand, I consider the evils done by 
lending Government money under the Agriculturist Loans Act in the present 
economic state of India are very great and have practically no counter
balancing advantages. I would like to see taccavi givan, if at all, only in 
specified backward tracts or in a famine year. But in a famine year, if 
assistance is to be given under Taccavi Acts, Ilven then I think it should 
be undllr thll Land Improvllmllnt Act rathllr than thll Agriculturist Loans 
Act, undllr which money is always wasted. Certainly in the more advanced 
parts of India, here in this Presidency and I should think in Madras, the 
cultivator can now be very well left to the cO-:-operMive movement and other 
indigenous banks in 80 far 88 he is not a member of the co-operative movement. 
Naturally, I should prefer the co-operativll movement. 

4.523. I can understand the virtue' of confining Government loans to the 
avenues of co-operation, where co-operation exists, but where. yon have large 
areas .wh8fe· there is noco-operative credit, would· yon withhold all Govern
ment 10ausP-Even therll I think 80. I cannot think that a few doles ·of 
Government loans are really going ·to help them very much ·towards the 
solution of the problem of -their ,credjt. in .s"~.h areas whereas it is certainly 
going to retard the growth of the cO-pperative movement in those areas. I 
think the sooner they learn self-help :the bet~er for them. The only exceptions 
I regard a8 worth cOllsideringare thos!3 . .pf. one or two wild. tribes or one or 
two castes holding on special tenqres, where for one reason or another the 
tenure itself makes it almost impossible for them to obtain credit in the 
ordinary way.· 

4524. There is no basis of creditP-Yes. As to the·question of long-term 
credit; tlae,real difficulty, of course, in the co-operative movement is the provi
Ilion of long-term credit, not only ht're but in every country. Although 
co-operative banks do and will do their best to meet the difficulty by getting 
people to take up shares and make ·as· mlm)' . long-term :deposits as possible, 

.yet it is and will for a considerable period to come be.VBl'ydifficult;.for them 
to obtain enough long-term money to be able to lend to· cuitit'ators -fOl" I)eriods 
of between 10 and 20 years. There I think it is inevitable and.·necessary 
that Government should step in and assist, but not necessarily in the'forIi!. ·of 

. ta~cRI'i under the Taccat"i Acts. What we are doing in this Presidency. is that 
Government puts money into the Provincial Co-operative Bank in· the -Dilme 
of ,the Registrar, that money is distributed by the Provincial Bank in con
i'lpction with the Registrar to District Banks, and through them .to,primarv 

- !kJcieties' (or" the pnrpose of lamt im~rovflment on 8c~emes •. d~awn ~I!. aUd 
approved, . . ... . ' . 

4.)25. Ia the. commercial and industrial cOpImunity .. i,!l~er.e.st!l«( l~ laoc1 
mortgaltll as a b~i~ of securityi' Mil they inclined to lend on .the. security 01 

. land mOl;tgages.P.~'fh~ i~e~. hn.s D~~ taken up ht;re a.~e~. ~,!~~~ ,!Ip-d I would 
rather. n.ot·~~r,esa an!lPJnl,?n ~?ont It... . . , .. "_ :_,' .. -' .. -. . 

... · .. ;i26. Si'f' Janaelt -MqoKenna;·On. p8g~ .. ~64 of your-note o~ the point on 
which the Chairman has just been e)tammmg yon, you say: On the other 
hand, speaking for India generally,i: should like to see official control removed . a; .far ils·possible; which in·mY opinion is somewhere about thfl point-reached 
iIi France and in the Bombay PrllSid-ency." What stage have you reached in 
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the relaxation of official control in Bombay P-We do an official audit; we 
provide advisers like the people who advise in regard to cotton, and the 
Registrar and A~sistants inspect; they give such advice as they can either 
directly or through the controlling agencies, and the Registrar, of course, 
exercises the statutOJ'Y powers of registration and cancellation. But even 
in regard to inspection the remarks are confined to a minimum and are almost 
invariably communicated to the self·governing body immediately over the 
society inspected. 

4527. Do I understand you are of opinion that audit should remain official? 
~I am i!trongly of that opinion. 

4528. How far down in the co-operative scale would you carry itP-To the 
primary society. 

"4529. Do you not think it would be better and would encourage business 
training and method if that audit could be done by societies themselvesP-I 
do not think it would do very much to encourage their business capacity; 
I think it would only result probably in a slipshod audit. As a matter of 
fact, in this Presidency that suggestion has bl}en seriously made, but after 
consideration it was rejected by non-officials as well as officials. The sugges~ 
tion was that an inferior non-official agency under the guidance of the Insti
tute or some similar body should be substituted for the existing official agency. 

4530. You are afraid that the audit by the agency suggested would be 
slipshod P-I am almost certain of it. 

4531. You would not limit it to super-auditP-I do not think so, becau~e 
I think the importance of the first audit is so very great. both for public 
credit and for the society itself, that I think a mere super-audit is not enough. 

4532. Who audits the accounts of the Provincial Central Co-operative 
Bank P-They are audited by our department and also by a private firm of 
Chartered Accountants. 

4533. There is a delicate point on the question of administration. Did T 
understand you correctly to say that when a scheme has been put up by a 
departmental Head and approved by a Minister, it is subject to criticism and 
amendment in the SecretariatP-Yes, certainly. It is subject to criticism 
during the process of going up to the Minister for the subsequent issue of his 
official approval. The official order of approval, the so-called Government 
resolution, is issued by the Revenue Secretariat, not by the permanent 
Head of the department who works with and under its political Head. If the 
Secretary of a Reserved department takes the matter up for discussion to 
the Member in charge and it is initialled, the Secretary then issues the 
orders; there is no other intermediary. When, however, the Head of one of 
the Transferred subjects (who is not at present classed as a S"ecretary) takes 
a proposal to the Minister and it is approved, it is not initialled in that 
sense, and the Head of the department cannot issue the orders himself. He 
has then to send it to a Secretary not belonging in any real sense to his own 
department or ministry, and this Secretary then starts treating the whole 
thing de n01lo. 

4534. You do not know whether that system is peculiar to Bombay or not~ 
-No, I do not. 

4535. Profe880r Gangulee: On page 163 vou point out defects in the Agri
cultural Department, and you say that in the past "officials were too apt to 
want volume in their results and would therefore go to the big landlords and 
neglect the small holders." Do you not thillk thai; is an inevitablG procl'SSP
I think it was inevitable, but I do not know that it need go on. 

4536. Agricultural improvements will percolate through from the big land
lords to the small cultivators, will they notp-We hav.e not in this Presidency 
any big landowners who cultivate themselves, and nothing passes through 
them to the small cultivators. All the cultivation in this Presidency is done 
by small cultivators, whether tenants or owners. "" 

4537. Granting that this is a serious defect, can you suggest how th", 
Agricultural Dl'partment can bring the results of its experiments directly to 
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-the notice of the email holders?-Certainly; by what we are doing here, 
-through the co-operative movement. 

4.538. Precisely how P Supposing better aeed of some kind, or a new variety 
of cotton, haa been producod by the Agricultural Department, how would you 
proceed to introduce that and give it to the small cultivator without taking 
any stePI to inteJ;est the big landlords?-I may say at once that in most 
districts that grow cotton there are no big landlords. What we do is this. 
The Director of Agriculture and the Registrar of ClHlperative Societies, if 
something quite new haa to be considered, meet together and arrange jointly 
the programme to be followed. The directions issued go t9 the Taluka De
vt'lopment Associations. on which the Assistsnt Registrar and Deputy Director 
will sit. Then we have various Cotton Organisers, men who belong to the 
,.Agricultural Department who are working under the ClHlperative Department 
Jmd who are controlled by the two officers jointly to a large extent. These 
men go amongst the villagers preaching the virtues of the new seed. They 
show it and get the societies to agree to buy it and distribute it, or to sort it 
and sell it, aa the cue may be. Officials on both departments go amongst the 
'VillagerB in the CIHlperative societies and talk about it, and make it their 
business to see that the cultivators thoroughly understand the thing. 

4539. But there is no actual demonstration of the value of using the seed; 
'You simply talk about itP-There is very often a demonstration, and I think 
I am correct in saving that nowadays plots are obtained as a rule through 
the clHlperative society (from, of course, 80me member of the village) and the 
experiment, or demonstration, is made on such plots. 

4540. Referring to another defect, you point out that the departine~t 
was not CIHlrdinated with the kindred departments. Have you any definite 
idea how the desired CIHlrdination might be brought about?-I have. As a 
matter of fact, we have in this Presidency in the last few years gone a very 
long way towards securing it by the fact that both Agricultural and Co
operative Departments work under one Minister. That baa enabled us to 
make arrangements, perhaps, not of a very rigid nature, by which the two 
officers £Oncemed work together on all important questions. If necessary, 
joint cases were submitted to the Minister. Departmental Joint Boards 
were instituted, and that process waa carried right down. I think that as far 
a8 it goes the system now existing in this Presidency is very satisfactory. 
1\Iy only objection to it is that which I have already mentioned in answering 
-the Chairman's question in regard to having a Ministry or continuing under 
the present Secretariat system. The drawback to my mind was not in the 
work of the two officers concerned, but that in the case of a difference of 
oOpinion between them there was no recognised channel of approach to the 
Minister for the issue of official orders. 

4541. You refer to kindred'departments. Do you mean the Co-operative 
and Irrigation Departments?-I was thinking of those which come under one 
Minister. Irrigation presents very great difficulty. It might be put under 
the same Minister, but there are great difficulties in the way. It belongs 
.more to Public Works. • 

4542. Veterinary?-Veterinary, certainly, and I think Forests. 
4543. Education?-No, I think that is separate. 
4544. Not primary education?-I think not. 
454;;. In what you say about railway rates, do you refer to the rates for 

.agricultural produco or manure, implements, etc., or to all rates ?-I do not 
know enough of the details now to be able to say. I used the word" mani. 
pulation " but what I had in mind was this. Latterly rates have been raised 
owing to the cost to the railway of some of their material, the price of which 
has been increased by putting protective duties on steel without the agri. 
culturist being consulted. After all, he is the person who haa to pay the 
,duties, and in my opinion he should have been consulted in an organised way 
before the duties were imposed. 

4546. On page 164 you say .. A strong and enlightened ' Country Party • is 
A necessity of the agricultural situation in India." Are you referring to the 
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formation of an agrarian party in this country?':""'I was thi'l1khlg of the poli
tical parties under the new reformed Government in this country. At the 
present moment there is no party which is specially interested in agriculture 
and I think the sooner there is a ' Country Party' the better it will be for 
the country's development. 

4547. With' regard to the control of the c().()perative movement by non
official agencies, are there sufficient non-official agencies in the country?-I 
would rather not speak for other Presidencies. At the present moment there 
are enough in this Presidency to do the work which I suggest. 

4548. Would you find such agencies in village areas, for inStllllceP-Yes, 
we have our organisers and the district branches of the Institute. 

454!l:These organisers belong to the particular viIlage area?-Yett. 
4550. lIfr. Calvert: In your experience as Registrar did you find the 

Usurious Loans Act was much availed of in the courts?-I Iiave n:ever heard 
of its use in this Presidency. 

4551. Is it your experience that the right to mortgage fand is utilised to 
obtain funds for productive purposes such liS land improvement?-Very 
seldom for land improvement. 

4552. Would not there be a little difficulty in preserving discipline in co
operative irrigation societies, jn that you could not very well expel an irri
gator who was entitled to participate from the same outlet?-It is a very 
difficult problem. It can only be met by being arbitrary and investing them 
with powers, I think. 

4553. Why do you think official control is necessary? Why not educate a 
society 'to manage its own affairs ?-I find it very difficuTt to put what I meau 
into words. I have not that trust in human nature, and I know of no coun
tries, except Denmark and England, which have been able to carryon the 
co-operative movement without a good deal of official controL .Tlie circum
stances of certain intensely individualist countries like Dehmark and Erigland 
are very different fl'om those of India, and ta my mind the analogy' appears. 
to be rather with the practice in France and practically every other J,:uropean 
country. Another point is that if the co-operative movement is ever going 
to do what, after all, we as co-operators look forward to as the ideal, and 
t.hat is, almost to be the Staie itself in aIT its economic aspects, it appears ta 
me essential that the State in its political aspects should also to some extent 
control the co-opern.tive movement inasmuch as it will alSo be controlled by 
it. 

4554. From your experience of this Presidency you do not think the co
operative movement is going to be able to do without controI?-l\fay I ask .. 
if you are asking me whether I think the primary society will ever be able to 
do without control from above? 

4555. The two points of difference are that whereas in the Punjab we try 
to educate the members to manage their own affairs entireTy, you envisage 
~ontrol from outside?-From outside the primary society, certainly. 

4556. You have not tried educating the members to do without control?
Yes, I think we are trying to do it the whoTe time. We are trying to make 
them ehtirely self-managing, and I believe I am right in saying that as a 
matt'&- 'of fact there is a very much larger percentage of our societies which 
are entirely self-managing (which write out their own accounts, and conduct 
their whole business very well) than is the case in the Punjab or in any other 
Province. We have never suggested t() them, however, that the time would 
come when they would be free from inspection by, for i'nstance, the financing 
agency, or from audit by the Government auditor or from guidance. 

4557. Who controls your District Banks P-They are controlled by the 
Dire!'tors, who are mostly chosen by tile primary societies; but happily the 
District Banks are now brought into what amount to discipTinary relatiollS 
with the Provincial Bank. The Provincial Bank supervises them. 

4558.Ras not Bomhay gone further than any other Province in India in 
its legislative control over societie!fP~1 suppose so. We have more definitely 
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~tated in out legis1ation the points where we consider that control by the 
Regi,trar musi continue than any other Province has done, but we confine 
.,urselves strictI, . to those. 

4559. And to eirculars from the Registrar's office?-Yes, certainly. 
4560. To an extent unknown in other Provinees?-That I am unable to say. 
4561. Is not your non-offidal agency largely drawn from the non-cultivating 

c1asses?-Largely, yes; but not in the majority. 
4562. What exactly is your objection to the co-operative leaders being 

actual cultivators who may be born leaders of men even though they may 
not be what we call "educated" ?-I ha\"e no objection at all; we welcome 
them, if we can find them. 

4.563. Would not that be a better ideal, to find cultivators with the gift of 
. leadership rather than non-cultivating outsiders?-Yes, but in this Presidency 
there is no sharp distinction between the two classes. We have a great many 
people who are both professional men and landowners interested in culti
vation. 

4564. I am speaking not of landowners but of cultivators ?-The small 
1andholder in this Presidency, whether he be a professional gentleman or not, 
does not actually plough him~lf, but he does look after the cultivation to 
some extent. 

4·565. I am referring to the man who guides the plough ?-That would be 
the ideal state of things, to get the actual ploughman who has studied Marshall 
and books on banking generally. 

4566. No, who has been taught by a highly trained staff for a period of 
),enrs. You have applied to non-official audit the terms "inferioT" and 
.. slipshod." Is tha.t based on (·omparison with your own ?-No, on what it 
would have been had it been done here as it would have been done if the idea 
bad b&'ll carried out of encouraging a rather cheaper audit by a non-official 
agency. 

4567. You were not referring to Provinces where the audit is non-official?
, No, to \he scheme which was put forward here. 

4568. Have you ever attempted to work out the proportions between secured 
end unsecured debt?-No, I have not. 

4569. I gather from your note you are opposed to further amendments of 
existing Acts in order to protect the cul~ivator from exploitation?-I am not 
at all in fa,·our of any special amendments or special legislation, but if the 
lAW iR bad (and it is primarily for 18wyers to say that) then it should be 
changed for all. I am not fond of the idea of special privileges. 

4570. You have given a figUle for cost of cultivation which works out at 
about Rs. 9 .an acre. Is not hy far the larger part of the cost of cultivation 
borne either by the labour of the culti\"ator's family or by labour paid in kind 
out of the harvestP-I am not sure what proportion it would be; I cannot 
remember the figures well enough. I have not had time to look up the basis 
(In which these figures were arrived at. • 

4571. Have you in Bombay a new class of moneylending landlords?-Yes. 11 
4572. Are they an evil ?-They are usually even more unbearable than the 

old fashioned sowcaT. 

4573. Mr. Kamat; With regard to agricultur~l indebtedness, you have 
advocated the teaching of the uses of the Insolvency Act to the cultivators. 
Do you think the present cultivators are showing too much sense of honour 
jn the repayment of their debts ?-Too much ignorance, and largely too much 
sense of honour, yes. . 

4574. Do you not think the teaching of the Insolvency Act to the culti
vators would be an extraordinary measure, demoralising the whole country-
1lideP-More than the capitalist system? 

4575. Do you know th~i in the olden days (from which time, of course, they 
bave inherited their sense of honour) there was a counterbalan.cing factor. 
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! namely, the law of dilmdopat, by which the moneylender could not ex.act morE!' 
than twice the amount of the original debt?-Theoretically. 

4576. Even in practice?-I have always been given to understand that was 
not the case. . 

J 
4577. Do you not think the present tendency of the moneylender and the 

cultivator, by which each tries to defraud the other and, as it were, dodge the
other, will be increased if you teach the uses of the Insolvency Act?-I think 
you are asking me to answer two questions at the same time: Is it an evil 
tendency? And would it be increased? It can be called an evil tendency, a& 
every step forward -is called. One is always told that the past was the moral 
age and the future will be the immoral one. The present phase seems to me 
an economic transition, such as you had during the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries in Europe, which is inevitable, and I do not see why the uses of 
Acts (which you can stigmatise as dishonest if you like) which are on the 
statute hook should be confined to one side. 

4578. You have referred to the sub-division of holdings and said there is
no clear and conclusive proof that the evil is growing?-Yes. 

4579. And that therefore you were against any legislation to interfere with 
succession and sub-division as such ?-That is not the main ground, but one
of them. 

4580. When you say there is no clear proof, what period have you taken 
into consideration ?-The period from 19M onwards, with the important 
proviso that one must not be misled, as people often have been, by the figures· 
previous to the Record of Rights Act. Only the other day I again saw statis
tics for 1903-04 compared with statistics of to-day. That is a useless com
parison, but periods since the Act can be compared. 

4581. You think there is no tendency for further sub-division ?-It is l"ery 
slight, if it exists at all. Perhaps it would be more correct to say it is not a 
serious tendency. There is a slight tendency, but not a serious one. 

4582. If there is a slight tendency, as a preventive measure, would you not 
take into consideration the fact that if such legislation is passed in these days. 
it means it will be passed by a majority of the people's representatives, and 
therefore the legislation would be justifiable ?-I would not, because I think t() 
talk of the people's representatives is begging the question. The legislation 
.would be passed by people of a rather doctrinaire cast of mind belonging to 
the intelligentsia, and not by representatives of the villagers whom it is 
going to hit. Moreover, I feel sure that with normal conditions of del"elop
ment the tendency will correct itself, as it has done in France. 

4583. AutomaticalIy?-By human action, of course. 
41';84. Dr. Hyder: How?-By birth control and later marriage. 
4585. You are in fal"our of this course?-Of the control of sub-division? 

I am strongly in favour of the consolidation of fragmented holdings. 
',4586. I mean, you would advocate propaganda for birth control to check. 

this evil rather than legislation?-It would be a much smaller evil than legis
lation at this stage, I think. 

4587. Would you take cognisance of the fact that if such legislation were 
passed it would have to be more or less permissive; 75 per cent, or some such 
percentage, of the holders would have to be amenable?-In that case I think 
it would be useless. At one time I suggested, without pressing it, the possi
bility of constituting the so-called impartible family estate on the lines followed' 
in France and Italy. That is the utmost elo.-tent to which I personally would' 
be inclined to recommend action in regard to sub-division. 

4588. Dewan Bahadu.r lIlalii: You were formsrly Collector of various 
districts in Gujarat?-Yes. 

4589. From your experience during that period, would you subscribe to 
the view that the result of education as given to-day is, unfortunately, that it 
tends to denude the countryside and add to the army of unemployed in thE!' 
towns and citiesP-I think BO. 
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4590. Do you think agricultural education should be a sine qua non in the' 
interior, where the majority of the people are agriculturistsP-I would rather' 
not answer that question; I have never gone into the technical side of it. t 
confesa my first bias is against it, but I do not know enough about it to express
any real opinion. 

4591. After a certain stage is reached in primary education, would you' 
permit agricultural education to be addedP-Certainly. 

4592. Do you know about the bias classes lately introducedP-No; I have 
only just heard of them. 

4593. Perhaps one of the reasons why people are forsaking a country lif~ 
is the possibility of getting higher wages in the industrial centres P-Beemingly' 
higher wages, higher money wages; and also in this as in every other country 
the desire for cheap pleasures. 

4594. If agricultural labour is organised with regulated wages and period. 
of service (while at the same time not being turned into slavery) do you think' 
people would stick to the villagosP-Yes, to a much greater extent. I think 
the attachment to the village is greater here than in European countries. 

4595. In the syllabus of rural schools, is it Dot necessary that the merit of' 
labour should be taught by actual practiceP-That again is a thing I have not 
really thought about. 

4596. You told Mr. Calvert you would not advocate any exemptions to-
80cieties in business matters, or sOlDething like that; you would not afford 
them special protectionP-1 was not thinking of societies when I answered. 

4597. Protection for the weak generallyP-Protection is given by the 
special Co-operative Act, of course. 

4598. Particularly in reference to the consumers' movement, where con
Bumers' societies are found in the mofuBBii to control market rates and so on, 
would you not exempt them from such local taxation as the municipal octroi· 
or terminal taIes P-To that eXtent J would be prepared to agree, but I do' 
not like the principle very much even there. I would like to see competition 
on an equality; but when it has proved itself the co-operative society should 
be given control over markets, for instance, which in my opinion should always· 
be with the co-operative society. 

4599. Such exemptions are oftEjD allowed in Japan?-Yes. 
4600. Development Associations were originated during your regime?-Yes. 
4601. And the idea, I may take it, was that they should be registered-

under the Co-operative Societies ActP-Yes. • 
4602. The idea underlying that was to bring about better co-operation

between the Agricultural and Co-operative DepartmentsP-Yes. There was 
Borne discussion to start with as to the advisability of this registration, but it 
was eventually decided on. • -

4603. Do you not think registration under the Co-opera.tive Societies Act
gives a greater guarantee of continuityP-Yes. 

4604. Otherwise they are ouly associations of individuals who have paid a 
rupee each and who can drop out at any timeP-Yes. I am strongly of that 
view. .-

4605. Do you remember the Broach Agricultural A'!SociationP-Yes; it 
began very well and dwindled to nothing. We had 8, similar experience in' 
East Khandesh. 

4606. There is also the advantage of co-operative auditP-Yes. . 
4607. If these associations are not registered we lose that advantageP-

Yes. 
4608. With regard 'to your remarks on railway rates, during your time at 

Broach as Collector I believe the Bombay Steam Navigation Company intro. 
duced a system of steam launches which were of great advantage to the culti-. 
vators and enabled them to get their produce to market more easilyp-yes. 
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-t609. The Railw,ay Company then reduced their freights to offset the 
'1Steamer competition?-Yes j they introduced "cut" rates to Broach and 
-raised them against Broach. 

4510. This matter was specifically mentioned to the Viceroy's Council?
-Yes. It went right up to the Government of India and was watched by the 
"Bombay Government on behalf of the Government of India for 2 years. The 
-Rombay Government recommended certain action, but the Government of 
India favoured the policy known as "wait and see" and in the end we 
-waited and saw. 

4611. In the result the shipping ('ompany had to go awayP-:I"es. 
4612. Dr. Hyder: With regard to the distribution of water -by quantity, 

'have you personal knowledge of such distribution in Spain, Italy and France? 
-None. 

4613. You think it is practicable in Yndia?-I have heen advised by officers 
of the Irrigation Department that it is, and see no particular reason why it 
should not be. 

4614. There is not only the technical side of installing the modules but the 
-social, psychological side as well?-Yes, but in that direction I see no difficulty. 

4615. Have you read Sir Valentine Chirol's book on Egypt?-No. 
4616. Do you know whether there was any tendency for crime to increase 

-there at the time of the distribution of water P-I did not know it, but I can 
--imagine it. Was it co-operative1' 

4617. No. You attributed ~hortage of labour to the high death-rate. Do 
you think the death-rate among the rural population is higher than in any other 

<class?-No, I do not think that, but it is much higher than it ought to be. 
4618. The birth-rate is also higher ?-That is partly why the death-rate is 

-so high. 

4619. But if the birth-rate is high and the death-rate is high, the result 
of those ;wo influences on the population would be to keep it stationary?
But it does not follow that it does not add to the shortage of labour. 

4620. But how has this shortage of labour arisen?-There is a very great 
waste; the process of bringing a lot of human beings into the world to be 

'killed is very wasteful of human effort. 
4621. I quite agree, but I want to know the causes of thisP-I am afraid I 

-am not making myself clear. Let us assume that women in the labouring 
classes work in the fields, that every woman in the working classes loses every 

-year two months on account of the birth of a child, and again a certain period 
-in nursing that child till its death and looking after it while it dies, she 
.nyhow loses time and the_ c01mtry thereby loses labour which might be saved 
!:::l it if that process had not been gone through. 

4622,. Hut this state of affairs existed, let us say, in 1880P-Yes. 

4623. There was then s high birth-rate aud a hi!(h desth-rste?-Yes, but 
I did not say there was an increasing shortage of labour. We spoke merely 
of shortage of labour. -

4624. There has been an increase in the number of holdings?-Yes, there 
-has been an increase, certainly, but not a very large one. 

4625. If the total area has -been constant, then sn increase in the number 
of holdings would indicate a decrease in the size of the average holding?-In 

-ihe average, yes, it must. 

4626. That being so, do you think the condition of the rural population is 
-improving or getting worseP-'Vould you mind telling me the figures under
lying your question P 

4627. In reply to Members of the Commission I understood you tc 5ay 
there was an increase in the number of holdings?-I am certainly under the 
impJ~ion that there is a s1ight increase, but I am not sure of the figures. 

:AlI5uming there is a slight increase, what is your questionP 
. --.'~ --r.".!J< "y 
"':.:~-"-,~-

'. 
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4628~ That the size of the average hoidings Dlust be diminishing?-Yes, the 
average. 

4629. TAil CA'airmain: Unless more land is coming into cultivation?-Yes. 
4630. Dr. Hilde..: Would that indicate prosperityP-I think it is one CC 

those cases where figures can be interpreted" both ways. It may' indicate 
proeperity in this sense, that. more people are acquiring land; or it may indi
cate adversity in that nOlle of them has got enough to live on. It may 
indicate pl'Ollperity in that they have got better cultivation and are able to get 
more out of 5 acres, or it may indicate that they are starving or not getting 
enough. 

(1);31. Which is the true viewP-I honestly cannot express a general 
opinion. 

4632. You are of opinion that suiHiivision and fragmentation do not neces
sarily go together. If the land is of uniform quality, fragmentation need Dllt 
f"I1" .. · suiHiivisionP-It need not follow to the same extent. It would be 
rertectly p088ible to have 8uiHiivision without added -fragmentation if the 
cultivators were sensible enough not to preserve superstitious observances with. 
reg:ard to their fields. 

4633. Sir CAunilal MeMa: You would not rule out the giving of taccavi by· 
the Government in famine areasP-No. 

4634. You also make a reservation in favour of backward people like the. 
BhiIsP-Yes. 

4635. Then I Dlay tell you the Bombay Government have accepted your
proposals P-Thank you very much. 

4636. On this. sub-division question, you recognise that, whatever your' 
views may be, there is something to be said on the other side alsoP~ertainlYi 
it is a very difficult and complicated question. 

4637. And many officers of considerable experience hold that some kin'd of 
legislation is nece88ary?-Yes. I have, as a matter of fact, just reaj Part 1 
of the proposed Bill dealing with fragmentation which certainly proposes to· 
deal with luiHiivision in what appears to me to be a very reasonable way and 
in a way ,,-hich would not be likely to arouse political discontent. I have not 
been able to go through the whole of the details of it, but I do not think. 
the objections which I mentioned would apply to Part 1 of the proposed Bill. 

4638. You have had time to look at Part IP-I have just seen it.· 
4639. That appears to yon to be the best way of tackling this very im-

portant questionP-Yes, I think sa. 
4640. Your experience of the Taluka Development Associations leads you

to feel that they are doing good workP-Yes. 
4641. On the whole they have worked very well?-Yes. 
4642. And that is the best agency, in your opinion and that of the Director

of Agriculture of the Bombay Government, for propaganda work?-Yes. 
4643. Do you think Taluka Development Associations organised with·. 

reference to a smaller area would be desirable if the right type of men could. 
(\e secured for such organisations?-I would really have preferred to have 
bupervising Unions, if we could be sure of their being well run, in prefel'enc
to tha Taluka Development Associations; but I was so certain that we sh'.l,l. 
not be able to find enough organisers, that I jumped at the idea of the Taluka. 
Development Association when it was first mooted, and I think in the actual!. 
existing tlrcumstances, whatever the future may produce, the Taluka Develop •. 
ment Association is the best method we can adopt. 

4644. Do you think in the very near future the time will come when it will 
be desirable to organise the Taluka Development Associations on a smaller' 
basis, that is to say, in groups of, say, 10 villages instead of in groups of 100-
or 200- villagesP-I certainly hope so in the future, but I should not say it. 
\'I euld be very soon. . 

4645. In order to get the best results out of these associations, wheth'.!.· 
they be on the larger or the smaller basis, is it in your opinion desirable that.. 



,there should be people in the villages preaching the gospel of rural develop
ment generanyt-Staying in the area, yes. 

4646 . .,tn every area. of 20 or 30 villagesP-Yes, I think so certainly, if it 
can possibly be arranged. 

4647. One ought to work in that directionP-I certainly think 80. 

4648. Anci organise a body of such people, preferably non-officials, to carry 
~n the work of general rural development?-That is certainly what I should 

ihke to 18e. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

-:l'hll Commi~noo then adjourned till 10 o'clock on Wednesday. the 27th October 
192t). 
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Wednesday, October 27th, 1926. 
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The MARQUI!88 OJ' LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCB,. 
R.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir TROHA. MIDDLBTOlf, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAil, KT., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JolliES llAcKENNA, KT., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I~C.S. 
Raja Sri KRISHNA CHANDRA 

GAJAPATI NARAYANA DEG of 
Parlakimedi. 

Professor N. GANGULBIL 

Dr. L. K. HYDEB. 
Mr. B. S. KAHAT. 

The Hon'ble Sir CHUSlLAL V. 
Dewan Bahadur A. U. MAL.II 

MEHTA. } ) (Co-opted Member •• 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. 
Mr. F. W. H. SIflTH. 

} (.1oint Secretaries.) 

Mr. V. H. NAIK. 

FURTHER ORAL EVIDIINCB. 
4649. Sir Ganya Ram: On page 137 you give a number 'of irrigation 

schemes. May I know the reason why they have not been taken up P Is it 
for want of funds P--{}overnment has taken up bigger schemea in other 
districts. 

4650.-Are they estimated to pay a retum of 4 or 5 per centP-These 
schemes have still to be investgated. 

4651. They have not been investigatedP-Not entirely. There may have 
been preliminary surveys. 

4652. According to the Irrigation Commission, no scheme whicn pays le88 
than 6 per cent. is regarded as paying its way. I understand that in Bijapur,' 
of which you are Collector, there are frequent faminesP-Yes. 

4653. During the last 20 years, how many famines have there been P-There 
was a famine in 1899, one in 1911-12, one in 1918-19, one in 1920-21, and one 
in 1923-24. 

4654. Five famines altogetherP-Four in the last 15 years. 
4655. And yet, Government has not awakened to the necessity of tl!.king 

up these irrigation schemes?-These are smaller schemes which are now being 
suggested. Government has taken up bigger schemes commanding larger 
areas in other districts, equally liable to famine. 

4656. How great an area would be commanded by all these schemes that 
you mention?-I understand that each will command about 10,000 acres, at 
a cost of about Rs. 10 lakhs. That is what I have been told by a competent 
engineer. 

4657. Do you think it will not pay if you can cover an area of 10,000 acrea 
for 10 lakhs?-It is understood that these smaller schemes will provide only 
water for rabi erops and not for perennial irrigation. 

4658. For these 10,000 acres, what would you charge for the water P-TJ", 
ordinary rabi rate for 4 months is Rs. 4 to RB. 6; not more. 
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• 4659. Say, Rs. '5. It ought to pay anyhow about 5 per cent. p-It will 
pay about 4 per cent., I think. . _ _.. ,. 

4660. Government nas not taken it up as· yet ?-The matter is under con
~ideration now. It has been submitted to the Commissioner and the higher 
authorities. 

4661. Then you say that there are tanks also for irrigation, and that the 
Superintending Engineer has got a number of suitable sites for such workP
HEI, is investigating them. 

4662. Would they not command any landP-It has yet to be seen. He is 
itlvestigating the sites. 

4663. When you refer to wells for irrigation, how many acres would each 
weU'cbm'mandP-It would depend upon the well. It might command only 
4 to 5 acres., 

4664. What would the wells be worked by?-Bullock power. 
4665. How can a well be made to pay which only covet:s 4 or 5. acresP:-::-~t 

does pay j these are not very deep wells. . ., 
4666. At what depth is the water from the surface?-It all depends on the 

locality. It will be 25 feet, 30 feet, 40 feet, and so on. It will not be more 
than 40 feet. 

4667. Four to five acres can be covered by a well like thatP-It depends on 
the crops. If you put in crops requiring less water, you will have more area. 

4668. What do they put in?-In certain parts cotton is irrigated; that is 
neglectu1n roseum cotton. ' 

4669. You say that the use of cowdung as a fuel should be penalised, with 
proper safeguards. If you penalise it, what are the people to doP Is there 
no other remedyp We ask you to propose remedies which would stop the evil, 
not to penalise it?-You can pass legislation not to burn cowdung as fuel. 

4670. What are they to do, if there is no cheap fuelP-We have firewood. 
4671. But they have to buy firewood?-It does not matter. They can 

buy it. They can also collect it from their own fields. 
~72. Can they afford to buyP-They can collect it from their own fields. 
4673.· What do they do with the cotton stalks, when they reap the cotton? 

-They use it for f~el. 

4674. You say that this year the total quantity of fodder stored is 65 lakhs. 
d lbs. P-Yes. 

4675. That is not very much; about 8U,OOO maunds .. Is that the Govern-
m-mt schemeP-Yes. ,. ' 

4676. What kadbi do they store? Kadbi of bajri ?-Kadbi of juar; what 
you call sorghum. . . .' 

4577. In the Northern Punjab, where the produce of the land is not ellough 
to provide a livelihood to thp landholders, they supplement their incon~e, f!,o,J.Il 
~griculture by service il~ the armY. Do not the people from your distrlC,~ get 
mto the armyP-Only 8. few, not many, from the Karnatak. ., 

4678. Are they consilfered unfit for service in the army?-No. There is a 
certain amount of recruitmenj; in Bijapur for the l\1ahratta battalion .. 

4679. History teaches us that the Mahrattas were a very warlike peopleP
Bijapur is not altogether Mahratta. It is Karnatak. But a few Mahrattu 
and Deccani Mahommedans are recruited. 

4680; If some of them' go into the army, will not that be a subsidiary occu
pation for them P-I do not know about that I 

4681. Dr. Hyder: How many people are in your charge in Bijapur?-
Nearly 8 lakhs. • 

4682. Thnt would mean 200,000 familiesP-About 2 lakhs of families. 

4683. You want to penalise the use of cowdung as fuel?-Yes. 
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4684. How many police would you require for it ?-We do not require 
[.olice for that. I would penalise it under the Village Police Act. The village 
patel might punish the offender. 

4685. Will the village pate! go round the houses?-He can go round and 
advise the people not to usp. cowdung as fuel. 

4686. Can you name any agricultural countries which have, to use your 
phrase, agriculturalised their educational bystem?-I cannot give you any 
instance of that, but I think in Denmark the education is very much agri
cultural in every way. If general education is not altogether agriculturalised 
there is at least supplementary education in the form of what are called· 
people's high schools, and so on. 

4687. That is very general ?-Yes,but there is a very strong agricultural 
bias there. 

4688. The Raja 0/ Parlakimedi: Is Bijapur entirely an agricultural 
district?-Yes. 

4689. What is the population, roughly P-About 8 lakhs. 
4690. Out of that, what percentage would you put down as cultivators?

Most people are cultivators there, and agricultural labourers. 
4691. Are all of tbem cultivators?-Most, I said. There is a certain pro

portion of people carrying on different professions, but most people are agri-
culturists or agricultural labourers. . 

4692. Are there many Government agricultural farms spread over the 
district ?-There is no Government farm in the Bijapur district. 

4693: IS the department doing something in any other. way for the im
provement of agriculture in the district?-They have got 3 agricultural Over
seers. who carryon propaganda, and recently the department has also 
appointed for the district an officer called a bunding officer. I think they 
have also got a Cotton Assistant. That is all the agricultural organisation 
tha t exists there. 

4694. Can you tell us what work the Overseers actually do?-They supply 
seed to ryots, carry out experiments on ryots' fields, and hold demonstrations 
at central villages. Recently, they have also been helping the Collector and 
his staff in investigating schemes for field embankments and preparing plans 
and sketches and so on. That is, of course, in connection with the develop
ment of the tacca I'i policy which Government have sanctioned for the Bijapur 
district very recently. 

4695. What are the important crops of the district?-Half the area, 14 
lakhs out of 28, is jOlVari. 

4696. Is that the staple food of the peopleP-Yes. 
4697. What other crops are there?-Then comes cotton, about 8i lakhs. 
4698. Do they grow tobacco?-~o. 
4699. As regards irrigation, how do you fix the chargesP Is it accordmr, 

to the number of crops, or the nature of crops, or what?-At present there is 
not much irrigation in the Bijapur district. 

4700. Are there no tanks at aliP-There is only one tank, which does not 
:fill in a year of scarcity of rainfall, and there is practically nothing in the 
~ay {J( ~I)al irrigation at all. 

4iOI. How do the people manage to get mOlley for carrying on their agri
cultural operations?-They· borrow from SOlVcars. There is a certain number 
of co-operative credit societies; and thirdly, there is the tacta'lli system. 

. 4702. Have the co-operative societies made any progress in that area ?-" 
Y.es; ·they are making· fairly good progress. 

4i03. Do the moneylenders charge almost as much· as the co-operatiVl! 
1!ocieties?-The moneylenders' rates are higher thall the co-operative societioo' 
rates. 

4704. In that case, why should not the cultivators go to the co-operativ,1 
1!ocieties?-They should. But cultivators do not always understand their QWl1 
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interest. They' llave not organised ,IIOcieties everywhere, and the societies
that have been established are not all fully developed. Thus ryots still go to' 
Bowca,rs for money. 

4705. Is the movement not very popular?-I said it was fairly satisfac
tory. There are other neighbouring districts which have made more progress 
than Bijapur. We have got, in Bijapur, one society for every 8 villages, 
whereas in the neighbouring district of Dharwar there is one society for
every two villages. 

4706. Professor Gan(Ju/ee: YOIl want to penalise the use of cowdung for 
fuel. Have you any draft BilJ prepared for the purposeP-If you want me to 
make.ll specific suggestion in the matter, I would penalise it under an Act 
caUed, in the Bombay Presidency, the Village Police Act. I would give power to 
the village headman to fine the person who uses cowdung for fuel purposes. 
Matters kindred to this sort of thing are penalised in that way, and the 
village pateZ takes cognisance of such offences and inflicts a small fine, or 
detention for a short period of time. . 

4707. Are you of opinion that such a method would workP-It may not 
bring about immediately all the success that we want, but I think in thlJ 
end it will work. 

4708. With regard to animal husbandry, is the indigenous method of storing 
kadbi quite successfulP-In Bijapur district, my staff was able to import the 
method from a neighbouring district. 

4709. You describe here the method kuown as Kilbanavi. I take it that is 
indigenous?-It is indigenous in the neighbouring district, which is a more 
advanced district. 

4710. It is not indigenous to the district to which you belong?-It is not 
indigenous to the district in wh~ch I work. 

4711. Have they any other method of ensilage?-No. 
4712. With regard to co-operation, I want to ask you one or two ques

tions. Please refer to page ~39. Have you taken any active part in thlJ 
co-operative movement?-I have. 

4713. You say here that honorary organisers of co-operative societies may 
be replaced by a paid staff of Government officials. WhyP-A body of hono
rary organisers was more essential in the early days, when the movement 
had to be brought home to the people, and the suspicions, if any, removed by 
non-officials. But now, of course, co-operative work is becoming very techni
cal. Supervision is very necessary, and the organisation of long-term credit 
and other societies is very complex. I am afraid this work cannot be done by 
laymen who cannot devote their whole time to the work. I have, I may say, 
some experience of this sort of work. 

4714. Are you aware of the developments of co-operative societies abroad? 
-'Yes, I am. 

4715. Are there any Taluka Development Associations in your district?
There are two. 

4716. What can you tell us of their success or failure, as the case may be? 
-One outstanding feature of these societies is that they are very small and' 
their operations are on a very minute scale; and if agriculture is to be im
proved, their work has to be on a good scale. That is the reason why I have 
tried to outline a district organisation for the purpose of supplying agricul
tural requisites, such as manure, seed, implements, and so on. 

4717. Do you think that these Taluka Development Associations could be 
the unit of organisation in a village area P-They may be in some places; not 
everywhere. Personally, I would like to have a district organisation in my 
district to command sufficient capital, to enlist the energy of the best men in 
the district, and to have a better status for the whole thing. 

4718. Do you personally take an interest in the Taluka Devetopment Asso
ciations P-I do to a certain extent. 

4719. Have you attended any of their meetingsP-Yes. 
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" 4720. Do they come to you for any suggestionsP-1 am very much in touch 
with these people, and either I go to them or they come to me. There has 
been an exchange of ideas between us. 

4721. Do not the organisers come to you for any specific help, direction, or 
g~idance?-They come to me for help, and I secured some help from the 
Director of Agriculture in the case of one society. 

4722. On page 137, with regard to irrigation, you make a few suggestions, 
and you give 6 sites which are suitable for investigation. Do you mean to 
suggest that these sites have been overlooked by the irrigation officerP-It is 
not t~at t~ey have been overlooked. Some years ago all the suitable sites 
were Investigated and recorded, but I believe that priority was given to more 
promising and bigger schemes in other equally deserving areas. 

4723: With regard to taccavi loans, you say a great deal about them, and 
you suggest the development of the Government system of taccavi. Have you 
_lilly definite idea how that development could be brought aboutP-Yes, I have. 
III fact, in my own district, I have recently got a tacoolli scheme of develop
ment which has been sanctioned by Government. Government have been 
pleased to allot Rs. 2 lakhs this year for financing the construction of wells 
and the construction of field embankments, what are called "Thais" or 
" Wads" in this part of the country. 

4724. Are taccalli loans popular among the cultivators in your district?
Yes. 

4724a. The management of the tacCGlIi loans is now in the hands of the 
Revenue Department P-Yes. 

4725. You suggest here that it should be in the hands of the Collector. Do 
you think that system would enhance its popularity P-Yes; in my district, 
at any rate, it is popular. 

4726. With regard to the general trend of the whole memorandum, you 
suggest that the Collector should be able to control a great deal of the workP
In my opinion, the Collector should be organically connected with the agri
cultural organisation and improvement of the district. 

4727. Do you think, in addition to his other duties the Collector is able 
to interest himself in the work of rural developmentP-Qf course, jle will 
require special staff for it. He will require another branch of his office. 
Collectors are able to turn theil' hands to anything in an emergency. 

4728. Is it your idea to centralise in the hands of the Collector all the work 
of the districtP-Yes, with sufficient staff to help him. 

4729. You think he can do that in addition to his other dutiesP-I think 
he can bestow the necessary oversight. " 

4730. Mr. OaZ1I6,i: On page 137, on the subject of finance, you suggest 
a" plan for land mortgage banks. Were you thinking of any very special 
modelP-Not any special model, but I have suggested one or two special 
things, which seem to me to be essential if the land mortgage bank system 
is to be developed as an efficient organisation. 

4731. You have no objection to the co-operative land mortgage bankP-
1 have no objection to the land mortgage bank being registered as a- co-op era
tive society. 

4732. Have you any objection to a land mortgage bank organised on co
operative principlesP-No objection whatever. 

4733. In this little note, were you thinking of the agricultural land banks" 
of EgyptP-No. __ " 

4734. Please refer to page 137, indebtedness. In your district, is the 
Usurious Loans Act made full use ofP-No, it is not much used. 

4735. Is it known to the peopleP-That Act does not seem to have much 
effect in my part of the country, on account of the Deccan AgricultUrists' 
Relief Act. 'I'hat comes in the way, alld with that Act taken together with 
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the Hindu law, 'under whi~h interest equal to principal only can be claimed, 
I think the Usurious Loans Act, which is an All-India Act, has not much 
application. 

4736. Do I gather that in your district moneylenders do not actually take 
more interest than the equivalent of the principal?-He may take more, but 
when he goes to the courts, he cannot claim more than that. 

4737. Does he not take more than that in the course of a life-time?-He 
may take more, but he cannot claim more than that when he goes to court .. 
That is the rule of damdopat. 

4738. On page 139, co-operation, you suggest a paid staff for organising 
co-operative societies. Would you also use that paid staff for educating the 
people in the principles of self-help, thrift and other economic matters?
Yes, for the whole work. I want to have paid men. Incidentally, they win 
do all Borts of duties. 

4739. I understand at present there is no organisation for teaching the 
villagers to manage their own affairs entirely by themselves, without any 
'outside help ?-Propaganda, -according to our present organisation, is the 
function of the Institute; but the' paid staff, in addition to organising diffi
cult types of societies or societies in backward areas and supervising themr 
will also do all they can to teach managing committees and so on. 

4740. Could members of societies answer a question as to the meaning of 
the word credit?-If you put it in an intelligible form, I think they could. 
answer it. It would depend upon the way in which the question was put. 

4741. lilr. Kamat: On page 1&1 of your note you state that there is no' 
major port of international importance on the whole coast between Bombay 
and Colombo and you suggest that Bhatkal in North Kanara would be a 
suitable port for development. It is a far cry from Bijapur to Bhatkal. I 
do not see what bearing the openjng of a port at Bhatkal has on the agri
cultural development of Bijapur and the Eastern DeccanP-I hne not taken 
Bijapur alone into consideration in making that suggestion; I have taken the 
whole Karnatak area of which Bijapur is part.' Bblitkal has·a bearing on the 
whole of the Karnatak and also the tract round the Karnatak:. 

4742. Is not there a port at MarmagoaP-¥es. 
4743. And another down the coast at Cochin which is big enough?-They say 

Bhatkal would be better. 

4744. At page 137 of your note, under the heading" agricultural indebted
ness" you make a suggestion that the best way to help agriculture is to 
investigate the liabilities of the ryots and to payoff the same with an ad
vance carrying a lower rate of interest, the funds required coming either 
from Government direct or from land mortgage banksP-Yes. 

4745. Have you got any rough idea. as to how much Government will have 
to find if they were to make advances like this and investigate the ljabilities 
of all the people in the district ?-That suggestion may be considered along 
with my suggestion about land mortgage banks .• The Bombay Government 
may start the work in certain areas and the banks will take it over. 

4746. Have you cOllsidered the feasibility of that suggestion P-¥es. If 
Government was to take o,-er the whole thing themselves it would mean an 
ellormous amount of money. 

4747. Would it he possibleP-No; the finances of the country would not be 
able to hear it, but Government finance would be able to help in the beginnjng, 
at any rate in the formation of the banks. 

4748. What roughly would be the indebtedness of the Bijapur districtP
I could not tell you. I have made no estimate. 

4749. Do you think it is a feasible p~oposition P-Government can help the 
banks in the beginning to a certain extent. 

4750. In how many years would they be able to recover their advanct'S. 
30 (If 40 rears ?-30 or 40. 
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'751. Could Government p06l1ibly do itP-Not the whole business. They 
cnn help in the beginning to a certain extent and see that the work is started; 
then the banks may take it over. You must not take that suggestion as 
aeparate frolO my prop06al as to the banks. Government will help the special 
land banks. Government itself does some land mortgage business now, in the 
shape of faccavi loans and the extension of taccavi loans from land improve
ments to redemption of debt is only a matter of change in the method. . Gov
ernment may do it in the beginning and then get the banks do it. 

4752. Do you take an~ personal interest as Collector of the district in the 
welfare of the rural popUlation and rural reconstruction?-Yes. I took a 
lot of interest. in the removal of prickly pear in the four talul!:as of the Dhar
war district. I have not been a long time in Bijapur, but all the same I have 
taken an interest in tackling the problem of providing drinking water ill 
scarei ty villages. 

'753. Do YOI1 think, from your experience as Collector, that if Collectors 
take a personal interest in the question of rural reconstruction they! can 
bring about reform in the villages by getting influential people in the talukas 
or villages to take the initiative?-I would even go as far as to say that the 
personal interest of the Collector in the whole scheme is an absolute necessity 
if the work is to be accelerated. 

4754. But the motive power ought to rest with the non-officials?~The 
Collector can stimulate that motive power. 

4755. That is to say, he should lend his influence to get things done by the 
non-official agency?-Yes. 

4756. Or would you like to have your official agency to do the work of 
reconstruction P-The non-official agency should be helped by the official agency. 

4757. The non-ollicial agency should do itP-Yes, the non-official agency 
·lIhould be stimulated by the Collector. 

4758. If the Collector takes a personal interest, then things can be im
proved p-Yes. 

47511. Dewan Bahadur lIfulji: Mr. Naik, how old are the Taluka Develop
ment Associations in your district P-They are three or four years old. 

4760. They are registered under the Co-operative Societies Act?-Yes. 
·There are only two of them. 

4761. Both of them lire registered?-Yes. 
4762. Have you had any occasioti. to attend any of the managing com~ 

.mittee meetings or annual meetings of these associations?-I attended the 
meeting of one society. 

4763. Who are the driving force of these associationsP-A few leading 
.ryots. 

4764. Assisted by?-The local mamlatdar to a certain extent. 
4765. Do you not think that the Registrar's department also helps them P

Yes, both the Agricultural and Co-operative Departments; both the Deputy 
Director and the Assistant Registrar. . 

4766. Have they taken to supplying loans in kind instead of in cash to 
·credit societiesP-No. 

4767. Do you think that sort of thing would considerab1y help the societiE's 
.andthere would be less chance of misappropriation ?-If it could be done, 
1 think it would be a splendid thing. 

4768. Have you got an efficient supervisor for these associations?-No. 
They have not got any yet. As a matter of fact· there is one society at a 
place called Indi which has got a fieldman who goes round the villages. 

4769. What does he draw?-I think he draws about Rs. 40. 
4770. Do you not think an. efficient man at the top is quite necessary j a 

man holding a B.Ag. or something like thatP-Yes. If you could afford that 
that would be a very good thing. • 
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4771. You can aupply better seeds also through these agricultural associa-
tionsi'-Yes. . 

4772. Do you not regard these associations as having in the back ground 
potentialities for conducting export and import business if properly deve
loped ?-In fact the bye-laws provide for that sort of work. The purchase of 
agricultural requisites and the sale of agricultural produce are allowed by 
the bye-laws. 

4773. May I take it then that that work has not properly commenced in 
these associationsi' They are yet in their infancyP-Yes, but some years have 
passed since they were started. 

4774. Has any attempt been mnde in this direction up to nowi'-No. 
Nothing has beeu done. . 

4775. You said the training classes were conducted by the InstituteP-Yes. 
4776. Is there no district branch of the Institute in Bijapur P-Yes; there 

is one. 
4777. Is not the district branch interesting itself in this training workP

Yes; in fact the. training is done by it. 
4778. They are holding some secreta.ries' classes alsoP-Yes. 
4779. And managing cominittee training classesP-I do not know whether 

they have held managing committee training classes in Bijapur, out I did 
attend a meeting of the secretaries' training class at one place. 

4780. This is arranged through the district branchesP-It is always done 
through the district branches. 

4781. I think you were personally.responsible for helping the Institute in 
t.he very beginningi'-I tried to help it as far as I could. 

4782. And if the district branches could be run properly there would be no 
difficulty in training officials as well as non-officials P-There should be n() 
difficulty. The Institute could do it nIl. 

4783. You say that honorary organisers should be replaced by paid onesi'
As the work becomes more complicated the necessity for better supervision 
increases. 

4784. But you limit it to backward areasP-Yes, especially to backward 
areas. 

4785. As regards urban areas you do not think it so necessaryi'-For OUf 
urban banks there is no necessity of paid or honorary organisers. 

4786. As regards the complicated work of auditing and organising socie
ties, the business ought to be undertaken by the paid agency of such an 
institutionP-That would be a matter of detail. It should be a paid agency, 
either Government or non-official. . 

4787. You do not require a paid agency for each districtP-It will depend 
upon the .amount of work. If there is pleIJ.ty of work in the district you will 
require it. 

4788. You say that the Assistant Registrar and the Deputy Director should 
be partially subordinated to the CollectorP-Yes. 

4789. Is not the Collector a very busy personP-Very busy. 
4790. Will he find time to look after this worki'-Provided he is given 

assistance, yes .. 
4791. Do you not think he will have to maintain a small secretariatP-:-The 

Collector's work will not be one of gi-ving attention to details: he will have 
a general oversight. 

4792. Otherwise, nothing better than passing instructions over the tele
phone could be done. If the Assistant Registrar is to receive instructidrut 
from the Collector, that is what it will amount toP-It is not my idea that tlie 
Collector should issue instructions to these people. 

4793. So far as that matter is concerned that is what it will amount toi'
My idea is that all these different movements for the rapid advancement of 
the district should be under the general supervision of the Collector. 
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4794. Perhaps what you mean 'is this; that the ColleCtor should not be' 
ignored in such matters?-You may take it in that sense. 

4795. One question about these village chavdis. Whose property are they? 
--Government's. 

4796. Are they used for public meetingsP-Yes. 
4797. Are they not used as residences by village officers like headmen, etc. P 

-No, not as residences, but if officers of lower grade come to the village they 
put up there. 

4798. Do marriage parties from outside stations make use of the village 
cAa1ldiBP-I do not know. ' 

4799. Are there any restriCtions on the use of these cha1ldis which have led' 
you to make the suggestion you have made P-My suggestion is simply that 
the village cha1ldiB might be improved and made more decent. 

4800. Who repairs them ?-The cost of repairs is b9rne by three bodies: 
one-third by Government, one-third by the villagers and one-third by the' 
Local Board. 

4801. Is it not your experience that in many cases the annual repairs are' 
neglectedP-Yes, on account of lack of funds and on account of contributions· 
not forthcoming. . 

4802. In Bome places the village cAavdi, have bean-rl!<zed to the ground.?-::-
Some are in • very bad way. That is why I am trying to do something for 
them. 

4803. Sir Jame. MacKen-na: I am told that you originally belonged to the
Agricultural Department, and that you went to England as a member of the 
Agricultural DepartmentP-:---I was sent as a scholar. 

4804. .As an agricultural scholar P-Yes. 
4805. And wisely while in England you studied also for the bar at the 

same time?-I became a barrister after I had put in 10 years' service in the
Agricultural and Co-operative Departments, and not before. 

4806. You took advantage of being in England to add another string to
your bow by studying lawP-I went to England on furlough, and while I was 
in England I interested myself in various branches of study and I got myself' 
entolled as a barrister. 

4807. And then you became a member of the Civil Service from the Agri
cultural Department P-Yes: I was transferred to the Civil Semce. 

4808. Do you not think it is a most excellent training for a ColleCtor to
have this agricultural experience P-I beg to support you. 

4809. It would be of great benefit jf all members of the Civil Service had' 
similar advantagesP-I think it would be, . 

4810. That is to say, in an agricultural country like India a Collector 
with an agricultural training is in better touch with his di6trictP~Yes. 

4811. Have you any agricultural demonstration farms in your districtP-· 
No. 

4812. Do you think they are desirable or necessaryP-I think there should: 
be at least one farm j,n the Bijapur district. 

4813. Have you represented that to the Director of Agriculture?-Yes,. 
and the matter is now under consideration. . 

4814. Have you much time to keep in touch with what is going on at 
present in agricultural matters, since you became a CollectorP-Yes: lfind 
lome time. At any rate I hope I am keeping myself abreast of the general. 
activities of the Agricultural Department. 

4815. Do you discuss agricultural problems with the cultivators when on· 
tourP-I do, so far as I can. As a result of our activities recently we got· 
a tacca'Vi scheme sanctioned which I have brought to the notice of the 
Commissioll. 

4816. Sir Hefl,1'1/ Lawrence: In addition to 'what Sir James MacKenna'· 
elicited. from you' about vour agricultural training', had you any opportunity 
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:studied the organisation of the agricultural co-operation system. ' 

4817. You suggest that the use of cowdung for fuel should be penalisedP
Yes;. 

4818. Do you know that cowdung was at one time used in England for 
f",:eJ?-I do not think I have come across such a statement. 

4819. And its use as' fuel was stopped by penalisationP-1 do not know, 
Sir. 

, 4820. You should look up your text-books for the Cambridge !;ourse againP 
-This is a suggestion which I put forward and I suggest it can be worked if it 
is made an offence under the Village Police Act under the charge of the 
i-mage headman or police patel. 

4821. What is the total area which could be irrigated- by the schemes of 
irrigation you suggest?-The Irrigation Engineer's estimate was that at a 
·cost of 10 lakhs each scheme, could irrigate at least a rabi area of 10,000 acres. 

4822. Sixty thousand acres in aU?-Yes. 
4823. What is the total area cropped in your districtP-About 28 lakhs of 

lIcr~s. 

4824. Still, it would be of material assistance to have 60,000 acres irri
,gated?-It would be of very great assistance, in my opinion. 

4825. At the end of your note you suggest that the Parliament should pass 
some statute. Have you any definite view as to what -the various provisions 
for the better development of agriculture that Parliament might decree 
-should be?-I have one or two ideas about that matter. I have referred to 
-section 26 of the Government of India Act, and of course the statute would 
be in the way of amplification of that statutory obligation which rests upon 
·Lhe Secretary of State for India. -

4826. Could you tell us what special provisions you have in viewP-At 
T,resent the Act only lays down that there should be a report, an annual 
Tcport on the material and moral progress of India. The specific lines of that 
report may be laid down. The duty of developing different lines of improve
ment may be impoijed upon the Government of India and also upon the Local 
'Governments, and if possible certain broad lines of financial assistance also 
may be indicated. 

4827. Any statute made b~ Parliament would be in very broad terms, just 
~s section 26 itself isP-I do not know whether it would be possible to expect 
-.tho Imperial Parliament to extend any financial aid to Indjan agriculture. 

4828. Are you a member of the cultivating classes yourseIfP-Yes, Sir. 
4829. Your familly hold landP-We hold some land. 
4830. In what district?-In Kanara. 
4831. Irrigated landP-Yes: we have got shallow wells in Kanara. 
4832. Sir Ganga RaIn.' I find from statistics that your district stands at 

the top of the Presidency in the matter of cultivable area per head; you have 
:3'37 acres per headP-Yes. 

4833. How much of your area is well-irrigated and how much canal-irri
-gated ?-There are no canals in Bijapur: there are minor tanks, called second 
class irrigation tanks. The area they cover is about 1,100 acres. 

4834. And well-irrigated P-That is about 24,000 acres. 

4835. That is about 25,000 acres of irrigated land, that is to say, land not 
.depending on rainfall?-It would not mean that, because in a year of famine, 
-even these wells and second class irrigntion tanks will not be filled and even 
when they are filled it would not be perennial irrigation in most of them and 
it. is difficult to state what the actual protection is. 

4836. Do you know the formula which the Famine Commission has laid 
.c:lown, that '4 acre was enough to make one adult's food if it is well irrigatedP 
--I had not heard it before, but I can understand it. 
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4837. I cannot uuderstand, then, why you carinot produce food 'enough for
the P?Ople in this area P....;...lf the Bijapur area produced a proper crop in one
Tear It would suffice for three. 

4838. Do you never get a proper crop ?--When the rains are good we grow 
the best crope in the southern part of the Presidency. 

4839. I. there any commercial populatiou in your districtP-There are two' 
towns. 

4840. They are engaged in commerceP-Yes. 
4841. Are you President of the District 'BoardP-No, I am not. 
4842. He is a non-official P-There is a non-official President. ' 
4843. Are your roads and communications very good P-Fairly good. 
4844. Metalled or unmetalled P--{}ur main roads are metalled; the others

are just kutcha roada-mere tracks. 
4840. Are these kutcha roads bridged all right?-Yes. 
4846. Motor cars can go over the unmetalled roadsP-Yes, inth~~-

season. 
4847. There is no difficulty of cross channels?-Motor cars can go over

these cart roads, although they are not metalled. 
4848. For how many years have you been a CollectorP-I have been CoUee-, 

tor only for a year; I was promoted only a year ago. 
4849. How many years have you been in BijapurP-Only a year. 
4850. You advocate the burning of prickly pear. I read an article pub

lished by the Agricultural Department in which prickly pear was highly
recommended a8 cattle food ~-l am aware that the' department recommends. 
it. 

4851. If you burn it, you destroy something which might be useful in time
of famine P-Government have a more important alternative, i.e., storing. 
kadbi. 

4852. Storing of kadbi would be very expensive. That would cost money. 
If you burn your prickly l,ear, you destroy a source of food in famine time. 
Do you not think that should be avoided P-Prickly pear has many other 
drawbacks. It is the cause of a lot of insanitation jn the village sites. 

4853. In your district there is no fruit growingP-Only a .small quantity~ 
4854. Whst is your level above the sea P-I could ,not give it you exactfy-

at this moment. • 
4855. Have you no industry of fish-<!uring in your district? You are near' 

the seaP-We cannot get any fish in Bijapur. There is no fish in Bijapur
district. 

4856. You talk about land mortgage banks. At what rate of interest wilL 
you lend moneyP-All that has to be worked out in detail. 

4857. I want to know the rate of interestP-Government tacca'lli 10allS arEl' 
advanced at the rate of 7·29 per cent. 

4858. Do the people who take the money ever repay itP-They .do repay 
in good years. 

4859. What rate of interest would you suggest for the land mortgage banks P 
That is a matter of detail. 

4860. Would it be something like 8 per cent. P-Yes. Even that would. 
be profitable to the ryots. 

4861. What rate do moneylenders demandP-12, 15 or 18 per cent. 
4862. Can they ever pay it backP-They can. 
4863. DT. HydeT: Your district is an inseeure one from the point of view 

of rainfaIlP-Yes. 
4864. You mentioBed in reply to Sir Henry Lawrence that 60,000 acres of 

land are waiting for irrigation P-I have been assured by the Engineer of 
IllY district that if these six irrigation schemes are carried out at a cost oil' 
60 lakhs they will irrigate 60,000 acres, at !e3St in the Tablseason. 
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4865. Have you \ worked out any figures as to the cost of the 8Che~e 
;and the annual return as compared with the cost to the tax-payer of fanu~e 
relief and so onP-We have not as yet made any headway. The matter IS 

under consideration. ' 
4866. You have no definite figures?-We have not made any headway. We 

are only at the beginning. The irrigation branch of the P. W. D. has yet to 
work out the figures, but the matter has been placed before the proper 
authority. 

4867. The Irrigation Department will work out these figures?-Yes. They 
will have to survey the whole area, prepare a project and if it is really suitable 
it will go forward. 

4868. Sir ChunilaZ Mehta: Apart from the six irrigation schemes that 
you have mentioned there are possibilities of small irrigation schemes of the 
nature of bunding streams and so onP-Yes. The Superintending Engineer is 
investigating them. 

l8G9. Have YOll,any idea as to the possible acreage which may be covered 
III that wayP-We have not as yet arrived at that stage. 

4870. Roughly how many acres does a well irrigateP-It is rather difficult 
to answer. If the crop is a perennial one it will .irrigate 4 to 5 acres. If it 
is only for rabi or maturing i.oori crops by giving them a watering it may 

'irrigate 20 to 30 acres. 
4871. Is there any scope for the extension of well-irrigation in your dis

trictP-There is scope in three or four well-defined parts of the district, i.ll. 
in the northern part, but not elsewhere. 

4872. On page 139, you say that there are weavers of coarse cotton cioth 
-in your district. Have you studied their method of marketing?-Not in any 
,detail. 

4873. I suppose there is a Taluka Development Association in the Indi 
-ialuka which you mention on page 137?-:Yell.. 

4874. Has that association been of aI;ly assistance to you or to the Super
.intending Engmeer in matters like small irrigation works, village water
supply, irrigation wells and so on?-O~ course, in an informal way I have 
-consulted them on all matters concerning them, but not officially. They are 
,alive to the work. They are keen about it. 

4875. They are very much interestedP-Yes. 
4876. Consequently they may have been of assistance both to you and the 

Superintending Engineer P-Yes. 
4877. I suppose YaUr preference for a larger organisation, a district organi

sation, is in consonance with your scheme of making the Collector responsible 
for all good things to be done in the districtP-More or less. 

4878. Would you like to go lower down than the taluka for these develop
ment associationsP-My idea is this. There may be one district association 
'with taluka branches, l but somehow they ought to be organised into one. Of 
course the district society with branches should open seed depots, etc., in all 
.big villages of the district. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. Co F. S. COLLINS, I.C.S., Registrar, Co-operative Societiel, 
Bombay Presidency. 

Rep)iet to the Questionnaire. 

QUBSTION 4.-(c) (i) I think that considerable development in Veterinary 
Services is needed. . , 

(iii) I should like to see more roads in forest areas which provide grazing 
and produce grass for storage against famine, e.g., the Satpudas. 

QUESTION 5.-(a) The main step must, in my opinion, continue to be the 
spread of the co-operative movement both as regards short term and long 
term credit. 

Regarding the progress made in financing agriculture through co-opera
tive credit societies as regards short term loans, there are now 239,134 
memhers of agricultural primary credit societies. which is about 12 per 
<ent. of agriculturists occupying land. The loans made to them may be calcu
lated at slightly over Ird of what -they require (total loans in 1925-26, 
Rs. 2,04,92,604 or an increase of 40 lakhs over last year. Total requirements 
.. y nl'arly 3 crores). The best means of satisfying the total demand is by 
an orderly system of assessing the credit of each agriculturist by normal 
credit system. The increase in finance this year is chiefly due to the pro
gress made in this line. At present the movement is getting all the funds \ 
it requires and technically the only limits to financing every member of a 
8ociety-and they are serious ones-are the efficiency of the society (bad 
ones cannot be financed) and the financial position of each member (some 
bave heavy overdues). The other general condition which at present makes 
against complete and efficient finance is the incompleteness of the link be
tween the Central Banks and" primary societies. The banks must employ a 
larger and more -efficient staff especially of Inspectors and open more 
branches, t.he societies must universally adopt the normal credit system, and 
there must be an intermediate link between the two in.the form of Supervis
ing Unions (or possibly Taluka Development Associations). 

The development of upcountry banking, chiefly through co-operative 
banks and branches of them will also be a means of improving the financing 
of agriculturists, whether members of co-operative societies or not. In this 
(lonnection tJte evewresent menace of facile cr~it must be guarded against 
<discuSled unaer question 6). 

As regards long term credit there can, I think, be no better system than 
land mortgage banks. A few of" the A and B societies with large reserve 
funds have taken up the system of reducing the debt of their members but 
-the amount so far advanced is insignificant. A scheme of land mortgage 
"banks is now before Government. The main points for consideration in this 
'()onnection seem to be; the pace at which we should proceed; the question ay 
-to how far Government should make direct provision of finance for the pre-
-sent; whether the system should be controlled entirely from Bombay or partly 
through district banks; whether separate district banks should be formed 
ior the purpose or whether we can utilise the existing District Cantral Banks. 

There is undoubtedly a demand for institutions to provide long term cre
-dit whether for delit redemption or long term improvements. Often the first 
oqu.:stion asked in a credit society is when shall we be able to get money to 
redeem debts. Land mortgage banks are open to the criticism that they 
-are only to a very limited extent co-operative. Granted this, the system i8 
very much superior to the taccavi system: and in my.opinio~, the only one to 
guard against the dangers of Bpoon-feedmg and facile credit. 

Another line in which fuller financing is required is to enable" agricul
turists to retain their crops till the best time for selling. This is in my opinion 
one of 1he great needs of agriculture. _ It applies to almost every crop and 
.especially to crops like cotton, ground-nut, etc. 
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(b)' I am not in favour of extendi!!.g the system of taccavi advanced 
through the RevenGe Department direct. The development of the system. 
of taccavi through co-operative societies should be continued. The excep
tions should be, areas where co-operation has not developed, and special 
forms of improvement such as development of irrigation in famine tracts. I 
should like to see a time when ordinary loans through societies will altogether 
supersede taccavi. The main objection to taccavi is the danger of facile credit • 

• ./ QUESTION 6.-(a) The chief causes are-
(i) Inherited debt. 

(ii) Lack of education combined with mental inertia. 
(i,ii) Usury with the accompaniment of lack of credit and finance. 

_\ (iv) Caste, religious, and social customs. 
-) (v) High and ever-increasing rents. 

Lesser causes' are-
./ (vi) In some cases facile credit. 
/' (vii) !jack of market facilities. 

As regards (v) I think that agriculture will not be safely established until 
there is tenancy legislation. A simple Act based on the new English one is 
required, providing for limits to the enhancement of rent and for propel" 
notice to quit. 

As regards (iii) the enormously increased value of land since the first 
revenue survey and settlement has to some extent given more scope for the 
accumulation of debt. At the present day the increasing desire to buy land 
at fancy prices does not make for an improvement in rural economy and should 
be discouraged . 

...h (vi) needs some explanation. As far as criticism can be levelled against the 
'J co-operative movement the chief one is that in the more prosperous areas it 

has afforded too facile credit. The chief objection to State banks and joint 
stock banks and to the taccavi system is facile credit, and it was hoped that 
the co-operative movement would provide finanC'e and at the same time 
minimise this objection, but it is to be feared that in some parts of the Presi
dency the burden of debt has been increased. The chief of these are the 
Nira and Godavari canal areas. The matter has been discussed in the 
Sugar-caloe Committee's Report of 1920. There it was noticed that the out
standings at that time in'the Nira Societies were 4lakhs. They are now un
fortunately greater, and it is to be feared that some agriculturists will find 
it difficult to extricate themselves from their present position. It is true 
that these societies began, with a large accumulation of Government debts 
which were taken over by the societies but even so the finance since then has 

,/ been made available on a somewhat exaggerated scale to individuals who 
were not suitable for the scheme. Where as an agriculturist of that area 
used to think in hundreds of rupees he now thinks in thousands. The same 
causes have operated in the case of the bad societies near Poona which are 
now causing so. much anxiety. These half-educated agriculturists have, it 
is feared, been financed beyond their llleans and they are now in danger of 
losing their lands. 

Too facile credit must always therefore be guarded against. 
(b) Some of the remedies have been indicated in stating the causes. It 

must be ass';lmed in applying remedies that ~roductive debt is not by any 
mealls an eVIl. 

Apart from the general spread of the co-operative movement the institu
tion of land mortgage banks, the improvement of market conditions the 
development of subsidiary occupations and the spread of education are in my 
opinion the most promising remedies. 

I do not advocate any stricter application of the Usurious Loans Act or 
the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act or the passing of an\" further Acts of 
this descl·iption. • 
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(e) No further restrictions than those regarding transfer already in exist
ence should be introduced. I do not think that non-terminable mortgages 
should be prohibited. 

Qt'BSTJo:' 7.-(a) I think that the prevention or the regulation of the 
8uiHiivision of holdings by law is undesirable as it is contrary to public 
opinion and involved too much interference with present customs and condi
~ions. Measures should be undertaken to remedy the fragmentation of hold
lOgs through schemes for voluntary consolidation by restriping whether 
undertaken by Revenue Officers or by co-operative societies formed for the 
pnrpOlie on the analogy of the Punjab societies. The latter is preflll'able 
at Revenue Officers cannot give sufficient attention to the matter. Consoli
dation of this de.<roription has been supported by non-official opinion as repre
sented by the Provincial Conference held by the Co-operative Institute in 
19"23. and by local meetings of co-operators. A scheme for voluntary con
solidation by a co-operative society has been started at Umbergaon in Thana 
on the recommendadon of the Kookan Divisional Board but .the work has 
not yet begun. There 232 persons hold 1,877 acres in 1,640 fragments. The 
Joint Committee consisting of the Director of Agriculture and the Registrar 
haa agreed to most of the conditions proposed by the people as follows 
(i) free survey by Government, (ii) grant of Rs. 200 for preliminary 
expenses, and (iii) disputes to be refet:red to an Arbitrator. 

(b) The chief obstacles are:...,... 
(a) the variations in the kinds and qualities of lands found in most 

villages (compared with, e.g., the Punjab), . 
(b) the diversities in castes and types of people, 
(c) how far a small minority which holds out against the scheme 

should be coerced by law, 
(d) whether similar legislation should be undertaken to provide 

for the caaes of mortgages, minors and widows, etc. 

(c) The Provincial Conference decided that an enabling law was necessary 
but this is not the universal opinion of co-operators. 

A beginning may be made by trying to work societies without 'enabling 
legislation but I consider that it would be inevitable in the end. 

QUESTION 11.-(a) (iv) It has now been definitely decided after years of en
quiry that the only permanent form of protecting crops against the majority 
of wild animals is permanent fencing. There should therefore be no relaxa
tion or variation in an established policy for encouraging the erection of 
fences and walls, whether by communal or individual effort. It has rightly 
been decided that Govemment cannot undertake the financing of such schemes 
but the provision of easy loans should be the· policy for some years to come. 

There is also perhaps room for a further relaxation of the game taft 10011 
as has been adopted in Kanara. 

The granting of gun licenses should be systematised. There is probably 
room for a larger number of licenses if every area is to be properly provided 
fgr. 

QUESTION 17.-MAlIXET GARDENING 'AND POULTRY-XEEPING.-These seem to 
me to be two of the most promising secondary occupations which need deve
loping. They are specially suitable for co-operative effort, but as regards the 
former the chief difficulty would be the provision of land as generally the 
formation of a society which included persons as yet without any permanent 
occupation would mean the provision of land for them. An endeavour is being 
made by the Co-operative Institute to start a poultry breeding society in the 
Satara district near Sangli. 

QUESTION IB.-(a) The areas to which this problem applies -of which I have 
had personal experience are the forest areas of Kanan, and the semi-forest 
MaIIad tracts of Kanara, Dhorwar, Belgaum and Mysore, where there is a 
la>:ge though insufficient yearly temporary migration of labour to the spiC8' 
gardens of Kanara and Mysore, and where everywhere there are large areas 

K2 
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of unculti-vated land j and Khandesh where there is an aggravated shortage of 
'labour at harvest times: As regards the uncultivated areas of the MalIad 
tracts the best measures for attracting labour seem to be the grant of big 
areas to single persons of large means on favourable terms, which is .. better 
scheme than trying to, attract small cultivators by similar concessions (an 
attempt to attract them by such concessions and by loans and monetary 
grants has signally failed in Mysore) j and campaigns against malaria and pig 
evil. The seasonable shortage of labour in other areas will not usually, I 
think, be remedied by migrations whether permanent or temporary. It must, 
I consider, be remedied by an ordinary readjustment of conditions the chief 
part of which would be better and more intensive farming, the use of more
economical and labour-saving implements and an increase in tne skill, energy 
and endeavour of the' ordinary cultivator. 

(I.) There is a general shortage, and it appears to be due mainly to the
undoubted improvement in the status, and a decrease in the poverty (if not 
increase in prosperity) of the labouring classes since tIle War, the influenza 
epidemic and migration to towns: 

One of the causes why in my opinion it is difficult at present to tackle
the labour question is the insufficiency of knowledge and statistics on the
subject. A recent inquiry by the Labour Office on certain main features, 
e.g., how many days in the month an agricultural labourer worked, how 
often he was unemployed, the movement of labourers into or between districts, 
the proportion of work done by agricultural labourers only and by culti
vators who work as labourer in their spare time, revealed, I believe, much 
ignorance on the part of local officers on the subject. We want ir. systematic
colleC'tion of data before we can decide whether action should be taken and" 
whether in fact the chief solution is not a readjustment of conditions or better 
and more intensive farming. 

QlTESTION 19.-(a) I think that, speaking generally, forests are being put 
to their fullest use in this Presidency for the purposes of agriculture. There 
is in fact evidence that they are being drained in some areas. 

Ci'he question is largely one of privileges. I think that almost everywhere
the privileges are as liberal as they can be, and in Kanara tbey are probably 
more liberal than anywhere in India. Where they fail to achieve thair 
object it is generally not because the privileges do not exist on paper but be
cause they are imperfectly understood or exercised in practice, whether on 
the part of the people themselves or the Forest and Revenue Officers. The' 
establishment of ~illage committees which will advise and work with the' 
Forest Department is a suggestion wortn consideration.) 

As regards policy the question as to how far the forests i=ediately 
adjoining cultivation should be controlled by the Revenue or Forest Depart
ment &0 ~sto ensure, the greatest benefit ,to agriculture is often under <lis
cussion. I think that except for outlying portions they should invariably be' 
retained under the Forest Department and the placing of them under the 
Revenue Department as Revenue Forests is usuaUy false economy. Super~ 
vision by the Revenue Department invariably means imperfect management 
or no management at all. Outlying portions should be disforested and turned" 
into revenue waste. Another question is that of payment for forest produce. 
The policy is apt to err on the side of liberality, and this leads to waste, not to' 
say imperfect appreciation, and is economically bad for agriculture. 

An instance where forests could be developed is in the case of good 
grazing areas adjoining intensively cultivated or famine tracts wHicH are
only particularly accessible owing to the absence of co=unications. r think 
money could be usefully spent in developing these. 

(b) As regards fodder the matter largelyilepends on the attitude' adopted 
towards the question of communal grazing "erl1U private grazing or grazing 
land held by co-operative societies and other organised bodies. The Cattle 
Committee of two or three years ago decided for the latter and r am un
reservedly in favour of it. I think it is the only solution of the economic 
evil of surplus half-fed cattle, and for the improvement of grazing- as III 
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,,·hole. It must of course be limited according to areas. Where there is a 
heavy agricultural population or a large surplus of semi-agricultural or non
agricultural population, as in the Konkan or on the Kanara coast, it is 
usually impracticable as likely to cause undue hardship. Elsewhere it should 
be put forward &8 an established policy. Village f~uests form a possible 
remedy in some C&8e1. ~U8 on the Kanara coast, I as Settl~1!lent Officer.!. ~r()o 
po-oo thIs as the solutIOn. They have up to noW'1)een starte<ron a llnuted 
scale only because there is too muctl opposition on the part of people, mostly 
non-agriculturists, who have from time immemorial been used to a system of 
uninterrupted enjoyment of forests by tlie individual each for himseif. Thifl 
is also.to some extent a solution for the increase of fuel in rural areas. 
Please also lee my answer under (e). 

In East Khandesh the preparation of a working plan of outlying forests 
interspersed between intensively cultivated areas which will regulate both 
grazing and supply of fuel is under preparation. It may meet with local 
opposition, but it is, I think, a sure method of increasing the. supply of both 
in the near future. 

(c) This is more a question for Forest Officers to decide, but I think soil 
erosion has resulted. I think the curtailment or better regulation of the 
disforestment and giving out of land in the foot-hills is a remedy. Another 
is better regulation of forest grazing in such areas. . 

(d) The answer has been indicated above. 
(e) I have not personally seen any areas where there is scope for such 

aft'orestati(ln except in so far as outlying portions of revenue forests or 
revenue waste lands can be taken into working plans introduced for the better 
regulation of agricultural supply as indicated under (b). 

I have noticed small private plantations springing up in some parts of 
the Kanara coast. In Madras it is the accepted policy that plantations near 
villages are usually better left to private endeavour. I think there is scope 
for the introduetion of such plantations, such as babul or casuarina planta
tions in waste lands near villages, and that the people should be encouraged 
to do this by the advice and help of both the Forest and Revenue Officers. 

(f) The answer has been indicated above. 
Qt:ESTION 20.-The report on marketing made to Government for the pur

pose of the Royal Commission by the Director of Agriculture was made in 
con~ultation.with me and I am generally in agreement with it. This auswer 
consists of any additions or variations I wish to make. 

(a) I think that the improvement of the market facilities is one of the 
chief necessities for rural development. The bulk of the agricultural prodw..-e 
is at present marketed through small dealers at small local markets or shops \ 
or 80ld to them by the cultivator on the spot. These markets leave every
thing to he desired in 'fairness of dealing, information about prices, grading, 
competition and market facilities in general. Instances are soDie of the 
smaller cotton markets in the Dharwar district. I would advocate the system 
of open markets for the chief forms of produce as suggested by the Cotton 
Committee of 1920, and the improvement of local markets whether through 
Government or local agencies. The other main line of improvement is 
through co-operative sale societies ['Vide answer to question 22 (b) (iii)]. It 
is not strictly accurate to say that all such societies have been failures except 
some for cotton and ouZo One line of possible development is in fruit market
ing. Thus in the case of mangoes it is calculated that th.e producer gets only 
25 per cent. of the ultimate price. . 

\ 

(d) One of the things most to be desired is a complete study' and complete 
/ . ~tati8tical information on the marketing of every form of produce in all its 

stages as indicated under sub-head (b) of this question. The information is 
now sadly lacking. It could be undertaken by the Agricultural Department 
OT tbrough the Professor of Economics or possibly by the branches of the 
Provincia; Coo()perative Institute. There would have to be division of 
labour. 
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QUESTION 21.-The sea freights and railway tariffs are in many cases un
duly high. Cases have been brought to notice by the Divisional Boards of 
Agriculture. The question would probably best be tackled by the Commerce 
Department of the Government of India. 

~UESTION 22.-(a) (i) The general policy must be one of decentralisation, 
that is of encouraging the non-official control of the movement. The con
summation of this policy is however still at a great di,9tance. Distinction 
should be made between the credit and non-credit sides of the movement so 
far as it ~ffects agriculture. 

As regards the, credit side I think Government's chief duty is to see that 
the staff for supervision, audit, and to a lesser extent propaganda, increases 
with the growth in the number of societies. Standards were suggested in 
the Co-operation Committee of 1915, though these are to some extent out of 
date, the staff is generally insufficient. The other direction in which Gov
ernment aid seems to be necessary on the credit side is the increased provi
sion for banking facilities in outlying towns. An instance would be thE' 
system of payment by taluka sub-treasuries to approved banks or branches 
of banks against.- demand drafts. 

As regards the non-credit side Government aid will still be necessary for 
some time to corne. The suggestions of the Cotton and Sugar-cane Com
mittees for the aid of expert Government Agricultural' Officers for sale and 
other non-credit societies still hold good. Some of our cotton societies are 
reaching their most critical stage when they are beginning to compete 
seriously with the middlemen and dalal8 and they therefore need special 
sympathy and help from Government. Government give special grants for 
the development of the non-credit movement, e.g., -

Grants to sale and insurance society. 

Loans to irrigation societies. 

These should be continued and if necessary increased. , 
(ii) By these agencies I understand Local Boards. I consider' that these 

bodies should feel it their duty to subscribe to the local branches of the 
Co-operative Institute and to non-credit societies such as Taluka Development 
Associations, cattle breeding and dairy societies. 

(b) (i) Credit 8ocieties.-The policy of allowing their growth to be spon
taneous E:xcept in special cases has been successful and should be continued. 
Special cases should be societies for depressed classes and in areas where the 
movement has not 'yet reached. The main needs for the development of credit 
societies are education in management and in co-operative principles and 
closer touch with the Central Banks. 

(ii) PurcMa8 8ocietie3.-'-By these I understand societies for the purchase 
and distribution of seed, implements and manure. The general experience 
has been that these cannot be run in single villages with success and the 
unit must be a larger one, i.e., 8 taluka or a group of villages. Exceptions 
have been 80me manure societies, a few seed societies in Sind, and sociE'ties ' 
for the purchase and hire of implements in Ahmednagar. Another point for 
eonsideration is how far the demand is being or can be met through other 
forms of co-operative agency so as to avoid overlappmg. Such other forms 
are (i.) Central Banks. Some of them can undertake the work under their 
llye-Iaw&, ;'ut this has not been done except by the Provincial Bank which 
'has distributed oil-cake and other manure and implements and seed with 
conspicuous success the sales being more than all those of other agencies 
together. (ii) Sale socie~ies. e.g., cotton sale societies which haye distri
buted pure cotton seed. (iii) Taluka Development Associations and Super
vising Unions which usually supervise a single taluka. The bye-laws of both 
proyide for this form of work. (il') Primary credit soC'ieties might adopt 
this as another side of their work as is done in Madras. This would be bv the 
indent system. Some of tho" primary societies in Khandesh have undertaken 
the distribution of seed. 
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(iii) Sale societies are both the most important of the nOll,JOre<ilt sOCleties 
and ID06t difficult to manage. They have been developed to a considerlllble 
extent in the Bombay Presidency. Although the cotton and gttl ~including 
the ahops run by the Provincial Bank) sale societies represent about 80 per 
cent of the successes, societies for the sale Qf produce in general and one ./ 
for ar~anut in.Kanara have done well. 

The societies may be divided into-
(a) those for the sale of a partiC11lar commodity, 
(b~ t~oee for the sale of produce in general, 

and agam mto, 
(i) Societies standing by themselves, 
(ii) Societies formed by the Union of Primary Societies, i.e., Sale 

Unions. 
As regards the first division th06e for a particular commodity are likely 

to be m06t successful. Those for produce in general are most likely to suc
ceed in the form of Sale Unions and Sale Unions ;uol' probably best in all 
cases. ..' 

The difficulties in connection with the S~le Societies are, firstly and chiefly I 
that as soon as they reach a considerable size a struggle with the existing , 
trade agencies are represented by the middlemen, who can afford to disregard \ 
them in their early stages; is inevitable, and a greater degree of education 
than what is now found amongst agriculturists is required to win through_ 
Secondly that, although expert agricultural help and advice, which is neces
I18ry in all cases, is sullicient in the early stages, later on they need expert 
trade experience. Until more non-official help is received State aid and 
sympathy will be necessary in this respect. 

(iv) This is a line in which considerable success has been achieved and in' 
which much development is possible. There are societies for the erection of 
walls and of dams. Schemes for co-operative excavation 01'" repaid of tanka 
are pending. The chief difficulties connected with these societies are (i) 
finance, and (ii) expert advice. As regards (i) the schemes are not alway .. 
simple enough or the visible security sufficient· for Central Banks to nnder
take the finance and Government have to undertake the responsibility which 
need not however be considerable. As regards (ii) it is reported by local 
officers that for some of the schemes, e.I1., erection of bunds, excavation of 
tanks the ordinary local engineering staff is not sufficient to be available. 
There is also the difficulty of introducing some form of compulsion to bring 
in the small percentage of unwilling landownere. 

(v) The formAtion of a society at Umbergaon' in Thana district is under 
consideration. Please see answer to question 7. 

(t,i) There are a few J:ower-pump societies in Gujarat, one ginning society 
in Gujarat and one in Khandesh. My predecessor was of opinion that the 
former kind tend to be unco-operative. They are apt to result in the selfiShl1 
appropriation of water rights, it is often a case of each member for himself, 
and sometimes the society is merely a means to obtain cheap capital rather 
than a co-operative venture. It is for consideration whether the introduc
tion of larger agricultural machinery is not rather a question for District 
Agricultural Associations and Talnkll Development Associations than for 80-

cieties formed for that purpose only. . . . 

(vii) Joint Farming Societies in their present form are not in my opinion 
likely.to succeed at present. That is to say, societies in which the land 
belongs to the society representing all the members, the produce is marketell 
as a whole and the profits proportionately divided. Two such societies have. 
failed (Bhambora, Arjunsonda) and ·one of them was entirely a one man bus.i
ness. A joint cultivation society by which some Waddars in Dharwar have 
brought a large area of waste land under cultivation has been a succeS8 to 
that extent, but the members cultivate separate areas and keep the produce 
sep.ate and later on will take over as their own the areas each has been 
cultivating. Societies for a definite part of agricultural operations, e.g.,' 
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for reclaiming snIt land, removing silt·, erecting a dam or wall, can succee~ 
but the ~uccess of those in which the object is merely farming as a whole 18 

in my opinion unlikely. The former kind are grouped together in the Punjab 
under the comprehensive term of " Better Farming Societies." 

(viii) Cattle Breeding Sociefies.-Although these have not succeeded to 
any extent in this Presidency I think they should be developed. Their 
institution must depend largely on (a) the policy adopted as regards com
munal versus ordinary grazing land. (The chief criticism against them is 
that they are schemes for appropriating the village grazing land.) (b) The 
development of thE' Veterinary and Live-stock Expert's Departments. 

(ix) Schemes for the formation of a milk supply and poultry society are in 
contemplation. Any form of society which will develop industries subsidiary 
to cultivation is desirable. 

(c) Yes. But it should be sparingly used and persuasion should be the 

J 
chief method. My predecessor has made proposals on the Bubject. 

(d) Credit Societies have achieved their main object. 

I
I.( In making a comparison between the 8owcaT'8 rate and the society'e 
I rate distinction should be made between big agriculturists with subs-
I tantial OR~ets, thoso with limited assets, i.e., ordinary agriculturists, and 
j those with few or no assets. Credit societies are comprised ordinarily 

of the second cla~B only with 8 few of the la9t class in some ca~es. 
The 8owcar'8 rate for big IIgriculturists with large assets is usually slightly 
less than the societies' rates. In the case of the second class of ordinary 
agriculturists with which we are chiefly concerned the sotVrars' rate used to 
bE' abnormally high thirty ~'ears ago before the coming of co-operation. For 
instance in the Karnatak it used to be about 24 per cent. At the present 
time it is generally slightly higher than the Societies' rate (an average of 
12-15 compared with 91 to 12l per cent.) and in a few cases it approximates. 
For the lowest class it is considerably higher. Where the rate approximates 
the members of societies profit by better dealing, as there are of course.other 
incidental charges in .~owrar's dealings. It may be explained that societies' 
rates vary in different districts and parts of districts. Thus in famine areas 
such as Nagar, Sholapur, parts of Poona, etc., it is two pies, in some parts 
of Gujarat and of Khandesh, Dharwar and ~elgaum it is generally 11 pies, 
and in parts of Broach where the 80wcaT8' rates are very low Ii pies. The 
following are typical instances for comparison:-

J 

Ares. Sowcars' rate. Societies' rate. 
Dharwar • 

• BelgaUlU 
Kanara (Coast) • 
Surat Inel Brosch 
Kaira and Ahmedabad (in general) 
farts of Broach, ~"irB and Ume-

dabad. 

12 to 15 
12 to 18 
9 to 12 

12 to 18 
12 to ll5 
9 to 12 

per cent. 9~ to 11 .. 9! to 11 .. 9! to 11 
t· 9! to 121 .. 9t to 121 

" 9t 

Thana 12 to 15" about 11 
~re for hilly arel\l) 

Eaat and West Khandesh . • 12 to"IS-p-;reentO t. 11 
Sholapur. Batal'a, Poona 12 to 18" " 11 

per cent . 

" .. 
" 

" 

Do. Famine ~rta 18t t, 121 
Another llvticeable feature Is that in many districts ,owcaTB are deposit-' 

Ing their money in credit societies on a large scale preferring to get 8 ... fe 
T per cent. Much money is thus brought into the movement. In some ca8811 ~'" 
80tVrars have been enabled to recover their long-standing debts by transfer
ring their dues to societies. 

The question as. to how far it will be possible to reduce the ordinary r.es 
in 80cietitls in the future is now coming up for consideration. The general 
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policy is that ..,-ell-run societies with large reserve funds can be allowed to 
reduce their ra~ by t or i pie. See paragraph 16 of the Punjab Report on 
the .... orking of ClHlperative Societies for the year ending 31st July 1925. 

Qr-ESTIOS 2·1.-( b) One of the chief factors is the absence of any limit by 
which the landlord can raise the rents, and the extent to which the system of 
tenancy at will obtains. 

(leESTIOY 26.-(a) (i) (iv) and (v). Owing to the heavy cost of the suh
ordinate revenue village establishment the yearly enumeration of all the 
statistical information sa regaras crops and rents has had to be modified, and 
provision has in most areas been made for a more accurate and more exact 
enumeration under a five years rotation system. In this way minutely 
accurate statistics are obtained for one-fifth of the lands each year, those for 
the remaining four-fifths being approximate only. There has thus been to 
some extent a diminution rather than an extension in the amount of in
formation available. The experience gained in modem resettlements has 
demonstrated that the statistical information recorded under the record of 
rights is often surprisingly accurate, and it should be more so for the future 
limited area. I think that the Land Records Department should work out 
lome method of tabulating the statistics of rents recorded for this area. 
They should be useful towards estimating the incidence of land re¥enue. They 
should be periodically published. . 

The census statistics of agricultural population are, though useful, defi
cient in many respecls. We want further sub-heads by which we shall know 
the numbers of cultivating owners\ labourers sub-divided into local and migra.-
tory, etc. .. .. 

(ii) Many of the local Agricultural Officers in charge of farms and agricul
tural stations are now undertaking yearly estimates of the yield of principal! 
erops. This aystem might be continued and developed. 
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Oral Evidence. 

4879. The Chairman: l\lr .. Collins, you are Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies, Bombay PresidencyP-Yes. 

4880. How long have you held this office?-For four months. 
4881. Had you any' experience of the co-operative movement before you 

took up this officeP-Practically none. 
4882. In what field had your service lain ?-I had been a Revenue Officer 

until then with experience of revenue settlement work and forest settle
ment work. For a short time I was in the Secretariat. 

4883. Have you had opportunity to apply yourself to rural economy in 
the broadest sense before you undertook the duties of Registrar?-Yes; I 
had considerable opportunity when I was a Settlement Officer. Apart from 
that my service was in .a district which is rather different from the other 
districts of the Presidency. My study was to that extent rather limited 
by the local circumstances. 

4884. Do you think that it would be to the advantage of the revenue 
official and the public if the study of rural economy was made a part of 
the curriculum? Would it be a good thing if a degree in rural economy in 
its broadest sense were regarded as a qualification for appointment to the 
rf\venue servieeP-I should certainly think so as far as promoting members 
of the Provincial Service is concerned. 

4885. I am thinking of the Provincial Service?-I think certainly it 
would be. 

4886. I do not know whether you would like to make any general state
ment before I ask you one or two questions on your very interesting written 
evidence P-No. . 

4887. Do you think at the present time the Agricultural Department and 
the Co-operative Department are working sufficiently in touch with each 
otherP-Yes. From what I have been able J.o see I should say they were 
more in touch here than in almost any other Province. 

4888. To what extent is the Agricultural Department making use of 
the Co-operative Department for the purpose of propaganda and demonstra
tion P-Firstly through the non-credit societies (especially the sale societies) 
and secondly through Taluka Development Associations, whieh are mostly 
registered under the Co-operative Societies' Act. 

4889. How does the Agricultural Department approaeh your department 
O(}Ir questions of propaganda and demonstrationP-I will begin from the 
bottom. The Agricultural Department has got in most districts officers 
known as Agricultural Overseers, and in order to work with the Co-operative 
Department they have appointed a similar type of officer called an Agricul
tural Organiser who is supposed to organise non-credit societies like the sale 
'Societies and so on. But apart from the ordinary duties given to these 
o(}fficers, the Agricultural Overseers must also interest themselves in the 
organisation of non-credit societies and the Agricultural Organisers in the 
'Spread of agricultural improvements. . 

4890. What I am trying to get from you is whether every advantage 
is taken of the opportunities offered by the Co-operative Department to 
Jlopularise agricultural improvements P-I think that is being done. 

4891. Let us come from the abstract to the concrete. What particular 
improved method of tillage or improved variety of seed is the Co-operative 
Departme!1t advocating at this momentP-They are doing a great deal 
to spread a pure type of cotton seed. 

4892. How is that propaganq, arranged for?-The cotton sale soeieties 
are advised to stock the seed and distribute it to their members. 

4898. How About the touch between the Agricultural Department and 
sour own department in this matter P-J 11 our sale societies we have agri
(lultural officers attached for thai; purpose only,. and we have got special 
~otto. graders for that. 
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4B~4. Is the touch only in the districts, or is it at the centre as well? 
Do you get official communicationa from the Agricultural Department ask
ing you to do your utmost to encourage co-operative societies throughout 
the Presidency to do this or that?--Cert&inly, I think the whole organisation 
haa been arranged with that intention. We start off with a Joint Board 
consisting of the Director of Agriculture and myself, and we work through 
the Provincial Board and the Divisional Boards down to the Talnka Develop
ment AssociatioDII; and every question comes before both of us. We meet 
four times a year. 

489.i. So you feel convinced that the opportunities offered are being 
utilised to the full?--Certainly. 

4'396. There are no improvements or suggestions you wish to make?
No. I do not know whether at a later date the relationa between the two 
departments may not have to be reconsidered. The exact provinct. of each 
officer with regard to purely non-eredit work in the co-operative movement 
may have to he reconsidered at a later date. 

4897. You have given us an interesting note on the question of credit 
in relation to the co-operative movement. It appears to me that the germ 
of the matter lies in the facts and figures you have given on page 200P
Yes. 

4g98. Do these figures show that the rate of interest charged to the 
cultivator for loans either by a lowcar or a society vary in the main with 
the intensity or otherwise of the risk of famine irr any particular districtP
That is my opinion; and with the extent of the education in that particular: 
part of the Presidency. 

4899. In the main the lower rates of interest exist in those districts where· 
the risk of famine is lowest, and the higher rates in those districts where 
it is greatest ?-That is so. . 

4900. The reason being that· when famine comes no payment either in 
rl'spect of principal or interest can be expected P-I think the reason is that 
in any particular year repaymeut is a. very doubtful matter. You cannot 
expl'Ct to gE't repayment every year; once every two or three years there· 
may be difficulty. 

4901. On page 200 you say, "The sowco.rs' rate for big agriculturists with 
large assets is usually slightly less than the societies' rates". That is the 
nominal rate. Does it include the auxiliary charges which I understand the 
sow("ar makE'S? Is it really a fact that there is a net a.dvantage to the 
agriculturist to borrow from the 80wcar as against borrowing from a 
aociety?-I think that is 80 in 80me localities, though in very few. I have 
heard it is so in some part of Gujerat. 

4902. Where that applies it must pay the large cultivator to borrow 
money from the ,owrar and not the society?-I am afraid that is so. 

4903. DoE'S this apply in many areas?-No, in very few indeed. 
4904. Does the nominal rate of interest charged by the Bowcar represent 

in practice the whole interest charged P-No, certainly not. It may do 80 
in the case of the better educated agriCUlturists who can see they are not; 
imposed on, but not in the case of the smaller cultivators. . 

4905. The first year's interest is usually deducted before the money is t' 
j

handed over?-Yes, and there are usually other couditions such as that the 
cultivator must sell his crop to the moneylender or buy his seed through him. 

4906. In the matter of payment of interest charges, does thE. money
lender or the society give the greater elasticity?-'-The moneylender. 

4907. That is a great attraction to small cultivators?-Yes. We insist 
on more punctual repayment at more definite periods, but the moneylender 
is much more willing to extend .the time. . 

4908. If you could get punctual repayment in an important percentage ./ 
of cases you could lower your rate of interestfL-Yes • 

. , .909. YOIl cannot .-get punctual repayment owing to the uncertainty of 
the crop due to the failure of the monsoorr?-Yes. 
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4910. So the uncertainty of. the monsoon is again one of the root c;uses ./ 
of debt in this PresidencyP-That is so. There is also lack of education and 
tbe fact that loans are not made to the proper people. 

~" 4911. No doubt cultivators will borrow under any circumstances so long 
V as their credit holds, but is it a fact that one of the great difficulties in 

improving the position of cultivators who are in debt is the uncertainty of 
the seasonP-Yes. 

4912. Have you had any experience yet of the value of teaching the 
grading of prodnce to the cultivators ?-I have in case of cotton sale 
:societies. , 

4913. Do you think that a knowledge of that advantage is spreading 
:amongst cultivatorsP-Very much, in cotton areas. 

4914. Have you any views with regard to the advisability of attempting 
·to spread by compulsion. the adoption of improved varieties of oottonP-I 
have not considered the problem sufficiently on the spot to give any advice 
'On that. 

4915. On page 193 you say, "The banks must employ a larger and more 
efficient staff especially of Inspectors and open more branches, the societies 

j must universally adopt the normal credit system, and there must be an 
"" intermediate link between the two in the form of Supervising Unions ••. " 

I 

What does "normal credit system" meanP-The normal credit system 
means that the credit of every agriculturist is carefully prepared every year, 
the cost of his cultivation, the area of his land, his assets and debts and 
the expected income, and then by addition and subtraction you find out what 
his current year's requirements are going to be. 

4916. That is a routine method of assessing his creditP-Yes. We have 
got printed forms for this purpose. 

4917. I understand from your statement that it is not the univex:sal 
practicei'-No, but it is spreading gradually. It depends largely on the 
staff of the banks which advance the loans. Some of them have not yet 
got their Inspectors to do that. Very few societies can do it themselves. 

4918. Then you say there must be a link between the Central Banks and 
the primary societies in the form of Supervi~ing trnioftS or possibly 'I'aluka 
Development Associations P-Yes. 

<// 4919. Are the 'faluka Development Associations part of the co-operative 
organisation at this momentP-Some of thein are registered and some are 
uot. 

4920. Before they can function in this direction they would require to 
be registered, would not theyP-Yes. 

4921. On page 193 you refer to the question of how far Government should 
make direct provision of finance for t.he present. I think you regard that 
as an open questionP:"'-Yes. . 

4922. Making direct provision for finance is in practice, apt to mean the 
hypothecation of funds provided by the g€>ueral tax-payers of the country to 
the relief of particul~ individuals who have got' themselves into debt?-I 
am a.fraid I have not put it oorrectly. I meant that Government must issue 
debentures. They are now spending a lot of money on tacca1li which I think 
they should put into land mortgage banks. 

4*)23. There is a tendency to look to Government for direct financial 
88sistancep-oertainly. Practically every, resolution is Ito recommendation to 
Government to help in that way. 

4924. Schemes are advanced for the relief of people deeply in debt ac
cording to which societies backed by Government will take over the debt 
at a lower rate of interest than that claimed by the existing lenderP-I 
would not go so Far as tha.t, of course. 

4925. Tbre is no general appreciation· of the fact that the general tax
payer and the Government are one and the same thingP-No. That is 
what we are always trying to impress upon t&.em. 
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4921l. And that when Government funds are used to ease the p'lsition 
of debtors, what in fact is being done is to take money from th"se .who 
aanage their affairs well and give it to those who have failed to do soP-Yes. 

4927. That cannot be too plainly understood or advertiscdP-I quite 
agree. 

4928. Do you see any indication of the primary societies being in a posi
tion to offer long term credit, say for 15 or 20 yearsP-No. They have 
tried it on a. small scale and I think it has beeIr clearly shown t.h",t. thAJ' 
Clannot do it. It is too long a. period and they have not got sufficient funds .. 

4929. You say on page 193, II There is undoubtedly a demand for institu
tions to provide long term credit. Often the first question asked in a 
credit society is when shall we be able to get money to redeem debts. Land 
mortgage banks are open to the criticism that they are only to a. very limited 
extent co-oparative." Have you any constructive proposals to improve that 
position '-1 think we should start. one or two land mortgage banks without 
delay. In certain areas you can start to-morrow if you can draw lip a 
scheme. 

4930. What do you say to the criticism that they are co-operative only 
to a very limited extent?-That is a criticism sometimes made. I certainly 
do not believe in it myself. 

4931. You do not· think there is anything in that?-It depends on exactly 
what is meant by II co-operative." There is not co-operation to the same 
·ext.ent as in. the primary societies. 

4932. I thought perhaps you wanted to make sorile suggestion about that? 
-I merely wished to anticipate criticism; that is all. 

4933. You advocate the confinement of the system of taccavi to co-operative 
'Channels, where a. co-operative organisation exists?-Yes, with certaill' 
e.oeptions. 

4934. You do not go so far as to suggest that loane of that nature 
should not be given in all districts except through co-operative associations? 
-No. 

4935. Some well-informed persons regard such restrictions as likely to 
'be an effective means of spreading co-operative credit societies, do they not? 
-They do. I simply want this to be done in areas where there are co
operative credit societies. As the rules are a.t present, they simply 88y 
., in areas where there are co-operative credit societies". It does not mean 
that every village has got to have a. Bociety and that a mall in a village 
where there is not one will suffer. 

4936. Supposing in an area where there was no co-operative organisation 
these taccavi loans were not available, would not people in that area form 
a society in order to get the advantage of taccavi loans?-I do not think so. 
l do not think they are capable of it . 
./ 4937. On page 194 you are talking about the causes that have led to ex- ../ 

ceRsive debt. ~redit havi~ed to excesffliye borrowing ... and you say • 
• , These half-eaucated agrlciiIturIsts have, it is feare<r,lieeii-nnanced beyond 
their means and they are now in danger of losing their lands". It has 
been suggested to the Commission that in their case there comes a time 
when the extent of the loan altogether exceeds the value of the land on 
which the loan is secured, and when that time arrives the cultivator will be 
well advised to give up his land, clear himself of his debt, borrow a little 
more money, and move to another district, and settle there. ·What do you 
think of that ideaP-No, I should not like tha.t at all. 

4938. It is done I suppose occasionally. is it not? .You follow the 
argument?-Ya., r follow the argument. I think it is more likely they 
"Would become labourers instead of landholders. 

4939. You do not think that practice would improve their creditP-No. 

4940. On page 194 you do not advocate any stricter application of the 
'Usurious Loans Act, or the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, flr the paBBing 
.Df any further Acts of this description. Are they, in fact, operative at all 
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obsolete. 

4941. Do you think the culth'ators know anything about them ?-They 
know a good deal about the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act. That is the 
only one that is used to some extent. 

4942. I want a little more information about something that you have 
written 011 pae" 196, in lIll,Wel" to question 18 of the Questionnaire, with 
regard to attracting agricultural labourers in new tracts. You say "an 
attempt to attract them by such concessions and by loans. and monetary 
grants has signally failed in 1Iiysore". What experiment are you referring 
to there ?-That was known as the Malnad tract improvement scheme. They 
have got a large area of forest and semi-forest on the edge of the Ghats, 
and they try to attract people by giving them these waste lands for nothing 
at all, and actually advance them loans to cultivate it. A very large number 
of them, as soon as they spent the money went away. A good many from 
our adjoining districts went there, and I should think about 50 per cent. 
(of them have come back again debtors to the 11ysore State. They will 
never be able to recover the money. 

4943. Are there any other reasons than these you have suggested? Are 
there any particular reasons for the failure of the scheme ?-I think an 
schemes in such malarious forest areas are very risky. 

4944. Then you refer to campaigns against malaria and the pig evil. 
Does that refer to malaria and the pig as a pest of agricultureP-Yes. 

4945. On page 196 you say "There is a general shortage and it appears 
to be due mainly to the undoubted improvement in the status and a de
crease in the poverty (if not increase in prosperity) of the labouring classes 
since the 'V ar, the inB uenza epidemic and nrigration to towns". Have you 
noticed any tendency on the part of those who are agricultural labourers 
to become small cultivators?-I have seen a certain amount of it. I should 
like to say that I think the reason why some of these figures can be used 
to support almost anything is. that they are nut properly collected at present, 
figures showing who are really labourers and who are really landowners. 

4946. On the same page you say: "As regards fodder the matter largely 
depends on the attitude adopted towards the question of communal grazing 
verSus private grazing or grazing land held by co-operative societies and other 
organised bodies. The Cattle Committee of two or three years ago decided 
for the latter and I am unreservedly in favour of it." Has its adoption any 
effect on the rates paid for grp.zing?-It has not been adopted yet to any 
extent. 
on the rates paid for grazing ?-It has not been adopted yet to any extent. 

4947. It has been tried in certain districts, has it not?-They have given 
out small areas to village committees. 

4948. Do you know whether where it has been the rate has varied ?-NO:. 
but they have not adopted it to such an extent that they have taken away 
all the communal grazing land. It has not affected grazing rights at all. 

4949. It appears to be your view on the question of marketing that a 
great deal cannot be done until the essential data have been collectedP-Yes • 

. 4950. Do you think that should be the first step ?-Emphatically so. 
411n. And until that is achieved. is i~ yOill" view that it is of very little

use discussing it on the bS;Sis C?f mere impres~iOlr of the share received by 
the producer of the raw matenal, of the agrIcultural produce?-Certainly. 

4952. You are strongly of opinion that a survey of this nature onght to 
be made at the earliest possible movement?-yes; we are doing a little· 
in our movement. 

4953. On page 198, in answer to question 22 (a) (i). you say ... As regards 
the credit side, I think Government's chief duty is to see that the staff for 
supervision, audit, and to a lesser extent propaganda, increases with the. 
growth in the number of societies". So you then advocate that propaganda 
and supervision other than audit should be carried out by GOl"ernment 
officersP-No. I have perhaps not put it quite clearly. I mean that th&-
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-officers who are doing audit, do, to a certain extent, propaganda as well, 
.and that is bound to continue until the movement is more advanced than 
it is at prest'nt. I would not have special officers for propaganda. If I 
may be allowed to explain, we have now got only the Registrar and the 
.48f!istant Registrars. That is all the staff we have at present. If we want 
.any propaganda work, or any enquiry made other thall pur~ audit, we 
have to ask our auditors to do it; so that it is very necessary to have the 
audit staff increased as the number of societies increases. 

4954. But you would rather see the advisors and propaganda work where 
possible carried on by a non-official agencyP-Certainly. I had the oppor
tunj"y of hearing what the Jast witness said; I should not agree with him 

.at aU. 
4955. Then, on the 'same page, you say, .. Some of our cotton societies 

-are reaching their most critical stage when they are beginning to competa 
seriously with the middlemen and dalals, and they therefore need 
·,pecial sympathy and help from Government". What are the weapons used 
'by the middlemen, when they decide the time has come P-There are many 
weapoDl!. They start selling at lower prices and they can hold out longer 
-than we can in that respect. They bribe our men, they publish pamphlets, 
and they go round the villages spreading all sorts of untruths; they make 
it difficult for us to get accommodation. At present, .it does not matter 
what commodity you consider, we certainly would not control more than a 
'fraction of that commodity in any particular market place. 

4956. Could you send us a complete story of one of these struggles between 
·established middlemen and societiesP-I could. 

4951. If you could state one or two in full detail, I think it may be very 
helpful ?-The one I have in mind is the cotton sale society at Gadag. 

4958. Perhaps you would let us have the whole story in writjngP*-Yes. 
'Perhaps, I may be allowed to say that Mr. Madan knows it entirely. 

49.~9. Of cour.e, thest' economic struggles are tests of the efficiency of the. 
socit'ties, are they not in the mainP-Yes, that is so; and it comea back 
'to what we were saying before; we have not got enough mell with knowledge 
of marketing. If we want to establish sale societies we have to look round 
'for a manager, but there are hardly any such people available at present. 

4960. Ad"enturings into the distributors' busin.ess are apt to show, among 
-other things, that distribution is not quite as easy as it 100ksP-Yes, that 
is so. 

4961. On page 199 you say, .. The societies may be divided into those for 
the ssle of a particular commodity, and those for the sale of produce in 
general" .. Do YOll think the single purpose society, so far as sale societies 
go, is the right type, or do you think a mnltiple purpose society is good p
As far as one can give a general rnle it is, but I should not like to be 
confined to that entirely. In a district where you cannot say that any 
'particular crops predominate, you would have to have a general sale society. 

4962. Are you familiar with the history of co-operation in DenmarkP-No. 
4963. Sir James MacKenna: Is the basis of your structure the primary 

lociety, the unit society, at the bottomP-Yes. 
4964. Then the Central BankP-Yes. 
4965. Then the Bombay Central Co-operative Bank which is the apex 

IJankP-Yes. 

4966. How is your apex bank financedP7"lt is financed by shares, by 
debentures, and by deposits. 

4967. Deposits by the general public, or by societies, or by both?-Both. 

4968. Are any reserve funds of societies deposite3 with the apex bankP
Not the reserve fund 

4969. Where do you keep your reserves ?-They are kept with tllCl IJ.)cieties . 
themselves and they are put into the working capital. . 

• Vide Appendix. 
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4970. What is the amount of" money subscribed by the general public to' 
the Central Bank, roughly?-I should say of the deposits, I cannot give 
exact figures but I think it must be somewhere about a half to three-fifths~ 
about 50 lal{hs . 

. 4971. What is the method of finance from the apex bank downwards? 
Does the apex bank, finance the Central Banks?-It gives loans to those 
Oentral Banks that are not self~upporting. A good many of them are 
self-supporting. 

4972. And then the Central Banks do the same thing to the primary 
societies?-Yes. 

4973. Has this apex bank any right of questioning an advance to a 
Central Bank or a District Central Bank, or must it pay an advance on the 
order of the Registrar ?-The apex bank questions it. The Registrar has. 
nothing to do with it. There is a rule in this Presidency by an agreement 
between the Secretary of State with the Provincial Bank, that alI loans 
by the Provincial Bank must go through the Registrar. He must see aU 
loans by the Provincial Bank; if he thinks any loan ought not to be made, 
then he can, say so; but it is for them to say whether they are prepared' 
to make it; that is alI he can do. 

4974. He cannot iusist on the apex bank giving a loan to a particular 
hank P-Certainly not. 

4975. Has the apex bank any power of inspection of the District Central' 
Banks?-No. 

41176. What guarantee have they of the stability of those banks?
I suppose the Oentral Banks wo.uld not be against their inspection, but they. 
have no technical right to do so. 

Mr. Calvert: They have a legal right to insist on inspection. 
4977. Bir Jame8 MaaKenna: Is there much Government money in your 

apex bank or noH-None. 
4978. Yesterday,· Mr. Rothfield was very emphatic on the retention of 

Government audit right through. Do you agree with him on that point?
Most emphatica,lIy. 

4979. In the present condition of the movement?-Always. The Regis
trar is the registering and cancelIing authority, and the only means that 
he has got is the yearly audit statement. 

4980. Mr. Calvert: In the new Bombay Act there is a discretionary 
right in the Registrai' to insist on an inspection of the Banks' affairs;' the 
word used being 'may'; but in the Co-operative Societies Act, the word' 
• shaH' is used ?-I was asked whether the Provincial Bank had a right to 
insist on inspection: not whether the Registrar had a right to inspect. 

4981. Sir Jame3 MacKenna: 'I am very much struck bl' the low rates 
of interest charged by .~owcaT3 in the Presidency, I am quite unfamiliar 
with such low rates from the professional moneylender in my Province. 
Your lowest rate would only'be obtaifled on the deposit of gold or jewels. 
Are these low rates due to the integrity of character of the peopleP-They 
strike me as being extremely low. I have said it is chiefly due to the spread' 
of the co-operative movement. 

4982. But e~en so, the previous rates are not very high ?~There are I 
three types of persons. These are the ra tes to the ordinary agriculturist. J 
With people whQ have no credit at all, they may go up to IInythingthey 
like. 

4983. But this is the ordinary rate on the security of land and personal 
reputation P-Yas. 

4984. I think they are extraordinarily satisfactory. Can you tell me 
one point about land mortgage banks? Is it Jour idea to develop lsnd' 
mortgage banks under the existing Oo-operatlve Credit ActP-Yes. 

41)85. Going further than that. it becomes a central subject, and that is 
the reason why, for land mortgage banks, you have decided to go on under
t.he existing Act P-Yea. 
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4986. Wili it not somewhat restrict the issues of the land mortgage bank i'" 
-I think nothing haa been done yet; it is simply before Government. Our 
idea is to let it grow as the movement expands, we are, not going to start. 
off with any legal organisation. 

4987. Just as the c~perative movement has growni'-Yes. 
4988. Profe88or Gangulee: You have given us a very good account of 

the credit societiell, but you will agree with me that the second phase ur. 
the oo-operative movement, that is non-credit societies, is, equally important 
or perhaps more importantP-Equally important; I will not say, more . 

• 4989. No ... these societies are capable of extension in this Presidency1-
Certainly. 

4990. In what direction would you extend this movement? The non
credit lide haa 110 many aspects; which would you emphasise P-Sale societies" 
implements and manure ~upply societies, cattl~breeding. 

4991. Is that i~ the order of importaneeP-Yes. 
4992. That is, co-operative marketing is of the most importaneeP-Yes. 
4993. You have made a statement here that the producer gets only 25 

per cent. of the ultimate priceP-That is ill the case of one particular com
modity, that is mangoes. 

4994. You have stated in answer to the Chairman's question' that you 
would start these oo-operative marketing societies after an exhaustive en
quiry into the marketing conditions. Am I rightP-Yes .• 

4995. Do you not think that these c~perative marketing societies could 
be utilised for collecting the necessary statistics and datai'-No, I am alraid' 
they would be complete failures long before they got that information. 

4996. You feel you cannot proceed to organise these co-operative market
ing societies unleB8 and until you have satisfied the first requisite wIuch
is the collectioll of data with regard to marketing conditionsP-Yes. 

4997. Should these non-credit societies be independent organisations or 
conneqed with the credit societyP-They should be entirely independent, 

4998. They should have nothing to do with the credit soCiety P-Their' 
on;811i.ation has nothing to do "ith it at all. r 

' 4999. How would you finance these non-credit BocietiesP-They should 
be limited by • share system, and the members should be as far as possible 
societies themselves. Then they would have to get funds from the Central 
Banks against the produce which they hold. These sale eocieties will be of 
no use unless they can give advances to their members against the produce. 
Then there is the question of holding the produce for so many months iD 
the year, and they want fill8nce for: that. 

5000. For that finance you would not go to the credit societiesP-Nol 
certainly not; they have not enough funds. 

[.001. Whai would be the machinery?~The District or Central Banks. 
5002. Do YO!!J8Commend financial assistance from Government for the' 

purpose of 8tarting non-credit societiesP-No. 
5003. You attach, and rightly so, very great importance to the develop

ment of subsidiary occupations as a means of improving rural economyP-,Yes. 

5004. Do you feel that the I!:eneral current of economic tendencies is 
against rural industries P The point I want to make is this; at the present 
time, then is mass production of things of that kind coming into the market. 
The economic pressure from outside is so great that perhaps rural indus
tries, 'as we understand them in . this country may Dot survive.' Do you
con~id('r that such tendencies exist?-I should like to consider a specific instance 
hke weaving. I do not think it is true to say that it is being driven out d 
th~ field by the manufllctul'ing processes. I do not think the current is 
against it to that extent. 

5005. But what scope is there for the revival of rursl industries? D .. 
you hold out any prospect of a revival of rural industriesP-I would rath"" 
not commit myself on that; I do not think I haTe studied it su1licientiy 
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5006. You will agree that the ""pe of their revival in any way is based 
-on two important factors; local markets and the use of loca.l materialsP-Yea. 

5007. Granted these'two factor's, can you really develop subsidiary occu
pations that would be beneficial to the population of the particular areaP
I should say yes. 

5008. Is it possible to. apply co-operative principles to most of these 
industriesP A list of subsidiary industries has been placed before us, includ
ing lac, weaving, and so on. Do you think it is possible to apply co-operative 
principles to most of these industriesP-I should say it was essentially 
iiuited to them. . • 

5009. Is there any urgent demand for societies for cattle-breeding and 
dairy farmingP-Unfortunately there is not and that is where we want agri

·cultural propaganda. There is no spontaneous demand from the people at 
present. 

,5010. In famine tracts, do you advocate the establishment of grain banks 
.as a guarantee against famine? Are there any such banksP-No, there is 
'no such bank that I know of. I am afraid I have not studied that subject. 

5011. The primary purpose, of course, of co-operative societies is economic, 
'but in most countries t,he economic results of this movement have been ac
companied by various forms of moral and general improvement, such as 
"llltltual confidence IImongst the villagers and close touch with one another? 
-Yes. . 

5012. Do you find such tendencies in Iridia ?-Very much so. 
5013. With regard to the credit side of the question, on page 198, you 

'make a very interesting suggestion, which impressed me. You say, .. The 
o<Jther direction in which Government aid seems to be necessary on the credit 
side is the increased provision for banking facilities in outlying towns". 
\Vhat do you actually mean? You would have the banks, recognised co
operative societies. Am I right?-Yes, to recognise them so that they can 
be giverr facilities with regard to Government Treasuries' and sending their 

"funds to and fro. 
5014. The banks honouring co-operative paper, is that what you mean?

Yes, that is what I mean. 
5015. Mr. Calvert: I gather that you have, in the Presidency proper, 

22,800 villages, and about 3,300 agricultural societiesP-Yes, you have got 
-the 1f:?5 figures. We have issued the report for this year but I am afraid 
-you have not received it. 

5016. That leaves about 19,000 villages wi~out a society?-Yes. 

5017. Is the spread of the movement dependent upon the discovery of a 
'kind-hearMd philanthropist who is willing to guide and controlF-No. 
In many areas the villagers are coming forward themselves and asking to 
have a society established in their village. We find that the chairman of 
a society in one village will establish one in the next village. 

5018. Why is the movement so limited to a small number of villages p
I would not say it is limited to a small number 'of villages; it is limited to 

.eertain areas. In the Dharwar district it is in 48 per cent. of the villages, 
but you get a district like Kolaba, where it is 2 per cent. 

5019. It is merely a question of timeP-Yes. 
5020. Sir Chuni7al Mehta: Is it a question of time?-I shouid say, in! 

"lllost cases, it is only a question of time. You get definite forest areas and 
isola~d ~reas, where. it will take a long time indeed. Take, for instance, 

J. e mterlOr of the Konkan. 

5021. Mr. Calvert: On page 193 you say that the only limit.s to financing I 
every member of a society are the effioiency of the society and the financia.l . 
position of its members. Do you not consider that character, education, and 
a knowledge of the proper use of credit are also important factora?-Yes. Did 
I not convev that? I mean, we have got enough money in the movement to 

:give everybody a loan, but he may not be a proper person to give a loan to. 
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5O~. A proper person in the sellse of llllderstanding the use of credit, \ 
and whether he haa any debts already?-Yes, and whether he is a defaulter. 

5023. You do not suggest the limiting of loans to people with property? 
-Certainly not. 

5024. Then you advocate that Central Banks should employ a large and 
more efficient staff of Inspectors?-Yes. . 

.5025. I suppose !ou are aware that in one large Province that system has 
brok"n down ?-No, I do not know that. 

51\26. And they have finally decided to adopt the Punjab system of co
operation by education?-I am not aware of that. I do not mean that they 
should employ Inspectors to go round and teach the people. The ouly way 
of watching the disposal of their money by societies is by District Inspectors. 
You have some districts where the bank ouly meets once a year and decides 
these matters. They make dreadful mistakes because they have not got any 
local knowledge; they must rely on the inspections. 

5027. You do not have a general meeting of all your societies which fixes 
the credit limits of all the socities?-No, we have not got to that stage. 

5028. On page 193, you discuss t!fe question of whether the system should 
be controlled from Bombay or partly through district banks, etc., I cannot 
understand why the system should be controlled. Why shouTd not it control 
itselfP-That is because I have not made myself clear. I mean, if you 
establisb a land mortgage bank in a particular district, should aU the funds 
and the business be conducted through the District Bank of their district 
or should it be conducted from the Provincial Bank in Bombay. Our idea 
is that probably to begin with, it all ought to be done from Bombay; the 
local agency will be simply for collecting tbe share and transmitting the 
information, but scrutiny of the loans and the money will actually be pro
vided from Bombay through tbe apex bank. 

5029. You say on the same page that mortgage banks are open to the 
criticism that they are only to a limited extent co-operative. What exactly 
is your meaning P-I shall have to put it in a concrete way in order to 
explain what I mean. Supposing you establish a land mortgage bank in 81 

talnka. It ....-ill be composed of borrowers perhaps spread over aU the 
villages. There may be one borrower in one village and another borrower 
in another village. Tbe only thing that unites them is tbeir common pur
pose of taking loans from the central institute. There is no unity such as 
you get in a primary society. I do not think A will care very much 
whether B at the other end of the district uses his money properly or not 
as long as he (A) gets what he wants. 

5030. But surely A has given his credit to the society?-Yes, he has given 
his credit to the extent of one share. which may be oDl~·tenth of the amount 
he borrows. I do not think he feels that if B misappropriates his money 
he will be in such affected danger as if tbey were both members of a primary 
society. 

5031. Thev have not been educated 'up to it ?-There is not sufficient 
contact betw"een the two; They are not so closely connected. If you put it 
in allot-her ... a,,; in Rome countries I understand there Rre ordinary land 
mortgage banks established by Government. The only difference between 
a bank of that description and a co-operative land mor~gage bank is that 
there will be a certain number of people united together in the district 
in a societv. That ... ill be the only co-operative connecting link between 
the two. . . 

5032. Yo1l' have not' pushed co-operative education yet to such an extent 
that tbe people of the district feel that they are all of one common bromel'o 
hood ?-No. I do not think so. 

5033. On page 194 ... hen you are dealin~ with the main causes o~ borrowing 
you omit cattle mortality. Would you lDclude thatP-In defin"~ areas I 
would but I would not put it as a chief cause. 
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5034. Is that nl)t I)ne of tlie major causesP-No, I should not put.it as 
£ chief cause.. 
~ 5035. LitigatioIlP-Yes, I should agree as to litigation, I think: . 

5036. Have you examined your income-tax returns to see whether there 
is aoy mallked increase in the amount of capital put into this moneylending 
·business ?-No. 

$037. Ua,e you examined your census figures to see whether the number 
.of moneylenders is increasing?-You mean statistical tables of moneylenders? 

5038. YesP-I do not know that we have such things. 
5039. You have statistics of occupationP-1 do not think we get those 

rJigures. 

j fit :the~~' Hyder: He would not get them; the income-tax officers would have 

5040. Mr. Calvert: Would you regard as one of the chief causes of debt 
I :the :increased capital available fol;' leIllling?-Yes, I would in some areas. 
I .5041. And the lack of alternative forms of investment in the villages; that 
J J is to say a villager who has money, wants to nvest it near his own home P-

Yes. 
'5(J42. He has no means of investing it outside the village?-No. 

5043. Dr. Hyder: If the ra'te of interest in a particular village shows 
a tendency to go down, will it not indicate that the moneylender lowers his 
interest because he has no other source of investment?-He lowers it; but 
-not because there is no other source of investment. The only reason is the 
-existence of a co-operative credit aoeiety. I do not think the fact that he 
halo got no other source of investment will make him charge lower rate of 
iinterest . 

. 51'144. Sir Thoma! Middleton: Surely, competition of money offered will 
'have some effect on the rate of interest?-You can go back as far as you like 
in history, he has not had. any other form of investment. Therefore, why 
should you say now that the rate of int8l'est has gone down because he has 
]10 other source of investment? 

5045. Mr. Calvert: In the early days he had not got the moneyP-No. 

·5046. On Wlge 195 you say, " I do not think that non-terminable mortgages 
-tihould be prohibited. It Are there any eoonomio advantages to the country:side 
·in theSe non-terminable mortgages?-No, none at 'all. I have no great ex
perience of them. I should like to correct that if I may; I think they ought 
to be prohibited. 

5047. On the same page I have not quite understood why you recommend 
that Government should make a grant·of Rs. 200 for preliminary expensesP-I 
do not recommend it generally. These are only the tel'IIld that were given 
'in this particular case. Th~ ,was a. .particular instance where GovE!rnmen~ 
.didgive Re. 200. 

5048. Actually the Punjab Government pays the whole cost of consolida
-ti(ln. Would you object to that?-All the staff for measuring and mapping 
-out, ought to be paid by Government, yes; but my instance ia entirely out 
-of date because I did not know of the existence of this Bill. 

5049. There is a small matter mentioned on page 195 about gun licenses. 
Is there any limit in this Presidency to the issue of licenses for guns of half 
barrel length for crop protection 'I-There is .certainly a limit to the issue of 
gun licenses. I do not know the particular fonn of lic-ense. 

505'0. We cut off half the barrel in the Punjab and it goes without license? 
-We have no such system. 

5051. Dr. Hyder: What do you kill with them-birds? You cannot kill 
:pigs with them. ' 

Mr. Calvert.-We do not kill anything with it; it merely makes. noise. 
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5052. On page 195 and elsewhere you· refer to dairying as a prop1ising 
_c!ary occupation. If dairying it! economically profitable, why is it that 
,our kind-hearted philanthropist does not take on dairying? Does not the 
lad ,hat he carefully avoids dairying eue-gast that it is not profitable ?-I can eoI,. say that dairymg is an extensive mdustry throughout oertaw parts of 
Glljarat. 

0053. Not in luch extensive way as in Canada and AmericaP-Not on 
ach a big scale; of course it wants organising. 

5(10'. It is not capitalistic. Where do they send the product?-All the 
'lIiIls: goes to Ahmedabad or Bombay. 

5055. Dr. H1Ider: Does it go to all parts of IndiaP-I think it doles; but 
mainly it goes to Ahmedabad and Bombay. . 

;)()5e. Mr. Calvut: In two places you refer to the need for collecting 
data. Would you advocate a standing board of economie enquiry?-No. I 
think it could be done without a board. 

1i057. How can you have systematic collection of data unless you have 
_body to do itP-I should rather do it through the non-official agency 
01 our Institute at present as far as we *e concerned. 

5058. Is it undertaking detailed village enquiriesP-Yes, they are just 
lteginning to do it. . 

5059. On page 198, you say that the policy must be one of decentralisa
tiou, that is of encouraging the non-official control of the movement. You are _are of coume that at the last Conference of Registram we decided that
no lIOC'iety should be regarded 88 an .. A " society unle0J8 it received no help 
from either official or non.official agencies ?-I do not remember that parti
cular recommendation that class A societies should receive no help from 
official or non.official stall other than the annual audit. 

5060. If you are going t~ have official control you can never have a class 
.. A" into which to put a society?-I think that will depend upon. what 
JOU mean by eontrol. Do you contemplate a sooiety which no one eyer visits 
eKeept at odd times? 

5061. Societies which receive no visits at all except for the annual audit, 
purely seH-governing societies ?-I thinlr that L:! an ideal that may be worked 
up to, but it is not possible at present. 

5062. Taking that 8S the ideal do your non-officials put before themselves 
&he aim of getting rill of themselvetl, and making themselves unnecessary? 
Do they adopt the principle that self.elimination is the first law of nature?
Not at pr_nt, but we should like them to do that: we want to eliminate our 
Honorary Organisem 88 far 88 we c.-an. 

5063. They are working to make people independent of themselves?-I"es, 
or rather. have their own orga.nisation for inspe.ction through Supervising 
Unions. . 

15064. Supposing now you had an annual JliIlneral meeting of your Institute 
and the primary sGeiety members siIriply turned out all the honorary workers: 
Wlluld YOUIf honorary members rejoice in it as being a great victory for self
government or would they take umbrage?-No; they want to contin'la. 

506.5. Their own ejectment would be the greatest victory that their own 
teaching could achieve P-That is so, but they do not see that ·at present. 

5066. Then on page 198, you suggest grants from Government. Is not 
\hat another case of public.- money being handed over to private bodies?
Tou mean taking away from ons section of the taxpayers to givB to another? 

5067. Taking the money of the general public and placing it at the dis
posal of private bodies?-Yes, lit is. 

6068. Do you not object to thatP-I object to that on pr~ciple, but not 
in exceptional cases. . .. 

5069. It is not a goal to aim st ?-These grants arG very s~ali· I do 
Bot think there is any objection to'it. ' 
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50.70.. On page 199, I am very glad to see that you say that a greater 
d"gree of education than that which is now found amongst agriculturists is 
required to win through. I take it that what you mean by that is that 
a greater degree of education than that now given by your philanthropic 
evr.trollers is required ?-No, I mean orr.inary education in the three R's. 

50.71. Not economicP-It comes to the same thing. The people are not 
.. ufficiently educated. 

50.79. In economics ?-Everything. 
50.73. You can train the peasant to a right appreciation of sound economic 

J principles without his being literate'!-I do not mean that exactly. 

1\ 
.
5074. On page 20.0., with the greatest deference I sugges.t that there is some 

confusion between the rate of interest, and the cost of borrowing. The Bowear'B 
rate of interest may be lower than that of a co-operative society, but the 
6ctual cost of borrowing from a Botnear is really very much higher?-You 
mean because there are various in()identals which do not come in the rate 
;>1 interest? 

50.75. Yes, and in the co-operative society a certain balance of interest 
goes back 'to tbe common fund?-Y'ls, that is certai~ly a point; it goes into 
reserve funds. 

50.76. The rate of interest is not the sole criterion ?-Certainly not; that 
,13 very important. 

,J 50.77. In answer to the Chairma.n, you mentioned that your insistence. 
'tin ipunctual repayment was not quite so popular as the elasticity of the 
:noneylenders?-Yes. 

50.78. But your insi&tence on repayment is solely due to a desire to get 
the people out of debt?-Yes. 

50.79. That is why you insist on repayment?-Yes. 
50.80.. The moneylender has not that object?':""Ko, he wants them to re

main in debt. 
-: 5081. Is there any rural thrift movement system in Bombay? You have 

got a very fine urban thrift movement?-We have tried to do something, but 
the results have not been very good up to now. 

50.82. In Sind you have?-Yes. They will not take any interest at all 
at pres~nt. Not a pie of interest is being paid in Sind. Being Mahommedans 
they will not take interest. We use the reserve fund to decrease the rate of 
interest. 

50.83. Sir Henry Lawrence: You are speaking of Sind?-Yes. 
V' 50.84. Mr. Cah'ert: On page 20.0. you say: "In some cases' sowcars have 
been enabled to recover their long-standing debts by transferring their dues 
til societies." Is this your idea of non-official control and guidance?-Yea. It 
Ii rather naive. but it is so. 

50.85. Mr. Kamat: At page 194, you say: "I do not advocate any stricter 
application of the Usurious Loanl\.Act or the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act 
or the passing of any further Acts of this description." Is the class who 
invest their money in land increasing or decreasing in the Bombay Presidency? 
-As far as my experience as a Revenue Officer goes I should say it is 
increasing. . 

50.86. You mean outside men making money in business and investing it 
in land or in doing moneylending business?-Not moneylending business, 
iclvasting money i.p. land. • 

'j\)87. That hilS increased?-As far as my experience goes, yes. 

/' 5088. Axe those who do moneylending as a business on the increase or 
V IillCrease?-The village moneylending class is on the decrease. 

5089. At the present rate of spread of the co-operative movement do you 
think at the present moment we have been able to touch the problem of 
IlWl.Ilce or borrowing, say even to one-tenth of its seriousnes~?-I have givera 
figures. 
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5090. You lay 12 per cent.?-Yes. 
5091. And you hope that if the spread of the co-operative movement goes 

on like this you will be able to oust the moneylending classes in a short 
time?-No .. 

5002. That is to sa~', the monpylender with all his evil ways will remain? 
-Yes, ... he haa in other countries . 

. ~093. If he has hiR evil ways and he will remain,' do you not think that 
an attempt should be made by legislation to improve him 'I-No, not more 
tha.n what haa been done at present. I think a lot of this legislation is 
obsolete. and we do not want any more shocks to credit. 

509 •. Was there any attempt made to find out the fraudulent ways Qf the 
moneylender as to how far he is himself under disabilities such as delays of 
law, which induce him to be fraudulent towards the cultivator? Was there 
1I'ly attempt made to find out why he has recourse to fraudulent ways and 
whether it is possible to 'Check this by legislation 'I-I have no kno1tledge on 
that subject. 

5095. Is it true that the present method of litigation leads to enormou~ 
delay, and that is one of the reasons why the moneylender raises his rate 
of interest 'I-It causes delay, that is certain, but I cannot answer 'that ques-
tion. • 

5096. He has also difficulties in promptly recovering the money from the 
cultivator. Is that one of the reasons why he raitles his rate of interest '1-
That is quite obvious; thst must .be so. 

5097. In the light of that then, was any attempt made to find out the 
cause and to check his evil methods, by legislation if necel!sary?-I am not 
aware of it; I have no knowledge on the subject. 

5098. Suppose an enquiry like this were made with a view to checking the 
bad methods of the moneylender, would you not advocate any legislation 
to check these methods ?-There would have ·to be very strong reasons in 
my opinion for any legislation at all. 

5099. You eay that the moneylender will remain for years 'I-Yes. 

5100. Would you allow his evil methods to go on like this for all time? 
-But he can remain without his ilvil JIlethods. I do not object to his 
remaining: but I object to hi.! evil ways. 

510]. How would you check them?-The general spread of the movement 
will check it. 

5102. You mean education will check it?-They will be eliminated natu
rally and gradually in that way. 

5103. You are not then in favour of legislation?-No. 'L 

5104. Dewan Bahadur Malii: You have been a Revenue Officer in the 
Presidency for some years?-Yes. 

5105. During your tours have you found that the condition of roads is very 
bad epeaking aa a whole'll mean internal communications; I am not speak
ing of Provincial roads 'I-Yes, I should say so. 

5106. And in order to advance the cobdition of the people all round, it 
is necessary that they should be provided with better roaru: and better 
f8C'.ilities of transp ,rt ?-Yes. 

5107. Similarly arrangements for veterinary assistance are in some parts 
altogether unknown. There are no hospitals or touring veterinary assistants 
in some· parts 'I-Yes , that is the C'sse in many parts. 

5108. Therefore, veterinary arrangements have not received adequate atten
tion?-Yes: I have used Veterinary Services as a specific instance. 

5109. Then, ·you are in favour of civic surveys?-You mean surveys of 
the economic condition of the people? 

6110. Yes, and also of the potentialities?-I am. 
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5111. Would you recommend such surveys in rural areas at the expense of 
GovernmentP-No. , They should as far as possible, be done 'without expense 
to Government. 

5112. What is the state of things in other countries 'in regard to these 
iiun>eys?,-I do 'no~ think ,I have 8uffieient general experience to say. 

5113. In any case, if such a survey is made it will considerably help you 
in administration ?-I agree: I think lack of knowledge is one of the chief 
ot,;;troctions at present. 

5114. The question of the efficiency ~i inspection has been insistently 
brought to the notice of the District Banks both by you and the Provincial 
Bank?-Yes. 

5115, The same remarks would apply to the Supervising Unions and 
Development Associations: that there should be good efficient supervision?
Quite 80. 

5016. Would you employ a man on Rs. 40P-It depends on the standard 
of living in the different districts. I think so many people are over-paid 
llowadays that Rs. 40 might not be so bad as it sounds. 

5117. I am talking of Supervisors?-Yesj from Rs. 60 to Rs. 80 is abou~ 
what we recommend. 

5118. They are trained SupervisorsP-Yes. 
5119. The gentleman in Kanara about whom I talked, it seems to me, 

is a man without any qualification. Would you recommend a man to be 
put on the Development Association management unless he is a RAg. or 

/L.Rg.P-I should prefer men with those o.ualifications if one can get them. 
v An uneducated mall is a positive danger. 

5120. On page 194, you speak of the error of over-finance. Would you like 
these failures to be included as lessons in co-operation ?-They would serve 
88 good illustrations-Certainly. 

5121. They could be publishedP-Yesj there are a good many of them I 
!1m afraid. 

5122. As regards audit, such complicated societies as power pump, cotton 
sale and housing require different types of audit?-Yes. 

512:i. And auditors have to spend a longer time on themP-Yes. 
5124. In spite of the fact that the auditors ape paid for their time, the 

f('rms, etc., still require your attention?-Yes . 
..., 5125. There are not sufficient forms drawn up to speeify the appropriate 
type of management?-Yes • 

.." 5126. But as development proceeds these .difficulties 'will soon be reme
died ?-Yes , that is a matter of detail. 

5127. Sir Henry Lawrence: You came quite recently to the Co-operative 
Department?-Yes. 

5128. Are you satisfied that it is on the right lines and is 'doing some 
gl)od to the country ?-Yes , perfectly satisfit)d. 

5129. What is the amount of money you get for your co:.operative budg",tP 
-:It was something between 5 and 6 lakhs last year. 

5130. That represents about 1 per cent. of the ordinary land revenue?-
YeS: the land-revenue being about 548 lakhs, I think. ' 

5131. You have given figures on page 193, which show that 12 per 
cent. of the agriculturiRts occupying land are being financed by co-opera
tive credit Bocieties?-Yes. My figuras are based on Mr. Rothfield's estimate 
of requirements being Rs. 20 crores. It depends upon the accuracy of his 
statement. 

5132. You have made no study of that figure yourself?-I have not made 
I1!lY ('alculation of it myself. I thiok it is based on particular types of landlJ 
f.'Ir different kinds of cultivation. 

5133. The total ~ropped area is about ,28 million acres and 'that would b~ 
about Re. 8 per acre '1-Y l1li. 
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61.'U. That is rather a low l'6timateP-It is a low estimate. 
613.5. You wish to see an expagsion of the mO"ement till it is able to 

fi!lsuc:e a mll/:h great"r proportion of the agricultural operations?-I do. 
51:16. Ha\"e YOll got in view any large expansion of your own department? 

-No. I do not think so at all. All we want is a sufficient number of effi. 
(·ient audita", and inepecting officers in the fonn of Assistant Registrars. 

5137. Th()se are officers to he paid by your department ?-:Yes; and Agri. 

~
uJturaJ Organisers for non.credit societies. 

5133. All that comes from your budget?-Yes. 
:i13!? What is the increase to your budget which you think will be required 

- --...w ,tllI1t shor,. time ?-An immediate increase of at least 25 per -cent. is 
r<:<;ViNd..... 

is,140. ])(1 anticipate any difficulty in getting this aIDount?-I do • 
. 6\41. Do you that the attention of Government to the importan'?e 

of thIs work miflht Le 'tely drawn ?-I think 80 certainly. 
61;~2. As regards tacta vi roportion of agricultural operations financed 

by ta~cavi is verysmalJ?-Y&.:l. 
5143. In times of famine I belie, the figure may go up to Ii crores in a 

year?-tYes. 
(,114. But ordinarily it would not be more than about 20 or 30 lakhs, 

would \t?-I am afraid I cannot give t e figures. 
5145. So that the !(r{'ater part -of t e financing of agricultural operatio,lS 

must be carried out through these c operative credit societies from money 
derrved from the agriculturistsP-Y . If I may supplement what I said 
before;' we are given 31 lakh .. every . ear. We have never used more than a 
lakh or two lakhs by way of taccavi rough the co-operative movement. That 
.. hOW8 t~e very small extent of it ompared with the total loans and we are 

t .uppose to do most of the tacca i. . 
5141.l. iT Chu .. nilallilehta: Is accavi to be for long term?-Yes. 
'>I47. Sit:. Henry Lawre,ue Some work; is b"ing done to encourage the 

use of wate~"~annela thr~ug operati~nB effected by Mr. Lowsle~?-Yes. 
5148._ Have ~u b"en touch WIth any schemes of that kmd ?--I have 

not actually seen th n the spot but I have read about them and I know-
fairly well what h88 been done. 

5149. Would your c().{)perative societies come in for the purpose of. distri
.. buting this water and arranging finance of'schemes which Mr. Lowsley may 

,. de1l:u.~ 1-1 said that in exceptional cases taccavi should be given. 'l'his id a 
goooi instant"8 of an exceptional case where you should give taccavi loans. 

5\.')0. I do not quite understand?-Tacravi should not be given except In 

exce~tional CBoles. These water channel schemes are a good instance of an 
excel\tionaI C88e. 

~1~1. Government are very largely interested in the success of these 
""hen If'S and therefore should provide the finance, is that your point?-Yes, 
that is so. We cannot do it through the co-Operative movement at present. 

5152. You say on page 198, that the railway levy unduly high tariffs and 
that cases have been brought to thp notice of the Divisionol Boards of Agri
culture" and that the question would probobly be best tackled by the Com. 
men'e Department of the Government of India. Is there no room for settlina 
tile qu6tltion on the spot with the railway authorities?,-I should think it 
would be rather difficult, being a Central subject; it ought to be tackled by 
~"B Central authority. • 

5153. Could not the eo-operative societies bring th" matter to the notice 
of the looal railway authorities?-I suppose they could, but I do not think 
it will be of very much use. 

515~. To uae the Commerce Department to alter" the railw~'y fateR froTQ 
Lnni to Bombay 'would be using very heavy machinery to crack a small nnlt 
--certainly, but they should make general enquiries to find out how far thid 
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statement ('an be substantiated or not. I tried to collect some information 
and I found it very difficult. People make these general st.atements but it is 
~ery ~Iffic~lt to 'collect any specific instances of products that are being pena
hsed In thIs way. One case I can tell you of at present is that mango pulps 
on coasting steamell! are charged high taril!; but .we have no information. 
1 think that would be better tackled by the Central Government. 

5155. But you bee no objections to local associations taking action in con
junctkn with the ,Advisory Board that have been established for railways 
in Bombay?-No objoction at all. 

5156. You have not yourself made any application to thnt BoardP-No. 
13157. I think that might be considered. A statement has been made to 

this Commission that cattle-breeding and dairy farming cannot be an economic 
~l1C('e88. Do you accept that view?-Generally I do. In most areas they, 
are not paying. ' In certain areas they can be made to pay. 

!n5~. Have you got any co-operative societies specially established for '"his 
purpose?-In cattle-breeding there are about a dozen societies in Dharwar 
and Belgaum and 3 in Thana; that is all we have got. ThOole in Dharwar 
are doing fairly well; thOole in Thana are no good; and elsewhere we have 
not been able to do anything up to now. 

5159. Do they receive the advice of the livestock expert ?-They do. J 
think that is a line on which we ollght to do something. 

5160. There are rather remarkable demonstrations of the improl'eruent 
of cattle-breeding in the Agricultural Show here?-Yes. 

5161. Sir Ganga Ram: Can you give me an authoritative definition of 
long term and short term loans? People ,talk of long term and short terr;n 
but what do they mean? How many years would you call long term?-I 
would call anything over five years long term. 

5162. Anything beyond five years?-We advance loans in our societi,es up
to a. period of one, two, three, four and five years. 

516:). Up to 5 years it is short term; beyond five it is long term?--Yes. 
I should not like to be tied down to any figur88. 

1>164. Do you give loans to zamind~rs on simple interest or compound 
interest ?-Simple interest. 

51G5. If simple interest, at what rates?-Yearly. 
1i16U. Therefore if he does not pay after a year his debt is carried over 

to the next year in the capital account?-I think it is simple interest only_ 
If the 'society goes into liquidation then it would not be simple inter88t, but 
ordinarily it is simple interest all the way through. 

5167. Next year you do,not chnrgecompound interestP-No. 
5161<. Up to how lllany years .0 you do that? 'Even if he does not pay it for 

20 years you do not chargelhim compound interest?-If he does not pay in-
20 years I should think the society would have been cancelled long before 
that.. ' 

51r.9. What is the rule I want to know?-The rule is simple intercst. 
But the societ-y has power to impose penal interest: If a. man i~ not pay
ing Ilis loans bac'k properly, the other members can Impose penal lllterest on 
him. 

5170. On pag'" 195. you pin your faith to fencing. I had a conve~ftion 
with a zamindar yesterday and he sa!d the fenc~ng did more harm thaI?- !(Qod, 
be<'ause it opens olle hole for the pIgs to get m and when all the VIllagers 
C'~t up theee pigs do not know how to get out and they d':l8troy the v:h?le 
tield. Ths zamindar told me "For heaven's sake do not give your oplllion 
in fayour of fencing." Is there an~tbing in it?-I think he has got a poor 
idea of co-operative effort. 

5171. It st~nds to reason that it what will happen if the pigs do not 
know how to get out ?-Thcy never ought to get in. 

5172. What is the nature of the fene·jng you have recommended? Is it 
laid in cementP-No, the walls are just stones laid on top of each other. 
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6173. A couple of pigs will knock them down?-I have had a lot to do 
with these walls; I CaD tell you they are most sucoessfu1. 

Th"y will make a hole in one place and most probably destroy the whole 
(;)'01' before the villagers get up. 

5174. Sir Thomas Middleton: You said that your limit for a short term 
loan is five years?-About 5 years on short term, and they are very rare. 

5175. Do you use the term" intermediate loan" here?-No. 
5176. So that you classify credit exclusively into short term and long 

term?-Yes. 
51n. I see on page 197. of your notes that you yourself as Settlement 

Office!. have taken considerable interest in the question of village grazing and 
you have made proposals for village forests. These forests were grazing 
reserveo!, were they not?-They were common grazing land coming under what 
,..e call minor forests. 

5118. But so thinly planted that grass was the main cropP-Yes. 
5170. Your difficulty arose chiefly because non-agriculturists refused to 

agree to aD enclosure?-Yes. 
;)1~O. Has there been any attempt made to separate the population of 

the village into agriculturists and non-agricuIt.urists and to allocate to the 
agriculturali~ts an enclosed area whioh they might look after leaving a certain 
portion of the waste open to other villagers? Have you attempted what one 
might call a partial enclosure system?-No, we have not. The idea sounds a 
very good one, but we have never done anything so complicated as that up 
to now. 

5181. On page 193, you say that the land mortgage bank system is much 
better than Government tlleellvi. "When I first read that sentenoo I thought 
your point was that from the point of view of the Government it was superior, 
but I see it is from the point of view of borrowers that you regard it as 
beinjl much 8uperior?-Quite so. 

5182. Because taccavi leads to spoon feeding and facile creditP-Yes. ~ 
5183. Are there any other objections to the taccavi systemP-It does not \ 

always get to the right people and it is not always used for right purposes. 
There is a lot of payment of bribes to small officials and difficulty in getting 
it. 

5184. On page 200, there are comparative figures ilInstrating the difference 
in cost in borrowing at the Bowellr', rates and at the society's rates. I take 
it these figures are not strictly comparative figures, that is to say, they do 
not represent the cost at which a particular individual could borrow from the 
Bowell' or from a Ilociety?-No. 

51eo. They merely show the prevalent ratesP-Yes. 

5186. If they show the prevalent rates then one is rather puzzled to know 
why the minimum rates of the Bowellr somewhat exceed the minimum rate 
of the society, unless Mr. Kamat's suggestion is correct, and the explanation 
is that the Bowellr is open to certa.in disabilities in collecting his moriey?
He is open to a good many disabilities. 

5187. And is that the "rf>a5on for the higher rate of interestP-No that is 
only one of the reasons. I mf>an if you take a moneylender anywhe;e in the 
world, he is a moneylender by profession. 

5188. But he is a moneylender in competition. He is out to make" a 
maximum profit. If he cannot in favourable circumstances reduce his rate 
of interest to the minimum charged by competing societies there must be 
certain disabilities from which his business suffers P~Yes; he squeezes when
ever hege~ a chance; but he has to squeeze sometimes when he does not 
want to. 

518P. Would you distinguish between the sowears of this country in the 
way we might distinguish in Britain between a private banker and a money_ ........ ' 
lenderP Are there towcars who would correspond to the privflte bankers and 
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are there others- corresponding to moneylenders as we know them in Britain? 
-I should distinguish, yes. There are some moderately honest 'OWCllTB. 

5190. We want to classify 8owcar8P-Yes. 
0]9l. Another figure puzzled me. In reply to the Chairman you men

tioned that the maximum rate of interest was highest in a famine area 1-
Yes. 

5192. But I find the maximum is 25 per cent. in Kaira and Ahmedabad. 
Compared with the Deccan one would not expect to get that high rate? 
Is there any reason for the high rate?-I said in placlll! where education is 
very pOOl' and the development is much less. There are certain parts of 
Kaira .and Ahmedabad which are not at all prosperous. 

5193. I know, but you have spoken of Kaira and Ahmedabad togethl!r 
and you have added the words' in general 'II-I said parts of Kaira, Ahmed&
bad and Broach. 

5194. Would you agree that in these area.s the intelligence is quite 
as high as in any part of the Presidency?-Yes, but, strange to say, there 
are few people who are more racked by the usurers than in certain parts 
of Kaira. It is over-populated. 

5195. Is it not that pure conservatism which has caused them to stick 
to usurers?-Our co-operative movement is very backward in Kaira. 

5196. Sir Henry Lawrence: l\fay not your remarks apply to a certain 
seCtion of the population?~Yes,. patidar& in certain parts, I am told, can 
get loans at 6 or 7 per. cent. . 

5197. The.·dharaTas have to pay from 24 to 25 cent.-Yes. 
5108. Dr. Hyder: In regard to' the moneylenders you stated tha' 

their disabilities are great now. 'Are there disabijiiies under which money
lenders suffer? I was wondering whether you know that in days when there 
was no British rule ~he. disahilities were ther-e but now the whole machi
nery of the State is at the disposal of moneylenders. They advance money 
and through the machinery' of the courts every pie is realised ?-If there is 
anything to realise; yes, I s.ee what you mean. 

5199. You said tha" the Pl'9gress of" theclHlperative movement iII' Sind 
is very slow and people in ·that 'Part of the Presidency do not take any 
int-erest. Have you tried the method of' giving them the money in a 
collective form rathe!" than loweringtfte rate of interest and thus bring
ing to them ('opious draughts of facile credit?-I do not think there wonId 
be (·opious draughts; it is simply their own money ~'hich they have put 
hy themselves. . 

5200. If loans were made easier by lowering the "rate of interest .. there 
would be a tendency for appli('ations for loans toinerease?-It would 
only be their own money which they have put by .themselves and I do not 
,ee why they should not have their money 1:lack at lower interest on a 
later date. . 

5201. You would not give back this money in other forms?-Yes," in any 
form they want it. 

J 5202. Do you not think this giving of money to them by reducing the 

~ 
rate of interest would conduce to the evils of facile credit?-No. By 
facile credit I mean that a man who could formerly get a loan of Rs. 200, 
finds he can get one of Rs. 500 or 600. But in this case it is limited to 
the amount of money they put into the society. 

5203. As regards the scheme for long term credit now before Govern-
. ml.'nt I was wondering whether you would explain it in detail, whether 
it is a s(·heme for specific improvement purposes, whether it is a scheme 
in connection with the equipment of peasants or whether it is a scheme 
which does not require any declaration as to the purpose of the loan 
or whether all purposes are lumped together.?-No, certainly not. It is 
men,-]y a scheme put up to Government. It was for two main purposes, 
th~ redemption of olil debt and improvement of land. The redemption of 
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old llE>ht is the main purpose. In any partieuTar district, or' in- Rny more 
COllv<,ni"nt art'a if yon likE'. people collect together who "',ant to redeem 
their Ileht.: th .. y should put up '8 definite se{'urity in the shape of th~iI" 
lands and they will be given loans up to 33 per cent. or 50 pe-r cent. of 
the .. alue of thE'ir land.. Thev will form themselves into 8n association 
in this particular di.trict anll' they should be required to take up shnrlls 
to, I think it was, 5 per cent. of the loan they want. The main finance 
~houlJ rome from the Provincial Bank. All these Bcnemes sbould be sent to th9' 
Pro"inrial Bank for consideration. In order to check the Bcheme you ml\8t have 
Iln experl land valuer to examine the land whfch they offer as security, see 
"hether it i. encumbered or otherwise and what the real value is. The 
s('henl<". would be put one by one to the Central Bank in Bombay through 
the Di.triet Bank. 

5204. So that the applicant has got to be interested in the land mort
gage bank to the extent of 25 per cent. of the value of his assets and 
the loan he would get would be to the extent of 33 per cent. to 50 per 
cent. of his real propertyP-Yes. 

5205. In other countries they advance money up to two-thirds?-Th~re, 
is 3 dilferenre of opinion in India. In Burma they are considering two
thirds. We are rather in favour of 50 per eent_ at present because you 
have got to go into the question of encumbrances, where it is easy to make 
mistakes, and land values aIter rapidly. 

5206. Have you got large landowners or are you concerned with small 
substantial farrnersP-We are chiefly concerned with small substantial 
farmers. 

520i. Sir ChunikU Mehta: In answer to the Cnairman you stated you 
were Rati,fied that there "'as adequate co-ordination between the Agricul-
tural Department and your department?-Centi\inly. • 

5208. It might be of interest to the' Commission jf you could supply 
them with copies of the three Government I«lsolutions·which state exactly 
how that co-operation works?-Yes, I wiII do that. 

~09. With regard to the limited extension qf c~operation in various. 
parts of the Presidency yon said it was only a question of time. No doubt 
it is, bnt there are peculiar difficulties in certain tracts. In the Konkan I 
the question of land tennI"e is a serious bandicap to the extension of co
operative movement there?-Yes, I am trying to meet that by having 
societies on the share system. 

5210. Similarly in the Panch lIahals, where the Bhils are moving from 
plare to place, it is difficult to get anything done?-Yes. 

5211. You would then consider the question of land tenure must be
~enollsly taken into account?-Yes. 

5212. Some system may be a great hindrance to the spread of ~ 
operation?-Yes, certain systems are. ' 

5213. You say on page 193, that the loons made to agriculturists may I 
be calculated at two-thirds of what they reqnire?-Yes .. 

5214. You say that thl\.-loans made in 192.5-26 were two crores and the 
estimated requirements were three crOI"es. ,,'hy do you fix it at three 
crores ?-,JI'hat is simply based on the figure of Mr. Rothfield. He gave
to crores for the Presidency. Then you calculate the number of members 
compared with the total agriculturists in the Presidency, and by the rule 
of three you get 3 crores. 

5215. Three crorea required by the members of the societie5P-Yes. 
5216. Mr. Oal"ert: You are speaking there of ca5n requirementsP-Yea. 

,,5217. You are not referring to the costs of cultivationP-Of courRe 
many loans are made in the shape of manure. ' 

• (1) Press Note No. 2962, dated the 21st October 1921. • , "', 
, (2) Government Resolution No. 3378, dated the 5th June 1922. ' " 

(3) Government Resolution No. 8266, dated the 26th January 1924. 
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5218. This is for cash requirements; the cost of cultivation would be five 
times as much?-Yes., 

5219. This is the actual cash required ?-Yes. 
5220. Mr. Kamat: Fo~ the existing members of the societies ?-That is so. 

lf you want to buy l)l~nure, you call that a cash requirEment. 
5221. Sir Oh'l.t.nilal Mehta: You ·have been asked about the arrange

Dlents for the proper inspection of Central Banks and primary societies. 
Although the new Act says the Provincial Bank may do the inspectivu, 
t here is at present an arrangement whereby it employs a certain numher 
'Of Inspectors, the cost of whom' is borne one-half by the Provincial Bank, 
one-Cjuarter by Government and one-quarter by the Central Banks?-Yes. 

5222. That, i take it, was necessary because we want to be quite aatis
fied that the loans taken by individuals in primary societies are used· for 
the purposes for which they are taken ?-Not only that, but to see that 
the societies do not misappropriate the funds. 

) 

5223. It is very necessary to see that the loans taken by members of 
co-operative societies are properly utilised? If theY. take a loan for land 
improvement it is necessary to see it is used for land improvement and 
not for a marriage ceremony?_It is very necessary to do that, and also 

, to see that they do not take loans which there is no prospect of their pay
I ing back. That is even more important. 

5224. I see you are in favour of an unofficial agency to inculcate this 
point, so I suppose you consider that some kind of organisation in addi
tion to the development ·of the Primary Societies themselves would be desir
able?-Absolutely essential for impressing on the people what we may call 
the .moral and thrift side of the co-operative move-ment. 

5225. Have you considered any such organisation?-Yes. If we· had 
Supervising Unions throughout I do not think we should want ~nspectors, 
but each must move towards the other by some form of intermediate 
agency, and until one of them is complete we shall have to nse both. 

5226. Have you considered the further extension of the idea of Taluka 
Developme-nt Associati,ons in the form of smaller nnits of organisation p
I have not considered that, but I feel convinced that it would not be a 
good thing to make it any sllUI.ller. 

5227. Until yon get the right type of ·ruen P-Yes. 
5228. Have you had an opportunity of looking into the draft Bill that 

has been suggested for dealing with the sub-division of holdings ?-I saw 
it yesterday. 

5229. Do you think that~our objertions to legislation in the matter 
of preventing these sub-divisions still hold ?-I think the Bill is a very 
fine piere of work, and I want to withdraw them all. 

5230. I suppose you are aware that some 2 or 3 years ago the Govern. 
ment asked the Registrar of Co-opE'rati,-e Societies and the Director of 
Agriculture to take one or two villages in hand and see whether consolida
tion could be achieved by voluntary effort ?-Yes. 

5231. Have you seen any results of that P-I Ilaye only read the litera
ture available in Government resolutions. The- result seems to be nothing 
so far. . 

5232. Your prederesaor said that it was not 'possible and nothing fnr
ther was doneP-We have not tried very hard yet. We are still trying 
in the Umbergaon talnka. 

5233. So that some kind of legislation is desii'able ?-It would be de~ir
able, hut I should still like to go on IIttempting it b~- means of voluntary 
effort, and ~-ollr new Bill will still make it possible for us to go on doing 
it through co-opprative societies if we want to. 

5234. Have you had any information collected by co-operative societies 
with fE'!!ard to this "th-division and consolidation rjuest.ion ?-I do not think 
they collected it but the subject has been considered at conferences of co-
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opt.:raun:- &IH·ietie~. The\,' con .... id ... rt·J it in Gujarat. for in .... t3.11Ce, nnd hare 
d'·".Jt-d l'IlIt eOlHethillg should be done, but they are dirided on the ques
tioll of wl,,·tl'<-f they should have an enabling law or not. 

,;:?J.J. I)id YOIl Ilotice that o/!jections often came from the legal element, 
the la"·yt)r,f-~o, I have not noticed that. 

5236. You will perhaps find that i; so from the record of the Belgaum 
Co-o[)('rative C<>nfer .. nce. Wlth regard to the co-op .. rative dairy societies, 
have you ('On.ider.,.} what is the minimum limit of finance for a large 
dau'y 8Oci .. ty, which has to .upply milk to a town, for instance?-No. We 
cOlli;idered it with regard to the establishment of a milk supply society in 
An .. nd. &od that is all. 

(Th .. witness withdrew,) 
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jAPPENDlX. 

The Gadag Cotton Sale ~ociety and the Middlemen. 

The society ,described in this note is the Gadag Co-operative Cotton Sale 
:Society and it was established in 1917. Gadag is a centre of the cotton trade 
of the Rarnatic, and is situated in Dharwar district. The Society has a large 
.membership amongst the agriculturists of Gadag taluka. 

2. It may here be explained that the policy of the Agricultural Department 
as regards the spreading of improved cotton seed in the Southern Di,ision is to 

.(listribute this through cotton sale societies. The Gadag society is the sole 
grower for the improved Gadag No.1 Cotton, and an aren. of 5,000 acres owned 
by its members has been selected and is known. as a reserved area. The cotton 
so gr6'1rn is inspected and rogued by the officers of the Agricultural Department, 
and the society contracts to sell back to the department all the seed so produced, 
'Which is Again distributed as pure seed of the next generation to the society and 
-to the public .. In order also to pceser,e the type the pure cotton grown by 
members of the society is graded by a special officer of the department before 
it is sold. 

3. The socit'tJ'·s business prospered from the beginning, and by 1919 it had 
aroused unea~ine~s amongst the local dalal, or middlemen. That year they 
organised a boycott as a result of which the society had to suspend business for 
10 days, and ultimately the society had to agree to certain conditions the chief 
of which were (1) that it shrluld like the dalalB chargE! 1 rupee instead of 4 anuaa 
as before and (2) when selling cotton to an agriculturist financed by a dal~ it 
should deduct the latter'!; dues from the sale-proceeds and hand .them over to 
mm. [It may be explained that dala18 also act as financiers to agriculturists. 
They advance money to them and often make it a condition that the latter 
flhall sell their cotton through them.] 

4. The societY·R business however continued to flourish. The dalal, then 
formed an association and later on fwm 15th June 1925 they organised the 
boycott which is still continuing and threatens to extinguish the society. They 
had in the meantime left no stone unturned to convince the Bombay merchants 

~ and mill agents through their local agentfl that the society was a bad thing and 
r\ }H'" dealing dishonestly. Some of the methods adopted in this boycott have 
II 'been :-
I (i) They tried to pre,ent willing buyers from bidding at the society's 

auctions. 
J (ii) They held rival auctions soon after tboee of the society and deliberately 
-offered higher prices for small lots in the hope of misleading the cultivatora "'ho 
are the society's members. But the latter remained loyal although the prices 
they got were less than those of the former year. 

(iii) They organised boycotts amongst the society's cartmen and hamalB; 
and later a boycott of the society's cotton by ginning and pressing factory owner 
'Snd merchants. 

(iv) Subsequently certain dalalB with a parly of 25 men trespassed on the 
society's premises, forced open it.s office room and threw out some of its furni
ture and books on the pretext that one of them bad a share in the ownership 
-of the premi~es and that the society had been given notice to vacate but did not 
do so. An arrangement W8S subsequently IIl1Iode for the society to continue to 
1)Ccupy till the ('oming April. 

(t') They spread a rumour that the Assist,ant Registrar who has been ac.tively 
belping the society was to be transferr!!d. 

. 5. The society was thus much hampered. It had, to sell its seed at cheaper 
TatI'S, to enter into a contract with a ginning factory on unfavourable terms, and 
to bu~' a pit'C8 of land at Rs. 15.000 to bold its auction sales. 
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6. Eventually the Re~istrar (Mr. Madan) approached Government and a 
Conference between the mill-owners at Bombay, cotton buyers .and cotton saie 
.f!OCieties and Government officers was held at Bombay in February 1926. At 
this Conference the views of both sides were freely discussed. Against the 
410ciety it 11'&11 urged that it had been selling non-members' cotton and selling 
cotton of inferior kinds by auction. Eventually it was decided that the society 
4lhonld observe the following two conditions and that in that case the buyers. 
from Bombay would instruct their local agents to buy from the society. 

(1) The society to restrict its operations to cotton grown hy members only. 
(2) Cotbn of improved seed only to be sold by auction and the rest by 

private treaty. 
7. It is not pretended that the society has always been well-advised or 

blameless in its actions. There are some less principled persons amongst its 
members. On the whole too the selling of non-members' cotton was not a good 
move, tbough it was done only with the object .0£ building up the. business. 

8. The auctiona of 1926 were then held but unfortunately owing to various 
causes, some of which are not fully clear, none of the agents of the Bomba), 
firms hought except one of Messrs. Tata Sons & Co., although the society has 
.strictly observed the conditions. The dalals have continued to spread pamphlet.s 
against it mostly iuaecurate. Tata's agent bought the whole lot, otherwise the 
society would have failed. 

9. Sinoo then the boycott has been continued more vigorously than before. 
Some of the society's members have become disheartened and this has produced 
internal dissansions which however have been set right up to now. Neverthel6i!s 
the whole position will tum on this year's auction Bales. The Registrar intends 
to approach the Bombay buyers. It would seem that if their agents do not 
bid this year and the cotton is not sold, the society may have to close down. 
:\nother seriou8 feature is the situation with regard to the price of American 
cotton, which i8 out of parity with that of Indian cotton. For that reason many 
firms are buying American cotton this year instead and may not want the 
Dharwar cotton which the society sells to any appreciahle degree. This will 
r"suIt in the probable collapse of the most promising experiment in the sellinI!' 

.of the agriculturists' pToduce hy co-operative venture, at any rate, in the 
-Southsm Division. The following figures show the progress of its business. By 
last year it had come to control ith to lth of the cotton brought to the Gadag 
market .• 

Number of membeT8. 

Year. Value of Profit. Share 
cotton sold. Capital. Indi-

viduals. Societies. 

Ra. 8e. Re. 

1920-21 3,52,450 119 13,353 995 II 

1921-22 . 3,94,309 5,590 13,762 1,005 27 

192"2-23 6,83,347 8,987 15,589 1,069 29 

1923-24 18,20,318 18,847 19,467 1,111 63 

1924-25 11,93,233 13,184 37,914 1,327 70 

192;"26 15,17,696 16,56;; 41,976 1,697 85 
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Mr. C. C. INGLIS! Executive Engineer:. Special Irrigation Division, 
Bombay, 

~eplies to the Questionnaire. 

lnfrodllrfory Nofp on Irrigation Agritllltllre. 

Before replying in detail to the Questionnaire I must point out that agri
culture and irrigation are dealt with as two separate subjects. 

20 ~'('ars of irrigation experience, the last 10 of which ha\'e been on special 
research work, with experimental agricultural farms in my charge, hav~ 
demonstrated that when questions of irrigation agric·ulture are, considered 
from the purel .... agricultural or purely irrigational point of view, little or no 
headwa~' is made. In irrigated tracts the aim must be to mould irrigation 
facilities to meet agricultural requirements [Illd to modify agricultural I'r:lc-

, tiee to meet irrigation limitations. 

j (For ye:lrs past the Agricultural and Irrigation Departments have been 
working at cross purposes; but the reason for this is not perven,ity but lack 
of appreC'iation of the r:roblems and limitations of each others' media) 

The AgriC'ultural Department sets out to solve agricultural prohlems with~ 
out realising :lnd therefore without avoiding irrigation limitations; while 
thl' irrigation staff on the other hand are apt to condemn agricultural pro
posals, which though useless in their original form are capable of useful. 
modihcatiol!. 

v'l . When new methods are being in~roduced, human nature being wh~t it i,8, 

\

' faIlures are attrIbuted by the AgrIcultural Department to shortcommgs In 

, the irrigation management; while the irrigation staff are o.er-keen to imput~ 
I \ the blame to the unpractical method,fo of the Agricultural Depllrtment. 
\ Unless there is a single controlling authority inefficiency must result. This 
, is ht'ing gradually recogni~ed. Thus in A.merica investigations are carried 

out by a team of JUen working together, a method which as pointed out b:v
Mr. A. Howard in his presidential address to the Science Congress at 
Bombay last year is not likely to be so successful and is certainly more ex
pensive than work done by a single Research Officer in undivided authority. 
with specinl knowledge and experience of all sides of the problems involved' 
(with irrigation and agricultural staff working side by side under his guidance). 

The Scientific Research Officer attached to the Public Works Department 
in the Punjab is Mr. B. H. Wilsdol1 who realises both sides of irrigation 
agricultural problems. as he was hitherto Agricultural Chemist, Lyallpur. 
and there carril'd out exceedingly valuable researches into soil problems in 
irrigateJ trAl'ts-notahly t.he movement of soil moisture and the rel'iamatioll 
of barren and salt nffeeted lands. He is nssoc>iated with Mr. E. S. Lindley, 
8nperintending Engineer. 

III the Deccan the Special Irrigation Division was 0pE'ned in 19111:a 
invt',tigate problE'ms which the Agricultural and Irrigation Departments had 
hilht'rto beE'n investigating from diffE'rent .iew points ,with little or no 
!tn(~(\e: ... ~. 

rhese problems ineluded-

(i) investigat.ions into soils and subsoils which led to a solution of 
tl~ .. problems of drainage and soil selection; 

(ii) the movement of subsoil water and its elf,,(·t on the yield of wells. 
in irrigated tracts;' 

Uii) water requirements of crops under field conditions; 
(il') il.lpro"ed methods of irrigation-both as regards di~tribution 01-

water b~' modules And mcasllring devices and the layout of lands, 
for irrigation; 

(1') the ('onditions whil'h fa\'ollr aquatic weed growth in canals; etc. 
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At first sight it may 6ef>m that the direetion of 
sb(,uld be in charge of the AgriC'ultnral Department. 
bO"'en'r, "'hy this is ,not the ('ftse:-

sl1C'h experimental farms 
There are basic reasons,. 

Ii) "lrrigll/ion pm dire .110111<1 lIe ba .• cd enfirely on fhe greafcst good 
01 Ihe gr~ufe.<t nllm/,er, not on Ihe greatest good 01 the i"diri. 
dual (1IItlmfor." 

The Al1:ri~ultural Department has very naturally viewed agriculture from 
the standllOint of the individual. That, I con,ider to be the basic cause of 
m •• unde"tanding; 

(ii) The grellfest good 0/ the areatest number and effiriency Or,. 
~YIlOIl ylUou~ fer,,\.<; /(0 are efficieney and 1'f tOe-n uc. 

In ()th~~ \lords irrigation efficienC'y as judged by revenue (if we negle<·t 
rise and fall in crops rat~d) corre.ponds with the great~st good of the greatest 
number. It is in other words to the ;,.terest of the Callal Officer tu do his 
bot ")1' th.! ",a.<~ 0/ the culti,'ators. "llie Agricultural Deparfm"," on th~ . .J 
ot/'E'r hand very naturally base their experiments on getting the best return 
If)r Ih,. i"di/'idu(J' clllfil·lIfor~. This may be and often is, in opposition to the 
intere€ts of the mass of cultivators. 

(iii) The Irrigation Officer by his training is taught to see big: agri
cultural training naturally tends to conC'entrate on detail' but. 
in irrigation it is the big view that counts. ' 

(i I') Irrigation limitations tire much more rigid than those of agricul
ture and only a Canal Officer is in a position to realise tho,e 
limitations; or see how tbe limits can he extended. 

(f') The Canal Officer's training brings him into daily C'ontact with 
problelllll a8 they are in the field; whereas the Agricultural Officer 
has ('nses put ut'> to him hy t,he cultivators-generally extreme 
cases-and at best mueh of his information is one-sided. 

(ri) Agricultural impro"ementol ('an generally be greatly speeded up if 
they are pushed with ('Onfidence and understanding by the canal 
staff; thus in the Deccan though the advantages of terracing 
were long recognised little or no progress was made until the 
6und rules were introdn('ed by the Irrigation Department. 

Theae r,""~ WEre fought step by step by the cultivators backed up by the 
Agril'ulturul Department, yet they are now generally ndmitt~d to ha'"e heen 
benenci.ll leading to ~rracing, levelling and standardising of arens, wbich in 
turn has reduced waste and damage and increased the area under cropE. 

(t,ii) If the farm were run by the Irrigation Department the canal 
staff would be much more anxious to push proposals which 
emanated from such farms; and would be in much closer tou~h 
with the work in progress. 

It is IIOt, of course, suggested for a moment that Irrigation .Officers should 
staff the>ot' farms. The farm Superintendents would' be agrIcultural men, 
",·hile the staff on Irrigation experiments would be engineers; but both would 
1'001 their ideas under a bingle Research Officer. 

Such farms would naturally be run with an eye to meeting pressing needs' 
Tather than to carry out research for 'research sake. That the results would 
be exc-eedingly satisfactory is not merely. to be, eXl'ected! ~~t has ~lrE'ady 
be~n definitelv demonstrated bv the SpeCIal IrrigatIOn D,VISIOn, which has 
<lbtained in the past·few years ~esults of enormous importance to the mass of 
the (·ultivators. 

The necessity of considering .. irrigati~n agriculture" from t!,e view 
point of the interests of the mn,s of the cultivators as opposed to the 1II~reot8 
of the individual cultivator is of such vital importance that I must stress the 
point. Not merely does this alter the lines on which r~search must bE' car
ried out but it also completely changes the methods whICh must be adopt~d 
Jor introducing imprO\'ed methods. 

L2 
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For example:-
The Special Irrigation Division have found that though slightly heavier 

crops of sugarcane can be grown with ]25" of water than with 75" of water 
the increase in out turn is not at all in proportion to the extra wat.er used. 
Thus when 125" of water was put on one acre the average outturn of "gul" 
was 14,552 lbs.; whereas with the same quantity of water spread over lJrd 
acres the outturn was 22,178 lbs. 

Bearing in mind that water is our limiting factor the importance of redu('
ing the amount taken is obvious; but it is not surprising that the Agricul
tural Department have been telling the cultivators that they will benefit by 
heavier wateriugs j because they are of opinion that the individual cultivat" .. 
lcill benefi·t by the heavier waterings. 

After all, the Agricultural Department must either win the individual 
cultivator to their side or else fail entirely. If they were to preach the use 
of less water to benefit another cultivator at the tail of a canal th~y would 
merely be wasting t.heir breath. 

The Irrigation Department, on tbe other hand, are in a very different 
position, beeause they have the interests of the mass forced on them at every 
stage; and they are in a position to restrict tl:te supply to the individual in 
the interests of the mass. 

QUESTION l.-(a) Experimental farms should be ~eparated from demon
st.ration farms. The former cannot be experted to pay their way, the latter 
should do so or be closed down. 

My experience is that a natural bent for research i~ an exceedingly rare
gift possessed by not more than 1 man in 10. Of those who ha,-e the gift 
s,)me have not got the necessary qualifications. 

There should be one specially selected Scientific Research Officer in each 
Province, who should advise on the methods to be followed and should be in 
charge of the central experimental station. 

In the Presidency and also in Sind there should be one Central Irrigation 
Research Station with a farm where both irrigation and agricultural research 
should be carried on concurrently. 

In addition to this there should be a Central All-India Organisation for 
co-ordinating the work of the various Provinces and giving expert advice. 
I would point out that the cost of this scheme would be met many times over 
by an increase of even 1 per cent. in efficiency; because even experimental 
farms almost pay their way if they are run on business lines. 

That tb~ increase in efficiency to be expected is far in excess of 1 per 
cent. goes wit,hout saJing-the figure for the Bombay Deccan may be put at 
30 per cent when full impro.ements now in view are carried out. 

I ·cm in e.,tire agreement that we should investigate the scientific value of 
the indigelllous theory and traditional methods of agriculture; but I go very 
much {llrther and say that we should also investigate thE> reasons for present 
practices whether they be good or bad. 

(]n India YOl1 cannot afford to treat agriculture as a pure science and 
ignore ':he psychology of the people. The very saute impulse or custom whick. 
impedes us iII one case may assist us in another. 7 

The longer I work amongst the irrigators of the Deccan Canals the more 
I realise that there is alway~ some root cause for every practice; sometimes 
it can be overcome, sometimes it can be got round j but until we learn t~ 
diagnose the rase we are not likely to be able to prescribe a remedy. 

(b) The main cause of slow progress is not so much due to want of skilled 
workers or facilities as to lack of understanding and appreciation of the 
factors to be met. 

QUESTION 3.-DElIIOSSTRATION A.D PROPAGAND .... -(a) Any improvement 
whi?h saves work or reduces costs-almost at once-will always be taken UPr 
for Instance, metal ploughs. 
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Improvements which only show their value after some years are rarely 
popular and hence have to be brought in by indirect methods and not by 
advice. If yon advise. man to level his field he is not likely to do it; but 
if you were to refuse water unless his field were !eveIled it would be done to 
hi. lasting benefit. 

What we need to do now is to make a much more careful study of indirec, 
methods of attaining the end desired. 

(/)\ If demonstration farms were run on business lines and all accounts 
Were open to the cultivators little more would be necessary. If, however, 
demonstration farms do not pay their way they carry OB weight with the 
euiti,·ators. 

Experimental and demonstration farms should be rigidly separated other
wise losses on demonstration plots will be imputed to experimental plots. 

Demonstration plots should be restricted to fields of capable cultivators 
and .. splash" should be avoided until the demonstration has been proved to 
be entirely luocessful. To start off with a" splash," and then to modify 
the method, or even withdraw it, does much harm. If the expert cultivators 
made a success of any method it will graduaIly spread; but if mediocre cnlti
utors adopt a method and it fails through carelessness or bad management 
confidence will be shaken. 

(c) Expert advice will be adopted provided it takes into consideration the 
local conditions and the psychology of the people. Success depends almost 
'entirely on confidence, and consequently no practice should be recommended 
unless it is proved beyond question to be a considerable improvement. 

(d) The introduction of metal ploughs is a case of conspicuous success for 
the Agricultural Department. The use of copper sulphate for preventing 
.. amut" is another great success. The use of ammonium sulphate as a top 
dressing for cane is another conspicuous success. 

St;'aining off impurities during the manufacture of 'gul' has also been 
generally adopted. 

The substitution of the ridge method for the Vala method and the reduc
tion of sugarcane ' setta ' for cane are other examples, but the latter changes 
are only being adopted very graduaIly. When irrigation methods are further 
perf"cted these improvements will be adopted generally; because then the 
stimulus to get the biggest crop with the restricted ,supply of water available 
will be very great. 

Green manuring is just beginning to be adopted, and where the area of 
cane is hig enough to make it profitable, multiple furnaces and 
power crushers are gradually being introduced. 

The reason for the success of these is not any special demonstration or 
propaganda work; but is simply due to the fact that they have proved an 
immediate success; but in many cases the new methods were not taken up 
generally until low prices of produce forced the cultivators to adopt methods 
which were cheaper to make ends meet. Thus it was not until the slump in 
• gul' rates in 1923 that the number of setts were reduced from 18,000 to 
12,000 though the Agricultural Department had shown yearA earlier that 
8,OOu-n,000 were suftident. 

A striking case of failure recently occurred when the Agricultural Depart
ment tried to introduce monsoon ;uar in the Matoba Tank area. This area 
is naturally a robi tract and the water-supply is essentially a rabi supply; so 
that when the demonstration plot was planted the birds of the air congre
e:sted and concentrated on the one isolated crop of grain. 

I do not want to enumerate failures; but can say that the reason for them 
has always been due to lack of appreciation of local conditions. A failure of 
this leads to lack of confidence. 

Qt::ESTION 4.-ADMISISTRATION.-For irrigation agriculture there should be 
a research station in every Province and in Bombay, two because the Deccan 
and Sind canal conditions are totally different. There should I\l~o be a Cen-
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tral Research E',tation whi(,h should co-ordinate the work all over India and 
give expert scientific advic'e on highly technical points. 

(b) It is ul1ne~essary for in,tance to have a first class hydraulician at every 
experimental station, because the very advanced mathematics of hydraulics 
often plays a minor part. One suc·h man for the whole of India would suffice 
and he could be lent to any Province temporarily requiring him and should 
always be available for consultation. 

Similarly it would be unnecessary to have expert soil physicists for every 
f'arm because the need of India is' not an excess of science, but an all round 
knowledge of local conditions and general agricultural practice. 

The same applies to experts of agricultural chemistry. 
(c) (iii) ROADs.-lrrigated tracts in the Deccan are badly in need of roads 

and field tracts. There is a cess of 2 annas in the rupee on irrigation rates 
which is handed over to the Local Boards. It was anticipated that a large 
part of thiq would be devoted to improving communications in the irrigated 
tracts, but for the most part the money is spent on schools and dispensaries 
outside the canal areas. A part of this cess should be earmarked for roads in 
the canal tracts. 

In irrigated traets roads are of essential importance to the irrigators. 
Sumetimes the roads are in charge cf the canal staff, sometimes the Roads 
Branch look after them, and sometimes they are in charge of Local Boards. 

As the canal staff have to use the' roads daily they are the people most 
interested in keeping them in repair and are in the best position to inspect 
them. Furthermore it is sometimes possible tq, carry out a combined scheme 
which benefits both the canal and irrigation. Finally the roads in charge of 
the irrigation districts are actually far superior to those looked after by the 
Roads Branch, and enormously superior to those looked after by the Local 
Boards. The Sangvi.Baramati road is a good example of a road with a 
e).equered career. It used to be in ('harge of the Public Works Department 
and you ceuld then motor along it. It was then taken over by the Local 
Boards and rapidly became impassable. It was then handed over again to 
the Public Works Deportment and gradually brought back to a useful condi
'iion. Government should by all means experiment with handing over roads 
.... i.he Local Boards where the country is dry; but where the roads are of 
.-ihl importance and become impassable so easily-as is the case in irrigated 
"l'~,,::t~--experiments ought to be avoided. 

t.!UESTION 7.-FRAGMI!l<TATIO~ OF HOLDlNGs.-(a) In irrigated tracts frag
mentatioll eRn be checked, and consolidation sometimes effected, by refusing 
irrig::;tion water to fields which are less than a fixed minimum area j because 
~f th6 land is excluded from irrigation its value drops and hence it is to the 
intere..;t of the owner to sell his land rather than let it drop out of irrigation. 
It the minimum area were put at 6 acres, that area would be standardised as 
the minimum holding over the greater part of the areaa -commanded by the 
<;anals. 

Such a method would be simple aud effective j but could, of course, only 
apply to areas in canal tracts. 

QrEsTION EI.-IRRIGATloN.-(a) l\Ir. Beale's Report on the Surveys for 
Protective Irrigation Works in the Deccan (1909) goes into full detail as to 
the. sc'bemes to be taken up in the Deccan in years to come. 

Ext('n~ions of the Mutha Canals, Godavari and Pravara Canals systems 
are now nnder consideration j and remodelling of the Nira Left Bank Canal 
is in hand. This is suffieient for the present. 

The future of the Deccan Canals depends on whether sugar factories can 
be established or failing that whether Government is willing to finance un
produC'tive schemes j because no Deccan Conal sch~me will be productive nnless 
a large part of tbe water .available is used for. sugarcane. 

(b) Until recently an unknown quantity of water was given to an un
known area for an unknown time. Recently the areas have been unitised 
into half acre plots and ,,·e are not standardising discharges, so that only the 
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time factor remains. rnder t·he Deccan conditions it has alwavs been found 
to be impo."ible 'to fix periods of flow owing to the enormou~ variations in 
demand , .. hich occur from time to time. The Special Irrigation Division ha' 
been studying this problem for some years and it is believed that a method 
can be devised to fix the supply with some elasticity 88 to the time when t.he 
supply will be given. If this is successful the cultivator will be given n 
dehmte supply and allowed to irrigate as large an area as he can with the 
water supplied (subject, of course, to limits). There will then be a strong 
incentive to the cultivator to spread the water supplied over a larger area 
which will lead to great economy. . , 

At prP8ent conditions are such that we have to supply water according to 
the demand-as judged by the cultivator-and consequently there is no in
centh-e to the cultivator to irrigate carefully. The objectionableness of this 
•. ,'stem is obvious; but for 20 years a solution has seemed to be impossible and 
it is only since the Special Irrigation Division has been opened that it has 
been possible to work out a scheme based on agricultural requirements and 
irrigation p08llibilities. 

Tail outlets must take whatever water reaches them and henc~ must be of 
the non-rigid type. The efficiency of distribution does not, however, depend 
on the type of tail outlet used; but on the type of outlet used near the hea,~ 
of distri butaries. , 

Wh('re there is alternative silting and scouring of the distributary bed, 
causing ftuctuotion8 of the water level for the same supply-;;uch as occurs ill 
('anals in Sind and Northern India-a highly rigid type of semi-module. or 
e,'en a module is desirable. Lower down the distributary a less rigid type 
of module is desirable, because a module does not damp out fluctuations of 
8upply caused by careless regUlation or closure of watercourses, so that if 
rigid semi-modules were used all excesses snd shortall;es would reach the tail 
and 'hlternatively flood the tailor leave it short of water. As the lower 
sections are reached it is generally desirable to increase the proportionality 
of semi-modul('8, and as a rule the lower half of distributaries ,,-ill have pro
portional semi-modules installed. 

This is an exceedingly technical question, on which one cannot generalise. 
Different conditions must be met by using different types of outlets. Thus 
though in Northern India semi-modules are accepted as more suitable than 
mO<ktles. and many advocate proportional semi-modules; yet in the Deccan 
semi-modules are far inferior to modules; because we are distributing stored 
water and have to aim at giving a known supply to a known area t('hen 
required. 

ThiM question is being studied in detail by the Special Irrigation Division; 
anll I hope I will be given the opportunity to show the Agricultural Commis
sion the Special Irrigation Division Hydraulic Testing Station at the 
Effiuent Farm, where the various measuring and regulating devices in use 
all over India can be seen. 

QuESTION 9.-S0ILs.-(a) (i) The area of 80ils rendered uncultnrable b7 
water-logging and salt efflorescence on the various canals in the Bomba, 
Deccan is approximately 30,000 .acres. 

Drainage schemes have been completed or are in hand to protect 10,00Ii 
arres. 

The preparation of estimates for further drainage schemes to protect 
11 000 acres are nearing completion. The total area needing protection 
ex~eds 150,000 acres. The question of how to finan'!8 such schemes is still 
under consideration' but no matter how the money IS finally recovered thE. 
capital must be pro~ided by Government in the first instance, because drain. 
age should be done to prevent damage occurring. If it is delayed till the 
physical state of the soil is seriously damaged recla.n~ation may be impossible, 
and will at any rate be much more expensive than If the work were done at 
OIice. Government should therefore provide funds now to enable a compre
hensive scheme of dl'ainage to be carried out in the Deccan Canals tracts. 
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The great SE'cret of soil fertility in irrigated tracts is to keep the soil con
tinuously in a good state or tilth. 

The cultivators attempt to do this by putting on enonnolls quantities of 
Illanure. A large part of this manure goes towards neutralising the evil 
effects of over-watering, or is washed into the subsoil without doing any good. 

Less than half the mannre at present used by the cultivators would suffice 
if irrigation water were used with care. ThE' trouble is that over-watE'ring 
Olnd over-manuring will somewhat increase the growth of a (!lne crop; but 
within a very short time soil deterioration sets in, and to counteract this 
rleterioration still more mannre is added and so the soil goes from bad to 
worse. 

No amount of preaching will overcome over-watering, because immediate 
gain is more attractive to the cultivators than a delayed reward es"pecially 
when the former needs a minimum of care while the latter ne('essitates con
stant watching and effort on their part. Even had the A"grirultural Depart
lIIent constantly preached the use oj only 75" depth of water for cane they 
would have had no suc('ess, but when the Irrigation Department haye per
fected their methods of distribution it will be in the intere&ts of the culti
vators to extend their area with the restricted supply of water and we may 
confidently look forward to a 30 per cent. increase in cane area using the 
same supply of water with a reduction in cost of production; and damage to 
the physical state of the soil. 

(a) (ii) In deep areas where the black soil overlies It layer of imperlJkable 
chopan, drainage will reduce the subsoil water level and so prevent further 
~!a\Uage; but will not reclaim the damaged soil. , 

The damage in such" cases is due to alkali salts (sulphate and chloride 
of sodium). 

The Boil is naturally of a heavy type (clay Boil-like regur) and is defloe
culated by the presence of soluble salts. Hence special soil treatments are 
Tl·quired in this case. Several lines of investigations are in progress. which 
show that only sulphatic treatments are successful. 

The mt'thod which seem~ to hold out the greatest promise of success is (1) 
bv It·aching out the alkali salts after div.iding the damaged area into a number 
of ~uitable level plots, fonowed by constant flooding (3" depth of water being 
maintained for about three months). Gypsum should be applied in the later 
&t:\ges of flooding-at the rate of 2 tons (Rs. 50) per acre, which will effectively 
leach out the alkll!i salts. 

(2) After this ~reatment, flocculation of the surface soil can be brought 
about by the use of bulky or green manures in conjunction with sulphur. The 
latter H a ton per acre--Rs. 60) hastens the process of granulation and 
causes the soil to darken in colour indicating physical improvement. " 

(b) (i)" The shallow soft murUlll areas on the Effluent Farm at Hadapsar 
hu been turned iuto high grade sugarcane land by a system of ploughing, 
manuring, cropping and irrigation. The SpE'cial Irrigation Division· is in
vestigating the possihility of carrying out reclamation schemes of this sort in 
t!:\e canal tractJ on a large scale. The cost of such reclamation will be small 
-as cropping is an es&enti~l part of the method-and land so reclaimed will 
not merely profit the owners enormously but will also improve the duty (and 
bence the revenue) of the canals, because soft murum areas are usually situ
ated along the canals, so that losses of water in the distributary channels will 
be reduced. 

Lands at first water-logged by the canals often dry out and as a consequence 
are reclaimed naturally. 

While (ii) deep soil areas have in many cases become salt affected due t.o 
the rise of subsoil water. These very rarely improve again unless drainage 
'lnd rcdnm3tion is carricd out. 

(c) So far as drainage is concerned, this can only be done and main
tained satisfactorily by Government, because if neglected, drains are likely to 
become useless in a few months. 
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Ql'IISTIOIf 10.-FIIRTILlSERS.-(a) Poona Sewage Effluent-after dHution 
with canal water-is being distributed on Distributary No.5 of the Mutha 
Right Bank Canal for irrigation. 

The charge for the effluent, apart from the water, is &. 120 per acre of 
cane. '[he dose given contains 300 Ibs. of nitrogen. 

The nitrogen aa delivered to the field is not in the form of nitrates o!" 
nitrites; but ammonia. . 

E~'periments show that 300 lbs. of nitrogen in the form of efRuent is of 
equal value to 200 lbs. of nitrogen in the usual standard manures. 

No bad effects to the soil have followed the use of efRuent. In fact the 
shallow soils of this area have distinctly improved, since it was introdu('ed. 

At present the annual area of cane to which efRuent is given is 390 acres; 
but it is eventually intended to extend the area to 1,700 acres. 

Exveriments aa to the best dose show that 225 lbs. of effluent nitrogen 
Me sldficient with careful irrigation, being equal to the standard Manjri 
manuring of 150 Ibs. nitrogen (in the form of oil-cake, fish, ammonium sul
phate). 

Effluent is of little or no value for the first 6 weeks after plantation and 'I. ust be cut off three months before the Ca"le is to be crushed, as otherwiS<.. 
the cana will Dot ripen and continues to grow causing" lodging." . 

Almost all crops thrive on effluent; but sugarcane is much the most suitable
because cane requirea large quantities and so the distance to which the, 
ellluent haa to be distributed: is reduced and losaes in distribution cut down. 

Where conditions favour its use thiS exceedingly valuable manure shouid 
not be wasted. 
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Mr. R. C. SULE, ExtlCutive Engineer, Ahmednagar. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTIns 2.-(i;) Yes. An extension of agricultural education is neces 
~ary particularly in the canal areas. At present there is only one school at 
Loni in the Poona district, which is situated in the irrigated tract. Multi
plication of such schools is essential to train· the yO\,lng agriculturist to a 
better method of agricultural development. The present method of imita
tion and experience is one which is very slow. There is hardly any initiative 
(probably there are other reasons also for want of initiative but this is one of 
them), and it is expected that a mind trained to understand the causes and 
their effects may bring about a quicker development than is possible at 
present. 

ft·) So far as is seen at present, a greater portion of these trained people 
are seen in Government service than outside, and this leads one to believe 
that in most cases the incentive to the study of agriCUlture, is the oppor
tunity it offers of entering into a technical branch of Government service, 
where such training is essential. 

But a change is coming slowly, and I have recently come across two or 
three instances where agricultural graduates from Poona Agricultural College 
have started farming on the Pravara Canals. 

QUESTION 3.-(a) Practical results as achieved by prh·ate agriculturists, 
influence the cultivator a great deal regarding the possibilities of any 
improvement. 

(II) Private influential cultivators should be induced to carry out the 
demonstrations on their own farms with only just the necessary guidance 
trom Government as is essential to bring out the main facts to be demon
strated. 

QUESTION 4.-(c) (ii) Generally, yes. But extension of railways in the 
irrigated tract is necessary to enable the green produce to be taken to the 
nearest market as quickly as possible. As an instance, a railway line from 
Belapur on the Dhond-Manmad line, to any station near Nasik on the Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway which would open up the tracts now irrigated by 
the Godavari and Pravara Canals and would be a very great help in the 
development of these tracts. 

Ie) (iii) Generally, yes. But here also there is a scope and demand for 
further extension in the irrigated tract. It is expected that in a very short 
time, mot.or transport will be fairly common, and a system of feeder roads, 
connecting by a trunk road to the nearest railway station would help the 
('ultivat.ors very much. 

QUE8TION 5.-(a) There is no doubt that some steps are necessary for the 
better financing of agricultural operations. 'Vhat is really wanted is the 
easier terms of a Government ad'\'"ance, with the easy facilities of getting it 
quickly as from a private financier. The difficulty is to get it. Probably rural 
banks may offer some solution but I would venture no opinion about it. 

N.H.-(R ... plies refer to the Deccan.) 

QUESTION S.-(a) (i) I would advocate the adoption of new irrigation 
llchemea in the districts of Ahmednagar, Sholapur, Bijapur, Poona (i.e., in 
the parts of the Deccan which are always badly affected by famine). The 
-scheme8 that are possible in this tract are mostly investigated by Mr. Beale. 
I would also suggest further extensions of the existing systems wherever it 
is possible. Non-perennial canals on a large scale are not likely to be a pay
ing proposition in the Deccan. Even the perennial can~ls advocated above, 
will require careful investigations regarding their finanCial aspects. In con
tlidering the financial aspect due weight has to be given to the protective value 
of the work. 
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1'0 make tbe adoption of the abm-e ,,-orks possible. it is necessarv to find 
out means o('making them P3Y the.r "'"~'. The works ~onstrueted so' far, are 
not doing 80. l1eall8 will have to btl found to make them do so (~, ek.), 
['nl._ this is done work 011 the future IH'OJ(-cts is likely to be held up. 

(u) (ii) In area.; "'here imprO\-emt'nt in agri~ultural conditions by big 
irri-':iltion "'nrks is not plhl;ible. irrigation by smnn tanks, should be considered 
and atl .. pted. "'inan('iall~- the working of small tanks may not work out, even 
a. well a~ the bi~ .. r irrigation projects. But thE'Y have their own adnmtages, 
Th"y ('an he M'att~rt'Od on'r th .. ,"ountry at suitable places. The areaS irri. 
gated b.v thell} h .. ing "",111, their rt'<ju.rements of labour and manure can be 
e ... ,ily drawn frolll the adjoining unirrigated tracts. In famine times these 
~1Il1l11 pau:hes under irrigation may he able to Aupply fodder etc., and bring 
r .. lief to the adjoining areas. 

The.-.e small tanka "'iIl be very useful in producing a better quality ot 
sea,oual crops, and SOme garden ('rops to meet the requirements of thE> 
locality. 

(u) (iii) The introduction of "'ell-irrigation is strongly advocated in all 
areas, in the irrigatIOn tra('t, where the subsoil wat .. r level is fairly high, 
say .. ithin 10' from the ground level. I ... ould advocate, even this, that in 
the irrigllt~ tract ... here the ... ater le"el is as high as within 10' no irrigation 
by direct Bow from canal Rhould be gin'ri, and the cultivator made to use the 
subsoil water which is so easily a"oilable. WeUs in su('h tracts should be 
encouraged os far <lS pOllSible. 

(b) Yes, 8S Tar as it goes. I would very much like to adopt the system 'of 
di .• tributing water by measure by introdudng modules. I understand, distri
bution by modules, is being experimented with on sOllie canals and I believe 
when a practical system of modules is worked out, it will mark a great 
improvement in the present system of distribution. 

QCISTIOIf 9.-<1.) (i) Light 80ila (overlying soft murum) hm'e shown marked 
improvements when carefully worked and brought under irrigation. Green 
manuring Beemed to have great e/fed on their texture. 

In.fanu.-Some of the lands in the Belal'ur Company's areas, and at other 
places on the Pravara Canals. 

(b) (ii) Heavy soils under con&tant irrigation show a tendency to deteriorate_ 
When first brought under irrigation some of these lands allow 3 (or even more 
in some cases) crops of cane ill sureession. But after the tract is under irri
gation for SOllle time, the lllnds are not capable of giving good yields uuder 
(,()lIbtllllt irrigatiou, and n&ed lUore rest. 

E.romple.-In the older cllnals in the Poona Di,·ision. I understand that 
they cannot get good ratoon crops of cane. On the Godavari for the first few 
year .. after its start, the irrigators could easily get two ratoons from their 
cane crops. Now they QPmplain that from the old lands (whicb have beeu 
irrigated for sometime) they cannot get the second rat-oon so well. On the 
Pravara ... here the irrigation· is start .. d only 5 years back, the 2nd ratoon crop 
of cane is still quite a good crop. 

Ql'1l8TIOS 10.--(0) In the irrigllt"d tracts. the importance of mantlre i,. 
well rf\ali~ed by the irrigators. The difficulty is about getting it cheap. 
Great"r use of these mantlres or fertilisers could be profitably made only if 
these could be hitd more cheaply. Advi"" to the cultivators as to the mallu
rinl "alues of the various manures and fertilisers, and their selection to suit 
the various crops would be useful. 

(r) I would like to take the help of the various Irrigators' or Cultivators' 
Associations, and popularise the fertilisers through the help of these bodies. 

(d) All the irrigated arens where cane is being grown (Godavari and 
Pravara). 

(f) To make other fuel as easily and cheaply available. To encourage 
babul plantation "'here possible. 

QUI':~TIOS 11.--(0) lind (b) The impro\'ements of existing ('rops and the 
introduction of new crops including fodder ('rops, are the two essential points 
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which require very careful attention in the irrigated areas and it is on th""e, 
that the success of the irrigation policy in the Deccan will ultimately depend. 
At present the main cr0l's grown on these canals are:-

(1) Cane; (2) jua,.i; (3) bairi; (4) wheat; and (5) ground-nut (cotton 
is just being introduced and is in the experimental stage, so 
also turmeric). ' 

Of tite"e, cane is the only crop which is given very careful attention by the 
eultivator. The other crops are ,raised mainly -to utilise the residual effect 
of the manure from the cane field. The attention given to these crops is very 
passing and cursory. It is quite nece.'lSary to find out if any other crops with 
better food value or money value, can be introduced to replace some' of these. 
I have rarely seen a man growing ,a bairi crop, or a large area of .iuari 
crop 011 his well. But under the canal, the demand for the se~onal crops iT, 
the khan! and rabi seasons is mostly made up of these crops.l A' man, with 
a well, does not think it worth his while, to raise a bajri crop on his well. He 
knows that if he has to lift his water, he may as well as utilise it for some
thing which is more beneficial to him, and he probably grows some sweet 
potatoes or vegetables, or chillies, or any other thing that brings him a better 
return, Regardillg juari also, he just tries to, raise a -crop (if he at all 
raises any) to give him enough fodder for his bullocks and enough corn for 

/

' his family, but he would not raise a juari crop on well-irrigation to sell i0 
If he ilas to sell the crop he would always grow something which is much more 
paying than juari. But on the canals these are main seasonal crops for 
which water is demanded. I believe, an assured water-supply deserves to 
be better utilised. About tha wheat crop on the canal, it also does not get 
the same attention, as a crop raised on well water. 

n is necessary that these ('rops should be replaced as far as possible by 
other crops whi('h can bring a much better return. But if from an agricul-
tural point of view it is quite essential, that these crops should be grown in 
the irrigated tract on canal water, then investigation is necessary to see if 
the quality of crops can be improved by any means possible. More careful 
cultivation and better seed are necessary. . ' 

" Better seed" as an essential factor of successful cultivation, also needs 
atteution. A number of distributing centres of good seed in the canal tract 
would be of very great benefit in improving the quality and quantity of crop 
raised. Probably the method that was adopted in introducing N. R. cotton 
in the Deccan, would suit very well. 

(c) Efforts are being made by some progressive cultivators to introduce 
cotton. toba('co, turmeric, onions, etc., in the irrigated tract. But it.is too 
early to say if they have been very successful. But they promise well. ,Fruit 
culture is also finding favour with some--particularly the well-to-do culti
vators. In fruit culture the cultivator has to wait for a few years before hl' 
('an expect a return and so the poor cultivator is slow in adopting it. From 
the present rate of progress of frnit culture on ,the canals, it seems, that 
that branch of agriculture will thrive very well. 



Mr. C. C. INGLIS and Mr. R. G. SULE. 

Oral Evidence. 

5237. Th€ Chairman: Mr. Inglis, you are Executive Engineer of the Special 
Irrigation Division ?-Yes. 

5:?B. And Mr. Sule, you are also Executive Engineer?-Yea. 
5219. I understand that it is agreeahle to you two ~entlemen to be heard 

tog('llier by the Commission, and of ('ourse it is to he understood that if one 
of you is in disagrE'ement with the views exprE'ssed hv thE' other, he will say so. 
I propose to conduet the enquiry on Mr. In~lis' memorandum. I should 
1ike. at this 8tR~e, to say that the Commi,;sion is g:rf'ntly obliged both to 
Mr. Inglis and to Mr. Sule for the trouble whi('h they have tak!'n to give us 
th!'ir extremely useful written !'vidence. "1!, have r('ad thf'se through, and 
p!'rhaps I may aSK, at the outset, whether either of you desire to make any_ 
-8tatement in amplification of his memorandum or whether you would like at 
()DN! to proN'ed hy way of question and answer. Do you wish to make any 
atatement, Mr. Inglis?-No. 

-5240. And yoo, Mr. Sule?-No. 
5:?41. Now. in this memorandum, there is a "ery intl'resting pre~entment 

of the viE'w that the irrill:ation aspect of cultivation in irrigated areas does 
not rec",ive quite the attention that it should in presenting matters of culti
ution and tillagE' to the cultivator?-Yes. 

11242. J think I lIIay say that the paragraphs in question are extremely 
clear. and whether readers agree or do not agree with the conceptions there 
.. et down, after reading it through they ought to be perfectly familiar with 
.Mr. Inglis' views. I should like. at the outset, to ask you whether you wish 
to suggest any machinery for the closer co-ordination of these two depart
-ments?-I think it is almost impossible for the two departments to work 
separately and work closely enough together for the purpose intended. The 
difficulty is that we do not - understand each other's st.andpoint. I was 
Ex('cutiveEnginE'er in charge of Irrigation for 12 years, before I took up this 
spf'Cial work, and when I took it on, I found I knew very little about the 
.agricultural side, and I found all through that the difficulty of the Agricul
tural Department is that they do not understand our side of the question. 
That cannot be remedied unless' you get the two Dlen working together, as 
they do under nle. I have got irrigatwn men and agricultural men from the 
Agricultural College working under me. I hear both sides of the question, 
_snd then we try and work 011t a mean way to attain our results; and we have 
found all the time. even after so many years, new points cropping up which 
the other departmf'nt has not understood or realised; and therefore you want 
80mething much closer than the two departments working together. Of 
-course, I am referring primarily to the Deccan. The conditions are not the 
same in Northern India. 

524.3. I wonder whether you can conceive of any machinery which could 
-be generally applied all over India to secure better co-ordination between the 
-two departments?-I do not think that there is any alternative but to work 
under one department or the other. 

5244. You think the whole volume of agricultural and irrigation matters 
should be plaCf'd under one department?-I should like to s_ee only one depart
ment in irrigated tracts. I think the Irrigation Department are quite as 
much in the wrong, or misunderstand the other side of the question quite as 
-much aa the AgrlCultural Department. Neither of us understand the other 
side of the question. 

5245. I can quite appreciate your view. You are Dot referring to agricul
-ture in the dry tractsP-Yes. There is only about 1 pf'r ~ent. of the Bombay
J)eccan that is irrigated under Government canals. It 18 a very small area 
;lind it is rather, I think, left out in the ,cold. • 
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5246. Do you th-ink there should be a special joint department for this 1 
per cent. ?-For the irrigated tract onIy. of the Deccan. 

5247. Who is to be .responsible for that joint control?-I think the Irri
gation Department must be responsible, because they are the most affected 
and the most interested. . , '_ 

5248, Do you ever meet the Agricultural Department round a tabler-Yes, 
frequently. ' 

5249. On what occasionsr-LlItely, ,on the question of water-rates. 
5250. You have had special meetings to settle a particular point?-Yes. 
5251. What I may call statutory meetings?-Yes. 

5252. Annual mt>etings?-No, As a matter of fact, we do meet almost 
every year; or the Revenue Department, the Irrigation Department and thE' 
A~ricultural Department meet practically every year; but it is not definitely 
laid down that they must,meet. But at those meetings we are mostly talking 
at cross purposes. 

5253. Do represen'tatives of your department attend the Provincial Board 
of Agriculture?-I have personally done so, I think, on every occasion'_ 
There are generally one or two of us. 

5254. Has Mr. Sule done soP-No. I have been there on three or four 
occasions; I do not think anybody else in the department has done so. 

5255. 'Sir Ckunilal Meltta: Has not Mr. Gordon d'one sO'?-There are
generally one or two of us; I cannot remember. Generally at these meetings, 

, they are purely agricultural questions, as opposed to irrigation agriculture. 
It is a totally different subject and it is generally altogether outside our 
interests. ' 

5256. The Chairman: I quite appreciatEY that, but short of the birth of 
this new joint departme,nt to deal with the Deccan, it'dOl's appear to me·that 

, closer touch by means of regular attendance at the Provincial Board ,of Agri
culture, which might meet more often than does the present Board, would be' 
an ad"antage?-I have attended most of these meetings, and I know more-
11 bout agriculture than most of the people t.iiere, but tliere is very little that 
touches agriculture in the irrigation tracts, discussed, at those meetings. 

5257, Have you no hope oh·ducating tlie Agricultural DepartmentP-No .. 
I have no hope of educating the Irrigation Department eitber. We are at 
cross purposes, one with tbe other. 

5258. I quite appreciate it; they are at cross purpuses one with the other .. 
I want to get to the root of your views, On page 227, you say, "Irrigation 
practice should be based entirely on tne greatest good: of the greatest' 
number not on the greatest good of the individual cultivator." Is that part 
in inv~ted commas as being a quotation fr(lUl some other document?-No_ 

5259. I take it that from the angle of anyone cultivator there is an ideal' 
and that ideal is to obtain the highest possible yield from his own land ?-Per 
acre. The limiting factor is his area, not IIis water .. 

5260. It is however a fact, or is it not that practices in reIation to the
irrigation of a particular plot which may nm'e tlie effect of substantially 
enhancing the yield in anyone year wiII not incrense the yield over a period' 
of years?-With sugarcane that is so, because yo~ wiH d'amage the soil. 

526l. Presumahly, the cultivator is hardly disposed', even to that extent r 

to take a long view?-No, and that is why we must ad'opt indirect methods 
instead of direct methods, 

5262. To "'hat extent are you in toucn witIi individual' cuItivators?-ln 
('ollnection with their methods of t'ultivrrtion, you meani' 

5263. Yes ~-The Canal Officer is in a:I!most daily touch. He' goes into the
fields, sees the people, and knows their methods; our distribution of ,,'ater is 
hast>d on their methods, and OU1' ohject is by inwred: method. tcr illdu~e thenll 
to improve their methods, 
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~. Under (existmg conditions, is it part of your responsibility to ex· 
pla.n to the cultivator that he must forego a large yield in .any one year, 
partly for the lake of his own yield in future and partly for the sake of the 
~t'neral wl'lI.being of the nl'ighbourhood?-It is not part of our work now, 
Lut .the ofliCE'rs inform them accordingly; that is to say, I have told all the 
!:'Illtlvators who come to meet me that my motto is the greatest good of the 
~eatest number. That is fully appreciated. It is not our work to do so, 
bnt that is what actually in practice we do for them. 

(';2(1.5. Sir Henry Lawrencr: Do you do that as an executive officer in 
ci>arge of an irrigation canal or in virtue of ~'our special irrigational re
search w~rki'-I am speaking of my own case which includes work in all the 
irrigated districts in the Deccan. That is 'to say, when the blocks were 
introduced all this had to bl' explained in detail. What seemed to the culti
vators to be quite unfair had to be explained to them. It was explained to 
them that it W1U! for the benefit of the mass of the cultivators. At first they 
thought we were making these rules simply to give them trouble, and it was 
explained to them in detail that an the rules were to force indirectly an 
improvemel!t of the methods, so that the greatest number of people would 
get the advantage, and they have appreciated it. 

5266. You have authority to alter the distribution of water?-Yes, with 
the Superintending Engineer's permission. 

5267. You are not the officer directly responsible?-No. 
5268. The C7tairman: You, I take it, up to a certain point, can, by with

holding the water, ensure that your views shall take effect?-Yes. 
5269. Of caurse the. Agricultural Department are not in that position?

No. that is my point. 
5270. Do you think you can· shoulder the whole responsibility in this 1 per 

Cflnt. of the Deecan for agricultural administration keeping in as close and 
sympathetic touch with the cultivators as is the Agricultural Department at 
this moment, and also hold yourself responsible for withholding water?-Yes, 
bl'('ause the advantage will be obvious to the cultivators. When they get less 
water, their crops will improve. 

5271. You expect a difficult time I suppose at the outset of this experi
m"nt?-N'o, the more I have gone into this work, and the more I have spoken 
to the people, the easier I find it. The bigger cultivators are now getting 
(edu~ated up. We understand their point of view, and they understand ours, 
and therefore we talk about things and understand each other's difficulties. 
There is no question that the benefit to the cultivators if water was reduced 
would be enormous. Even they themselves will tell you that they know they 
are damaging their field by over-watering. 

5272. And yet they have not got the strength of will to resist the tempta
tion?-The trouble is that the big cultivators do not do it themselves. They 
bave low-paid worKers who are not skilled, to do it. It is considered rather 
undignified for a big sugareane cultivator to go out into his fieldll and look 
after them him~elf, he engages help. Our trouble is not with the big owner 
and the big cultivator. The trouble is that he leaves the work to his servants, 
Imd the servants have no particular interest in conserving the water. 

5273. How about the small cultivatorP-The smaller cultivator is rather 
like the servants; he is not educated sufficiently to realise the effects of his 
practice. 

52i4. You see, my point is that the certain amount of unpopularity that 
attaches in this matter to the Irrigation Department is inevitable. I "'18 

wondering if that is so, whether it would not be a little difficult for you 10 
withhold .w:ater and keep in close and sympathetic touch with the cultiva.tors? 
-I think a good deal of the nnpopularity is there because the Agricultural 
Department are preaching other doctrines in the same area, other ruethorIs 
than we recommend. 

5275. On page 228 of your note, Mr. Inglis, you say, "In the Presidency 
and also in Sind there should he one Central Irrigation Researcli Station with 
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B farm where both irrigation and agricultural research should be carried Oli 
concurrently." What irrigation research is being carried on in the Presi
dency and Sind P-None in Sind, and in the Presidency none beyonl what you 
saw to-day. . 

5276. In addition you suggest that there should be a Central All-India 
Orga.nisation for co-ordinating the work of the various Provinces and giving 
expert advice. 'Vould you suggest who should be responsihle for the direc. 
tion of that Central Research StationP-1f the Public Works Department i& 
the rf'sJlollsible body of thl' Province it will be under the Public Works in the 
Centra.l Organisation too. 

5277. And responsible directly to the Government of India?-Yes. At the' 
present time in several Provinces exactly the same work is being dOlle and 
we do not know about it. 

5278. While on the question of Central Organisation, do you think matters: 
are satisfactory at the moment in respect of such machiner~' as for settling. 
differences of view on irrigational matters between Province and Province?
So far as I know there is practicnlly no Central G""ernment at all for 
irrigation. 

5279. Do you think there ought to beP-Yes. 
5280. What form do you think it might take?-I should like to think 

about that. 
5281. I wanted to know whether you had any scheme in mind P-No, I have-

not., I am afraid. . 
5282. On page 229, you say, " Demonstration plots should be restricted to' 

tie Ids of capable cultivators and 'splash' should be avoided until the de
monstration has been proved to be entirely successful." In your experience
is the Agricultural Department in the habit of advertising particular Il'l·tl!od, 
of "arieties before they have satisfied themselves that they .are suih~1e for 
the districts in which they are to be nsedP-In the irrigated tracts, yes. 

5283. You do not think the Agricultural Department makes sufficiently 
close E'xperimentP-It is the 'same problem over again, they do not know thE.' 
difficulties. They do not know the irrigation limitations . 

. 5284. Dr. Hyder: What do you mean by irrigation limitations?-The
Agricultural DepartmE.'nt are rathE.'1' inclinl'd to think that we should give
water at any timE.' a cultivator wants it. The di"tribution of water in the
DE.'ccan is' extremely complicated. The Canal Officer is just in the same posi
tion as a General in charge of a big army j he has to regulate the supply or 
water according to the demands and needs of a large number of cultivators. 
Water is coming down the channel, and he cannot accelerate its rate; and he' 
cannot slow it down. Thcre is a certuin amount of available water and it'has 
to be distributed-not by any rule but where it is required most. He has to
direct his water so as to do the greatest good. It is not like the Punjah 
where the demand is unifol'm. In the Deccan it is entirely different. It is 
an exeecdingly difficult hydraulic probl .. m. HE.' has to mE.'et the demand 
where,'er it may be. If a mistake is made it may take. a week before he can. 
gct the canal flowing again normally. 

5285. The Cha.il'1nan: What is the particular irrigational tract you are' 
most familiar with?-I know all the Decclln tracts ,ery well iudE.'E.'d. ThE." 
Nira Left Bank Canal is the most advanced. 

5286. How long docs it .take for the water from the storage reservoir to get' 
to the lower part of thE' commanded area P-About four days, and in thE' 
Pravara Canals it takes about 6 days. 

5287. So, you hs.ve to see ahE'ad for six daysP"":"'Yes, 'six days ahead, and if 
we gl't a famine yE'Rr we have to COIlSE'rve the water and we have to look as 
long as two years ahead. • 

5288. On page 230 you discuss thE' question of roads. Do you wish to 
sugg"st that the mileagl' of ronds in charge of the cnnni staff should bE' 
increased ?-J think nil the ronds in tho canal tracts. ought to be under t.htl" 
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canal staff. ""e have them under the canal staff in certain cases, and they 
are a SUCCi"-;S, but in most N,!.e8 the roads are not in charge of the IrrigatioIll 
Officer . 

. 5:!"fJ. On page 2:30, you ~ay. "In irrigated tracts fragmentation can be
checked. and consolidation sometimes effected, by refusing irrigation water to
field~ which are less than a fixed minimum area; because if the land is 
excluded from irrigation its value drops and hence it is to the interest of the 
OWller to Bell his land rather than let it drop out of irrigation." Who 
decid.~s what i. to be the fixed minimum area?-At the present time the only 
minimum is that a hloc·k shall not be less than one and a half acres. Our unit 
area for irrigation is 20 g'Unthas; that is half an acre, and they have to have' 
3 tim"" that. 

6290. J suppose if two owners of contiguous fragmented parcels decide to 
work together you would regard their holding as one?-Yes, provided it was 
pnt in the Government register. (Record of Rights.) 

5291. You suggest that the minimum area might be put at six acres?-Jt' 
"ould vary with different canals. Mr. Sule would like to see it more on 
new ('anals, say. 10 or 12 acres. On old canals 'you prohably could not go' 
beyond 6 acres berause on the old canals fragmentation has already taken 
place to a consi~erable extent. 

52::12. In irrigation areas where existing rights do not arise, that is to say, 
where by irrigation you make fertile an area which before you irrigated was· 
nnruiti'·able. would you advocate the insertion of restrictive clauses in the 
1I.·asp. colmpelling the cultivators to adopt certain methods ?-That does not
arise in the Dl'Ccan because the whole of the land is occupied. 

5293. You have no experience of that?-Not here. In Sind, certainly. 

5294. You would also advocate compulsion in matters of improved crop' 
varieties being planted?-Yes. 

6295. You would go in for a more or less complete sys~m of control in alT 
those ways?-Yes. 

5296. Is that done at a\1 in SindP-Not that I know of. It has been done 
in some of the Indian States I know. I am told that they have enforced the 
growing of only one variety of cotton, but I do not think anything of that 
kind has been done in Sind. 

6297. You do not think it would be resented' by public opinion or that;. the
restrictions would render the land less attractive to possihle tenants?-I do' 
nolt think any tenant will .stand out against his own interests. 

5298. On page 231, you say, " Under the Dece'an oonditions it has always 
been found to be impossible to fix periods of flow owing to the enormous' 
variations in demand which occur from time to time. The Special Irrigation 
Division has been studying this problem for some years and it is believed that' 
a me~hod can be devised to fix the supply with some elasticity as to the time' 
when the supply will he given. If this is successful the cultivator will he 
given a definite supply and allowed to irrigate as large an area as he can 
with the wllter supplied." Is that based on the working principle of giving: 
n man rather less water than the whole of his land requires?-Yes. 

5299. So as to encourage him to make what he has so far as be canP
Yes, hecause at present the area is fixed and he is allowed to take liS much 
water as he feels inclined to take. We want to cut down the supply so that 
if he spreads his water as well as possible he will be able io cover his whole' 
area, bnt not otherwise. 

5300. Dr. HydeT: In that case, would you base the irrigation rates on the' 
area or on the quantity of water supplied ?-I would distribute water by 
mea,urement and not sell water by volume unless we get some measuring' 
device which cannot be tampered with. The trouble is t.hal; under the pre
sent forms of measurement it is possihle to increase your water..fiupply without-
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being etected. The llnsl'Tt:pulous men who increase their supply would not 
pay for the extra supply. The result will be everybody else'would suffer. 
We do not want 'w put a temptation In the way of th eunscrupulous. 

5301. In that case -would you carry your rates according to the area and 
'T.he kind of crop p;rowni'-Yes. I have got a note on that. 

5302. The Chairman: Are you going to put that in?-Yes. 
5303. Will you tell Us wbat it is?-I will read it· out, if I may. 
5304. !III'. Calt'ert: That only applies locally to a particular canal ?-No; it 

is the principle in Northern India. 
5305. You sell by cusecs?-It cannot be done, because the modules will be 

iampl.'red with. There is no module in the world which measures water; it 
only gives the fluctuating discharge according to the water level in the distri
butary. If the distributary silts or scours, more or less water will go down 
that outlet and no account is taken of it; it is not measured. You must 
have either a meter or a module before you can measure your discharge. It 
can be measured within 5 or 10 per cent. 

5306. The Chairman: Do you think the time is in sight when the distri
bution of water on a volumetric basis will be practicable in the country with 
which you are familiar?-Yes, I do; I hope to do it within ten years. 

5307. You think it will come about within ten years?-Yes. 

5308. What are the essentials before you can bring that method into prac.. 
,tice?-To persuade the Irrigation Department to take it up. 

5309. You think there are ml practical difficulties in the way?-Only in
,dividual difficulties. It is ten years now since I started this, and it is working 
now on one distributary. In the last 18 months I have increased the duty for 
cane from 50 to 65 on that distributary. Thai is simply by distributing the 
'water much more carefully so tbat the cultivator knows when he is going to 
'get it and how much he is going to get. 

5310. Does the distribution of water on a volumetric basis presuppose some 
c~ordination, c~op~ath"e or otberwise, between the cultivators to regulate 
the flow as between themselves?-It makes it very much easier if they do 
and we prefer them to do that, but at the present time they cannot d'o it. 
'You can work to a definite programme much better if you have a known 
discharge flowing for a known time. 

5311. You do not contemplate having a water-measuring mnchine for the 
land of each individual cultivatorP-There is no such thing at present. The 
cost would in any case be prohibitive. 

5312. I notice that you advocate immediate attention to drainage whenever 
land is irrigatedP-Yes; otherw'ise the land becomes damaged, and the in
t,ensity of the damage is about proportional to the time that the land is 
damaged. If land has b£>en damaged for five years it would take five times 
as long to reclaim it as it would if it were damaged only for one year. If, 
therefore, :rou do not ~rain tlle lalld immediately.the canal is opened it may 
not be pOSSible to reclaim the land at all; at least, It would be very much more 

,expensive and difficult to do so . 

. 5~13. Is !he damag~ !n this area due to water-logging without hyper
aahmty, or 18 hypersahmty the result of water-logging?-There are certain 
~ater-logged a~eas but these are 1lIlSY to deal with. Where there is difficulty 
IS where there 18 salt efflorescence due to a high subsoil water level. 

,5314. You do get a water-logged condition without efflorescence?-Yes. 
5315. Do you think it is only a qu1lstion of time before efflorescence 

,appt'ars?-Noj there are some soils that will never get salty. 
5316. At the same time you can have efflorescence without water-logging?

Without water at the surface, yes; but you must have water within four fept 
-of the surface. 

• Appenc:Ti~: Bale of Water by Measurement. 
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5:317. I should like to &.1, you ~lr. Sule one question. In your memo
randum on page 234, you ~ay that extension of agricultural education is 
nece88"ry particularly in the canal areas. At present there is only one schooL 
at I,oni in the irrigated tract. Have you any personal experience of the school 
at Loni ?-{Mr. Sule) No. 

5318. Do you know whether the school of the Loni type has made any 
impre88ion on the cultivators in the immediate neighbourhood, which is an. 
irrigated oneP-1 do not know. 

5319. What you are concerned with is, therefore, the spreading of accu
rate information about the needs of agriculture in irrigated areas by the best 
means that can be devised ?-Yes. 

5320. You strongly advocate the method of demonstration by which the 
cultivators are encouraged to carry out improvements by experiments on their· 
own lands?-Yes. 

5321. The value of that being that the other cultivators and the cultivator 
in question are therehy convinced that it is really the method and not merely 
the expenditure of GO\·ernmeut monies that has produced the improvement? 
-Yes. 

53'22. Have you auy experieuce of attempting to get cultivators to adopt 
green manureP-Yes; that is now being taken up. 

532;.1. Does that mean that in every case there must be a whole year fal-· 
low?-No. In the ('a.e of sugarcane what they do is to put in green manure 
in the cold w·eather, and after three months growth they plough it up and: 
leave it there and in January or Februar~· they put in the sugarcane. 

5324. It means giving up one crop of sugarcane?-No, they can put the· 
cane in after one cold weather crop. 

5:J25. If they do it after one ('old weather crop, does it mean an important'· 
sacrifice of money to the cultivator for the moment?-It means some sacrifice,. 
hut not much. 

5326. Have you ever known of cultivators adopting the practice of green 
manuringp-Yes. 

5327. Do many of them u~e it?-Not many. Some of the progressive culti. 
vatorll do it. 

5328. Do tho"e who use it continue its use once thev have tried it?-I think 
when once they have got some knowledge of the thing'they always try to keep 
to) it. 

5329. Is it usually the larger cultivators who do itP-Yes. 
5330. The small man thinks he ('an hardly afford to do itP-They do not 

realise the importance of the thing. 
53.'l1. Hove you had experien('e of propaganda carried on by co-operative

so('ieties ?-N o. 
5332. Are there any ('o-operative organisations which work in the area in. 

which you ore mo~t familiar ?-There are one or two co-operati,·e societies. 

5333. Are they doing any propaganda work at all 8S far as cultivation 
practices go ?-They are doing something, but it is hardly worth mentioning. 

5334. Meantime I suppose that an Irrigation Officer says very little
about methods of cultivation when he is going round to cultivators ?-I think 
he says quite a good deal about it. 

5335. \Vhen he goes round he says a good deal, you think, about improved 
methods of agriculture?-When he talks to the people about their irrigational 
difficulties the question of other agricultural matters always comes up. 

fi3.'36. So that an Irrigation Offic£'r has an opportunity when he goes round 
to put matters from the point of view of irrigated agriculture as well as frmll 
what Mr. Inglis would call the purely agricultural angle?-Yes. 

5337. I do not know whether you ngree in the mnin with the points put 
forward by Mr. Inglis?-I agree with him in the main. 
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.'5338. Sir Henry 'Lau'l'ence: You gave us some figures with regard to t.he 
·total· cnst of the canals in the De..·can and the return that Government get 
from them? 'Yhat is t\1e (·apital expenditure and present increment of the 
('aJ]al~ at present working?-(Mr. Inglis) The total expenditure on Nil'a 
Left Bank Canal was 63 lakhs; and the revenue we are getting from it 
now is ~) to 10 lakhs. 

5339. That is paying well ?-That is the only canal in the Deccan that is 
paying well. Mr. Sule call give you the figures for the newer canals. 

5340. As regards the other canals?-(Mr. Sule) I can give only rough 
·figures: 102 lakhs for the Godavari Cunal and 138 lakhs for the Pravara Canal. 
That is tLte capital expenditure . 

.j:l41. What is the return to Government?-5 lakhs from the Goda.ari 
~anal Hnd nearly the same from the Pravara. A gross return of 4 to 5 per 
cent. 

5342. Are there any canah which pay less than that?-(Mr. Inglis) 
The Mutha canal also pays about 4 per cent. There are no other canals in 
the Deccan yd. The Nira Right Bank ('anal has only just heen opened. 50 
that we have no figures for that. 

534·~. What has heen the expenditure on that?-When completed it will be 
.4} crores, roughly. 

534 L The expenditure on that canal is more than the expenditure on all 
·the other canals put together?-Yes; it is a very expensive canal. 

5345. What is' th'e return expected ?-I cannot give the figure off-hand .• 
5346. Win you please find it out?-I will try to do so. Roughly it is anti

·cipated to pay 2; to 3 per cent., I believe. 
Mr. Culvert: I have asked Mr. Harrison for this information. 
5347. Sir HenrJl LaWTence: For sometime there has been a proposal to 

-make the Irrigation Department give a better return by charging an occu
pier's rent or something of that sort-an irrigation cess. Have you had any

-thing to do with preparing proposals for that?-Yes. 
534t:!. What is the character of those proposals?-The areas under the 

-canals are to be divided into three categories; those suitable for sugarcane, 
those suitable for rubi, Rnd monsoon crops; Rnd the cess was to vary from a 

-maximum of Ra. 14 to Rs. 6 for sugarcane to Ra. 6 to Ra. 2 for rabi and a 
uniform rate- of Rs. 2 for monsoon areas. The idea of that was that at present 
a large number of ('ultivators do not attempt to use irrigation water. If they 
haye suitable land and bave to pay that cess they will have to do something to 
meet the cost, and the idea is that if they do not cultivate it themselves they 

. will let it out to tenants who will. 
5349. At present the general tax-payer is paying for the benefit of the 

irrigated area cultivators something like 50 lakhs of rupees a year ?-Yes. 
5350. It is hoped that, you will be able to re('over this for the benefit of the 

,general tax-payer by this special legislationP-Part of it. 
5'lS1. Only part of it?-Yes. 
5352. Irrigation in the Deccan must always be a losing concern for the 

StateP-At present rates, yes, hut when the water cess is introduced it may 
'be different. 

5353. Even then we cannot recover the whole of the fifty lakhs, which Gov
.ernment is paying out on the ('anals?-It is anticipated eventually that with 

the cess all the existing canals will pay 6 per cent., and so pay their way. 
5354. You mentioned the difference in the rates for sugarcane and rabi 

. cultivation. Can you tell us what the rates are on sugarcane at present?-It 
,is Rs. 45 per acre for sugarcane. 

:>15.'5. And for monsoon cultivation ?-Ra. 4 per acre. 

b3'5f1. And raoi cultivation?-Ra. 8 per acre .. 

5357. In the whole of the DeC(,R 11 , the area under sugarcane is roughl~ 
'how many thousand acres?-Just over 30,000. 
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5358. HM that increased in recent yearsP-As the new canals were opened 
up, the area increaaed. The Pravara Canal was only opened 3 or 4 years ago 
and the cane area there is gradually increasing. ' 

5359. The success of the irrigation canals depends on the area under 
&ugarcane?-Unless some other new crops can be found to take its place. The 
advantage of sugarcane OVer any other crop is the great amount of water it 
takes in a restric$ed area, giving a. very big revenue return. Cotton might 
pay as well were it not for the fact that we would ha.ve to spread the water 
over such an enormous area that the losses on distribution would be too great,. 

5360. Is there any indication that. sugarcane cultivation is decreasing fol 
lowing the recent fall in the price of sugar?-No. If anything it is increasing 
slightly each year. 

IB61. The present price of gul is not favourable to cuItivators?:"'-We believe 
that the 9111 market is almost flooded now, and that with 'any further opening 
of ('anals it will not he possihle to sell all the gul; in other words, the idea i~ 
that the JilJlit of sugarcane growing in the Deccan has almost been reached, 
unless sugnr instead of gul can be made out of the cane. 

5362. It has not been your experience that last year cultivators .refused to 
glow sugarcane owing to the bad price obtainable for the cr9P ?-No. 

5363. Were not the rates for sugarcane decreased in consequence of that?
The rate has been reduced this year. It had been raised to Rs. 66 per acre, 
a"d it haa now been brought down again to Rs. 45. 

6164. Your principal difference with the Agricultural Department relates, 
T helieve, to the amount of water to be used Jor cane. They advocate 125 
ond you 75 inches?-I think the differences of opinion are largely misunder
'landings. I do advocate less water than the Agricultural Department. 

6365. Is the difference as great as between 75 and 125P-I am not sure 
"hat the Agricultural Department advocate, but they have stated that my 
tigure is rather too low. . 

5366. What do you advocater-75 to 80 inches . 
.3367. What is the maximum tonnage per acre you expect to get with 75 

inches?-We got 66 tons last year. 
;'36!1. Where did you get that ?-At the efHuent farm, not on efHuent but 

on 150 Ibe. nitrogen in the form of fish cake and ammonium sulphate. 

5369. A. very satisfactory outturnJ-That was the maximum; the average 
W I\S 44 tons. 

5370. I did not altogether follow your statement about those modules? 
They have something they call an A. P. M. in the Punjab. Have you tried 
that herer-Yes, we have got it. 

5371. It is satisfactoryP-Very satisfactory, but no more so than 
Kirkpatrick's module which we have in Sind, and it is probably easier to 
tamper with. 

5372. I asked Mr. Sangster about that and he said it co~ld not be done?
A n expert hydraulic man could do it. It can be done; there is a method for 
doing it which I will not give away. Any semi-module can be tampered.with 
to> a certain extent if you only know how to do it. 

5373. I am not clear as to the meaning of your paragraph on page 232 
in which you refer to enhancing the revenue of canals. Do ~ou advocate 
sUl/:arcane being cultivated on shallow soft murum areas rather than on deep 
soil?-No; I propose to make those shallow soft murum areas into good soil 
about 18 inches deep, and then allow them to grow sugarcane on that 
improved soil. 

5:374. That would give you a natural drainage?-Yes. 
5375. And prevent water-logging an~ saline efHorescenceP-Y~. r;:'he 

soil iJi much more suitable for sugarcane In reasonably shallow than In deep 
areas. , ,. . 

5376. Sir Ga.nqa Ram: How many years' service have youP....,...Twenty-one. 
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53i7. How much or that han.> you spent in Bombay?-I have spent 41 
years ill Sind and the remaind~r on irrigation work in Bombay. 

53i8. Ha"e ~'ou en'\' l"isited the Punjab irrigation works ?-8everal times. 
I know Mr. CruUlp, Mr. Wilsdon and Mr. Lindley intimat.:!ly, and all their 
work. . 

5~~;9. Ha,'e ~'Oll sOllle system of control by which you allow a man enough 
wat.er for a proportion of his holding only?-The trouble in the Deccan is 
that YOll havl' to give out water according to what thl' ('ultivator wants. 

5:380. The cultinltor has got a bottomll'ss stomach; he will never be 
satisfieli ?-He h&.'! 

-5:181. I IlIll a culti,'ator m~'self; but with us thl're is a strict rule lI.nd 
I am not allowed more than so much. You are at liberty to cut or increase 
the water?-We restrict their water as far as we can by indirect, not 
direct. methods. If we stop thl'ir water by dir~t methods and refuse t.() 
gi,'e a Ulall the quantity he requires. then if anything goes wrong with 
his crop he says it is our fault, and the responsibility lies wit.h us. 

5382. Would YOII limit his ('ulti,'ation in any wa.v? "'e have a rule now 
(I do not know if you are aware of it) when·by if a man has 1,000 acres 
you deduct 23 per Cl'nt. leaving 750 acres. Di"ide that b~' 250, and that 
is what we get, and not an inch more. Have not you anything like that? 
-'~o. With you the soil is uniform and the rainfall does not atfe<'t the 
case; but with us we have to close the ('anal down every time there is rain. 

5:38:3. Do ~'Oll charge anything for grN'n manuring?-The charge at the 
present time is the monsoon rate of R. •. 4 . 

• '5:3.-<4. We h:we remitted the ",hole thing, Suppo;.ing a man prepares his 
land for roT,; during the I .. harij season, do ~'ou ('harge him a~thing' for 
th", nr4 plonghing, and so on ?-With us that is done on the rainfall. 
Praetil'Ally all the ploughing is done on the rainfall and not orr canal water. 

5:1".:;. Til what month do you sow sugarcane?-You should sow it in 
January or Fehruary; actually they sow it as late as April and 1\Iay. 

5:iBf3. Is there no rule about it?-No, it is very l"ery difficult; you see 
the supply varies from year to year . 

.5~~7· Then they wait for the supply from the callal when they can sow; 
is that so"-If the supply i, short,. then. in the past. they have not been 
allowed to plant. the new cane until ti,e old cane is remol"ed. It is not in 
the 88l11e field; it is in another field. That is one of the irrigation pradi('es 
which is wrong and which is being ('hanged. 

:):~"3. How lIIudl water do you lose by evaporation in your storing tanks? 
-About :3 f~et in depth. 

i5:~B!l. How lIIuch per daY?-'025 of a foot on the a\'erage. It vari.·s 
froll1 about '015 to '040. 

5:~90. What is the dut~'?-The difficulty in working out the duty is that 
sugarcane takes enormously more. water than any othl'r crop. 

5391. Is there a Bombay hu\1etin on sugarcane in which it is stated that 
after investigation it is found that i2 inches is the proper depthP-No. 

5:102. You are not aware of that?-No . 
.';:1:13. There is a bull .. tin about it in the ROlJlba~' Presidency; 72 inches 

is the proper dcpth and that has been proved to be quite enOllgh P-From 
the Bombay Pre.<idency? 

3:)94. Ye~, the hulletin wns i""ued hy th.. Agricultural Department; ] 
all1 surl'ri~o>d you tin not ('(H'perate more with the Agricultural Department? 
-Hut that is SOIll'" yenTS ago, when Profe;;sor Knight was here; it is not 
wh~t th .. y are saying now; 

539.5. Then has the world changed? BecRuse sugarCAne has becollle dear, 
does it thcref"re require more water, do you think?-I do not know. 

That hull .. tin on sugarcane is issued b~' the Gowrnment. 

5396. Thll rlluirman: What yearP-I am uot quite sure. 
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C·~1!i7{. RiT 9ango R'!"I: Would you put the Agricultural Department under 
a /lIt' Enl/:llIeer?-1"io, certainly not. 
De 5.'198. Perhaps you mean that the Agricultural Department and .Irrigation 

partment should be under ~me :Minister; is that .·hat you mean ?-No, 
I 1<ant much cloee~ co-operatlOn than that; the co-operation must begin 
JIlu('h lower down; It must begin with the men who are doing the work. 

5.399. I cannot understand. You say distinctly that both departments 
8~ould be under one control?-No, there should be a branch of the Iniga
"Ion Depa~t",lent. under the Irrigation Department with both agricultural 
men and IrrigatIOn men working together . 

.?-WO. Have you worked out data as to the requirements of all the crops? 
-lea. 

5401. Could you send me a copy?-Yes. 
540'.2. How much for rabi ?-I will send it to you. 
5403. I nm surprised to hear you say that the Agricultural Department 

have t-u advocating waste of water. Do you enforce the gvsteJII we have 
in the Puni.h !ly whirl! one acre is divided into so many paI-tsP-We have 
a similar system of half acres. 

5404. Do you know that in the Punjab we have a system of one-eighth 
Bere?-Yes, on~ighth ac~, but that is not enforced in the Punjab now. 

5405. On page 230 of your note you say, "It is unnecessary. for instance, 
to have a first class hyJraulician at every experimental station, because 
the very advanced mathemati('8 of hydraulics often plays a minor part. 
One such man for the whole of India would suffice anrl he could be lent to 
any PrO\'ince temporarily requiring him and should always be available 
for consultation". What does the Hydraulic Engineer doP-He distributea 
water in this case. 

5406. Would you not recommend a distinct rule, as we have in the 
Punjab, of 10 much water per gross acreage?-No, in the Deccan only some 
of the peasanta want water. The soils vary enormou,ly; there are deep soils 
which are totally unsuitable for BOrne crops but very suitable for other 
crops; there are no 80ils suitable for all crops. We find that we do not 
want to distribute a proportional supply as in the Punjab. We want to 
~ive a definite known supply for which one requires a module. Mr. Gibbs' 
module is the one we are adopting from the Punjab. 

54fl7. Are '\"ou aWRre that a meter has recentlv been invented which can 
be used by two or three people together?-For big enough areas it is quite 
easy to get , meter. 

5408. In cases of flooding I l'('<) yOU recommend the use of ~·psum. An 
enormous supply of gypsum would be required, would it notP-It does not 
follow it would be useful in the Punjab; it is useful here. 

5409. You say it costs Rs. 50 per ton here. We can easily send it to 
yon from the Punjab at Rs. 10 per ton ?-I am very glad to hear it. It 
~ RIl. 25 per ton locally. Rs. 50 was for 2 tons. 

5410. When I was Executive Engineer I used to pay 1 anna pE'r maund 
t.., the contractor for collecting. It used to be As. 5 in Lahore including 
~t.e railway charges. I do not think it should cost much more here than. 
-thereo-I do not know where it has come from, but it has been purchased 
in Bombay. 

5411. You say that in one case you h~ve three rotations?-Our standard 
Totation for blocks is a three-year rotatIOn. 

5412. You emphasise the need for roads. Do you mean metal roads or 
n.m-metal roads P-Metalled roads. 

5413. Who is to pay for itP-It would be on exactly the sallle principle 
11S tbat on which they were run before; the money will corne from the same 
t;ource. It is only a question of who is to carry out the repairs. 
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5414. Do you m,lke nny use of all the rank grass which is growing 
beside the canals?-I would like Mr. Sule to answer that because I am not 
in charge of any canal lit pre&eut. 

5415. Do YOU make any 'use of that grass, Mr. Sule?-(Mr. Sule) No: 
we let it Ollt 'for grazing .. 

5416. But I mean do you keep it in reserve for famine?-No. 

54li. Do you make ensilage from it?-It would be hardly worth it; there 
is not much of it. 

(Mr. Inglis). W.a have n'lt such large quantities in the Deccan such as you 
have in the Punjab; there is practically no grass on the canals. 

5418. We have a system by which if there is only an As. 8 crop a 
remission of the revenue is allowed. Have you any system of that kind P
On paper "yes", but one of our troubles is that we ('annot afford to let 
a crop die and so remission has rarely to be granted. 

54111. Dr. Hyder: But you have that system in SindP-Yes, in Sind. 
We sanction areas here; we sanctiou the area we can irrigate. 

5420. Sir Ganga Ram: Is there any rule or principle as to how much 
is to be irrigated and how much water is to be given, or does everything 
depend upon your wilH-Yes, there is a principle. 

5421. What is the principle?-The principle is that each owner has no 
right to water, if that is what you mean. The man who first applies for 
lVater has the first claim; it is "first come, first served". 

5422. Do you mean. to say that all the people round about ha,e no right 
to water?-No. Most of them do not want it. 

5423. Why do they not want it?-Be('ause it is only a ('ertain number 
\\·ho want to use irrigation water; some of them would not take it if you 
made them' a.. present of it. 

5424. Then how do they water the land ?-There is sufficient rain in ihe 
Deccan to grow SOllle crops in most years. 

5425. Have you no independent Drainage Board 'or Drainage Engineer? 
-I am the Drainage Engineer myself for all the canals in the Deccan. 

5426. Then you have nothing to do with the distribution of water or 
anything of that kind?-No, not now. 

542 •. Can you give me one instance; for example, how much water is 
required for ;owarP-About Ii feet. 

5428. Is that mbi or Hap'if ?-Rabi. 
5429. Of thnt, how much do you think is evaporated, bow ufuch absorb('d 

by the plant, and how much goes in the subsoilP-I am afraid I could not 
answer that straight off. . 

5430. Does the khari/ jolt'ar require more water?-There is rainfall which 
makes it require less. 

5431. We will give credit for the rainfall separately: supposing there 
was no rainfall, how much water would be required?' Whether the water 
comes from the ('anal or rain is irr('levant?-It would be about the same. 
Even if we ignore rain, the humidity of the atmosphere is ('onsiderable. 
The conditions are very different in the Punjab. 

5432. Sir ThOflWU Middleton: You have just told us you are largely con
cerned with drainageP-Yes. 

5433. And with the reclamat.ion of land which has suffered from alkali?
Y('s. 

5434. What is your chief kind of alkali; 'is it the white or the bla('k?
Sodium sulphate mostly; sodium chloride to a large extent also. The rest 
of the salts are a very small proportion. There is a very slight quantity 
of ·carbonate as a rule. 

W35. So that you are frE!(' from the mo~t troublesome kind of alkaIi?
YeF. 
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,54.36. You ha\"e found that the alkalis you describe can be cured or pre
vpnted from aecumulating by washing outP-Pro\"ided you get the land in 
time before the physical state is utterly or practically destroyed. 

5437. Early drainage is your remedyP-Yes; prevention is far'hetter than 
cure. 

,';4.'38. You have not got to ta('kle the black alkali problem ill this PI'E'si
,\ell(,y at all ?-No; there are small areas of black alkali, bll~ we are leaving 
t!.em alone up to the present time. Calcium chloride is a very bad salt 
which \\'e sometimes gE't here, but fortunately not in large areas, 

54:39. You have told us that your motto was' the greatest good for the 
greatest number, but you did not say numbers of what. Is it the number 
or agriculturists or the number of tax-payersP-I meant number of agricul
turists. 

5440. It seems to Rle that your motto and that of Dr. Mann must come 
flt'Rt together in' practice; he is thinking of agriculturists one hy one, and 
you 8um thE'D1 up and arrive at the same result ?-I can give you an example 
to ahow that Dr. Mann and I do not 'see eye to eye. Supposing an indi
vidual cllltivator can get a slightly bigger crop with 125 inches than he 
can get with 75 inches, then the individual will take 125 inches; but if you 
.pread that 125 inches over one and two-thirds acres the total benefit to 
the two cultivators will be enormously greater than the benefit to the one 
cultivator if he is allowed to take 125 inches for 1 acre . 

. 54·n. Your point is til at Dr. lIann does uot take that view lind recom
mends that the individual should get as much as he can and not think of 
bis neighbourP-On one occasion before the Sugar Committee he said that 
in so many words; it is in writing. 

5442. Your experiments indicate that. 75 inches is 'enough at the present 
time; but how long have these experiments been going on?-My experiments 
are really a continuation of the experiments of the' Agricultural Department 
10 years ago; I agree with what they said 10 years ago . 

. '5443. 1>; it the r{'Sult of a single year's experiment, or of the continuation 
.of those experiments P-Our results are steadily improving under that treat-
ment every year. . 

5444. How long have you been carrying them out!-Since 1918. 

5445. The Irrigation Officer in charge of the canals sells water and takE's 
his orders for water in order of application; that is to say, the cultivator 
who applies first is first served ?-'Vhat generally happens in practice is that 
you say that applications must be in before a certain date. You generally 
'tio not get all the applications you want by that'tiate. All the men who apply 
for water before that date get water, and as to the remainder, as they come 
in you take them in order of priority. ' 

5441), So that it is really the latE'-comers who run .the risk of not being 
s1\ppliNl; the bulk of the cultivators are in' the same category, they come 
in before a certain, date and they are all equally entitl~d to waterP-Yes. 

5447. The canal officer does his best to distribute the water between them? 
-Yes, At the present time water is given on 6-years leases almost entirely, 
so that if a man gets in time in the first year, he gets water for 6 years. 
'The man who is late does, not get water for 6 years unless there is all excess 
supply. 

5448. Dr. Hyder: You have the same system as in the Central Provinces? 
-The Central Province.ll conditions are almost the same as onr conditions but 
I am not quite sure of their system. 

5449. The conditions as to rainfall?-Yes, and requiring water, and so 
,on; but I have never been there so that I cannot tell you whether it is 
exactly the, Bame. 

5450. Sir Thomas Midd7ett·n: In describing the duties of the Irrigation 
-Officer in charge ,f the cl\nal, you said he had to look a week ahead and 
1IOmetimes a season ahead in releasing waterP-Yes. 
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5461. Is it pos8ihle to acquire experience that will enable him to d~ 
~uch better than he can do by chance when he has Buch a problem P
'ery much so; it is extraordinary how the experienced man can do it. 

5452. They acquire the gift of prophesy and can see a season ahead' 
but, looking at the rainfplJ tables. it 100k8 ar almost impossible task ~ 
I?rophesy a year ahead ?-It is not so difficult as all that. The difficulty
is that .you may have rainfall in one part of the canal and not in another 
part. of the canal; you must judge what effect that will have on the watE'r 
requIred. 

·.5453. 'fhe onl~' question I was asking myself was whether, if the canal 
officer in addition to his irrigation experience had a wide knowledge of
agriculture, he would be able to do any better than he does at present. 
It seems to me that his job is hard enough at present and I doubt whether" 
any additional knowledge. we might be able to give him would improve his 
efficiency?-I think the cultivators will tell you 'Yes'; their feeling is
that when mistakes occur they may be due to ignorance of their requirements. 

5454. That may be the cultivator's view?-It is obvious it must be true 
to a certain extent; the more you know about agriculture the fE'wer mis
takes you are likely to make in irrigation matters. 

54.55. I wonder whether that is so when you are· dealing with a problem 
of this kind. I think if you professed to know a great deal about agri
culture you might more often be accused of making mistakesP-To put it in 
another way j for 12 years I was in charge of canals. We all know what the 
ideal of the Deccan irrigation is j that is to arrange to give a supply of 
water and to allow the cultivator to do as much as he can with that water; 
but for the 12 years I was in charge of an irrigation district I could not 
see daylight, and for about 6 years after I took up research I could not see' 
da~·light. Now I can and that is purely hecause I have heen able to balance 
the problems of agril'ulture and irrigation. 

54.56. It is not because you have had experience as an Irrigation Officer? 
-No, I think it is agricultural experience essentially. My point is that the
irrigation man is not competent to run a canal unaided and the agricul
tural man is not competent to run a canal unaided. 

Certainly the agricultural man is not competent; I agree with you there j. 
but I am not so sure about your other point. 

5457. Dr. Hyder: A chart has been handeq over to me and I ask you to 
see whether the rainfall presents sill1ilar features in the Deccan as in this dis
trict which I understand is in the Karnatic where you will find there are
only 4 years in which the rainfall is above the average, there being 8; 

deficiency in the remaining 21 yearsP-If we were building a dam we would 
store the equivalent of these run-off in a had year of rainfall; we would 
design on the supposition that the dam filled in all but famine years in 
that period. 

5458. I was trying to Ilscertllin the deficienC'y of rainfall; is the state of 
affairs in the Eastern Deccan with which )'ou are familiar similar to that?-
Y~. . 

5459. So that the EnstP,l'u Deccan is an insecure tractP-Very insecure. 

54.60. All these canals that have been constructed in the Eastern Deccan 
were constructed more or less as protection against famine ?-Yes. 

5461. Your prohlt'lll, I understaud, is that these canals do not pay their· 
wayP-Yes. 

5462. But were they eXl.pcted to pn' their wayP"':'No, most of them were 
not expected to pay their way even when they were constructed; they have 
all been protective works, with one exception. 

5463. So thnt in the Deecan you have to compnre the outlav bv th.e 
State on tlH~se irrigation works and the cost of famine relief whfcli would 
otherwise fall on the State P-Yes. 
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Lhe ('onstruction of a ('anal in the Deccan?-Ye8, that is the present outlook.. 

0465. And if the dirE'Ct n,,'enlle from the canals is gl"eoter than the e" 
p~nHe to which the State would be put in famine relief if the canal~ did 
not exist, you would say that the State. was making a profit on the canals? 
~Yes. 

5·t60. You hnve enunciated the axiom with regard to irrigation that you 
should work for the greatest good of the greatest number. I am not quite 
Slife that I have followed the application of that axiom in another science. 
You have got a limited quantity of water in the Deccan?-Yes . 

• 5·W7. You want to make that limited quantity of water go as far ". 
po ... ible?-Yes. . 

.').1GB. Now you ttome at once into conflict "':ith the agriculturist; his 
business is to find out the exact quantity of water that is required to bring 
.a certain crop to maturityP-To get the optimum crop, to get the best crop. 

5469. To get the best rebults?-Yes. 
54iO. To bring the crop to maturity under normal conditions. You are 

.always concerned with the maximum results. Your point of view is that the 
Head of the .Agricultural Department and his officers are always concerned 
to get the greatest amount of produce, or how to bring the ('rops in an 
inseeure area to maturity, never caring about the greatest results?-Yes, 
but. there they have got the limiting factor of the rainfall, which is definite 
in these dry tracts . 

.5471. But since that knowledge is !,o".essed by both departments. I do 
not Bee why there should be an incompatibility of views between you as 
lrrigatioll Officer and the .<\gricultural Department ?-But the moment you 
S!:et down to irrigation their statement is that the limiting factor is not 
water. To put it at its lowest, they want to be popular with the man 
th"y are teaching; they want to get him to say that they are doing the 
best for him. The best tbat can be done for him is to give him more water, 
if woter is the limiting factor. 

5472. Even in these insecure tracts?-No, because there the limiting f<ldor 
is definite and you cannot get away from it; it is rain. 

:;473. I understand ~'ou .would like the Agricultural Department to he 
more closely in touch with your department; do you want them to be Hnder 
~'ou entirely ?-~o, I want agricultural men and irrigation men to work 
together. 

5474. You do ·not want to swallow the Revenue Department, do you?
No, certainly not. 

5475. You would leave the work of assessing rates and proper ~harge8 
to other people?-The actual prE'paration of the.assessment papers is done 
by us now; it would be easy to collect the money . 

.5476. But the rates?-That is done by us now; we do all the assessing 
now. The Revenue Department, except for the village work and that 80rt 

<If thing, does comparatively little work in the irrigated tracts. We do 
not do the collection. They have got land revenue assessment to do, of 
-course; we should not like to take that on. 

5477. I understand you would compel the cultivators of the Deccan to 
take up the particular quantity of water that you will give them and you 
-will compel them, further, to grow the kind of crop that you w,iII help them 
to grow?-Yes. . 

5478. Do you not think that involves a large llleasure of compulsion?
'Ve do not fix the area; we say. we give you so much water: with that you 
'are to grow as la,ge an area as you Can of particular types of crops of which 
·sug:srcane is the most important . 

.5479. If you are going to adhere to your maxim of the greatest good of 
the greatest numher, you will desire to spread your water over the greatest 
area.. Wauld you like to compel the cultivators to grow the crops you think 
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they ought to grow, and then you will give them the quantity of water you 
think they ought to have? The Irrigation Department in those circum
stances would certainly be a power in the land ?-So as to hring in the 
biggest profit to the mass of cultivators. If we spread water right down to 
the tails of the canal, the area which can be irrigated is very much less 
than if we utilise the water at the head of the canal. We wish to utilise th~ 
wllter, which is limited, so as to bring in the greate't profit to :111 the 
cultivators; not to one individual. 

5480. Sir Cll1milal Mehta: Perhaps you would like to explain the pria
('iple of the greatest good to the greatest num1:ler of people. Owing to the 
fact that there is a very great demand for water in th .. Deccan by the 
cultivators everywhere, everyone wants w'ater wh .. ther he gets it from canal 
irrigation o!) from rainP-Yes. 

5481. The idea of your department is that the large~t numb .. r of people 
should get ,water, even though a certain number may not get the amount 
they would like t{) me?~Yes; in other words, utilise the water a. eeono
mica\l~' as possible. 

5432. And' for the largest number of people?-Jf there was a rlemand, 
yes: but unfortunately it would not be economical to give water to every
body along the whole canal. That is the trouble. 

5433. But. subject to the amount of water you can pos,ibly gi"e, you 
like to distribute it o.,.er as large a number of people as possible in an ~CO\lO
mic way p--':'Yes. In this proposal for an irrigation cess there would be a 
uniform intensity in each parcel. If the rate fixed for a parcel were R" 14. 
that means the whole area would be under sugarcane; if B.s. lO. half would 
be under sugn,·cane. V,e a.re trying to get a uniform intensity in snch areas 
as are suitable for that particular intensity. 

54'14. You told Sir Henry I,3wrence that the Nira Left Bank Canal cost 
Rs. 63 lakhs, and you were getting about B.s, 9 lakhs revenue from it?--Yes. 

5485. Are those revenue figures net or gross?-Gro%. 
5436. The net figures would be very much less?-Yes. 
5437. With regard to the proposed cess, although you agree with the prip

ciple that G<lvernment should pay something out of the common purse, from 
the general taxpayer, towards these particular areas, still, the idea under
lying the new cess is to do away with unearned increment for the future 
in the case of the fortunate people who happen to have their land close 
to where the canal runs P-Yes. 

5488. That is the underlying idea of it; it js not designed to screw as milch 
as possihle out of the people who use the water, in an attempt to make the 
canal earn 6 per cent.P-It happens to work out to about 6 per ceut" but 
there is no reason why you should not have the cess, even if it brought it 
to 10 per cent. 

548fl. VI'. Hyder: If your water rates are sufficielltl~' high, ~'ou ('an get 
in the whole of the unearned increment in that way. If for a certaill time 
there is a settlement still in operation in a certain district you can impose 
an owner's rate, but if your water rates are sufficiently high what becomes 
of the unearned incrementP-In the first place, if the land is not irrigated: 
at all ~'ou do not get auy water rate; but you do get a cess, and 'by impos. 
ing a cess you can force a man either to irrigate his land himself or to If't 
it to a tenant who will do so for him. 

5490 . .v.r. ('all','rt: Your cess is what we call au owner's rate?-I 11m 
not quite sure what an owner's rate is. 

It is wh'at you call a cess. 

5491. Dr. Hyder: They have an owner's rate in the Punjab, and we have
it also in the United Provinces, because it was found t,here was a cArtnin 
amount of unearned increment, but this disappeared when there was It, 

revision of the settiemf'nt of land revenue?-That is because with you every
one has a rigbt to a share in the water, but here they have not. 
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5492. Mr. Calvert: It did not disappear; it was merged in the land reve
nue, and indirect credit given to the Canal Departmellt?-Everybody has, 
put up the same argument that you have. The great difficulty is that we' 
would have to put on a rate of about Rs. 45 an acre in the CBBe of land.. 
luitable for sugarcane. H a man did no~ want or was unable to grow' 
cane, that would be a ruinous charge. If you ask him to pay a water rate
like that for water which he does not take, in a few years you would ruin' 
him. 

5493. Dr. Hyder: What is your rate at present for sugarcane ?-Rs. 45. 
5494. If you charge a man Rs. 45 he mayor may not grow sugarcane; 

he mayor may not take your water. Supposing he found it profitable, 
he would take your water, pay his Rs. 45, and have done with it. Where
is the difficulty in imposing a sufficiently high water rate?-Raising the
water rate always tends to discourage irrigation, whereBB putting on a cess 
always tends to encourage it, because the man has to grow irrigated crops
to be able to pay us. 

The Chairman: One is on the water and the other is on the land_ 
5195. Sir Chunila! Mehta: In other wOI-ds, since the canals came into" 

existence the price of land has gone up enormouslyP-Yes. 
5496. What was the price of land when these canals were started, and what 

is it now P-Before the canal came it varied from Rs. 30 to 50, or even
lower, an acre; now it is up, to 'Rs. 600, and in some sugarcane tracts as,· 
high &8 Rs. 1,000, an acre. 

5497. Entirely drie to the canalP-Very largely, at any rate. 

5498. That was done at the expense of the general taxpayer, and there 
is no particular reason why an individual owner should get the benefit ot 
what may be called unearned incrementP-Certainly not. 

5499. You said th/!t about 10 years ago the Agricultural Department 
recommended 75 inches instead of the 125 which is now being talked aboutP' 
-That is what I am told. I do not know the Agricultural Department 
advocate 125 now; all I know is that members of that department in ·the
irrigated tracts have told the cultivators that the figure I have given theIll> 
is much too low; and I am told by cultivators that the figure they give 
them is 120 inches. They take about that now, and they say the agricul., 
tural people tell them that is about right. I am informed the Agricultural 
Department's figure 10 years ago was 72 inches, and I know Professor Knight 
said 7 feet of water was sufficient, 84 inches. 

5500. That is round about what you recommend nowP-Yes. 
5501. When Professor Knight recommended 7 feet, he was in charge of 

propaganda, was not he P-He was in charge of the Manjri farm. I do not' 
know whether he was in charge of anything else. 

5502. Did he not do agricultural propaganda, just as the Manjri people 
are expected to do nowP-1 think BO. ' 

5503. Apparently there was no conflict then between the Agricultural and 
Irrigation DepartmentsP-Not on that point, but that is really a very
minor point. It is not on the question of the quantity of water, but how' 
to restrict the water, that the difference arises. 

5504. Did he not take that into account alsoP-No. He also opposed 
indirect methods for reducing waste. 

550,5. At that time there was no conflict of propaganda amongst the' 
cultivators, that is my pointP-That is so on that one point, but my point 
u; that propaganda in a case like that is of very little use, because if a mall' 
,-,an get 5 tons extra cane by employing 125 inches of water he will do it. 
You have to introduce indirect methods, and that is where the clash comes., 

5506. Do you know of the arrangements made in the Punjab, for 'proper 
co-ordination 'between the Agricultural and Co-operative DepartmentsP-Is' 
there the same difficulty there P The trouble between the Agricultural and
Irrigation Depatiments is lack of understanding of each other's problemsr 
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5507. You said that neither an Agricultural nor an Irrigation Officer is 
lIble to run a ca~'al· unaided ?-Not as efficiently as he should, no. 

55OS. Not as efficiently as if the experience of both were combined?-
Quite. . 

5509. Supposing you had an arrangement under which there \vas a Board 
similar to that instituted for the· Agricultural and Co-operative Depart
ments, and suppose on that Board the Irrigation Officer sat with, say, the 
Deputy Director of Agriculture, and all proposals with regard to agricul
t.ure in irrigated tracts were submitted through them jointly to the Superin
tending Engineer and the Director of Agriculture jointly, do you not think 
that would help ?-The way I would put it is this: if one man speaks 
German and the other French, do you think sending anything through them 
would help? 

5510. The Irrigation Officer speaks French?-He can learn German. 

,5511. "Well, make the Agricultural ITfficer who speaks German learn 
French ?-He can do something himself, but he cannot make the other mall 
do anything. 

5512. That is to say. you would abolish one or other of these depart
ments? Do you think either the Irrigation or the Agricultural Officer is 
able to take in hand irrigation work as well as agricultural "ork and pr~ 
paganda and regulation of canals ?-I think that one head, with an agricul
tural man. an irrigation man and a propaganda man working under him, 
would make a very much better job of it than aU these people working 
separately at cross purposes. 

5513. Then that one head must know all these suhjects?-Yes • 

. 5514. The man at the head will require to be an expert both in irrigation 
(:nd agriculture?-Yes. He must be trained in practical agriculture, not 
super-agriculture. He need not know agricultural chemistry and that sort of 
thing, but he must know the practical side of it. 

5515. Can you get n man who is an expert in both suhjectsP-I think 
T am myself, and I know Mr. Wilsdon is in the Punjab. 

5516. You would prefer such an arrangement to the c~rdination of 
l'.gricultural and irrigation officers?-Frankly, I do not think such 00-
()rdination is possible; their view-points are too wide apart. 

5517. Sir Ganga Ram: Are you referring to Bombay or the PunjabP
In the Punjab your limiting factor, likc your rainfall, is fixed, 'but here 
nothing is fixed; everything is in a state of flnx. Even in the Punjab they 
have the research departmcnt nnder the P. W. D.-under Mr. Wilsdon--so 
even there they find there are some problems which can best be solved by a 
n,an who knows both sides of the question. 

5518. Sir Henry Lall'renre: Mr. Wilsdon is not in the Agricultural 
Department ?-He was first of all in the Education Department. He was 
then made Agricultural Chemist at Lyallpur, but. found he waS' losing 
Rs. 250 a month, which. though he liked the work very much, he could not 
afford to do. He is now nnder the P. W. D. He is a chemist and physicist. 

5519. Sir Chllnilnl Mehta: This question of co-ordination has never really 
been considered ?-The essentia! duty of my division is to co-ordinate the 
two. 

5520. The system you advocate is being worked by your department now? 
-Yes. 

5521. But this other system of getting the officers of the two department! 
t:> work together has not been tried ?-I think we are trying it all the time!, 

5522. But not officially?-Yes; we have been brought together man ... times 
<lfficialJy. . 

5523. And after experience you are cont'inced it is hopeless; ;t "'Annot bfo 
doneP-For the Deccan, ~PS. 
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5:524. Suppose you had one officer to handle both these subjects, would he' 
he under the Minister of Agriculture or the Member for Irrigation ?-The 
latter. 

5J25. Is the Minister of AlI;riculture to have no say in this matter
wbatever?-I do not know how that could be arranged; it would probably 
be ury difficult. It should he under the Irrigation Department in any 
case. 

5526. Your 8OIution would probably be that irrigation and agriculture
should be under the ,nme Minister, that might he an ideal arrangement?
I t1,ink that would he desirable, but one is a Transferred subject and the 
other ill not. 

Sir Chullilal Jlehta: It will not be a Reserved subject for ever! 

5;j27. The Ruin 01 Parlukimedi: Before taking up a big scheme, what 
arrangements do you enter into with the ryots to ensure your revenue?
None. in that sense. There is no guarantee to the individual ryot. They 
do not all want water. Those who do want water come and ask for it, 
~.ut there is no definite guarantee to all the cultivators. 

5.')28. You must have some guarantee of revenue hefore you push forward 
a. sc·hemer-yes. It is aSllumed that the canals will develop at a certaill 
rate, as experience has shown in the past that they have. 

5529. You do not advocate any agreement or arrangement with the
ryots?-No. 

5530. With regard to distribution of water, if there is an application 
fl'om the ryots on a joint system, do you welcome it?-No. It must be ill> 
the name of the owner of the land. . 

5531. The distribution is done b~' official •. is it?-Yes, right down to the' 
field. 

5532. Suppose the headman of the village undertakes to carry out distri
bution and also undertakes to pay the revenue that has to be paid, do you not 

. ,;.,lcome that ?-They have been offered that, but the difficulty is that unles" 
we do the distribution. we do not know the requirementi. We cannot havo 
the headman of the village ('oming and saying "We want so much wa~r 
to-morrow;" we have to make arrangements 10 days' in advance, and we
must know' exactly what the requirements of each outlet are. We can only 
do that if we are managing the distribution of the water or working on some' 
definite 8~'stem like a proportional supply, which is impossible in the Deccan. 

5533. Do you levy the water cess according to crop, or what?-It is on 
an area basis, but the various crops have different rates. 

5534. Does it also d~pend on the type of source from which the water is 
given? In the Madras Presidency, for instance, there are first and second dass 
sources?-llost canals have one rate, but in some cases where the tank dOelr 
roOt fill every year and where the supply is not assured they have a lowel" 
rate. Each of the bigger canals has the same rate. 

5535. Sir .Tomel JlorKenlla: Has any progress been made with lining 
the canals?-Yes. We have tried bitumen without success and we. hav9 
tried concrete lining. We have found that all the linings are less water
tight than the natural silt deposited. Linings may be all right when first 

• constru('ted. but then hair cracks appear in the con('rete, and these grow 
bigger. As soon as the concrete begins to get porous the leakage is greater 
than it would be from the natural canal surface, because there is no silt 
deposit on the concrete itself. 

5536. So it is the cheap, natural process of silting which is most succeS8-
fnl~-Yes, except in special cases. 

5537. Pro/esso1' Ganal/lee: I do not quite understand your idea of the 
Irrigation Department being' French' and the Agricultural' German,' as if 
the twain can never meet. Irrigation has two aspects, the engineering ond the 
agricultural. I do not see why there should be ony conflict. Do Irrigation 
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.:Officers study the agricultural aspects of the questions with which they have 
1:0 deal 1'-We do' (IS far as we can. 

5538. Where1'-As best we can from bulletins and books, and from the 
. ,agricultural officers themselves. 

5539. When, as in the case of Poona, there is an excellent Agricultural 
.college available, do you send your officers there or come in contact with 
the Deputy Director and the research workers who are working there1'-We 
.do not take lectures or anything like that, but.we know what is goiJlg on and 
we see some of the work. 

5540. You know the nature of the work there through the literllture that 
is published1'-Yes. . 

5541. You are not in direct contaCt with the officers working there?-
~o a certain extent, yes. 

5542. Suppose Dr. Mann is carrying on experiments to find out the water 
.requirements of sugarcane, .and you are also concerned with that question 
(because, after all, it is an irrigation question), do you not think it is to the 
common interest of both departments to meet in direct contact, and not 
through literatlde, where there are facilities? Do you not think that would 
facilitate co-operation and co-ordination?-You mean, if I saw his work 
-and he saw mine? 

5543. Let us say he is carrying on laboratory experiments on R problem 
which is of common interest, like the water requirements of sugarcane j 
~ou are concerned to find out how much water that crop takes under field 
. .conditions. Now; it is RB" much to your interest to find out tlie water require
ments of sugarcane as it is to his to find out how that amount could be 
properly utilised under field conditions. I do not understand, therefore, 
why your two departments cannot come together ?-As a matter of fact, that 
is. nther a straight-forward, easy case. Even there, however, his idea is t.o 
get the best outturn for the individual, while ours is to get the best outturn 
for the water. WQi\;:ould tell him that and he might agree j probably he 
.does agree that o~ outlook and aim are different, but there are more 
difficult problems than that. 

5544. I am not concerned wi.th the question of maximum benefit ·to the 
maximum number of people j I am considering it as a scientific and agricul
tural problem. Here is a problem which concerns your department, Rnd 
which is being investigated in the Agricultural College at Poona. no your 

.officers visit the place and come in contact with the research being carried 

.cnP-Yell, but they do not really know enough to be able to appJ'eciate 
what is going on. 

5545. Such an officer would not be able to grasp the nature of the scientific 
problem?-That is it. • 

5546. In considering this question of water-supply, you are chiefly ('on
.carned with the better utilisation of the water P-Yes. 

5547. Alld you recommend t.his as one of the methods of incre>lsing the 
revenue? Yon want to spread a certain quantity of water o\"er II large 
,area?-Yes. . 

5548. I~ this idea, are you aotuatedby any motive of increasing the 
cevenue?-It is our duty, in my view, to get the greatest profit for the 
:{>eople of the country: Incidentally, happily for .us, that also brings in the 
biggest revenue to us j but if there is any clash between those two things we 
have to consider the interests of the people of the country first and revenue 

·second. -
5549. Can you give us any idea of the sources of wastage of wa.terP 

First, you say, there is the cultivat(lr himself, who uses more water than 
11e ought to. Are there any other factors?-There is percolation from 
~hannels. 

5550. Any othersP-Those are the main ones. 
5551. Do the farmers object to the compnl.ory restriction to half an acre, 

,so far as bUfldinl1 is concernedP-'-Yes, they <?bject to R certain extent, 
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'firstl,,, because it l.'08ts them money to put up the bUM8 we insist on, and 
aecondly hecause if they use water carelessly it. stagnates at the bottom of 
the field and damages the crop. Thirdly, it interferes with inter-cultivation. 

5552. b it your experience that an increase in the number of waterings 
means an increase in the yield? Take the rainy season P-The only experi. 
ments of that type are what you saw this morning at the effluen! farm; 
where it haa been found that provided the soil is kept in. a very good state 
of tdth the quantity of vT,ter, the period between waterings and even the 
ar.lOunt of manure put on ha,-e little effect. You can get a 60 ton ;:rop with 
75 inches of water and 150 Ius, of nitrogen snd waterings at intervals even 
up to 15 days. None of thoRe thingR has much effect on the return provided 
the state of the soil is good. 

5553. I understand 9,000 acres on the Nira Left Bank Canal tuve belln 
converted into useleS8 alkaline land?-Yes. 

5554. In your experience, if an excess of water is used it leads to water-
loggi ng ?-Yes. . 

555;3. Tn spite of the~e E'vii ('onsl'quenees the cultivators cla~our. for more 
watE'r. \Vhy?-Be<-ause in ·any one year It cultivator will get a larger 
return if he takes more water. He does not see far enough ahead. 

5556. You recomtnend the volumetric basis of distributing waterP-Yea. 
6557. I think that was also recommended by the Irrigation Commission?

Yes. 
5558. It has not been practised yet?-The trouble is we have not had the 

measuring and distributing devices to enable us to do it. 
5559. Have you any efficient. measuring device now?-Yes; we have a 

device which gives a fixed discharge, and provided the time for which it hus 
been Howing is known the quantity is also known. 
, 5560. Is there &IlYP08sibility of extending irrigation by means of tube 
"ells in this areaP-No. 

556'l. Mr. Sule, on page 234 you say the extensioD";f agricultural educa
tion is necessary, particularly in a canal area. That' ·is, of course, a very 
important point. You particularly mention Loni, are you acquainted with 
that school ?-(Mr. Sule) No. I mentioned Loni because it is the only school 
in lin irrigated area. 

5562. Do you know the Loni district?-No. 

5563. In your note you refer to the practical results achieved by private 
agriculturists influencing the cultivlltor. What is the difference between 
the two?-None. I only wanted to differentiate between th& private agri
culturist and Government. 

5564. Mr. Calvert: What is the capital cost per acre irrigated?
(!'rh. Inglis). The cost varies 'from Rs. 90 in the case of the Nira Left Bank 
Canlll (which was the cheapest) up to Rs. 250, but in working this out you 
must remember that sugarcane takes- 8 times as much water as the rabi crop, 
so that unless all the figures are brought to rabi basis they are . not 
comparable. It depends whether you have much sugarcane or not. If you' 
have no sugarcane the rate would be milch lower than the figure I quoted. 

5565. That is the total capital cost per acre irrigated?-You camiot 
apply figures obtained from one canal to another, because the conditions 
vary. .' 

5566. What is the cost of delivering the water' per acre irrig'ated, including 
maintenanc'-l, staff, depreciation, etc. ?.,-Rs. 3 to Rs. 6 per acre, as against 
a revenue of Rs. 10 to Rs. 17 per acre irrigated, That is Jor the period 
1922-24; it is a little higher now. . 

5567. That cost excludes the interest chargesP.,-Yes. 

5568. Can you telf us the interest· chargeR per acre irrigated?-I assume 
:V0ll want this information for the newer elIDa I'!. and I have cut down 
6 per cent., which is what you would 'have to pay now. 

'M 
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5569. I want the actual cost. You have had certain 10sse8; you have no' 
been able to meet your interE'st charges?-Yes. 

5570. Those have been added to the capital cosH-Yes. 
5571. So the interest charges per acre irrigated are now very high r-

Yes. . 
5572. I want to know what they are?-I thought you wanted the figure-

for the new canals. . 
5.573. No. I am not concerned with those ?-Mr. Harrison can gi\'e you 

those figures better than I can; he has got them. . 
5574. What syst('m of protection do you adopt? Are you trying to protoot 

liS many families cs possihle by giving to ('ach family water sufficient to
irrigate a portion of its holding only, or are you concentrating on irrigation 
of the best available landr-The best available land, subjed to the demand 
for wator. There is no demllnd for water when we first open a. canal for rabi 
or seaRlJnal crops of any kind, until sugarcane has developed the canal. 
The Hl/Ji crops follow sugarcane. You would imagine that in a famine tract 
the first thing the cultivators would irrigate would be seasonal crop., but the
first move is for men from outside to grow sugarcane, and then gradually 
the ordinary seasonal crops are taken up hy the local people. 

5575. You do not arrange to irrigate one-fourth or one-third of e.ach 
man's holding?-We do not do that at all now. Our canals are not profitable, 
but we try to get the maximum profit possible out of them. 

6576. But even in the case of a new canal you only arrange to irrigate a 
certain proportion of that area, one-third or one-fonrth ?-Yes. 

5577. What have you done in this particUlar case with your protection 
works? Do you arrange to irrigate one-third or one-half of the cultivated
area?-That depends on the demand. If there is a big demand for water 
for sugarcane, there is very little water for anything else; if there is no such 
demand, we spread the water over a much longer length of canal. 

5578. There is no definite scheme of protection laid down P-N o. 

5579. Dr. Hyder: These sugarcane people are leaseholders to whom you
agree to deliver a certain quantity of n'ater?-Yes. 

5580. Sir Henry Laun-ence: Can you say what will be the maxiulUm area 
irrigated in a year in the ('ase of the ~ira Right Bank Callal?-About one
qU:l1'ter; that will be the proportion "r it. Speaking from memory 130,000. 
acres is the area to be irrigated, and 500,000 acres are commanded. 

5581. Mr. Kamat: The older projects give a better return ou capital; you 
instanced a capital expenditure of Rs. 63 lakhs and a return of R~. 9 lakhs? 
-Yes. . 

5582. The later projects are not giving you so good a return as the older 
oues ?-Nothing like so good. 

55:33. When these new projects are more fully developed, do you expect 
to reap a better return ?-The Godavari Canal is now fully deyeloped, but 
is not giving u.s 80 good a return as the Nira Left Bank Canal. The average 
return on all the canals would be about 31 per cent. 

5584. Is the land revenue assessment for lands irrigated along the canal 
more than it is for lands in the dry part of the country, on account of the 
canal ?-There has only been one revision since the cllnlll was constructed, 
80 that it could only have been put up one-third as. a maximum. There has 
been a small increase of ouly a few annas per acre. 

5585. The Revenue Department are getting something extra owing to th&· 
fact that the land is irrigatedP-Yes. . 

55116. Possibly at the next revision ther~ mav be a further increaseP
Yes, but it goes to the Revenue Department and does not help us, and the 
IlDiOunt would in any case bc almost negligible toward., increasing canal 
revenues. 
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5587. Were not tbese c~nals intended as an insurance against famine 
ratber tban as a commercial proposition?-Tbe Nira Left Bank Canal and 
tbe Mutba Canal were. 

6588. Is it not correct to say tbe objective waa to provide a protection 
-against famine and not to construct a purely profit-making concern ?-l 
tbink you are wrong in saying .. a purely profit-making concern." The 
trouble i. that if we did not give the water to sugarcane, most of it would 
go to waste. It is only in famine years that other people want water. 
Unle'l8 we guaranteed the water to tht. sugarcane cultivator he would not 
-grow the cane. The best protection against famine is really to grow sugar
llane, because it means more money and more work, and in a .famine year 
people can come to the di~trict where they are crushing the cane and earn 
wages to keep them going. 

6589. I see your maxim is "The greatest good of the greatest number." 
.As a general "ule, is it not unsafe to administer a department by hard and 
iast maximsP If there is a fallacy in the maxim, the whole administration 
goes wrong ?-J.fter all, one has to work on some principle, and the interest 

<of the cultivators is surely the highest one can work on. 
5590. You yourself admHed just new that for 6 of the 12 years of your 

.administration you were rather seeking light, yet you were all the time 
working according to tbis maxim?-No; that maxim was somewhat recent. 
Cultivators asked me what my principle was, and I had to think it out to 
telI them. 

5591. Are you quite sure even now there is no fallacy underlying this 
maxim?-I should like to hear it. 

6592. When you say" The greatest good of the greatest number," is it 
the greatest number of people or the greatest number of acres?-It is the 
greatest profit to the mass of the cultivators. 

6593. In the case of a man wbo wants to grow sugarcane, say, five /icres 
(If it, is it a good policy to give him an insufficient amount of water which 
may result in his having a poor outturn, or to give him a very good 
quantity for 4 acres only, 80 that he may get a good return?-We found 
the average outturn of the effiuent farm last year was 44 tons with 75 inches 
of water. Cultivators themselves will tell you they get 30 tons with 140 
inches of water. One of the worst curses of the cultivator is too much water. 

5594. True, but what minimum per acre is required for a good outturn of 
Bugarcane? Has that to be determined by your department or the Agricul
tural Department?-By our depal·tment. 

6595. That is where the conflict comes in; you say it is your department 
which shou,ld determine these things, but the Agricultural Department say!! 
it knows best ?-I think the Agricultural Department would be in geller,,) 
agreement with what I say about the quantity of water. 

5596. If in some cases they do not, what happens to the cultivator?
Whatever we state will be based on definite experiments. 

5597. I will give you a concrete. case, of which probably you are aware. 
In the case of these bunds, did you not promulgate an order that cultivators 
were to divide their fields into half acre plots, an.d round these plots certain 
bunds of earth of A oertain size were to be provided?-Yes. 

5598. Then there was some agitation against the size of these bunds in 
which the Agricultural Department took part?-Yes, against us. ' 

5599. Ultimately you reduced the size of the bunds, and promulgated a 
reduced size?-The original size was arranged before I came to the Deccan._ 
It was reduced afterwards. 

5600. That means there WIlS some Iristake in the first order promulgated 
by the Irrigation Departmcnt?-At that time they had not the ·agricultural 
-experience which I say is essential. . 

5601. Is it not possible by some method to have co-operation between 
your department and the Agricultural Department on such questionsP-It is 

:t.t:2 
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not so much a question of co-operation as of understanding each other; we 
talk different languages. 

5602. It is not a ques~ion of talking different languages; you are talking 
the same language. It is a question of research in which both of you are 
interested. For instance, on Manjri farm Mr. Knight was conducting a 
research as to how much water was necessary, whether bunds were necessary 
and what size they ought to be. Could you not have deputed a man from 
your department to watch it, and to co-operate with Manjri farm, and until 
some conclusions had been arrived at by the two of them you could have with
held the promulgation of any m·der? Was not that possible?-The conditions 
after the bunds were put in were enormously better than they were before, 
even if they were not what is now believed to be the best. The damage to 
the canal tract was reduced enormously by the bunds. Members of the 
Agricultural Department themselves testified to the improvement due to the 
bundt, and to the lact that the advantages following their introduction were 
very much grester than the disadvantages. That has been admitted now 
generally even by the cultivators. 

5603. I accept the general conclusion, but you have not caught my point. 
While your department was trying to find out the exact sizes and amounts 
neceSsary to prevent waste of water, whether it should be 2 feet by 2 or 
2 feet by 1, before you promulgated as your definite conclusions that the size 
should be 80 much, I. ask, could you not by common consent with Dr. Mann's 
department have made certain experiments at the Manjri farm first of 2 feet 
by 2 size and then 2 feet by 1 size ?-During the 5 years that that would 
ha,·e taken were we to let the conditions go from bad to worse? 

5604. You accused the Agricultural Department of making a splash, but 
you were, ~t seems, making a .. splash" because you wanted to be ahead 
by 5 years (-There is no "splash" about that at all; that is not what I 
mean by a "splash." 

5605. At any rate, you had to modify your conclusions about the sizes of 
these bunds?-Have you never changed your opinion on any point in your 
life? 

5606. I mean in this case it was avoidableP-It was avoidable, but the 
bunds, even in their first stage, were infinitely better tban having no bunds. 

5607. I accept the general conclusion, but tbe question was on tbe matter 
of sizes; I think the Agricultural Department was concerned Ilnd any pre
mature conclusion could have been avoided by you. I am trying to prove 
that co-operation between your department and tbe Agricultural Department 
is possible on matters of research. They were trying to find out whether the 
minimum water required was 75 inches. Did your department co-operate 
with the Agricultural Department in going to Manjri before you laid it 
down that 75 inches was the quantity necessary and not 125 inches?-There 
has b8Pn no rule laid down at all. 

5608. Was that a conclll8ion reached by definite experimentP-I am afraid 
I do not follow the trend of the argument. 

5609. The point is that you say you are talking two different languages;. 
I say both are talking the same language but a little co-operation is neces
sary?--Our department stated that these bund3 should be constructed in 
order to prevent waste of water; there is no question that they did prevent 
waste of water. That is not in question; there is definite proof on that point. 
The Agricultural Department went round telling the cultivators that they 
should oppose these bunds; there iM definite proof of that; they went round 
the irrignted tracts telling the cultivators to resist these bunds. 

5610. Prole.tloT GanguTee: Did they not consult you before they went to the 
cuitivatorsP-They said perfectly openly in front of us at conferences that 
they were opposed to these bunds. When they opposed these rules they opposed 
them generally on wrong reasoning, and since then even the cultivators have 
('orne round to admit that they have done a lot of good. One of our main 
reasons was that if the cultivator puts en too much water, the bun4 prevents 
the water running to waste on another man's field and damaging another 
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IDlln's·/ield but damages the field of the man who has put on too much water. 
J aay the ~an should not put on too much water, and if there is any damage, 
surely the man who does wrong should be·the man to be punished and not the 
liDfortunate man down below. There again is the same mistake of supporting 
i I.e individual cultivator against the mass of cultivators. 

5611. Sir H enru Lau:rence: In what year did this discussion take plllce?
It has been Jl:oing on since 1913 . 

• 5612. Mr. Kamat: You say that the bigger landholders leave it to their 
Aen-ants to handle the water when it comE<!! at nightP-No, I do .not say 
merely at night time, at any time. 

5613. Sometimes you do allow the water discharge to go through the 
fields at night, and the water has to be handled even at night time?-Wbat 
do you suggest we should do? The water is there, we cannot stop it. 

5614. Can any landholder handle the water without the help of the 
llervants? I mean it is inevitable?-lIy personal opinion is that there 
should be men trained for distributing irrigation water at a common outlet; 
they should have a professional man to do it. One of our rules is the 
dividing up of the area into half-acre plots which has made the distribution 
of water easier, because they know now how long it will take. It is very 
much easier than it was; that is one of the benefits of the bund rules. 

561.5. If all you mean is that there should be trained men to handle the 
, .. ater, have any steps been taken in consultation with the Agricultural Depart
mt'nt to do it?-We have been ·trying to get the cultivators themselves to 
take it up. . 

.5616. Dewan Bahadu.r Malji: Have you a genuine desire to see this 
diffif'ulty solved?-Very much 80. I have refused other appointments which 
would have been very much in my interests. 

5617. And you do not wish a 'deadlock to be reached ?-No. We are 
getting round it by the special irrigation division. 

5618. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you give all Bow irrigation?-All Bow. 
5619. But is there no lift irrigation ?-Yes, but we can utilise all the 

water we have got by Bow; there are a few acres but it is not worth a 
man's while to lift water. The cultivator here does not like lift irrigation, 
He gets lazy when he-has Bow irrigation, he finds it is 80 easy. 

5620, Our people in the Punjab like lift irrigation, better. Are th"re 
falls on your canals?-Yes. 

5621. What use do you make of those fallsP-The trouble about using falls 
in the Deccan j~ that the supply is not continuous; it may run for 5 days 
and then may he closed for 5. Where the Bow is continuous on a canal, there 
are no falls. 

5622. You make no use of such falls as there are?-The crushing of the 
sngarcane at the effluent farm is done by water power, but it has never been 
taken up. We have got that in mind the whole time but the people do not 
want it, 

5623. Why are you so much more ready to give water for BugarCal).e than 
t-o give water for food crops?-Because it means you can con('entrate your 
irrigation and avoid the great loss by percolation in your channels. 

Is not food of first importance in a country where you are subject to 
famines? 

5624. The Chairman: If you were the dictator in this matter, how much 
watt'r per acre would you give the cultivator of sugarP-My impression is 
that instead of 75 inches we should probably ha,"e to give them getting on 
for 100 inches. 

5625. How much are they getting now ?-140 . inches. 
562~ Do you snppose a reduction from 140 inches to 100 inches would 

reduce the acreage under sugarcaneP-No, it would increase the acreage. 
5627. You co not think the reduction in the water per acre would dissuade 

• portion Clf cultivators from planting sugarcane ?-Jt will have to be brought 
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in very gradually. My idea would be gradually to increase the duty from 
year to year or every second year; but we would tell them" "That amount 
of water by your old methods will irrigate 80 much; if you can irrigate 10 
or 20 _ per cent. more -you m~y do so." They would do so, because it would 
bring in a greater profit. 

5628. Even in tho ideal conditions of a dictatorship, and yourself as that 
dictator, you do 'lot contemplate the possibilit.y of reducing the water from 
140 inches to 100 inches in the first seasonP-No. 

5629. It could not be .done?-No. 
5630.· So that there is present in your mind the fact that the cultivators 

s.t any rate in the earlier stages of your experiment, if you insisted upon lin 
immediate r.eduction, would turn to crops other than sugarcane ?-They might 
gIve up altogether if it were brought in too quickly. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

The Commission then ndjourned tilt 10 a.m. on Thursday,_ the e8th October, 
19t6. 
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APPENDIX. 

Note OD The Sale of Water by MeasuremeDt for IrrigatioD by 
Mr. C. C. INCUS, Esecutive Engineer, Special IrrigatioD 

DivisioD, PooDa. 

The wide divergence of opinion which exists as to the feasibility and suit
ability of sale of water by measurement is due to a misconception of terms 
combined with confusion of thought. 

2. The reasoning on which the argument for "sale of w!1ter by measure
ment " is based is usually somewhat as follows:-

(i) "It is de~irable that the cultivator should get water when he re
quires it and in such quantity as will give him the best retw·n." 

(ii) "A man will take le8s water when he is paying for it than if his 
supply were not metered." 

" It is obvious therefore that sale of water by measurement is eminently 
d~irable." 

3. Although the above line of argument see~ at first sight to be conclusive, 
yet it is brimful of fallacies. 

In the first pla~e even if it were desirable that each individual cultivator 
should get water when he wanted it and in the quantity he desired; yet if this 
practice were followed the interests of the mass of the cultivators ,vould be 
jeopardised; because variations from normal How conditions would spoil the
regime of the channels and so reduce the general efficiency; furthermore at 
periods of high demand all would want extra water, and if some men got 
extra water the others would suffer to a much greater extent than the pam
pered individuals would gain. In other words the more the interests of the
individual cultivator are taken into account the more the mass of the culti
vators lIuffer. 'l'his is the basic point of irrigation practice-namely that 
" the interests of the individual must give way before the interests of the
mass of the cultivator." 

4. Again, even if it were desirable to favour the individu\11 against the 
mass, it would still be impossible to give water to individuals when they 
wanted it and in the quantities they desired-because an irrigation system 
is not like a town water-supply, with the water in pipes under pressure so 
that when water is wanted a tap can be turned. Under such conditions sale
by measurement would undoubtedly be more economical than charging so 
much per house or a percentage on the rates; but even in a town water-supply, 
,hould a water famine occur (i.e., wheli the "supply" is the "limiting 
factor" as in the case of irrigation) further economy is obtained by cu.tting 
down the supply, allowing water to flow for only a few hours each day. Hence, 
even in towns the highest economy is obtained by a system which restricts 
the supply far below the people desire, and distribution is then done on a 
system which is analogous to distribution of water by semi-modules. Thfl 
is much more economical than mere metering. • 

5. Northing is more certain than that if a man who had hitherto been given: 
a supply restricted by a semi-module were told he could take the quantity 
he desired by paying for it by mellA!urement he would increllA!e his supply per 
acre considerably. The reason for this is obvious. Take the case of sugar
cane for example. By increasing the depth of water from 80" to 120" a 
cultivator could increase his crop by 2 tons per acre, which would bring in 
Rs. 50 additional return per acre. For this extra water ~ would pay 
Rs. 22-8, or he would increase his individual profit by Rs. 27-8. Is there any 
doubt he would take the extra water P Obviously there is none. 

6. Bilt what - about the mass of the cultivators? Between them they 
would get 40 acre-inches less water than befor~r sufficient to grow half an 
acre and produce an additional i x 34 tons; or say Rs. 100 profit. There 
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would then be a net los8 to the cultivators of Ra. 100 minus R~. 27.8 or a loss 
of Rs. 72-8. 

7. I may add that in this partic-ular case the extra Qutturn of 2 tons 1\'ould 
be purely tempornry;' because thl' l'xtra water would dama~e the physical 
state of the soil; so that within a few years the man taking 120· would get 
8 smalll'r outturn than th()l;e getting 80", and there would thl'n he the double 
loss to the individual and to the mass of the cultivators. Ignoring the damage 
due to extra water, hOll"erer, U', see that .0 lo'ng as water is the limiting factor 
"sale of wutfr /,.1/ mra .• nrement" (in its generally acceptl'd meaning, anli 
the meaning in which I have found it is used by the cultivators and members 
of the Agricultural Department in the Daccan) v.'i/l lead to more 1mter being 
taken per acr~ ann conseqllently a ,·edu.ction of aTea irrigated with. a very 
big loss of 1)Qfelltial l,ro/it to the moss of the cu/tiratoTs. 

8. But There is anothl'r method of selling water 'lI'hich has come to be 
known n~ "sale (If water at volumetric ratl's." Under this system water is 
distributed in exactly the same way as when rates are assessed on an area 
basis; the only difference is that rote .• are assessed on .teater supplied and· 
"ot all "rea. irrigated. 

9. The ad,"ant.agl's claimed by the ad'mcates of the system are that-

\II The Revenue l'stablishment ",ho measure the areas, would be uo
necessary; and so the cultivators would be reliewd of interfer
ence and trouble l'aused hy them. 

(ii) The ('ultivators would be free to distribute the water as they wished. 

\.0. Those who oppose this systl'ln' point out that-

;'ij The Revenue E'stablishment would merely be rl'plaeed by Gauge 
Readers. 

Iii) These Gauge Reader~ would be in a much bl'tter position to extort 
money; beea use 

(a) they ('ould falsify their records of dischargl's much more 
easily than arl'as could be falsified; and 

(b) they could increase or decrease supplies without there being 
anything to show that this had been done, whereas 
areas irrigated can he checked at any time during the 
season in which the l'rops are irrigated. 

(ii" Therl' are no rec.)rding meters, excl'pt such as are prohibitive in 
priOl'o which overcome the necessity for the human element, nor 
is there any l'\ll'ap meter which cannot be tampl'rl'd with. 

(id Volulllf.'tril' ratf.'8 do not allow for differences of soil nor for 10i<S8i1 

in trall,it to fif.'lds; collRcqUf.'ntly the man with good land near t,he 
hend of an outll't ('ould irrigate a mUl'h larger urea than the 
DIan with sandy land lit the tail, yet both would have to pay the 
snllll' for the water. ~ot merelv would this be unfair to t.he 
('ultiv:ltor at the ttlil: hut i{ would also mean that the volumetric 
watl'r rates would be kept down to the amount that the man at 
the tail could pay; ",herl'a. on an area basis the chargl's can be 
b'\~l'd on a"l'ra~s not on the worst case. It Dlay also be pointl'd 
out that the mam prillC'il'le of irrigation assessment is that Gov
enllllent should tukl' a fair shllre of the profits due to the watl'r 
supplied. This is what occurs when charges are by areas; but 
would not hold if chargl's were based on water at outlet head. 

(to', If thertl Wl'rl' no rt'cords of areos, information about low duties of 
intlividuol fif'lds or portions of olltlets would not be known; there 
wOIII(\ tht'rdm't' bE' 110 dat.a available which would lead to remo
dl'lIinl?;. nor any l'ffort to improve conditions. It is by going 
among the irrigilt.or" that we learn the clash between agricultural 
requirements and irrigation limitations, and without this know
ledge thl're is not milch hope of progress. 
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(vi) Water would be taken acr083 drainage channels. 'Ihis would not 
generally do much damagu locally; but cause damage to adjoining 
areas, whose intere&ts we must protect. 

(,.ii) A man to save himself trouble would take water from an unsuit
. able part of his fil'ld instead of maintaining an additional 

channel. This would lead to more water being used and hence 
less profit. It may be argued that a man will not deliberately 
sacrifice profit; but we who have had to run canals know from 
long experience that when the choice lies hl'tween additional 
effort or a small, not very obvious loss, the line of ll'ast resis
tance will be followed. 

(viii) Inspection of the outlet might not stop tampering; but this would 
be indicated by an excess area being irrigated. Hence the area 
irrigated would lead to the detection of tampering and false 
gauge readings. 

(iz) If excess water w('re taken---either by tampering or by making a 
cut--there would thl'n bl' no record of the excess water used and 
this ~uld only be estimated by knowing the excel!8 area irrigated. 

(z) Though it would be advantageous for advanced cultivators with 
very large areas to be able to distribute water as they wished; 
this would be a double-edgerl tool and it is obvious that it would 
be exceedingly disadvantageous, not to say disastrous, for the 
small cultivators, who would only get what was leR over by their 
more powerful neighbours. 

11. There is no reason why-even with area assessment--distribution 
should not be done by the people themselves; indeed this may he said to be the 
pre~ent method in Sind; but experience shows t,hat Irrigation Officers are 
called in from time to time by the cultivators to settle disputes and draw up 
revised share lists, and that If this were not 80, conditions would become 
intolerable for the small cultivators. 

The fact is that in India .. public spirit" has not yet reached the stage 
at which the rights of the small men are respected. 

12. To sum up: -We find that assessment at volumetric rates instead of 
by areas irrigated, though advantageous to the big cultivators, is quite un
suited to the interests of the smaller men. 

We find also that tbere is no meter obtainable at a reasonable cost which 
will eliminate the human element. nor give measurements of equal accuracy 
to area measurements; nor is there any meter which cannot be tampered 
with, so that with quantity measurements the temptation to dishonesty would 
be enormously greater than with area measurements. In addition to this, 
~har~s would not be in proportion to the profits of the cultivators, which has 
hitherto been considert'd the fair basis for assessment. Consequently the rate 
would vary with the position and soil of a man's holding. 

Finally, the ~taff would lose touch with the conditions of the cultivators, 
and their difficulties; and irregular practice8-{)ue to laziness or Uishonesty
would arise which would reduce the general efficiency and cause damage in 
adjoiwng areas. 

The arguments against sale of water at volumetric rates-except possibly 
where there are ('nlightened cultivators with very large holdings-are un
answerable, and ('Ten in these cases it should be borne in mind that if a 
Gauge Reader were dishonest the other cultivators and Government would 
suffer to a much greater extent than under the present; system of sssessmen~ 
on areas irrigated. 

We require meters, modules and semi-modules to enable us to distribute 
water as efficiently and as fairly as possible; but under present conditions and 
for many years to come assessment by area will in the majority of cases he 
preferable to the volu.metric system of 8SSeB8Illent. 
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Dr. HAROLD H. MANN. 
Further oral Evidence. 

5631. The Ohairman: In answer to a question by Sir Chunilal Mehta, you 
mentioned the existenc~ of a Provincial Board of Agriculture in this Presi
dency, and I have asked you to be good enough to eome back in the chair for 
a few moments to tell the Commission a little more about this Provincial 
Board of Agriculture, and particularly as to whether you think it is a·n 
active, useful body?-The Provincial Board of Agriculture was formed in 
1919, on the suggestion of the Imperial Board of Agriculture, as a consulta
tive body for the Government of Bombay in connection with agricultural 
matters, It was decid(ld at that time that it should consist of about 40 
members, comprising the heads and representatives of all the departments 
which were associated with agriculture, including co-operation, veterinary, 
irrigation, public health, and so on, together with about 25 officials of various 
sorts and about 15 non-official representatives of the agricultural interests in 
various districts. This was to be an ad hoc body, formed each year and was 
to meet once a year, g(lnerally for 3 days, to diseuss an agenda framed by 
Gov(lrnment. In other words, it was a body which was asked to give advice 
to Government once a year on specifi" questions on which Government was 
desirous of g(ltting advice. Since that time, it has met sometimes once a 
year and sometimes once in two years, the actual membership being det-er
mined anew for each Board. The last one was held in 1925. 

5632. In your view, is a body of that nature, which meets only once a 
year, capable of bringing about. eo-ordination between the various depart
ments which touch Il.gricultural interestsP-8o far, as a co-ordinating body 
it has not been of very much "alue. It has been useful, however, in the sense 
tbat you have to gather on . specific questions "arious types of opinion, and 
the combiMd opinion has been valuable to Government; but as a co-ordinating 
body between the different departmentil, I do not tlJink it has done very much. 
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563.3. During the cour~e of your evidence, you adumbrated the possibi~ty 
of bOrne centrnl advisory and consultative body for re~earch purpOBes bemg 
formed ?-Yes. , 

5634. If some Bucb body were formed, would it not be important that a' 
like body should exist in each Province ?-I think it would be extremely valu
able for such a body to exist. I have not thought really about what form 
such a body should take. but I think ita existence would be extremely 
valuable. 

5635. There is no other body in existence which would be capQble of taking 
the widest possible view of agricultural progress and rural improvement 
generally. is therer-None. There is no other body which would do it at all, 
and I think a development of this Board of Agrioulture might serve thQ 
purpose that you bave in view. You may have a body like this meeting once 
a year, with a permanent committee just as in the oase of the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee, which meets twice a year, and has a -permanent sitting 
executive committee, which deals with matters between rueetings, and has 
powl'rs to deal with a very large proportion of the questions that arise. 

5636. That Committee might koop in view the general interests, economio, 
social and hygienio, of the rural population?-I certainly think so. That 
"'ould be an extremely valuable addition to our forces; and I think we might 
retain something in the nature of the present Provinoial Board of Agriculture 
aa a body which meets at intervals, say once a year, to which such a committee 
would report. 

5637. Do you think such a body might' even achieve a common mind 
between the Agricultural Department and the Irrigation Department?-Yes. 
I think there is no reason to suppose that it would not, provided of course 
the departments were ready to accept what such a body decided upon, subject 
of course to revision by Government. 

5638. It is greatly to be hoped that they would ?-Of course, in that matter 
there is a good deal of difficulty in bringing suoh a position about, because, 
as I said in my evidence before, one department is at the bottom a commer
cial department and the other is not. 

5639. Professor Gangulee: Could you amplify this idea of a Provincial 
Board that you have suggested, and give us your views in writing?-I should 
be muoh pleased to do so if the Commission desired ,it.-

5640. An. Calvert: Is there also a committee on agriculture of the Legis
lative Counoil?-No. 

5641. Sir Thomas Miikllet01l.: Following on the last answer which you gave
to the Chairman about the difference of opinion between the Agrioultural and 
Irrigation Departments, I listened carefully to the views put forward yester
day by Mr. Inglis, and I know your own views. I quite recognise how the 
difference of opinion comes in, but I heard Mr. Inglis say at the end of his 
evidence that he recognised that it was impossible, as a matter of practioal 
canal management, to get such a small quantity as 75 inches of water adopted 
for sugarcane immediately. He indicated that the minimum he would be able
to reach was something like 100 inches. Now, your own optimum is 125 inches, 
and you do recognise that there is something to be said for keeping the water
supply as low as possible, ill the interest of the soil, apart altogether from 
those of neighbouring cultivators. Do you'not think that, with a view to con
centrating propaganda of both the Irrigation and Agricultural Departments 
on the work, you might ),nth agree to recommend 100 inches of water for 
sugarc.ane?-I am absolutely ready to go this far. I am ready to recommend 
to the people not to wate,r excessively, and to lay before the~ the facts, that 
by watering with 100 inches they can, with care, get the same results as they 
get with 125 inches. The trouble comes in, however, when the department 
comes and says, .. You shall not have more than 100 inches." If it is a matter 
of propaganda, I think we can work together, but when a department says 
.. You shall not, and the Agricultural Department supports us an'd says y~u 
shall not," all our propaganda in other directions becomes impossible. If it 

• See Appendix B, page 271. 
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is a matt"r of propaganda b)' both departments,then I am entirely with the 
Irrigation Officer. hut jf behind that there is the senS(> that" We will compel 
you. and that on the ad"i<'e of the Agricultural Department, to take not more 
than 100 iuches," then 'you ·are ruining all my work. 

5642. Sir Ch ulIiTal Mehta: The Provincial Board of Agriculture met in 
192'Z. and we had then 1\ good many cultivators from the irrigation tracts 
who c~me in and took part in the vernacular in the discu:>sions of the Board. 
Is ~hat not so?-That was hardly a meeting of the Board. It was a separate 
conference which followed it. and then we had a large numher of. cultivator;; 
who callle in and took part in the vernacular in the discussion. 

5643. There was l\ meeting of the Board in l!JU and also in 1922. Did 
~'ou then notice that. as a result of the discussions, which were very general 
in character, in thooe Board meetings, it was thought that it was necessary. if 
we were to do any practical work, to have smaller bodies underneath that 
Board. or. let us say. that the general work of the Board should be done by 
these Di,-isional Boards of Agriculture?-That was the scheme which we 
\\'orked out there. that the ger.eral detailed work which such a Board might 
do .... ould better he done di ... i~ion by division by a special board created .for 
each dil'ision. 

5i3,w. Y68, and which was more or les8 worked on the same principle, with 
four non-officialA and two officials on the Divisional Board?-Yea. 

5645. And those rE'ally have worked very satisfactorily?--On the whole, 
the~' haye worked very satisfactorily. I am disappointed in some respe<'ts 
with th~m. but they have worked. I think. enthusiastically. My only criti
cism is that thE'Y have not taken to the detailed supervision of the propaganda 
work di,trict by district and area by area in the way I hoped. Apart from 
that. tlwy hal'e done well. 

5646. Can you cOnceive the General Board of Agriculture taking on detail. 
ed work such II" the co-ordination of the Irrigation and the Agricultural 
Department&?-~ot as a Board, no. 

564;. It would be extrE'mely difficult for them to do that as a Board?-I 
think ,0. but the idea of having a standing committee of such a Board might 
bE' useful in that direction. 

5648. The point J want to be understood is that merely by the creation 01 
a general Boord we are not going to advance towards practical results?--
No. I do not think so. . 

5649. You get advice from them which Government would be glad to have, 
but for getting practical value you must have these smaller boards ?-We 
must ha"e a smaller body. 

5650. Acquainted with the local ('onditionsP-1 agree. 
,)651. Sir Ganga Ram: I was much surprised to hear the evidence of 

Mr. Inglis. What husiness have !,ou to inti:'rfere in the work of the Irriga
tion Department? In the Punjab, the Agricultural Department's work is to 
adl'ise the people what crop.! to grow and what seeds to sow. In the Punjab 
the Irrigation Department has nothing to do with the Agricultural Depart
me/l!,. aud ria ren.!. I do not know why in Bombay this non-co-operation 
between tht' two depart.ments should exist ?-I do not think there is any non
('O-op('ration and I do not think that we interfere in the least with the work 
of the Irrigation Department. 

5652. You are responsible to the people for the production of the soil; you 
are not re>pon&iblt' to the pt'ople for getting them enough water ?-I am 
respoll.ible for giving them information as to the best methods of cultivating 
their loud. the best amount of water to use and the best methods to adopt 
gt'llt'rally. 

56.53. And the most eronomical way of using the waterP-Yea. 

5654. Do ~·ou endor~e the view of Mr. Inglis that the people have no right 
to "'liter ?-I n tilt> De('('an. here, nobody has any right to water. 

5655. "not is the wawr for if the poople have no right to it?-Let us be 
quite elenr .. Xo illlli\"idnnl has a right to water, but the people 88 a whole 
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have. Tllere is not enough water for everybody. There is only, in fact, 
enough water for about a quarter of the people. That is to say I, who have 
a piece of land hel'e, have no special right to water as against my neighbour, 
and according to the conditions at any time the Irrigation Department or the 
GovN'nment can give it to me or to my neighbour as they please. 

5656. It i8 DOt your department'. duty to determine who shall have itF
No. 

5657. It is neither your duty nor that of the Irrigation Department?-It 
certainly is not mine. 

5658. I do not understand how you come to advise them to use 140 inches 
of water for sugarcane, which meaus that they could grow, with the same 
water, a food crop ten times as great. On what agricultural ground do you 
allow them to ask for 140 inches of water?-I could grow with 140 inches of 
water ten times the area of wheat. I have nothing to do with determining 
whether it be wheat or sugarcane that is grown on the canal. 

56.59. You leave that to tho people?-Tbat is between Government, th. 
Irrigation Department, and the people. What I do is to say, "If you are 
growing sugarcane, this is the best method to grow it, and if you are growing 
wheat this i. th,e best method to grow it." 

5660. Does Government dictate to the people what to grow? Who dictates 
to the people? In our part of the country, we are accustomed to the Irriga
tion Department saying" You have got so much gross area; you are entitled 
to se much water," and the Agricultural Department advises a8to the best 
way of making use of that water. I do not see that there is any ground fOT 
non-co-operation between them ?-I am sorry the word non-eo-operation ha.
heen used, becaus~ there is no such thing. 

5661. We understood distinctly from Mr. Inglis that there WQs?-All we 
oio is to indicate the best methods of growing the crops, when the nature of 
the crop is determlUed, We do not say so much water should be given for 
wheat, and so mUl'h for sugarcane at all. That is not our business. 

5602. Dr. Hyder,' Do the irrigation people pres/! the people to grow any 
particular crop ?-The Irrigation Department invites, at the beginning of the 
y<'ar, applications for ;water for sugarcane, for other pereimial crops, for rabi 
crops, for eight-months' crops, and for' klu,ri/ crops, and having got the 
figures they determine how they shall utilise the water. We do not have allY, 
thing to do with it. 

5663. Mr. Kamat,' Do 'you think the Provincial Board of Agriculture 
meets often enough to be of sufficient useP-In recent years, it has met once 
in two years. 1 should prefer it to meet once a year and have, as I said 
before, a standing committee. 

5664. The two improvements necessary are that it should meet oftener, 
and should have a standing committee?-Yes. 

5665. About this irrigation controversy, we were told that the motto is 
the greatest good of the greatest numher. I want to know whether it should 
be for the greatest number of people or the greatest number of acres under 
sugarcane which the supply of water may justify?-Of course, to me the 
purpose should be the utilisation of that water in order to produce the largest 
value of material, whether it is to be produced" on a limited numher ora very 
large number of acres. 

5666. As a matter of policy, from the business side to the agriculturist is 
it better to allow him water for 5 acres and starve those 5 acres or to give 
him water only for 4 acres, but give it in sufficient quantities to ensure a 
good outtum ?-I do not believe in restricting water so that you NlJIDot pro. 
d uce a first class crop. ' 

5667. Mr. Calvert,' With good cultivation P-Naturally. I do not believe 
in restricting the water'so that you cannot produce a first class crop. But 
naturally if you can get a first class crop with less watel', r am absolutely in 
favour of doing so. , 
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5668. 1I1r. Kamat; Is it possible for the Manjri farm to make experiments 
in co-operation with tlie Irrigation DE.>partmont, and come to dO'fi'nite results? 
-PO'rfectl~·. 

15669. About the co-operative movement, we were told by Mr. Collins that 
he had reached about 12 per cent. of the total number of agriculturists so far 
as finance was cone-emed. As a whole, what is your general impression? Are
these societies well managE.>d in the majority of cases, 01' are some of them, a. 
largO' number of them, only one-man societies ?-I think it is generally recog
nised that a very large proportion of the societies are ono-wan societies; that 
i~ to say, the co-operative element is comparatively small. lIost of the mem
bers belong to th€'m for the sake of getting loan8. Of course, there are a few 
exceptional ones like Hadapsar, which we saw this week, and I could name
others. But a very large proportion of them are soeiE.>ties run by one or two 
enthusiasts. 

5670. So far as useful work is concerned, mere statistics that we ha,ve' 
l'eaclH'd 12 per ccnt. of thE! population are not a good index?-Not a. COlli. 
plO't€, index. \ 

51171. Professor Gangl/I.>,; I ha,"e a suspicion that this desire for exces
sive wuterings ou' the part of the cultivator may be due in part to his desire 
t.o make up the defi~iency caused hy bad cultivation ?-I think that is to a. 
veQ" cOllsiderable extent true. I think that water, and I may say in the 
:Dt'('C £111 , manurE.> are both ns!'d in excess in order to make up what might be' 
Illatie up by good cultivation. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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APPENDIX A. 

T-rte, which <10 ~I()t striotJs[.y damage crops near which they are grown. 

1. Prosopi. spicigera (Shami in ~£arathi, Kundi in Sind) is well-known a9 
injuring crops very little. 

2 .. 41bizzia .tipulata is grown Rmong tea lind coffee regularly, with bene
fit to the ct,op. 

3. Dalbergia lati/olia is likewise grown among t<!a and coffee with benefit. 
4. ETI,thrina indica is used all over the Deccan as the support for grape 

vines, with considerable bentlJit to the vines. 
NOB. 2, 3 and 4 are usuaIly used where there is plenty of water in the soil. 
5. Thespesia populuea (Bhend, the cartpole tree or the Indian tulip tn'e) i3 

.grown largely near rice fields in the Konkan, without injury. It grows on 
well-drain~d soil, and .in a damp atm'"phere. 

6. Pongamia glabra (Karanj) has the 6ame reputation as the last, but I 
have myself not tested it. . 

7. PolJlaltha longi/olia (Ashok) is an erect tree with more or less short 
branches. It is planted near other crops in Gujarat, without very great injury. 

8. Mimusops ~pzamdra (Khirni or Rayan) is a large spreading tree, and 
grows well in the Konkan And Deccan. Mr. Paranjpye states :-" In Ahmed
nagar diHriet, I I,ave seen a good banana plantation, growing near a large. 
tree.,t 

9. Euralynflu ~eems to aIlow jOlrar fodder crops to grow satisfactorily quite 
close to it. 

APPENDIX B. 

Provincial Board 0/ Agriculturll, Bombay Presidency. 

The formation of the Provincial Board of Agriculture in Bombay had its 
origin in a suggestion from the Government of India (dated September 1B, 
1918) based on discussion in the meeting of the Board of Agriculture for India, 
that such Board should be formed in all the major Provinces. The suggestion 
wu approved and it was decided that a Board should be constituted as fol
lows (Government Order, Revenue Department, No. 9565 of 15th September 
1919):-

1. A member of His Excellency the Governor's Executive Council (Chair-
man). 

2. The Director of Agriculture (Secretary). 
3. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies. 
4. The Director of Industries. 

'5, The Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department. 
6. The Superintending Engineer, Deccan Irrigation Division. 
7. Twell'e officers of the Agriculture, Co-operative, Veterinary and Irri

gation Departments selected by the officers under Nos. 2-6 above. 
and al'proved by Government. . 

8. Two other officers selected by Go>ernmeut from any department. 
9. Ten non-official memhers from various parts of the Presidency pro

per, selected by the Director of Agriculture and approved by 
Government. 

The total number of members was, hence, thirty. The members under 7, 8 
and 9 were t-o be selected ad hoc for each meeting, according to the agenda 
'Proposed. 
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A separate Board was to he formed for Sind, but this has never come into 
existence. , 

ender this scheme Jlleetings of the Board were held in 1920. 192i, 1923 
and 1925. 

The resolutions of each meeting were placed before Government, and deci
sions taken on the recommendations of the Board. 

Now there is no doubt that these meetings of representatives of most of 
the departments collcerned with rural development, with a number of leading 
non-official gentlemen interested, directly or indirectly, in rural affairs, have 
been of considerable value, and have, to a certain extent, guided policy in 
the various departments cOllcerned. .On the other hand, the co-ordination ot 
work thus induced has not been, in my opinion, so effective as it might have 
been if there had been a small standing committee which. under the Presidency 
of the Minister for Argiculture held together the thrt'ads of the work in the 
interval. 

Hence I would suggest to the Commission, that to enable the Provincial 
.Hoard to be of the full value of which it is capable, it would be wise to provide 
as follows:-

1. Between the meetings of the Board of Agriculture, there should be 1\ 

standing committee consisting of the Minister for Agriculture, the 
Director of Agriculture (Secretary), the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies, the Director of Industries, the Superintendent, Civil 
Veterinary Department and two other officers seleded by Govern_ 
ment,-and five non-officials elected by the Board itself to !\Ct, on 
the standing committee until the next meeting of the Hoard. 

2. The standing committee should meet at least once every six months 
under the chairmanship of the Minister for Agriculture. 

3. This standing committee should be the ordinary body consulted by 
Government on all questions of public importance concerned with 
rural development and especially on the co-ordination of the work 
of the various departments concerned in such rural development. 

Such a standing committee would form a link between the different meetingll' 
of the Board itself, even if the personnel of the Board changed considerably at 
succe,qsivl' meetings, and t.he st.anding committeI' would report to the Board 
on its opinion stated and advice given on all matters referred to it and lin 
.. nich it was consulted between the meetings of the Board. 
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Mr. R. T. HARRISON, SecretarY and ChiEf Engineer for Irrigation, 
P. W. D., Bomby Presidency. 

Oral Evidence. 
0072. Til" Chairman: Mr. Harrison, you are Secretary to Government in 

the Public Works Department, and Chief Engineer?-Yes, for Irrigaticn. 

5U73. I under.talld you desire to make a statement of a general characwr 
before the CommissIon proceeds to question and answer?-May I be given a 
few minutes? I am having it typed, to be more concise. I can answer any 
general questions in the meantime . 

.'5674. Do you favour the plan of a ('entral research station for irrigation 
;n India?-I do. 

5675. Would YOIl care to develop that idea?-I think it should be the 
!'I,tural outcome of the formation of this Irrigation Board. 

W76. You also favour the creation of an Irrigation Board?-Yes. 
5677. What will be the function of that Irrigation Board ?-It will be 

purely a hody of Engineers, a pa'nel chosen from the Chief Engineers for Irri
I'otion of all ProvinCe!!. The Board will never sit as a whole, but from it will 
be chosen a 8ub-committee, generally of two Chief Engineers, with the (;on
tiultiDj[ Engineer to the Government of'India as chairmaD, and projects will 
be submitted to them. The Engineers will be chosen with regard to the pro
jects which they have technically to advise on. That is to say, if we put up 
an irrigation problem, we would have, say, the Chief Engineers of the Punjab 
and United Provinces to advise on it. It would be no use bringing in the 
Chief Enginoer of Bengal, Burma, or possibly Madras. They would only deal 
with the subjects which they know most about, and be chosen in relation to 
that fact. • 

6678. The prime function of this Board, I take it, will be to advise the 
Goverumont of India in irrigation matters touching the interests of more than 
one ProvinceP-Yes. 

5679. Would it also be at the disposal of Provincial Governments for advice 
in the matt.>r of schemes which were within the limit of provincial sanction P
Of course, that would depend on the Provincial Government desiring that in
formation. 

IJ6!'O. If they 80 desire it?-Yes. That is the idea, and I hope it will 
fructify. 

5681. Do you definitely prefer the proposal of a Board constituted in the 
manner you have suggested, to a single officer appointed in the capacity of 
Irrigation Adviser to'the Government of India?-Yes. It will strengthen the 
Provincial Government a very great deal, politically principally. It will 
strengthen the Government of India in the same way, and it will finally 
strengthen the hands of the Secretary of State. 

5&'2. Is it your view that, on the whole, it would be an advantage to Ind.ia. 
and the cultivator if the Government of India were in a position to take a 
more active part in large schemes and more active direction in cases where two 
or more Provinces are concerned with one particular scheme?-Answering for 
llIy~elf, I think it wuuld. I do not think that this squabble (if I may so 
deRcrihe ill b~t.ween ourselves and the Punjab could have arisen under the old 
rt'gillle. But I hold that it is not fair to the new regime to put all the blame 
on it. I think the Government of India should have adjusted themselves to 
the new conditions, and in this particular question between ourselves and the 
Punjab I would suggest the formation of some such Board as exists on the 
Nile j a~ Indus Board. That river was not given by the Bivinity to the Punjab 
or to ourselves. It was given to the whole country, and it ill impossible to deal 
with it in parts. I have not worked out the scheme altogether but I have some 
idea as to what I would like. 

5683: You do not think the Central Advisory BO&1'd could deal with cases 
of difference of interest or opinion as they came alongP-No, not on a ques-
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-tion like that. It is mu~h too big. The issues are so immense, especially to 
us. though not perhaps to tht' same extent to the Punjab. 

5684. I understand th .. t you are anxious to make a statement on tbis 
~lIestion in a momeni or two, and I will return to it then. 0"] q.lite 3 

iufferent point, haye you any views which you ('are to put before ihe Ccm
mission as to the relative advantages of the sy;tem of acreage charge l1!ld 
charge by 'rolumetric system ?-Yes. I consider that the volumetric system 
is in the present conditions in this Provlllce impossible. We have tried co
operation, that is, giying: out distributaries to the zamindars or cultivators on 
it, and in only one case have we had anything like satisfactory co-operation. 
In another case we have had a sufficiently sati~fa('tory trial to extend the 
conditions by three years, but in se\'eral other case.i we bave had to take b8<'lE 
the distribution into our own hands as the cultivators could not arranl/.6 
matters properly amongst themselves. On the general question of volumetr-ic 
sale of water, we would have no hold over the area of land that would be 
cultivated. The present cry all round is for more water. It is most lik .. ly that 
if we sold our water by volume we should have a considerable decn'aM ID the 
area af, present cultivated. 

5685. That would inyolve also a decrease in the total crop produced?-Ye-s. 
5686. What are your views as to the possibility of developing minor irriga

tion scheml's in this Presidency (-My general view on minor irrigation is tl,at 
\ where we cannot construct major irrigation works, we should unquestionably 
.-l go in for minor irrigation works. ('There are several partll of th~ Presidency, 

luch as the district of Bijapur, where it is almost impossible, fr',UI the physical 
nature (.f the ('ountr:", to consider sny practical major irribBti0n schemes, &Lcl 
:hero-iore in such (,,.,,1'5, fr.)m the irrigat,j()n point of \iew, minor irrigsti( n 
;\, .. rk5 such as tanks are most necessary. 'Ve can only meet the siiuation in 
,hat way. There is sloo the question of village water,supply 8Ld there t.bey 
arl' extremely useful Illid indeed neC€ssary::> 

568i. WhE'll you speak of minor irrigation works, woula you include smail 
sch .. mes of inipwveroent carried (·ut b~' one or more cultivatOl's?-).'e,. with~n 
the limits laid dO'l'n. One of our officers, a Superintending Engineer. has 
b~n put on special duty to investigate these wnor irrigation schemes. He 
is not under my control now, except technically. I think the monetary limit. 
put to his efforts is H lakhs of rupees. 

5688. Sir Beflr'll Lawrence: That is the limit of his budgetf-Xo, the 
limit. of an individual work. 

5689. The Chairman: Have you any Hperience of the capac.iry of ('0-

operative societies to initiate, carry out and con'trol such minor schemes oi 
irrigation ?-No. I have not. 

5tlPO. Do you think there is any pro,;pect of their bein;:; able to do so?-I 
think ~o. Answering casu .. lly, I think it shouhl LIe tried. It is a questiC'n d 
leadership. 

56£)l. Sir CJ.unilal Mehta: Ha\"'e you not. an e:l:ample in the co-operat.ive 
distribution of water in Na~ikP-Yl's. I was thinking of the department now 
run by Mr. Collins and which used to be run by Mr. Rothfield. I thought 
the Chairman reierrl'd particularly to that. I mentiollt:d that we have tried 
(·o-(\!H'ration in the llultter of hallding O\'er the di,trilmtion to the cultivators. 

5692. The Chairmal1: I was not thinking of the department under lIr. Col
lins carrying out this work. I 1\'as thinking of the co-operative sO" 
ci"ties which it is the duty of Mr. Collins to foster and encournge carrying 
out this work?-Yes, but it will come within his purview. 

5693. Have you had nperience of the working of District Local Boards?
I have beeD ex-officio member of the Local Boards of all districts where I 
haTe worked as Executive Engineer. But that is some years ago now, nnd I 
can bardly speak with any confi,lenct> of them at the present time. 

6694. Have vou anv vil'WS about District Boards in relation to their control 
.of roads under 'their chargeP-That is not my sphere. You will probably get 
better inforuHltion from Mr. Framji, but the opinion I ha.-e form!'d is that we 
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.f:o!!ld be (hary about handing over roads in any great qutlntity. The de
ulilnd of th" Lo<:ul Boards sh.,lIld not be granted as quickly and inasmuch 
quantity as they want. 

5;;~lj. 'Vhat ahout roads ill canal areas?-'We ha\'e made special roads 
called .... ,Tie .. roacLs. Those, of course, are always lIlaintained and will b~ 
lrJaintalned by U", and Rre rather outside the question of handing over roads 
to Lo<:al Board". 

5600. They are but of COllI'S" any ext~nsion of your responsibility in the' 
matter of roads would tollch District Boards ?-We could not hand those. roads 
ov .. r. It would not be f .. ir to expect us to do so. 

5ilf~7. One of the officers of your department has suggested that more roads
ahould be taken over by the Irrigation Department ?-In our own area P 

56(1-l. Y .. s. 'What do you thillk of that idea?-That is a question of opinion 
and expedi<:>ncy. We ha"e done that in some districts. We have done it' 
chiefly becau,*" as I have said, it is a question of expediency, and we get our 
repair~ dont! wh .. n we want thl'lIl, and also it is "tonomieal as it prevents over
lapping of duties. 

5<lCl9. Have y,)U commenced reeruiting for the new Superior Provincial 
EII;.:in .... ring Sernee?-Yes, we have; it is in full blast . 

. ;;1)0. How about the training of officers for that serriee? Do you sug
Il:",t any change tbere?-Not particularly. For tlle Provindal Engineering 
Service, I think the elasB of men we now get is quite good. Thl' education 
that is given now is ml'rely an improvement on that giyen to what we used to
call rppl'r 8ubordinates. In many part.icuJars it hns beoen merely a change' 
in name. The.,,,, men used to be called Upper Subordinates and they are now
called Assistant Engineers, but the improvement in their status and pay does· 
react naturally on the quality of the men we get and it is improving . 

. 5i01. Has it ever occurred to you that by means of a short examination 
paper or I,,v means of a short period of attachment to the Agricultural Depart
n,ent or by both means, young officers of your own service might be brought into' 
milch rlo-<er touch with agricultural problems?-I have not cOllJ!idered it, but I 
In, l,.,tening ,v"~t~rday to the I'xamination of Mr. Ingli", and I think it would· 
I,,, ,;<)till.} , It would correspond ~o what was done at Cooper's 
IIilL I nm a CoopElr's Hill man. "'e were always given a vacation task. As 
"lie "ICh task I visited the Shaft and Axletree Company at Wednesbury 
and learnt hoW' 8t~1 wa. manufad.ured. I think it would be a very good 
thin~ if these men were called upon to give up a period of their vacation for 
Sli tl tmilling. if it cannot b~ fitted into the t~rm. but I think the idea is verv 
sound and it is necessary. . ' 

5702. Th.,. Army obtain cO-<lrdination between various arms by sending 
tl."lr. for tr8inin~ to other branches. It is a close parallel, is it not?-Yes, 
I agree. 

I think now my colleagu,'~ will ask you questions, They will ask quertions 
confined to matters other than this differl'nce of opinion between your Province 
and t.he Punjab, as I understand that the statement you are going to deal 
with covers that matter aloue. 

5703. Sir Henrv Law·renee: You mentioned that in one case the sale by 
v,)lumetric ll,,,usure was sati"fllct,ory ~-No, I did not; not hy, volumetric; it 
I>as never heen tried. anywht'l'e. I ml'ntioned that we tri",} co-operation on 
th" acreage ~~·'t,'rn; that is hnnding o"-I'r the distributaries to the cultivaiors 
and leaving them to run them. 

5iO'1. I thought in that case the water was measured volumetrically?-No. 
5705, Whera was the ca,e where the cultivators carried out the distribu

tion satisfactorily?-I think that it was in the territory of the Raja of 
Malegaon. . 

5706. Near Baramati on the Nira Canal?-Yes. 
570i. In that case it succeededP~Yes. 
570ft In othe-rs it was a ·faiitlrl'?-One is being given another trial. 
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5709. How many cahes have you triedP-About five altogether. 
5710. And in the other cases, the cultivators quarrelled among themselves 

about the distribution?-Yes, it was satisfactory only in one case. 
5711. I think you said that if you introduced sale by volume th~t would 

oocrease the crop produced. Can you explain why it should ?-In the present 
mentality of the people and their lack of agricultural sense which is based on 
their lack of education, they would not, I consider, use the watl'r "Ith the 
dilwretion that we do, and the tendency would be to over-water, alJd naturally 
with II fixed discharge that would mean a reduction in '.rea. • 

5712. Dr. Hyder: What control have you got at present over the area irri. 
ga41d ?-We have the control over the discharge into the distributary and we see 
that Borne water gol's to every man. Take Sind which I know specially weil ; 
we guarantee some water to everybody and it is our duty to see that it gets to 
everybody. But if it was handed over to the control of the cultivators them
selves the big man would grind the face of the poorer and smaller men. 

5713. Sir Hellry Lalafnee : I take it that your view is that your control 
of water and distribution is the best thing for the country and for the tax
payer?-I do 

5il4. It improves the condition of the crop and brings in more revenue 
incidentally, but it is actually for the benefit of the general taxpayerP-
Certainly. . 

5715. You ar .. quite certain about thatP-That is our object. 
5716. It is not merely for the sake of tyrannising?-No, I hope not. 
5717. That i~ the suggestion P-That is what we are suspected of doing, 

but I repudiate and resent tbat strongly. 
5718. You suggested that it would not be fair to hand over roads in irriga

tion areas to the control of District Local Boards. Was that your statementi' 
- I should not like to see it done. 

5719. To whom would it not be fair ?-It would not be fair to us as Ii de
partment. We built these roads, and we built them for a particular purpose. 
If they will keep them in the repair as we do and if they will appoint the 
skilled men we have to run them, all weH and good; but in the present state 
,'f things, I know of very few District Local Boards where there is any man 
with any engineering knowledge fit to be called such. 

5720. Then your point is that these roads would fall into aisrepair, under 
district control, and that would be injurious to your irrigation?-It would be 
to> us and to the cultivator who use thE'se roads. 

5721. It would not be fair to th~ cultivator, is that your pointP-It would 
not be fair to the people in general, and ourselves. 

5722. Do' you draw any distinction between your departmental point of 
view and the point of view of the cultivatorP-Not very marked, no. We 
want our roads primarily for our own use. We built them for the manage
ment and control of the canals, and incidentally they are useful to the peoplt' 
in that tract. 

5723. Then if these roads fell into disrepair it would interfere wit!! your 
management of irrigation canalsP-It would. 

5724. That would be detrimental to the interests of the taxpayerP'-Yes. 
0725. I want to be quite clear; it is no question of depart.mental prestIge P

No. no q'uE'stion of departmental prestigE'. 
5726. Sir Ganga Ram: Are you the Engineer of the Sukkur BarrageP-I 

am Chief EnginE'E'r for Irrigation of the whole Presidency of Bombay. 
5727. Is Mr. Inglis under youP-Yes. 
5728. Mr. Inglis has told us that the pt'ople have no right to water. Do you 

t'ndorst' that opinion P-I do not know if he said that. What he said, I think, 
was that no guarantee could be given. A guarantee is a different thing. 

5729. I understood him to say that it was at the will of the Irrigation De-
part,ment to supply water as they liked and to whoIll!'oever they liked. Do 
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yoo endol"lle that viewP-The conditions in Sind and the Presidency proper 
are very differ~nt. Down here it is a question of applying for water. 

6730. GeneraJly the civil department will settle beforehand the area to 
which the irrigation should be edended?-We lay down our area of com
",and. 

5i31. Is the right of the people to claim water determined by the Revenue 
Department or your department?-Jt is done by UB. 

5i32. l'ot by Revenue Department?-~o. 
5733. I do not· think the question of volumetric system was rightly under

at<>O<i by Mr. Ingli~, or. if I Illlly say so with deference by yourself. ~he 
volumetric sysu,m is not intended to give a man as much water as he appbes 
for, but to give what he has a right to get. Have you any basic principle on 
which you give the water? Supposing a man has got a gross area of 1,000 
acres, how milch water is he entitled to ?-Take Sind in which the conditions 
are analogon. to those in the Punjab. We endeavour to give a man water for 
a third of his area. Suppose a man has 900 acres, we endeavour to supply 
wllter for 300 acres, and then we fix the duty for khanl and rabi, and we Sllp
ply that quantity of water. . 

5734. If I lJU\y explain to you the volumetric system, supposing you fix 2 
cuseca,' under the volumetric system they will not give more than that quan
tity .. !\Iany poople would tHke more, but Government will not give more be
cause it would affect the interests of other zamindars. In the Punjab they 
have got a modern machine, which cannot be tampered with, to. measure the 
water. It "'orks clock-like, and only gives 2 CUSOO8. I am willing to pay double 
the rates but J cannot get more water than what I am entitled to. In that 
area in "'hiGh you said it has been a success, did you give them as much water 
all they wanted ?-We handed over the distribution from the distributary to· 
the cultivatora; we fixed the discharge going into the distrihutary, we did nor 
hand over the control of the discharge into .the distributary, but after that, 
the diRtribution was left to tbe cultivators themselves. 

5735. One o~ two questions about the Sukkur Barrage. I am not 88king 
you anything about the controversy between Bombay and the Punjab. I am 
only asking you what '11'08 the estimate of the Sukkur Barrage when it was 
first sanctionedP-There is no revised estimate. 

5736. There have been articles in the papers about your having reviseu 
estimates?-N". The estimates for works is 17,82 lakhs and for indirect 
<:harges another 63 lakhs. That is about 18,35 lakhs. 

5737. Do you find these draglines economic?-Very. 
5738. May I know the cost?-I cannot tell you exactly, 1!ut I can send you 

that information. My brother is in charge of the workR, aurl I have hpard 
from him on this point. . . 

b73!c1. Oh, it is your brother; I thought you were in charge of it. 'fhat is 
why I asked you that question.· There is no possibility of your sending a re
vised estimate ?-I hope not. I should be very sorry if it came to thr.t. I 
think I should probably depart with it. 

5740. Your calculationa were based on so much water being required for 
paddy. Can you tell what it was?-I cannot give you a lot of figures without 
notice. I had some supplementary question8 and if this question had beeu 
included I should have been able to answer it. Taking rice, we want an 
average depth of 4·5 inches and 10 to 15 waterings. That would give a total 
of 4 to 5 feet. 

5741. It is 4 or 5 feet?-I cannot definitely give it. 
5742. Sir ThoTTW< Mid,l1eton : There is one expression which you u8ed about 

which I am not quite clear. You stated that the sale of water by volume 
would result in a decrease in the area irrigated ?-The area cropped. 

5743. Would you agree that that statement would only apply to conditions 
in which the supply of water is much less than would be required by all the 
cultivators in the area commanded? It is a statement which refers to your 
special conditions?-Yes, .it is, 
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5744. Dr. Hyder: At present I am not prepared to accept the argument 
which you havl3 advanced that if this volumetric system were introduced it 
would result in a diminution of the area cropped. I take it water is precious 
and you have to make it go as far as you can. I make a clear distinction 
between your works in the Punjab and in Sind. Take Sind where you have 
perennial supplies?-Unfortunately we have no perennial supply yet .• 

5745. For instance, where you have a system such as that at the Sukkur 
Barrage, which is a copy of the Punjab model; even there I am prepared to 
admit that no amount of water would cultivate the whole area in Sind; that is 
to say, the water is limited and the demands for it are excessive. But at the 
present time you know the extent of the irrigated area in Sind; in the Deccan 
you know the area'that is irrigated and which you can irrigate with your 
limited quantity of water. On the canal you have different people with differ. 
ent amounts of land; add them up and you know what your present rewmue 
is and what is the present area irrigated. You put a price on your water and 
say, "This is going to be our water rate; we are going to deliver on both 
sides of the canal to the cultivator so much water and the water rate is going 
to be 80 much." You as canal officer and as Head of the Irrigation Depart
ment would not lose the canal revenue. The cultivators then say: .f Of 
course we can indent indefinitel'y upon the Irrigation Department and tell 
them to send us so many million cubic feet of water." But you say, "I 
cr,nnot give you that amount, because, even if I were to satisfy the demands of 
people situated at the head of the canal what about these people lower down P 
I could not meet the demands of all these people." I Bugg<"st to you it need 
not necessarily follow that there will be a diminution in the area cropped; be
cause you know what your area at present irrigated is, and you add up all 
these demands and say, "Yes, we 1!.re going to deliver so much water to the 
r.eople in that locality; now you can do anything you like with it." I take 
It that the one disadvantage of the present system is that it is a wasteful and 
uneconomic system, otherwise tliere would be no need for the introduction of 
the volumetric system. We want to make the water go as far as possible, and 
the cultivator probably wastes a good deal of water; but what change will take 
place if you merely deliver a certain amount of water to the cultivator? He 
cannot become more wastl."ful ?-Are you not assuming that this man is highly 
intelligent P 

5746. No, I am assuming he is as ignorant as he is; that there has been no 
change either in his intelligence or his methods. The only change is that 
they have taken a certain quantity of water and you put the price on that 
quantity. I cannot see why a reduction in area need necessarily follow, be
cause they cannot become more uneconomical after you have introduced this 
eystemP-I do not altogether follow you; thl." speech you have just made is a 
very big thing to digest. But the point is this that if we supplied that water 
and just got the money for it, how would we protect ourselves afterwards P If 
the culti"stor did not culti"Bte the area that we expected, how are we t<l get 
him to do soP 

5747. You protect yourself by selling a certain quantity to him; you sell 
a certain quantity of water to all the people combined in a particular tract. 
There is a combination ill one village, and you say. "You have to pay so 
much; we are not so much concerned with what you do with the water." My 
point is that these people, though remaining as ignorant after the event as 
they were before, would be induced to spread out their water as much as they 
can in order to have a larger area irrigated. I thought that was the only 
merit of this volumetric system P-If I were to admit this argument of yours, 
the whole case against this volumetric system would go to pieces. 

5748. The Raja 01 Parlakimedi.· As regards the rate for crops, do you 
ehnnge it :1'('Il1r by year or have you fixed it once for all P-Thtl rates B·re UXl'd 
for a period of years. 

574.9. Dol'S your department ever consult the Agricultural Depllrtmcnt in 
fixing the ratesP-I cannot say that there is any direct and ordered co-opera-
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tion of that kind; I think it is left a good deal to the Irrigation and Agricultural 
De(lsrtmenta to c<Hlperate at present. 

5750. WouM you welcome the idea of c<Hlperating with the Agrieulturai 
Department ?-l think it is v€"ry llecessary. 

5751. As regards roads, is the" present system of handing them over to the 
District Boards working satisfactory?-I am not in charge of that sphere of 
work. My oolleague Mr. Fram)i is. But I must say tbat it is doubtful unless 
you Ilnpro'"e the pl'Otessional side of those bodies that it will leali to effi· 
cieney. I fear under the present conditions it will lead to neglect and ineffi. 
cien'T. 

5752. As to the trunk roads I want your opinion as to whether it would 
work well if a central fund were raised and the whole management put into 
the hands of a central body?-I fear that is altoget.her out of my pr'tvince. 

5753. PrO/U'OT Gangulee: Was not the considered opinion of the Irrigation 
Commission in favour of the volumetric system?-Yes . 

. ~7,54. What were the diffi('ulties in adopting that ';,'"stem? I could not 
quite follow your argllment.. First you say it would reduce the acreage?
Yeti. 

57:55. What is your second point?-That is my chief and main objection. 
J am quite ready to think it over and let you know, but that is my chief 
objection at present. 

5756. Mr. Calvert: Can you give us any figures regarding the interest 
position of somp of your major works ?-Yes. These figures I showed you 
yesterday are 8usceptible of great reduction. I got a list of your 'supple
mentary questions from Mr. Inglis; I did not get the list myself; but when I 
looked up these points I was struck by the extraordinary accumulation of 
arreaTS of interpst. But I have discovered since working things out last night 
that this must be reduced by the amount of revenue that has heen obtained. 
Therefore the proper debit is the balance, the accumulated arrears of interest. 

5757. What are the accUJl1ulated arrears of interest?-These are found in 
ihe Administration Reports for the various years. Taking the Godavari 
Canals, the area actually irrigated is, say"51,800 acres. The actual cost of 
constructing the system was 105 lakhs. That would give \18 203 rupees per 
acre irrigated. The accumulated arreats of the interest to date would work 
out t.o 25t lakhs. It would bring the figure per acre irrigated up to about 
Ro. 247. 

5758. Sir Ganga Bam: Interest at what rate ?-That is laid down hy thE! 
Accountant General. It varies. 

57.59. Mr. ('a/"erf: It is 2.3 lakhs accumulated interest on a construction 
cost of 105 lakhs?-Yes. 

5760. Is the Godavari Canal paying interest ?-~o. All the Deccan irriga
tion schemes are worked at a loss. There is only one canal, the Nira Left Bank 
Canal, which pays. 

5761. So that your debit for accumulat.ed interest is rising?-Yes. N01\ 

we will take the Nira Left Bank Canal. That is the only one in which Hit< 
fi~ure is decreasing, because that pays something like 7 or 8 per cent. We 
have got 77,000 acres irrigated; tho! octual cost works out at Rs. 87 per acr,,' 
irrigated and allowing for the a,ccumuJation of interest charges, we get Rs. 91l 
Or about Rs. 100 per acrE'. The Mutha canals gi'l'"e us 18,000 acres and with 
the aC("umulated arrears of illterO'st the eo,t PH aCTe irrigated works out at 
Rs. 583. I only bring that in to show you that it is not alt{)gether as simple 
as perhaps you think, to take t;he actual figures. It is not all plain sailing 
because in the latter case we have to supply Poona with wate" and there is a 
very great demand. That curtail. our expansion of irrigation. So that that 
figure should be considerobly less. but JOll can take it as I have given it you. 
that from 99 to 250 rupees is the cost per irrigated, acre including actual 
anears of accumulated interest. 
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5762. Has the accumulated arrears of interest in any case exceeded the 
capital cost of the canal ?-No, that is wrong. I showed. you those figures, 
but. I discovered afterwards that the Accountant General for accounts pur
POl<(\S had culculatcd the whole of the interest up to date. Why he did this 
I do n"t know but he had not made the deduction in those figures for the 
re1'enue that had been received. -

5763. Under the Bombay system the accumulations of interest are being 
. ~te,'.Idily debited to your department?-Yes. 

5764. They are not being carried to the Famine Insurance Fund?-No. 
5765, I think you prepared the answers to some of the supplementary 

qucstions?-Yes. 
5766. Is there anyone of those on which you would like tIJ help the Com

mibsion with your opinion and advice? Couta you, for instance, compare the 
capital costs and recurring costs per acre irrigated, with other sources of 
irrIgation of land, such IlS wells?-No, I could not. 

5767. Mr. Kamat: What is your view, as to whether the Irrigation De
partment should be in the hands of the llinister of Agriculture?-I feel 
strongly about that. I do not think it can possibly be for many years a 
Transferred 'Subject. I hold that it is most necessary to have continuity and 
the control must he, I think, out of the hands of the Ministers. 

5768. What particular difficulty do you apprehend, that your projects 
would not he properly understood from the technical point of view ?-N 0, 

not at all. 
5769. That is not the difficultyP-No. 
5770. Then what precisely is the difficulty?-All our money would be sub

ject to a vote. That has a particular bearing upon major irrigation works. 
In the past we used to provid& for these major irrigation works and Govern-:
ment used to provide for them out of revenue. I remember the first year I 
came to oocupy my present position I was given 45 or 50 lakhs of rupees for 
these Deccan works. The rains held off very late and I was asked to give'up, 
I think, 28 lakhs. So that you never knew what amount you would get. The 
result was that our works cost an immense amount of extra money in ove:'head 
chArges. Sir George Lloyd instituted the present system of borrowing the 
monflY, which is very right, 80 that posterity will pay for the benefit.! they 
will Te"eive. If this money is subject to vote th~rl' would be a Vtll'Y graTe 
liability of its being subject to the chan('e of political favour. 

5771. In other words, you fear that the legislative bodies would turn down 
your proposals although the Minister may advocate tb,em?-Undoubtedly. 
I do not care under whom I serve. I am at present under Mr. Cowasji 
Jehungir. 

5772. In Answer to Sir Henry Lawrence you stated that the present system 
is based on the good of the public and is not intended to tyrannise over them. 
Do the people ever suggest for a moment thAt it is a tyranny? Is not the 
claniour merely for improvements in the present system?-Speaking quite 
candidly, I think, they regard the rules we institute as oppressive and they 
think we institut.e the bund rules and other rules purely for our own pleasure 
and profit as a department. I think the feeling is that we do harass them, 
and I would do anything in my power to remove that impression. 

57i3. Whenever you issue any new rule, do you publish the proposed rule 
for criticism or suggestions in the same way that motor vehicle rules, for in
~tan('e, are notified by the Government?-No. We are, after all, only a 
department of Goverllmellt. The matter is first of all threshed out between 
ourselves and the local Revenue Offic'('rs who are very dosely in contact with 
the people. After the matter is d"deled, the rules come up to Government 
for sanction. Thereafter they are published. 

5774. But so far 8S the public are concerned you take them unawares?
The Reforms have only been in operation for five years. Before that we 
tlid not consult cultivators to the same extent as WI! do now. 
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5775. :u this one of the caU888 of the di!lSatisfaction we find generally 
amongst the public and could it be avoided?-Yes, I suppose that is one of the 
16ao;on8; but I 8upp08e we all dislike taxes and various necessary reetrictions. 

5776. Do you concentrate your attention on the major irrigation works? 
Do you also pay attention to the development of tanks and minor irrigation 
works in different district&?-Yes, our ideal now is major irrigation; but 
of cou"'e until Mr. Lowsley wa9 appointed the Ordinary Divisional Irrigation 
Officer did it. 

5777. You give all p088ible facilities to the minor irrigation works?-Yes. 
We would not omit constructing necessary tanks if we could get the money to 
do so. 

57i8. You are perfectly equitable towards all district&?-As far as possible. 
They do not think so. however. 

5779. Deu-an Bahadur Malji: When determining the quantity of water 
to be supplied to oultivators, have you ever consulted the Agricultural Depart
ment as to the qU8ntity?-1 do not think 80. 'tbe Agricultural Department is a 
fairly modern growth. 

5780. Do you think it should be doneP-We must do it. There must be 
much more co-ordination between the two. 

5781. Mr. Inglis told us that one department talks in one language aud 
another df'partmont in another language. I think you can speak in Enghsh 
and finish the matterP-Yea. Co-operation will break down many barriers. 

5182. Sir Ganga Bam: Are you in favour of lift-irrigation?-No. 
5783. Would you encourage lift-irrigation because if a man has to lift whjer 

he will not waste it, as he has to spend some effort to lift it?-Froru the 
technical point of view we endeavour to get all flow for the facilities for the 
distribution of the water. Also, lift is objectionable because it requires so 
much labour. " 

578'. Do not people like lift-irrigationP-Not if they can get flow. 
5785: Do you make any use of th~ falls in the canalsP-No, we have no 

demand. 
5186. Have YOll considered that by the force of the fall you can rai.se the 

water automaticallyP-We take our hats oft to the "Punjab in many respects 
and we hope they will give us a chance of emulating what they have done. 

5787. Suppose there is good land one foot high close by and there is a 
fall, cannot you make use of it to lift the water by the force of the fall?

. Yes, we might easily, but we would have to charge more. In the Punjoab 
tbey do not mind what they pay, but there is very great difficulty in getting 
even the smsll rates we charge now. 

5788. We were told by Mr. Inglis that lined canals have heen successful 
here?-Yes. but it is a very expensive method. 

5789. Can you give me 811 idea of the" cost per mile ?-N 0, not at 
present, but may I send you that? 

5790. Will yOU do 8O?-I will with pleasure. 
5791. What value do you get for one cusec of water? We get about 

Rs. 1.200 per cusec in the Punjab?-lIIuch less than balf that on inundation 
canals in" Sind. 

5792. The Chairman: Do you want to read your statement?-May I? 
5793. Beforo you do that I should like yOU to state in a few words a 

general indication as to wbat this statement isP-The statement 1" wish to 
place before you is to explain the attitude of the Bombay Government towards 
the Punjab Government. I should not have asked to do so if Mr. Sangster 
had not brought this question up. • . 

5794. I do not propose to· stop any statement of that kind, but I tbink 
you ought to know that, speaking for myself at .any rate, I cannot envisage 
the CouuniaslOll expressing any views on a dispute whic·h after all is founded 
on purely technical questions. I think the limit of our responsibility is to 
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come to some conclusion as to whether the exist<lnce of this dispute and the 
fact that it has not already been settled is not a strong indication that some 
ad hoc body advising the Government of India in these matters 
ought not to be created?-I quite understand the position. All I wish to do 
is just to state briefly what are the points of difference between us; I do not 
mean in a technical way, but to explain our attitude which is dubbed by the
Punjab Government as captious. May I read this statement? 

The Ohairman: Please. 
The u,itness read the following statement:-

. Mr. Sangster, Chief Engineer for Irrigation to the Punjab Government, 
IS reported by the papers to have given evidence that future 'irrigational 
~xpansi?n in the Punjab is obstructed by the Bombay Government. The 
ImpresslOn created is that our attitude is unnecessarily captious and I a~n 
hElfe to endeavour to 'remove this impression. They clamour for the iDL"Ue
diate construction of what is known as the "Lesser ThaI Canal Project" 
reqUlrmg a khan! supply of 6,355 cusecs and a rabi supply of 3,085 cusecs. 
It is necessary to envisage the position. To the Punjab situated as they are· 
at the head of the Indus it is a question of extracting more water from the 
Indus or its tributaries and of adding one more great Bcheme to their already 
fine record of irrigationa!. achievement. To us however situated as we are on 
the lower portion of the Indus and dependent wholly on the supplies of water 
in that river the question is of vital importance. It is to us, if the supplies are
not available, a failure of the Sukkur Barrage Scheme and in general a matter 
of life and death. Nor does this note of alarm originate from this Govern
ment. In the despatch from the Government' of India to the Secretary of 
State (dat<ld 16th December 1920) at the time of submitting the Sukkur 
Barrage Scheme to him for sanction .frequent references are made to the
supplies of water available in the Indus. They admit that there is likely 
to be a shortage to the Sukkur Barrage Canals in the rabi period which is 
our critical one in the months of. Februil.lj and March, though on the ad
mittedly small data available they consider that the supplies available were 
generally sufficient for the simultaneous construction of both the Sukkuf 
Barrage and Sutlej Valley Scheme.!! then before them. They lay emphatic 
stress however on the point that there is no sufficient data before them and 
that pefore embarking upon any further schemes in either Province these 
data must be coIIected. 

In their own words: "We propose to regulate the construction of new, 
canals in the Punjab according to a programme which will ensure that un
due demands are not made on the Indus without due consideration of the 
observations of discharges that gradually become available." 

In January 1921 a note compiled by the Inspector General of Irrigation, 
Sir Thomas Ward, dated the 10th December '1920,. was sent to us by the· 
Government of India. This note called on both Governments for the imme
diate appointment of a special staff far systematically and scientifically 
coIIecting all data on the question of the supplies available. , 

I would quote the foIlowing from :sir: ThouiasWard's note to put the 
position clearly as it appean'd to him:-,. 

"Such records of discharges as exist have however been carefully 
examined and anal"sed and on the information before t.hem the Government 
of India are satisfied that the Sutlej Valley ProjeCt can be put in hand 
without prejudicing the supplies neceS8ary: to~ secure the area of irrigation 
contemplated on the Sukkur Canals. . .' . 

" More than this it is impossible to assert and thp. question of coIlectic;m 
of ' reliable data for the disposal of the ~oblem has 'become one of the first 
urgency. It will obviously be necessarr once construction commenc.es on 
the Sukkur Scheme for any future proj\!cts put forward by the Punjab to 
be very carefully ex~rnined in relation to the possible. effects o.f f.urt~er with
drllwals from the tributaries of the Indus. upon the rIghts to IrrIgatlOn from 
the Sukkur Canals upon which the Government of Bombay are now enter-
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ing. I he.ve LO hesitation in saying that the data for such an examination 
do not at present exist. 

" Again there are two points to which I would specially invite attention. 
The first is the extreme importance of the work to all the parties concerned; 
to the Government of Punjab because all future schemes in that 'Province 
will have to be examined with an eye to the rights of Sind to irrigation, to 
the Government of Bombay because projects :or extension in Sind will similar
ly have to be analysed with reference to the prescriptive rights which would 
thereby be acquired by them as against. the Punjab, to the possible prejudice 
of extensions in that Province and to the Government of India a8 arbitrator 
in inter-provincial differences." 

Both Governments duly appointed a special staff and they have been work
mg on the collection of the data for the last four years. Actually however 
due to the differences in the methods of observations of discharges it is only 
in the last two years that it has been at all possible to clHlrdinate results. 
They were using surface floats. and we were using current meters. ~ow we 
are both using ourrent meters for the last two years. Recently a joint report 
has been received from the tw~ Executive Engineers in charge of the work 
stating in effect that the results 80 far obtained are inconclusive. Latterly 
we have received from the Government of India two letters, one suggestiug 
the formation of an Irrigation Board and the other suggesting that until 
this Board is formed an ad hoc committee might be instituted to investigate 
and if possible to dispose of this vexed question between ourselves and the 
Punja!;l. In reply to the latter proposal we have pointed out that the data 
collected are, we regard, insufficient. 

We have said, -" Sufficient data are not as yet available to determine 
whether there is actually a regeneration of supply in the Punjab rivers due 
to the return of water used for irrigation. Further any quantitative deter
mination of the effect of the Sutlej Valley withdrawals on the supply at 
Sukkur is at present impossible and accurate data as to the discharges of 
the various rivers concerned are not to hand. 

" In the circumstances this Government fear that if the proposed Com
mittee proceed to investigate the insufficient data which have already been 
collected there is great danger that that Committee may form incorrect 
theories and inferences from these data and thus much time and labour may 
have to be utilised later on to ("orrect those inferences. 

"The Governor in Coune-il would therefore much prefer that a definite 
decision be given by the Government of India to the effect that the ThaI 
Canal Les~er Project 1925 shall not be further considered until accurate 
data as to the discharges and regeneration of water in the various rivers 
concerned ha-ve been collect~d for a sufficient number of years to enable 
1"easonable deductions and inferences to be drawn from them. 

" At the same time the Government of Bombay do not desire to be un
reasonable or to take up any non-possumus attitude; but trust that the 
Government of India will give every consideration to the arguments against 
Any premature reconsideration of the ThaI Canal Project in view of the 
facts stated above." 

That is how the position :;tand~ and all we ask for is a policy of caution 
and justice. . 

5795. The ChaiTman: How soon do you anticipate this matter will be 
settled by the Government of IndiaP-I fear they will never settle it under 
present conditions. 

·.3796; You think they will never settle it?-No. The two Provinces aa-e 
in,·i.hi8· state. What. we feel intensely is, that they say," What are 
the rights of Sind? " In their la.,t letter they have suggested that if it comes 
to the point, the area under the Sukkur Barrage should be reduced. 

·5797. I am not quite certain about your last answer. Do you suggest 
+bis controversy will never be' settled ?-Not unl_ some form of control i8 
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devised and exercised. We have been given the assurance by the Government 
of India that no schemes will be permitted, no large irrigation schemes will 
be permitted in the Punjab, until we have been consulted, and accept the 
position. 

579B .. Sir Henry L:twrence: What was the date of that despatch from the 
Government of India which you quoted in your note?-16th of December 
1920. 

5799. With that there was a not.o by the Inspector General for Irrigation?
No, not attached to this. The date of the In8pector General's note was some 
days earlier and was sent to us in January 1921. 

5800. You told us it was December 1920?-It was written in December 1920 
but sent to us in January 1921. 

5801. Can you put in ('opies of that note and the despatch for the inform
ation of the Commission ?-Yes, with pleasure. 

5802. We would like to have them for reference, as you have quoted from 
them?-Yea. 

5803. The complaint from the Chief Engineer of the Punjab was the Gov
ernment of Bombay not stating their case, and giving no indication of what 
their objection was to the Punjab Bcheme?-Yes. 

5804. Is that view, in your opinion, not correctP-It is not correct. We 
have kept them fully informed, right up to date, of all our objectionll. We 
have not corresponded direct wlth them. We have corresponded with the 
Government of India, but the Government of India presumably sent our 
replies to the Punjab Government, as the Government of India have sent on 
to us the replies from the Punjab Government. 

5805. When did you last address the Government of India ?-About a 
wepk or 10 days ago. . 

iiR06. But before that, was the Government of India not in possession of 
the reasons for which you objPded to the proposal of the Government of the 
Punjab ?-The Government of India have been in possession of all our reasons. 
I have made a prec.is of the whole of our correspondence tIp to date. Shall I 
haud it O\'er to you now? 

5807. The only point is this; Wod were told that the Government of Bombay 
had not replied to the Government of the Punjab or to the Government of 
India regarding the proposal of the Government of the Punjab. What is 
your answer to that point?-That is quite incorrect. 

5808. Hnve you only replied since the complaint was made by the Chief 
Engineer of the Punjab Government? .Is that correctP-1 presume he refers 
not to 011e letter, but to several. The date of our actual reply is 25th 
October. 

5809. Two days ago?-Ycs . 
.'i810. You do not get my point. The Chief Engineer of the Punjab says 

that for a long time the Government of the Punjab have been pressing for 
t.his s('heme, and that the Government of Bomlwy have not given their reasons 
in opposition to it. Do I understand that last year, or the year before that, 
the Government of Bombay have been withholding any reply to the Govern
ment of India?-No. It is only this last letter that they can complain of. 

5811. What previolls letters have you addressed to the Government of 
India?-Here is a list of them. May I run through it? 

5812. You told us that you have addressed certain letters to the Govern
ment of India on the subject. What are the dates of those letters? That is 
all we want to know?-We ad<1ressed the Government of India on the 15th of 
May 192~. 

581:1. Conld you send in a statement of the cOI'respondence that has gOI'e 
onP-Yes, I will; there has been a great mass of it. All I can tell you js 
that even letter we have received either from the Government of India or 
from the 'Punjab Government we have replied to. . 

51'\14. The matter hns been under discussion for some years ?-All the time 
from 1920 up to the present day, 
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5815. Dr. Hilder: I know nothing about the official correspondence, but I 
BUPPOtie in this particular matter of Sind and the Punjab, you are in the same 
position as the Sudan and Egypt?-Yes. 

5816. The Punjab is the Sudan and you are Egypt in this matter?-Yes. 
5817. That is to say, Sind could not exist without there being adequate 

irrigation?-It could not exist. 
5818. You would not object to the Punjab Government constructing some 

canals in the Sind Sagar Doab, provided those schemes did not interfere with 
your schemes lower down in SindP-Yes. 

5819. Is there any third party to the dispute, that is, the North-West 
Frontier GovernmentP-They are not interested as far as I know. 

5820. They have not been mentioned at all in this correspondence?-Not 
to my recollection. 

5821. Sir Ch'Unilal Mehta: I will try and refresh your memory, 
Mr. Harrison, about the dates. The Government of India forwarded a copy 
of the Punjab Government's letter on the 28th of November 1924. To that 
the Bombay Government replied on the 3rd of February 1925. You will find 
it on page 8 of your precis. In that letter of the 3rd of February, the 
Bombay Government stated their reasons for objection to a small section of 
the Thai Canal P-Y e8. 

5822. The Government of India again replied on the 13th of April 1925, 
forwarding a note of the Officiating Consulting Engineer, Mr. Harris. To 
that letter the Government of Bombay replied on the 12th of June 1925, fur
nishing the requisite figures in a statement contained in two parts?-Yes. 

5823. And so "Un. This matter has been under discussion with the Govern
Inent of India and the Punjab Government ever sinc.e then, and the replies 
have been promptly givenP-Yes, as promptly as we possibly could. 

5R24. Mr. Calvert: Is the present point that you do not agree about the 
di,wharges from the rivers?-No. The Punjab Government claim that their 
Hw,.i/ withdrawals are returned to a large extent in the rabi months, which 
are our critical montJ., in the form of seepage. 'Ve say that it may be, the 
conditions are totally different in the Punjab. Their rivers lIow in a;.valley, 
whereas the Indus 11011'8 on a ridge. Seepage may occur in the case of their 
own rivers, but the fonnation of Sind is such that we do not get any at 
all, We have two gauging stationa, one at Mithankote and the other at 
Sukkur. The Mithankote rabi discharge may be more than that at Sukkur; 
but all the extra water is lost in transit. We estimate that whatever extra 
water comos down from Mithankote is lost in transit on the way to Sukkur. 
We get nothing extra at all. They say that we shall get a great deal of 
seepage water back, but we say we shall get none. . 

5825. If the Punjab went in for a project like the damming of the Jhelum 
so as to utilise the monsoon water for irrigation, would you object?-No. It 
will noi affect us. We should not object to that. 

5826. When was the Sukkur Barrage project first considered?-It has 
been under discussion for 50 to 60 years. It has been actively under discussion. 
before it was sanctioned, for 3 or 4 years. . 

5821. You are a new-comer on the scene so far as the Sukkur Barrage is 
concerned?-Yes, that is what they say, that we are new-comers and have no 
rights. We have a similar position constantly before us in the case of our 
water-courses. The zamindars at the head consider that the zamindars at the 
tail have no right to any water. They say they never got the water before, and 
they have no right to more than they had in the past. This contention is. 
obviously untenable. 

5828. The ·Punjab Government is not objecting to anything Bombay is 
doing?-They are not objecting. They have got nothing to object to. They 
are at the top of the river. 

5829. But Bombay objects to the Punjab Government's schemesP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew). 
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Mr. H. F. KNIGHT, I.C.S., Collector of West Khandesh, Bombay. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) 'tTndoubtedly propa

ganda by t.he Revenue Department aDd by the Agricultural Department, 
·backed up by field demonstrations, have been to some extent succes~ful. 
But the ryot is intensely conservative, and unless he can be shown t.hat 
an improvement proves both successful and profitable he will not take it Ul'. 
Probably financial success is the greatest lever. The adoption of cotton 
growing in Khandesh is due to the profitable nature of the crop and recently 
the profit from ground-nuts has caused in this district 'an increase in the 
ground-nut area from 9024 acres in 1921-22 to 46.816 acres in 1925-26. At 
present Taluka Development Associations are doing very good work here, 
the Dhulia and Sindkheda Associations run field demonstrations and the 
former Association's "dry farming" plot of cotton at Morana was a most 
-valuable object lesson last :--ear when late rains were short. But on the other 
hand the shortage of rain prevented a Sindkheda plot to demonstrate arti
ftcial manures, giving any results. 

I would emphasise the necessity of the Revenue, the Co-operative and the 
Agricultural Departments combining in the work, e.g., at "Jamabandi" 
when all the village officers of a tnluka are assembled, I have held agricul
tural demonstrations of, e.g., iron ploughs, use of ('opper sulphate, etc., and 
Agricultural Department Officers have lectured. 1\Iany of the patils. I 
admit, view the affair with something akin to good-natured contempt or 
pity for a misguided official who thinks a Government Offieer can teach 
them their business, but general discussion with them does help to indicate 
the main difficulties of the agriculturist and to induce him to consider 
improved methods. As far as possible I consider Government must work 
through and with Talnka Development Associations-Associations of which 
the Committee purports to be local agriculturists. though often it is found 
that an energetic local official is t.he motive force. No Govemlllent demon
stration will have the influence of a demonstration by a local committee of 
patils, actual agriculturists, but again I would emphasise that in backward 
districts sueh as West Khandesh, official help and official patronage must be 
ungrudgingly given. 

(b) In my opinion the effectiveness of field demonstration can be 
improved-

(<'I) by grant of more funds to Taluka Development Associations, to 
enable them to do more propaganda work, 

(b) by making a fuss of such field demonstration holding parties to 
see them, etc. 

(d\ I know of no striking instances of suceess or failure of demonstration 
work but in this district, 

(1) I have been told by many culth'ators that the reRson they do not 
,>ow Akola bajri wgi~h gives a heavier grain yield and resi!lta 
drought, is that the straw (Kadbi) is so thick and hard tbt.' 
their bullocks cannot eat it. The remedy appears to be ~he 
pushing of chaff cutters. . 

(2) The number of pAckets of copper sulphate as a preventive of smut 
in jllar sold ill this district in-

1923-24 
1924-25 
1925·26 

3,257 
4.426 
8,160 

This increase is largely dne to "pushing" by t.he Revenne 
authorities. It is not as good as it should be because the Bhita 
in th~ Wf'St con~id('r grain so treated unhealth)'. also I under-
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stand that at l .. :lst one zealous but misguided Revenue sub
ordinate instructed the cultivators to boil the iuari seed in 
copper sulphate uuxture. This indicate;; the difficulty of con
vincing an iII-educatert community and the need of supervision 
of the propagandist. 

QUESTION 4.-ADYDIISTRATIos.--(r) (iii). There is room for a very large 
e>.pamion of mnde roads in this Pre.idency. In parts of this district, the black 
"oi I arpa, " Kaecha " roads are impassable for weeks together in the rains and 
.. h.m the dry weather comes thpy are almost impassable a. an iron-hard mass of 
poached cattle prints. Their impassibility in the rains reacts on the cnlti
vat<lr ... ho is practically out of tonch with everything for that period, and 
th~1r had ness during the dry weather is a great hindtance to getting his 
(rop' to market. As far as Illy experience goes it is u,ually villages on made 
roal}, that· are most "go D head" in every way and I alll an ad"ocate or 
e,ery possible extension of made roads. ( 
(I might perhaps call attention to the Akrani Mahal of this di.;trict, to. "

dli,h nu wheE.'led vellicle c.ln go, and where all export or import has to be
("rried hy men or minute dOllke~·s. The result of course is that the country 

l.· i, a secluded backwater, where the inhabitants havE.' absolutely no inducement J to improve their m"thods of agl'icultur!) 

QUESTIOX 5.-FIXAxCE.-(a) I would emphasise the fact that conditioD& 
Hen ill thi~ one district vary 80 greatly that methods of finance desirable in 
olte part, Dlay .be entirely impracticable 50 miles away. . 

Along the Tapti '-aliey in this district we have an industrious, capable, 
rl!d prosperous population of Gujar agriculturists whose richer members d() 
11,11ch to finance the tract. Also ill the Tapti Valley and in the east of the 
district the co-operative movement has made progress and there are 157 
~ocieties which, in the villages where they exist, finance largely the more 
respectahle village cultivators. These societies are nnanced by the Dhulia 
Co-operati VI' Bank. The less prosperous or less respectable cultivators in this 
area are financed by the traditional village sow car on traditional lines.CIn ./ 
the west and north of the district we find the Bhil, Mauchi, Pavra, etc.,-
u:[ tribes extremely backward and entirely illiterate, and quite incapable of 
financing themseh·es. often li,-ing from hand to mouth on jungle produce. 
In the Nawapur taluka a population of 62,310 is financed almost entirely 
by immigrant moneylenders sottled in the headquarter town 'of Nawapur. 
tha 80wcar advances the Mauchi or Bhi! money against his crop before it is 
even 80wn, and provides seed; when the crop is ripe the 80wcar takes the 
whole of it and credits the cultivator with what mav, or may not, be the value 
1"'9 advances, the Mauchi then draws on account from the sowcar what 
money he ,,'ants or what he can get, and the account is kept running 
indefinitely. The BOWc.ar cannot sell up the Mauchi's land as it is 011 
inalienable tenure, the Mauchi will not go to the COU1·ts to dispute the 
8owcar·,. accounts, and the SQwcar makes an easy and profitable living, and 
the Mauchi may perhaps be said to be saved from the temptations of having 
more money than is good for him. Personaliy at present I see no alter
native to ,the system. The inhabitants are far too backward to run co
operative societies successfully, finance by Government tacco t'i would be ltD 
enorm<lUS task, and in my opinion we can only wait till education has' 
filtered into Nawapur taluka and meanwhile by the inalienable tenure ensure 
that, when the Bhil and 1I1auchi does by education realize that he can do 
better, he still has his land and that it is not acquired by his sowcars in the 
meantim~ . 

In the same way I see no alternative ta the village 80wcar for many of 
the cultivators. Their holdings are uneconomic, their reputations in the
village bad, and lJeyond the 80wcar who will often, though at usurious rates 
of interest, advance money on very frail security, they have no hope of 
getting credit anywhere elae .. Personally I am not against. the 80wcar he 
p~rforms a most useful part of rural economy (a note by Mr. Simcox 'Iat~ 
1.0.S., is probably still in the Bombay Secretariat elaborating this' view) 

• 
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J and with his local knowledge and inherited customs he undertakes business 
that no bank or. properly run co-operative society would look at.! (The 
outcry against him is really the result of our police and judicial sykem-: 
formerly (and in parts not so very long ago) the overgrasping BowcaT ran a 
real risk of having his nORe cut off and hIs account hooks burnt by a mob 
of infuriated debtors, and this exercised a moderating effect on his exactions. 
Now his f.eatures and his aecounts are -safe and the Civil Courts will gIve 
111m legal aid to the letter of his bond. We can only hope that growth of 
public opinion and the competition of co-operative credit societies may 
eventually take the place of the older and more dIrect check» 

For the cultivator with a (l<.'C('nt holding, I see no better help in finance 
than co-overative credit societies and backed by the spread of co-operative 
bauk~, 1 l'ollsicier these should provide both short aud long-term credit. I 
admit, howeVf!f, I have not ~tudied the question in detail, 68 in this matter 
J am rather a believer in non-official agency. 

(b) I do not wi"h to make suggestions as to cultivators making fuller use 
of GOHlrnlllent taecal,i. On the contrary I would discourage it. I admit of 
cour"" there are exceptionb, e.g.,-

(1) Where the tenure is inalienabla and ordinary credit is therefore 
restricted. Here in the interest of keeping decent cultivators 
go:ng, i;(lcctlvi is imperlltive. 

(2) Among backward tribes, who can only raise loans at usuriouEl 
rates, if at all, and who must receive somewhat paternal help 
from Government If thev are to survive. In Taloda taluka this 
year J had to distrihut; tatcari liberally to Bhils to keep their 
cattle ali .. e as the .rains were late in breaking. They could 
not get money elsewhere, as they had exhausted their small 
credit with the so1l'('(J-rs last year when crops were poor. 

(3) At present t"ccavi is I consider ju~tifiable for permanent improve
ments such as digging wells, making embankments, etc., as the 
cultivator often cannot raise the monel' otherwise on ;:easonable 
terms, But cu-operative credit societies and banks ought to 
undertake this eventually. 

(4) Where a cultivator is taking up new land for cultivation and has 
yet no sf'Curi ty for the credi t he needs. 

(5) In famine times when ordinary channels of credit are c1ospd. 

But for the ordinary financing of agricultural operations I do not think 
Government should allow taccavi; my objeci ions are--

/' 

(1) tbat to make allY progress, the cultivator must be taught not to 
rely on official help o· 011 the sou'car, but on mutual self-help 
in the form of co-()perative credit. 

(2) The ttU'Cdvi '~'stem is inelastic. and difficult to supervise. i.e., to 
ensure that all the mon('y Tt'nches the cultivator. 

l. QUESTJON 6.-AcRICl1LTURAL ISl>F.IITEONEss.-(a) This is no new problem, 
J quote from Ca.pt,lin Elphinston"'~ :O;l'ttlement Report of 1862 dealing ",ith 
part "£ Dhulis t:lluka of this district., 

"In (·onvtlrsing with the people I gathered t.hat they Rre very happy 
and contented uuder our rule, but. that thl'y still look back with fondness 
to olden times, whtln they say the ."wcar WRS only a moneylender, but' 
OInt he ha~ now become so pow .. rful and so grasping that he has Iit.erally 
become their master. These lUolll'yllluders appear to be the cause of more 
Misery than he8\'y tllxes or even famines could possibly bring about, and 
the people earnestly entreat that t.he power of these men may be curtailed, 
All O\'er the Munt.ry ~'ou hear the cry of • the Courts Rre ruining us '! 
, They reduce us to penury'! '\Ye shall never be independent or fed 
8E1cure in our homps \lntil the 8ou'caTs' bands are tied 'I . The feElling 
of being in the power of tilE' nati,'e merchant has a very depressing effect 
upon the minds of the people. and it makes them sullen, discontented, lind 
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indifferent to th~ir own inwrests as well as' to those of Government. In 
form .. r tiDies, when the fulfilment of contracts between creditor and debtor 
"'as not enforced, and the former could not always obtain redress, if the 
latter refused to pay, the moneylender was very circumspect in his dealings, 
I!nd would not IElnd more to an individual than he knew or imagined could be 
">PHld hy the borrower; and contrary to our accepted rules of political 
eC'Onomy, which would indicate the very opposite result under such cir
cumstances, the intere..t dE<manded bv the creditor seems to have been most 
moderat&-in fact commensurate with the debtor's means. At the presen' 
<iI.y, however, when the Civil Courts are so easy of access' to the wealthier 
da"ses, the .wwcar has it in his power, owing to so few of the cultivators 
"oinK able to read or write, to falsify his dehtor's accounts to any extent, 
8nd to sue him for any amount he pleases. Could not some means be devised 
to re~trict within more limited hounds the almost absolute power of the 
"Q",cal? All our endeavours to benefit the cultivators and render them a 
pn .. "p"rou~ and contented people will, I fear, prove fruitles. until this is 
d'Jne. 1 nJllst here apologize for having apparently digressed so far from 
my suhJPI·t. but the financial prosperity and individual happiness of the 
,\gricultural population a.ppears to me so important a subject, and so closely 
nonneei",d with the future prospects of the Govel'nment revenue, that I 
could not, weU paRS 0\(,,' this subject in silence." 

Again I (Iuote from the Revision Settlement R.eport of Dhulin Taluka. 
IF-06 : 

"'fhe .igns of well-being are too evident to be mistaken. That the 
'majoritv of the people is in debt ihere can be unfortunately no doubt; but 
except perhaps in one or two of'the poorer north-western villages the burden 
iR lightly hr.rne. The fact that the agricultural classes in this country r 
almost univ.;rsally live up to the Elxtent, not of their income but of their 
credit, is too often uverlooked. A big debt is as often a sign of prosperity' 
"8 the reverse, and dO long as the Kunbis are well nourished, well do~hed 
and well housed, have as many cattle and servants as they want, and enough 
ready money for the celebration of marriages and feasts on a scale the 
r .. verse of Ill'onomical, indebtedness is no evidence of poverty." 

That the agriculturist is indebted there is no doubt but I do not consider 
IOuy one calise can he given the chief credit or discredit for this. The 
('rusps may perhaps lie among the following:-

(1) The habits "nd customs of the people which involve considerable 
expenditure on unremunerative and social objects. . 

(2) Tho climate or rather the uncertainty of the season, a run of b~d 
years must put the ordinary agriculturist into debt and the 
worse the year the higher the interest he will have to pay. 
At Hatnur village Sindkbeda taluka last year I gathered from 
the cultivators that tpken a~ a whole tbe village is indebted 
to about 20 times the land revenue, partly to SOl!>cars, and 
partly to the local eo-opera.tive credit society. If the year is 
had, the cultivator must live and must borrow money. 

(3) The judicial system. I do not entirely agree with the extract given 
ahoye, but certainly. the· procedure of the Civil Courts does put 
the ignorant and illiterate agriculturist at a disadvantage. 
Per ~ontra the extremely lengthy proceedings in execution of a 
decree against an agricult.uri8t, make it necessary for the 
sowcar to keep his rates of interest high, and many agricul
turists are not above trying to do the Bowcar down hy any 
means. 

:4) The uneconomic holding. If a cultivator cannot live on his land, 
he must either work elsewhere as a labourer or borrow money 
to keep alive. .But the hest times for earning money as a 
labourer are wben he must .be looking after his own crop. 
Hence he usually must borrow almost every year in ortler to 
keep going, and can never get out of debt. He wrmld ecollomiC). 

N 
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ally he better off as a landless labourer, but for' various reasons 
he hangs on to the patch of land that cannot support him. 

I had got from some loral agric';llturists estim~tes of t?6 cost to a 
t:ultivator of starting fresh on an economIC holdmg, whlCh ma:r illustrate the 
point. According to these, if a cultivator with al! eC?nOmlC h.oldlng b~t 
v.ithout capital has a good year and grows cotton, It will cos1; him Re. 700 
to get a return of Rs. 1,000, if he grows JUG-ri, Rs. 625 to get a r~turn of 
Rs. 660, if he grows uajTi, Its. 600 to get a return of Rs. 600. ThIS meano. 
that in the first case he has Re. 250 to use 

(a) for paying off the borrowed capital, Dnd 
(b) for working expenses until the next crop is ready. 

I do not entirely agree with these· figures but they do indicate that, even 
more with an uneconomic holding, a cultivator once he has had to borrow v!1 for working capital must have very great difficulty in getting ever out of 
debt unless he ('an supplement his agricultural income by, e.g .• labour, 
carting, or other means. 

In my opinion this fact of so many holdings being uneconomic, i.e., not 
big enough to employ a cultivator, his family, and bullocks whole. time, .3n~ 
the damaging effect of a run of bad years on the more substantIal agneuo
tul'ist-what one might call the monsoon factor-are responsible for mosL' 
of the indeht€dness. 

The latt-er factor-the monsoon faC'tor-can in my opinion onl~' be combated 
by extension of improved methods of cultivation, in particular "dry 
farming." 

(b) I am very doubtful what measures can be taken to light€n the agricul
turists' burden of debt beyond the encouragement of co-operative credit 
sodeties. The agriculturist must be financed, the 80wcar must adjust his rates 
to his returns, and without a considerahle change in the syst€m of judicial 
administration I see no easy method. But I confess I have not considered the-
matter in detail.' . 

As far as the other causes of debt are concerned, education Ilgailllt 
wasteful expenditure may do something, but it is idle to expect the Illdian 
cultivator to emulAte the penurious sa,ing habits of the French peasant. 
and personally I have considerable syJ1\pathy with his desire to have a 
certain amount of fun out of life. 

(c) With regard to restricting the cultivators' right of mortgaging 

~ 
or selling his land, no one answer is possible. In this district a large
proportion of the land is held on inalienable ·tenure by backward tribes 
such as Bhils.OVere they to b". given the right to sell or "mortgage 
theil' land, they would, from their improvident habits and lack of education, 
be ousted at once and their place taken by more acute agriculturists. or they 
would be reduced to the status of rack rented tenants of sou·cars. This 
process is complete in all parts of the distri('t where such backward tribes have· 
I~Tiiihahle tenure, and unless this tenure is continued. until such 
trih~. nre· suffi('ientiy educat€d to look after themselves they must go to the 
wall without prospect of recovery;) In this district this problem is important 
Il8 the landless Bhil is frequently It dacoit, and therefore, though bv his idle· 
methods of cultivation his land does not yield an outturn such as' it would 
under, e.{1., a Gujar cultivator, it is imperative for the peace and the future 
progress. of th~ district to keep the Bhil on the land .. Though to-day he is. 
~. ha('k\\'ard trIbesman and. poor cultivator, yet by preventinl/: him alienating, 
hiS land, we ensure that 111 the future if and when he is educated he will 
have 1an,.1 to live on. In .this case the present agricultllral produdtivity ef 
the dlstnct has to be sacnficed to future considerations. I would earnestly' 
suggest that any proposal to make land alienable wllich is now inalienable 
n.eed' "ery csr.-ful scr~tiny. In the Nawap~r tal uk!, o~ this district prac: 
tIC ally the whole area IS held by backward trIbes on malIenable tenure this. 
rrevents the community of 8o'u"caT8, who live in the headquarter tow~ 8n,i 
(lUeu ou the Bhil, from. getting the laud for themselves, .and therefore I 
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yet petitions pointing out the hardship to the Bhil involved in restricting 
Lis credit, and urging, of course, in the Bhils' own interest, that the land 
be made alienable. This would benefit the 8oU'cal' alone, and it is he who 
orgaDl8eS such petitions, and compliance with them would ruin a taluka 
... hich one day may support an educated community of ez-backward tribes. 

For cultivator. other than backward tribes, I am no~ entirely convinced 
vI the desirability of restricting the agriculturist right of transfer. The 
bipger agrioulturist can undoubt-edly look after himself and he needs the 
<:redit which he gets from being able to mortgage his land. The small 
cultivator with an uneconomic holding needs credit to keep going at all ~ 
and to keep on getting deeper and deeper into debt. But in my opinion 
ti,e quieker the uneconomic holder is squeezed out the better and if only we 

. ('ollid ensure that his holding would be added to another to make au economic 
holJing, agriculture would benefit by his disappearanC'e. But as fegards the 
llOlding that will employ an agricultural family-what I would term an 
tcrlllomic holding-I am in favour of inalienability-uot on the ground that· 
touch holding will be better cultivated, nor on the ground that the cultivator 

~
WilI not deSire credit he cannot ge~ with an iualiena.ble ·tenure,. but because v' 
it it; \'ital in a ryotwari Province to ha.ve on the land as many owner culti

ators as possible. If the land gets entirely into the hands of non-cultivating 
moneylenders and the cultivator is reduced to a mere tenant the character 
of the Province must change for the worse":'> Further the restriction of credit 

• to bome extent prevents the cultivator waSting money on unnecessary social 
~eremonies, and eventually must have an educative effect on social ideas. I 
would, howeve!', note two conditions which I consider desirable:-

(1) Government must be prepared to JDake special arrangements by 
taccal'i or co-operative societies to finance such tenure holders. 

(2) 'Such inalienable economic holdings should 'he impattible. , 
\1 would venture to call attention to my letter No. L. N. D. 778 of 

9th July 1925 to the Commissioner, Central Division, printed in the pream,ble 
Qf G. R., R. D., No. 4702-24 of 26th February 1926, paragraphs 9, 15, ,17 
and 20 . .copy of·G. R.* attached.) . 

Q(;ESTIOS 7.-FUAGMENTATIOS OF HOLDlNGs.-(a) A Bill to prevent frag
JUen~ation and another to encourage consolidation are at present under 
wnsideration by the Government of Bombay, and Government have sane 
ilOned the grant of part of the waste area. of this district now under 
distribution, on impartible tenure, and I am at present awaiting Govel'Dmen" 
orders on the form of lease to be adopted in these cases. Both the legislation 

. B nd the proposed leases should prevent further fragmentation' if they can 
efficiently be watched. But experience with inalienable tellure lands in this 
ilistrict, which among Bhils are often alienated without attracting the notice 
of any Government authority, makes me doubt~ul whether it will be possible 
to avoid further fragmentation for some time. Legislation and leases how
ever afford the possibility of enforcement in future as caseos of evasion may 
come to notice, and only perseverance can educate the ryot. The main 
()bstacle of course is the Hindu law of inheritanoe and the ryot's sl'nse of 
.. fairness" to his family which prel'ents him leaving the property to one 
indil'idual. Personally I consider the effects of fragmentation so disastrous, 

. th!\t I would like to try the experiment of removing land in some areas from 
the operation of Hindu 'law, making fragmentary cultivation a criminal 
.offence involving forfeiture of the land. This sounds excessively Draconia.n, 
bnt obviously cultivable land cannot increase pari passu. with the population 
lind unless fragmentation or the increase of population is stopped, we must 
~verywhere reach eventually the condition of p·arts of the Konkan where the ./ 
bulk of the population cannot support themselves on their land, and the 
possession of this land prevents them ever becoming a permanent and 
.efficient industrial ,labour force elsewhere. Unless the land can support the· 
llgricultural population, the population must be reduced by pestilence or 

* Not printed. 
y2 
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famine or birth control; in the present state of Indian opinion the last 
named remedy seems unlikely (though Mr. Devadhar of the Servants of India 
Society tells me that the matter is beginning to excite interest). Practically 
it is famine and pestilence we have to attempt to guard against. Personally 
I douht whether there woul,1 he much difficult.y in the working of a law 
rotaking fragmentation a cl'iminal offence, so far as the cultivator is concerned. 
Thinking patils in this district with whom I have discussed agricultural 
('onditiolls agree that 'something must be done to worl. the land more econo
mically. The opposition is more likely to come from the Legislative Councils, 
where it sometimes seems penalties of any kind for any purpose are considered 
per se undesirable, and I frankly confess I doubt whether under present 
('onditions effective legislative action to prevent fragn",ntation i" posRihle 
But as far as I can see the result-pe&tilence or famine--is inevitable. The. 
influenza epidemic with its great destruction of human life has only post
poned the day of reckoning. 

The problem is of course of varying urgency in various districts. This 
oistrict (West Khandesh) is infinitely better off than many others but the 

J 
following figures show that the evil is increasing. The cultivated area of the 
district (excluding plural holdings, i.e., holdings of persons who hold. land 
ebewhere as well) was-

1917 
1922 

an increas~ of 27,655 acres. 

Acres. 
1,870,322 
1,897,977 

The holdiugs ill these two years were as follows for agriculturists :-. 

Up to 
., 
" " 

;, acres 
15 
2:; 

,,100 " 
,,5f10 " 

'0'·1'1· r'(,o 

Up to 5 'lCres 
1 r, 

.. 2·5 " .. 10(1 
" 5:10 .. 

Over 5110 

1917'. 1922. 
6,272 6,446 

17.90!} 19,130 
11,!l0~ 12.01R 
15.~:32 15.020 

1,234 .1.117 
20 19 

For N on--agriclilturists. 

1917. 1922 

1,415 62fi 
1,1;)!} 1,067 

850 615 
81'2 819 
3,,1 302 

59 5:) 

. 

+171, 
+ 1,221 

+110 
-512 
-117 

-is!! 
- !·!2 
-n5 
- 63 
- 49 

These figures referring only to a period of 5 years appear to me to show 
a very marked increase in the number of agriculturists cultivating holdings 
up to 15 acres, which, except in a very few ~oils, is 1I0t an'area which can 
eeonomically employ a pair of bullocks. and which therefore means that 
the r."lder is wa~ing part of his time. -There is also a big drop in the 
holdings of 2~100 acres, which means a decrease ill the comparatively 
Rubstantial agriculturist class who can with luck lay by a little capital. 
The "viI e.en here is sufficient to need attention. 4 

(I,) In my opiuion the main obstacle ill the way of consolidation of 

J 
holdings is the cultivators' great attachment to the soil. The ownership 
of e'·en an acre or two gives a man the status of a cultivator as -opp08ed to 
that if a mere tenant or a landless labourer. The social prestige attaching 



to land is a great factor in the desire to possess it, and a further factor is 
the ",b"ence of any other rl'm unerative outlet for the cultivators' savings. 
Add(.d to the above is of course the system of Hindu law. which insists on each 
m"llIher of a family obtaining his share. . 

h is difficult to suggest any remedy for the social importance of land 
ht'lding, beyond the possiLle restriction on the size of a parcel of land that 
Dlay be tran.ferred, which would prevent new owners acquiring petty "job 
lot.. " of land. This might also help the cultivator to put his savings into 
postal cash certifi~ates, etc., if he found he could not raise enough to buy 
LlOd. /' 

For Hindu law, I know no remedy except education Rnd the growth of 
the lea"ing of ·land by u>iU. This will take a very long time, and probably 
be opposed by public opiniou. (Dr. MunsifJ, Assistant Director of P)lblic 
Health, recently quoted a case of a rich cultivator at Nasik who disinherited 
f()U1e worthless sons and left his land to a nephew. A prevalent relapsing 
fever shortly took off both uncle and nephew, but the villagers were convinced 
that this was a direct judgment on botb for the impious fnil! disturbing the 
.. natu.ral " disposition of the property.) 

For cOlJ..Solidation of present holdings, the main difficulty lies in the 
disposition of the cultivator. Often in the partition of an estate between 

. Fay 4 brothers, each will insist on a 1 share of each individual field-lest he 
i.·.·ls that the others get an advantage over him, if he takes one particular 
field. This feeling is equally- strong in the village, and consolidation of 
pcpseDt holdinga by consent would be-as far as my experience goes--prao
ticnll.y impOf!sible at the moment. 

The only remedy I· can suggest is compulsory consolidation in a few 
sample villages where a majority or even a fair minority of the cultivators 
can by propaganda he persuaded of its advantages. 

(c) Certainly; legislation to deal ";ith dissentients and minors, etc., would 
be imperative. I once relaid out into decent house plots a large village that 
had been destroyed by fire. This, though all the house sites were mE're 
blackened a~h heap8, took much persuasion and argument for weeks, and to 
attempt. the agricultural relay out of a village, unless some natural calamity 
had reduced all fields to a like value, would be an appalling task without 
power to compel dissentients to come in. 

QUESTION 14.-IMPLEMEs'[!I.-(a) The iron plough is certamly 'making 
headway even in this backward district, but of course is handicapped by 
needing more or much better bullocks to work it. In my opinion therefore 
the introduction of this plough depenlls largely on animal husbandry, and 
ill particular on inducing the cultivator to keep better cattle, and feed 
them better, and ('specially in abandonment of t.he traditional village grazing 
"ystem. (See my remarks on Question I5.} 

The cultivator is interested in improved machinery but he is hard to 
ccnvince of its advantages. I was watching a modern implement for weeding 
between rQws the other day and .Iiscussing it with the local patils, but they 
would not admit it was as good as the indigE'nous small dOlj.ble hoe for the 
purpose, and probahly iIi their hands it would not l)e so satisfactory. But 
this was on the farm of an agricultnral bias school, and the real test will be 
when the boys who are now using the modern implement come to apply it in 
their own fields later. 

I am anxious to see further experiment. with power tractors in this 
district. The District Local Board had applied for a grant for tractor 
experiments to be run in eonjullction with the DhuJia Technical School ItS a 
repair shop and training pla.·e for tra('tor drivers. But unfortunately fundH 
were not. available . 

. I am of course not convinced that tractor ploughing would pay in a 
country of small holdings and poyerty~~tricken agriculturists, but I think 
every experiment ought to he mad .. , 1I0t ollly ill the hope of better tillage 
l.~ deeper ploughing, but because the introduction of tractors would reduce 
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the number of bullocks that Ilave to be kept and the pressure on the l~l 
grazing" and the improvement of cattle or their replacem~nt by mechanIcal 
means is I cOllBider lin essential to any improvement to agnculture generally. 
I should like to see also tractors used for moving crops to market, e.g·, the 
oringing in of the cotton crop to Dhulia cotton market .by cart, usually 
grossly overloaded, is extremely hard on the bullocks and If tractors could 
do this work it would be much to the good. 

Tractors appear to be successful in Gujarat an~ .in view of ~he improv~ 
ment in tillage and in cattle that I would anticIpate, I think there 18 

justification for further experiment in the Deccan. But I suggest that. s~ch 
experiment must be made in conjunction with a repair depot ~nd .traInIng 
dass for drivers, if possible run by some permanent local lDstItuhon such 
as a District Local Board. 

QUESTION 16.-ANllIAL HUSBANDRY.-(a) In this district there is the lIs1}~I, 
problem, the shortage of fodder, the keeping of superfluous cattle, and ~e 
consequent det~rioration of the general level of cattle, and yet there 18 
sufficient grass grown in the district to allow a large surplus for export. The 
forests in the west and north of the district could provide for the cattle of 
the district many times over if the grass could be distributed, and in 
practice in a normal year fodder shortage is eonfined to the talukas of 
Dhulia and Sindkheda. the agriculturists of other areas carting grass long 
distances for their own needs from forest.-

(c) In the 'two talukas inentioned fodder shortage is most acute from 
about April till the rains have broken for a month-normally say till the 
rr.iddle of July. If the rains are late or there are no early heavy falls, 
bhortage continues. This year grass has been short well into August. 

(d) and (e) Personally I consider that the traditional method 01 keeping 
cattle in this country is responsible for much of the bad agriculture. The 

I 
ordinary small cultivator fE'eds his bullocks decently during the actual cultivat
ing seRtion but thereafter unless he is doing carting work, he turns them out 
every morning with the mob of village cattle to pick up what they can 
oft the alleged village grazing grounds where they compete for almost non
existent grass with aged and barren cows and useless bullocks. The young 
st~ck never have a chance, and the older ones never can recupl'rate. 
Government have endorsed this plan by the provision where possible of free 
grazing grounds in villages and by a fee for forest grazing which is 
infinitely below the economic value of the grass consumed. Until the culti-
vator can be taughtr-as he has learnt in parts-that he must" stall-feed" 
his bullocks all the year round, I do not see how we can get any great 
improvement in tillage. For this reason-though in view of the opinion of 
the Legislative Council I do not hope for my view to be accepted-I consider 
Government ought to drastically reduce the grazing 'facilities in Government 
lands, and, except in areas such as the Satpuras in the north-east of this 
district which are a valuable grazing resl'rve for cattle-breeders. endeavour 
to insist that grass should be cut and taken to the cattle instead of the 
cattle going to the grass. This in my opinion would tend to reduce the 
number of useless cattle that now eat the grass the better cattle need. and 
would encourage the cultivator to keep decent plough cattle-or what' is in 
many cases the most economical method-to sell his bullocks at the end of 
('ne cultivating season and buy new ones just before the next. 
• I kno~ that in view of public opinion and Hindu sentiment, this proposal 
IS not likely to be accepted, but I think it should be recognised t.hat 
Government is conniving at a ruinous feature of agriculture bv continuing 
the present policy. .' • 

Cultivators will never attempt fo improve their cattle unless it is made 
financially unprofitable to continue the present system. 

qUEST.ION l?-.AGl~ICULTURAL ~SDUSTRIES.-(b) Beyond a certain amount of 
eartmg, In thIS dIstrIct the ordmary cultivator has no secondary occupation 
to keep hIm employed when there is no agricultural work to be performed, 
unless the att~ndllnce at marriages and 'other festivities clln be sO t~rmed, 



(The Bhil of course turns to wor>d cutting, collection of jungle produce and 
illicit distillation of liquor, but that is merely because he does not get enough 
out of .the land to live on. Did he get enough, he certainly would not wOlk 
otherwise) 

I ClUlnot suggest a secondary occupation for the cultivator which seems 
likely to succeed. Such should of course not be merely mechaniclI1, such as· 
spinning, but should exercise his brain; it must fit in with his inherited 
conseryati ve ideas of what a cultivator can and cannot do--here I 'believe is 
where chicken farming breaks down-it should be economically profitable, 
Personally I think the only way of giving the llultivator more to do is the 
extension of irrigation, especially well irrigation, where raising crops is a 
whole year job. llut that obviously cannot be done for every agriculturist. 

QUESTION 19.-FoREsTs.-(a) It is rather difficult to say what is the fullesi:
use of forests for agricultural purposes. I have no doubt all villagers would 
uk for unrestricted grazing and unrestricted permission to cut wood. 
This, though doubtless of immediate use for agriculture, would obviously 
not be of permanent advantage to any village. As stated above in answer t<.> 
Question 16, I am not a believer in free or unrestricted cattle gral ing nor it! 
allowing ",iIlager. t{) cut wood without ('ontrol. I may quote the example ot D 

village I in~pected last May, Ghodade in the Sakri taluka. Some years ago the 
fore;;t area of the village-really pa.sture forest with a sparse growth o!' 
inferior trees-was handed over to a village committee's management. 'Ihe 
re~ult has been disastrous to the tree growth, which now is largely pollarded 
and cannot last much longer, owing to the wasteful method of cutting 
employed. This forest adjoins other similar forest under departmental con
trol and the difference is striking. In my opinion therefore the control 
of forests cannot b~ relaxed, in the interests of posterity. 

(I)) and (e) The supply of fodder in rural areas can he increased in forest 
by closure to grazing for a period. The supply of firewood by the closing 
of forests also. But both these postulate the existence of convenient forests, 
at hand. Something can be done by propaganda, for instance the lopping 
of trees for Tahal (i.e., to make the ash rice seed beds in the Konkan) when 
I was in Thana district 10 years ago, was largely being carried on on lines ' __ 
laid down by Mr. J. P. Orr that did not seriously damage the trees. But 
t,his needed constant supervision and urging of the cultivator. I doubt 
whether in the dry tracts of the Deccan anything can make trees grow in 
village grazing grounds-the casualness of the villager for communal pur
poses and the ubiquitous goat would not give a chance. Private enterprise 
too is handicapped. (Young trees in most areas would need labol'hus water
ing, fields are not fenced, and grown trees hinder the growth of crops. 
An exception that may be said to prove the rule, is the .llllila', habit of 
planting mango trees when possible, but the Hhi! has littie else to do, he 
prefers 8 casual job of watering young ·mango trees to steady work, and 
later on the tree will yield him a crop without the necessity of any further 
",·ork\ ' 

(If( The question of afforestation or disforestation affecting the supply of 
moisture

L 
in the soil is to my mind a problem which needs more research 

than it lUIS received. At present a forest belt about 14 miles long and 
2 miles wide at the foot of the Satpuras is being gradually disforested and 
~iven for cultivation. Personally I am rather nervous as to the effect this 
may have on the rainfall, on the water supply in the lower cultivated lands, 
and on the subsoil water level in the villages. But I could find no reliable
data to guide me to any conclusion as to how much land it would he safe 
to disforest., In discussion with various cultivators as to the alleged decreas
ing fertility of the district (of course largely attributable to the fact that 
some 50 years ago only the better lands were cultivated) various aged 
cultivators have given the destruction of forests as one reason why the 
rainfall is less and less constant now than it used to be. (Others attr.ibute 
the falling off to the wrath of God over some sin committed by the population 
hut could not Kive me a clue to what the sin was.) 

J 
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(/) Undoubtedly manv forests suffer from excessive grazing-an inter!'!',t
l11P' example is on the Bo;"nbay Agra Road 10 miles from Dhulia. Here 011 

the west is a fenced Kuran which has been sold for grass cutting or late 
grazing for many 'years. On the east is forest normally open to grazing. 
On the west after tpe first really heavy rain grass springs up t'ver~here, on 
the east grass is scarce and sparse. Obviously the continual gralling has 
rotJted up much of the grass, and eaten down the rest before it had time to 
seed and establish itself. The only remedy I can see is a long period of 
clo~hre in the hope that grass will again spread, and I assume that this 
apI.,lies to many areas where grazing is excessive in this district, especially 
the pasture foreRt \\·hi('h i. never closed, and a walk over any of the hill~ 
will show how erosion is thereby facilitated. 

QUESTION 25.-WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.-Beyond the subjects 
reterred to in the Questionnaire, I would suggest two mat.ters which "itally 
ILffeet the welfare of the agriculturist: 

(!J) an adequate drinkiug water-supply in the village and 
(b) malaria. 

But these are sanitary rather than agricultural problems. 
QUEBTIO!'I 26.-STATJSTICs.-(a) (i) In this Presidency I believe the statistics 

,)f areas under crops are comparatively fairly accurate. The area of each 
"urt'ey number is known and the village patil and the cultivator can git'e 
R very fair approximation to the respective areas uuder various crop" in any 
survey numb€'l'. I admit most of the work is probably done in the village 
,. ('havdi," and not in the field, but I think the areas are as aecurate--or 
more accurate-than could be expected of the agency which prppares them, 
i."., the village headman and accountant. 

(i·i) I am afraid I view with distrust all estimates ot yield thnt are not 
hased on accurately ascertainable figures, e.g., if so many bales of cotton are 
known to have been exported from a district, it is easy, saving perhap, an 
allowance for bales exported from railway stations just outside the district. 
to calculate the average outturn over a period of years and in the ~ame 

. way if one knows the quantity of cotton ginned in a year one can get that 
• ~ p·ur's outtul·n. Bllt(iiiy experience of estimating outturn before the crop 

.... ia harvested is discouraging. I with a number of Revenue and Agricultural 
officers made some experiments last year in estimating the quantity of 
various ba.jri and cotton fields ready for harvest, and checked oui' estimates 
by actual harvesting. The results not only differed to an extraordinary 
degree but we could not find any constant personal error factor attaching 
to any individual) The cultivator from experience. of his own individual field 
call often (if he will) give ~ very close estimate of the probable yield, but I 
am . yery doubtful of the estimate of future ~'ield given by either the 
Ag~lC.ultural or Re,;enue DepartmentS) However it is possible that continued 
-trallllUg and practICe would make an Improvement, but I should lle,'er I am 
(.fraid, put full reliance on such statistics.' , 

(ii.i) In this Presidency, statistics of livestock and implements lire. I 
consider, accurate for all practical purposes. . 

(iv) The' Settlement Reports in this Presidency git'e practicallv all 
ft\'ailllble information. . 
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